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BEFORE THE FOOTLIGHTS
OCTOBER 3, 1925

1

FRANK A. HUNTER

(Read before the Club Feb. 3, 1883--but no copy in the
archives--Reread Oct~ 3, 1925--for purpose of recording.)
My introduction before the footlights occurred in this
city, at the old National Theater, about .twenty-five years ago.
Many changes have taken place since that time, not only in
theaters, but in actors and audiences. ~hen Cincinnati had but
two theaters, the National and Wood's. In 1859 s. N. Pike built
the old Pike's Opera House, which was, at that time, one of the
handsomest, if not the handsomest, theater in the country.
Being destroyed by fire in 1866, it was replaced by the present
offices, and as a mart for traffic.
The National was for many years the most prominent, and
profitable, theater in the city; but as time rolled on, and the
growth extended westward, it became somewhat out of the way,
and in 1863 it was given up to the use of the variety stage;
a class of entertainment that wae introduced about that time,
to accommodate circus performers out of seaso.n, negro minstrels,
and so called actors, that were capable of playing but one part.
About 1870 an effort was made to reclaim the National, and a
series of legitimate performances were given there, but not with
any degree of success, and, after several attempts, the effort
was finally discontinued, and the building has been allowed to
go to decay; like an old racehorse, respected for what it has
done.
Wood's Theater was built upon the site of the People's
Theater, which was destroyed by fire in 1856, and was used continuously for theatrical entertainments--with the exception of
one season, when it was occupied by Newcomb's Minstrels--under
different managers, with varying success, until ·it was removed
to make way for the handsome and substantial improvement which
now occupies its place.
So it will be seen that the three theaters which furnished amusement twenty years ago have passed away.
A very oozy little theater, called the Comique, was built
in 1866 on the corner of Fourth and Home Streets; but in 1868
it was burned, and was never rebuilt.
\

,

i
I

The Grand, remodeled from Mozart Hall, Robinson's,
Heuok's, and the Coliseum, are all that now cater to theater
going people of this city.
As theaters have changed, so have the audiences--not in
character or appearance but in the individuals composing them;
the old familiar faces that we used to see have gradually
dropped out, and their places are taken by members of the
present generation, who. are as enthusiastic and as regular in
their attendance as were the elders in their younger days.
Occasionally, upon the return of some old favorite, or upon
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the revival of some old drama, we see a turnout_ of the ol~
theater goers; and t~e scene recalls days when every theater had
its own stock company, and each actor had to play many parts,
instead, as now, playing one or two characters during.the entire
season in traveling combinations. The system of combinations
that h~s obtained within the last few years, has been a great
drawback to the stage. The managers in nearly all of the .large
cities have been compelled to give up their stock companies.
They engage with the star his own support, composed principally
of cheap people who are ignorant of the art of acting, because
of the dieoonti~uance of the school, for a school the· old stock
company certainly was. We need a school of acting to train up
intelligent stage managers, and competent actors; in the absence
of such a school, the old stock companies afforded the best
instruction. At the Dramatic College, in Dresden every pupil is
taught, among other things, how to wear all kinds of theatrical
garbs, how to manage a sword, to take off a plumed hat, etc.
How frequently are we compelled to laugh at the awkwardness of
some stick appearing in a costume which, had it not been for the
costumer, he would not have known how to put on or wear with any
degree of comfort.
It is said of Mr. Worms, of the Comedie Franoaise, that,
when studying the character of "Don Car loa" in Hernani, he not
only wore the combrous costume of the character, with its ·great
puffed sleeves and heavy plaited skirt, at everyone of the
rehearsals, but assumed it daily for an hour or two at his home
so as to be able to wear it with perfect ease and grace·on the '
night of the first performance. We want some such spirit and
training among our actors and actresses before the dramatic talent
of America can find its proper development.
There has been considerable change in the advertising of
performances, in some respects for the better in others not so
good. Now we have the announcement at the bet~inning of the week
of the programme for at least six nights, which is an improvement on the custom of publishing the play daily as it gives one
an opportunity of selecting that which he wishe~ to see and
making his arrangements accordingly.
'
f hFormerly, instead of announcing simply the play the cast
~n ~h~~~~~rs was published, not only on the large p~sters but
besides they raper~i so if any favorite actor was going to'play
s ar,
was sho~~ before entering the theater.
Frequently it happens th.3 t we would lik
.
e to see some actor
in a character considered out ·of h'18 li
we areinduced to go to the play,
· ne, and, seeing the cast,
.
Well do I remember going to tl1 th?
sterling actor, c. w Couldock
et · ater one night when that
"The Willow Copse," ~ characte~ ~as ~~ blay "Luke Fielding" i;n
of times; especially to see B n w_ c I had seen him a number
"Augustus," thorou~rhly believ~~ney Macauley enact the part of
I was agreeably disap ointed g that he could not do it at all.
character in the play~ and h~v~~wevfert, for he made it a prominent
'
g a erward seen him in other
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eccentric characters, I am decidedly of the opinion that
eccentric comedy is his forte. He managed. Wood' a Thea tar for.
a number of years, appearing in various characters,. tragedy,
comedy, and farce, and well earned the reputation of a good
general actor.
·
Twenty-five years ago, a prominent notice in the. advertisements read, "Children in arms not admitted," and,
"Gentlemen are requested not to wear their hats in the dress
circle. and parquet during the performance •" . Possibly it was
the continued. publication of this notice that makes its
appearance unnecessary today.
July.24, 185?, in an advertisement of a performance at
the National Theater, was this notice: "For sale--Twenty
thousand paving brick, also a large quantity of building sand.
Apply at the office of the National Theater •"
.
There is no record of the purchase of the aforesaid brick,
but I suppose they were bought and used by the "casual bystander"
at the entertainment given by the Xylanthrax Troubadours soma
years later.
June 30, 1858, the following announcement was.made:
"Wood's Theater. Last week of the season. Benefit of the
Butchers' Benevolent Association Mrs. A. Drake will recite
the beautiful poem, E. Pluribus Unum."
The programme consisted of The Day After the Wedding,
My Fellow Clerk, and A Glance at New York. The character of
"Mosa" was played by a member. of the association.
My earliest recollection of theatrical affairs was witnessing· a performance of the. celebrated Ravel Troupe, a
French company, who visited this country in 1856-57, and upon
several occasions afterward. Their entertainment consisted
of that peculiar French pantomime, which I believe has bean
undertak~n in this country by none since. At that time
Gabriel Ravel, the clown, was over sixty years of age, and he
made money enough in this country to keep him well in his own
until the day of his death, which occurred within the last
year, he being nearly ninety years of age.
America seems to be the paradise for foreign actors, as
sean in the case of the Ravels. They played here in first
class theaters with an admission fee of fifty cents--which
was then the p;ice for the dress circle and parquet--but when
in Paris they played at second rate theaters and on very small
salaries. About the time of the Ravels' success here, the
Keller Troupe was giving a series of tableaux throughout the
country presenting beautiful pictures by means of living
models 'somewhat different from .Matt Morgan' a living pictures
of a f:w years ago, but on the same order, though more refined.
Keller was said to be very harsh, and sometimes brutal with the
children committed to his care, and with whom he produced his
.pictures; but he certainly was an honest man, for in an
advertisement of a performance at wood's Theater in one of
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the papers was this notice: "All persons having claims against
L. Kellar, or troupe, are requested to ~resent· them for payment
on saturday, May 30, that day baing the1r last appearance in the
city,"

:,_]
:;

''i
'I
''
i I

Following close upon this time came Marsh's Juvenile
Comedians, a company composed principally of children, Being then
about the same age as many of the members of this company, I
remember distinctly with what feeling of admiration I witnessed
their performances, and longed to be one of them, that I, too,
might share in the applause and admiration beat·owed. As I became
older and discovered that all was. not real that we see upon the
stage: and that to amount to any prominence required years of
study and toil. backed by genius, or,at least, talent, I became
somewhat reconciled to fill my humble sphere, and let the stage
be trod by those whose ambition called forth more energy and
perseverance than I.possassad.
Theatrical managers, like men in the mercantile community,
are largely governed in the manner of conducting their business
by the taste of the public, They know that it is easier to change
the legislation and constitution of a people than its: tastes and
pleasures, and bearing in mind that nothing is more obstinate
than fashion, so long as it lasts, they give to their patrons that
class of entertainment called for, Hence we have from time to
time a change in the character of amusements. For a time we have
a series of legitimate and standard plays, tragedy, melodrama and
comedy; then, tiring of that kind of amusement, and wishing f~r
a change, we are offered a dash of the "emotional," a style of
drama introduced by Daly in such plays as Divorce Fernanda
Alixe, and followed by Led Astray, The Two Orphan~,Forgat M~ Not,
La Belle Ruase, etc.; plays that probably "hold the mirror up to
nature," yet whose moral tendency is somewhat questionable• but
being asked for, they are given us, Then comns the burlesque
not what might be called refined Burlesque s~ch as Broughman:s
Pocahontas--the bast ever written--but the'character of play to
which we have worked up, or down, consisting of a lavish display
of female anatomy; the study of which has crowded our theaters
and made money for the managers.
'
It is astonishing what can be attained by study and er~ev~r~nce,
for I am credibly informed that some of' the "b!ld
8

~;:1e nger
ar:~~enecessary.
~r:t~~! tt~:g;~~n ~f r~~~f' ~~ 1!~~~e :~~~ ~~!~r:~~:e~;:
0

After a time longer or sh t
alization of the ~ommunit
or er, according to the damarthen we have an occasional'c~~P;~~~Y 0 ~ t~at class of amusement;
standard play as a feeler t
o ou
o a legitimate or
the "feast of reason·" anJ s~ ~:e if w; are ready to return to
the ~astas of the pe~ple demand, goes rom one to the other, as
·
In recalling the ·ev nt f th
collection assumes such a s o
a past twenty years the remyself to the notice of :a;!wproiort~ons that I must confine
and give nothing but
on Y 0 the more prominent actors,
my personal observations.
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It was the habit of many persons, in speaking of
Edwin Forrest, to say that he was a good actor, and would be
great if he were not given to "ranting," That might have been
true of him in his younger daye,for it seems to have been true
of all tragedians of that tim~, being one of the bequest of our
ancestors; but in his l~tter years his characters for the most
part were as smooth and free from "rant" as could be desired,
His "Orthello," "Riohelieu," and "Xing Lear" were as polished
and consistent as any presentation of those characters. A
friend of his once spoke of having seen him play "Lear," when
Forrest corrected him by saying: "I play 'Hamlet,' and 'Richard,
but, by God, sir, I am 'Leart•n And so he was, and I suppose
Edwin Booth is the on!y actor that a~proaches him in that part.
James E. Murdoch twenty-five years ago was one of the
leading actors of the country, and with commendable . good sense
retired from the stage while still in the zenith of his fame.
He was said to be excellent in such characters as "Young
·
Mirable," "Alfred Evelyn," and "Jack Rover." Some years after
the close of the late war he returned to the stage for a brief
season, but was physically unable to stand the strain of
continuous acting, and was compelled to abandon his first love,
and devote his time to reading, and giving instruction in
elocution.
It was during that season that I had the pleasure of seeing
him as "Alfred Evelyn" in Bulwer's play of Money; but his
.
age was such as to detract materially.from the illusion in the
representation. What he was as "Evelyn" in his young days,
may well be imagined from the fact, that when he played the part
in London, Bulwer, the author, being present, congratulated him,
and said: "Mr. Murdock, that is my conception of the character
of 'Alfred Evelyn' exactly," What higher praise could be
bestowed?
Mr. Edwin Booth in light tragedy i~ without doubt, the
actor par excellence of America. Bring1ng with him to the stage
an inherited talent, he soon took a leading place; and now,
after many years of experience, he stands second to none. One
strange circumstance connected with Mr. Booth's career, is that
he has never played an original character. Other great actors
have from time to time created some part that has become
identified with themsei vas; Forrest created "Spartac~s,"
"Metamora " and I believe "Jack Cade;" J • W• Wallack The Man
With the Iron Mask;" Edwin Adams, "Enoch Arden;" Lawrence
Barrett, "Yorick,"
But Mr. Booth has created nothing, He has improved upon
the rendering of many characters, depriving t~em ~ft~he
So
staginess that has bean hanided ~owntf~~: ~~~t ~~ei: ae~~fficult
excellent are many of his mper..,ona
"
matter to tell which is best. His "Hamlet," "Richelieu,
"Lago," and "Bertuocio" are impersonations that place him at
the head of American actors.
The actors of the present day that have made the greatest

... "
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success of the character of "Cardinal Riche lieu" are Booth,
Sullivan, and Barratt.
One who has seen the triple portrait of the great cardinal,
in the National Gallery in London, and shortly after views
Barrett's presentation of the character, must be struck by the
remarkable likeness to the picture. While a closer examination
might show many flaws of detail, the general impression is that
of the embodied canvas--nay, mora, the mighty minister himself
is before you. Thus Barrett commences at a great advantage,
and portrays a character which, in general conception, differs
but little from that delineated by Edwin Booth. Barratt's
Richelieu is a feebler man, more earnest, more tender in the earlier scenes toward his ward; he has sudden outbreaks of spirit
and daring, followed by great physical exhaustion and nervous
prostration.
When he drops the great two handed weapon wielded at
Rochelle, and speaks the famous lines, "Beneath the rule of
man entirely great, the pen is mightier than the sword," etc.,
there is a triumph in his voice, a consciousness of power,
and a. slight pause that invites the round of applause which he
receives.
The same applause is invi tad v1hen he admonishes the faint
hearted "Francois" with "Thera is no such word as fail,"
Mr. Booth gives the first named lines almost as a soliloquy as
if pondering the question, and passes quickly to the dismis~al
of "Francois."
At the second point made by Barrett Booth speaks quickly
'
almost impatiently, to the boy, and paaa~s to the important
consideration of "Huguat' s" faithfulness. He is a more wily man
thnn the "Riche lieu" of Barrett, and he thoroughly enjoys his
own craftiness.
fi r~a sending of De Mauprat to the tapestry chamber affords him
In his relations with Joseph he sees much
a o m is humorous. Yet, however, the two personations ma
differ in detail, there is no question that Booth is infinitelyy
more powerful in the last two acts. When he draws the
~i~~ 1 ~ °! t~ea~~iemn ?hurch about his helpless ward he::!~! to
majesty se:m~ ins~i~~~g~ithhf~ee;~~r~~l~;eHi{~ebawfudlness of his
the Third, and the heart of th
a ran and Innocent
to bow before the power thnt h~m~~rietsht herietic, must be constrained
es 8 m ghty to protect the weak.
Barry Sullivan the. el b t d
recognized by all a~ a tr~ge~i~~ ef English-Iri~h. actor, is
sidered by many the very best acto superior ablllty, and conHis conception of the character o~r~~~f ~h~i En~lish speaking stage •
Booth's, keeping the craftiness well tc ~h eu is the same as
scenes his acting is su a 1 .
. o
e front' and in some
castle of Ruelle where P"~e o~~u nota,~ly in the third act as the
for the murder of "Riche lieu." prat appears in armor' prepared
when he says, "The lion's ski ~nd more especially toward the close,
n oo short tonight; now for the fox's."
1

t~ tnt ehrmusement.

0
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The laugh and exclamation of derision with which he
retire's to simulate death, give to this scene a weirdness
that will be long remembered.
His "Hamlet" .is superior to that of any actor on the
stage, with the possible exception of Edwin Booth, some preferring one, some the other. They are both so excellent in
this character, that it requires fine discriminating power to
decide between them. His "Richard III," is acknowledged by
all, to be so far ahead of all contemporaries as to d~fy
comparison.
Nearly all of the act·ors who have been prominent in the
character of "Hamlet" have played him as feigning insanity,
possibly because a greater effect can thus be produced. Yet
the· sanity of the prince has long afforded matter for discussion among Shakespearean scholars. What a magnificent
tribute to the genius of the authorl
Barry Sullivan is the only actor of whom I know, that
has taken the liberty of altering the accepted text of
Shakespeare. Many of his alterations seem to me good, and
backed by reasonable explanation. I am in favor ·Of any
innovation that can be sustained; and, his taking arms against
siege of troubles, in "Hamlet's soliloquy, and the lines in
Macbeth "1 have no spur to prick the sides of my intent, but
only va~lting ambition, which o'erlaps its sell and falls on
the other side," seem to give a clearer meaning. He claims
those words to be the original, and the others typographical
errore.
we know that errors are of frequent· occurrence at the
present time and how much greater the liability in the early
d·aye of printing~ The introduction or omission of a letter,
or even a punctuation mark, will sometimes alter the meaning
of an entire sentence as in the remark of the fellow who had
been in hard luck and who repeated the familiar quotation:
"There is a divinity that shapes our ends rough, hew them as
we will." ·
Sullivan is certainly a great student of Shakespeare,
and was the first to discard the traditional black in costuming "Hamlet," introducing court mourning of black and purple,
· a suggestion that has been adopted by all.
He likewise was the first to use in the closet scene
with th~ "Queen" in Hamlet, the imaginary pictures instead" of
the medallions always used at the beginning of the lines, Look
here on this picture, and on this."
of text for which no ti "
There · i s one of his alterations
h
reasonable excuse can be urged, w ere ''Ham1 et" says "to "Hora o •
"I would taka the ghost's word for a thousand pound, he raa~s
"for all the coin in Denmark," and gives as reason th~t poun 8
are not currant in that country. It is said that Sha espe~r:
introduces the manners and customs of the English, in all
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plays, no matter where the scene be laid. Be that as it may,
nobody has the right to mutilate the text by changing what
was known to be written by the author.

1\i
i

Of Mr. Henry Irving, the English actor, I can say but
little, having seen him in but one character, that of "Shylock;"
but in this he is much superior to all others that I have seen,
and they are several. I never saw a Shakespearean play mounted
aa .magnificently as was the Merchant of Venice, at Irving's
own theater, the Lyceum. Irving himself is a picturesque .
actor, but withal an actor of great ability, One point -in
his "Shylock" that struck me as good, and different from
that of others, was in the last act; at the trial, and after
judgment had been rendered, depriving him of all that makes
life worth living, he made his exit slowly, with bowed head
being a poor, broken down old man. Booth and Barrett, in the
same character, at that point are somewhat dazed, but before
leaving the courtroom, tur.n and show their vindictiveness.
Of course, it is a matter of taste, but of the two I prefer
the former.
Joh~

McCullough is one of our most popular tragedians
He
a robus~ actor, on whom has fallen the mantl.e of For~est •
as Spartacus he is a worthy successor, but in Shakespearean '
characters he is the inferior of his predecessor His best
character is "Virginius," in which he is unequal~d.

;a

Among the actors of the present generation in genteel

c~m~~Y must be placed at the he~d, or at least near the top
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few years ago, .made the week that he played at Wood's Theater
seem far too short, for at the same time Jane Coombs, with
another goo.d company, was playing at Pike 1 s and there were not
nights enough to take in all of the good things. Since
writing the last item Mr. Wyndham has paid us another visit,
and those who neglected witnessing hie performances should
have much to regret.
W. J. Florence, since discarding the Irish business, has
blossomed into a comedian of the first magnitude; his "Bob
Briarly," "Captain Cuttle," and "Hon. Bardwell Slote 11 entitle
him to rank with the best.
J. S. Clarke is another actor who has a wide reputation
as a low comedian, bordering somewhat on the buffoon, but still
containing an individuality; he has devoted hie latter years to
playing 11 Major Wellington De Boots," in which character he is
unequaled. His 11 Asa Trenchard" in Our American Cousin, and
"Bob Tyke," in the School of Reform, are finely finished characters.
John E. Owens is probably our best and most versatile
low comedian. His "Solon ~hingle," 11 Joshua Spruggins" in
Forty Winks, and "Henry Dove" in Buckstone 1 s Married Life are
characters in which it may be said that he is great. Of late
years, for some reason, he seems to have lost his popularity
and is now playing "old men" in the stock company of the
Madison Square Theater of New York.

0

e ladder, the late E. A. Sothern. Many spoke of him as
an acto; ~f one part, but those who have seen him in "Dun~re~rb, Br~ther Sam," "David Garrick" and "Colonel White "
a~ e~c:~i:~~ ~o~~~~~~.of Home, must acknowledge him to be '

John Gilbert, of Wallack's, and William Warren, of the
Boston Museum, are two of the best "old men" on the stage.
They both are old now, but for many years have been favorites
in their respective cities, and have been content to occupy
positions in leading stock companies.

impor;~~~re~~~~~rwa;o~~iginally a part of little or no

J. L. Toole, the English comedian, was not very successful during hie tour in this country, his humor being more
adapted to the London stage, but his sketch of the Artful Dodger
was. enjoyed everywhere, and his "Tom Coke," in Off the Line,
and "Uncle Dick," in Uncle Dick's Darling, stamped him an
actor of great merit.

investing it with ~n ori~~~a~~~rotedand chan~ed it entirely,
it one of the most striking fea~uan 0e~c~~tr1city, that made
· e play. The comedy
itself was written some ear
res
this country, for Mr. Jo!hua sS~~f~re i ths first product'ion in
Adelphi Theater in London
s ee, t en playing at the
ducing. no doubt the suc~e~ut ~a~h not cons ide red worth proacting of Mr. Sothern, for w~ t~out ~ 0 f~ay was due .to the
ern the play is nothing.
The part of "Asa Trenchard n t
was taken by Mr Joe Jeffer
' a its original production
enviable reputation on bothso~d an actor who has since· made ~n
Mr. Sothern, has devoted moe~ es of the Atlantic. He, like
one character, but like 9oth of his career to the playing of
parte widely diffefent as wi~rnb is capable of playing well
see~ him in "Bob Acres'n "Caleb p~ attested by those who have
Game, "and "GoliO'htly & in L d " ummer'" "Woodcock •s Little
o
'
en me Five Shillings.
Charles Wyndham of ·the C
excellent comedian, ~nd with t~iterion, London, is another
e company he had with him a

John T. Raymond made a decided hit in "Colonel Sellers,"
but has given us nothing else worth mentioning.
. Among the. actresses of.modern times Miss Charlotte Cus~man
is certainly the pre-eminent figure. Her "Queen Catherine,
tady Macbeth" and "Meg Merrilies" are unequaled by any living
actress.
Janauschek. gives the most acceptable "Lady Macbe;h," and
Mary Anderson is the only one that has dared attempt Meg
Kerrilies." Mrs. Emma Waller was an exceedingly
powe~ful
actress and won considerable fame as "Meg, 11 but her Duchess
of Malfi " was considered her strongest part. She was onefof
the few. ~omen who have played n I ago, 11 and made much ~ore o ~
success than Anna Dickinson is said to have made of Haml~t.
Mrs. Lander, before the war, was a popular actress known
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as Miss Jean Davenport. She married General Lander and retired
for a time from the stage; and upon her return had the good
sense to discard most· of the young characters she used to play,
and confine herself almost entirely to such parts as best suited
her age. Her "Queen Elizabeth" and "Mary Stuart" will be
remembered as displaying great tragic power.
· . .
Miss Adelaide Neilson--Neilson the beautiful--in such
characters as "Juliet," "Rosalind," "Viola," and "Julia, n in
the Hunchback she stands unrivaled among artists of today, and
I doubt if she ever were excelled in the past.
Modjeske, barring a slight foreign ~ccent, is excellent
in such characters as 11 Camille" and "Adrienne . 11 Her interpretation of "Camille" is superior to all, since the days of
Matilda Heron.
Among the emotional actresses Clara Morrie takes. the lead,
but owing to 111 health, now seldom appears. Fanny Davenport
has taken to that line of business, but to my way of thinking,
decidedly her best part is "Nancy Sikes."
Maggie Mi tohell is still playing--and I believe acceptably-the same characters that she has performed for fifteen or twenty
years. I have not seen her for a considerable time, but remember
with pleasure her Fanchon and Little Barefoot.
Lotta has kicked herself into public favor, and is one of
the best drawing actresses on the stage.
Rosina Vokes is undoubtedly the beet soubrette that has
appeared for many years. ·.
There are many other actors and actresse.s that might be
mentioned, but time forbids.
The attendance at the theater in this country is in excess
to the proportion of increase of population, and largely due
to the decrease of puritanical ideas in the rural districts
for it is· now the exception to find a small town without its'
theater.

\

\

we 1 S~y~ 'Steele Mac kaye, in the North American Review: "If
two. generations we find only three or four buildings
devo oteod tack
o amusement in New York Cit
'th
anoe per night that could h rdl h y, Wl an average attendDuring the last seas
a · Y ave exceeded 1,500 persons.
tainments have been ~~t;~ni~:~ ~ity s~m~ fifty different enter25,000 to 30,000 people. Througho~tnt~etlh ~ttuendance of from
it is safe to say that 500
w o e nited States ·
presented to the public eve~musement attractions are usually
patronage of about 400 erso~ day of the season, with an average
an amusement going publlc of ~O~a~go This calculation gives us
1
theatrical season generally cove; 8 300ndividuals
a day. As the
house, the average annual
performances to each
theaters throu hout th
attendance at the various halls and
to eo,ooo,ooo.W
e country probably ranges from 50,000;000
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·For many years it has been the fashion to speak of the
decline of the drama, sa.ying that the actors of today are not
the equal of those of former years; in fact, each generation,
since the -introduction of the star system, and possibly before,
has had its quota of grumblers, who bemoan the fate of the
drama, and long for the plays and actors of bygone years. Such
men are usually past the prime of life, when their theatrical
enthusiasm has somewhat subsided, .and they enjoy the pleasures
of the past more than those of the present. The standard
drama is composed of those plays tha~ have stood the test of
time, both in regard to their literary merit and dramatic
construction.
They are few in number, in any age, in comparison with
the hundreds that are produc·ed, and serving the purpose for
which they are written, are retired, never again to see the
light.
'
I contend that the stage of this generation and the last
is the equal in all ;espects, arid superior in many, to the
stage of any previous time. When we look over some of the
plays of the past forty or fifty ·years, ·and many that have ~een
prod~ced within the pa'st twenty-~i ve, and find among them such
plays as Bulwer 1 s Riche lieu, Money, and La.dy of Lyons;
Sheridan Knowles' Hunchback and !he Love Chase; Boucicault'e
Willow Copse, London·Assurance, and Old Heads and Young He~rts,
and the plays of Leap Year, Love's Sacrifice, and later st1ll,
Louis XI, Ruy Blas, Caste Ours, Progress, Still Waters Run Deep,
Masks and Faces, and The Fool's Revenge, I think we may say that
many of them are .entitled to rank as standard works, and will
compare favorably· with those of past ~.enera t ions, the Shakespearean
age, of ·:course, barred--that sta:nds alone for all time.
And the sa~e may be said of the actors. Forrest, Booth,
Irving Barrett Wallack Davenport, McCullough, Sothern,
Jeffer~on, Flor~pce, Owe~s, Clarke, Warren Gilbert, Cha~lotte
Cushman, Mrs. Lander, Adelaide Neilson, Jan~uschek, ModJeeka,
Clara Morr's, and others that might be men~1oned, certainly
will compare favorably with any the world has produce~.
When we ·read of the achievements of bygone. actors, we f
are too apt to give ready credence to their greatnessP fo;get u1
of the fact that "distance lends enchantment to the v1ew.
·
Frank A. Hunter

THOMAS HARDY AS A NOVELIST
OCTOBER 10, li25

ARTHUR L. KNIGHT

About twenty-five years ago, in an after-dinner speech
at the London Atheneum George Saintsbury, whom I think we
must concede to be tha'greatest living critic of English
literature characterized Thomas Hardy as 'the master constructionist of' the age' and "Tass of the D'Urbervilles" as 'the
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only novel of that decade that had any hope of immortality,'
Many instances showing the folly of predicting immortal! ty
for any writer are given by George Birback Hill in his "Literary
:Prophecies," He begins with this statement: ''I ~m often amused
by the oonfident air with which not only chance readers, but evan
students of literature appoint, as it ware, the books which are
to be the delight of posterity." Many of the predictions cited
by Hill are highly amusing. This is what he says of Pomfret's
"Choio~ ·" published in 1699, a poem that Samuel Johnson commended
half a ~entury later in terms of the highest p~aise. "Threequarters of a century after the death of John Pomfret it·was
said that 'perhaps no composition in our language had been oftener
perused than his "Choice." Another quarter of a century passed,
and the hundred years were complete; yet we find Southey asking:
"Why is Pomfret the most popular of the English poets? The fact
is certain, and the solution would be useful," ·
Excepting the Misters James, probably few of us have read
this poem, It is a short one--some ten pages--and well and wisely
discourses on tba beauty, peace, and joy of the quiet semi-rural
life,--tha desirability of living in Madisonville, as it ware,
To me the poem is vary charming. P~rmit me these few lines, They
may aid us to jud~e of the value of popularity as a test,

I

'

. l

I
'I
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"If heaven the grateful liberty would give
That I might choose my method how to live:
And all those hours, propitious fate should land
In blissful ease and satisfaction spend·
Near some fair town I'd have a p~ivate ~eat
Built uniform; not little, not too ~reat· '
'
Better, if on rising ground it stood
On this sid~ ~ields, on that a neighi'ring wood;
It should w1tnin no other things contain
But what are useful, necessary plain·
Mathinks 'tis nauseous, and I'd ne'er'endure
The needless pomp of gaudy furniture.
A little garden, grateful to the eye
And a cool rivulet run murmuring by '
On whose delicious banks a stately ;ow
Of shady limes or sycamores should grow·
At the end of which a silent study plac;d
Should be with all the noblest authors grac'd,"
"
Hill's concluding remarks in this particular case are·
Our grandfathers or great-grandfathers might with
f :
show of reason have mai t 1. d t
some a1r
that a poem that had st~o~ ~~ we~~tt~t ~as impossible to believe
sink into forgetfulness Let
e est of time would ever
in your hearing foretelis immo~~a~~fge;t to you that if any one
you have no relish ou shou
l y or some writer for whom
read "Pomfret's "Ch~ioe •" ld ask him at once whether ·he had
What makes for literary immortality?.
Will that form 0f th 9
immortality?
story known as the novel have
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Saintabury calls the novel 'completed prose fiction,'
but says that i•t is so difficult to make out the precise
stages by which .the mode.rn novel came into being that the
wisest critics have abstained from attempting it. Nevertheless nearly all the English critics, including Saintsbury,
have delighte.d in tracing the development of the novel from
the medaeval 1agend and romance through the chroniclers and
writers of narrative fact and fiction; and almost by common
·consent dub Richardson and Fielding the makers of the modern
novel. A few would give the palm to their immediate predecessor Defoe, and Juesserand considers that the novel was
at least approaching a definite form in the time of
Shakespeare, b;ut as Stopford Brooke well remarked, none of
Defoe's stories are real novels,' "in that they have no plot
to the working out of which the characters and events contribu.te, Defoe is our first true writer of fiction, but not
a novelist, W~olly distinct from the merely narrative stories
like Defoe's, tha.true novel is a story wrought round·the
passion of love to a tragic or joyous conclusion. Its form,
far mora flexible than that of the drama, admits of almost
infinite development. The whole of human life, at any time,
at· any place in the world, is its subject, and its vast.
sphere accounts for its vast production," Saintsbury well
says: "This new scheme of narrative gave an infinitely wider
and more varied scope than the stage could ever give."
Twenty-five years ago the novel took unquestioned
precedence, the drama as a mode of literary expression seamed
obsolete; the poetic form was, and f9r that matter still is,
in eclipse, By universal consent of both critics and writers,
the superiority of the novel as a vehicle of expression, in
that it gives greater opportunity for the analysis of motive
and character, and a fuller and more lieaurely discussion of
the essence as well as the accidents of that which the author
wishes to convey, seamed altogether better than the older
forms of story-telling--the most highly evolved form, destined
never to be superceded. B~t we are now seeing a revival of
the dramatic form of story-telling, notably by Galsworthy and
Shaw and the supremacy of the novel is coming into question.
stili I believe Saintsbury wall says in his discussion of
the victorian novel: "There can .be little ~oubt that, great
as have bean its achievements in poetry and history, and not
small as they have been in literary criticism and the essay
generally the nineteenth cent~ry, as a whole, will take
future ra~k as the age of the no.vel."
Irrespective of th~ form of presentation, the best bid
for literary immortality is, without question, an appeal to
a universal· human interest in the subject matter presented,
as witness for instance, those writings credited to the
world's gr~at religious teachers. In the world's highest
civilizations at present, the Gospel of Saint Matthew is
the most read, and possibly, from a literary point of view,
the best short stor·y, and the :Psalms the most popular, and
perhaps the best poetry.
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Philosophers and poets, dramatists and story-te~lers, from
Sophocles with his "King Oedipus" and ~ristophanes Wl th. his
"Frogs," through Rabelias, Shakespeare, Milton, Goethe, down to
Freud with his Oedipus complex, and Hardy,--and its a long
way down,~-have not hesitated to poach on theologic ground.
Man's point of view is always homocentric; and there seem to be
three phases of this attitude that hold his intense interest.
First, the attitude of the Infinite toward man, or, as man
states it, his attitude toward God, or as Aristophanes and Hardy
put it, toward the "President of the Immortals." Second, man's
attitude toward society--toward his fallows, collectively and
individually, and its corollary--the attitude of society toward
each individual, and third, man's attitude toward himself. These
seam fundamental concepts, or perhaps we had better say questions,
whic:h have held the attention of mankind through the ages, and
probably always will. These basic problems are the most universally absorbing, the most intensely interesting to the human
being, far outweighing all thought of creature comfort or of
beauty. True, elegance of style, as in Addison and Lamb pure
beauty of literary art as in George Meredith and Tennyso~, commend themselves to a consideration for literary immortallity,
but in a final analysis pure literary art must live or fall
into oblivion with that language in which it paints its pictures.
~hat. a vi tal human interest, rather than elegance of compositlon 1s the dominant factor, I have only to remind you that
''Uncle Tom's Cab in'' can not claim great literary merit according
to our present criteria, yet there is no story that every member
of this club knows as we 11, or that is so universally read and
eas been for three-quarters of a century. The continental'
.:Ju~op~E:n school-boy in his course in !!in~lish reads ''Uncle Toin "
an V1sualizes the United States througfi it. one of our var '
good college professors, an Austrian by birth told me th t y
. a was
the second book he read in his cla~s in En 1' 'h

a
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his judgme~t~\, r~~er~ew~~~r~w6u~stio~, ~e~t that it still biased
the small circulating library o~PL~~d~n HUncle Tom's Cabin" in
working a few years ago Th
ospi tal, where I was
the convalescents read there~y were never on.the shelves, and
m~. Three years ago in Scotl!;~an~ looked Wlt~ ~isapproval at
Slr James Mackenzie of th
'
was complalnlng to
as cold here as in Cincin~a~~7d weat~er "Why," he said, "it isn't
"Well," I said, "ours rarely do o~r ~W~er,~ never freeze over."
y, he.said, "didn't
Eliza cross the Ohio on the ice;"
pageant in Lancashire with flo't A short tlme be~ore, I saw a
and ours was Uncle To~ and L a s representing the nations
gruesome arraignment of Arne ~gree. Harriett Beecher Stowe'~
. d American book, and usuall
rlcan slavery
is ' I be1'1eve, our most
r~a
f
Slonable age, when the mind al~tun.ortunately, at the impresthis illy constructed story ~·
s lts irradicable pictures. But
interesting to mankind,--firs~s~~:s~s those three problems most
in the scene where Uncle Tom reads h~eol~gic,--excellently done
Mississippi on the steamboat. Hear ~~:Blble on his way down the
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"Is it strange then, that some tear~ fall on the pa~a
of his Bi~le as he lays it on the cotton-bale, and, with~
patient f1n~er thre~ding his slow way from word to word,
traces out 1ts prom1ses? Having learned late in life, Tom
was but a slow reader, and passed on laboriously from verse
to verse. Fortunate for him was it that the book he was
intent on was one which slow reading can not injure--nay
one whose words, like ingots of gold seem oftgn to need'to
be weighed separately, that the mind'may take in their
priceless value. Let us follow him a moment, as, pointing
to each word, and pronouncing each half aloud, he reads,-~
"Let - not - your - heart - be - troubled. In - my
Father's -house - are -many - mansions. I -go - to prepare - a - place - for - you."
"Cicero, when he buried his darling and only dauO'hter
had a heart as full of honest grief as poor Tom's pe~haps'no
fuller, for both were only men; but Cicero could pass over
no such sublime words of hope, and look to no such future
reunion; and if he had seen them, ten to one he would not have
believed,--he must fill his head first with a thousand auestions
of authenticity of manuscript, and correctness of translation.
But, to poor Tom, there it lay, just what he needed, so
evidently true and divine that the possibility of a question
never entered his simple head. It must be true, for, if not,
how could he live?"
Second, the social--man's attitude toward society, or
rather its corollary--the attitude of society toward each
individual,--in every page; and third, man's attitude toward
himself--what am I going to do about it?
"Uncle Tom's" bid for immortality is unique, in that,
although an avowed work of fiction, it strongly influenced
the history of its time--in fact, became a part of that history.
None of Hardy's stories deal with any historic catastrophe,
or rise a.b ova the level of very ordir1ary 1 ife, but the very
primitiveness of setting and the narrow groove in which the
stories run, help to make for an intensity that a broader
horizon would scarcely allow. They too deal with "Life Among
the Lowly," the drab peasant life of so~th-western England,
for which Hardy has coined and popularized the phrase
"The Wessex Country.''
His works include "Deaparate Remedies" published in 186~,
"Under the Greenwood Tree" ( 1872), "A :Pair of Blue Eyes"
(18 73) , "Far from the Madding Crowd" ( 18 74 ) , "The Hand of
Ethelburta" ( 1876), "The Return of the Native'' ( 1878),
nThe Trumpet Major," "The Well Beloved," "The Mayor of
Fasterbridge ," "A Group of Noble Dames," "Tess of the
D'Urbervilles" ( 1892), and "Jude tho Obscure" in 1896.
With his subsequent, and to my mind lamentable, attempts at
blank verse, we· have not to deal.
Four of these novels seem to me superior. Though "Far
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from the Madding crowd 11 is crude as compared with 11 The Mayor of
Casterbridge," "Tess of the D'Urbervilles," and "Jude the
Obscure," yet there is a tremendous strength in th~ plot and its
presentation, and it is the novel in which Hardy f1rst pictured
the wessex country, creating it somewhat as Sir Walter Scott
created the Scottish Hi~hlands, In a preface to a new edition
printed nearly thirty y;ars after its first publication, he says:

·I
·;j
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"In reprinting this story for a new edition, I am reminded
that it was in the chapters of "Far from the Madding Crowd," as
they appeared month by month in a popular magazine, that I first
ventured to adopt thA word "Wassax 11 from the pages of early English
history, and give it a fictitious Bignificance as the existing
name of the district once included in that extinct kingdom. The
series of novels I projected being mainly of the kind called
local, they seemed to require a territorial definition of some sort
to lend unity to their scene. Finding the area of a single county
did not afford a canvas large enough for this purpose, and that
there were objections to an invented name, I disinterred the old
one. The press and the public were kind enough to welcome the
fanciful plan, and willingly joined me in the anachronism of
imagining a Wessex population living under Queen Victoria:·-a
modern We sse~ of railways, the penny post, mowing and reaping
machines, u~1on workhouses, lucifer matches, labourers who could
read and wr1te, and National school children.
But 1 believe I
am correct in stating that, until the existence of this contemporaneous Wessex in place of the usual counties was a1mouncad in
the present story, in 1874, it had never been heard of in fiction
and currant speech, if at all, and that the expresoion "Wessex
peasant," or a "Wessex custom," would therefore ha;e been taken
to refer to nothing later in date than the Norman conquest."
d "I did not anticipate thCJ.t this application of the word to
~~e:~n 1 story wo~ld extend outside the chapters of the chronicles
adopt ei ;e~; in~u ~h! \~!s d:~~~c~a~~~a~ln:;s~wh~:e, the f'i rst to
't·Wnlch, in th~ impression bearing the date July 15th 1876
articles "The Wessex Labours n·'
' ~n ltled one of lts
dissertation on farmin dur·~· the artlcle turning out to be no
peasant of the south-w~st c~u~ti~:.Heptarchy, but on the modern
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"Since then the appellation wh' hI h
to the horizons and landscapes of·alc tl ad thought to reserve
country, has become more and mo
par y real, partly dream
provincal def'init ion. Blld th dre popular as a practical
solidified into a utiliiaria~ r:~m-country has by degrees,
a house in, and write to paper~a~lon wh~ch people can go to, take
gentle readers to forget this
~ 0 ~·
ut I ask all good and
believe that there are any inha~rt 0 refuse steadfastly to
outside these volumes in which th ~nts of a Victorian Wessex
are detailed.
elr lives and conversations
"Moreover the v'll
of the nrasent'story ~f ~~a called Wetherby, wherein the scenes
would perhaps be hardly di:c:~~t~s are f?r the most part laid
help, in any existing place no adle by tne explorer, without '
wa ays; though at the ti me,
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comparatively ~eoent, at which the tale was written a
sufficient realty to meet the descriptions, both of'background and parsonages, might have been traced easily enough."
The heroine of "Far from the Madding Crowd," a strong
minded flapper, Bathsheba by name, comes in to the eternal
pentagon in this case, with her husband's mistress, feeble
in mind and body, who should have been his wife, and her three
lovers, the capable and devoted overseer of her farm, her
utterly worthless and untrue soldier husband, and the eratic
bachelor gentleman farmer, who murders her husband, thus
claaring.the way for the overseer. In a cold analysis, we
ar~ reminded of the story of the tenor and the bass, who
eliminated themael vas in the struggle for the hand of the
soprano, who then married the chap who pumped the organ.
There is a somberness, a gloom, about Hardy's novels
that is never relieved, and if there are attempts in a lighter
vein-..we can not call them comedy--they seem strange and
unnatural, and rather to intensify the gloom. We are told
that in Shakespeare's time, when tragedy was to be enacted,
the stage was hung in black, and certainly no writer has
surpassed Hardy in presenting "the black hung stage." .His
best attempt at humor is probably the scene at the malt-house
after the fire in the hay-ricks at Bathsheba's farm.
Gabriel Oaks, later the overseer, but now unknown and in
search of employment, has just taken the leading part in fighting the fire. Bathsheba· has. sent all the men present to the
malt .. house for ale and food. Hera is a synopsis of it:
"The· aged mrutstar was sitting opposite the fire on the
hearth at the malt .. house, his frosty white hair and beard
overgrowing his gnarled figure like the gray moss and lichen
upon a leafless apple-tree, On entering, Gabriel's nose was
greeted by an atmosphere laden with the smell of new malt.
The conversation, (which seemed to have been concerning the
origin of the fire) immediately ceased, and everyone ocularly
criticised him to the degree expressed by contracting the
flash of their foreheads and looking at him with narrowed
eye-lids as if he had been a light too strong for their sight.
Several ~xclai~ed meditatively, after this operation had been
completed:--"coma in, shepherd; sure you be walco~ though
we don't know yer name."
'Gabriel Oak, that's my nama, neighbors.'
The ancient mal tater sitting in the midst· turned at this-his turning being as the turning of a rusty crane •
'That'.s never Gable Oak's grandson over at Norcombe--never!'
'My father and Grandfather ~era old men of' the name of
Gabriel,' said the shepherd plac1dly.

'Though r knowad the man's face as 1 seed him on the rid:,-thoughtl did •. Knowed yer years and years. Knowed yer gra?d:
mother. tikawisa knowed yar father when he was a child. Wh9
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boy Jacob there and your father were sworn brothers--that
they were sure,--weren't ye, Jacob.'

my

'Ah, sure,' said his son, a young man about sixty-five, with
a semi-bald head and one tooth in the left center of his upper
jaw, which made much of itself by standing prominent, like a milestone in a bank. 'But 'twas Joe had most to do with him. However
my eon William must have knowed the very man afore us--didn't ye,
Billy, afore ye left Norcombe?''

;I'

d

'i

'No, 'twas Andrew, 1 said Jacob 1 s son Billy, a child of' forty,
or thereabouts, who manifested the peculiarity of possessing a
cheerful soul in a gloomy body and whose whiskers were a chinchilla
shade hare and there.
1

I can mind Andrew,' said Oak, 'as being a man in the place
when I was quite a child.'
'Coma, shepherd, and drink,' said the maltster, 'T's gape and
swaller with us--a drap of sommit. Take up the God-forgive-me,
Jacob.'

;' ii
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Jacob stooped to the God-forgive-me, which was a two-handled
tall mug standing in the ashes, cracked and charred with heat; it
was rather furred with extraneous matter about the outside
especially in the crevices of the handles, the inmost curv~s
of which may not have sean daylight for several years by reason
of this incrustation thereon--formed of ashes accidently wetted
with cider and baked hard; but to the mind of any sensible drinker
the cup was none the worse for that, being incontestably clean on
th8 inside and about the rim. It may be observed that such a
class of mng is called a God-forgi ve-ma ·in Wetherby and its
vicinity for uncert'ain reasons; probably because its size makes
any given toper feel ashamed of himself when he sees its bottom
f'
in drinking it empty • Jacob, on racei vi.ng the order to s
9
1
i~\; ~~~r ;a~hwarm e~ough, placi~ly dipped his forefinga~ i!to
ermome er, and havlng pronounced it nearl 7 of the

0
;~~~·~fd~g~·=~h~:i;~~mt~~.c~~t~~~ !~~~ ~~!i!~lr~t~~mh;ed to ~ust
rock' because- Shepherd Oak was a stranger • . .

.

s smoc -

'A clane cup for the shepherd,' said t-he
ingly,
maltster, command'No,--not at all ' said G b . 1 .
considerateness. 'I ~eve·r fus: r 1e ' ln a reproving tone of
I know what sort it is.'. 1'akinga~~ut dirt in its pur~ state, when
from the depth. of its contents
de dm~g he dran~ an 1nch or mora
man. 'I wodn't think of gi . ' an u Y passed lt on to the next
washing up when there's so ~~~g :uc~ trouble to neighbors in
already,' continued Oak in am . ~r to be done in the world
the.stoppage of breath which io1s er tone, after recovering from
'
. s occasioned by pulls at large mugs.
A right sensible man,' said Jacob.
'True' true; it can't be
.
''
man,--Mark Clark by name a g~lrsaid, observed a brisk. young
' gen a and pleasant gentleman, whom
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to meet anywhere in your travels was to know, to know was
to drink with, and to drink with was, unfortunately, to pay
for. 'And hera's a mouthful of bread and bacon that mis'ees
have sent, Shepherd. The cider will go down better with a
bit of victuals. Don't ye chaw quite close, Shepherd, for I
let the bacon fall in the road outside as I was bringing it
along, and may be 'tis rather gritty. There, 'tis clane dirt,
and we all know what that is, as you say, and you bain't a
particular man we see , . shepherd. '
'True, true,--not at all,' said the friendly Oak.
'Don't let your teeth quite meet, and you won't feel
the sandiness at all. Ah, 'tis wonderful what can be done by
oontri vance.'

'My own mind exactly, neighbor.'
'Ah, he's his grandfer's own grandson,-·his grandfer ware
just such a nice unparticular man,' said the maltster."
The gruesomely tragic scene toward the close of' the story,
when Bathsheba surreptitiously opens the coffin of her rival
for her husband's love, and finds the body of the new-born
infant beside the mother, has tremendous dramatic force. The
sequence of events leading up to it, the analysis of amotion
and character in the actors, and the setting of the scenes, is
so artfully done, that Saintsbury's chara~ter~z~tion of "the
master constructionist of the age" seems JUStlfled. Nevertheless there is a crudity, a lack of finish, about "Far from
the Madding Crowd" that is lass apparent in "Mayor of Casterbridge" and has been overcome in "Tass of the D'Urberv illes"
and "Jude." "The Mayor of Casterbridge," although having
distinctly lass dramatic force than the other three novels,
possibly because the leading motif deals with the eighteenth
amendment rather than the seventh commandment, is a wonderfully drawn picture of English vill~ge life of nea~ly a century
ago. The sinister, foreboding spirl t of the Mayor a banquet
in the Town Hall of casterbridga, the tense atmosphere of gloom,
is as marked as in the banquet-scene in "Macbeth," t~ou~h no
Banquo's ghost speaks or is seen. The s.pirit o~ Poe s Imp
of the Braverse" seems to dominate all of Hardy s writings.
Thera is a somberness about Hardy's novels that is most
.
depressing; there is always the gloom, the d~rk sky, the ra1n,
and while we do not class him as a realist w1th his French
contemporary, zola,. or his Italian, D'Anunzio, he exceeds them
in the intensity of his tragic depiction, and is infinitely
their superior in his art. While Zola lingers over every
detail of a sordid picture, Hardy makes his dramatic crises
more intense by leading up to the debacle, drawing the curtain
like a flask, and leaving the actual catastrophe to the
imagination of the reader, with the consummate art of an
angler casting a fly, letting a ~ell rounded phrase convey the
whole scene with terrific intens1ty.
And his art culminates in "Tess of the D'Urbarvilles."
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Appropriately he goes back to the wessex of the Heptarchy for
his text takin~ the observation of Glo'ster to Lear, otherwise
-Ina, King' of Wessex:
"As flies to wanton boys are we to the gods;
"They kill us for their sport." ·

,j•

The theme is a very old one, a theme of Aristophanes, though
not a popular one with the Victorian age. Thou~h in his preface
Hardy makes the observation that a novel is an impression, not
an argument, "Tess" is a novel with a purpose, and not art for
art's sake. His protest is against our rigid interpretation of
the. moral law, e.nd the indiscriminating severity, often amounting
to injustice, of British legal justice. At the close of the
preface to his first edition, he says:
"I wi 11 add that the story is sent out in all sincari ty of
purpose, as an attempt to give artistic form·to a sequence of
things; and in respect of the book's opinions I would ask any
too_,gentee 1 read~r, who cannot endure to have said what everybodJ nowadays th1nks and feels, to remember a well-worn sentence
of St, Jerome's; ''If an offence come out of the truth better is
it that the offence come than that the truth be conce~led,"
And in his preface to the eighth American edition:

.

\
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"This ~oval being one wherein the great campaign of the
heroine beg1ns afte: an.event in her experience which has usually
been treated as ext1ngu1shing her, in the aspect of protagonist
at least, and 9.S the virtual ending of her career and hopes it
was quite contrary to avowed conventions that the public sh~uld
welc~~ the book, and agree with me in holding that there was
some ng more to be said in fiction than had been said about
~h~ s~a~ed side of a well-known catastrophe." "The novel was
~~r~~ ~ 0 ~~ ~:P~:!!~~~tf;dactic nor aggressive, but in the scenic
oftener charged with impr!s:imonpslyt,hand iinththe. c~nternplative to be
an w
opuuons."
Familiar as the story of "Tess" is 1. t
b
summarized here if onl to h0
,,
may e briefly
John Durbeyfield, a shi~tles: ~ Ha~dy 8 mastery of construction.
descendant of the ancient
' :un en P~ddler, is a lineal
a~d had their estates not ~~~na~~:!~~~~t~c house of the D'Urbervilles,
Slr John, and in affluence. The villa e ' wo~ld now have been
well, has beon investigating th
ge parson, an antiquarian as
family that had purchased one o~ ~arne and titles for a new-rich
London to assume the name as w 11 he estates, and has come from
tells John Durbeyfiefd of his~ tas the land titles. The parson
hopelessly peasant wife spend ~~ gie~tness' and John, with his
ho:use. This is the picture of th a nh.?l: drinking at the publica c 1 ran left in the cottage:
"Tess busied herself with s . k
the daytime' in company with h prln ling the linen dried during
and her sister Eliza Louisa ofe~ nine year old brother Abraham
est ones being put to bed, Ther:ew:e, called ''Liza Lu," the youngbetween Tess and the next of the f ,s an interval of four years
amily, the two who had filled
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the gap having died in infancy, and this lent her a deputymaternal attitude when she was alone with her juniors. Next
in juvenility to Abraham came two more girls, Hope and
Modesty; then a boy of three; and then the baby, who had just
completed his first year.
"All these young souls were passengers in the Durbeyfield
ship--entirely dependent on the judgment of the two Durbeyfield
adults for their pleasures, their necessities, their health,
even their existence. If the heads of the Durbeyfield hom ahold chose to sail into difficulty, disaster, starvation,
disease, degradation, death, thither were these half-dozen
little captives under hatches compelled to sail with them--six
helple·ss creatures, who had never been asked if they wished for
life on any terms, much less if they wished for it on such hard
conditions as were involved in being of the shiftless house of
Durbeyf~eld.
Some people would like to know whence the poet
whose phil·osophy is in these days deemed as profound and
trustworthy as his song is sweet and pure, gets his authority
for speaking of "nature's holy plan."
The story is that of the unprotected girl--the usual one,
Teas is sent as an ambassador to scrape acquaintance with the
new D'Urbarville family, finds employment there, and meets
the son Alex, a young rake, and through force and strategy,
falls his prey. She goes back to her mother's home. Her
baby is born. She must needs work and goes into the field
as a harvest hand. The first day in the hot sun brings
disaster to the nursing baby. ·Tees' baptism of the child that
is about to die has tremendous dramatic intensity, and is one
of Hardy's best drawn scenes. She baptises him "Sorrow."
But the parson will not allow him Christian burial, and little
Sorrow is buried "in that corner of God' a acre where He leta
the nettles grow." Tess goes from home a distance, and works
aa a dairy-maid; her mother's old vocation. Here she meets
Angel Clara, whose father and two brothers are ministers of the
Church of England, but who himself wishes to be a farmer. She
thinks he knows of her past life, in fact has taken every means
to be sure. he should know. They are married, but after mutual
confessions of similar delinquencies, which she condones, but
he does no·t, he sends her home and goes to Brazil. Residence
in a Latin country gives pause to his English ideas of personal
morality and he returns to his wife, In the interval the
world d~als harshly with Tess; her father dies, the last small
leasehold lapses with him, and the family is homeless. She
meets Alex D'Urberville, now an itinerant minister of the
revivalist type. He offers to make amends by marrying her,
but she tells him of her hatred for, fear of him, as well
as of her marriage to Angel Clare. Her questionings of his
sincerity fill him with doubt; he leave~ the minist:y and
becomes a fiend again, and desperately 1nfatuated w1th Teas.
Again through evil mechanicians, he virtually compells her to
sell herself to him she believing her husband dead. Clare
returns, claims Tee~, is sent away by her. D'Urberville
taunts her, and she stabs him to death. She goes in search
of Clare, finds him, they flee together, are apprehended as
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she sleeps on the altar in
aha is tried and hung. At
" Justice hadbeen done, and
(in Aaschylean phrase) had

the old Druid temple at Stonehenge;
the close of the book this epigram-the President of the Immortals
ended his sport with Tass."

In the three great catastrophies of the story--the rape of
the child Te~s, the baptism and the death of the baby, Sorrow,
and the hanging of Tess, bitter philosophical discussion and
stinging epigram are used with far greater effect than could be
any realistic description. His theologic concept is the direct
antithesis of Mrs, Stowe's, and paralyses rather than arouses to
action. Hardy speaks of "the chronic melancholy which is taking
hold of the civilized races with the decline of belief in a
beneficent power •" of the "ache of modernism; II of the "New
Testament, le 88 an argument than an intoxication;" and he presumes
to say that ''it was better for mankind if Greece had bean the
source of religion rather than Palestine;" and makes this strange
observation, that "no man can be a cynic and live." So far as
the social phase is concerned, possibly both Mrs. Stowe and Hardy
have been overzealous proponents,
It is perhaps interesting to hear Hardy's defense of hie
art in his own critical essays. He says: "In representations of
the world, the aassions ought to be proportioned as in the world
itself • T~is is the interest which was excited in the minds of
the Athenians by their immortal tragedies, and in the minds of
Londoners at the first performance of the finer plays of three
~~~dr~d years ago, They reflected life, revealed life, crit~cized
e • And he also remarks that "the crash of broken command~ants is as necessary an accompaniment to the catastrophe of a
ragedy as the noise of drum and symbal to a triumphal march."
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Obs ,, Ju~e 1he Obscure'" sometimes maliciously called "Jude the
pay~~~~' m g~t be considered a sentimental study in morbid
the nor:-1 • it e~ause ~ t~h characters are further. removed from
8
deli ca. te a~d sen:~ t ~~e in m~~&e!l of Tess • The boy Jude, ·
his great-aunt, who, with Jude'sn~ b~dr, lives in poverty, with
carious livelihood, His ambition ~s8 ~ 0 a~ce, ekes out a preChurch of England and f
e a clergyman of the
hoping to prepare'himsel~r years he ~pends his nights in study,
Hardy "Christminster" ) • Hf~r ~~miss lon to. Oxford' (calla d by
kindly disposition to eth ex reme consclentiousness and
result in his compietegund~In;ithT~ w~efully defective inhibition,
manta" accompany the feminine •h et crash of broken commandwife, and the highly neurotic ~o:r~c
ers--the animal moron of a
of some five hundred pages to ths 1 ~~ through the gloom and rain
sordid end, The arrai nme~t
e lSasterous, humiliating
. pharisaical ritualism ~f Oxfo~~ what he conceives to be the'
Ca~di~al Newman's in his phamphie~hi~e not as direct and brutal as
at lng~ng criticisms the schools at, th The Gentleman'" under whose
definltaly put Hardy's works
t'
e Oxen-ford still chafe has
Church of England.
on °9 Index Expurgatorius of the
In discussin~ Hardy'
..
New York Times inoth i s Oplnlons on the art of the novel the
e ssue of March first says: "In more ra
' cant
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years Mr. Hardy grew disturbed at the formlessness of the
modern novel, In 1913, on the occasion of a dinner in
honor of Anatola Franca, which he was unable to attend,, he
sent a message of regret, in which he said:
"In these days when the literature of narrative and
versa seems to be losing its qualities as an art, and to be
assuming a structuralass, conglomerate character it is a
privilege that we should have come into our midst a writer
who is faithful to the principles that make for permanence
who never forgets the value of organic form and symmetry '
the force of reserve, and the emphasis of understatement; even
in his lighter works."
Anatole Franca and Hardy may have ideals and methods in
literary construction in common but tempermentally the two
writers are so dissimilar that any comparison seems forced.
The genial warmth and pleasantness of Franca is the
anti thesis of the gloom and cynicism of Hardy.
So, also, of another contemporary, less popular than
Hardy--George Meredith. Many of our critics of English
prose fiction regard "The Ordeal of Richard Feverell" and
"The Egoist" as the moot highly finished and from a purely
literary point of view, the best examples of tha Victorian
novel. Meredith gi vas us stories of commonplace English
gentle life among the rural aristocracy, a phase of English
life now disappearing, that the world may be poorer for losing;
charming novels or satyrical comedies, as you please to call
them. The "genius of the comic spirit," with which Meredith
lives on familBr terms, is unknown to Hardy. Meredith, a
true apostle of ''sweetness and light," the master of subtle
wit and of a perfect rhetoric and diction, has far fewer
readers than Hardy. Maradi th paints the picture of the
parlor, Hardy of the cow-stable, but even the United states'
vast discriminating reading public votes for the candidate who
has his photograph taken milking his cow, rather than the one
alighting from his limousine at the church door, attended by
his footman and chauffer.
Hardy was given an honorary degree at the University of
st. Andrews three years ago. On the occasion, J. M, Barrie,
in closing his Rectorial address, said:
"For courage, aga.in, take Meradi th, whose laugh was
as broad as a thousand beeves at pasture. Take, as I think,
the greatest figure that literature has still left us, to be
added today to the roll of st. Andrew's alumni. The pomp and
circumstance of war will pass, and all others now alive may
fade from the scene, but I' think the quiet figure of Hardy
will live on."
And perhaps Hardy has what Saintsburyms called "the
grace and glory of the written word which conquers time."
Arthur L. Knight
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OUR EMPIRE OF THE OOUTHWEST
WILLIAM T. SEMPLE

OCTOBER 17, 1925

It is very bold indeed of me to choose such a theme as
"Our Empire of the Southwest" to discuss before this audience •
There are many of you who are better fitted both by travel and
by scientific research to give a fuller and a more accurate
picture of that vast expanse of our country reaching from.the
rising lands of the western part of Kansas and Texas westward
to the Colorado River and beginning at the north in the region
where the mighty piles of the Rocky Mountains still maintain in
their stretches of plateau an altitude of some 7000 feet, and
extending to the borders of Mexico. This territory comprises
the extreme western portions of Oklahoma and Texas and all of the
states of New Mexico and Arizona. They seem to feel themselves
an entity, a feeling curiously illustrated by the fact that in a
little local paper of Sante Fe, N. M., there is to be found an
astonishing lot of news dealing with local conditions in Phoenix,
Arizona. The El Paso, Texas, banks are very intimately bound up
with the cattle grazing industry in New Mexico,--an alliance
which by the way, has been most disastrous in the last few years.
Travelling men out of El Paso cover very generally Phoenix and
Prescott, as well as the towns of New Mexico and western Texas.
Throughout this district you will find a very distinct homogeneity
of feeling, maintained, as it were, with the endeavor to establish
an identity in contrast with Texas on the east, Colorado and Utah
on the north and Southern California on the west. Natur~lly the
prejudice of race superiority causes them to look with utter'·
contempt on Mexico and the Mexicans, as far as personal relationships are concerned, It is only as a source of economic support
that Mexico comes into consideration.
The reason. for the origin and the development of this feeling
of homogeneity 1s, of course, a perfectly natural one. It lies
in the fact that all the problems of their life and development
are almost identical. There is the huge barren desert of western
Texas shutt~ng them off on the east, arid almost impassible mountain
ranges clos mg them in on the north, and the deserts of eastern
California and western Arizona barring them from the west. Their
natural resour?es are almost identical and the methods which each
must take for 1 ts development correspond in their main outline.
from To call th~s district "Our Empire of the Southwest" seems
thareal~:~g~~f~~c~~rf~!~tt~ft~iew ~ather inco~gr~ous, inasmuch as
self-important portion of our ~o~~~;i th~i vedr~ l1vely and exceedingly
Everyone how
Y ca e Southern California.
of his state ::e~~i~~c:~!:t~~~gconception whi?h the Californian has
same humor as the Englishman -apart and by 1tself, with much the
States as America. It was no~c~~its our designat~on of the United
residence in the Southwest that thil afte~ a conslderable period of
the Southwest'' made itself felt. ~ 0 ~Pi~ 81 ~ness of "Our Empire of
is' and though my experience in th
a Southwest'' it undoubtedly
ext ansi ve' ya t so enthusiastic h e country can in no wise be called
that the term ''Empire" also s av~ I become concerning its future
earns o me to be truly descriptive.
It was with no great anticipation of pleasure
that the search
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for climatic assistance in the regaining of health caused me
to turn to Arizona. Almost all the descriptions I had heard
of the district represented it as the very last place a man
enjoying normal health would choose, either for pleasure or,
perhaps with the exception of mining, for profit. One
restriction upon the statement has to be made, however, in the
case of scenery. The Grand Canyon, the Petrified Forest, the
Painted Desert, the Apache Trail, and countless other fabulous
works of nature we have all heard of since our youth. All
that you hear of them is perfectly true. You will agree that
it is perfectly true, doubtless, if you get to see them. As
a matter of fact, though I have been in the district a number
of times in the past two years, I include in my recollections
only the Grand Canyon and the Apache Trail. Distances out
there are perfectly enormous and it requires a certain freedom
of action and an absolutely compelling energy to make one taka
the trouble to reach the more isolated places where the greatest wonders are. In this paper I intend to pass over these
great wonders of the world, as well as to touch only casually
upon the surpassin~ beauty of sky and mountains and desert to
be found almost ev~rywhere in those vast stretches of our
domain. I shall speak of the economic aspects of the district,
with its ethnology, mining, soil, and irr~g~tion, touching
upon them in regard to their present cond1t1on and the
possibility of future development.
The race problem is by no means lacking. The negroes as
yet are found in such small numbers that they form no real
auestion. The Mexican, however, is another matter. A very
iarge part of all the common labor is Mexican. T~e wage is
small and the accomplishment is generally accord1ng to the
wa~e.' one finds the sam8 mental attitude as always exists.
in-the mingling of a superior and inferior race. Thera ar~ses
a feeling of respect which often attains almost to affect1on,
in the case of an employer for a particularly faithful employee •
By and large, however, the mental attit~de is one of complaint
at their worthlessness, contempt of thelr character, and disregard of their personal rights. As a sourc~ of labor, they
do not form a firm foundation for the aconom1c de~elopment of
the country. There will have to be developed a h1gher grade of
labor either by training the Mexican, (which some .consider an
impos~ibility) or by immigration of a h~gh gr~de of tha~ class
of citizenry from the more crowded port1ons of the coun ry.
Both of these processes are functioning at.present, at so th
slight a rate of increase' however' as serlou~ly to l~~;P~~ th:
development of the country. And then, too, t e qua
.
labor immigration from the eastern sections is ~ot uni~ormly
ood A reat deal of it is the worthless, rov~ng, ne.er~o-w~ll.s~rt, which purchases for itself an anc1en~ f~~v~~rthe
straps its worldly goods into the rear,.and far~s t~r f
j ourney of adventure. There is little or no in ent ont?ve
t
ny deoire to take a cons rue 1
permanent sett 1~m~n. no: a Tho present job is onerous beyond
part in a new ClVlllzatlon.
e
soon as
bearing and the Southw~st.offers a golde~ ~~P~;bo;sas before,
it is discovered that 1t lS the same sor
.
rrel
and only the sky is changed, the laborer beglns to qua
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with his employer, and on a sudden, without warning, he packs
again his belongings into that heaven-sent benefaction of the
twentieth century--a noisy, rattling, disreputable-looking
"tin Lizzie'' --and fares forth to pastures new. ~,or example,
in a taxi -cab establishment in the city of Phoenix, really an ·
astonishingly large establishment of its sort, the "old man"
among the chauffeurs, a youth of some eighteen years, proudly
boasted to me that he had been with the concern six months.
It is the same way with hotels and restaurants. You will
come down to dinner one evening and find an entire change in
personnel in the dining room, and if by chance a few of the
old waitresses remain, gossip will soon inforrn you that the
kitchen staff, the house-boys, and the room servants have suddenly taken their departure. It must indeed be a nerve-wracking
situation for the hotel and resort managers. In short the labor
is the shifting labor of a new country. The get-rich-~uick idea
has brought them there and when their rosy dreams are dispelled
by the necessity of hard labor, they have neither interest nor
necessity to hold them.
Th~ mining industry, which until recent years formed the
chief source of wealth of the country, is a phase of affairs
in the Southwest with which I have had very little personal
contact and concerning which I possess almost no information
Arizona ,--at least some Arizonians--makes some such preposte;ous
claim as that Arizona produces three fourths of the copper of the
U~i~~d States and that the United States produces three fourths
of the copper of the world. That may perhaps be an exaggeration
0
ei~ claim •. It is, however, about as credible as the claim
~~!~~Ya~~ ·1} 1 ~~ 8 pa~~~~g the eno~mous establishments at superior,
The lu
f
.e, m ~ well ~Blleve almost anything that is said.
talkedr~ooa ~!~i~~ ~~sa c~~lous psychological influence. I
e smo.lng room of a pullman one evening, who
asserted that m
banks than had ~~!rm~ney lhadtb~en lost in these blankety-blank
·
een os 1n wild-cat mining sch
sorne
of you doubtless recall certain worthl c • •
ames,
safety vault or perhaps lon~ s'
~su mlnlng stocks in your
basket and will hardly agre~ ~'ll7nthcethcas intlto the waste-paper
·
e gen eman.
Due to my ignorance min'
h
me. The vast, imnginati;n-st~ngi :s a~?~s~d.l~ttle interest in
of the soil, however, present ~~i~~ POoSlbllltles of irrigation
I have spent some time in Flor;d ianother prospect. Latterly
Canada' in the lire en Mountains 1 ~~ t~ S~~~h Carolina' in easter~
Southwest. My chief pastime i~ th e 7rondacks and in the
and royal game of golf--a most b es~.reglons has been the ancient
which evan to the most enthusia:t~ordlng pre-occupation, but one
consideration of the physical
7c evotee leaves time for a
not long in each of these 1 envlro~ment of the natives. I was
with the thoughts of what :~as l~ntll I began to amuse myself
to make local investments. Ofo~ll ~~'had I,_t?e.money and time
to me that Arizona offers the most . ese lO?cilltles, it seems
loo~ which in the agricultural fi l~nt~re~tln~ outlook,--an outirrlgation.
e ' 1s oased entirely upon
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_ In going .down from Frescot.t to Phoenix on the railroad
you ride for practically the whole distance through a count;y
apparently utterly hop,eless from the point of view of
agriculture. Then suddenly in the course of a few miles you
find yo~rse1f in the midst of a veritable garden spot, and
you beg1n to wonder how it is possible for such a complete
transformation to h~ve been brought about. Upon closer
acquaintance your curiosity is very much intrigued by noticing
that on one side of a fence there is nothing but desert growth
and small pebbles, while on the other side there is being
produced in the course of one season six crops of the most
luscious alfalfa imaginable. It seems miraculous .until the
explanation is given, an explanation which is perfectly simple
and natural. Water has been impounded somewhere up in the
mountains and brought down,. first in the river beds, than in
canals, then in ditches. The man with the alfalfa has had
capital to grade his field, prepare the soil, pay for the
season of cultivation, and for the water rights. The other
man has not had the capital to develop his soil or has invested
with speculative intent. The latter, however, in the Salt
River Valley, is almost excluded by the nature of the laws
adopted at the construction of the Roosevelt Dam. The soil
which looks so unpromising can within a very short time with
the expenditure of the necessary capital and labor be brought
to the same stage of development as its neighbor with the
flourishing alfalfa.
A most entrancirg impression can be obtained from the top
of the Adams Hotel in Phoenix, a building of some six stories.
You stand there and look out and see green fields of alfalfa,
white fields of alfalfa, groves of orange, lemon, grapefruit,
olive, almost, rows of huge palms and sycamore, as wall as
orchards of the fruits raised by us. Of all these, the olive
is, I think, the most beautiful to look at, and the fruit of
this tree, when se~ved without the chemical addition, which
the government requi~es for the shipping of ripe olives, is
one of the great joys of residence in the valley. Recollections of olive-fed turkey, the marvellously rich cream of the
alfalfa-fad cows, accompained with the crowning touch of the
delicious ripe olive, which has not been subjected to treatment for canning cause my mouth fairly to water i~ retrospect.
The foundation upon which all this agricultural beauty
and wealth rests is--besides, of course, the marvellous
richness of the soil--irrigation. To go into irrigation with
any thoroughness would require a very long paper on its own
account and a great deal of scientific and topographical
knowledge of which I am not possessed. Besides countless
other projects, you are all acquainted with the Elephant
Butte Dam in the Rio Grande, some 200 miles above El Pas.o,
and the Roosevelt Dam, which lives near the summit of the
Apache T'l'ail in the upper reaches of the Salt Ri~er, some
75 miles east of Fhoenix, Arizona. Newspapers of the Southwest have been filled of recent years with the enormous undertaking of the construction of a huge, reservoir to contain. the
surplus waters of the Colorado River. So vast are the ramlfications of this project that there are five or six states
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concerned, including California, .Arizona, Nevada, ~tah and
Colorado, besides, of course, the vary vital quest1on of deal- .
in,:s with a foreign nation, namely Mexico, through whose territory
the outlet of the whole proja ct lies. The interests involved are
so intricate and difficult of comprehension that an attempt as
yet to go into the question would not be at all advisable for a
rank outsider. It is the Salt River Valley, with the Roosevelt
Dam and the adjacent Verde Valley, together with the nbt far
distant Gila Valley, with the town of Florence as its center,
which has come most under my observation. The Gila proje.ct is
as yet of slight extent, but may reach considerable development
in time. The Verde project, which is at present only in the
formative stage, will mean an .addition of some 200,000 acres, an
enormous territory. Thie valley, running north and south, opens
directly into the Salt River Valley, whereas the Gila, although
there is no mountain range lying between is separated by a
slightly elevated plateau. But the matter of the Salt River·
Valley is not one of imagination, but of accomplishment, the
results of human labor carried out on a grand scale.
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We cannot, however, take too much pride of accomplishment
to our sal vas, in that with an expenditure of some twelve millions
of dollars territory of from three to four thousand acres is now
open to the intansive cultivation of the soil. Irrigation is a
very, very old idea. As you know, 1t was developed thousands of
years ago on the Nile and in Mesopotam!a. Nor are the peoples
of a vastly inferior civilization who dwelt centuries a~o in the
Salt ~iver Valley at all to be despised for the accomplfshments
in th1s respect. There still remain evidences of tens of
thousands of miles of canals throughout the Salt River Valley
today, dug by those prehistoric peoples with only the rudest of
Stan~ Age implin~nts to assist them, whereby a population of
perhaps 100,000 was able to maintain itself in this re~ion we
~ave done nothing but employ the accomplishments of th~ en~ineer
n. car:ying out on a large scale and in a more efficient and
sc1ent1fic mam1er the work begun so many ages now past
Th
Salt River VaJley is only 1000 feet abo~e sea levei Soma ~5
~}l::eb;c~ti~.the mountains toward the east in the ~pper reaches
curious ~onfi~~~~ti~~t~~et~as al~eady in her bounty caused a
possible with ad h , ie ~urface of the earth by which it is.
'
am uge n 1ts. construction it · t
t
d '
18 rue' ye in
distance only some hundreds of feet 1
height' to impound a vast quantity of o~~t an .(: per~aps half the
miles long and 15 miles broad
.
~r ~?rm1ng a lake 30
of perhaps 200 or 300 feet. ' Whlch attall1S ln places a depth
Thera is an elaborate arran
·t f
of the dam, an arrangement whichg:~~~. ort~atting the water out
1 lzes ne water power thus
developed for the making of 1
~orne 10,000 horse po~er I bal~rga quantity of electricity
la rge f ut ure develonment' Aft
e levat~ at present
·
' Wl'th P1 ans ' for
electricity' the wat·lr i~ carr ?r d e manufacture of the
some 40 miles in the bed of th~e S ~~w~. through the mountains for
opportunity for further impoundin:
lVer •. There is, of course,
descent' an opportunity which I b ~f wate: ln the course of this
advantage of at one point f '
e ev~' lS now being taken
or an extenslva development of electric
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power;~ Aft~r ~e~ching the edge of the plain, the water is

again 'impounded in1order -to· control its even distribution
over th~·valley. At this point also I believe that power is
developed. Thus from these sources an abundant.light and
power cu-rrent is furnished for almost unlimited power
thro~ghout the valley.
A great deal of labor is being
accomplished by the use of electric engines, thus relief is
afforded from the all-pervasive ~ordson with its consequent
consumption of gasoline.

The fpregoing is only a hasty sketch of the background
which makes the real end to be accomplished a possibility,-namely, the cultivation of the SQil. I cannot give you a.n
scientific analysis of the soil itself, but can only offer
a dim reflection of the imaginative P.icture of marvellous
wealth and beauty which the present accomplishments and
future possibilities of agricultural development have left
upon my mind. The oranges are the most delicious, I have
ever put into my mouth, far superior to any similar recollection of days in Florida and in no wise to be compared to
the ordinary commercial orange from California. There was
one tree just opposite the door of our cottage, the memory
of whose benefactions is as a sweet savour. One eats them
as one· does an apple, removing the outer coating of the rind,
dividing the fruit along the equitorial belt, and thereupon
advancing to the attack as a young pickaninny does with a
luscious slice of watermelon in his grasp. Of the olives,
milk, and turkeys I have already spoken. Alfalfa has been
known to produce six crops in the course of one season. But
perhaps more outstanding than all the fruit and hay is cotton.
So advantageous are the conditions for growing this~aple
that the large rubber companies are turning to the Salt River
as a source of supplies. The Goodyear people are developing
some 10,000 acres in order to supply themselves with this necessary ingredient in the making of commercial rubber. Inasmuch as the governmental restrictions under which the
Roosevelt Dam was constructed forbid the owning by one person
of a larg.er parcel of ground than 160 acres, the Goodyear
people have to provide their own water. This can be done
by the sinking of wells. All over the country at a depth of
as low as 40 feet in some places, a perennial supply of water
is to be found. The shallower depths can, of course, be
employed for household purposes. The wells have to be much
deeper in order to guarantee a supply on a large scale.
Speaking of irrigation by wells, a curious fact was br~ughtf
to my attention on an occasion of going to view the ru1ns o.
CasaGrande. Lying high up on a plateau far beyond the reach
of ordinary irrigation we passed a farm on which a lonely
white man was engaged in laboring. We inquir~ ?f him t~e
route for we had lost our way, and passed on \"11th notlnng
more than a word of greeting. The guard at the ruins, w~o.
under governmental supervision preserves the place for VlSltors
and satisfies their curiosity, gave us the history of the
lonely farmer whom we had just passed. He said that the man,
together with a friend, had settled on.the land two years ago,
each purchasing 160 acres. With a slight expenditure of
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capital though it must have required a very considerable
expenditure of labor, they had sunk their wells, plowed the
land and sown and reaped a crop of cotton. So bountiful was
natures response to these efforts that the financial return
to each in the crop of a sing;e year reached the astonishing
sum of $10,000. I do not guarantee the fact, I only repeat
what a man who in all of his conversation impresses the hearer
with his trustworthiness, related to us.

construct a dip in the road which a careful driver will not
take at more than 35 miles an hour. Beyond .this, one's only
concern is the lovely desert poppies in the foreground and
the violet crowned mountains in the distance. To breathe in
the desert air of the month of March is verily as the
quaff.ing of a sparkling champagne. Good roads are being
rapidly built everywhere and everywhither. The load which
formerly required a day for a farmer to bring to the nearest
market town, may now be hauled in only a small fraction of the
time formerly necessary. Indeed, so universal is the automobile in these parts that one very often sees the comical
sight of a half dozen head of horses roped together and being
lead home after the inevitable Ford automobile,--an indignity
which the poor animals ·seem in no wise to resent.
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I can give you no statistics as to the financial totals
obtained today from the various crops in the cultivation'of
the Salt River Valley. There are, I believe, something like
100,000 acres now under cultivation in this valley alo~e. The
expectation is that ultimately 400,000 acres will be made
product 1ve. Add to this .the 200,000 acres of the Verde Valley
prospect and the present and possible future developments in
the Gila Valley, some 30 miles distant, and you will begin to
realize upo.n what basis the hopes of the inhabitants of the
Salt River Valley are founded. In moments·of exultation their
imagination pictures a population in our Empire of the Southwest
of 100,000,000 people. To one today looking over the vast
barren stretches of-uninhabitable mountain range and rooky
valley and plateau.this seems a ludicrous presumption. But,
believe me, gentlemen, I greatly fe~r to be one of those who
might thus assume the attitude of superiority. A hundred years
may not bring this dream to realization. Should it be granted,
however, that our spirit be allowed to return after the passage
of a century to gaze upon the scenes of its mundane interest it
may be that it will look down upon such developments in our '
Empire of the Southwest as even now are undreamed .of.
But let us return from the field of prophecy and of ima _
ination to the consideration of more immediate and practicalg
~aiters. There is no incentive for production without there
e ng a market for the fruits of our toil and means for the
~de~uate transportation of the produce to this market
This
eakatus to the consideration of paved roads railroads and
mar e s. As an example of the buildi 0 f '
,
may well hold her head hi
ng
good roads, Arizona
There are at present abou~h 4 6g t~~ ~om~unity of her sister states.
concrete roads in the Salt Rive~ Vel 1 perfectly constructed
finished the last link in the
~ ey.
ast spring was
Phoenix to San Die 0 Calif cons ruction of a road from
the mayor of san nfego.was ~~~!:~t ~t ~h~ dedicatory exercises,
the evening, after having departed·f 0 · ehiver his address in
during the early mornin hour
rom s home in San Diego
is something under 500 ~iles s gf tre same day, The distance
Phoenix to Tuscan we starte~ n an automobile trip from
·
sort of a road we' should encou~~!rof ilor~nce not knowing what
being able to apeed along in a littl ~~g1ne ·our wonder upon
40 or 45 miles an hour with
e evrolet at the rate of
and without having to turn ap~~fe~t ~omfort to the occupants
desert road' possibly 75 feet ng e end in the road. It is a
without an inequality in·surfa~!de, p~r~ectly graded, and almost
slightest inconvenience. It 1 tsufflclently rough to cause the
dry washes or "arroyos" make i~ rue that every so often the
necessary for the builder to
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Tbe perennial question of railroads in new territory is
not lacking at the present moment in the Salt River Valley.
Just now its inhabitants are seeing tqe realization. of their
efforts extending over many decades for co~pelling the Southern Pacific to. construct a main line through Phoenix. To go
into the·long and complicated history of the contest between
the Santa Fe and the Southern Pacific would carry us too far
afield. Many an interesting· story is related by those who
are acquainted with the earlier circumstano·es of railroad
development in New Mexico and Arizona. Suffice it to say
that the Southern Pacific quarrelled with Phoenix and built
its tract through a desert region some 30 miles south of the
capital of Arizona. Quite possibly at tha·t time the Southern
Pacific saw little of advantage in the location of the main
line in theSalt River Valley. Later developments, however,
brought about a ·rapprochement in the common int~rests of both.
The Southern Pacific must tap this region, soon to be so
outstanding a part in the development of the Southwest. The
dream of almost half a century is now being realized, and a
through car to Chicago may soon be ~ntered from the platform
of the finely constTuoted Union Station at Phoenix over the
Southern Route. It was not until the third of Ja.nuary of
this year that similar accommodations were provided by the
Sante Fe for the inhabitants· of Phoenix. It is easy to
comprehend what all this means to the development of these
regions. That which tormerly was an impossib~y diff~cult
journey is now made merely the matter of a po1nt of view and
the leisurely reading of a novel.
The ultimate objective of all this building of good roads
and railroads is, of course, to obtain a market~ Naturally,
Arizona has the sa.me di-stant markets as California and
Florida competing at considerable disadvantage with the latter
and an ~lmost negligible advantage with the former. Upon
bringing up this point with our host of.the Ingleei~e Inn,
the winter resort at which we were stay1ng, he repl1ed that
tos Angeles would in a short time provide all the· outlet
needed for the products of Arizona. He continued with a .
· glowing description of the recent growth of Los Angeles, wh1ch
claims now about 1 000 000 inhabitants, and the marvelous
harbor development~ th~t are now being made there. He thought
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that in a few decades Los Angeles would be one of the great
ports of the world. The foundations for this hope, I am sure
that I am not able to vouch for.
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It is, of course, mining and agriculture upon which the
future development of our Empire of the Southwest depends.
There is, however, another phase of the matter which should by
no means be overlooked, that is, Arizona as a winter resort.
The past few years this question of winter resorts has occupied
my attention a great deal, and thus in my personal experience
I illustrate what is taking place all over the country, --an
enormous emigration from north to south during December, January,
February and March, indeed in such proportions as to be really
an outstanding feature in American life. Only recently we had
abundant evidence of local interest in this movement as illustrated by the "Motorcade" which passed through Cincinnati on
the newly completed Dixie Highway. Of course the winter resort
has to have somethin~ really to recommend it to those who wish
to escape the rigours of our northern climate. There are many
places, extending all the way from Flqrida to California, which
would meet the expectations of the northern visitor. Those
places that really have the visitors are the places which are
most widely advertised. The enthusiasm and exuberance with
which Southern California went into the promotion of itielf as
a winter resort brought that portion of our sub-tropical region
first and most strongly to the attention of the public, with the
result that she has already passed through two or three phases
of ~xtreme boom time. Two or three decades behind C~lifornia
los1ng, however, none of its vigour because of its postponment
we now see ~lorida experiencing one of the most extraordinary '·
periods of 1nflation which has ever happened to any part of
our country. The next on the list, I am perfectly convinced
is Arizona. Though I have had no experience with Southern '
California, and from all the information I can obtain have
very little desire to become more closely acquainted ;ith its
glories, yet I do.know something of Florida, having spent
~~~~i~~si~fw~;~hWl~~!~s there. It is my testimony, offered for
either to Florid~ or toa~a~i~int~r reGsort Arizona is far superior
ornla.
entlemen the climate
d i J
after
spar ng air of most invigorating q lit
k '.
·
one seeking relief from the
i
ua Y rna e l1fe there for
biting cold of our .ortion o~a n, the sleet, the snow, and the
There is, it is tru~, no oceantheT~o~ntry, a ver~table paradise.
of thousands of people in our • . ere must be, nowever, tens
as I do, who delight rather inc~~ntr~ who have the same tastes
in a plunge into the now tepid n~ s hy. an? the mountains than
' w c 111· 1ng waters of tte ocean.
In order to make this wond f
.
general public, there must be e~ u1 c1lma te available for the
resort hotels. In Arizona at' o course, a development of
establishments,--one at Castlep~e~e~t ~ know o~ only three such
one called Ingleside, near Phoen~x pr~ngs up ~n the mountains,
at Chandler, a village of some th.'tan the th1rd the San Marcos,
The San Marcos is quite like ~ N lryy miles distance from Phoenix.
ew ark hotel, the only difference
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being its Spanish Mission architecture, its large cluster
of finely built, isolated cottages and its sub-tropical
background. Ingleside, on the other hand, is of the simplest
construction, lying far away from the city in the midst of
alfalfa and cotton, orange groves and olive trees. The food,
as I have already indicated, is most delicious. Living
quarters in the cottages are very superior to anything I
have found in large or small resort hotels.
All of these things must form the background for the
one great power of attraction in all such developments,
namely,--golf. It is true you have the p~re~nial picnic
and short motor rides, either to a point of 1nterest nearby
or merely for the sake of a spin over perfectly constructed
roads. Those diversions may be pleasantly broken by long
motor trips extending from one or two days to as much as
fifteen or twenty days. This latter statement is not an
exaggeration. A Cincinnati family came to Sante Fe in Aug~s~
of this year for a vacation of some four weeks. Before leav1ng
Cincinnati they had engag~d not only the car in which they were
to ride, but the local chauffeur who was to drive them and
their plan called for something like twenty two or.twenty
t~ree days, out of their total four weeks, to be ~pent on
the road. Horseback riding over mountain trails 1s also
at tractive to some. Another Cincinnati family which spent
something over a month in, so to speak, the environment of
Sante Fe never touched a golf club or a tennis racquet, but
spent all the hours of the l~ng.sunshiny d~ys on_horseback.
There are also hunting and f1sh1ng and var1ous tmnor diver~
sions. But the great and compelling problem in this year of
our Lord 1925,--a problem which apparently must be solved in
every to~n and village in our ~ountry, as well as in· Arizona,-is the problem of golf. I must hasten rapidly at this point.
So enticing to me is the consideration of golf on its own
· account that I fear I should attempt to retain your unwilling
attention for another hour were I to allow myself to enter
upon the discussion. Suffice .1 t to say: the economic aspects
ofthe construction of golf courses ar~ be~ng ~et throughout
Arizona and in those parts where irr1gat1on 1s available
the res~lts are astonishingly good. There is now an excellent
18 hole golf course both at Phoenix and at Chandler. There
is at present a miserable 9 hole preten.ce at Ingleside, but
they hope at the opening of the c~rrent season to.b: able to
offer a new 9 hole course which w1ll excell any~h1no now
available. The gre:1t problem of golf in the ar1d districts
is grass. It is possible to meet this demand on the fairway
with the coarser kinds of grass of the sort represented by
the Bermuda grass. Grass for greensl. however, is yet unknown,
and. every proprietor throughout the ~outhwest spends many long
hours in computing th~ possibility_oi ~ui~~~;~~:~~eh~~ass green.
erceive
competitors by providlng that expens v ,
It is really a ·very interesting and toucning thing to P t
and to appreciate the longing which possesses t~e propr 1~ or
1
to accomplish this end. Ijsp~n~hm~nypo~~~~~ 1 f~~ ~~r ~~:ltitude
discussin~ with mine host us
a
ive it to
of some 7000 feet. In the Sal tRi ver Valley' I conce .
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be simply a question of economics. A blue grass lawn flourishes
in front of the Ingleside Inn. Why should not the same be true
on a nearby golf course, provided, of course, t?e necessary funds
are available and the financial returns on sucn a venture would
justify the i~vestment. So far as concerns the present development of golf in the Salt River Valley, I think I may safely assure anyone who might contemplate the possibility of. a journey to
those regions that he will be able to enjoy this an?1ent and
royal sport with a considerable degree of satisfa.ct1on.
After all is said and done the really great and compelling
charm of Arizona durin~ the winter months is the sun. It takes
three days and three nights to transfer one's family and oneself
from the rain, sleet, snow, chilly blasts and leaden skies which
hang like a devestating pall over the landscape and bring our
spirits to a distressingly low ebb, to the wide open spaces,
the mild air, and the brilliant sunshine of Arizona. In those
three days one 1 s spirit returns 3000 years to the high Iranian
plateau where the ancestors of the Indo-European race, having
little below, cast their eyes on high, whence came the source
of light and heat and life, and raised their voice in worship
of the sun. One becomes very primitive and the whole reason
and object of existence is to bask oneself in the warm, comforting
glow of the sun and to have the delightful assurance that the
morrow will be as is the day. An old gentleman who had already
passed his allotted three score and ten, whom I met once in the
smoking room of a pullman in the course of a journey to South
Carolina, gazed around on the assembled youth and with a kindly,
philanthropic smile remarked, "Yes, gentlemen, I am getting old.
It is no verygrevious state. There are just three things of
which I find I need rather a larger proportion than I did in the
days of my youth. They are sound, heat and light." Though
yet. some distance from the mark attained by this old gentleman,
I onould like to take this occasion to offer up a prayer of
thanksgiving before the grea.t altar of the sun who I know
during the dreary stretch of the winter months: is ~aiting to
receive my libations in the vast expanses of our Empire of the
Southwest.
William T. Semple
QQR DUTY TO OUR NEIGHBORS
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And he answering said: 'Thou shaltelo~: • .o! readst thou?'
thyself • • • this do and thou shalt live • * .t~y ~eighbor as
my neighbor?'" To answer this quest.
th
·
And, who is
told the story of the man wh ·
lon, e Great Master of Men
and fell among the thieves ~n~am~
~~wn from Jerusalem to Jericho
0
certain Samaritan who . 'th
e priest, the Levi te and a
came at way, and then himself asked

'

\fhich one of these three thinkest thou was neighbor unto
him who· fell among the thieves?" To which was answered,
"He that showed mercy on him." "Then," said the Master,
"Go and do thou likewise."
There is an old saying that it is hard to make a simile
"go on all fours," but there is a certain analogy between the
story of the Good Samaritan and the situation with which we
as a Nation are confronted, today, with respect to the
economic consequences of the World War. No where in the
story of the Good Samaritan does the Lord intimate or suggest
that the Samaritan who showed mercy received any benefit
himself other than the mental stimulus of having done a kind
act. Neither does he suggest what would have been the duty
of the Samaritan or the priest or the Levite to the thieves,
but in t~e relatione wh1ch exist today between ourselves and
the Old World these questions arise and call loudly for an
answer.
In a recent article by W. L. Clause, of The Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Company, there appears a very interesting and
instructive argument as to why the bankers of the United
States should not make loans to Europe, which he swnmed up
by saying that under nor~al conditions in foreign trade
"One hand washes the other. Obligations growing out of
.foreign trade must be liquidated on the spot or foreign trade
will stop. Foreign commerce is largely an e~change of goods,
oo that each current has its counter-current. But the
trouble with Mr. Clause and others who reason along similar
lines is that the obligations of Europe to the United States
today are not the outgrowth of the normal and usual currents
of trade.
The War debts are due to tra.de of an abnormal character.
They were created riot as a result of a current and countercurrent but by a one way movement of commodities. No such
volume ~f exports to Europe could have taken place under other
than War conditions and it was during t'l-:e War and is now,
and for many years ·~i 11 be impose ible to have a return movement of like volume and capacity. These debt~ ar: ~n a
class by themselves, and were the result of t :1e s1ngle and
definite policy of winning the War. In a different degree,
the same thing ts true of the loans which have been made since
the War. They are not the result of normal movements. On
November 11, 1918 Europe was disorganized. Ne~ther the
Governments nor the industries had any money w1 th which to
repair and reorganize their industrial plants and~enablettf~:
to make money on a peace footing, and private cap_tal ou 8 d
industry was also lacking, but it was neces.sary to re?uil~ a~.
reconstruct factories in order to put them on an ea~n7~gd as a,
and a large part of the money had to come from the nl ~
States. The loans to Fra.nce and Belgium and th~ loans 0 raother European countries and to private and mun1cipal corpo
tiona were of this character. The German loa~ ~~~m n~~~~~:·~lon
to enable Germany to place her currency upon
the ·
and to enable the Dawes plan to operate. In genera 1 ,
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post war loans may be said to ~ave bee~ necessary to the_
reestablishment of industry ana order 1n Europe, and pre
liminary to the collection of any indebtedness in continental
countries to the Government of the United Sta tea. Just as it
is sometimes necessary to invest large sums of money in an
industrial enterprise which at the time may be losing money in
order to put it on an earning basis, so t~at both past and. new
debts may be paid, so it was necessary to send more money 1nto
Europe to go to work and put itself upon a basis to again earn
and pay dividends.
During the years 1920 to 1924, we had an excess of exports
over imports of more than eight billion dollars. How could these
exports have been arranged if it had not been for the loans to
Europe, or how could we have made the loans if we had not been
in a position to supply the commodities which Europe was wanting.
Only part of th1s excess of exports over imports has been paid for,
but the balances must be settled in some way or exports will be
curtailed. Some of course will be settled and have been settled
by a triangular process, using credits which Europe has in trade
with other countries, notably South Amer ice., to purchase credits
which these countries in turn have with us, but these are far from
sufficient to settle for these shipments in full, and some must
therefore be settled by gold shipments, but Europe could not ship,
and we could not afford to receive the amount of gold w~ich would
settle the entire balance, and without these long time loans, the
pressure for exchange on the United States would become so great
as to reduce our exports and send exchange sky high.
When we consider this phase of our foreign. trade we naturally
ask ourselves what would have been the effect upon our own
industries had we not made the loans, and H t1·1ereby Europe t s
means of purchasing here had been curtailed and exchange ra tea in
this country had been higher in consequence. What indeed would
have beRen the effect upon the United States of having all Europe
follow ussia into a collapse?
the
it

ofidEurope were and are extraordinary;
er n ustries is unusual and the
~ra~! c~~d~~r~~~al i~ ~verllr~spect, as compared with the usual
productive capacity an~ gaett·n .t~: prtoc;ss of restoring Europe to
eta te.
'
·
ln~, ,. r 0 work ana back in to a normal
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The loans to Europe are onl b t
our foreign loans last year andy : 0 ~ ~~~-half of the total of
l?ans to a.section of our 0 ~ co~t~ e 1 _ene~ i~ many ways to
T1e cond it 10n is unusual and t
Y go 1 ng th1 oush a crop failure.
diaster must follow.
emporary but unless met permanent
In an economic sense Euro · h
has little money to lend or in~:s~s 8 or~ of working capital, and
its po~ion as both a lender and i' bu~ lt will eventually recover
she Will have to share that positi~~e!·~f' although, in the future,
the European loans negotiated in t~ . 1 1 us. Even now some of
at lower rates, and as interest ~ls coun~ry ~ave been refunded
ra. es dechne ln Europe, American
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investors will look elsewhere for loans, and as European
industry regains its stability, .the trade situation will tend
to come into balance, but, now, to arbitrarily refuse to
make loans, in view of the present European shortage of ca.pi tal,
and our own dependence upon exports to absorb our surplus
products, seems to lead us to the embarrassing situation in
the not distant future where our surplus products will cease
to be absorbed, and will back up in the home market. It is
inconceivable that the people of the United States will ever
withdraw to their old position of complete isolation. They
are in the world markets to stay. They are becoming investors
abroad, not alone by the purchase of bonds, but as proprietors,
and if tariff barriers obstruot, they will become proprietors
just as the Germans, Swiss and English have done in the
United States, even though the problem of bringi-ng home the
earnings of capital invested abroad is the same whether the
money is invested in the form of loans or in proprietary
investments, and it is safe to say that American investments
probably will never be less than they are today.
The cry is oft heard that our imports are increasing and
therefore our domestic production must be diminishing, but is
this so? Increasing imports arising from foreign investments
may, but usually do not signify that domestic produc~ion is
diminishing, but on the contrary that the ag9rega te 1ncome
is increasing. Income derived from foreign 1nvestments is
usually additional income over and above that received from
domestic sources, and if all is expended for imports, the
total income from all sources will be available for expenditure at home. Furthermore the income from abroad. c~n be used
to make further investments abroad just as the Br1 tlsh an~
Germans have done in t 1:e past. . They signify an accumula t1on
of wealth, and a reserve resource to the inv~s~.or; and. can
be converted into imports, and domestic cond1t1ons rel1ed upon
to prevent such conversion except upon ~av~r~ble terms. In
the meantime, capital used for the upbu1ld 1ng of any country
tends to increase the purch~sing power of that country, and
so increase the trade of the world and increase. the world
income Such was the experience of Great Brita1n and Germany
before.the war and such has been our own experience in Mexico,
Cuba and canad~. Mere figures do not tell the story, t1e
character of exports and imports must be analyzed.
Our foreign trade is increasing, but its character. is
·changing Already our imports of manufactures ready for f
consumption is only 21'~ of the t rota~~ ~~i;e a~~~t e~E%r~f othe
0
~~~{~ctg~~se~~~~~sf~~n~~~~~~~~d ~e~dy for consu~pt!~~wm~~e
than double our imports of ·the same character.
n .
this fact canwe assume that an increase of i~port~hw~ll
be necess~rily harmful, particularly when wef now ta ait
t i ecessary to a growth o expor s.
growth of impt~rts s ~11 eventually accept an import balance.
may even be a .we wn'
uestion of how far a protective
We are not n9w d~s~us~ln~t~h~~~ expansion of international
tariff is inconsls en wf .ur~e two sides to the question,
business. There are, o. co
,
.
but as an exporting and creditor country, we should g1ve
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prayerful thought to the question of how our debtors will be
able to make their payments to us. This is only com~on sense,
and if we fail to observe it, exchange will turn aga1nst us·
we can not close our eyes to the reciprocal character of trade.
There are many reasons for believing that the development of,
productive capa61ty the world over will be very great. in the
next quarter or half century, and that the volu~e of 1nterna~ional
trade will increase in proportion. If internat1onal i~itiat1ve
and effort is given a reasonable degree of freedom, th1s country
will share in that trade.
The psychological reaction of the War left the average
American with an attitude creating a distinct ion between obligations payable by Germany and the debts of allied States to us.
Morally, t1ere is a difference, but economically, they rest upon
exactly the same basis, and involve the same problem. To transfer
a million dollars from Germany to France Dr to the United States
involves the same sort of economic difficulties as is involved
in transferring·t~e same amount from France to England or to the
United States. And, when our people once realize that the whole
debt question is one of economics, and not of morals, the doors
will be opened to an increase of world trade, and world income
which will be the natural outgrowth of the rehabilitation of
Europe.
. T~e treaty of Versailles did not determine the·amount to be
paid by Germany in reparations, but left that question for.settlement by t~e Reparations Commission. In May 1921 a demand
was made and finally acceded to by Germany fo~'thirt;-three
billion gold marks, and for immediate annual payments of three
billion gold marks (;~750,0JO,OOO). Few payments were made and
in May, 1933, t!1e Ruhr was occupied and condi tiona went fr~m bad
to worse, and then, in a speechin New England, Secretary Hughes
suggested that the matter be settled by experts. The ground had
of course al~eady been sown, and the Dawes Committie resulted.
When we cons1der that the United States has an area of nearly
three million square miles and a population of about 31 to the
square mile and an in~ome of $333 per capita, and Germany has
on~y 208,800 square m1les, a population of sixty-five million
~al~n~;ty of 31ld and a per capita income of only $146 less than
and popu~~~~~nanan~i~~r~erfc~lontl'es ~one, and a reduced home area
a
d
,
o er errltory under foreign control
tr:g~ o~:~~i~! t~~~s f~~~.:g~ in~estments disposed of, her foreign'
and th~t we asked her t~ t~a~!~~:sf 0 a~~ her markets disorganized,
hundred and fifty million d 1
.e rest of the world seven
the idea was, and the resul ~ i~r!e~ly~ar we can ~ee how fantastic
say that Germany did not want to P
n~~nt It 1s no answer to
payments that were made were
ay.
1a is assumed. The few
50% of the urban population 0 ~r~~;icallb ~il, and it resulted in
worst of all bitterness and hatre many e ng in need of aid, and
that made the situation difficultdtwas, e~gendere~ to an extent
political and economic chaos was i oic.Jntrol, ano the danger of
Committee.
mm nen · Then came t~e Dawes
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The Dawes Committee divided the problem into two parts,
the first, dealing with the matter of raising the money within
Germany by taxation or otherwise, ann the second, with the
matter of transferring the money out of Germany. The Committee
found that before any steps could be taken toward carrying out
· either part of the problem, it would be necessary to make a
gold loan to Germany to provide a basis for the banking and
monetary system. The Committee also clearly recognized and
acted upon the principle that the payments must be accomplished
by an excess of exports over imports, and that no payment should
be made or attempted which would have the effect of depreciating
the new German currency. The real solution of the problem lay
in that part of the plan which provided that Germany 1 s obligation to pay was discharged when the payments were made by the
Germm government into the Central Bank in Germany, instead
of the additional obligation resting upon Germany to make the
payments to the several countries outside. The obligation was
placed upon the creditor countries to receive the payments in
Ge·rman funds in Germany, and to most economists this procedure
seems the real "master stroke of t.he Dawes report."
The problem of·getting the funds out of Germany and into
the treasuries of France, Italy, Belgium, England, and the
United States is for those countries to solve, and this is to
be done by a Transfer Committee under the management of.
Mr. Parker Gilbert. In this problem lies ~uch of the f1na.l
answer· not only to reparations but also tne Inter-Ally
debt q~estions. In addition to placing this obligation u~on
the creditor governments, the Dawes Committee also reco~nized
the fact that one Year's foreign trade was not necessar1ly a
criterion of actual conditions, and t~~t.the following year
miaht easily result in a converse cona1t1on, due to the fact
th~t raw materials imported in one year may be manufactu~ed
into completed materialsand exported in another, and therefore provided that payments made into the Central Bank of
Germ~ny in German funds should not accumulate at any one time
to more than five billion gold marks; in other words, when
the payments into the fund reached that figure, Germany ish
required to make no further payments except to reimburse bt e
fund for transfer that may be made. It must further be orne
in mind that the Dawes plan is. no~ a se~tlement of th~l It
reparationdquestio~ish!~~~~e!e~~ ~:l~ ~~~~~dp~an b;t D~. Patte~son
~~r~~~eU~~ve~~~~~Pof Pennsylvania by saying (1) it formulated
a scheme for the adjustment and strengthening of German t
internal finances; (2) it set forth a sched~~:i~feP~~:eni~ its
on reparations which was believeddtopt~~·a(~) it compelied the
' ~
1
endations as a whole were a o

~~~iiTor n~~~o~~et~e~i;!i~gu~~~i=~a~~;~a~;t~~e~h~o~~!i~;nd,

:~d th~n~conomic possibilities of the case on t the t ot~~r'
(4) it did not re~ealtt~edp~~:s~~;~~s~fa~~e(5)e~tyfurniehed
Versailles which 1rr W~r~d a breathing' spell, t.ime in which
~~ ~~~~P~t:n~r~~l!~:, and to think them through.
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The schedule of payments extends over a period of nine
payments reach the
r s, and it is not until 1930 that . the. annual
yea
amount
of two billion five hundred m1ll1on go ld mar ks, or ap pr ox1mately one-third of the annual payment provided by the schedule
of 1921. The present annual payments do not exceed 40 or 50
million dollars. It does not take any account of the principal
payments of one hundred and thirty-two billion gold marks provided
by the agreement of 1921, and the schedule does not even attempt
to cover the interest on those payments, but it is hoped that by
the time the period covered by the Dawes agreement expires, there
will have been a real and definite opportunity to determine
Germany 1 s capacity to pay and the capac tty of the allies to
receive, and that France will then be ready to make an agreement
with Germany which it will be possible for Germany to carry out
without injury to herself or to the rest of the world. So far
Germany has compl~ d with the schedule of payments, and everyday
1t is becoming more apparent that the reparation payments cannot
be looked to by any creditor nation for the purpose of reducing
taxation, and as this fact becomes definitely understood, it will
necessarily result in each of. the creditor nations, particularly
France, turning to and solving its own internal monetary and
taxation problems, without reference to the reparations, and the
way will then be open to a final settlement of the debts as well
as the reparations.
The fir?t step.of any nation having large debts to pay is
to produce tne requ1red excess of revenue over expend l tures
but there is of course a limit to the productivity of taxation.
There is a point beyond which additional taxation does not
produce additional revenue. It is not difficult to overestimate the power of any government to compel great bodies of
people to obey any law or to pay and carry out 100% any taxation
scheme· Some one has ~u~gested that Germany could pe.y the reparations by enacting proh1b1tion or by going back to the ten hour
fay, but nobody who knows theGerman people or knows conditions
t~ Germany co~ld imagine any Ger~an government enforcin~ proh1b4on, or any erman government enforcing a ten hour da, a ainst
~rgan!zed labor and the organized manufacturers and i~ i~ need
t~~~e ~ 0 ~~~ ~~a! ~~~t oniy in Germany, but also ~utside of Germa~y
of permit t in·r Germil v gorous protest against the unfairness
the ei ht h e., d , ny
to compete with the ten hour day against
0
the Da~es c~~it~~e ~ 1 ~t~~~ co~ntries, and it will be noted that
the ability of Germany to pr~~~~e 8 ~~h a suggestion. But assuming
for the increased taxes to m k
e necessary surplus to care
still exists of transferringa t~ ~he annual payments, the problem
- .. a money out of Germany into
other countries.

'I•'

I

Americans travelling in G
.
plants, to all appearances in e~~~ny se~ :he gre~t.industrial
to almost capacity, the railro:ds P~Is!c~l cond1t~on, running
~nd rich mining and agriculture dim~
an operatlng surplus,
8
Jump to the conclusion that it
rlc s, and they at once
even suggest that the railroadsi:i:~:Ybfo~ Ger~any to pay, and
allies in payment or part payment S e rans erred to the
would still be in Germany and
.. ~ppose they were, they
'
earnlngs would be in German money,
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and the problem of transferring would remain unchanged.
Practically all economists recognize the principle that the
transfer of the necessary payments must be in one of three
ways, by services furnished by Germany, by an excess of
exports over imports, or by the shipment of gold. When
more than one-half of the world 1 s monetary supply of gold
is now in this country, and only enough in Germany to
stabilize her monetary system, gold shipments are not to be
thought of, and there are no services which Germany can now
furnish which the world demands which would play any large
part in these payments. We must therefore fall back upon
the third method, clearly rer.ognized by the Dawes Committee
as the only feasible method of payment, i.e., by an excess
of exports over imports. Prior to the War, Germany's
imports exceeded her exports by a large margin. Since the
War, the exports are about 50~ of pre-war volume, giving
recognition to the depreciated value of the mark. Her imports
have gone climbing to 62% of the pre-war, if allowance is
made for the lower gold price level. The new result in 1924
was an import balance of approximately six hundred and fifty
million dollars, the largest ever rolled up in any one year,
and far exceeding any possible sum accruing to Germany through
invisible exports, and yet the agreement of'l921 called upoh
Germany to reverse that import balance to an export balance
of roughly seven hundred and fifty million dollars, or to
make a change in her trade conditions almost immediately of
almost a billion and a half dollars a year.
If we are to speculate upon t~e success of t~e transfer
operations and the problem of Germany's annual export surpl~s,
complicated as it is by abnormal and unnatural factors, we
must also consider the capacity and the willingness of the
allies and the rest of the world to absorb German goods, and
if the conditions were t'·1e same as they were prior to the war,
there would seem to be little possibility that the meam could
be found for transferring the maximum amount suggested by the
Dawes report. But there are, certain other conditions which
must be taken into consideration in determining whether
Germany can or cannot turn an import balance into an export
balance.
Estimates of the amount which Germany had invested abroad
in 1913 run as high as a billion gold marks, but as witn the
export and import balances, a ye~r is no criterion, and over
a considerable period a half billion gold marks probably would
be the outside limit ofGermany 1 s possible annual export
surplus. Again if we adopt the view that the natural growth
of trade and of Germany's share therein may be estimated, we
would probably assign to Germany one-eighth of a possible
export total of thirty-six billion dollars. Calculating
Germany's favorable balance as equivalent to about onetenth 0 f her export total, it would reach a figure of four
hundred and fifty-million dollars, or about one billion eight
hundred million gold marks; considerably less than the Da~es
total. These proportions are largely guess work, and it 1s
more than probable that Germany may do more than one-eighth,
and her bala.nce may, of course, exceed one-tenth of her
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exports, but in the last six years, no such sum has seemed
po ss ib le. It is also possible that the world export trade in
1930 may be nearer fifty billion than thirty-six, and it may be
possible that Germany's share of that trade would produce the
necessary amount, but there is no secret that doubts were
entertained by many of the Dawes Committee as to the possibility
of this occuring. In any event, some unusual means must be
found to externalize for reparation purposes the wealth that
Germany possesses, It is also not only advisable, but essential
that we consider most carefully any and all operations under the
Dawes plan, and that we have a voice in any modification that
may be made for the reason, which is obvious, that Franca and
Great Britain, who are our principal debtors, are also creditors
both of Germany and of other nations, and that the United States
is therefore the ultimate or final creditor nation. But we
must also remember that although Germany has less populations
less area, and less industrial and mineral resources yet she ~an
appr~ach this problem with many factors improved over her
co~d1tion in ~9~4. Her industrial plants are largely ingood
P?:Jsical cond1t1on. There is a reduced expenditure for military
p~rposes, and the number of inhabitants in military service is
m~ teriaJly lass. There are sti 11 agricultural and' mining
d1stricts of great va~ue, and the men at the head of the German
industrial plants dur1ng the fall of the mark were not foolish
enough .to ho~d intact any large amount of working capital.
~very execut1ve, un~erstanding the situation, and, with a
tnowle~ge of econom1cs, promptly turned every mark that came
into h1s possession into inventory or plant 'or put it out in
settlement of obligations. The result is a~oarent Indust · 1
concerns are largely free from debt, and Pla~ts ar~ in firs~la

~~=~:f~~~s~fcal ckorilditi?n, but they are ~ithout working capital.

.
wor . ng c.:tpital is suoplies t'
'h
d
..
· t·
!
ne c anga cond1t1ons
an export balance e~:~y . ~ change her lrnport balance into
industrial entwr ;is~ \ . e 1S also another phase • Leaders of
is sufficient mo~ive ~~~~~sa~~~e. to the proposition that if there
through to conclusio~ industrial freq~~ntly b~ found for carrying
~earned impossible, and with the i~~o e~s wh1ch ~t.first blush
in which they are entitled to crad'~st~ta~ plants 1n a condition
too much to say that if an ind
1 ' 7 1S hardly prophesying
to change thei.r import to an e~pcem~ntb 118 made. to the Germans
be dona.
or a ance, 1t can and will
ma,y easily enable G

:~ '

There have recently b ~
German industrial concerns eo~n~ ~~~~~:r. of offers of' bonds on
that this German financinO' 'will .
18 every reason to suppose
the conditions are such th
Increase and expand as so on as
if these loans ara made t~ . mo~ey can be loaned with safety and
Mr • l}ilbert with the ne~ess!~y w~li assist greatly in providi~g
~he reparation payments out of Ga ance to enable him to transfer
hosewater of Philadelphia has ~ ermany. In fact, Mr. Victor
transfer of these reparation ~one so ~ar as to say that the
few years will present no reaiayrne~is 1n the course of the next
trade and the law under which m;~~ em, _as.the natural laws of
return, will force money into ~
y seeks lnvestment at the bast
the necessary basis for'a favo;:~~an~, and in that way furnish
e . ate of exchan.ooe
It mus t
o •
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also be remembered in this connection that none of Germany's
industrial plants suffered by the War, whereas France was
mortally wounded industrially.
Much has been said in the public press by politicians, by
officials, and by so-called economists with reference to the
possible cancellation of inter-allied debts but nowhere have
I sean any suggestion or statement which co~pares with the ·
common sense and economic soundness of the view~ presented by
Sir Geotge Paish, a London economist, and former editor of
the Statist of London. His views are so essentially sound
that I am going to state them in substance as though they ;ere
my own. After pointing out the fact that the British loan
to Russia was looked upon as a War expenditure, with no
hope of repayment, and that the original British loans to
Franca and Belgium were looked upon as being a part of
England's contribution to the War, and which were not expected
to be repaid, but that Britain intended to repay avery dollar
that was borrowed from the United States, he points out that
in the early days of the War, it was never expected that
England would have to put a large army in France,' that her
contribution would be naval and financial,· and that the
armies of France and Russia would take care of the Iierman
armies, but that wheri England in addition to financial aid,
was compelled to put an enormous arrny on the 1~estern front
and in the Dardanelles, and further loans were made to France,
France was expected to repay. He discards all matters of
sentiment both as to the British and French debt, and discards all consideration of the fact that the money loaned to
England and France by the United States was largely spent in
the United States and large profits accured to our manufacturers,
and places ·the matter squarely upon tha economic condition of
the times. He points out that France was industrially and
financially wounded, and is without working capital, but that
she has continuously and consistently failed to ut tempt to
solve her internal monetary difficulties, and has failed to
balance her budget, but has been carr;}'ing as an asset large
reparation payments which she hopes to secure from Germany.
He points out that as long as that policy continues, there is
no hope for the rehabilitation of Europe, that it would be
unwise for the United States or Great Britain to consider the
cancellation of the French debt. In line v;i th this thou8ht,
there is every reason for the United States to endeavor to
liquidate the obligations owing to it, and to have clearly and
definitely placed on paper a recognition of theseobligations,
so that v.hen the operations under the Daws plan have proved
the capacity of' Germany to pay and the capacity of the United
states ~nd other nations to receive, we will be in a position
to say to France: If you will change your policy toward Germany
and take a rational point of view both as to Germany and as to
your own internal affairs, and furthermore, if the~barriers
a~ainst 0erman trade which have been thrown up in ~urope shall
b~ removed we will consider the cancellation of your obligations
to us. Th~ amounts of the reparation? and the.int~r-allied.dabts
are so stupenduous that we have no pnor ex-per1ence to furn1sh
a precedent, and the world income today is inadequate to care for
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the payment of a principal so vast without an enormous increase
in world trade and world income. It is therefore apparent that
the course which will enable the Jnited States to increaoo her
trade and thereby her income and the course which will enable the
States of Europe to increase their trade and thereby their
income is the course which ultimately will be beneficial to us
all, and the sooner the capacity of Germany to pay is realized and
the international debts other than the reparation debts cease to
exist, and reparations are reduced to a possible amount, the
sooner will trade resume its natural course and the usual currents
and cross currents flow.

conception of what a Roman was really like if we co.nsidered the
great variety of complicating influences most of which could
never be known to us, that operated to m~ke him a Roman. It
left us with a feeling of being hopelessly out off from the
ancients despite the presence of their material achievements.
With all the knowledge we possess of the laws, customs, history
and accomplishments of Imperial Rome would one of us on meeting
an Imperial Ronan be able to understand or appreciate his outlook on life? Would not an exchange of beliefs bring shook or
even horror to both the ancient and the modern mind, without
chance of reconciliation?

Should we not, therefora, be a neighbor, not only to our
Allies, but alao to our J'ormer enemy; not only for the sake of
our souls but also for the sake of our pockets?

This ·trend of the oo mer sat ion prompted me to extend the
idea of the impossibility of understanding between representatives of dead and living civilizations and make it apply to
cultures of toda.y which are set off from one another not by
centuries but by origin and geographical distribution. If
I had any suspicion that this would provoke discussion by my
compatriot the suspicion proved. well grounded. There is for
each of us some subject of burning interest and I had touched
upon the one which was most in the mind and in the heart of my
new found friend.

(I am indebted for the facts and many of the statements in
this paper to articles which have been contributed ·by
Dr. Patterson of the University of Pennsylvania, Dr. Kemmerer of
Princet:m, Hon, George E. Roberts, Vice President, National City
Bank of New York,,~on, George w. Norris, Federal Reserve Bank
of Philadelphia, S1r George Paish of London and Oscar T crosby
Former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury.J
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Understanding
On the train to Arlee I f
American whom I found was int e11 into conversation with an
where I was planning to eta ending to.put up at the same hotel
went over to the Roman aren~'fo~o ~~ ~lned together and afterward
unatrangely, with our appetites w c the to\Vn is famous. Not
summer evening spurred us gentlyg~ner~~~ly appeased, the golden
of the ancient Latins whose solid o Pd osophize on the nature
out around us.
• en uring hanHwork spread
We had pretty much agreed that

we could form no clear

At once I had pointed out to me that there are no inherent
obstacles to understanding between living peoples. Search has
to be made for the common impulses and desires of huma.n groups
of diverse heritage and environment. These things are fundamental and the peoples of the world must be shown that they are.
Differences, however important they may appear to be, however
deep they may seem to be rooted in human nature, are but
accidents of isolation and surroundings. My friend frankly
admltted that he was experiencing his first contact in person
with the world outside of Vermont but maintained that he had
read widely and certainly he demonstrated an astonishing
knowledge of the movements of all kinds which are today
promoting.the causes of international and inter-racial good
feeling.
He emphasized the importance of having persons of intelligence as well as of good intent employed in this mission of
reconciliation of the peoples of the world. They must be
individuals who are not only inspired with the ideal of love
for all their fellows but who also possess discernment and can
recognize that many customs, habits or manners of alien peoples,
or even of other social classes than their own, do not possess
the ugly or immoral significances which the prejudices of other
races or classes would assign to them. Many human groupe have
not been blessed with the advantages of environment vouchsafed
to other groups. The latter should recognize this and be
t lerant however outraged they may feel when their cherished
s~andard~ of belief or conduct are violated. Differences of
intellectual and ethical development are principally, if not
t diff rences of opportuni.ty; we are all human
entirely,~ue tgi ieeappreciated then fundamental similarities
b~i~g~~ emp~:size~ and the less important differences will be 1
w
i
d This means understanding among the peop es
minimized or gnore •
he firm foundation of the peace
1
~~ ~~~k!~a ~i~~dth~ ~gr~:~dsione of mutual forbearance and
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helpfulness.
The man spoke with the fervor and faith of a prophet; I can
reproduce but a faint echo of his enthusiasm and conviction.
Only when he paused for a moment did I realize that the light
was beginning to fade. Despite my friend's eloquence and the
deep impression it had made on me, I felt that there were some
points in his remarks on which I should like to question him.
So I suggested that we walk back to the hotel and sit down for
an extended discussion. He had brought up a subject in which I
took a great interest and while I was at one with him in his aim
I had some doubts as to certain of his assumptions. Consequently
I welcomed a further pursuit of the subject with him. My friend
was agreeable to the idea and we started for the hotel but the
second conversation was never to take place.
On our way down a narrow street we came upon a middle aged
native of the country having difficulty in persuading his mule
to proceed on its appointed way. I remember noting with mild
interest that the man's objurgations lacked the vigor needed with
an animal still showing the U. S. brand on his hide. As we were
passing, the owner of the mule forsook vocal methods and laid to
with a stout stick on various portions of his beast. To my great
surprise my companion suddenly sprange at the mule's owner,
knocked him down with two well directed blows and told him briefly,
in virile American language, just what he thought of beating mules.
Then my friend turned around and saw me standing by with what
was probably a somewhat amazed expression on my face. What he said
to me was brief and the last thing I ever heard him say. It was
this: "I never could s.tand cruelty to animals. 11 Then he posted
off in the direction of the hotel and I never saw him again.
I turned to the prostrate mule driver and helped him to his
feet. He looked ruefully after my departing friend and then at
;he mul.e. After thanking me for helping him up he remarked:
Monsieur, your friend does not know about these animals the
terrible war has given us. It was his own countrymen who told
me how
they must sometimes be coaxed. Monsieur 1 your friend does
not
understand."

quarter of the century has been marked by steady and, we
think, increasing loyalty. That loyalty which, like most
accepted loyalties, is apt to fall into complacency has been
stimulated by the club book. What a prodigious amount of
literature this club has producedl It has been called a
Literary Club without a member who is a literary man. Perhaps
this is true. We are not an author's club. No member's .
vocation is the production of literature. (This is said with
apologies to those who aid in the publication of The Times
Star, which some members do not consider to be,in its totality,
a literary production). But the club book is an index to a
veritable storehouse of literature--comnrehensive literature.
A glance at the subject-index fails to disclose that any
literary subject has been missed,--even baseball seems to be
covered adequately under two headings:--"Balls" and "Bats."
I presume that to many members, upon noticing. the title
of a paper which they were glad they had heard or of one which
they were sorry they had missed, came the query:
What kind
ot' paper do I enjoy most? I think I can answer for myself.
A recent number of a Literary Magazine contains an
article entitled "Does a Writer Need to Know Anything?"
The editor introduces the article with the following
comment:
"It is likely that Oskar Schmitz's question 'Does
a Writer Need to Know Anything?' will be greeted by~
roar of negatives from that large bod:r of our subscrlbers who feel that this page should be suppressed and its
author drowned publicly in the Frog Pond on the Boston
Common. If, however, these very critics will control
themselves they will find that the good Schmitz has
something ~f great value to say. He contends that our
imaginative writers are totally ignorant 9.nd that only
the philosophers, whom, of course, the imaginative
crowd is far too lazy qnd stupid to read, have a Message. 11
This is somewhat misleading.

'
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The opening paragraph of the article is:
"The question how much genuine knowled~e a writer
must have, or may have, re~eii~~eat~i~~ev~~~~!~ ~~a~n
swers. Today most p~ople ~~ing that with him intuithe writer needs to now no
,
t demonstrate
tion replaces knowledg7; but iear~~~~:f ~s the fundathat the evangel 0 ~si~~ea~~~Pthe general confusion exmental error respo t nd literature be its creators
ieting in modern ar a
'
never so gifted."
ent day writers because of
After condemninigllt~~g~~~:d world-philosophy, he says:
their ignorance or
-

' ..
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"But why some one will ask, don't those who have
'
adequate knowledge
write themse 1vee ? II
This question the author fails to answer definitely. His
conclusion would seem to be that the writers believe that they
do not need to know anything, and that those who know do not
write, because they believe that they do not know enough about
any subject to give their message to the world.

,,'

The Club

The Club

I have gone somewhat wide a-field, but I have found an
explanation of why I am glad when a member comes with a paper
of a certain kind. Now I am going a-field again to try to find
a description of the composite intellectual picture of the
membership of the Club, that I may explain why I think that other
members of the Club welcome one who comes with a paper of that
certain kind,
We are a motley crowd, of diverse interests. We are neither
imaginative, creative artists, nor intellectual philosophers.
The composite representative of the membership would show a man
of middle age, successful in hie special line of endeavor, contented with hie environment but dissatisfied with the imperfections of the social order, loyal to the institutions of our
government, but restless under the waste and inefficiency of its
operations especially in local affairs, proud of the material
progress of our times, but disappointed with the crudity of our
culture.
He comes to the Club on Saturday night for refreshment of
mind and spirit. He is not seeking instruction nor yet amusement.
He may not be conscious of it himself, but if he were would not
admit it, but he is hungry for comradeship--not friendship nor
society of which he has had due allowance during the week, but
leisurely communion with a chosen group of thinkers along lines
which lie outside the boundaries of daily life and the usual
contacts with the world. The member may not say or hear from
the other members a word upon the things and thoughts of life
which really matter. But at the Club, if ever, he is ih a
receptive mood to listen and to speak should the talk be upon
the inner questionings, which reflect the real self more clearly
than the outward actions.
When he takes hie chair and the one who has come with a

~~~~;=~~f:!~~!t;:~~~a~~~fl!~~~·;to~~en?!P;~1:1;~:P~~!t;o~!t~~~g

~~~~ 1 ~~i~ 1 ~~da~~~~ ~~o~~i~!sh he~~d~~~·andTi;a~i~i~~; ~i;~ ~
~~!!o~~~~~~ae~~l~~nn~~e~u~~e!;~~ un~~~~i!~d :~~~o~~~~g:o!n~e~~~re-

artists, we cannot form them in~rsi
and again, not being creative
0
imagination of others." I think th mages to be mirrored to the
it is not inherited. Mark the uttee reserve is upon us, but
English cousins write both their be~tf~~~k~~s~ with which our
and the unreeerve of conversa.t ion among Engl~e~ ~o~st dthoughts'
to the 1nij1bition because of the lack of philosop~ye~rs~f !~tistry,
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who is to write understandingly of the real things of life, if
not ourselves? If Schmitz is right, the philosophers fail to
deliver their Message because they have learned too much, and
the literary men write worthless stuff because they assume
that. writers do not need to know anything. Our composite
member of the Literary Club has that within him of more
interest to the membership than the knowledge of the philosophers,
and the ability to express it more intelligently to us than the
professional literary men. What you and I hunger for is an
exchange of confidences with those of kin to us in the world
of though~--a sympathetic consideration of questions ~hich
philosophy will never solve, nor imagination clarify.
We are but· shallow vessels. Goodness and mercy, wisdom
and the knowledge which passeth understanding are poured into
us all our lives from a source as inexhaustible as Hie seas.
We can hold but little, and it can make small difference at the
end, when we pour back that which we have kept for a time,
whether our cup be full or empty, for no one can add to ~he
volume of the smallest of His oceans. But to ourselves it
makes the difference between life and death. In the communion
of saints these things may be simple and clear. In the controversy of philosophers they become complex and unintelligible.
In the discussion of friends they may lead to a better understanding of one's self.
I answer the quest ion "What kind of paper do I enjoy most?"
I enjoy most those papers which do not give us general
views, nor hide personality behind facts, however interesting,
but give us glimpses of the home-made philosophy and the
individual appraisals of the writer, a man, most probably like
the rest of us, lacking both an acquired world-philosophy and
an intuitive imagination.
Guy W. Mallon

3.

The Echoing H

One evening in New York, when my newspaper tasks were
ended I quitted the hurly-burly of Broadway and took a boat
down the bay of Coney Ieiand. There I drifted over to a street
called the Bowery, where the hubbub of barkers for cheap shows,
of clamorous sidewalk vendors and of screaming peanut roasters
filled the air. In a little restaurant, I had hot doge and a
ciam chowder--the latter a hodgepodge of savory ingredients.
For dessert (I was young then) I patronized a hanky-panky cart
b th
b This was before the time of restaurant orchestras,
b~tine t~~~r· place a hurdy-gurdy ground out the ~unesof yesterda
I meditated smoking a hubble-bubble in a Syrian boot~,
bu~·Turkish tobacco is too strong for my palate. So I iasse~
on halting at length before a pavilion which bore the . egen ,
"The Streets of Cairo," in front of whic~ there were writhing
female figures. As I was about to saunter by, a sidelong
glance from a hoochee-koochee dancer encircled me like a lariat.
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t
hapter after the manner of
No, this is not the prologue 0 a 0 t is merely an incident
Jean Jacques RousseEauliH~s C~n~e!~i~n~~teithat
a number of the
told in riohoohet ng s · 0
d all these begin with the
words used carry aniintern~~ie~h~~o~~iar about this letter. Once
letter "h."oeT~~r;ousw=~~eto ~ay it over again and make a little
y~u pron~unf
it either repeating the vowel or throwing a back
0
!o~:~e~~lt of speech. The tendency may be noted in other languages,
as in the Hebrew Habakkuk, the Japanese hari-kari, the Kanaka
Honolulu and Hawaii, the Carib Havana., the Ojibway Hiawatha and
Minnehaha. But it is strongest in the English tongue. Here is
a partial list of ricochet words, common or proper,--eome of them
taken over from other tongues--to which everyone will be able to
make additions:
Hackensack, hackmatac hallelujah, hanky-panky, hari-kari,
harum-soarum, heyday, hellfs-belle, helter-skelter, Hetch-hetohy,
hickory-dickory, higgledy-piggledy, high-flyer, hill billy, hip-hip
hurrah, hobbledehoy, hobby-horse, hobgoblin, hobo, Hoboken, hobnob,
hobson-jobson, Hock-hooking, hocus-pocus, hodge-podge, Hohenlinder,
Hohokus, hoi polloi, ho1ty-toity, hollow, homo, hoochee-koochee,
horror, honky-tonk, hopscotch, hotchpot, hot dog, who's who,
Hottentot, hubble-bubble, hub-bub, bugger-mugger, hula-hula,
hullaballoo, hurnbug, humdrum, hurdy-gurdy, hurly-burly, huh-u
and uh-hu.

I

,,"

i

. ,·

Evidently "h" is no ordinary consonant, or the vowels, once
it is sounded, would not attempt to perform at once an antiphonal
chant and a disorderly dance in its train. It is, indeed, a
singularly vital letter. With a few exceptions, all the significant words in our language begin with it. Of course, all
English words beginning with "wh 11 are merely mis-spelled. The
"h" should be first, as it was in Anglo Saxon; 11 which" is
really "hwich." Making this orthographic correction, you will
note that the elementary questions of existence--who, what, which,
why, whence, whither--begin with this letter. You will note how
it comes to the front in any catalogue of the bodily parts of
animals and men; hide, horns, hump, hocks and hoofs; head, hand,
heart, hair and heels. The primi t'i ve implements and instruments
in art and industry are the harp, the hatchet, the hinge, the·
hoe, the hod, the hoop, the horn and the hook. The chief domestic
animals are the hen, the hound, the horse, the heifer and the hog;
the Cockney Englishman may add the hox. What are man's chief
instinctive acts? He haw-haws, he hisses, he whispers, he hiccups,
he hoots, he howls, he says 11 ho hum," he hems and haws, he huddles,
he hungers, he hugs, he hurrahs. In his more deliberate acts he
h~ndles, he hauls, he hurls, he hoists, he husks, he harvests, he
hinders, he hates, he hurts, he is a host he is hostile and a
homicide; and a hempen cord ends the epis~de. In his cermonial
moods he keeps holy day, hangs the holly, sings hosannas and does
homage to Homer. Mainly he lives on his herds on wheat and on
herbs, and the honey of the hive was his first' sweetening ·The
herring is his chief support, as the harbor is his refuge' from
the sea.
'
A husband, a housewife, a home, the horizon--this, perhaps,
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was the foreordained scheme of existence; some imp added. the
harlot and the harem. To live in harmony with the horde; to
be hero or heroineand not hermit; to have.and to hold; to
help, to heal, to hope and to hallow, and thus to win the
heights and happiness--is not this the way ·of life? Whether
it concerns him or her; whether it be here or hereafter,
heaven or hell, it is hard to get away from the initial consonant that the Greeks called a bieathing. Because of its
power--recurring now to ricochet words--the vowels ca.n not
help hopping or huddling behind it. You see, ours is the
human race! If there are more echoes in the English 11 h 11
than in other tongues, it may be because Hengist and Horsa
created our heritage.

. '
'

I

Clark B. Firestone

4.

A Legend of Belmonte

Italy and especially the Italian peasants have changed
much in the last few decades and, to those who wish to enjoy
the idle pleasures of a sojourn in the past, these changes
are not altogether happy. The recurring aestival deluges
of tourists, which spread over every part of the land, and the
crowds of returning emigrants, who are full of the modernities
of a machine-made civilization, have together stirred the
peasant from his ·simplicity, and have shamed him out of his
picturesque garments a.nd his rural customs. But here and
there the almost mediaeval village still escapes the attention
of a world which is "sold" to the idea of letting no one be
a moment alone or be in any way individual in habit. One
such village we may call Belmonte, and we may tuck it away
in the Umbrian Hills.
Belmonte is just a little group of houses, clustered half
way up the slope of a hi~h rocky hill. The houses themselves
are huddled together; th~y' are old and gray, and from a little
distance they look like a curious stalagmite growing naturally
out of the ancient bleak cliffs of the mountains. During the
day the place is almost deserted for its people are in the.
valiey below caring for their little fields of grain or tollin up and d~wn the hill tending the tiny squares of vineyards
wh~ae soil has been carried on their backs from the rich valley.
It has no monuments catalogued in Baedeker and it has but. one
11 ttle church shabby enough. Its ordinary congregation 1s but
h dful and' usually there are only one or two old women
a a~ 0 • i it' not before the high altar, which is enriched
~I~h ~~ e~qui~ite painting by one of the primitive and pi~us

1
~~~f!a~o~~i~~~~:·w~~~ ~~!o~~e~p !~~ ~~~~~~ ;~~~~na~j~~:~:mb~no
8

clothed with real garments and covered Wlth paste ew

•

Our . riest was sufficient for the offices of the church
for
the spiritual needs of the villagers •. He had g~~wn
and
old in the service and was no intimate terms wlth all
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pariah. Although he alternately scolded and soothed his flock, ·
he perhaps had grown to be resigned and simply to stagnate along
with his surroundings.

They were to shut their eyes; place their hands flat on the
wall; keep their feet absolutely still· and under no
' backw~rds.
,
c i rcums t ances to take a step forwards or

As to his flock; the attitude of the Italian peasant towards
the priest shows a curious blend. Deep in his heart he loves and
reverences the symbol of the holy office and, when his affairs. go
well he boasts of the excellence of his priest; but, when the
weat~er is bad or his cattle fall ill, he is only too apt to
curse his priest and his patron, Saint Francis. So, too, he feels
towards the church; he will lightly permit it to grow dingy with
lack of paint and dirty and smelly from use; but he loves its
service, with lights and chanting. Above all, he experiences a
feeling of security while he works in the fields and hears, through
the sweet air of the morning and evening time, the soft tinkle of·
the church bell as it rings for matins and vespers. Devils and
ghosts may be out of fashion in populous places, but in the lovely
country it is better to take no chances. One thing is sure, if
there are evil spirits, they must shrivel and flee from the tones
of the blessed bell.

When all these directions had been carried out, the
priest entered the pulpit and began to preach with much fervour.
After a time he, with a loud voice, commanded all to push as
hard as possible and with the help of God's will the walls
would move outwards. ·With shut eyes and with unmoved feet
they pushed while the prayers of the priest and of the women
and children implored the aid of God.

Because of the monotony of his daily life he is passionately
fond of change; he projects large undertakings; he grows very
excited and talks so much about his plans that he is apt to think
they have been accomplished when only they have been discussed.
And this method of village improvement pleases him because on
account of another trait, he is very loath to part \Vi th th~ money
necessary to realize his schemes.

i
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Amongst other projects there was a continual agitation to
enlarge the church. While it was true that it always had had
space for its congregations, yet it did not seem imposing enough
to represent the magnificence of Belmonte as it was pictured in
the heated minds of its people. It had been altered, enlar ed and
~e~utified many, many.times in enthusiastic meetings and ongpaper
du, ~fact, it rema1ned in its old decaying state. In his younger
t~~~ ii ~ttriest had led such movements but' as he had always found
and all owe~ ~~e n~e:~~:~ 8 w~~ ~~~!h~~:;~~i v~: ~~~ !~r-~ fr~''f wt eary
It li
o s n no
the exquisite calm of a sun
that he once
ny,
a
an
morning.
I
am
told however
0
1
matter into hi:n~w~ h!~~ :~Ji~~c~~;!~f~ft ~on. of B e~monte, took the
, 1a s1nce us foolish
children would not do an· thin b
the church and without c~st gT' ut talK, he, himself, would enlarge
as follows.
· ae manner of the seeming miracle was

ly

1

8

He first demanded that 1
brought to him, and this wasa.re:~r~ a~ount of soap should be
men and large boys to come to th
o~e · Then he called all the
dusk. When the time came. the vi~lc;ur~ on a cer~ain Saturday at
clothes en masse The foun
aoe urned out ln its best
empty of-chairs ~xceptyfor o~et~~a~~~rch ~lmost in darkness and
walls. The women and childre
,
aga nst each of the four
to pray to the Good God that ~e were l~rder ed to remain outside and
Then the men and boys were brou~~~ui vouch~afe them a miracle.
directed to stand at equal
o
n, ~ne Y one, and were
'
spaces stralg~t against the walls.

f

For some little time nothing seemed to happen but, at
last, to the bewilderment of the pushing and sweating men
they found that the walls had perceptibly moved outwards and
away from their feet, which surely no longer touched them.
With increased force, and with renewed earnestness of prayers
from the waiting women who heard the rumour of the miracle,
the men pushed and pushed, .and the walls slovrly, but with ·
increasing speed, gave way before their efforts. Now their
bodies were distinctly aslant and their feet quite far from
the walls. The priest ha,d ceased praying and deep silence
pervaded the church. Then could be heard a faint sound somewhat like the rustling of slippered feet; or rather was it not
the brushing of wings of an angelic body that lent the magic
of its supernatural power to tfieir efforts. And soon this
whispered sug~estion of one or two spread until it ·became
the convictio~ of all. One can imagine how all then pushed.
They pushed and pushed until the moving walls had receded so
far that the shortest of the miracle workers fell flat on
his face, and then one by one, according to their scale of
height they all fell and the work was done. When this had
happen~d the priest ordered them to open their eyes and the
women to ·enter the church. They found the priest kneeling
in the pulpit and the church evidently enlarged by nearly
six feet in all four directions beca.use, although in the
beginni-ng, the men had stood upright against the wall, now
they were lying stretched on the floor with thei~ heads and
hands against the walls and no one had taken a e1ngle step
backwards, but had permitted himself to fall rather than to
move. If one could need a further proof, it was to be found
in the fact that each of the chairs, which had been placed
against the walls, was now also about six feet separated from
them.

.' Ii

It is unnecessary to describe the joy of the village.
The church bell rang merrily, there were Te Deums of praise,
and a festa with games and feasting. It was, on the other
hand curious that the church seemed almost as filled as
form~rly when a large congregation gathered, but thadt could
unted for because each person require more
:~!~!Yt~ea~~~~odate hi~ added importance and probably more
people went to church.
Th
nly thin~ to mar the joy of Belmonte were the jeers
of cert!i~ enviouaoand ribald people of nearby villages who

- - --- ·-- _ _ _ _ _ _........-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11111111
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could never weary of flouting their simplicity. Bui this w~s
pure envy of those of the same simplicity as themse ves, an
all the facts of the miracle could be given to the confounding
of their questioners except the one item of what the priest did
with the soap. This they could not answer because the priest
could never be trapped into telling them.

:I

There are other stories of things undertaken in Belmonte,.
but this is sufficient for the time being.
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Louis T. More
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A Letter from the Man in the Moon

The letter copied below was signed only 11 Man 11 and dated
"Moon" Oct. 31, 1925. It was sent to the Literary Club in my
care. I transmit it merely because it was sent. How much he
knows about the Earth I'm sure I don't know. If he can't see
my face any better than I see his, I wouldn't ask him how to
behave. But of course he doesn't claim to see me; he sees
only big things like continents and oceans and nations and wars
and national debts and oil companies and great currents of goode·
and gold. I doubt if he knows much about what men and nations
think except by what they do, and even then he knows only the
larger facts. There may even be some advantage in such remoteness;
jus~ as a man with a telescope can tell more about a battle than
a man with a microscope. Anyway, we may take his words for what
they are worth. Here is the letter:
My dear Literary Club:
I have been watching the Earth for a long time. It didn't
seem to change much until about 75 years ago. Since that time
it is hard to keep up. You may have thought sometimes my eyes
looked dim. The fact is I have lost a good deal of sleep f~r
fear I would miss something during the night. Long ago only a
small fraction of theEarth's surface was covered with angular
spots of diff~rent color which I have since learned to be nations.
Generally the1r size and shape changed slowly, but sometimes fast.
Sometimes there were many spots of the same color scattered all
over the earth, but tied together as tho ruled from a single center.
Thus a few centuries ago there was a single small red spot on an
island adjoined to Europe. Century by centuxy the red spots grew
and m~ltiplied until one-fourth of the earth's surface is in some
way tied to that little island. By this time every spot on the
earth has a color, either one of its own or that of another
country to which it is tied.·
N thJ~st now I am particularly interested in that great·patch of
or
merica in which you live. It was a very small patch 150
year8 ago, but it grew and grew; I never saw one grow faster
In
th~llasttiew Y8ars I have seen something like a dozen other ~pots
we sea ered over the world, take the same color and become
'
connected by bands with your own. One wonders where it will stop,
t

.'
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It is plain, too, that you have many people. It is easy
to see that you have the lion's share of fertile soil, and my
spectroscope shows me that you have more minerals, especially
iron and coal, than any nation ever had before or can have
again. I have watched the growth of many nations, but I never
saw so many elements of power brought together in one. I am
particularly impressed with the great streams of yellow gold
that all seem flowing toward your country. You must have more
by this time than all the rest of the earth together. But
still it keeps coming; probably piling up.
It looks to me as tho you had the chance to make other
nations do very much as you like. Perhaps you are doing this
already. Surely they must be afraid of you. I am not wholly
ignorant of how struggles between nations are carried on.
The weapons that count are coal, or other sources of mechanica.l
power, and iron, and food and gold; always plenty of gold. The
side that wins is not just the one that can fight, but the one
that can live while fighting. You have a double advantage if
the nation that quarrels with you is in some way dependent on
you for its living. In those respects you have a great advantage
over all other nations. So it looks, from a distance as tho
you were not only safe from others but must take special pains
to avert their fear and therefore their enmity, unless indeed,
you wish to live among them as a bully and not as a compan'ion.
·You will, of course, get still bigger, and stronger, and
richer. In a few years everyone will recognize that you are in
a class by yourself. You will get accustomed to see other
people bow as you pass. I see them doing this already. But
people who bow their heads from fear don't generally love the
one they bow to. It will take a lot of self-discipline if you
really wish to remain friendly and companionable. For one
thing, you must throw away your big stick. It's .a bad thing
for a big man to carry a big stick; it takes away the incentive
to be a gentleman. It's dangerous enough to be strong without
being suspicious and looking for trouble. I 1ve never seen a
oase where such a weapon was not misused sooner ~r later •. Even
a gentleman may get irritable sometimes, but he 1s more apt to
control himself if he does not have a club in his hand.
Of course I •m a long way off and can't read your daily
papers or eve~ hear the speeches in the Chamber of Commerce.
Perhap~ good reasons are given in those why you should be so
u h afraid but from the distance it is hard to see why you
:h~uld carry so many weapons. I hope to understand this soon,
for in the last two years I've begun to hear things bhy radti?·t
th'
I hard your president say a mont ago na
Amonhg dother t ~~~~ bil~ion dollars in the last six years to
you a epen
.
He said it was because you had
increase your fightlng power. This puz~les me· but of course
our~
! a~ only afraid
always been lovers of peace.
our minds up here don't work like Y n the earth as it does to
that it will look tt~ othnedre~:~!~~sy~ur benevolent motives?
me. Are you sure Jey u
There 1 s one little nation in particular at which I often

I
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ee ou shake your fists. And she shakes back her tiny fists at
sou Y Her home is some 6,000 miles away, beyond the great ocean
~est of you. She seems to be about one-twentieth your size and
seems to have about one-half your population. Surely you cannot
think that she would attack you. Perhaps you do not intend to
attack her but how is she to know that? It looks from here as
tho she we~e honestly afraid of you; perhaps thinks you would
devour her as you did devour the islands south of her. I cannot
even see that she has any ooal or iron t0 speak of, and only a
handfull of gold beside your bins full of yellow metal. It is
hard enough for a big nation to fight a little one 6,000 miles
from home, but that a little nation should attack a big one at
that distance is what I am wholly unable to understand.
For many yec:rs now I have watched this long distance fist~
shaking between two nations so poorly matched, and I never
doubted for a moment that the big one was getting ready to do
something to the little one and the little one was much afraid
and was arming herself in self defense. Then two years ago the
radio talk began to come across and I heard the big one say that
~was afraid of the little one, and that she was arming in self
defense. That is to say, the big nation with the iron and the
coal and the gold, and all the other resources, was afraid that
the little one with none of these things would come 6000 miles
from home and eat her up. I am beginning to lose confidence in
my own eyes and ears. I hate to think that I 11n losing my mind;
but it's more generous to think that than to think you're losing
yours; or, worse still, could it be that your nation is not. quite
honest with itself? We have a word up here for absurd or insincere talk. We call it "bunk," but of course we cannot expect
you to know our language. Hqwever good your intentions may be, I
do wish that you would give some thought to the possibility that·
the 11 tt le nat ion is deeply and honestly afraid t!'la t yru intend
to do her harm. She probably misunderstands you as badly as you
misunderstand her.
I've been watching something else very intently for a few
years. I see all the nations of the earth, or nearly all meeting together as if for the common good. For several thou~and
years I wondered why this was not done. It seems to me such a
natural thing to do. The strange thing is that the richest and
moat powerful of all does not meet with the .rest. Perha s I
~~ould not call it strange. It's what I have feared allpalong
anyone had told me in advance that one nation would eta out
and asked me which one, I should have said ·u If th
i ·Y
nation so big and strong and rich and pros'erous t~re s any one
~ to consider the common good' that one pwill hes~~a~~ ~o~s0 n rnt
time before agreeing to any common action " Si
g
~
nee your talk is
reaching me I hear echoes f
of this man and that man ~nealthousand llttle quarrels, complaints
at t~is time or that. If I cou~~ ~Is~~~ther, or what happened,
all your papers, I don't think I would bet~ui~ all, or even read
probably confuse me more than it would hel c ~iser. It would
reason clearly. It seems clear e
P me o see the real
have come together to discuss thenough to me that the nations
or think they see that th
lf common good,·because they see,
'
e we are of each depends, in large
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·measure, on that of others; and it seems clear also that the
very prosperous big nation that remains apart does so because
she does not believe this to be true in her case. It is not
a noble attitude. I think she is wrong, and I think she will
change her mind when she sees that one nation cannot permanently prosper at the world's expense. I see your country
mingling in every harbor and market place of the wo~ld,-
opening banks and pawnshops wherever the security is good
She even joins in the wars between the nations. It is only when
the common good is to be discussed on equal terms that she gathers
up her skirts.
•

I hope you will not misunderstand my motive in writing
you this frank letter. I haven't much to do but watch the
nations, and! I take an interest in their welfare, especially
yours. My sight is not good enough to see small things. I
can,'t make out a man from here. But I can see great cities,
and armies, and navies, and I can tell when people are excited.

I know very little about what nations think or say except by
what they do. It must be terribly noisy on the earth. I should
think you'd be confused with everyone talking at once, And you
can only hear those that are near, and you can only see one
nation at a time. There's no place on the earth where you can
go and get away from the noise and get an impartial view of all
the nations. No doubt you realize your disadvantage and that's
why I venture to hope that you will welcome these words from
an old friend who sees all nations equally.
Yours with all due modesty and friendly feeling.
MAN

Moon, Oct. 31, 1925.

Nevin M. Fenneman
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This is a fairy story. It is largely the product of
ima~ination and while it may be taken seriously by a few
who bare nai ~e and guileless, it will not be accepted really
by those who have suffered life's great disillusionments.
Once upon a time there was a cat who wanted to know
something about something. T.he traditional account is dis.
· it s lack of det a~ 1 • -.~11 that
at the
tresslnP'
lD
d th is known
t ,, This
0
t tine is that "curios1ty k1lla
e ca •
.
ire:e~· h ~ been retold countless times for the purpose of
ra~e y a
.
. 'sitiveness on the part of the very
stifling embarass1n~ lnqul t. n· !1' episode may temporarily deflect
d1sc oncer 1 :J
•
• t
Young • While the
, ild.1 h 1·nauiry it often aggravates curlOSl Y
the course of en t ~
,;What' wa.s the lethal subject in the
by raising the ques lOTI,
eat's mind?~
,
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But the natura of the eat's research is not the important
point in the story. If it had bean, tradition would have preserved it. The true moral is that any thirst for knowledge is
likely to lead to the direst result. And the fact, that a cat,
·possessed of nine mutually independent lives, could be completely
killed by the desire to know, is ample pathological evidence of
the high toxicity of this state of mind. This indicates that old
age may be reached only by the cultivation of resigned agnosticism
or the early embrace of fundamentalism~ But I am not interested ·
in pursuing this thesis. It is my purpose in this paper to show
what a lot of trouble has been caused b:y. certain muddling men of
science sticking ·their long noses into matters which the Lord
never intended human beings to understand.
Once upon a time ,--for here begins the fairy tale ,- . . men
explained, to their complete satisfaction at the time, the
differences in the nature .of different materials by s~pposing
that objects partook in varying proportions of the essences of
the four elements, earth, air, fire, and water. This idea was
sensible, in the literal meaning of the word, and never could have
lad to our twentieth century difficulties. A fifth essence that
of life or spirit, distinguished the living from the dead, ihe
organic from the inorganic. This was rational.but not sensible.
In the attempt to put the quintessence in the realm of the sensible
mysticism was in~roduced, and from the moment of its introduction '
to the Dayton tr1al and descent is long but straight. Only a very
few merJ, most notable amon·? them :.:ichael Faraday have been able
to keep their mysticism completely separated fr~~ their realms of
rationality and s~nsibility. Strangely enough he accomplished this
segregation by adnerence to a fundamentalism mo·re absolute and .
complete thall could be found anywhere at the present time
He

~~=tat ~=m~~ry of n~a ~~~~ ias~~ ~d~~~n1~~. t e:s s~~d~:'~~~~' i~h~hb ·~ i~ va d

~cri~tures without soma word added or one word taken away
~f o y
b~r! ~~w!~n~~l;h~~~ t:~ie~~: ~~liev~d the human heart to swayed
or wron~, this faith held in P!~gflctoptell1ed no approach; and right
others ·· t
t
'
ec 0 eranca of the faiths of
' s rang helled and beautified his 1.1f 8 " I
Lady Lovelace, :!faraday wrote· "Th
·~
•.
n a, letter to
religion. I am of a ver
.
ere ls no Ph1losopny in my
known, if known at all ~s s~all and despised sect of Christians
on the faith that is il; Chrf:rdam;n~ans, and our hope is founded
God can never by any possibil't u t~ough the natural works of
higher things that belon~ to ~u~ ~~me 1nto.contradiction with the
everything concerning Him aver ;,-lor ~~re H~Xlstence' and must with
at all necessary to tie the stud 1 Y m, still I do not think it
religion togeth~r and in my i Yt of the natural sciences and
th at which is religious
'
• and thatn wh
ercoursa
. w·1th my fellow creatures,
16
baen two distinct things."
.ich
Philosophical have ever

b;

(
''

'i.

'r.:
.,,

This dual and to soma .
to h~ve reacted adversely 0 ~ ;~~~~si~tant~ at~i~uda does not seem
did 1 t interfere with h. . 1 ~ . ay s SClentlflc achievement nor
difference of opinion i!\ r~ lgtous life in a sect where "no '
This is s.uch a simple solu~i~~at ad but is me~ by excommunication."
sa ems deplorable that so much h ot a very vexlng prob lam that it
ea must be developed by friction
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which could be avoided by keeping the rubbing surfaces apart.
But then, the supoly of Faradays is d,epressi ngly small.

.so, it is evident, not the introduction of the auintessence
nor, yet the introduction of mysticism need nacessariiy have
worKed counter to the purpose of rational inouiry. rhe confusion of tongues in the modern Babel which is called science
may b~ blamed on the base passion, avarise, the inspiration of
some ~allen angel, who, toasted in an incandescent hall seeks
febrifuge in the cold hearts of men.
'
Believing. that .different kinds of matter differed onlyin
the proportion of their essences, certain malcontent and
grasping individuals sought to improve on the works of the
Creator by tampering with their compositions so as to make His
commoner products more in conformity with their greed,y hearts'
desires. Those avaricious ~f time and benefits sought the
formula for eternal youth, a quest hopeful for those who
believed in a quintessence.
Some may contend that I misjudge the motives of the
alchemists and that they ware altruistic in their efforts to
convert cheap things into p·recious ones and transient life
into eternity. But I submit that I have taken the mora
charitable view, for no systems of ec.Jnomi cs or philosophy
could teach that these attainments would benafit mankind and
nothing could be worse than being mistaken for an ignorant
"uplifter."
In their efforts to transmute from base to noble metals
and to find the elixir of life, the alchemists ware not successful, but as though failure were not sufficient punishment,
they soon became cursed with a curiosity to know what really
was happening in the various messes which they stewed and
roasted and distilled, and which, although they never gave
the desired glint of gold or spark of youth, usually blew up
so violently or smelled so badly that they could not but
attract attention.
Alchemy came to have rather a bad reputatio~l, partlr because
of its mysticism which came into conflict with tne churcn, and
partly for the reason that, truly or falsely, the alchemists
were suspected of using human beings, or selected portions
thereof as rea~ants. Those alchemists who were more driven by
curiosiiy than ~y the lust for gold or the desire for eternal
mundane life, began to draw apart, admit that they w~r~ more
serious than the common metal wort~rs and patent me~lCl!l~ cooks,
and were suparior to them. They cnangad t~e na~e, of the1r
call ina just sufficiently to remove the od1um w1 tnout breaking
the co~tact with the.t cult to which thay were much indebted for
both knowledge and technique.
The infection with curiosity completely drove out the.
greed for gain and the desire for perpetual, even as malar1a
ma cure paresis. such is the change from alcheQy to pure
aclenoe that now the purity of a man's science can almost
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be measured by tha state of physical and financial neglect which
he presents.

.\. t
'l

When a large number of people, all well supplied with curiosity,
began to pry into any subject a·great deal .is sura to happen. So
much happens that the number of new facts bro.~ght to light becomes
a burden. Facts begin to clutter up the. pla.ce. They accumulate
in piles so that they hide each other. And there. is no way to get
rid of' a fact. It is indestructible if it is a real fact.
These facts often lend themselves to orderly arrangement and
when thus arranged present a much neater and mora ~atisfactory
appearance than when disordered. In this process of orderly arrangement a great many different facts sometimes fit together to
make a big fact, and this is always a source of satisfaction to
both the experimentalists and the theoreticians, for, as Agassiz
remarked, ''facts are stupid things until the.v ·are linked togetlier."
But this fact-fitting opens up a naw realm for the exercise
of curiosity~ Ingem;ity, too, is required to build these products
of research 1nto structures which will be pleasing in form and
stable • Jf a 11 the available related facts can be compiled into
a single structure which withstands the efforts of the envious to
overthr~~ it.and, through many years, supports the new discoveries,
the edif 1ca 1s called a principle or law. If the building- lacks
qu~te the appearance of solidity and stability required o~ a
pr1ncip~a, but is fairly imposing and holds forth the promise of
successful completion, it is called a theory Only the simplest
building ~an be constructed without some sc~;foldi~g and these
principles and theories are nearly alwa,ys erected with the aid
of nypotheses. Sometimes an hypothesis is so weak that it will
not stand l?n't enough. to. be of any use. Again the hy othesis ma
be so st r~)}l~ that it 1s 1ncorporatad in the final buiidi.ng.
y
When the discoveries of the ch i t b
ment of riches many of them beo- · em s 8 egan to be an embarasstory to the building of the th ~a~ ~o ~onstruct hy~ot~asas preparachamistry. 'rhe atomic h·
e?r eo, aws, and prlnclples of'
1
proved t~ be a sturdy fr~~~!~~~ : ~r~~~~tadfby John ~alton it; 1803
portant changes it has been incorp ~v~ d ~ ew relat7vely unlmwhich is used by all chemists d ~.al.a
n the atomlc theory
an 8 laved b;,r some of them at the
present day.

11

.
. The atomic theory is not sub~ t
Wlth things which "aye hath n t ,.ac to d1rect proof. It deals
certainly not disproved b·
o .seen,, nor ear haard.'' It is
identified individually a~dt~~ fact tnat atoms can not be
science in the actual capture ~~eo waul~ b,e lit~l~ i~ any gain to
If the atom proved to be ~ust whatn~ o~ tnase llluslva specks.
do no more than furnish o~casi f lt lS supposed to be, it would
and if it should be radically ~~ff or s~me. to say' "I told you so "
~o be it would not be recognized aererJ from what it is supposed'
Snark which turned out to be a B sj an_atom. It would be like the
too WJUld softly and silently vanol? uhm and doubtless its discoverer
s away.
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For more than a century the atomic theory has filled
every need of the chemist, and so must it aver continue to
do while the word chemistry retains its present meaning, For
the domain of chemistry in its present sensa includes the·
phenomena of atomic ·comb,inations. outside this fiel.d is not
chemistry. The grosser assemblages of molecules are distinctly
the toys.of the physicist and the biologist. Into this realm
the chem1st has.expandad his possessions by his claim on
colloids, by wh1ch it seems is·meant anything bigger than a
m?lecula and smaller than a brick-bat, although both of these
l1mits must be regarded as elastic.
The natura of different materials may be ascribed to the
kind and arrangement of molecules. The difference in molecules
may likewise be explained as the result of kind and grouping
of the constituent atoms.
Further progress in this ~ubdivision is blocked by a name.
It is unfortunate that christenings occur at such an early age
and that parents are so confident about the future of their
offspring. When the name "atom" was chosen everyone who was
old enough to know about such things knew enough ~reek to
understand that the name meant indivisible, and the integrity
of the atom went long unouastioned. But with the decline of
classics in our public schools certain crude. and curious men
of science simply took the ''indivisible" apart and, much like
little Jack Horner after his shocking display of mediaeval
table manners, cried, ''what a smart boy am I!"
With the protection of its good name gone, the atom
became the prey of almost every physicist who could procure
the implements of the chase. It has been lured into electric
and magnetic fields, shot with inconceivably powerful bullets,
tortured into spasms, drawn and quartered, and, most recently,
an atom of mercury has been so disfigured that it has actually
bean taken f6r an atom of gold. Such treatment is sure to
bring out the true character of an atom, at least such has
been the assumption in all inquisitions.
It is one of the charming traits of human nature that
the misfortunes of others are always enjoyed by those who
believe themselves safe from like experiences. On this ground
than I present an account of some of the trials which the atom
has suffered.
It is extremely difficult to pass electricity thrnugh air
at ordinary pressure. It requires about twenty-five thousand
volts to causa a spark an inch long. But if the pressure is
reduced to a thousandth of the atmospheric pressure the discharge
passes readily. Instead of the crackling spark produced in air
the current forms a quiet glow in ga~ at reduced ~r~ssure. In
this glow discharge two counter st:e~ms of elactrlclty are . .
found: the one of positive elactr1c1ty going from tha pos1~1!e
to the negative electrode, a~d the.o~her of negative alectr1c1ty
going from the negative to tne pos1t1ve electrode. If the
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. h ~ t kes plnce are perforated,
electrodes from which the dlSC aroe a.
t; will pass through
some of the charges in these counts~ curran be dealt with
the holes and the streams thus obtaln~d~c~~rou~h their respective
separately. These streams afte\pa~~~~olines obut they can be
elect rodas normally proceed on s ra1o n
. '.
The sa
deflected by neighboring magnefts ~; ei~c!~~cw~~~r~:~~blished laws
dafle ct ions may be accounted or .'/ o
1
h
d
of electric and ma~netic action and prove that the rays ~r~hc arge •
and the direction of the deflection in each case shows w e er
the char~e is positive or negative.

,,
\

The amounts of the deflections produced b~ ~agnet and nei~hbor
ing charge permit the calculation of two quan~1t1es, th~ veloc1ty
with which the charges are moving and the :at1o ~f the charge to
the mass of the carrier particle. When th1s rat1o of charge to
mas a was ava.lua ted for t.he ne.3a ti ve ions a very surprising result
was obtained. Up to this time the most heavily burdened carrie~
known was hydrogen, the lightest of the elements,.but the negat1ve
carriers in the electric discharge were transport1ng nearly two
thousand times as much charge as that associated with an equal mass
of hydrogen. If this result is to be explained in terms of the
atomic theory, two possibilities arise; either the negative carrier
is atomic in size and has an enormous charge, or, if it carries a
charge comparable to that of charged atoms, the carrier must be
very much smaller than an atom.
The decision between these possibilities hinges on the
determination of the amount of the charge. This was first measured
roughly by c. T. R. Wilson of Cambridge and later with great precision by Professor ~illikan, than of Chicago University.
Professor Willikan's experiments indicated without doubt that the
charge on uach of the negative carriers was exactly the same in
amount as tha~ found on a hydrogen atom. It follows that the
negative carriers muat be subatomic in size, in fact, about oneeighteen hundredth as ponderous as the smallest known chemical
atom.
No matter what gas is used for the discharge these same
subatomic particles are always found carrying the 'current of
negative e~ectricity. They can be produced in one way or another
from any klnd or state of rna t ter but are in no way characterized
~y~their ?r~gin •. The velocity of these negative ~barges is appallln._, but ·as .yet un1mportant.
They sometimes reach a speed of sixty
tho~sand m1les per second in discharge tubes and. are expelled from
ra.dlUm about three ti111es that fast.
. By a similar process of analysis the positive rays are found
to be atoms of the gas used in the discharge. Their charges are
never m~re than a few times as great as those of the negative rays
and theJ stroll along at a mere thousand miles or so pe~ second,·
'J:lhe mechanism of the discharge seems to be fairly evident
from the results obtajned, The electric forces start a commotion
in the gas resulting in violent collisions. The atoms which are
neutral assemblages oi' equal quantities of pot>itive alJd ne.cl'ative
charges' have some of their negative charges Lnocked off' l:aving
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a positive residue. The neg&tive particles being very light
are given enormous velocities by the electric forces applied
by the electrodes, while the remainder of the atom, but little
lightened by the loss of sucn trifling parts, responds more
sluggishly.
But what has become of the supposedly indivisible atom?
Parts can not be removed from a thing which has no parts. Yet
parts there are and the same kind of fragments from all kinds
of atoms. If there are parts it is reasonable to suppose that
there may be a struct11re. Here is another opportunity for
curiosity.
The indication, up to this point, is that an atom is made
up of equal amounts of positive and negative charge, for it
behaves normally as if it were neutral. When soma of its
negative charge is re r:1oved the remainder of the a tom has an
excess of positive charge. Both positive and negative charge
occur only in multiples of a definite unit of charge.
Next to be investigated was the n~ount and location of the
positive charge. Sir Earnest Rutherford, now director of the
Gavendish laboratory at Cambridge, England, is largely
.responsible for the intrusion into this innermost privacy of
the atom. It is very difficult to gat into the part of an
at om where the positive charge re s·ides. Any ordinary missi~e
will not penetrate the fields of enormous electric f?rce wh1ch
act as an invisible armour to protect the heart of tne atom.
But it happens that radium provides the necessary projectiles.
They are atoms of helium which the radium expells with a speed
of about twenty thousand miles per second. ''l_i th thHse P?v;erful
bullets the interior of the atom may be penetrated. A d1rect
hit on the nucleus is seldom made out the glancing blows. give
information about the contour of the target •. B,y maa~ur1ng .the
scatterina of streams of these high speed alpna part1cles from
:radi urn as o they pass through thin layers of rna terial,
. .
Professor Rutherford is able to determine ho~ larg~ the ~os1t1ve
nucleus can pos~:ibly be. It is found to be ~ncred1bly .rn1nute
and yet it is responsible for almost the ent1re mass of the
atom. The nuclear charge is always a whole multiple of the
charge carried by the negative carriers or electrons, a~d the
ne~ativa electrons necessary to neutralize the charge of.the
nu~leus would not weigh enough to bother at.Jout in compar1son,
ra resenting only about one two-thousandth the mass of the
pl
It
y be difficult to believe the extreme minuteness
nuc
eus.
rna
f th
·t·ve char~e or proton, but 1•t s grea t den s·1ty places
1
~tillem~~: s~rain -on°credulity. If it were possi?le to condense
nuclei in sufficient numberl:l to form a drop of th1s real essence
of matter it would weigh as much as a cube of lead eighty-thraa
miles on a side.
If 11 the electrons of this cube could be collected
, a
.
t
,1lurn 8 would fill about three barrels,
togetner thelr to a1 va~oout fifteen million million tons, or
and they would weigh
one and one-half million tons per drop.
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Of this eighty-three mile cube of lead nearly a~l th! mass
is concentrated in the one drop of nuclei, and all tne li~ht~r
constituents taken together occupy only one hundred and Slxtyfive gallons. 'rhis gives some idea of the extremely tenuous
structure of matter. The most solid bodies are swarms of these
~ositive and negative particles scattered th~ough spac~ li~e
stars in the sky. It is a great comfort to Kdep th1s 1n m1nd
when an accident happens, such as kicLing a brick. Thera is
really almost nothing to the brick; it is f~r more than ninetynine and forty-four hundredths per cant perfectly vacant space.
So eays the kind of science which has no Christian name, and
refuses to consider seriously such simple tales as Jack and the
Bean-stock.
It is important to note that these extraordina~y deductions
regarding the constituent particles of matter are not the result
of new or wild assumptions. They follow directly from the
atomic theory and the laws of electric and magnetic forces. It
is true that the atomic theory has never been proved, but it has
been used for mora than a century without showing serious weakness.
It is further true that the laws of electricity and magnetism are
here applied to bodies and distances very much smaller than those
for which tha laws were originally found to hold, btit this extension of known laws is less open to ctitici~fu than w6uld be the
invention of new ones. And even if the old laws do not hold for
these extremely small distances it is hardly probable that the
results would be radically changed except in magnitude. It seams
difficult to avoid the conclusion that matter is made up of
positive and negative charges which are extremely minute and
that the positive charge which is much the smaller of the two, is
much the heavier,
But curiosity is still not satisfidd.. If an atom is composed
of parts, these parts may be arranged in some systematic way.
There is no hope of magnifying the atom to such an extent that its
electrons and nucleus would become visible. Therefore the structure
can only ba inferred from behavior.
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If one were shown a watch aud perrni t ted to hear it tick and
wind it up; that is, if he were allowed to examine it completely
from tha outside, it would not be impossible for him to devise a
mechanism which. w:mld produce the same effects as those produced
by the watch. He could not be sure that his devise is exactl like
the watch, but it would at least be a possible kind of time- face.
I~ watches occasionally came to pieces or could be knocked i~to
b1ts, the fragments, and the way in which they we~e expelled
would give additional clues to the arrangement of-the mechanism.
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The situation with regard to atoms is not unlike this Th
can, 1n one way or another be wound u or ·
•
ey
which they return as light'or x-rays PS . gl:en a supply of energy,
the radium family, explode and in ~. f ome a ?ms, such as those of
to knock atoms permanently to piec;s e~"l~a~es 1t has baen possible
information regarding the fragments •' I
o get somewhat meager
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Inv~stigations of the spectra produced by different atoms
and part1cularly the extension of this work into the ra~ion of
the x-rays, has.giv?n p~rhaps the most useful informati~n upon
which to ~asa tne tneor1es at atomic structure, although the
contri~ut1ons from the study of radio-activity are by no means

inc ons 1de ra ble.

·

The atomic theory and the classic~l laws of electricity
and magnetism, utilized in the study of the size of the electron
and the proton, give no clue to atomic structura, and are not
capable of translating the results obtained from spectroscopy
into terms of the mechanism which produces radiation. Two new
assumptions are required for further pro~ress. In measure as
the additio~al assumptions are less tima:tried, and as by their
very nature their experimental support is less direct, the
deductions regarding the internal arran:;emant of atoms are more
open to doubt than are th~ results whic~ relate only to the
natura. of the components.
The first of these ass~mptions is that th~re are certain
orbits in which the electrons of an atom may move without
producing any external radiation such as light or x-rays, and
in these definite orbits only can the electrons normally
revolve. Secondly, it is assumed that when, by any cause, an
electron is displaced from a stable orbit tha process of
settling back into its a~customed path or of finding a new
orbit to its liking will be accompanied by a certain definite
amount of radiation of a certain definite frequency of vibration.
The frequency of the vibration is always directly proportional
to the amount of energy sent out and thi!3 in turn is a measure
of the violence of the disturbance originally suffered by the
atom. When the atom receives a terrific blow its convalescent
tremors are ver_y rapid, too fast to see, a11d are recognized
as ultra-violent light or x-rays, less violent treatment gives
rise to visible li~ht and gentle buffets produce heat.
This assumption of thd spasmodic character of radiation,
known as the "Quantum Theory,'' has a vor~r wide application in
physics, chemistry, a.nd biology. It must b~ taken into a<.:count
whenever heat, light, x-rays, or any other form of :adiant
energy originating from atomic d~sturbance are c?ns1dered, .It
has so far proved to be a conven1ent an~ p~odu~t1~e assumpt~on
where energy changes are involved, but 1; 1s oft e1. embe.rrassing
where they are not. So great has b0an ~ne success of the
quantum thaory in accounting for many of the most perplexing
problems in physics that it seems there muot lJ~ some fu~d~mental
truth in it but the difficulties encountered 1n rna~y of 1ts
application~ indicate that the method of its operat1on is not
yet well understood.
With these assumptions of the ex~st~nce of.steady s~ates
i th revolution of the electrons anu tne spurlng charac~er
0 ~ th: radiation which they produ?e whendisturbed, a posblble
arrangement of the electrons in tne atom may be worked out.
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such an arrangement must account, both qual~tati!e~y and
quantitatively for an enormous number of very d1vers1f1ed
experimental r~sul ts. The remarkable thing is that a ralat.i vely
simple mechanism is able to do this and that so few and not
improbable assumptions are involved.
·The structure which has been best able to fulfill the many
reouirements is that devised by 3utharford and Bohr. According
to-them, the simplest atom, that of hydrogen, is.supposed to
consist of a single positive charge or proton, w1th a single
negative charge ~r electron moving about it as the moon circulates
around the earth. In the more complicated atoms a number of
protons are bound into a nucleus by the presence of approximately
half their number of electrons. For, while a number of positive
charges only, or a group of n&gativa charges only, would by their
mutual repulsions, refuse to be crowded together, an assambl~ge
of positive and negative charges may be so arranged that the
attractions between unlike charges will overcome the mutual
repulsions of the like charges and hold the construction together,
Around this nucleus which always has an excess of positive
charge, the orbital electrons move in their presc~ibed paths of
steady state. There are just enough of these satelite electrons
to equal the net positive charge on the nucleus so that the a tom
as a whole is electrically neutral.
Some are willing to go much further than others in presentino0
an actual picture of the ato~. The experimental evidence from
which the configurat~on of the electrons may be deduced is extremely
slight. The elaborate plans which ascribe definite arranRaments of
electrons in tho. successive orbits of the various atoms c~n stand
at present only as conjectures.

~ut whatever may be the mode of assembly, the total number of
posit1v~ charges in the nucleus determinHs the atomic weio-ht of t'
elemen~, sin~e. th~ weight of the electrqns may be neglect;~ in ne

compar1son w1tn ~nat of the protons, and the number of orbital
:l:ctrons ~eterm1nes, almost entirely, the chemical and physical
e avior oi the atom, since they are the only parts of the atom
which are disturbed in its more co~uon activities.
The number of moving electrons, which is
positive charge on the nucleus, is called the
is f~r many purposes, a truer index of atomic
atomlc weight employed b; chemists.

:•

the same
as the net
.
a om1c number,'' and
properties than the
,, t

T-he orL?:inal atomic theory
d
given chemical element were allk:ssume t?at all the atoms of a
to an idea not contemplated in th~ but ~h1s new conception leads
It now appears that there may b tearllar phases of the theory.
because of different size of nu~l:u~msbof d;ff~r~nt atomic weight,
behavior, because of similar numb
' du o S1mllar chemical
electrons. Atoms of the same ato:~ an ~rrangement ot orbital
the same chemical element may hav1cd~ufnfnoer, and t~erefora of
'
.
e 1 erent atom1c weights.
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Man of science always pride themselves on their
meticulous honesty, at least in their science, but in spite
of ~his, or perhaps because of it, they fairly gloat when it
developes tha4 they have told the truth several yaars before
anyone knew whether it was the truth or not. One of these
occasions for rejoicing was furnished by the discovery of these
chemically identical but physically different elements. Great
confidence in prophecy.was here displayed for these modifications had been named "isotopes" years before they were actually
found and separated.
This discovery of isotopes recalls a theary advanced over
a hundred years ago by an English chemist named .Prout. He
believed that all chemical elements were combinatioru of
hydrogen and that, therefore, all atomic weights referred to
hydrogen as unity should be whole numbers. His theory, widely
accepted for a time, was abandoned when the improved accuracy
of atomic weight determinations showed that many of the
elements certainly had fractional atomic weights. The modern
theory returns to the idea of integral atomic weights and
explains the fractional values actuaJ.ly found as being the
average values of mixtures qf the isotopes of the elements.
There is, however, an essential difference between Prout's
hypothesis and the idea held at the present time. Prout supposed
that hydorgen was the fundamental element of which th~ chemical
elements were compounds, while the modern theory prov1des two
elernents,the electrori and the proton •. .Prout h~d ~o need to go
further than hydrogen in his explanat1on, but 1t 1s pertinent
now to enouire what the nature of the electron and ~h~ proton
may be, for they have both the. properties of electr1f1cation
and inertia.
1Ne are there fore confronted with the question: What, i~ o the
stuff on which .the electricity resides? .The answer,.whi~n 1~ a
direct induction from experiment,--crypt1c and allur1ng 1n its
metaphysical possibilities, is,--Nothing. Accardi!~ to the
most·a~vancad views of tha relativitists, an alect~1c cha~ge,
by virtue of the energy which it represents, has.tne attr1butes
d o-ravitation which are the assent1al charactert.
f i
?1st
.ner
f~atan
1cs o ang1'bel e bod1'es • ' There is then no real 1distinction
h· '
between matter and energy. Here is the blank wal w,1cn _
terminates at present this rambling path in search of truth.
h
f atomic structure which I have endea?ored to
The. sc ~me. o
uroduct of tte twentieth century' much
outline 1s d1stll1Ctly a ,
t is much too soon to accept
of it is of the.last .decada.orlto discard it altogether without
it as a revelat1o~ of ~~u~h It is unlikely that the conception
most careful. con~ld~ra nl~ifty will resemble the nineteen
of the atom lD nlne ee
than the atomic theory of today
'twenty-five model any m~~~ ton of nearly one hundred and twenty
resembles that of J~h~ lton's hypothesis comprised certain
five years a~o. Ye .a
u~h reatly modified, have not
fundamental 1deas ~hich, th~a~y ~etails of the present theory
been discarded. Ther~.ahre ill doubtless have to be thrown
of atomic structure wnlc w

'·
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For him whose scientific method is still essentially Greek
or even Mediaeval, the modern theoriHS of atomic structure can
be dismissed easily with the statement that they are incredible.
This is the spirit of scepticism made classic by the gentleman
who, at first sight of a giraffe exclaimed: "There ain't no
such animal, 11
. For the pragmatic soul, who would judge the value of a
th1ng by its usefulness, Benjamin Franklin gave advise in his
rhetorical question, ''What is the use of an infant?" and in his
reply, "Try to make it useful."

'

For those of us who are not affiliated with any particular
P?~losophic denomination there may be a passing interest in these
tn1ngs just because we are curious to know. But one must not
forget how dangerous is curiosity. It is quite possible that the
unfortunate cat wanted to know about atom~.
Robert

c.

Gowdy
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away or chan~ed beyond all recognition, but the essential
features seem to be too closely related to experimental fact
and to all previous philosophic thought to be totally in error.
For, although its terminology is new, the modern'theory of
matter embraces many of the fundamental i~eas of all preceding
philosophy on this subject and points the way to reconcile some
of the previously antagonistic doctrines. It is, like all
attempts at ulti:11ate explanation, conjectural, but the trend of
thought has bean guided by experiment and erratic imagination
has been curbed by the discovery of a multiplicity of phenomena
not known before the era of experimental scie~ce.

'

..

,

HADLEY BALDWIN

You may remember, I am sure I h
~pe you, the same as I,
will remember when the world was
contemporaneous,--a world into ~hf~~lte, ~atural and altogether
intruded,--a world that was not ·h. t n~ g osts of an older time
perspectives throu~h which
ls orlc, one that had no
that had no perspectives ;fY~~alooked down the valleys of time,-you lived on the instant and no~e.even. It was a world in which
and not of aggregates,
ln time, a world of particulars
th Many times' PBrhaps all pleasant
an a day in June •" A da i
' things then were "rarer
traversed by fleets of sno~ n June. Beneath a sapphire sky
ribboned with babbling broo~s cl~~dsi ·~~ove the ·smiling valleys
dappled slopes garbed in robe~ e 1 ed hills look down, their
shady woodland. They stretch a~~ ;e~vet grass and vestments of
~~n~~ beKond ran~e, losing thamselv:sea;w~~s~n~er the summer sky,
1n the hazy blue
e e ge of tne world, What of all th'
As an aggre":~a t a' as an ensemble th
lS? What a oua
· ,
. : s t'lon,
'
ere was literally nothing to it.
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Any particular thing in sight might challenge but not the
whole,--the brook for instance had possibilities there would
be fish, and maybe muskrats and pools for swimmi~~ but there
were no footprints of men.who had come and gone. oif in its
babbling were repeated. vo1ces of yore you missed them. It
was not by any means the poets' immortal stream. It would not
occur to you that you were engaged with somethin" that would ~o
on forever. If. it \:Jas, "going good'' during the time required ~s
an instrume~tal1ty 1n your current undertaking, your curiosity
concerning 1t was sated before it was aroused,
Nothing was venerable .• The hills? · They were but dirt,
Wherever the share .of the husbandman turned a furrow that was
virgin soil. Nothing was old by virtue of its creation but
only in respect of its current aspect. The shoe that bj a
month's wear had been skuffed into the discard was mora
tangibly old than the pewter teapot which had come down through
five generations to be one of mother's treasures. Grandfather
was revered instinctively because of the intrinsic maje!dty that
subtly blooms on aged folk, rather than venerated becarse of
his years or the exigencies which they had encountered. He
had in your experience always bean the same old gentleman and,
in your conception, that was the beginning and end of grandfather.
My use of the form of the second person in making the
foregoing observations is, I confess, for the purpose of
sustainirig a theory in self defence by making the boys that
you were, more or less the same as the boy that I was,--one
generally disinclined·and largely unqualified to visualize or
evaluate any past beyond the reach of his own experience. It
is desired to mal:e the point in behalf of all of us that it has
always been enough of a miracle, perhaps too much so on occasion,
for a boy just to be a boy, without also being a histori~n, and
that the writer, although the abode of his youth was a region
havin~ a pa.st.replete with events of great moment, may be
excused from reproach for being as a youth innocent thereof even
though he may not gain acquittal from his subsequent default.
There are abroad in our country today somd who presumably
are qualified to render judgment, who allege that our people
largely are lamentably devoid of interest in their country's
history, uninformed as to that significance of its past which
should give a proper understanding of what we are today or
should be,
For those who deserve such criticism should thare not also
be a measure of pity in that they blindly pass the importunity
of delightful relaxation and unwit~inslY .deny themselv~s rea~~
opportunity for a serene and exalt1ng en,1oymeli~ tha~.ml6nt l1it
them for the time being to a state of happy equilibi 1um, somawhat ~part from the arena of life's currant turmoil.
The title of this hastily written paper, which title was
submitted in advance of the writing, may not seam precisely to
have identified the impulse of the writer prompting the
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reflective observations up to this point set down, but a piece
of old iron is responsible --an instrument of old iron sitting
pedestaled, seemingly almo~t conscious of the people's gaze, in
a public place in the little old city of Pottstown, which stands
vibrating in its lusty age upon the left bank of the historic
Schuylkill River some forty miles above the city of Philadelphia,
and which, in the case of the writer at least, amply served the
manifest purpose of its exhibit ion, to turn, if it might, the
thou~hts of such as passed that way, backward, perhaps with a
quickening of intarest and perhaps also a stir of amotion in
recalling the strain and purport of the fortuitous times contemporaneous with its day of service.
People were passing in all directions, youth in frolicsome
gayety, the elders in variable mood, but all manifestly intent
upon their affairs of the moment and wholly oblivious of the
ancient thing, almost ghost that it was, which held my attention
and while, as though with the hope of' soliciting my detachment
from th•3 headlong rush of the throng, at least for time .enough
to learn somewhat of the warrant for its mission of silent
eloquence that was being otherwise, at least for the moment, so
completdly ignored.
.The.indifference of the passing youth could be understood
and for.s1velJ by one who had also been youn?:, because of what
they were; as to the others, the same, for they too ware functiaing at. the time b~t as children still, though of a larger
growth ann of a fartner reaching grasp, and their conduct also
I regret to say, was only too easy for me to understand,
'
Patiently upon its pedestal reclined the old thing, an old
.
1ron cannon, about three feet in len;rth with sorneth 1'n;:r~like a
two
inch bora, a littl a f~llow, and to
~ all appearance~- as. ood
g
a . . ne~t th?. sama as the afternoon sun whose slanting rays ~layed
ufon • ,,r:ile I :Sazed it seemed to take upon itself the ::ruise
o an almost sacred thing and gradually to become th
·to
conspicuous objBct in all the ~cane.
e mos
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It was mostly lonesom e now, bu t I could know that Whl'le l'ts
li ttle bark would scarcely echo f th
of an eager hound on the vibrant ~~lie~ft~~n the de~p toned bay
ytas a tirlle when its hot ton.;ued note had ~ls master .s horn, there
shook the very ground 011 which .
, , .~;n one. o~ a chorus that
reverberated like an a.van~in,; t~~n~~\l ~tm~n~' a r:s1ng chorus that
a mellowin~ chorus that shall still r ~cross contl~lents and seas'
yet to come that cherish the love of·rel~bound througn all the ages
1 erty.
I was its hosta~e now· and then b .
full ~.v:rtue of a silent,
requltal of my sorry darelictio~s
.s 111 my power lay to make
1
scanty rendering of the homage du~ ~~e ~. a~l my days there was but
granted and I took my way, ouite th -~ ~vlng past, parole was
a backward glance, and sur~ ennuohou~h~fully, though not without
was looking happier th~n beforev o J unte~s I err, the ancient gun
sunset's glow,
. ' an ye lt may have been the

sang~ine vow to serv~ aton~ment
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True to my vow 1 undertook my penance· and if perchance
in what I further read you f' d
i
'
I gained thereat I'll
ln a mo ety of the serene delight
,
hope that the old gun which called me
t o i t will be in some slight measure gratified.
.Its birth place was an ancient iron works named the
Warw1ck Furnace that was built in Warwick Township in the
north~rn part of Chester County, dista 11 t less than an hour's
wa~k from where now stands the aforesaid city of Pottstown
Th1s furnace was built in the year 1737 almost the f · st •
but according ~o my information probably the second i~~n '
furnace built 1n America. It was in continual operation until
the year 1867 • Its substantial ruins mark the spot where its
light at l~st want out and they mark the cradle of' the oreat
t~robbing 1~dustry that in its swelling importance thro~~houi
tne generat1ons Since, has mel ted the everlasting hills and
poured the essence of their integrity like so much vital wine
into the fiber of our national growth until today, full
statured, it stands forth a great, modern Atlas, holding aloft
the stage on which proceeds the drama of our civilization.
The ruin~ ?f the old furnace are, slowly and stubbornly,
but surely, g1v1ng way under the gentle but determined pressure
of the elame~ts. ~he trees have sent their roots abroad and
pierced its rugged frame, and spread their leafy win~s above
as though to make less bald the signals of its decrepitude,
Mother nature softly, as is her wont, so as not to disturb the
ghosts that may hover near, sharing their vigils only with the
birds and the wild thin~s of the woods, is nevertheless increasingly busied with h8r inevitable reversionary process of
returning the discarded works of man back into her own domain,
The outlines of the old plant still fairly well disclose
the size and arrangement of the several structures which,
measured with the scale of modern achievement, seem to have
been so puny and crude as to make almost fantastic the truth
that lass than two hundred years ago this furnace and others
similar, though generally of' less activity, in tha same
neighborhood, held the important distinction of being the great
iron producing area of this new world.
The req11 isi tes for such a plant were simple, --for construction a sloping hillside and a reliable stream of water,
with which the region was well provided; for operation an ore
deposit, timber for charcoal and rock for flux, and with these
also the region was well furnished. That part of Permsylvania
between the-Delaware and Susquehanna rivers, lying roughly not
far from a line drawn from Philadelphia to Harrisburg, in all
the years of the industry prior to the relatively recent
discovery of the ~reat ore beds in the Lake 8uperior region,
was the main sour~e of the iron and steel produced in this
country,
The warwick Furnace was of typical design and construction.
Be~innin~ at the top there was the charcoal house, whose ruins
co~sist bf a rectangular walled, space about one hundred and
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fifty feat by forty feet, the walls bei~g about.tw:n:yhfeet
high' and nea~ly three feet thick througnout thelr m~e~ r~of
This walled snace was presumably covered with a ti t; top
to rotect th~ charcoal. The ground level was near ne
of rhe wall on the up-hill side and accommo~ated ~ roadwa~ ~n
which the charcoal was hauled to be dumped lnto the room e ow
through convaniant openings or hatchways •
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there and then, Will such as it be the last source of power
available to the use of the race in a future some time to come?
The Quakers were Pennsylvania 1 s, that is, America 1 s,
first iron masters. The presence of iron in the province was
known to the Indians who had, in a very crude and limited. ws.y,
reduced rich ore by the method of forgin~. Before 1680 the
year. of William Penn 1 s arrival, the settlers on or near the
Delaware River, under the Swedes, th0 Dutch and the Duke of
York, had made no effort to manufacture it. Having iron
furnaces of his own at Hawkhurst, England, Penn naturally
encouraged the manufacture in his province in America.
-

I
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The ground laval at the lower side was e~~n ~~th the floor
of the building, which wao of earth, and on tn1s s1de a large
door opened to permit delivery of the charco~l t~.the f~rnace.
The furnace was a heavy masonry kiln lined vn th f :re br1ck
constructed in the form of a beehive with an open~ng.at the top
through which its saethin5 appetite was to be sat1sf1ed. The
furnace was so situated on the slop below the charco~l house
as to bring the orifice at its top just level with tne floor
and opposite the door of the charcoal house, but with space
between for another roadway on which the ore and the rock
arrived by team from the mines and quarries. The diameter of
the cylindrical part of the furnace was some ten or twel va feet
and the feediLg hold at the top was some twenty feet above the
tapping level at the base. The elevation of the whole had been
so fixad so as to brin~ the stream of molten metal from the
furnace sli~htly above-thJ natural level of the valley floor at
the foot of tht3 selected hillside and here was the bottom unit
of the plant, th~~ chamber of the sow and pigs and the foundry
room, for at this place castings were made directly from the malt
of the furnace, a process which went out of fashion years ago
when the more elaborate process of fuodern iron and st~~l
manufacture took hold of the industry. It is of interest to
taka note of this old process of direct casting, however, in view
of thn fact that H'inry Ford has recently made some ado over his
own rt3sort to this method as a distinct advance in tha art of
foundry procedure.
One feature more has to be mentioned to complete this.briaf
description of th8 plant. ~hen the furnace was kindled and charged
with the al ternu te la~tHS of eharcoal, ore and fluxing rocJ:, it was
n~cessary to apply a forced draft or blast, and here was employed
.~r.e stream of water aforementioned as one of the requisites, The
larwick Furnace wus built in the valley of ?ranch Creek, a small
tribut~ry of the Schuylkill, The stream still comes windirw and
ripplin~ down between hills with the same abandon and garrulity as
o~ yore, ~he one thing in all the landscape that seems untouch~d
o~. time, for the traces of the part it played in the performance
Oi ~ho old iron works are practically obliterated, The ·old dam
and the head race that temporarily encompassed its enslavement
would not be easily identified today, but this stream contributed
to the operation of the old furnace the only mecha11 ical power
~mployad in t~e u~dertnking in that it was employed to turn a large
~ater.wheel tnat 1n turn actuated an old-fashioned bellows of
capac1t~r enough to nrovide the requisite blast 1 t'
f
• d so t'ne iron was · made 1n
. the
· remote little valley
d
ne b urnace.·
An
~ad come and who havt1 sone, on the banks of the littleys~;~a;n~hat
flows on forever. Its water was the only natural power harnessed
·y;

0

'

The first successful attempt to establish iron works in
Pennsylvania was that of Thomas Rutter, an English Quaker, who,
about 1716, built a bloomary forge called Poal Forge on
Manatawney Creek, near the site of Pottstown. One Jonathan
Dickson, of :Philadelphia, writing in 1717, says,--"This last
summer one Thomas Rutter, a smith who lives not far from
Germantown, hath removed farther up in the country, and of his
own strength hath set about making iron. Such it proves to be
as is highly set by, by all the smiths here, who say that the
best of the Sweed's iron doth not exceed it. It is supposed
there is stone sufficient for ages to come and in all likelihood iron may be improved and transported home; if not
discouraooed." The phrase "if not discouraged" had special
sioonific~nca. Some American iron was shortly sent to England
and so much jealousy was excited by it in the mother country
that in 1719 a bill was introduced into Parliament to prevent
iron fabrication here. This bill was at the time rejected, but
in 1750 such an act was finally passed. The production of pig
metal and its exportation into England free of duties was,
however, allowed.
The early forges which preceded the blast f'urnace.s were
very much simpler in construction and method. These ~orgas
were patterned after the Catalan forge or bloo~ary whH:h
originated in catalonia, Spain, about the tentn cent~~Y· They
were not unlike a large blacksmith fire with a.deep f1re pot,
in which the blast was introduced at the side 1nstead of at
the bottom of the fire. The output par da;y was small, but on
account of small cost and labor involved in.their.erection
they were largely used. The name bloomary lS dar1ved fro~
the Anglo-Saxon word "bloma" --a lu~p, Many of the ~e yriml ti va
forges were called bloomaries • Th1s was due ~~ ~t ~ df~ct t~~at
the reduct derived from the heated o~e was o a.,ma n ·
formpof a lump or bloom of malleable 1ron. In ~ne fires of
tually pig iron was converted 1nto blooms,
, t f'i t for other than
these f orges even
as the iron from the furnaces wa:.~~ into wrou~ht iron through
casting until purified by conver ~ed b7 a stir~in~ and turning
th 9
ass of reheatin~ accomparn
,,
0
.
proc.
d
ddlin~
after
which
it
was
hammered into
0
11
~~o~~:,f~~~:il~aro~ndp~ieces ~f metal about a foot long,
r

The capacity of the old Warwl. ck Furnace was four tons of
available ore ~ielded about forty par cent
iron per day. The
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iron. It took about one hundred and eighty bushel of charcoal
to produce one ton of metal, besides limestone in amount varying
with the nature of the ore. Essentially, therefore, the production of charcoal was a big item of expense, counting the cost
of the woodland, the cutting and burning. The consumption of
timber in this way also served the purpose of clearing the land
for farming, for although the supply of husbandman did not keep
pace with the clearing in the beginning, eventually they came.
When Thomas Rutter established his first forge on Manatawney
Creek he was in the midst of the original people--the Delawares
or Lenni Linape Indians. In dealing with them, Penn and Rutter
and others s 10n joinin~ in his iron enterprises, had trea tad them
kindly and earned their good will. Penn's estimate of the Indian
character, as taken from a letter written to the Society of Free
Traders, may be quoted in part; he says:
"In liberality they exceed; nothing is too good for their
friend; give them a fine gun, coat, or anything and it may pass
twenty hands before it sticks. IJight of heart, strong affections,
but soon spent. The most rnerry creatures that live; feast and.
dance perpetually; they never have much or want much; wealth
ciroulateth like the blood. None shall want what another.hath,
yet exact observers of property. They care for little because
they want little--a little contents them. In this they are
sufficiently revenged on us, if they are ignorant of our pleasures
they are also free of our pains. They are not disquieted with
bil~s of exch~n?e, nor pe~plexed with chancery suits or exchequer
rec:r.onings ~ de sweat and toil to live; their pleasure feeds them
I mean the1r hunting, fishing and fowling and this table is
'
_,
spread everyv;here."
. .,

One SamuBl l\utt, referred to in local history as "a fine
~ngli?h g~n~l~man" was .early engaged in the rnanuf~cture of iron
i~ ;~~s s:~c~lll ty •);' His tirst works was a Catalan forse or bloomary •
ing Warwick' Pi~\ 7r~~ch Creek in the township of Coventr,y adjoin•
It was near this forge and lrutt •

d·
the only unfortunate exceotion t~ , s a Jac~~t home that .occu~red
between the Pennsylvania colonist o t n~d o~~erwls~ peaceful rela tl ons
Nutt wrote the ~overnor of the
o.~t
e_Indlan. Concerning it
as follows:
pro\ lnce uneter date of May 11, 1728,
''Just nov,' 1 received the di ::y
Winter and John Winter have rnurd sao~eeable n~ws that one 1,'/[-.1 tar
women .without an:; causa given b e~:. one ~ndlan man and two Indian
governor to see af'te·r 1't- f y ld Indlans;-----1 desire the
---- orb most
cart a i n1Y such actions will
t
create the greatest antipathy
Indians and the Christians , ,, etec. ween the several Nations of
It is of record that the ~over

c?~nanding the people in his rn~ 'est n?r at on,~e i8sued a. proclamation
Wltn horse an~ with foot withinJthey s n~me to ~evy, hue and cry

the appre hensl on of these murder
RrOVlnce of .Pennsylvania for
taken, tried, convicted and hang:~:· They were shortly afterward
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Three men,. namely Thomas Rutter, first rneEtioned,
Samuel Savage h1s son-in-law and 3amuel r·rutt b
th
1ron ki n~s of th.lS per1od,
.
'
,
'
e
came
in which the region was early e
dotted w1th numerous forges and furnaces. A kind of st 1
the first .made in America, was produced by Samuel Nutt =~ ~is
Coventry forge. The conversion was accomplished it is stated
by means of a furance built with a drau~ht hole 'called an
'
n~ir oven.'' In. it, the iron bars to be treated ~Jere set at a
d1stance of an 1ncn apart. Between them wa~ scattered horn
charcoal, dust and ashes. The iron bars so treated became '
covered with a coating resemblins blisters which was called
"blister steel" and deemed of great value to put an edge on
tools.
·
Samuel Nutt married Anna, the dau~hter of Thomas ~utter
after she
had become the widow of Saomel Sava~e
who had been'
I
o
Rut t er s partner. Thus she was the daughter of one of the
three ·principal pioneers, wife first and then widow of another,
and finaJ.ly wife of the third. No children were born to the
last union, but Nutt's devotion to his wife's daughter,
Reb,ecca Savage, caused' him to sum.. ,on from ~ngland samuel Hut t
Jr., his nephew, to be her husband. Fortunately the youug
'
people approved the watch and they were ma~riad in 173j in the
bride's sixteenth year. Samuel Hutt the elder, built a fine·
house for Anna, his wife, on tha estate attached to the old
forge in Covrmtry, and purchased extensive holdings in Warwick
and had provided for the C)nstruction of the '.'farwick Furnace,
when he died in 1737, This is the furnace in whi~h the old
souvenir caiman already referred to was later cast. This
furnace, already particularly described, wai::i for a number of
years the most important iron works in the country •
t

In addition to producin~ pig iron, a variety of castiugs
were made b~T pourin;:; directly from the furuace as alread;!
described. These castings were such as stove plates, pots,
kettles, andirons, smoothing irons, clock weights, sash weights,
cart boxes, fir~ backs, etc.
Samuel Nutt Jr., died in 173~ !:tnd his widow, in 1740,
married. Robert r;;ace. Grace, who was born in Philadelphia of
"fine Irish stock '' was a young man of means. In his
seventeenth year he formed a warm and lifelong friendship with
Benjamin Franklin. The latter in his autobi?graphy.describas
r;race as a young man of fortune, generous, l1vely,w1tty,
fond of epigrams, but more fond of hi~ fri~'3nds. , In the wall
appointed rooms of ~race's Philade~phla house, tne Jun~o met
and here the fir~t public library 1n America was organ1zed.
The young firm of Franklin & Meredith about this ti~e had been
sued for 100 pounds debt due to a failure of ~ranklin's
.
partner to provide his promised share o~ the c?st involved 1n
settin~ up their printing business. Th1B was, 1n 172~ when
Franklin was 23 and Grace 20. Grace and. anotner member of the
·Junto William Coleman, both without eacn other's l'.noVJledge,
offer~d to advance as much money as would be ~e~esoary for
Franklin alone to take over the.~usi~ess, adv1~1n~ him to
withdraw from partnership with ~ered1th, whose pr1vate conduct

I
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was deemed by them discreditable, The withdrawal of Areredi th
was finally arran=,.:ed, whereupon ~ranklin accepted from-wljrace
and Coleman one-half from each, the required funds. kranklin
never forg0t this kindness. In the codicil of his will he
mentioned that his reason for leaving two thousand pounds.to the
cities of Boston and Philadelphia for the purpose of sett1ng up
youn~ married artificers in bu~iness!*a~ b~~aus~ ~~ ~ad b$ert :.
assisted to set up his own bus1ness 1n Philadelph1a oy kind loans
of money from two friends there, which had been the foundation of
his fortune and of all the utility in life that may be ascribed
to him.
Through his friendship for ::to bert Grace, who, in 1740, as
alread~r stated, had married the young widow, ?.ebecca Nutt, hair
to the \'/arwick Furnace and other iron works, together with large
tributary land holdings including the fine home in Coventry built
by the elder Nutt, Franklin himself came into close touch with the
iron busine~s of the Graces.
In 1742, the versatile Franklin invented what he describes in
hid autobiography as "an open fireplace for the better warming of
rooms, and at the same time saving fuel, as the fresh air admitted
was warmed iJ, entering," As a part expression of his lasting
gratitude, he made a present of the model to Robert Grace who
found the casting of the plates for these stoves a profit~bla
thing as they met a growirtg demand. ~ith some modification from
Franklin's original design, which did not work so well as he
expected, these stoves or fireplaces were very popular among wall
to do people for many yeo. rs. I have heard that some of them are
s;ill ex~ant, but have not been able to locate any. I can remember
m.f ~Uil~d~~ther speaking of them as being one of the comforts of
l1fo in n1s AnrJy days,
\1{'
1
.
· nen 'ne 'na d wor:ed.o~t
the plans for his patent stove, Franklin
lssuad a pamphlet expl~1n1n~ in detail the principles of which it
took advan~age, enlarg1ng upon the inadequacy of all other known
types of fnep~acas !\lid the superiority of this and describinoo
minutely the d1ffer~nt parts of his device, includin~ drawinO'~.
~~~e:~~~~;:\isT~~1 8: 1 ~led ''~n acc~unt of the new-invei1ted Penr;sylvania
"
•
, , • '·
~ was P:lnted 111 1745, A rare old book entitled
arr;~~i~~ ~ ~~pe:lments''
1n the Cine innati Fublic Library published
1
an ex!m~l: ~f :h!n~!~~~ec~~!ains a rep:int of.this pamp~i~~· As
and worth atJy one'~ time to r~!d::~~~t ~~~r. an lnvant lon 1t lS a gam
because it is so Hnli~hteni P , . t'
Y on that a? count,, but
adequate knowled~e an~ orac~fc:lt~e~espect ~o.the UDlversally inheating rooms and house~.
curran lll the matter of

:;•'
'j
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His invention excited a 1 a
well as in America, The EnO'li:~~e measure of interest abroad as
improving the ventilation o~ th ~overnment consulted him as to
tion he wrote numerouc. letter8 ~o ouse. of Commons. On solicitaand others' on the ca~se of smok P~?mlnent Europeans' Englishmen
still seemed to be amorP the
y c lnmeys' which in those days
Shakespeare somewhere m~ntion~o:n~~e~t ~nnoya~ces of domestic life.
o Y ouse 1n the category of
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tedious things, along with a tired horse and a railing wife,
the
"An
old
the

At any rate, ~Obert 0race did a remunerative business in
manufacture of the new stove--as· one may judge from an
account with Benjamin F'ranklin" taken from a page of an
ledger of Warwick Furnace for the year 1751, containing
following items:
July 15
Aug. 3
II
6

"
"

To two ton Fireplaces
!I
II
one
"
II

19

II

20

II

"
"

II

II

II

II

II

"

II

Franklin was a freouent visitor at the home of Robert
Grace and his wife Rebecica, which was now for the most part
made in the fine house in nearby Coventry that Samuel Nutt,
the elder, had built for his wifa Anna, the mother of Rebecca.
Rebecca 0race it is said was a ver;y beautiful aud attractive
lady and her home in the fine old house was famous for its
charming hospitality. Robert Grace and Franklin had been
bonded in mutual admiration l:lince boyhood and now both were
interested in the manufacture and sale of ths new stove. It
is easy to believe that Franklin spent happy hours in this
house and in observation of the casting of his fireplaces at
the furnace.
The writer took occa8ion to visit this old house after
observing the old cannon at Pottstown, ~ few ~a,ys uef'ore t~e
writing of this paper. It is a masterp1ece of ~arly c?lon1~l
architecture built of cut sandstone, masonry la1d in toe days
when to be a mason one had to be an artist. 3e~ted in gr~ceful
firnmess amid a .O'roup of monstrous oak trees oluer than tne
mansion itself, rt pictures the very ideal.of whut a home of
hospitality should seem. It looks out ben1gnl;1 across the
sweepin~ valley.of ~ranch Creek alo~g which stretches the
venerabie highway, constructed by h1m_w~o built.the hou~~· over
the forty miles between Coventry and rh1ladalph1a~ tha f1rst
road of ~ny extent laid out and bui~t in ~he prov1nce. It is
still called the Great Hoad or the ~utt ~oad by th~ older people
of the neighborhood. Inside the old rnans1?n, all oi the
, '=' framed without nails except woera ha11d made
carpen t r;y l 8 ·
.
t'
'ld forge that had
wrouO"ht
iron
nails,
pre
surnably
from
ne
o
,
0
the valley were used to attaeh tne old style
•
stood her:bytln . ort binO'~s of the doors and window shutters.
"L" sha.pe s rap lr. oo- ~the doors, window frames and wainscotThe haiJd work ~analH10 of
t ·n their ori!Zinal snuoo integ·rity
inoo0 all of wh1ch seemed to re a1
.
.o
•b
'
.
•
t
hundred years made one feel 1ndescr1 at ~he age of o;~~ o~~ fireplace, which once, but, unfo~t~mtely
abl.7 at home.
..
ran} lin stove, VIas not, on rny VlSlt,
no longer, c?ntal~e~h~sFhea;th whose ruddy flame erstwhile had
in use! butll~ ~~sthe happy faces of those boon companions,
added 1ts g 0\
n
t and Rebecca grace. General
Benj~min Frankl~~ an~f~~:~~
were ~lso often enterta1ned here,
1
Wash1ngton and 18
s at Valley Forge. It must have
while the Continentatl Arthrnytw~hey turnei from this charming
been with heavy hear s
a

°
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home and the delightful hospitality of Mrs. Grace to the deep
distress of the desperate army encamped on the snowy hills by
the Schuylkill.
While the site of the old Warwick Furnace and neighboring
lands is still in possession of the descendants of Samuel Nutt,
the pioneer iron master, the old house is now occupied by a
~rs. Bingaman, whose family has been in possession for nearly
one hundred years. She confirms the tradition which I had heard
repeated in the neighborhood to the effect that after Franklin
had become a widower he paid long court to ]ebecca Grace who was
at this time a widow but without winning her acceptance of his
suit, which was denied in spite of a great regard, on the ground
of unwillingness to marry one whose religious belief was so
different from her own, she havin:z early in life renounced the
Quaker principles to espouse the doctrine of Methodism, A
pamphlet of the old Methodist Church established at Coventry
one hundred, and fifty-one years ago asserts that "on his death
bad Franklin sent for I.~rs, Grace, who visited him, and came
away with the conviction that the dying philosopher had faith
and hope in the gospel of Jesus Christ."

,,' '

'

i

~

i :

It was not until the cloud of impending war with the mother
country cast its shadow over the colonies that the fruit of the
old Warwick Furnace was cast into implements of destruction, but
when the time came the patriotism of the iron masters unhesitatingly outweighed all other nonsiderations and there in the old
oven the red fire of vengeance roared where before only the glow
of peaceful, constructive industry had prevailed. Large numbers
of cannon were cast as well as shells to feed them in the various
furnaces now in operation, but the old ~arwick Furnace according
to reports,. was the moot prolific of' all. ThH o1<1 gun 'mounted
fn the. pub;1c place in .Pot tat own, which, through cballeiP"in"'
he wr1ter s attention, became responsible for this papa; :as
one of the old furnace's fighting brood.
'
lihe fact th~t '.'!arwick Furnace was such an arsenal of
supp as led to lts chnice by Washinaton as tam orar
quarters after the disastrous battleoof the Bra~d wi~ h?adSepdtadmber, 1777, though after a short bre~thira sypellehelnp
cee a over into the v J1
· "o
ref
attempting to irterru ~· ey
the Schuylkill with the idea of
Philadelphia, w~ich p~oi~~~ef!iie~ coatefd army in its march to
~
e as, o course, we all know.
On the way from Brandyw'
t ,,
.
the President of the Contine~~ael o uarwlck Washington wrote to
Congress as follows:

?

i!

Wednesday, Sept. l7 1777
At Yellow Spring~.
'

II

!!

(t

''

'I

'•'

r:.'

.

"Yesterday the enemy
d f
with the evident design tomo!~n rom Concord by Edgmont Road
us to alter our position an~ ~ar~~rt~i~h~ flank, This obliged
iuunadia tely proceed to V/arwick
,
hls place' from which we
severe weather yesterday and l~st ~fa. suffered much from the
separated from our tents and ba':Jg nlg,~t' being unavoidably
~. . age,

The next day from Warwick he wrote:
"The army here is so fati~ued it is impossible I should
move them this afternoon."
~
The next evening at 6:00P.M., Sept, 19th he wrote
from Coventry, very likely in the old mansion of Rebecca
Grace, the followi11g instructions addressed and despatched
to General Wayne, the famous ''Mad Anthony," a son of
Chester County and the hero of Stony Point:
"Dear Sir:
I have race i ved yours of half past three having wrote
you already to move forward upon the enemy, I have but little
to add--Generals Maxwell and Potter are ordered to do the
same being at Pott's forge, I could wish you and these
gene;als would act in conjunction to make your advance more
formidable but I would not have too much time de lay ad on
this accou~t. I shall follow ae speedily as possible with
jaded men. Some may probably go off imnediately if I find
they are in condition for it. The horses are almost all.
out on patrol. Cartridges have been ordered for you, G1ve
me the earliest information of everything interesting and
of your moves, that I may know how to goverr1 mine by them.
The cutting of the enemy's baggage would be a great matter,
but take care ,of ambuscade.
Yours sincerely,
George Washington"
washington proceeded on his march from.warwick the nex~
day. on this movement of the army the sold1ors took from tne
people everywhere all the leaden clock-weights they could lay
th · hands' upon to be melted and molded into bullets. These
we:~rreplaced by iron ones cast at Warwick Furnace in great
numbers.
Durin~

the winter that soon closed in,,wh~~e the British
-t bly feastina in Philadelphia, Wasn1ngton with
were com f or a '
=>
t v 1ley For~e ili
his impoverished men waited in the snow a a.. . , => ~' t"
t t d d that Howe might at tack • Howe made tne ::>rea
:~~~a~~ ofr~~efarring the comforts of Philadelphia.
. a ~reat bell had baen cast at the Warwick
In the mean t lW8
=>,
r"'e to be tolled as a signal
1
Furnace andtsa;, upB~1t{:h !~v!~c~ toward the extra supply of
in the even o a
. k At the signal all tha supplies,
guns and shells at Warwlc • lls werecto be concealed at
especially the cannon and sheto ~e buried. On one occasion
sea ttered points--th~ t ca~non detachment of the British prompted
a threatening move men
~
and al thouah
the red coats
0
the sounding of the great 8 811 ~ 0 hurriedly and so successfully
never arrived the can~o~a~~rsubsided many of them could not be
hidden that when the rtloi
in after years one and another
located. From time to
~a

°

was accidentally uncovered, and it is not unlikely that some
of them still lie unresurrected in their hasty graves.
In 1867 the old furnace fires died for the last time and
all the incidents of its eventful existence became as a tale
that is told. The nearby ore deposit had been exhausted and
besides improved modern facilities had made such crude methods
obsolete. Chester County, however, has continued to maintain
a firm hold upon the manufacture of iron and steel, which is now
centered at Coatesville, where there are now in operation great
modern blast furnaces producing at the rate of 600 tons instead
of 4 tons per day. I might add also in closing this recital
that the plates which made the armor of the doughty Monitor
that wrecked the Confederate iron clad Merrimac in Hampton Roads
durin~ the Civil War, ware a contribution of the same county,
having been manufactured at Steele's plant, a small rolling mill
on the Brandywine, almost within hearing of the writer's birthplace and not far from the site of ~ashington's encounter with
Howe in that fateful autumn of 1777,
In the too hurried preparation of this paper I have had to
select fr?m a great wealth of local history and tradition such
separate lncidents.as I might haply if crudely vouchsafe to you
some vague concept1on of the place and the times in which w~s
cradled as an infant the great iron and steel industry of
America. I wou:d that my stumbling pen could paint for you the
charm that hangs today over the placid countr''Side which has
now withdrawn itself into the reminiscent hus~ of rustic auietuda
dreaming arnou~ its numberless ancient land marks of' the ti~ne when •
it seemed almost to have the fate of' the world in its arms' --of'
the olden day when small things loomed lar~e and were lar ~ in
~act and larger in portent. However marvellous the event~al
dave opmsnt in anr of the arts it is the little beginnings that
eserve and get tne glory in the estimate ~f time - In the
~~e~!~~i~~n:~~o~~~:~~rth~~e!~is is ~rue! the plea~ant hills
Creak laughing and fre~ flow d~~~ ~~: !!ff!~n~ wat~r:hof French
and, my friend, the old caJmon with the. mi~ed owarti e sea,
crusader and a J ohn-a-dre , it
emo ons of a
the banks of the Schuylki~~: s 8 nearby as an outer guard on

1

In the words of Kipling:
"If you're off to Philadelphia this morning
And wish to prove the truth
I pledge my word you'll find of what I say,
The pleasant land behind
Unaltered since Red Jacket rode that way.
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'Still the pine woods scent th
Still the cat bird sin~s hisatmoon,
Still the autumns t tho
une,
~till the grape-~i~e t~r~~~~et~~r~stkblazing.
Fllngs her soul-compell'
::o
.
us
St'll th
ln~ musk
, 1
a fire flies in-the c;rn k
ma e night amazing~
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'They a~e there, there, there with Earth immortal
(Citizens I give you frianAly warning)
The things that truly last when men mid times have
passed,
They are all in :rennsyl van ia this morn in::; •"
Hadley Baldwin

SOME BITS OF FICTIO!i

NOVEMBER 21_, 1925

CLAUDE M, LOTSPEICH

The Return of Thomas McPherson
The day dawned gray and chill in the valley at the foot
of King's Mountain. The bugle sounded reveille· and the man
who had lain all night in the open wrapped in their blankets
rose from their bivouac to make ready for the homeward march.
The battle had been fought, the British red-coats had been
routed and their commander, General Ferguson, slain, and the
mountain men weary from a long march and a day of hard fighting
he.d soon fallen into a deep sleep, from which they were awakened
only by the clear firm tones of the bugle. But one among them
had not slept. Through the long hours of the quiet night, while
his comrades had enjoyed the sound sleep that comes with the
consciousness of duty faithfully and successfully done,
Thomas McPherson had tossed about his soul tortured by a sense
of guilt. And now the dawning of the day, which the other men
welcomed with eagerness and calm jo,v, meant only added te:ror
to the racked soul of young J,[cPhers on; for although the 111~ht
of solitude had been horrible, yet the bare thought of fac1ng
his comrades and of trying to be his old natural self see~ed
unbearable. He triad to turn his thoughts from the immed1ate
future by again going over all that had happened since he left
home, but under the prolonged physical and ne~vous strain, his
mind was beginning to weaken and it was only 1n the most confused
manner that he could recall the events of the last two days.
The first picture that came vividly into his mind a~ this
hour of dawn was the scene in the old log meeting house Just two
da s earlier, when all the men, women, and children of the little
mo~ntain settlement of Shieldsboro had gathered in their simple
lace of worship to ask the divine blessing on the enterprise
Phi h th mountain men had resolved to undertake • His father,
~il~iam ~cPherson, an alder in the Presbyterian Church (a~d they
were all scotch and scotch-Irish Presbyterians) had offic1ated,
· d'd in the absence of the regular preacher, who
as he a1way~ l ttlelffi nt only once a month • After reading a
came to thelr t~e Bible Elder McPherson made a brief talk, saying
e
tad that a British army under Ferguson had
passage from
that it had been repor
. 8 and that the leacers of the
advanc~d far into the mo~~!~~n and sevier, had determined to
mounta1n men, Campbkellkn, in~Ywell that if this southern British
make a sudden attac '
ow o
b
11 d t
force could be annihilated cornwallis would soon e compe e o
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The Return of Thomas McPherson

surrender. Then he had concluded the service with a prayer,
the last words of which were now ringing in the ears of young
McPherson: "May Jehovah, who is a righteous God and a just God
and an avenging God, be with our men and give them the victory
in the battle wl1ich they are about to enter."

';
l

~ ~

This thought of God as a just and avenging God and as one
who speedily punishes sin, so completely occupied the mind of
Thomas McPherson that he did not now visualize the details of
the deed which had destroyed his happiness. He thought more of
the seeming impossibility of his aver having committed a terrible
crime than of tha crime itself. His consciousness of guilt filled
him with a great longing for. the days of his innocence, and he
found soma consolation in trying to recall scenes of his happy
boyhood and youth, By now the men were all up, had lighted a
number of fires and were cooking fat meat and boiling coffee, which
together with the corn pones they had brought from home, would
constitute their breakfast. Thomas, who a few moments earlier
had dreaded to face his comrades, seemed now entirely unaware of
their presence, He was back at home in the log house, which he
and his father had occupied alone as long as he could remember
(for his mother had died when he was very small.) He loved and
revered his father, Vlho in a kind but stern way had been both
father and mother to him. Elder McPherson had brought up the
boy in a severe Calvinistic faith to believe in a God who ava·nges
wrong and punishes sin, and he had considered himself the inst:ument of God, divinely, appointed, to punish speedily but
ju.,tly the misdeeds of the growing lad, which to be sura had not
been many • And now it was this father and this father's God that
Thomas dared not face,
was now nearly over when one of the men , a ne 1g
· hb or
of t heBreakfast
I~ ph
Nc arson , s, no t icing that Thomas had eaten nothin~
pressed a cup of coffee into his hands saying: "Tommy: a~~ you
sick, or,ara you jus~ dazed by the luck of your first battle? I
guess it s a good th1ng they ain't a Ferguson for you to b i
down every day." This .remark roused him for a moment from r h~~
s~~ absorption and he re-lived intensely the brief
i
Wnlch had marked the end of the battle of the d be~per ence
rhemehmbered how :t'r?m his post of vantage in the ~!rg! ~!~ t He
a ad been the flrst to se r.
1
rea
the mountain at the. head of eh ~:n~ra Fe~guson as he rushed down
and the British leader had fa~lene;perah~ t~oops, He had fired
18 orse • To be sura he
had hardly fired when a whoie v
then another volley and then an~~~e~ meilthe onrushing enemy and
deadly work, so that onl a sm
e vo ey, each shot doing its
started from the top of rhe mo~~~ ~umber of the red-coats who had
few approached the irregular linea~~ ~?achedttthe valley; as these
they dropped their guns th;ew
.ne sea erad mountaineers
and the battle of Yin~'~ Mounta~P thelr hands and surrendered
had said not a word about 'havin~nk~~~ ~v~~· l\I~Pherson himself
~ h
e
e Br1tish general· he
felt that he had no ri~ht to
before had done a dast~~dly dan~ ~nor, he who only an hour'
stationed near by had heard t~e 'h ~t several of the men who were
tree and had seen Ferguson fal~ s ~ ring out from the big oak
bullet had done the work· and latnh they W&re sure that Tom's
'
a ough five other mountain men
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had olai~ad to have shot Ferguson, and although as a matter
of fact 1t was later found that Ferguson's body contained
six,wounds, any one.of.which would have been fatal, yet
Tom s comrades had 1ns1sted that to him belonged the honor
of having brought down the British general and in their quiet
and unostentatious way they had looked upon him as a young
hero. Tom, weighed down by his sense of guilt, had felt
keenly the strange irony of being considered a hero.
He drank the coffee that was given to him and joined the
men as they started their march back to their homes, He knew
that by evening he would again be with his father in the
little mountain settlement of Shieldsboro. This was the
hardest day of his life and he had a deep foreboding that it
might be his last. Had not his father taught him that God
was a just God, who den~nded a life for a life and who most
speedily visited punishment on those who transgressed his
laws? All the forenoon he v:alked along with the others,
scarcely speaking a word, thinking alternately of his former
innocence and of his present guilt. His silence caused no
comment, for the wountain men were not a talkative lot and
Tom had always been a ouiat youngster. He was struggling now
in his slow and awkward way with the problem of sin and
punishment. Until now his conception of 0od as a just God,
who rawar.ds the good and punishes thtl sinful, had been to
him something beautiful; it had seemed to establish a ~ivine
order in the 'Universe and to ~~i ve serious meaning to l1fe.
Unti 1 now however he had been, as it were, an onlooker at
the di vin~ plan and it all seemed wise and good, but nov1 his
objective contemplation was turned into a somber and awful
reality, He was now a party in this divine order and he
found himself face to face with an angry God. What should
he do? What could he do? His thinking led only to greater
perplexity. He could do nothing but struggle.
At noon the little company that was on its way to
Shieldsboro halted to rest and to eat tha ~ast r?rnnants of.
the food which they had brought from home 1n the1r k~a~sacks,
Just as tha~r had finished and were a bout to resume tne 1r
march they ~au~ht the sound of a slow heavy tramp, tramp, and
· ediataly on°the crest of the hill behind them they saw a
~mrn th t was bein"' led by a man; the horse bore a strange
b~~~=n ~he dead body of a young mountaineer who had lost his
life i~ the battle af the day be~ora. The lifeless rider was
·
t' e horse's back h1s legs hanging down on one
1y• i D"o across
n
· s1g
· ht of this
.
d head on ' the other. Tne
s1de and nis arms a~
i
lon:r the lonely mountain path
odd funeral processlon ~?m n~na the soul of Thomas McPherson,
star~ed a ~i~~e~lt 1.~ 0 ~~~ ~~~ ~ody of Jimmy conway being brought
~or ne kn~w
a
..
, s fat her, He remembered now that
nome by Bob Conway • Jlnuny. · the offer of several men to
the. elder Conw~y had,de~l~~e~ome sayin~ that he preferred to
help him gat h1s ~?n ~ ~e"' of the colonials had been light
be alone; and as ne os o nl one of the Shieldsboro men
and as Jimmy Conway was th~, ?n;ryt·or this little group to do
to fall, th~re had be~dJntnyo ~~ ~e;ch their settlement before
but to marc n ahead an r,
::l
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nightfall. Now as the grief-stricken father approached, the
man stood by in respectful silence. Conway knew that they ware.
his friends and that they sympathized deeply with him, but again
he preferred to be alone and he passed by, merely saying that'he
believed he would hurry on and let the others follow. All
morning long Tom had been alone with his sin, his conscience, and
his god; now he was in the immediate presence of the concrete
body of his crime. In t;hat moment he lived over again the
terrible experience of the day before. He heard the voice of
Captain Wilkinson as he called for two volunteers to take advance
posts as sharpshooters and he saw Jimmy Conway and himself
selected from among the dozen or more who had stepped forward.
Jimmy had crept out and tal:en his stand behind a large boulder
about fifty yards to the right of the Colonial's line, and he
himself had climbed into a large oak some twenty yards nearer.
They ware thus removed from the danger of being shot by their
own men, Both had been working for about an hour picking off
red coats who imprudently exposed themselves above the earthwor~s on the top of the mountain, when suddenly Tom cau~ht
sig~t of a British sharpshooter in a tree about one hundred
yards dis~ant and considerably to the right •. Just as Tom was
about to fire he noticed the British soldier raise his gun and
aim in the direction of the large boulder behind which Jimmy
Conway was stationed, In that instant a mighty battle was
raised, in t?a breast of Torn McPherson, a battle more violent ·
thun tnat wnic~ was being fought between Ferguson's troops
and the mounta1n men, and Tom lost--he hesitated the British
sharpshooter fired and Jimmy Conway fell shot throu:rh the
~or~h~ad. 'rhen suddenly overwhelm~d by trje horror of his crime
fellr~ad t~imake amends; he fired and the British sharpshooter
e. . .rom s tree • But the deed failed to brinO' him an~
sat1sfaction and that evening when one of h's ~ d
y
seen a part f th
· l comra es who had
speed
o
e incident commended him for metinO' out such
Y vengeance upon the man who had shot Ji
co
felt only humiliation and remorse, for he kne~mrh ~n~~y, T?m . .
soldier was not the real slayer of Ji
C
a
e Brl tlsh
Bob Conway passed b lead i · .
mmy onway • And now as
Tom ~ung his head i~' shame ~~dh~~i~~rsaB wft~hits huma~ burden,
a qulet' self -restrained man who gi ;as ~i ttl e mo~mdtawear is
violent emotion and the at, '
·
. e ev1 ence of
suspect that To~' s fee linD's n::r~e~~~~s oft the company did not
Bob Conway went ahead and o the oth
eran from their own.
at first, but gradually the d'
ers followed, rather closely
after about two hours Conway ~~~a~~e ~e tween them increased and
Tom.felt a slight relief wh~n he e orse were out of sight.
Agaln he began to think of h'
could no longer sea them.
just God whom his father had l~a~:~t f~~her and ?f th~t stern and
he stood face to face with an a ~·· liD to bel1eve 1n. Again
demand his life in return for t~orY. ~eit~, who he felt would
could come to no other conclus .. e ll~e of Jimmy Conway. He
sacrifice of his own Son on thlon, Slnce God had demanded the
All the afternoon he ondered e cross for the sins of mankind.
forenoon he had ponde~e d and ~nd struggl ad' just as all the
i1is deeP sense of guilt •
s ruggled' all but overpowered by
Toward evening the clouds' which

throughout the day had
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hung low and heavy over the returninO' soldiers began to
lift, and as the man reached a high hill just ~ne mile from
Shieldsboro they could see their beloved village bathed in
the rays of the setting sun. A deep joy and peace filled
the hearts of all save Tom McPherson. His heart was filled
with a deep longing for that joy and peace which he never
again could know. As he gazed toward his native villa~e
he suddenly saw the horse with its gri~ burden passin~~the
first house of the settlement, the home of hlollie Rob~rtson-
Mollie F\obertson, the beautiful tall blue-eyed girl whom he
had loved so deeply and for the love of whom he had let
Jimmy Conway die, Strange as it may seem he had been so
overcome by his consciousness of guilt and had longed so
intensely for his old innocence and happiness that all day he
had scarcely given a thought to the girl forwhom he had
incurred his guilt. Now it was as though an angry God had
brought Jimmy Conway and I1iollie Robertson together to force
him to look upon his crime. It all rushed upon him with an
overwhelming force. He knew that in that moment of hesitation
in the big oak tree he had wished that his supposed rival ware
dead and he knew that that moment's hesitation had brought
the realization of his wish. But it was as though that same
moment had also removed her forever from his life, She could
now never be his, even though he were the man she loved. He
was unworthy of any woman, and as for Mollie, renunci-ation of
her was the least atonement he could make, So his thoughts
passed again to his father and to what his father had always
taught him about God, the righteous, the eternally just
ruler of mankind. How could justice be dona if he should
reap a benefit from his crime? No, it was· not Mollie
Robertson whom he dreaded to meet; it was his father and his
father's God whom he could not face.
The men marched on and soon entered the settlement, where
they were warmly welcomed by the older men and the women and
children. As they passed the Robertson home Mollie, who was
standing in the doorway, greeted them all and called Tom by
name but he only gazed at her quBerly and than dropped his
eyes'to the ground: One less perturbed than he would have
seen that in her face there was more of joy than of sadness,
but he saw nothing. His meeting with his father was equally
strange and distant and . the old man was puzzled but ma~e no
comment. Instinctively now the whole settlement want 1nto
the old log meeting house, where Elder J~c~herson read one
of David' 8 psalms of praise and thanksgl v1ng and offered a
· y r say 1·n0'· "Oh God Thou who art a righteous God
br i e f pra.
' and an
o •
and a just eGod
avenging ' God, we th an k th ee th a t th ou
c· the vi ctorv in this battle which our men have
has t gi van u..,
·
t d'
tl home but his
f
ht " After the service Tom wen 1rac Y
f~~er.lingered a few minutes to talk to the men about the
great victory they had won. And then, as he approached his
. d
ifle shot and rushing in he found his
cabin,ihe hoa~h a f~oor the blood gushing from his forehead.
~~~i~~ ~fm 0 ~ay : crumpied bit of paper on which was writ ten:
and for~ive me, for I must do what ~od
"Good-bye, f a th e r ,
o
demands of' me •"
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The death of Tom McPherson cast a deep gloom over the little
mountain settlement, whose joy had already been mingled with
sadness because of the loss of Jimmy Cohway. The motive for Tom's
act of self-destruction was a complete mystery to all the mountain
people except Mollie Robertson, but she, upon hearing the story
of the British sharpshooter and remembering the look in Tom's face
as he failed to respond to her greeting, believed that she understood.

A Criticism
:!
.• I

The story which I have just read is highly improbable and is
true neither to the laws of huma11 nature nor to the historical
facts as we now know them. It is well known that the Scotch
Presbyterian pioneer was always more Scotch than Presbyterian,
and evan if suicide were in keeping with good Calvinistic theology
which I seriously doubt, it certainly is at variance with good
'
Scotch philosophy. We all recall the story of the Scotch minister
who feared that he would have to give up the ministry because he
could not play golf without swearing. No, if young McPherson had
been oa1my enough to eliminate his rival in a manner that rendered
detection impossible, he would have had no scruples about reaping
the benefit of his act, and instead of blowing his brains out he
would have married the girl and they would have lived happily
ever afterwards.
Again, it is not likely that Elder McPherson would have
remained a widower all those years. "Be ye fruitful and multiply"
was an Old Testament mandate which few of the pioneers left
unheeded,
t

An d again, the story that General Ferguson received aimulaneous 1y six mortal wounds is merely one of' those
t
:~a~ching historical investigation long ago exploda~arn~ a~aiold
th! B~~t~n~erprising young American scholar secured ~ermission of
0
body had ~eego;:~~~e~~ ~~g~!~~)e a~~e ~ ~~: ~;s ~he ~a~~ral (whose
coveries he wrote a doctor' di
t
lS o lS disconclusively that the r.ener!l saar ation in which he proved
wounds and in all prob~bility ~~~;i;~~r~t most only five mortal
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.
Technically also the com it'
statement which I will admitpos 10n lS faulty in places, a
consoling remark that the aut~m~~i~bo~I on.a par with Jeff's
bottom, A Joseph Conrad or H ie re ls flat only on the
backward and get away with i ~ ~nr ck Ibsen can tell a at ory.
of the many pitfalls that bes~t ~~i~h~·~mateur had better beware
my chief objection to the st ·r •
1 arary method. However'
not true to the laws of huma~r~a lS, as I said before' that it is
in this respect, l think, somewh!~r~~tt!~~ following sketch is

d

,,
"

My Career As A Minister
In the spring of 1895
' I was graduated from the Union
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The?l?gical.Sem~nary

in Richmond, Virginia, and was ordained
a m1n1ster 1n tne Presbytery of my nati va city, Knoxville,
Tennessee. I was assigned to a rural circuit consisting of
four churches, one of which was situated in a remote district
of the Smoky Mount a ins, knovvn as Il!iller' s Cove. 1 was told
that I ~a~ better go first to the Miller's cove congregation,
as no m1n1star had been there since November because of the
heavy snows and rains which had made the roads impassable. I
got together a few necessary books and some notes of practice
sermons that I had preached in the seminary under the direction
of our professor of homiletics, and went by train to tha last
railway station, where I hired a saddle horse anc started on
a twenty-mile ride to my first pastoral charge. I arrived
in Miller's Cove late Saturday afternoon, stopped at the first
house, introduced myself, explained my mission, and asked
where I might stay until Monday morning. The mountaineer
received. me hospitably but undemonstratively, saying: "Well,
Sister Watkins generally puts up the preacher, but her man
died about Christmas time and I 'spect you'd batter stay
.
here with us." My host led the way into the house, introduced
me to his wife, and showed me to a room, which evidently had
not been opened all winter. He said we would have supper in
about an hour and that I might rest while he rode down the
Cove a mile or so, to tell the folks that the preacher had
arrived. I asked him what time th~y generally had the church
service and he saidthat Sunday School met at nina o'clock
and they had preaching at ten-thirty in the morning and seventhirty in the evening. This la t tar remark somev:ha t perturbed
me for I had honed that on my first day I should have to
pr~ach only onee·~ However, I accepted his statement without
comment, feeling- that with a little extra stu~y I could get
through what would, of course, be a hard day for a beginner.
After-supper I chatted a while with my host and his family
and retired early.
Next morning at nine o'clock--it v:as Fey 13th, a
memorable day in- my calendar--we arri~e~ at ~he little vthite
church and the twelve or fourteen fam1l1es of the Cov~ were
all comin"' in some on foot and some on horseback, ana. some
in buggie~ a~ch with a basket of food, for they were to make
have to make the
dav, of 1· • 1 saw at once that I t should
.
" rule
aadvances,
for the present day moun a1nears a~~' a s <l.
,
•
rather timid. The only one who spok~ to me f1!st was sister
watkins a rather fine looking healtny woman aoout thirtyfive e~rs old whose general attractiveness, however, could
have ~een reatly improved by a mora frequent use of,.. soap and
water and ~ hair brush, She told me that s~a had a l.:)Unday.
School class of five girls and that ~hr~~ of hth~~ war~ ~~~~ous
to be examined by the Session and joln kate ut~c ' ani greed
a
t
. . t her class and tal o nem.
she wanted me o VlSl the hour for 1 had already been told
to do so for ~ part of teach th~ Men's Bible Class • The
that I was expected to
. well and in the inte?mission
Svnday School w~nt off !aryl helJ a meetin~ of the Session,
before the mor11111g s.ervlce d
· nd the little o-irls ware
which consisted of .fourb el h~rps~n~
ware later publicly taken
admitted to Church mem ers 1
·
.
.
.
into the fold • My sermon was received ln the rnaln Wl th

t
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interested attention, the only interruptions being an occasional
snore .from one devout elder and a little crying on ~~a p~r~ ~f
Sister l'/atkins' small baby, The mother, howev~r, d1 n~
e . t
the inf~nt offend long, but opened the front of her cal1co wa1s
and helped him to find his solace' and after a few smacks and
oucks and grunts and gulps, quiet was again res~ored. At the
~onclusion of the service and before pronouncing the benediction,
I asked if there was any business that should.be attended to.
Sister watkins rose and said that she would l1ke ~o have her
baby baptized, 8.nd that it should bear the name of her husband,
who had died tv1o months before the baby was born. One of the
elders brought a pitcher of wa tar and poured some out into a
small bowl and I per forma d the baptismal ceremony. Thereupon
Sister Watkins spoke to 100 in a lov1 tone, saying that her
husband who had died during the winter, had been buried without
a funeral sermon, and asked me most beseechingly if I would not
preach the sermon for him at two o'clock that afternoon. She
invited me to have a picnic dinner with her and her children
and her sister inthe churchyard, at which time she would give
rna all the pers~nal details of his life which would like to
have included in the sermon. Of course I could not refuse and
I announced to the c ongrega ti on that at two o'clock a funeral .
sermon for Thomas Watkins would be preached in the churcp and
that all were invited to attend, Under the circumstances·tha
dinner naturally did not appeal strongly to me, but I made the
best of it, and at two o'clock found myself again in the pulpit.,
with the church well filled and Sister Watkins occupying the
front seat. Fortunately I had brought with me the little volume
which contained all the services and sacraments of the Presbyterian,
Church and was able to read the formal funeral service thus ·
occupying a large part of the hour. When I referred to' the
personal character of the deceased, especially to his gentleness
and kindness, the widow was deeply affected and I had to pause
until her emotion had subsided. at the conclusion of the sermon
and while tile congregation was lingering and taU:ing, a man of
about forty came over to me, saying that he was Jim JacLson and
that during the winter his wife had died and had also been
buried without a funeral sermon, He said he hated to impose on
me but if I could preach just a little sermon for his good wife
he would faa 1 better about it. I don't know how long I stared
at .him i? amazement: but when I recovered 1 hadn't the heart to
refuse.tne poor man s request, and so J announced to the congregat1on that at four o'clock I would preach a funeral sermon
for the late ~rs, Jackson, to which they were all invited. The
latter r~mark was, of course, entirely superfluous, but I cons~dered 1t 3ood form. The announcement was received without a
sJ~nk~le smil~. At the conclusion of this second funeral service
ac . son shuffled over to me with the int t.
'
n~ th ",·i
en
1on,
as
I
supoosed
Bl!z.. ng me f0r my consoling v1ords
bvt 1
1
'"
'
other thoughts filled his mind: for h~ said: soon earned that
-J.

j
.

i

,

"The widow ''/atkins and me want t "' t
.
about a month ago and she said she
o oe rnarrlad, I axed her
funeral sermon for Tom Watkirls w s ouldh, but not until after the
:
a preac ed. I axed he
t oday and she sald
she was willing if you was •"
r aga 1n

!

outbu;s;as able by a ?it of self -control to convert a threatened
of laughter 1nto a genial smile, which Jackson evidently
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interpreted as interested good will on my part. Vthen I assured
him that I should be glad to assist him in the realization of
his wish, ·he himself turned to the company and announced to
them that he and the widow Watkins would be married in the church
at six o'clock, after which they would all have supper together
in the churchyard, I now realized that Sister watkins and her
sister had not stayed for the Jackson funeral service, and I
supposed that they were at home preparing some food for the
wedding supper, wh-ich proved la tar to be correct. A little
before six the company re-assembled in the church and soon
sister Watkins and her f'utv.re husband appeared at the chancel.
I preformed the wedding ceremony, after which we all repaired
to the churchyard for the supper, At noon the families had
eaten separately or in small groups, but now they gathered in
one la~ge circle and the contents of their baskets were supplemented by some hot boiled lamb and rice and cookies which
the bride's sister brought from home. It was a beautiful warm
spring evening ·with the sun just setting behind a mass ~f
turreted golden clouds, and the company had thrown off 1ts
religous and funeral solemnness and seemed to be in the best
of spirits. In conversation with some of the good people I
suggested that they had probably heard enough of rrry voice for
one day and that we might dispense with the regular evening
service but they insisted--especially Sister Watkins, now
Sister ~ackson--that such a thing would be almost a sacrilege;
so there was nothin~ for me to do but to proceed with the
sermon which 1 had prepared for the occasion •. 1'o be .sure,
it n.6w struck me as being peculiarly inappropr1~te, ~or it
dealt lar~ely with the joy of the heavenly reun1on w1th our
departed loved ones. To offset somewhat this incongruity I
read as a scripture lesson the account of Jesus at the Wedding
of cana (and I suppose that no one present perceived a~
incongruity}. The strenuous activity of .the day with 1ts
variety of moods had evidently had its eff~ct upon my nerv~s
and I must have preached with greater amot1on th~n I realized,
for as 1 reached the climax of rny remarks ~he br1de g~va
evidence of·the fact that in her_Presbyter1an veins tr.ere
t b a str·oncr admixture of old-fashioned shouting Methodist
~~ode She got~religion then and there, and instead of ambraci~~ her newly acquired husband she rushed up.to me, ;ell
on her=>knees, grabbed me around the waist and cr1ed, lau~hed,
sobbed and shouted with ~reat fervor. Fortunat~ly ther
'
· t lf nd I brough the serv1ce o a
amotion soon spent lBSeni~e~thirty I was safe in bed at the
Y
d uiet rei()'ned on:::e more in
speedy concJ.us1on.
11
home of my host ,Nan~ ~~~~~
:
I ~addled my horse and started
1 11
':)
Millar's Cova • ex
ride down the mountain I had
for home. ~n ~~e ~onihi~~e;~er the avents of the day before
ample oppor unl Y ~
uture
By the time I arrived in
and to take stock ofht~et~e decision to give up the ministry
Knoxville I had raac 9 k The Lot.d has apparently not seen
and enter University wor '
but realizing that I
fit to punish me for my ~pos;:cyhe has mercifu11y directed
preferred the unstrenuou~ ~i nd ~neventful field of comparative
my footsteps into the qu le m~o-ht construe this lot as a
philology. But then, some o
sufficient punishment •
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or
Truth Stranger Than Fiction
or
They Always Come Back for More
A romantic drama after the manner of Victor Hugo, with three
titles five acts, and an epilogue. Although the author violates
the unlties of time and place and is in other ways indifferent to
the critics, yet action of the play follows the inexorable laws of
human nature and is well balanced 1 more so than the actors. The
epilogue is ~uperfluous but is retained out of deference to the
many great dramatists who have used it with effectiveness.
Act I
After the Manner of Shaw's Man and Superman
Place - On board the Royal Falm leaving Cineinnati.
Time -January let, 1920. Dramatis Personae -The Bride, formerly
a widow buxom, blonde, aggressive, forty-two; the Groom, formerly
a widower, lean, mild, timid, of sixty-one (no reference intended
to the Civil War--as yet.)
·
I

...
j •

;i '

'i

HE- Well, my dear, aren't you glad that we slipped away so
successfully without any one's knowing our plans; it is so much
more pleasant to escape the rice and the jeers--cheers I mean •
Now, nobody will be saying: "Look at the old couple o~ their
honeymoon."
SHE - Well, you can cal1 yourself old if you like, but please
don't use that word in speakin~ of me.
:)

Oh, no offense meant ' my dear but we're not in our
teens HEyou- know.
1

SHE -No, and now that we're married I don't mind telling
rou that many a boy in his teens could gi;e you pointers on how
I\~~~;! with some degree of assurance.
really believe that if
seen how badly you wanted me and given you some assistan e
wine shbouldt sthtill be taking drives and going to the theatre ·and tal~ '
g a ou
e weather.
-

I

I h HE .. We 1~' my dear' now that you have me--er

I mean now that
ave you, I m not going to let you get out of mY sight.
SHE - What?

Are you jealous of me already?

HE - Oh, you know what I
you and want you always.
mean, that I'm supremely happy with
SHE -Bravo, well said

0

going to have a glorious th;eeo~~~f~ous;yputtered. And aren't we
wanted to see Florida· and th
ts a alm Beach. I've always
'
. en nex summer we can "'O to C d
o
ana a.
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Oh, I've always wanted to see Canada; and some day maybe
you will take me to Europe or even around the world. Oh,
isn't it great to travel and have a good time and see the
world with the man you love.
HE - Yes, my dear--er, I mean yes, with the woman you

. love. Yes, I'll take you wherever you want to go. No mora
business for me. I've made my wad and now I expect to enjoy it.
CURTAIN
ACT II

A Soliloquy in the manner of Byron
·Place--a small resort in the Canadian Woods.
Time---July 4th, 1~20.
HE - Well, here I am. And who wouldn't exchange this

for that. Old Shakespeare said something about tongues in
trees, but they sound mighty silent to me, thank God. Oh,
what.a fool I've been. No fool like an old fool. I might
have known that she ju;st married me because I had a million
and was free to gad about over the face of the uarth. And
now I •ve bean fool enough to lose my temper and str~ke at
her and she'll try to make that grounds for a divorca, I
gua ~a and expect to get a big slice of my cash for alimony;
but I:m glad she dodged and I missed her. Oh, well, I should
worry. This is the Fourth of July and I'll make it the
beginning of my own irtdependence; and if I ever regain it
legally, I'll keep it, you bet. Gee, but it's blissfully
quiet here.
CURTAIN
ACT III
In the manner of W• Somerset ~~:augham
(With apologies to the lawyers)
Place--Divorce Court.
Time---The day before Thanksgiving, 1920.
JUDGE - And
Madam without any interruptions from
Counsel, wil~o;~u plea~e state your side of the case?
Honor soon after our marriage my
SHE -Well, yourand ir;itable and particularly in money.
husband became surlydi raeable and unreasonable • And onn
matters he was very t saf d he became violent and struck me.
day when I mildly pro as,: live together and I'm asking for
I feel sure that.we cannothe ground of gross cruelty and
a divorce and alimony on
neglect.
· Your statement~
JUDGE - And now Mr • X' what lS
HE - Your Honor, I do not contest the case.

I admit the
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impossibility of our living together, but I deny the charge
of having struck her or having been otherwise cruel or neglectful.
Beyond this I do not wish to make any statement.

man you 1 ova •
BE -Yes, my dear.

'

JUDGE - The Court will grant a decree of divorce to. the
plaintiff on the grounds of mutual incompatibility, but in the
absence of positive proof of cruelty and in view of certain prenuptial settlements admitted by both parties, the court will fix
the alimony at two hundred dollars a month.

CURTAIN
In the manner of Calvin Cool~dge, very brief.
They always come back for more.

SHE - But your Honor, I protest. What can a woman in my
position do with a paltry two hundred dollars a month?

JUDGE - The clerk will en tar the decree as ordered. We will
proceed with the next case,

·!.

CURTAIN
ACT

IV

A dramatic monologue in the manner of Robert Browning,
Place--The room of the ax-widow, ex-bride, Hotel Trysomore, New
York.
•

Time--Christmas Day, 1920.

t

On The Veranda
"Well, Karl, what do you think of our Michigan air,
the rview of the lake from this veranda?" I said to my
fr1end Lorencik, the eminent Czechish violinst, who, with
his wife, had come to spend a week with us at our summer
home before sailing for .Europe. It was a bright July sunday
afternoon, one of those rare days when li5ht, color, temperature and the fragrance of the woods seemed to have entered
into'a harmonious combination to create a perfect physical
environment. We had had our dinner and Madame I:orencik and
my wife were in the living room reading, while rorencik and
I were smoking and chatting and enj oyin.~ the beau ties of
nature on the front veranda •
an~

'

;f

'

i!'
i.

SHE - (at the telephone) Manhattan three-five-four-seven
May I speak to !1!r, X -Hello, is that you Charlie? Don't you •
know my voice? Yes, this is Clara. I suppose you are surprised
to hear rna. You're not? How did I know you were here? Wall,
we still have newspapers, you know. Yes, and when I learned that
you were going on such a long trip all around the world I just
thought it would be mean of me not to ring you up and wish you a
pleasant voyage. Anyhow this is the day of peace on earth good
wil,to men, and I thought I'd let bygones be bygones. Oh ' ou don t mean that. No, I think it would be batter just to ier it
be merely a telephone ?onversation. Well, if you insist I don't
suppose I, can refuse tnat. We 11, I will have dinner with ou
but I,don t wa1,t to go to the theatre. Wel1, I'll be ready at
six o clock. Good-bye, dear."
y
CURTAIN

l

I

ACT V
In the manner of J. M Barrie h . h'
vincingly quotes the Bard ~f Avon iowt~eln lS Dear Brutus conour stars but in ourselves th t
effe?t that 'tis not in
a we are underl1ngs.
Place --On board the s s Mt .
Canard Line, near Sandy-:(o~ ~~~~~;aBff tdh)e combined Evening starDay, 1921,
on Hook. Time--New Year • s
SHE - Oh isn't it ju t
f
ocean this cl~ar beautiful swi~~r e~tly divine to be out on the
going to sea Europe and E"'ypt a~~ raKi and to ~hink of it--we're
lots of wonderful places.o Oh, isn'~ i: ao"'rnedatChtlnoa and Japan and
travel with the

"Yes, it is all very beautiful," said 1:orencik "but
it so strikingly resembles my boyhood home in Bohemia t.hat it
casts a peculiar spell over me, and since our arrival yesterday afternoon I have hardly been with you in spirit, but have
been living over again in memory the days spent on that old
estate, which as you know I have not revisited for twenty
years."
"Well, I had noticed that you seemed a bit quiet," I
said, "but I merely thought you were tired after the long
journey; and, too, musicians are expected to be a little
moody at times you know." This last remark of mine did not
call forth the ~enial smile that I had expected to sea on
my friend's fac:, but he dropped again into a deep reverie
and I felt that he was going to talk of times long past.
Although we had been close friends since our student days in
Prague nearly twenty years ago, yet he had never told m~
much about his family or his early life. I knew that h1s
father had bean a wealthy nobleman and I had surmised that
there had bean some tragedy cormected with the family, but
it seemed to be something which my frien~ prefer~ed never
to mention, apparently out of considerat1on to h1s wife,
whom he adored,
"Your absorption in the past,'' I said, "~xplains the
Bohemian folk songs that you played with such fee ling this
morning."
"Yes," he said, "when I awoke and looked out of the
window onto the lake with the green hills in the distance
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k on the old home estate. It was a beautiful
I was a boy age. i n b ac
h
erhapa wondered
place. I'm sorry you've never sean it. You ave P h
' id
wh I never invited you out there. It is only a two ours r e
y
11 after my father's death I could not endure the
from Prague.
a '
th
1
s turned
thou~ht
of returnin~ and two years later
a P ace wa
0
over to my father's ~reditors, for he had lost most of his money
a short time before his death. The last twenty years have been
busy ones for me, first in Prague, then in Vienna, Berlin, Paris,
and New York and I have succeeded fairly wall in crowding out of
my memory thlngs which I have wanted to forget--until today; but
today 1 feel strangely near to the old life. Those songs are the
ones my father loved--and my brother, too. You didn't know I had
a brother, did you? I have never spoken of him. I do not know
whether he's still living or not. I only know that he came to
America soon after the--~ but I shrink from thinking a bout it; and
yet I can't drive him out of my mind today. Perhaps I shall feel
batter if I talk freely to you, for you are my friend. My brother
was two ya5.rs younger than I and in every way my opposite. He
was small and delicate and he had a slight deformity of the right
ear, about which hB was exceedingly sensitive. He lacked self
confidence and he failed in almost everything he undertook. He
believed that everybody disliked him, and our every attempt to
be kind to him he construed as an act of pity, which he ~ontamptu
ously rejected. 'l'ha only person with whom he seemed at all happy
was our mother (who by the way was an English woman.) Her heart
want out to him with a peculiar tenderness and she was able at
times to make him feel that she loved him. My father, on the
other hand, made no effort to conceal the fact that I was his
favorite. He admired my strength and ease and independence and
success and he felt and showed a contempt for my less fortunate
brother, As for my relation to my brother 1 have hardly been able
to analyze my feelings; I certainly did not hate him but on the
other hand h? would not let me love him; I think I rrnist have
shared somawnat the contempt that my father felt for him, but at
the same time I deeply pitied him. His one passion was music
afld you ~ould think that this would have drawn us together; but
hera aga1n my success and his fai 1ure drove us apart. He was
especially fond of our folk songs but he could never play them to
his own satisfaction and he resented my musicial ability
One
day in a fit of envious rage he seized my violin and das;ed it
to pieces against the piano and then fell into a mood of remorse
and despondency which lasted for weets,

w

0
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\

\

'
"

I .
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"But our greatest conflict carne when we both fall in love
wi ~h the same girl, Marie, my wife, was the dau;.;hter of a
~e1ghbor and we played together as children. She is three ears
~~ junior; ann Wht3n she was seventeen and I twenty we both ~new
a~ our childhood friendship had ripened into a true love and
~e ecame engaged, though not formally at first. And now it
ecame apparent to both of us that my brothe ,
in love with 1.Iarie' although he lacked the c~uwas at1 so deeply
her of his passion
She tried .
rage o speak to
wanted to be his f;iend but tho.~ns~!e~ldw~~t tf show h~m. that she
abnormal mental condition, however he was una~ve him, ln his
About this time our mother died
t~ i
h
le to understand.
0
like a daughter, now came over to ~~~ ~;u:e ~v:~y f~!;e~o 1~=~:
jj
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to cheer him a little in his grief. Frequently Daria would
accompany me on the piano while I played for him his favorite
Bohemia~ folk songs. One day when we were playing my brother
rushed. 1nto the room and began madly to declare his love for
Marie in the presence of my father and me. It was as though
. he had surnmone d every ounce of courage that he possessed and
had determined to make one supreme attempt to win the girl
he loved. After we had overcome our first stupefaction we
triad to deal gently and kindly with him--that is l~rarie and
I did, but my father was whi ta with rage and trembled like an
aspen leaf. When Marie was finally forced to tell him plainly
that she did not love him, but that she loved me, he suddenly
raised the heavy silver-headed cane that he always carried
and struck her violently just above the left eye. She fall
unconscious. The incident proved too much for my father,
who was already in a highly nervous condition as a result of
his financial reverses and the death of our mother. He
suffered a stroke and died that night without regaining
consciousness. Marie's wound fortunately was not serious,
and after a week of quiet she was entirely wall again. You
have, no doubt, noticed the scar, which is now partly hidden
by her eyebrow. We were able to hush up this affair and avoid
a scandal. We gave out the report that ~::aria had met with a
slight accident; and my father's sudden death caused no
surprise, for he was known to be in a delicate condition.
My lrother, after recoverin~ somewhat from his remorse,
insisted that he wanted to get away and come to America, where
he hoped to find the success that he had never known at home.
I procured from a friend of my father's money enough to enable
him to come to this country. Since then I have never heard
from him. A few weeks later marie and I were married and we
immediately settled in Prague, where I was able to earn a
living by teaching the violin while continuing my own studies."
Just as my frie.nd Korencik was finishing hi~ 8tory I .
heard a ho~se and buggy draw up on the road at tne back· of our
house. I got up and went to the end of the porch to see who
it was but because of the trees and bushes I was unable to
sea anything except one corner of the top of a buggy. I
wai tad several seconds, but no one came in. 1 was just
starting back to my chair when I saw a plainly. dressed
country woman step into our lane and w~lk hast1ly toward the
house. Presently 1 recognized her as furs. Core, a quiet and
sh little woman, who lived nearby .on a small farm, and who
fo~ several summers had been bringing us milk and cream and
butter and eggs and vegetables. 1~1 though my wife and I had
f
· tl ·nvited her and her husband to come to see us,
!~q~~~ Ka~ nr·JVer done so, and I was naturally not a little
y
i yd to s~e her comin~ now and alone •. As she drew near
:~rr~es:ouse. she seemed co~siderably ~is?oncerted, for s~e
h 8 d to find my wife 81 tt1ng on the varan a.
had evidently 0 ~
't cordial and reassuring tone, and
wife t 0 come out. 'lie were
I addressed her 1n a mas
at the same time I called to amynd have a chair but finally
up
. ' her i nt rus i on,
una bl· e to o~at her to coma
t
d many apolog 1. es for
with much embarrassmen an
she said:
there in the buggy but he won't come
"My husband is Out

;J
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house, and
he heard
in This morr.ing early he was passlng
.your
.
r:r ~ th t h
so~e one playincr .ber:mtifully on the violln, old son:;,hs a. ah d
said he used to :,) l'..now and 1ova when he was
. . a · boy • 1, e dmuslc I a
a strancre effect on him• he has see~ed, a1fferent. a 11 ay. . .
don't u~darstand it exactly. He sa1d ne would g1 ve anythi~g lf
he could sit for an hour and hear the gentleman play.hi~ VlOlin,
I told him that you were very kind and that you had 1nv1ted us
to come to see you. And after much urging he ~~reed to coma
with rne, but you know he is. so queer, an~ he tn1nk~ that ~eople
don't want him and now he 1s out there 1n the bugoy and lS
afraid to come' in. He says that he loves music but that the
kind we have here in our church is not good m~s ic, and I thought
it would mal:e hi:n happy to hear some of his k1nd of rnus~c •
Maybe you could ask your friend to pb.y some more for hlln. 11
\Ve were very much touched by the poor woman's mission, .and
mt wife said to her:
I.

! ;

"Come, Mrs. Cora, we'll make your husband come in, and,
of course, our friend will play for him. He was going to play
for us anJhow."
And \'/ith that the two women walked out to see v;hat they
could do with the queer little man in tne buggy.
J.:y frie~:d J~orencik, wno had. be(m an interested spectator,
now turned to rne v:i th an inquiring- look, as if' to ask: "Who
is this man that I am to play for?"

i

i'

!

\

I anticipated his ouestion and said: 11 11his woman's husband
is a clerk in the villa~e store. He h~s frequently waited on us
but he is so timid and v.ncommunicative thlit we have never bean
able tn get acquainted with him. He seems to be different from
the other people with whom r:e is thrown. I have often wondered
whether in .hi~ early years he has not had advantages superior
to those ?f h~tl present group. His wife is quite devoted to
him, al:d 1n h1s way hd seems to be fond of her. They. have no
oh!ldren, but live ulo~e on a little farm wbich we passed yesterdaJ as we drove from tne station. The villagers know him as
little a~ we do, for they say he never speaks of himself or of
his earl1er life."

i

;<

\

'-!

,,"

\

.As I glanced up I saw the two women coming toward tha house
_lea~u1 g t~e tirr.id little man, who was evidently acquiescincr much
aga1nst h1s will. I was about to speak to rn~r friend when
~~ticed a peculiar expression of surprise a11d inquiry come over
~s face, an~ as he gazed at the approaching stran.Q'er his look
o s upefact1on told me instantly that this country-store clerk
~~~ f~ne o~her than his unfortunate younger brother. He moved
1s .. ps as if to speak to the man but h ,·t t •

r

j'

:;

I

'

...

i~~c~frt~be~~~e~e~~m!~i~i!n~o;~!lwg~~s~is
~:~~~:~~:d:~~~~:~:s~~
n:.. o e' and thus to accord to him the
. .
.

a

revealing or of concealilig his identi bT
P!1Vl~ege iH ther of'
There \'las nothinO' for me to do now b t J t as ne mlght prefer.
situation impose~ upon me b? my frie~d'so a~~ept the ironic
stepped forward to welcome the timid . . ~c lon. !,therefore,
them to our guest' wondering all the ;~~~e o:~a~n;h:o o~~~~~:uce

of the meeting was to be. As I spoke to r.:r. core he turned
his eyes to one side and they accidentally fell directly
upon the face of Korencik. He continued to look gt the man
for several seconds, without betraying any emotion, but it
wa~ clear to me that he recognized his older brother. I
t~1ed to proceed with the introduction; Mr. Core, however,
d1d not respond to the formal bow of my friend but continued
to look fixedly at him. The utter absence of ~ny emotion in
Core surprised me. He seemed to be debating coolly to himself
whether or not he would admit the recognition. For an instant
I thought that he was going to speak, but he did not.
"Won't you all be seated,'' my wife said, in an effort to
relieve what seemed to her a rather awkward sitt;ation. The
two brothers continued to look at each other, but neither of
them spoke. Just at this moment Madam Korencik appeared in
the doorway, My wife asked her to come out ~nd meet our
friends, but she stopped and stood transfixed, as her gaze
met that of Core. Now for the first ti:ae did the timid
little man's face betray signs of emotion. As he stood
there looking at his brother's wife, I believed that I could
read in his eyes a feeling of deep regret and of passionate
yearning. But it lasted only for an instant. He quickly
pulled himself together, bowed, turned and walked slov;ly down
the steps. Just as, twenty years earlier, he had summoned
all his courage in ona supreme effort to tell this woman
of his love for her, so now again he put forth all his
strength to preserve the happiness of the humble countrywoman with whom his lot was cast. He had decided that his
identity and his relation to those two people, our guests,
should not be revealed, and his brother's attitude had made
possible this wise decision.
Although my wife had heard nothing of Korencik's story,
yet by this time she realized, as I could see, that Core's
behavior was prompted by something more than mere timidity,
but it was also auite evident to me that ll!rs. Core understood
noth inP' of the true natura of the si t1;a ti on in which she was
playin~ a ·uassive yet determining role. With proper apologies
for he; hu~band 1 s oueerness she took her leave and followed
him out to the bucrgy,
She had tried to bring a little
0
-oleasure into his ouiet life a11d had failed, He had tried
~o preserve her de~pest happiness and h~d succee~ed. The
Korenciks stayed with us only two daJS 1nstead oi u week and
during this time we carefully avoided t~e vill~ge st?re ~nd
the· core farm; not did Korencik touch h1s ~iol1n. I m afraid
we shall never induce them to pay us a vis1t again in our
Michigan home.
Claud~

M. Lotspeich
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·
and he heard
1
This marring early he was pass1ng
you r hou "e
u
s~~e one playing \eau tifully on the violin, old 8 .0 ~~ 88 !~:;c h~ad
said he used to know and love when he was a. boy. 1
a strange effect on him; he has seemed different.all day. I
don't understand it exactly. He said he would g1ve anything if
he could sit for an hour and hear tht3 gentleman play hi~ violin,
I told him that you ware very kind and that you had inv1tad us
to carne to sea you. And after much urging he agreed to come
with roe, but you know he is so queer, an~ he thinks that ~eople
don't want him and now he is out there 1n the buggy and lS
afraid to come'in. He says that he loves music.but that the
kind we have here in our church is not good mus 1c, and I thought
it would make him happy to hear some of his kind of mus~c.
Maybe you could ask your friend to plo.y some more for h1m."

we

'
l;

'

! '

were very much touched by the poor woman's mission, Bnd
mt wife said to her:
"Come, r,rrs. Core, we'll make your hu~:Jband. come in, and,
of course, our friend will play for him. He was going to play
for us anyhow.''
And with that the two women walked out to see what they
could do with the queer little man in the buggy.
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1.fy friel•d Y.orencik, wno had. been an interested spectator,
now turned to me v;i th an inquiring 1 ook, as if to ask: "Who
is this man that I am to play for?"

I anticipated his quGstion and said: . "This woman's husband
is a clerk in the village store. He h~s frequently waited on us
but he is so timid and u11comrnunicative that we have never been
able to get acquainted with him. He seems to be different from
the other people with whom r.e is thrown. I have often wondered
whether in hi~ early years he has not had advantages superior
to those ?f h~s present group. His wife is quite devoted to
him, !ll1d 1n h1s way btl seems to be fond of her. They. have no
oh~ldren, but live alone on a. little farm wbich we passed yasterda~ as we drove from the stahon. The villagers know him as
little as we do, for they say he never speaks of himself or of
his earlier life •"
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I glanc~d up I. saw the two women coming toward the. house ·
. lea~1n:J the tirflld 11 ttle man, who was evidently acquiescing much
aga1nst his will, I was about to speak to my friend when I
~~ti~ed a peculiar expression of surprise and inquiry come over
f s t ace, an~ as he gazed at the approaching stranger his look
o s upefact1on told me instantly that this country-at ora clerk
~~s foine other than his unfortunate younger brother. He moved
18 . ps as if to speak to the man but h ·t t "

~~~~~fr:~~~~~=~:~;:~:it:=~~:~~il~~~t:~i~h!:~~;:~~:a:t~~~:~:s~~

revealing or of concealincr his ident ·t,
P, lVi~ege elther of
There was nothing for me to do now b 1t yt as ne ffi1ght prefer.
situation imposed upon me by my frie~d'soa~~~~~t the ironic
stepped forward to welcome the timid vi 't
• I,t~erefore,
them to our guest wondering 11 th
~1 ors and to lntroduce
'
a
e Whlle what the outcome
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of the me sting wa~ to be. As I spoke to 1-.:r, cora he turned
his eyes to one Slde and they accidentally fell directly
upon the face of Korancik. He continued to look 9.t the man
for several seconds, without betraying any emotion, but it
was clear to me that he recognized his older brother. I
triad to proceed with the introduction; 11rr. core, however,
did not respond to the formal bow of my friend, but continued
to look fixedly at him, The utter absence of any amotion in
Core surprised me. He seemed to be debating coolly to himself
whether or not he would admit the recognition. For an instant
I thought that he was going to speak, but he did not.
"Won't you all be seated," my wife said, in an effort to
relieve what seemed to her a rather awkward situation. The
two brothers continued to look at each other, but neither of
them spoke. Just at this moment Madam Korencik appeared in
the doorway. My wife asked her to come out and meat our
friends, but she stopped and stood transfixed, as her gaze
met that of Core. Now for the first ti::1e did the timid
little man's face betray signs of emotion. As he stood
there looking at his brother's wife, I believed that I could
read in his ayes a feeling of deep regret and of passionate
yearning. But it lasted only for an instant. He quickly
pulled himself together, bowed, turned and walked slowly down
the eta ps. Just as, twenty years earlier, he had summoned
all his courage in ona supreme effort to tell this woman
of his love for her, so now again he put forth all his
strength to preserve the happiness of the humble country ..
woman with whom his lot was cast. He had decided that his
identity and his relation to those two people, our guests,
should not be revealed, and his brother's attitude had made
possible this wise decision.
Although my v1ife had heard nothing of Korencik' s story,
yet by this time she realized, as I could see, that Core's
behavior was prompted by something more than mere timidity,
but it was also au i te evident to rne that ll!rs. Cora understo ad
nothin~ of the t~ue nature of the sit&ation in which she was
playin~ a. 'passive yet determining role. With proper apologies
for her husband's queerness she took her leave and followed
him out to the buggy, She had tried to. bring a little
pleasure. into his quiet life alld had fa1led. He had tried
to preserve her deepest happiness and h~d succee~ad. The
Koranciks stayed with us only two daJS 1nstead oi a week and
during this time we carefully.avoided t~e vill~ge st?re ~nd.
the· Core farm; not did Korenc1k touch h1s ~iol1n. I m afra1d
we shall never induce them to pay us a vis1t again in our
Michigan home.
Claud~

M. Lotspeich
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The Fancy Myth

Many of our oninions of historical characters are founded on
wmt ~1 e hear and not on a personal study.of his~ory., From the
time of our youth we hear such a one pra1se~ an~ sucn ~ one condemned by others, who have no better author1ty for.th~lr ~audation
or censure than what they have themselves heard sa1d 1n l1ke manner.
One of the myths which has deceived the people of the United
States is tmt concerning Justice Taney.
Roger Brooke Taney died sixty-one years ago this month, The
decision rendered by him as Chief Justice of the Supreme C~urt in
the Dred Scott case two days before the inauguration of President
Buchanan, brou:Sht d;wn upon him the bitter condemnation of most
of the people of the North, though there is no doubt that that
decision was justified by the law, and. was the only possible one
under th.l Constitution. The abuse of Taney was based not only on
the decision itself, but on the charge that he went out of his way
to decide in aid of the slave-owner, what was not ne:;essary for the
decision, and also because he was supposed to have givtm the information which cau8ed Mr. Buchanan to say in his inaugural address,
that the decision in this case, which had then been pending in the
Supreme Court for more than a year, would settle the whole slavery
question. Both of those charges were unjust. Buchanan had been
elfJcted the preceding November, and on February 19, 1857, his old
f:iend, I1rr. Justice Catron, wrote him ths.t he might safely say in
h1s inaugural address that the questions involving the constitu_tionality of the I.lissouri Compromise, would be determined by the
decision in the Dred Scott case, and thereupon, in his inaugural
address, 1~!r. Buchanan said - "A difference of opinion has arisen in
regard to the point of time when a people of a terri tory shall
decide" as to the admission of slavery for tharnselves. "This is
happi~y a !I!E'.tter of little practical importance. Besides, it is
a jud1cia~ question which legitimately belongs to the Suprema Court
of the Un1ted States, before whom it is now pendin;:r and will it
is understood, be speedily and finally settled •'' ~Taney was ~ot
responsible at all for what was said bJ Itlr. Buchanan, nor, on the
other hand, should he be blamed for what was alleged to be the
obiter dictum in that decision.
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Dre~ Scott was a slave belonging to a Dr, Emerson,
surgeon 1n the Army, who took him from 1Iissouri in 1834 to
the military post at Rock Island, Illinois, ·and thence to
Fort Snelling above the Missouri Compromise line where
Scott continued to be held as a slave. Dr. Emer~on subsequently returned to St. Louis, taking Scott with him as a
slave, and soon after died. By his will, Scott with his
other property, was left by Dr. Emerson to hfs widow in
trust for their minor daughter. She sought to emancipate
Scott, but could not do so owing to that trust, and on her
removal to her old home in Massachusetts, Scott was left
with a friend in St. Louis, This friend, not knowing what
to do with him, took Scott to a lawyer, who, with her consent, brought suit against Mrs, Emerson in Missouri, claiming his freedom. Mrs. Emerson subsequently defended, only
because she was told that Scott might sue for twelve years'
wages if it was decided that he had been illegally held in
servitude, The case was decided by the Missouri Court
against Scott, and then, Mrs. Emerson having married Dr. Calvin
C. Chaffee, a Massachusetts anti-slavery Congressman, it was
arranged .by her and Scott's attorneys that another suit for
his freedom should be brought in a Federal Court, so that the
case could get to the Supreme Court, and to avoid bringing
Mrs. Chaffee into the case, the ownership of Scott was
transferred to her brother, one Sanford of New York, whose
nama was mis-spelled "Sandford" in all the reports. 'rhis
suit was promoted by anti-slavery influence so as to obtain
a decision by the Supreme Court of the disputed questions,
and Scott. suffered nothing by the decision. In the Supreme
Court ·his counsel contended that he was a free man wh~n he
was taken to Illinois, also, that as slavery was forb1dden
by the Missouri Compromise in that part of Upper Louisiana,
he became free by virtue of his residenc~ at Por~ Snelling,
and thirdly, that b·::J ing free, he w~s a. c1 t i~en w1 thin the
meaning .of the clause of the Const1tut1on wni?h. ~ave t~e
Federai court jurisdiction in cases between c1t1zens of
different States.
It had been agreed by the majority of the Court that .
the case might be satisfactorily decided on the. que~tion of
jurisdiction, without any decisio~ on ~he const1tut1on~lity
of the Missouri compromise, and tne w~1tin~ of that op1nion
was committed to Justice Nelson, but 1t bems learned.that
Curtis of Massachusetts and McLea~ of Ohio had det~rm1ne~ to

render long dcissenti~ op~~;o~=Jo~~~~u~;.n~h:r~~~~~ ~h:~ f~l t
the Missouri omproml e, . .
that ouestion and the
compelled to expre~s an opln~~n °~·ven t6 the chief Justice,
writing of that oplnion was . en ol
who was not responsible for ltS scope.

.
slave state and a slave-holder, Taney
Al thou~h born ln a
· nd after manumitting his indid not bel1eve in slavery' ~ he ever owned he supported the
9
heri ted slaves, the only t ?~ ~he i r death. When his picture
older ones among them un ~ he Justices of the Court of
was made at the request ~f trnade from the same negative and
Queens Bench, he had colp~es gro servants with the inscription
presented them to two 0
ne
'
"as a mark of my esteem."
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Early in his practice he successful~y defended in a
Maryland Court, a Vathodist minister nam~d ?r~ber! an ar~ent
aboiitionist who had been indicted for 1nc1t1ng ~laves o
insurrection'in making a violent anti-~lavery sp~ech !o a
large number of negroes at.a camp meetlng. In h1s aroument for
~ruber, Taney said:
"A hard necessity indeed compels us ~o*
endure the avil of slavery for a time. ~ .
While it continues it is a blot on our nat1onal
character. * * * It was imposed upon us by another
nation while we were yet in a state of colonial
vassalage, and every lover of freedom confidently
hones that it will be affa ctually though it must
be-gradually, wiped away, and earnestly looks for
the means by which this necessary object may be
attained.''
Henry Clay bitterly opposed Taney's confirmation, but
afterward said that he deeply regretted this and expressed the
opinion that Taney was the worthy successor of l.1arshall.
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Some years before the Dr.ed Scott decision, a fugitive
slave escaping from Kentucky, landed at the foot of Vine Street
in Cincinnati, and when on his way to Zebulon B. Coffin's
grocery on ·:,'est Fifth Street, one of the first sta.ti ons on the
underground railway, was pursued and ran into the hallway of' the
old Hammond Building, then standing where the Ingalls Building
is now, and was captured after he reached the top floor.
John B. Stallo, a young ~erman who had come to this country with
Carl Schurz and other notable forty-niners, and who afterward
became Common Pleas Judge; a partner of tr. Kittredge, and the
Un~.t ad States minister to. Rome, volunteered to defend the fugi ti v~,
whH:h he unsuccessfully d1d before Federal Judge John McLean who
afterward was called to the Supreme Court and sat in the Dr~d
S~ot t case • Judge McLeen decided against :3tallo so much to· his
d1spleasure that h\~ said of rcLean, whose opinio~ VIas full of
an elaborate diGcn<ssion of the rnea.nin,~ of the words of the law
"h•3 had a Webster dictionary in the place where his legal knowiedge should ~a~e been,'' but in later years Judge Stallo admitted·
that the dec1S1on of !:cLean in his case, and the decision in the
Dred Scott casa, were justified by the law.
Tha story of the underground railv1ay i8 a remarkable record
of c?ur~geou~ service by such men as Levi and Zebulon B. Coffin
ofi Clnclnnatl' and all those who at the different stations on the
lway up to Springfield and then to Oberlin and beyond as
to'r~~~~r:~f~~~.~oT~~~~h~~~~~~dt~;~ ~s~ ~ided the f~eei~g negroes
of the law, risl:ed their freed
·ana v.omen! wh? ln Vlolation

r;

!~~~ ~~=· a~!a~:: t~ 0~s~apa, mig~~ ~~ c~=:~.~h;~~h ~~~:/~h~i!~~g
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forbidden by a iaw of

!~i~~mfhoeryt dof thetlr frlends, that which is
o no approve.

Charles B, Wilby
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Recently a man, who had been convicted in a United States
Court of robbing the mails and sentenced to twenty-five years
imprisonment in the leaky penitentiary at htlanta, and who had
escaped therefrom, has been .~rrested· for killing a policeman,
convicted of murder in the f1rst degree, and sentenced to be
hung on December 3rd,
He is an escaped prisoner and, except for this interference
of a State court and jury, would be returned to the Atlanta
peniten~i~ry a~d compelled to serve out the sentence imposed
by the U1nted States Court. If he is executed on December 3rd
he cannot serve the twenty-five years, however willing he may,'
now, be to do so. That would be true, also, if he were killed
ace !dentally, or died of illness, or old age before his term
expired. But what right has any .3tate court to cut short the
term fixed by the United States Court, during which he is to
enjoy life and make himself a useful, though somewhat restricted,
member of society, Should not the execution of the sentence
imposed by the State court be postponed until the murderer has
served out the previous sentence imposed by the United states
Court? If the State court had found him guilty of murder in the
second degree and sentenced him to imprisonment for a term of
years in the State prison, crJuld the 0nited states Court assert
a prior claim to his services and prevent the convict fr 1m serving for the State, until he had fully discharged his duty to
serve for the United States? Can the ~nited 3tates assert a
prior lien on his person, after allowing him to escape, and a
new lien has been established by a more vigilant claimant?
These and many more cross-v10rd puzzles arise out of this peculiar
case. It is a case which delights the attorney who practices
criminal law for gain, or merely for the joy of battle. As yet,
Darrow has not appeared in it, but we may look for him soon.
I do not want to deprive him of the pleasure of working out
the problem in his own way and claiming to be the inventor of a
new device for cheating the gallows; but, sot to voce, I say to
you, my fr it:lncls, tht-. t t tere is a pre cedent for taking this
prisoner out of the hands of the presumptuous state court and
sendin~ him back to the service from which he has escaped.
Don't tell anybody that I told you, for, if you did, I might not
dare to enter Connecticut again, lest I hang in place of the
criminal.
In 1856 a negro man and wife, "held to servic~ under the
laws" of Kentucky, escaped vii th their son .and ~is vnfe, and.
four grandchildren into Ohio and took refuge 1n a negro cabn1
near the Ohio rive; in storrs township. T?e group was too
large to escape notice and there seems to nave be~n little
d 'ff' lt in tracing them to their tempo1·ary res1dence. The
t~ac~~~s ~ot a warrant from a United states Commissio~e:•
surrounded the cabin and attempts~ to captu~e the fug1t1~es.
Resistance was made, shots were f1red, and 1t was some t1me
before they succeeded in ~aking thbe ~r~~~gt't~~ ~~=t~e:~~ime'
the mother of the four chlldren, e1 le
t
t
1
lf
fJd
children
to
are
urn
o
savery,
1
preferable for hers~ . a 1 d she would klll them all and
seized a butcher kn1fe, dec are
·
actually killed her three year old girl, Mary, before any one
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Nothing Newt
t k th survivors to the Police
could interfere • The claimants 00 ; u~ther action, a wri t• of
station. Before thiey c~u~d ~~!ep~~~a~e court of Hamilton County
habeas corpus was ssue Y
refu ees to the county
8
and served by the sheriff, whot!o~~ci~ed wha~ should be done with
jail to be held unii~ th~h co~~and ·iury indicted the grand-parents
th~m. A ~ew ~al~tt~ee~ryafor murder of the child, and from that
~n me P~~e~~! ~heriff held them as prisoners under the l~ws of Ohio.
i
the could be brought to trial, United States D1strict
~~~o~eLeavltt issued a writ of habeas corpus to bring the prisoners
bef~re him to determine whether the Sheriff could hold them under
the criminal process of the state, or must yield possession to the
marshal who had acted under the commissioner's warrant. The
sheriff claimed that he held them, as he was bound to do, as indicted criminals, until they could be tried for the capital offense
with which they were charged. Judge Leavitt, after hearing the
testimony in the case decided that, as against the claimants,
the sheriff held unla~fui possession, and he ordered him to surrender his prisoners to them. With this order they wen~ to the
jail the sheriff surrendered the prisoners and within an hour
they' were taten across the river and lodged in a. Kentucky jail,
and from this place seut to some unknown place in the South,
In other words, Judge Leavitt decided (and his decision was
never reversed) that no person held to service und.er t:ae laws of
any State could be held, tried and punishe a. for murder under the
laws of a.nothe r State where the crime was committed. He must be
returned to the place where he owed the service and go on with it
to the end of that service whether it be for twenty-five years or
for life. The right of the United States to exact such service
em not be inferior to that of a State, and it follows that an
escaped prisoner may commit murder, or any other crime, with
impunity, unless his term of service is shorter than his life,
and no State has a right to do anything other than sand him back
to the labor from which he escaped. Quod est demonstrandum,
Darrow or no Darrow!
-
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Cochran

Comments
The paper just read tempts me to editorial comment.
·~
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Since it was handed to the editor, items have anpeared in the
p~pers to. the ~ffect that legal~ proceedings were pending to cletermine
tne quest1on as to whethar the State of Connecticut could exercise
jurisdiction to execute one convicted of murder when he still owed
time to the Federal Governman~ upon an uncompleted penitentiary
sentencp. In fact, the all w1se newspaper reporter says that the
President of the Uui ted States has in mind the possible pardon of
the ~onvict so far as the Federal offense is concerned so that there
can ~ 9 ~obcontantion that the penitentiary sentence is shortened or
commu
Y execut~on. It is to be hoped that the President will be
spared any such amoarrassment as in spite of' the a s
·
Associated Press correspondent that the Attorney G:n:~!~ 0 ~ 9 ~~e!~~
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can find no precedents, it can hardly be doubted that his able
assistants if they put their minds to it can relieve the situation, In the Margaret Gamer case referred to L'l the paper, a
case that has been characterized as the most remarkable one
tried under the Fugitive Slave Law, Archibald Gaines, the owner
of Margaret, agreed to have her in safe keeping to be delivered
up to the State of Ohio if the murder charge was pressed. Her
counsel, John Jolliffe, insisted in his argument that even a
savage tribe reserved to itself the right to try a charge of
murder committed within its border. The Fugitive Slave law
however, by express provision forbade the service of a warr~nt
upon slaves remanded to the custody of their owners. Gains
kept Margaret and the rest of the party in Covington for a few
days but when the effort v1as made to re quis i ti on her upon the
murder charge, she had been sent "down the river." It has
been said that during her trip she with her babe in her arms
sprang from the boat into the river; the child was drowned but
she was rescued to disappear into what her counsel had
denominated "the seething hell of African Slavery,"
While Margaret Gamer was in prison in this city, she was
visited by Lucy Stone, the celebrated wife of our fellow member,
Henry B, Blackwell, who spoke ao eloquently to us at our
fiftieth anniversary celebration.
It was during this trial that Lair Coffin, who was a
Quaker, persisted in keeping his hat upon his head in court
to the great discomfort of the deputy U. s. Marshal, who after
removing the hat was in some distress as to what to do with it.
A well known Presbyterian minister from College Hill, Jonathan
Cable, thinking that a. Presbyterian was as privileged as a
Quaker tried the same experiment. The marshal removed the hat,
whereupon Cable directed him as a servant of the public to hold
the hat for him, which in his confusion he continued to do until
adjournment. Another case of great interest tried at this time
in the Federal Court was the so called Filibusters case against
Burke and other m:!mbers of the Robert Emmett branch of the
Emigrant Aid society for attempting an expedition against Canada
a part of the territory of a friendly nation. Among the counsel
engaged in this case were Tom Corwin, Ga~rge H. Sage, Joh~
Probasco, William s. Groesbeck, Patrick !.:allon and Donn Ptatt,
all well known to us of the club and represented in part in the
club by worthy descendants. The trial of this case was interrupted' for a time to parmi t the marshal to take the unfortunate
Margaret Gamer party through the court room.
One of these distino·uished lawyers Judge Sage presided
1 t
at the trial of a case whose story has been
:~r ~~ar~e ~ 1 ~~ in a paper called "The case of James carn~Y·"
i t d of a crime that he did not commit, a fact
C~rney was conv c ~
had served some considerable part of
not discovered unt1l he
d by the Attorney General
his sentence. Pardon was repr 1dei~ted fugitive from justice
on the ground that he was an a m
.
and as a result he diad in the penitentlary.
his trial the suggestion was made as
When he was upon
that he was an escaped convict,
suggested in the Chapiina~ ca~~e same auestion of the conflict
for the purpose of ra 81 ng
•
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of jurisdiction but Judge Sage made short work of it and it was
not pressed.
Some yea!"s later upon the appearance of the life of 0 'Henry.
by Professor Smith, it developed that it was the episode of Carney's
imprisonment that gave to O'Hanry the suggestion for the tale that
was afterwards elaborated into the play "Alias Jimmy Valentine •"
Henry .or Porter was a fellow confict with Carney in the new
penitentiary and the drama tic features of his experience made a
great appeal to him. Of course at the time of Carney's confiction
and also at the time when the paper was read in this club, O'Henry
and Porter were practically unknown.
Later: It seems that the suggestion of the principal paper must
have reached Washington before the editorial comment which
attempted to relieve the minds of the officers of the department
of justice and the president. .As a result the prisoner has been
pardoned so far as his Federal sentence of twenty-five years
service to the· government is concerned. He it is true refuses
to accept this kindness on the part of the president and insist~
upon devoting many more years to his country, unwilling as it may
be to avail itself of his good intentions. In order that the
whole matter may be given a thorough house cleaning 'the date of
the execution has berm postponed until March of next year.
I

:.

T?is see~a to be.contrary
accordu1g to kr. Cass1ly Cook,
of Pardons, was to execute the
rure questions of law and fact
mproper sentiment at fea'lings

to the better practice which
former member of the Ohio Board
condemned man first so that the
would not be prejudiced by any
for the prisoner.

As this service is intended to be up to date an fu
buldleftins in this matter received durinP" the eveningywilftbhaer
rea
rom the rostrum.
:.J
Charles Theo, Greve
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Real College students

Sunday evening. ~ drows
There is just a little .wind {' q~iet, tired Sunday evening.
window and whoo-ing in the ~hi:~P. ng a vine-spray against the
it stands far from any road th ay~ The house is silent, and as
the gentle confidences of th e~adls no soun~ from without' save
a Wln • An evenlng for thought.
This is a cosy snug littl
of the house • It i~ m room--i ~ room, this. odd nook at the end
~lmost as I please. !*no other has been glven to me to do with
\!han the children were oun
. place have I such a pri vile e
machine stood in the cl;setg~n~tw:as "The Nursery." A aewin~ •
;:; ~~c~ndary name--" the Sewing Ro~m~'~ve~ ou\ o~ occasion--hence
as escaped the degradation of be~o~ bl 1~ my room. So
lno aptlzea "The Den "
There are three or ~our old
•
place for errant cigar-a~hes
~ugs on the floor, just the
bond chairs, a center-table th!:lf a dozen comfortable but vaga.
once knew the glory a.nd dignity
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o~ the library, a few simple pictures, an odd-shaped desk
wnich looks literary, but in fact conceals the tools and oily
rage of my fad, and a book case--four plain shelves that hold
the books I read. The books with which I have merely a bowing
acquaintance are in the library downstall'a, with all their
leave.s carefully cut,
The l~ghts in my 11 ttle room are low and deeply shaded,
and there 1s a sooty, friendly fire-place for wood. I will
have none of your coal or gas abominations. There are chimney
a!ifts in the shimney in season, and now· and then in the long
w1ntar evening bits of their nests come rattling dovrn into
the fire.
So hare, thi~ silen~ Sundey evening, I s i.t in a creaky,
motherly old rock1ng cha1r, thinking. I haven't got a smoking jacket on, and I haven't got any comfortable slippers on,
and I'm not gazing musingly into the depths of the embers,
as the literary fellows are always describing themselves, untruthfully. I've got an old sweater on, and Khaki breeches,
and a pair of worn farm-shoes and I'm gazing at a lamp-shade
whose fringes seem to be deciduous. And I'm not thinking
deep thoughts, comrnm1ing with the universe, dwelling upon the
infinite or anything like that. I am bemoaning the fact that
Sunday is only twenty-four hours long, with it might just as
wall have been forty-eight, or even seventy-two, if Moses had
used judgment. And its always followed by Monday, a day
without a friend.
Here I stop thinking and blindly feel about the table
for something to read. I find a recent copy of.The Literary
Digest. What it is doing in my room puzzles me, for I don't
like it. The publishers annoy me, and it always reminds me
of one of these "Society" dinners;--a O.ab of this, a bit of
that, and so on throughout a dozen courses of fragments.
However, a headline catches my eye ar1d I read.
It seems that Dr. Lowell of Harvard has been saying
things about our college youth. To be sure he said them in
confidence, as it were behind closed doors and not for publication but it is evident that there has been a breach of
confidan~e. Hence there has been, or is a small tempest in
a. tea-pot. Dr. Lowell says he has been misquoted, and very
probably he has. However, I hope he has z:ot disavowed the
followin~ which he is reported to have sa1d,--it.has the
spice of-wit so rare among Americans. I quote:
"When I have one of Harvard's robust graduates come to
me and loudly say, 'I am a red-blooded man; I want to know .
why the football team doesn't win,' I can no~ help recalling
what the physiologist say, that.hu~n blood 1s most red when
it has not bean through the bra1n.
The 1st of Dr • Lowell's remarks' seems ~o have been,
t
g ·
"Students and P.:raduates of th1s generation
I quo e agaln:
d of their ac~ievements on the athletic
are far mo!"e prou
th
·n the class-room." And he
field and on the campus
an 1
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more interest in intellectual
Wonder s what can be dona tod arouse
not lack its due proportion of
~;!~~~~~!:aa;~~t i~" d~~n have read much of 1h~ 8 ~~:spa per
discussion. The tone of most of it is quite pe sa m
•

y':/

To me these eminent gentlemen seem to be unduly agitated.
They seem to have centered their attention upon the re_d, garish,
high-lights in the picture, overlooking the quiet, orderly beauty
of the rest of it. The~r have unconsciously lost their perspective.
The vulgarity, the blatancy of the frivolous, lazy, useless college
student have no doubt greatly increased; it may be doubted whether
the percentage of this type has increased ma. terially •
This country is more than a melting pot. It is a great
"Opportunity Farm," where success, comforts, r,ise in environment
and social status are open to every conscientious worker and saver.
We know this and we know the old saw, "From shirt-sleeves to shirt
sleeves--three gena rat ions." By taking a li ttl a thought every one
of us can recall instances of the verification of the adage.
Fortunately, there are many except ions however.
content ion is that back of and way above all this dissipation, frivolity and even indecency, that are so deplorably in
evidence, there is, as there has always been, a strong, sober
self-respecting element that always has bean and always will be
the real "best people" of the country. Call them what you will-the "middle Class," the "Bourgeoisie,"--they are hera in countless
numbers and are climbing, not sliding i:tlto the ditch. They are
quiet, law-abiding people, faithful in their Churches and in
their occupations, working, saving, rearing their children to
follow in their foot-steps and when they can afford it, giving
them the advantages of college education. Among these people
Dr. Lowell will find his eta tesmen, scientists, leaders in avery
worthwhile enterprise. Has it not been so in the past? Where
have we found most of our gre~:L t man'?
My
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I believe that our colleges contain just as high a percent-

age of studious, serious-minded boys and girls as aver. Annual
reports show increasing opportunities for such students to
work
their way through college, and we must not ova rlook the selective
process of admission now in force in some of our oldest institutiona.
What I have in mind is illustrated by the case of two young
friends of mine.
The girl came to my office fourteen ye2rs ago as a stenographer--a plain, modest little girl with bright intelligent
:yes, Btorn in a small town in Indiana, she was the daughter of
carpen er of small means. She had 1
education, but fairly radiated ambiti~~.Y a country school

!

'!

condu ~~a~~a ~y om~ ~b~u~a!~\ thi:;taa ~ years 0 f the eff i ciant
fourteen she startad'out to so ow, er simple story, At
studied stenography and bookk~:~f~t ne~self' came to Cincinnati,
about fifteen she came to me Sh g a~1tisoon had a position. At
•
e con nued to study, and at one
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time nearly ruined her health by attending woodward Night
High School and the University of Cincinnati at the same time.
She joined a quiet little Church, wherein and in the Y.w.c.A.
and Christian Endeavor Society she was an active worker, She
saved money, bought Liberty Bonds and contributed to the
Community Cheat. Than a young man of worth found her and took
her away from me--but not till she had become one of the most
efficient young women in the city. I need only illustrate by
recording that the chief auditor of the local Federal Income
Tax division confided in me that her knowledge of the Income
Tax law had been a revelation and a means of education to him.
And he gave her a five pound box of candy in recognition thereof.
Can I say moreY
Consider now the young man. From about fifteen years of
age he also had supported himself. Having the eye, brain and
fingers of a mechanic, he became an expert in the moat delicate
work in and about machinery. He worked, saved, and put himself
through high school and four years of Ohio State University.
Then these young people met, became engaged and confided
to me their hopes and fears. They wanted to be married at
once, then work hard for a year, save, and attempt a postgraduate course at Ohio State in Chemistry, etc.--a Pre-Mad.
course I believe it is called. Could they do it? I assured
them that there was nothing that they could not do. Would I
keep her in the office for a year after marriage? I rather
thought I would l
So they were rnarr ied, and in a month she was back at her
desk and he at his post in one of our leading machine tool
industria s. The combination saved money, for in their case
two certainly did "live cheaper than one." In the fall of
1924 they want to Columbus, found a de lightf11l home in a.
private family which has practically adopted ~hem, and now
they are well into their second year at Ohio State. Not
content with the regular course, they also attended summer
~chool.

Now these young people are not abnormal, "grinds" as
such workers used to be called. They are jolly, fun-lofing,.
human. Their letters show intense interest not ?nly in the
courses they are mastering, but in all the excit1ng, extracurriculum activities of the University. They pr~bably are
much more enthusiastic over the msmbers of their foot-ball
team than they ever were over Dr • Thompson.
D Lowell can find hundreds of such students at Harvard,
and hu~drads of others who are justifying the support given
them by parents, by honest pursuit of knowledge •
These are the salt of the earth and I for one believe
the supply will never fail as long as this remains a land of
equal opportlinity for all.
Frederick w. Hinkle
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The Southern Railwaz

There is always more or leas agitation on the subject of
the sale of what is one of the city' a greatest assets • The·
southern Railway. In connection with this discussion m~ny f
estimates more or lass wild are made, both as to the va ue o
the road and as to the value of the city's present interest in
the road.
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In every discussion of a sale of any article, the matter
must be considered from the standpoint of both parties to the
proposed sale that of the purchaser and that of the seller.
The situation' as a mathematical. problem is at present somewhat
complicated by the existence of certain leases and agreements
that make the case a different one from the ordinary case of
purchase and sale of a property unaffected by any special
relationships between the purchaser and seller. Without taking
into consideration the historical development of the present
situation a brief statement of the facts as they exist may be
of value.
The City of Cincinnati is the owner of a piece of railroad
property some 338 miles in length, extending (counting the bridge
over the river) from this city to the city of Chattanooga, This
road was built and paid for by the city by the lssua of certain
bonds ($18,300,000) of which a considerable portion has been
paid, otherl3 have been cancelled by virtue of what is known as
the Cohan Act and the others have been refunded to take advantage
of lower rates of interest. The rights to cross the states of
Kentucky and Tennessee were conferred by charters granted by
the respective legislatures of those states, which chartars
expire the one in 1969 and the other in 1971. There is no
privilege in the laws granting these chart era of any renewals
thereof and at their expiration, new negotiations with those
states will be necessary if at that time railroads are regarded
as proper rooans for the carriage of freight. and passengers.
The burdens imposed by the states of Kentucky and Tennessee by
the present charters are in the main simply those imposed upon
any other railroads in the state, certainspacial burdens having
been long since remitted. What the attitude of state legislatures
some forty five years from now will be to railroads seeking charter
rights is entirely problematical. Thera is no spacial reason to
suppose that ~h~ City of Cincinnati will be in any oatter or in
any worse po31t1on in making charter arrangements with these
~t~tes than any rai b·oad corporation seeking the same privileges
u they must be secured at that time. There are outstandin
~~nds called f~r purposes of convenience Construction bonds fn
. e ~mo~t of :W14,932,000, These bonds are in five issues
v~fling fn rates of interest and in rates of maturity Twelve
~2 62o7n000oubr hund%red and five thousand bear 3-1/2% interest and
'i' ,
,
ear 4 interest.
Int. s. F.
3080
494 A sma 11 amount 4%
$77,000 mature in 1941/21
273360 60006/6
3-1/2
7810000
160825 29433
1952/.32
3-1/2
4595000
24000
3843
1956/36
4
600000
30000
4804
1958/.38
4
750000
44000
7045
1959/39
4
1100000
'535255 95685
1960/40
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All have an option privilege of calling twenty years
before the date of maturity. It of course is not the
practice to exercise such privilege until money can be had
at a .lower rata of interest, in this case at a rate lass than
3-112% as to the larger portion. On the other hand it is
always possible to negotiate the purchase and if desirable
the retirement of bonds or a larger part of them by offering
rates a little batter than the market rates for the money
represented. In other words the larger part of the 12 405 000
3-l/2's could probably be acquired if funds were avail~ble'by
offers a little above market quotations for securities of
this class and rata of interest. Naturally such offers
raise the price. There is no provision of law at present by
which these bonds can be cancelled evan if bought in advance
·
of the option data.
In addition to these bonds there are outstanding
$6900000 so called Terminal or Betterments bonds whose
purpose of issue is indicated by the means. These all mature
in 1965 with options in most cases varying from 1942 to
1958 and with rates of interest varying from 3 1/2 to 5~.
The railroad is leased by the city to the CNO & TP Ry. co.
by a lease terminating Oct. 12, 1966 by virtue of which the
lessee company pays the city for the 20 years from 1926 to
1946 the sum of $1100000 a year and for the twenty years from
1946 to 1966 the sum of $1200000 per year,
By virtue of the legislation and contracts under which
the Terminal and Betterments bonds were issued the lessee
company pays at stated intervals an amount exactly sufficient
to pay the interest on the Terminal and Betterments bonds as
they mature and a sum sufficient to establish a sinking fund
large enough to accumulate the funds necessary to meet the
bonds as they mature without call. At the end af the term
of the lease the betterments and terminals represented by
these bonds become the property of the city just as the
road itself is and will be the property of the city.
The actual sinking fund on band Sept. 1, 1925 for the
terminal and betterment bonds is approximately $1040000.
By statute it is directed that the rental recai ved
under the lease shall be credi tad to the interest fund. The
actual interest payable each year with the bonds mature after
the so-called construction bonds is 535255. Th~ amount
necessary to pay each year to accumulate on a 4;o reserve
basis compounded semi-annually is approximately $95700.
This necessary sinking fund plus the interest makes 1 the
annual needs of the construction bonds prac~ically ~631000
which will leave a margin of approxi~tely t470000 a year
as soon as the rental begins at the :~1100000 rate. The
fi t b d $77000 fours are due in 1941 which will increase
th!smaro~nsby about $3600 ($3574) to be further increased by
comas to be .~1200000 par
100 •000 gmora in 1946 when the rant
h year as bonds are retired
0
annum, inoraasi~~ ~~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~ clear credit to the city's
and paid so tdhailla b! ·~·1200000 until the end of the lease •
interest fun w
~
b
'd by 1956
In fact the largest amount of bonds wil 1 a pal
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leaving a large margin for about the last tan years of the
lease. The last construction bonds will be paid off in 1960
six years before the and of the lease and the lease expires
about four years before the average date of the expiration of
the Kentucky and Tennessee charters.
The amount in the sinking fund Sept. 1, 1925 for ·the construction bonds is approximately 3254000 or for all Southern
Railway bonds approximately $4300000.
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Calculating the present worth (on a four per cent basis
sinking fund and interest) of the surplus clear to the time
when the lease expires it will be found that the surplus is
equivalent to an amount on Oct. 12, 1926 to the sum of 11,938,277
or approximately $12,000,000. In other words the total receipts
from the present lease and the agreements as to the betterments
and terminal bonds amount to an income bearing investment of the
sum of 133,832,000 or approximately $34,000,000, adding this
.~12,000,000 to the outstanding bonds taken care of by these
race ipts.
The present investment is worth no more and no lese regardless of th a value of the road or the cost of replacing it. Of
course at the end of the lease in 1966 the city will come into
possession of thA road with all its improvements free from any
lease or obligations to be held for about four years longer at
which time it will be required to contract for new charters.
Wha tevar the present value of that property coming to the city
at that tima should be added to the above sum to show the value
of the Southern Railway to the city,

·,
'

~
Mr. Spencer was once reported as saying that the Southern
.. ailway was worth to the lessee, in the event that the lease ·
were disregarded, just what it would cost to 'Parallel the road.
The property seams naturally more valuable tothe southern
Railway system than to any other and operated alone it can be of
but little value. The~a has not been sufficient railway building
on a large scala to mal:e possible any very accurate estimate of
the cost of replacing such a road. A number of experienced railway man have estimated ~hat 100,000 a mile would be the minimum
cost of railroad building ~nder ordinary conditions. At this
1
~~t:ofi~r~ ~::tw~~!da~~~~t$~~~~o~h~o~r~~a~fproximataly $34,000,000
to the city. However, there is an unusuall ease, etc. ,stands
expensive bridges and terminals which it hay large number of
probably increase the cost just about th 8 s been suggested would
betterments by the outstanding bond b . ~~mount represented for
on such a simple estimate to about 4s0 rln4~llng.th~ probable cost
or
m1ll1ons.
Other railroad authorities f
suggested as a maximum about .1!.2 o conser~ati ve character have
l'oa.d from .$6o,ooo,ooo to $62 ~ 0 g 0 0 goo a.mlle or for the entire
in its present splendid condltio~. 0 as the cost of reconstruction

Assuming that such be the
1
time and that the property be ~~~t·a~ament
cost ~t the present
rata of efficiency at the end of thal~ed as requlred at the present
and assUllling what no man can forate~l ~~~at as the lease requires
n~ cost and values and
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use of railroads in 196~ will be about the same as at present
the pre sent worth of a :;?40 ,000,000 road in 1966 is in October
1926 a little over ;~8000000 which added to the .~34 000 000
the value of the present leasehold revenues makes ~ total of
about $42,000,000 as the present value to the city which
corresponds vary closely to the figure just reached by the
former calculation. If the cost of r_econstruction be placed
at $60,000,000 this would increase the present value to the
city ~4, 000,000 making a total of .$46, 000,000. What the
Interstate Commerce Commission may reach as a proper valuation no man can foretell nor can any man foretell the future
of railway properties but it would seem that somewhere between
42 and 62 millions is a reasonable value of the property
viewed from the point of view of replacement cost, The value
to the railroad and the city are of course not this value but
this value taken in connection with the present contractual
relationships and their ultimate outcome, It seems equally
conservative to say that the city's interest under the present
investment conditions is fa.irly valued at somewhere between
42 and 50 millions. The road might be worth ten times its
present value as an abstract proposition and yet worth to the
city just what the city does and can get out of it.
The road was not built for sale but to open up trade
with valuable territory which is becoming much mora valuable.
This cannot be done by the city's operation of its short
piece of road and it is not desirable that the purpose of
building the road should be thwarted by too exacting dealings
with the only practicable system with which we can deal. It
is probably true that railroads under pl'esent conditions can
not expand great sums in improvements on holdings of too short
a tenure. The expanding demands seem to necessitate in the
not remote future considerable addition and improvement in
the road always kept in a high state of efficiency. This is
thought to necessitate a more definite undertaking as to the
future. Otherwise the railway company would be well satisfied with conditions as they are. It may come to pass
therefore sooner or later that the city will be confronted
with the necessity of a decision between a sale and an extension of the lease. A proper future rental is no more
problematic than a fair selling value under the conditions.
If such a decision must be made reason and fairness must
control and not speculative guessing. In no event should
there be a sale for a lump sum that contemplates dumping a
large block of money into the city's treasury to be squandered
in other improvements. The bonds do not mature for many years
and are carrying a moderate rate of interest. There is no
object in losing the value of that low rate by an~ attempt to
pay them ahead of their natural maturity. There lS no burden
upon the taxpayer growing out of the property under present
conditions and if there were true finance demanda that that
burden should be spread over the.long period of time that
the property will continue to ex1st.
While our information is more las~ incomplete ae to the
ld
that an extension of the lease is preferfublture it wolu selefma sale is thought desirable, it should be
a e to a sa. a •
t th t ill
at a reasonable figure and under an arrangemen
a. w
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extend the payments so· that the };art represented by the amount
of the bonds should be taken care of by bonds maturing at substantially the times our city debt for these bonds matures
with the excess provided for by bonds of some co~s~derable
period that would keep the city in as good a pos1t1on ·as it is
at present and better if the property is worth more than is
suggested by these figures. No greater misfortune could happen
with a large fund, susceptible of diversion to other schemes
without proper safeguarding of the present indebtedness and
assuming the great relief the present surplus gives by relieving
the tax levy of almost half a million dollars a year for interest
on other bonds of the city.

I

i:
!

Any such estimates of value based upon the theory that the
surplus is $575,000 a year which is claimed to be equivalent to
4t% of $125,000,000, simply needs a piece of paper and a short
stub of a lead pencil to be dissipated as an idle dream. While
it is true that the receipts from the road are still some
millions behind the interest paid on the moneys used in building it, it is a var~l valuable property, that has done much to
keep the. credit of our city as high as that of any city in the
country, but it is not an Aladdin's Lamp nor a plaything for
amateur high finance.
Charles Theo. Greve
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Schilda

The people of Schilda you will remember were troubled by the
fact that they had achieved such a reputation throUghout the
length and breadth of the land, that their wise man were called
everywhere to guide the rulers to such an extent that the population was being depleted. Sothey summoned their townsmen back
to their native city and took counsel as to what could be done
to keep them at home. It was resolved that they must establish
a reputation for stupidity as the only safeguard against the
appeals for assistance made by their less lucky neighbors. It
was thought that if they did the st~pidest possible thing that
could be done by man, they would be free to pursue their own
affairs. So they did the stupidest thing that could be done by
man and called to their aid a man from another town who was a
~isa ma~ in that he said he was a wise man and he went about the
own as ing each man what he thought was needed to make th
. tthowtn hthaupty and prosperous and finding what each man wanted aand
n
a was what each man want d ·
the world, He sustained his rep~tat~o~v~~;'w~;~~~ ~thar town in
people that what the'· wanted and needed w
h t t Y telling the
and want his way. "
·
as w a hey wanted,
For a time the People of s h'ld f
to the world that they were so ~t~p·~
that they had proved
1 t~e;ing
a no one in other towns
would be tempted to call for t
happy and contented. But afte~eas~rvices of their townsmen, were
less for fear that the ~orld mi~ht ~me they became a little resto
~ave not been entirely con-
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vinced of their stupidity, so they sent out a call for more
wise men from other towns who came to Schilda and asted more
questions of the people and then· told the people that they
were not as stupid in all things as they pretended to be and
that there were some stupid man among them it is true who
were not worth their pay and some men who were mora stupid
even than they because they were worth their pay and more and
therefore did more work than they were paid for. The peopel
of Schilda once more rejoiced an~ they immediately decided that
the men who were not worth their pay should be rewarded for
their stupidity by being kept upon the payroll, but that the
men who were so stupid as to do more work than they were paid
for were perhaps too stupid evan for Schilda.
For a time this seemed to be sufficient to convince the
people of the other parts of the land of the hopeless stupidity
of the people of Schilda and all were seemingly happy, and the
town was undisturbed by any demands from the rulers of other
lands for aid from people so stupid as those of Schilda. But
a younger generation was growing up and they could not free
themselves from the feeling that the older man of Schilda were
not stupid enough. And about this time there came a wise man
who had bean a wise man of Schilda and had been called 1x> rule
over all the people of the land because of his wisdom and ~
not fully realizin~ the needs of his native town told ita
people who were ve~y dear to him that it was no mean town but
a very fine town and a town set apart by its wisdom, and
culture, and progress, and business activity, from all the
towns of the land and that it was a town that did not live
to do business alone but that it did business to live and
that it was a town that made those happy that lived in it
because of its arts and its music and its integrity and its
business solidity and freedom from the foolish idea that
many unha.ppy and uncultivated people were necessary to make
a happy community and thereupon the younger men were alarmed
for fear that such words might get abroad and overcome the
reputation for stupidity that they were so anxious. to spread
about the land and these younga; men took into the 1r counsels
the son of the wise leader of tne people and other younger
men and they sent out a call for some more strangers, young
men who had' taY..en correspondence courses in how to runt~e
ld 'thout learning the world from experience and pa1d
~~~m r:,~y pieces of D'Old. And these young men fresh from
·
· t'
b oks and correspondence courses ·
their train1ng 7n ~alr 0 ssa 8 on how to do things without
looked over the l~ n~~~~~m~~~h ethe~ and t hay told the pa ople of
0
~~~~~aa~a~ £~:~ had a?lved ;ha i~~b~:~Pi~ra;! 1 oi~~··Thare
"Schilda ~as an o~d 0~a~n~u!~;i~l opportunity for the young.
is a dist1nct lac
11 roportion of such young
Possibly the comparatively ~~lac~ of opportunity." This
is a natural reaction to thl a possible relation between the
gem of wisdom that there ~~sall the many pieces of gold that
supply and demand was wor
were uaid
for it.
..
ere very wise young men for they
These wise young men wle of Schilda that would serve
wrote a report for the peep
:::> •
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for the people of any other town who might wish to thr~: ;way
more pieces of gold. They told the people of Schi~da ~
they must do just the things that all the people of the world
know and have always known that they should do which are the
things that the people of Schilda. know and have known that they
should do: That they must have more marriages, more children
and that not 80 many of them should die; that they must not have
so many accidents, that there are too many wome~ workers (that
ia what the Toledo friend says is the trouble w1th his town)
but on the other hand these women must have more work to. do; .
that all the labor problems that have engaged the attent1on of
every part of the civilized world must be solved by the people
of Schilda; that every species of employment (taking the
classified list of the telephone directory as a guide) known
to this or any other land except perhaps the growing of bananas
and the cultivation of the silk worm should be expanded and
developed, There is just one thing missing in this admirable
report and this, of course, can be reserved for another group
of wi ae men from some other place, --it is, of cour sa, simply an
oversight,--the wise young men make no suggestion as to just
how the people of Schilda are to do all these things.. Thia
minute datai 1, however, cannot affect the complacency of the
people of Schilda and their pride in their work for the report
takes care not to omit any suggestion that any man in the street
either by day or by night, in workin8 or sleeping hours, whether
sane or escaped from the sanitariu~ could possibly make. It has
the trend of beiug satisfactory to every one for nothing ia
omitted, no niece of mechanism overlooked, crank or otherwise.
And now the people of Sohilda are for a time content. They
can read the report in their leisure moments and each can
recognize his pet idea whether it be to sell the Southern Railway
for four times its value and pay off the bonds which are not due
for over a quarter of a century or exploit a floating exposition
in the lower Mississippi with signs made in Schilda, plastered
all over the bo~t and distributing beautiful catalogues adorned
with the portra1 ts of the leading business and salesmen insisting
on the increased facilities for more marriages, mora births and
less deaths and above all the greater opportunities for the young
especially those trained in correspondence schools.
Charles Thee. Greve
MAGPITIS
DECE~ffiER
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BEN B • NELSON

"A wonderful bird is the pelican" b i th
That is unouestionably true but th
~g.ns
e famous limerick.
cause of wonder at his habits gu t et remaunng lines determine the
is the m i
s a ory, A more wonderful bird
the pali~~~.e,HaH:a~!s no peculiar habi:s or outfittings such as
He ·has a bill t
· bugs, seeds and tne usual items of' bird diet
' wo Wlngs' feet with four claws H fl
•
some times black with white markings d
.• e
ies. He is
an somet1mes all black,
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The characteristics which gain him his fame for his habits
predatory • He will take and carry away anything and everything
not too heavy for him to carry which are not locked up nor
nailed down. The remarkable feature of his accumulations is
the utter worthlessness of his objects of attention, which are
completely valueless, even to a magpie, except for the joy in
accumulating.
Considered a pest by his human neighbors and a. menace by
his feathered confreres nevertheless he has exerted a marked
influence upon man in his individuality and as a member of
what may be called society in the larger and sociological sense.
Thera is a contention advanced in some quarters that this
influence is totemic in character and is the direct inheritance
from aboriginal forebears, who worshipped the magpie for his
prowess and the belief that he could confer his powers upon
his devotees and made him a family totem with rude carvings,
presumed, with a fair stretch of the imagination, to be his
sculptured likeness.
Others hold the view that the magpie's influence upon man
throughout the ages is merely another item of irrefutable
evidence proving an evolutionary transmutation from some
Devonian form which followed the reptilian and bird fork of
the evolution'tree to reach its perfection in the magpie and
followed the amphibious and mammalian branch of development
up to man, with demonstrations of different degrees of
intensity.
It is accounted for by a third class as the result of soul
transmigration through the aeons.
Al thou,)'h the authorities may differ as to the cause of
this influe~ce its existence is admitted, and becomes easily
identified in well materialized instances in man, among
those called colla ctors.
In the andeavor to classify collectors there has not been
the unanimity ~hich might have been supposed. ~ome have sou~ht
to classify them entomologically as "bugs:' of d1fferent spec1es,
while others, considering them as flo~a, nave soug~t to ~ring
them within a limited botanical class1fication ~s nuts. Both
0 f th se however are considered fallacious ana the recognized
tho~ ~hich lands itself much better to a broad and comprame
'
ture is t 0 classify them pathologically,
.
•
the peculiarities of their
hensi ve nomanc 1a
with such subclassifications as ie characteristics may require'
different ~anifesta~~~n:u~!r:!~lfestations indicating abnormaland depandhlngdupolnopment of such mental predilections •
ities in t e eva
.
for this affection necessarily follows
The gener1c name
less colloquial designation of an
as Ma~itis with a more or
individual subject as a magpite.
itis presupposes the hypothesis
Although a study of magp
· of some use for everything
of uselessness of object' the theals
is not without its supporters.
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MAG :BIT IS

we are all familiar with the ancient story of the boy who
retrieved the dead cat from the alley and presented it t~ his
aunt with the comment that it was "a perfectly good cat.

the magazine-clip, and including the models of heavier ordnance,
down to the ant·i-aircraft gun developed by the lata European
war.

A modern instance of an ancient custom in China is along the
same line. A recent traveler in a Chinese ci~y visited.the
market. He saw a man sitting on the ground w1th a mat lD front
of him, upon which were laid out different objects, none of which
had any apparent use or value whatsoever, s~ch as a few nails,
some pieces of wire, strips of tin, ampty spools, a handle
broken off a coffee pot, and a dead cat. Through an interpreter
the man was asked what these were for. He replied--"For sale."
When asked who would buy them, he said--"Who wants them and has
the price," "But what would any one do with a dead cat?" "It
is for sale, if he wants it and has the price he can buy it.
What he does with it afterwards does not concern me. It cannot
concern you." Little could this pagan Chinaman understand that
probably at the identical moment, in a church parlor in a Main
Street village half way around the earth~ a rummage sale was
being held, the proceeds to be devoted to the cause of missions
in China.

Magpitis attacks the young, the primary form being the
pocket content of any small boy from six to ten., with all the
elements of uselessness, but with the Chinese version of what
usa they may be .doe~ not concern us in any particular. "Twelve
marbles, part of a Jew's harp, a piece of blue bottle-glass to
look through, a spool cannon, a key that wouldn't unlock anything, a fragment of chalk, a glass stopper, a tin soldier ••
a brass door knob - - and the handle of a knife'' were some of
Tom Sawyers' prized possessions after the fence was whitewashed.
Following that stage came at one time a marked form of
magpitis ovorum aviarum, commonly called the collection of
birds' eggs, This required resourcefulness; courage and ingenuity. The eggs had to be properly prepared for mounting,
so that the speci~ens retained were the shells only, for more
or less obvious reasons. They were necessarily fragile and
they were kept .with great care in boxes of cotton wool or
corn meal, that they might be displayed to the ~reat pride
of the owner and the beholder's envy.

The Chinese merchant probably expressed the personal opinion
of all those affected with magpitis, and all those who are
charitably inclined toward them. We can still therefore accept
the hypothesis of worthlessness and uselessnes~ of object.

When necessary for a particularly rare specimen, this
form of magpite would climb to the furthermost limbs of the
tallest tree and. at the tip of a wavering branch would find
the oovst ed neat' containing two ape cimens. He takes them
both. The inaccessibility of the nest made the specimens
rare and high priced. Experience had taught him there was
only one method for bringing such specimens to the ground in
safety because the descent was often more perilous than the
ascen~: Therefore, according to custom, he placed them in
his mouth that they might be safely preserved during the
perils of'descent, and then, possibly induced by the warmth
of his mouth one of the specimens breaks. The other must
be preserved'at all hazards. It is di~ficult to find such
a nest· it is very difficult to reach 1t, and to obtain
specim~ns of this character is not a chance ~f every day.
He reaches the ground with the one specimen 1ntact and prepares it for mounting in the box of cot ton wool or corn meal.
Heroism of lesser degree has bean rewarded with decorations
at the hands of monarchs.

By way of preface to a further discussion, ··it might be well
to call attention to certain parasitic forms that have arisen
due to the prevalence of magpitis throughout the world, and the
possibilities of its growth and development. Based upon the
necGssary limitations of direct barter and exchange they are
first the dealer, who is an encouragement to rariti~s· the
counterfeiter and fakir encouraged by the rarities• t~en the
expert occasioned by the counterfeiter and finally' the editor and
publisher of th~ j?urn~l devoted to the interests of the particular form. of magpit1s w1th which he is most familiar, and which he
thinks Wlll appeal most strongly to the Circulation Department
~~~i~:: him pray in turn upon the dealer through the advert! sing

\

That it is not a new disease is auparent from late dis

~~~:~~I!:~af[:~:~:~~afi~~[:i~~~~o~i~:;~~:~~~:J.e~o~~~~
=~~c~t::~·
etc. about the bones A ri
f '
' ewe s, ornaments,
1
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!!_rmis mort alit ori a" ~r th~ c~lec~rm mi~h~ be called "maJpi tis
Cliaae or war. Ori i
.
on
eadly weapons or the
objects had a use gb~~ 11 y thls was not true magpitis, because the
of sufficient numbers f~~e~e~f:c~~!~~ct~o~hgot beyond the limits
or battle, the elements of t~ue
it?
ose lost in the chase
magp 1s appeared.
In succeeding stages of i ili
ware made of broadswords sho~t vswo z~ti on similar colla ctions
axes, etc, and the armou; that was r s, dirks, poniards, halberds,
Today they take the form of collect~uppos;d to fend against them.
running from the matchlock throuo-h t~neflo large or small arms'
8
o
intlock, the muzzle loader

Thera follows the trbphy age, which is a branch of .
another form of magpitis, and at on~ time inc~u dedf.tihe p1ctures
actresses creatures Wl th imposs1b 1 e guras
0 f SO•Ca 11 e d
dressed in tights and very aptly descr1ue d as symphonies in
d t " These came in cigarette boxes. Where the boarding::~o~~ •ermitted smoking, they ~ere proudly displayed around
the doriitory room. Where smokn1g wa~ not permitted, they were
i the second tray of the trunk. A more
hidden treas~res n Y with tiahts and imuossible figures and
modern tytpea moeorsea~~ less acc~rate depiction of Bernarr
represen s
. .
McFadden's fantasies or atrocltles.
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Educators sea ing what they consider the danger of
m~gpitis, have 'planned a form of inoculation which sometimes
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effects a rather permanent cure and someti~e~ effects a temporary
cessation from the activities of true magp1t1s, and sometimes,
but rarely, encourages a pre-magpitish tendency to full ~ruition.
This inoculation is in the form of botany, wholly magpi t1sh in
that its objects and purposes are as nearly and completely
worthless and useless as can be imagined, unless we consider
separately its moat worthless element, the principal virus of
the inocuiation, the herbarium. Here dried weeds and flowers
with or without a more or less scientific description, are pasted
in a book which is sat upon by Unclt3 Bill, who weighs more than
two hundred, and the finished product proudly exhibited by the
careful owners to those who cannot take them seriously. What
oan be more useless than these dried weeds, or more offensive?
Not even a dead cat, if skunk cabbage is one of the ape cimans.

i
'.
'.

An elementary form of magpitis is magpitis trophiensis.
The American Indian of this Continent saved the scalps of his
enemies, with which he de cora ted his tepee. Soma of the lower
savages, even in the far-flung territories now under process of
benevolent assimilation by the United States, saved the entire
heads of their enemies, and used the skulls by way of a frieze
or cornice fo!' their huts. A picture, recently appearing in
the ''National Geographic'' from a photograph taken in the
Philippines, showed a hut with the eaves or cornice decorated
with skulls, and where, apparently, the owner had not sufficient
prowess to complete the design with human skulls, but had pieced
out his de cora ti va scheme with the skulls of animals, dogs,
goats and sheep. 'rhe sententious title given the picture was
"Heads is Heads."

I
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A similar form of magpitis appeared in later days in colleoti ons of those pars onal souvenirs of the chase which are
sometimes flannel lined pelts, with stuffed heads: glaring eyae
and ferocious vermilion mouths, more dangerous than useful as
rugs; sometimes hoofs, horns and heads hung about the walls to
say nothing of the half fish, over-stuffed, and over-lacque~ed
which are mounted upon boards to decorate halls and libraries '
'
supplementing a varied assortment of golf cups.
Of the sama type is the collection of degrees diplomas
commissions, certificates, citations, medals and b~dgas eked out
~;~~l=~g,~l~ ~ p~c tu~~s f group photographs, which may or m~y not be
"Is I" ( nteh our
rom the left in the front r o~ is me " or
'
as a case may be) and down in the co
shots of the owner tak~n with t;ophies labeled ~~~:' ~avelra( 1 snap)
with the big fish " Of
tl
1s 1s
or me
show, but usually.decora~~u~~~va~:s~f~~~:~nal trophies are not for
those intimately associated may
. t'
or dens, where only
·
enJOY ne exhibit.
.Magpitis is now new. Historicall 'tis
nama, of course, but it is th
.. y 1
noted, not by that
There were many cases amon~ e subj~ct of numerous references.
most notable • He had the po the ~nc lent Romans' l~ero being the
subjects, if they were not f~:~l o~annex col~ections made by hie
will such things to the August YT2ivent.as ~t was the custom to
completed the title. Polonius· a ~a ~ 0 108 I?r auto-elimination
bean served with his notice t '
ea e: of tne time, when he had
o remove hlmself from the presence'
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broke into fine bits a magnificent goblet, from which he
was acc~stomed to drink, that it might not come into the
poesess1on of Nero who he knew had coveted it.

;·
.
I

Pliny makes a reference in a latter to his friend
Rufinus of which the following is presumed to be a free
translation (not made by the writer):
"You have now all the town gossip; nothing but
talk about Tullus. We look. forward to the Auction
Sale of his effects. He was so great a collector
that the very day he purchased a vast garden he
was able to adorn it completely with antique'statues
drawn from his stores of art treasures."

A famous magpite·of the time was ?etrarch who collected

manuscripts, both Greek and IJa.tin, although not himself a
scholar of any particular nota.

We find in a later da,y Horace Walpole, who, with a
magnificent county seat, regal in its proportions, at
Strawberry Hill, filled it with works of art and curios
from everywhere, including some of the treasures from the
collection of King Charles r. Even Thackeray expressed a
wish that, upon his last journey through a certain part of
London, he would be given time to stop in a certain curio
ehop of which he knew.
Magpitis Ornamentarum, or the collection of jewels and
precious stones, from the necessities of the case is confined to the very wealthy. It does not include those who
amasa jewels merely for the possession and their value
,gainst a rainy day or th8 failure of alimony payments, but
those who collect for cutting, color, setting, etc. The
late E•. fl. Harriman .was reputed to be a collector of rubies,
natural and synthetic, and is said to have had his tailor
provide him with a pocket lined with leather where he carried
a few choice specimens with which he was wont to toy in brief
moments of relaxation be twa an breaking one rail road and making
another.
The Prince Poniatowsky collection of engraved gems was
famous and about the middle of the last century, was the
subject of' a two volume work in edition de luxe dedicated to
Prince Albert. This work was illustrated with.pictures of
the gems in sepia, their classical subjects.be1ng seriously
described in blank verse. These gem engrav1~gs were su~posad
to be the work of artists of classic times Wl th appropr1ate
classic names but according to Teall, in his book on col·
th
stones were found to be fakes as antiques and
1ec t 1ons,
'rh d 11 ff' t f
ese
merely the work of contemporary artists •.
e u a ec o
had
been
produced
by
feed
1ng them to turkeys
'
t
t
anc i an s ones
·
t th 8 · 8 ff t of t'ne
and subjecting the newly cut stones 0
ec
gravel in the gizzards.
t is or pedi~ree collecting is considered
Magpitis ancfs r The obi~ct is worthless but equally
by some a paeu o orm •
o1
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no greater bor~ than th?se
harm1ass • Those havin~o that 11form are
ti al purposes Wl th the dlf~!;:~~:dt~!ta~~80~~~I~ci~~namayp~:cta~ked about without exhibition.
This form offers a large field for search and may develop interesting spa cimens, For example one who was hanged, drawn and
tared for poaching a four pronged buck on the royal domain in
£~:r Fourteenth century is worth ten ruling elders and ministers
of the Gospel of New England colonial times. The drawback is that
duplicates can not wall be exchanged. This type does not produce
the dealer but, what is practically the equivalent, the professional
genealogist and record searcher. Some of these, for an appropriate
stipend can make the pedigree of a-llOuvaau riche filius nullius
sound llke the stud book references of a four time blue ribbon
trotting horse.
::'

In this connection may be mentioned magpitis uxoris or
matrimonium. The most noted exemplars of this are King SO!omon,
!righam Young and Blue Beard; Nat Goodwin, Henry VIII and DeWolf
Hopper being mere amateurs. Of these Blue Beard is the only
admittedly true Magpite from the ruling characteristic of worthlessness. Whether the others come within that qualification is
a matter upon which the best authorities are in hopeless conflict.
Although all soldiers returning from the wars bring souvenirs
of little or no value except to themael vas they cannot generally
be classed as rragpi tes. There are magpi tes among them, who accumulate ouanti ties of so-called relics and souvenirs whatever the
as so cia tions that be come the subjects of cabinet colla ctions along
with certain art forms, ceramics, fossils, rubbfsh and trash.
(Could it be possible that there is any etomological inference to
be drawn from the use of the word cabinet in a political sensa!)
. There is a class of relic-hunters, so-called, the vandals who
ch 1P museum sta tua.ry, cut certains, chip monuments or even write
names on public monurnen ts. These are simply criminal morons and
are not to be excused or condoned by any suggestion of magpi tis.
A magpite may be an annoyance to one not specifically
similarly affected but extermination is not, as in the case of the
relic hunting vandalst indicated as an appropriate remedy.

Ma~pi tis numismatis, or collecting coins may be found in 1ts
~esser forms among those not burdened or even equipped with wealth
ut it is confin~d to those at least well to do if they include .
gold coins as ObJects for their attention The bullion value
~~nstitutes a very noticeable overhead. However no one in this
c ass considers a coin worth its face value onl '
f'
unless the colla ctor fells that it will
. Y' as a 1t specimen
time he h
t k
.
grow 1n value during the
value S~pes 1~ eep lt •. The specimens must have a collection
aucti~ns t~~n ogol~o~~~~s a~~ :~onze coins. bring more at coin

~~f~!Yi~n~o!:~~~· ~~t~n affac~~da~Ya~~!l~~nX:r~~dqu:;~i~~:at~f

the 1804 dollars,garer~~~t~a~~~· t~oma United~Stat~s coins, besides
Rome • The United Sta tea Gover e
an coins o! anclent Greece or
issues a commemorative coin atnment enc~urages these magpitea and
These all collectors must have mor~hor. ass regular intervals.
as
e lssues are always limited.
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They are often put out through agencies which dispose of them
for mora than face value for souvenir or collection purposes
the difference .being u~ed to finance some pro j act of historical
memorial, A late example is the Grant coins, issued a few
years ago at the time of the centennial of Grant's birth.
The latest is the Stone Mountain half dollar a most unique
example of s~tirica.l magnanimity, commemorating as it does
Stone Mounta1n monument with its effigies of the leaders of
the Confederacy, the vanquished foe. However it is and
always will be worth one half dollar in money'whatever the
price of silver or the collector's market because on one
side of the coin it bears this legend, ''U~ited States of
America Half Dollar."
Thera are several symptomatic forms of magpitis found in
nearly all of the general forms and which, in accurate
diagno~tic nomenclature, can be combined with them. Some of
these are magpitis recurrans, or those who make a collection
then sell It and soon start making another, repeating the
process. Another is ma?pitis secretus, those who collect
secretly, gloat over th1s co!lections alone but never admit
the fact or exhibit anything except a feigned abhorrence for
colla ct ors and collections. Others who collect to sell and
than keep and collect more and never sell, while others
collect for the pleasure of auction buying.
A magpite's excuses for his form of magpitis vary from
educational for his children or himself, historical interest,
sociology, art, love of color, or form, to the one most
frequently used and most overworked, scientific research.
A few, a very few, admit they collect anything because they
like to collect, to have and to keep.
Magpitis insactorum comes within the numerous types
accounted 'for by scientific research, but a board full of
variegated, multilegged bugs and beetles, duly dead and
transfixed with glassheaded pins, comes almost in the class
of an herbarium as to uselessness. A similar board full. of
butterflies and moths similarly mounted, may have a poss1bly
bet tar excuse on ace ount of the colors and beauty of the
specimens or their arrangement. Although what in color or
arrangement of colors cons~itutes bea~~Y .is only a matter of
taste. The Hottentots adm1re flesh t1nts, provided, however,
they are black.
Doubtless the most prevalent form is magpitis philatelis,
11 t ·DO' rt may be found in every land aud clime
~~e~ea~~e~~ i:cp~st~l service. Its vict~ms r~nge ~:om the
ile in the small country v1llage to !..1ng George V;
t j
~~~n~~~m t~;e~oy who carmot raise ten' cants to buy his
"H d d 11 different" to Arthur Hind of New York whose colle~~i~~
said to be worth a million dollars and who paid
$37,500.00 for a single stamp.
·
tively new. The first regular stamp
d. in l840 by Grec. t Britain
This form 1s compara .
in strictly po~talthusau ~atasdl~~~~es in 1847,' although for a
and the first 1n e nl
t

i:
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few years prior to that data individual Post Masters had issued
their own local stamps. Magpitis philatalis is true magpitis.
Nothing is mora worthless than a cancelled stamp. A ton of them
would have to be sold at a discount on account of. the many-colored
inks if the ultimate destination were a pulp vat 1n a paper mill.
Current issues for domestic letters are printed by the
bill ion, However, some issues in the past and some of the p~esent
time are limited to a few thousands. The result makes rarit1es
and the chain of parasitic forms is kept alive.
The first stamp issued by Great Britain in 1840, known as
the "Penny Black," was a black steel engraving, bearing the words
.
''postage'' above and "one penny'' beneath an idealized profile
Grecian bust of the Queen taken from the medal struck in honor
of her first visit to London after her coronation. The engraving
for this stamp, by the way, was done by a firm of engravers from
the United states who had gone to London as offering a larger
field for their talents.

l;

'.

At about the samA time there appeared the Mulraady lattersheet which exhibited an allegorical design of Brittania scattering letters to the world, This was in use but a short time,
The design was elaborate and lent itself very readily to caricature, decant and indecent, as well as to counterfeits.
! ,

i
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Up to the death of Queen Victoria the profile portrait used
on the "Penny Black," with slight variations in size and engraving, continued to be the chj.ef decoration of British stamps. The
Colonies were not so kind. In one early issue she was represented
as a beautiful Indian Queen with a feather headdress and iater as
a decidedly middle aged dowager, undoubtedly Hanoverian, wearing
a cap, and not even the most unctions of flatterers in her suite
could call this portrait beautiful.
Since the first stamp in 1840 there have been'issued some
f~fty thousand separate varieties and there are almost as many
klnds of collectors as there are collectors. Some confine their
efforts to raritief:l, sorne to common stamps, some to the early
Nineteenth Century, some the late Nineteenth century, some the
early 1'wentieth Contu:y, some to eve-rything but New Europe, some
t~ New Europa only, w1th the iusues of the countries ~rowing out
of the v:ar and including, of course, those resnl tin"' from :)
Gtermany s org~ of cutrenc:y depreciation culmina tin?'~ in a stamp of
he danominat1on of fifty billion marks.
~
Some ~olle ct everything bnt commemorative stamps and some
1
1

~~:m~~f!!!::!a~~:g~v~~~~nt ~a!h~h! ~f~n~!r~om~~~o~~~~I~a~~~m~~

the first issue of t~~~ ~· f~r~r~nner of the present chief economist,
which contained denominatt~ns ~~~g tha.Columb~an Exposition issue
purpose being the sale of sets t pr~~ 10 ~ 8 1~ 1n use, and the avowed
might reimburse the Government fo co ec ors, that the proceeds
the Columbian ~xposition of '93 orQ~ts a~~ances and guarantees for
commemorative issues by this and o~~nca
at ~ima there have been
almost everything and an thin~
er count~les to commemorate
United States durino- they
o•t The latest 18 that issued by the
o
curran year known as the Norsa ...Americ~n
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commemorati va set. They are inscribed "Horse-American," an
official governmental recognition of the horrible hyphen but
perhaps excused on the ground that it is Nordic. They were
put on sula in a limited territory, presumably that in which
dwelt the largest population of Norse forebears. A notable
feature is the stamp of the fi va cant denomination which
exhibits a picture of a Viking ship. Close examination
shows that this Viking ship has the Norwegian flag flying
at the bow and the Stars and Stripes at the stern. Perhaps
Leif Ericson in the Tenth Centm·y may have had a prophet in
charge of' his flag locker but probably these flags can be
accounted for by the fact that the artist used a picture
of a Viking ship sent over for the World's Fair of '93 which
did carry the two flags.
Whether magpi tis philatelis is on the increase or·
stationary is difficult to determine. Some die, soma quit,
some become tired, but a new group of youngsters, most of
them with fathers, is entering the fourth grade of school· each
year, and the end ap-parently is not yet.
One stamp, with little or no value from a collector's
standpoint, issued by a country whose stamps are ignored by
a great many collectors, had a marked influence upon the
history of' the world. This stamp was one issued by Nicaragua
in 1900 and bore a scene representing a volcano, Mt. Momotombo,
in eruption, with a lake in the toreground. The influence of
this stamp upon history is the subject of an article in the
New York Times and the hero is Phillips Bunau-Varilla, the
subject of a paper hera some months ago, who prevailed upon
the French Panama Company to offer to sall their property
to the United States and sold the Panama idea to the United
States Government. In endeavoring to sell the Panama idea
he found that the Nicaragua route was backed by a powerful
lobby as well as powerful editorial influence. The protagonists of the Panama Route suggested tm t there were no volcanos
within one hundred and eighty (180) miles of Panama and that
Nicaragua was full of them, one, Momotombo, being near the
proposed route of the Canal. This the Nicaraguan adherents
promptly minimized and dania d. Bunau- Var~lla had .seen the
Nicaragua stamp which has just been descr1bed. After a
hurried search among the stamp dealers in \'/ashington he was
able to obtain enough copies to put, one ~pon tha.deskoof every
Senator. These were subscribed--"Tne offici~l w1tneso of the
volcanic activity in Nicaragua." When th~ b1l'l came up the
Panama Route won by eight votes, and won 1n the House upon
the volcano issue.

·0
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accumulates books for their contents as reading
matternee~t~er alrea.dy read or ior future reference, is ~ot
it
But gathering authors' autographed copies, ~1~her
a magp a.
ht
d fl'rst editions where a second ed1t1on
be.ooged
or
boug
,
an
'
t d · ff ·
t all
0
t f
$ 3 00 say . and ·the firs , 1 ar1ng o
'
?an he bough . or . • te li~e of the title page' can not b~
1ntants only 1n tthhe d~
shows a marked case of Magpit1s
bought for less
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A sub-classification of magpitis bibliorum sac~h~u~oi~ect
applied to those of a religious tendency, ~~lp~:eto read are
Bibles. These the kind collectedd, aresu~oj~ctseof insuran~e and
h v clumsy take up room an are
'
r!~el' legibl~. To have th~m is the only desideratum aid .
possi~le to exhibit them to a f~vored few. Allfs~~~ ~~~~!~~;
either have, or are in negotiatlon ~or a copy o
a rinters
Bible'' which owes its fame, if not 1ts popularitr, to
P t
error in omitting the word ''not" from the Seventn Comma.ndmen ,
the one that is generally lmovm by number •
A gen1Hal classification of Magpi tis artium must be
applied to the collectors of paintings, etchings, cara~ic~,
furniture and many other forms. Now a collector of pa1nt1ngs,
it is con tended by some, is not a true magpi te by :ea.~ on, of the
value of paintin~s found in collections. rrue, pa1nt1ngs must
be bought and ev~n the most prolific artist is limited in his
output by the span of life; but intrinsically what ar~ they but
a board or a piece of canvas stretched over a frame Wl th some
paint daubed upon them. The color. blind and those without the
sense of form can see nothing else in them.
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Some are nothing more than that even if considered· art and
interaa ting types. How the paint is put on and who does it make a
an object of art that is salable and may some time interest a
magpite. The artist must live. How he does it, either paint
or live, may be a question, but it is of no spacial concern to
a magpita. This mag pita "knows what he likes" and buys a co ordingly. If his likes are conventional he has good taste. He
must have means, first to buy the paintings and second to house
them where they canbe displayed. The secretus form rarely is
found in this association. He may collect, however, by acting
upon the advice of a supposed expert, who couldn't buy even a
chromo, but is said to have most exouisite taste. The result
may or may not be pleasing to the p~blic who always think they
must be consulted by any collector of paintings for of c aurae
these shall eventually belong to the public by the ~useum rout~,
if !!!! museum will have them, and if not, one can be built for
the purpose. Whatever else may be said about this form of magpi tis
it probably brings more pleasure to more people in addition to
the magpites themselvt3S than any other. If vox populi is vox dei
they are doubly blessed.
Another form of magpitis artium is ceramics. One may have a
few Pieces of porcelain, china or pottery as household ornaments
without being a magpite. It is immaterial whether they be Sevres
Satsuma or Sears-Roebuck so long as they satisfy his t~ste, or
'
rather tha,t of madame, as ornaments and he may not know and does
not care wnether "ceramics" is a disease or a drug. However,
when he has more than one piece of Sevres and knows what it is
of is ~upposed to be' and quits pronouncing it "severs " or taika
o per od Wedgewood and Chinese Dynasty gliizes and trias t 0 buy
them! he ha~ developed a complete case. His house will raduall
~~llad w1th glass-fronted cases and there is no cure :xcept y
?tahi'n atnheexhausted
W1
premises. purse, or the chance admission of a wild bull

:a

In like manner the furniture necessary to a home does not
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indicate magpitis in the owner. He may have modern pieces
of many models and all considered good, and even though his
library gives the impression of a newly furnished club lounge
he can not be said to be really infected.
·
However, when he begins buying antiques as such, (those
wished on him by inheritance do not count,) he is showing
premonitory sympto~s. He realizes that fact, and not having
the space to put h1s treasures into show rooms, properly
lab~led and roped off, he fools himself and his friends with
the pose that he likes old furniture that is really good and
of course "we use it every day." If he doesn't know he will
soon find out that a collection will not last long that way.
Old wood is often subject to dry rot. It is also brittle.
Old glue or other fastenings will not withstand the heat of
modern heating systems, and some day when he has a guest of
moratban average tonnage and displacement, his pet specimen,
his most highly prized and highly priced Hepplewhite will be
reduced to kindling. Lord Leverhulma had in his large
establishment separa ta rooms furni shad with the furniture of
different periods. But then as we have heard here before,
soap can work miracles.
The etching form is another whose growth starts from a
harmless beginning of one or two specimens, gradually running
into signed copies, followed by examples showing the difference be~ween dry point, aquatint and mezzotint, and becoming acutely chronic or chronically acute when impressions
from different stages of the same plate are called by their
given names.
·
The French have been great collectors. They tre~t the
subject seriously and with deep feeling. In "LeJardin
d'Epicure,~ Anatole France has written:
"People laugh at collectors, who perha~s do lay
themselves open to raillery, but that 1s also the
caEB with all of us w~en in love with anything at all.
we ought rather to envy collectors, for they brighten
their days with a long and peaceable joy. Perhaps
what they do a little resembles the task of the
children who ~pade up heaps of sand at the edge of
the sea, laboring in vain, for all they have ?uilt
will soon be overthrown, and that, no doubt, 1s true
of collections of books and pictures also. B11t we
need not blame the collectors for it; the fault lies
in the vicissitudes of existence and the brevity of
life
The sea carries off the heaps of sand, and
auctioneers disperse the collections; ~nd yet theTa
are no better pleasures than the build1ng of heaps
f
d at ten years old or of collections at sixty.
~ot~~~g of all we erect will remain, in.tha end;
and a love for collact.ing is no more vaul and useless
than other passions are •"
t very few to enjoy a case of magpitis
It is given o was nearly approached by Horace Walpole
universalis such as
·
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and later by the late Mrs, Jack Gardner, who housed her collection of nearly everything in an Italian palace on the
Boat on Fenway,
There are some who have this form in an exceptional degree
but are moat fortunate in that they are paid for it and become
museum curators. Doubtless they have something of the same
.
thrill as the Irish laborer who sang at his work when employed
to tear dovm a Protestant Church. The pleasure of the collection
is theirs. They feel the specimens to be their own property,
They can enthuse with a visiting fellow magpita or treat with
disdain a scoffer who does not evan oare to see the death mask
of Frederick the Great. While climbing Mount Blanc is pleasure
and carrying a nota naxt door for pay is work, according to
Mark Twain the fact that they make their natural bent for an
avocation their vocation may embitter the draught but it is still
sweet.
i;
<'
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i
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There are a number of casas of magpitis among the members
of the club, Some may be of the secretus type, some are concealed through mere reticence or shyness so that all cannot be
located •. Without technical designation the subjects of some of
them are: Americana, Archaeological artifex, boat models
prints, canned operas, guns, paintings, fungi, fossils, stamps,
spelling books, travel pictures, epitaphs, coins, etchings
engravings, medals, Rabalaisia and cats,
'
However, those·who have collected anything or everything
whether secretly, quietly, modestly, or openly, brazenly,
'
flaunti~g~y, may crad:lt themselves with some or many hours of
enterta1n1ng and absorbing diversion,

i \
I

Of a similar type are those who lead endowed expeditions in
the interest of science. There have been a number of these in
the last few years and the general effect is the same, whether
hunting dinosaurs in Canada, dinosaur eggs in Mongolia, ruins of
the Mayas in Mexico and the Incas in Peru, unearthing Ur of
Chaldea, ancient Carthage or as in the last few months, the mounds
of moundbuilder aristocracy near Chillicothe, Ohio. There may be
different views upon it, but the expedition to Egypt, resulting
in the discovery and opening of the tomb of King Tutankaman with
its treasures rrmst, taken as the last word, be classed as having
results beyond the dreams of magpitic avarice.

\

Those who never have collected anything may have such
P1aasures yet in store. Possible objects are countless
_opportunities for infection are omnipresent, Immunit d
not exist and cannot be acquired The t
Y 098
the charmed circle and be abl t'0
oo, may enter within
type of magpite:
e
say n reference to any other

r·

DECEMBER 12, 1925

GEORGE S. BAILY
Fronting on·a corner of two main streets of a village
with gold signs "Bank," almost obliterated by time, over
doors opening from each street into a banking room was the
place where the banking business of the community for miles
around was done fifty years a~o and for many years earlier.
This banking room was squar9 and spacious, much larger
than necessary for the business there transacted though
that was considerable.
'
In its corner farthest from the street entrances was
a large steel safe, the opening of which was controlled, even
in that day, by a combination.lock.
Its windows, of fair size, looking on each street, contained small panes of glass seldom cleaned and therefore
permitted light to enter rather feebly.

A wide counter, passed through with a gate near one end,
separated the safe and banker, when he transacted business,
frofu his customer. The counter was wide and flat on top so
that large books and papers might be spread out thereon for
inspection.
Behind the counter in the other rear corner was an old
book-case resting on a flat top table both of which held odd
lots of books and publications, mostly pertaining to financial
matters, but also, among other things, a complete set of the
reports of the Geological Survey of Ohio and others of
similar purport.
In a little room at the back, entered through a door,
usually fastened by a heavy bolt, and with a step downward,
might be found the accumulation of years of every thing the
banker thought he might have occasion to use later. He often
worked there,
These rooms and his residence were parts of the same
building the residence portions baing not only above the bank,
but exte~din:r back with off sets for a considerable distance,
the residenc; portions being reached by entrances across door
yards from either street.
The lot extended back along one street to an alley with
a stable in which ware maintained a poky old horse, a buggy
and a phaeton. These were s~ldom used by tha banker. He
liked a rapid walk for exerc1se.
The 0ooarden and yard between th~ stable and combined home
· k were we ll kept with- trees
flpwers. The
and ban
·
' ooorass11 and
k pt
other yard was a mere grass plat also we
e •

"All are daft but me and thee
And thee is mighty queer," '
'.'

12'1

Ben, B. Nelson

i k oinY with a small town, beautifull~ situated
All was n ee. ~ rich valley and surrounded w1th rich
on a slope overlookilng a nd successfully cultivated by subagricultural lands ong a
stantial folk.
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The banking room was heated in cold weather by a large and
long box-like iron stove that was capable of taking in large
sticks of wood, the fuel chiefly used there in those days, which
was of the best quality, such as beech, oak and hickory, fortunately
then plentiful and cheap.

I
.\

~

'

I conceive the best literature to be the simplest written
expression of definite and honest thought with mere fine
phrases and grotesque imagination rather conspicuous by their
omission •

Those I have in mind had leisure, a thing without which a
mind can not become really cultivated and. learned rrhay had no
victrolas, radios, or movies to amuse them,
• · '

That they made no mark in the
ld i
accounted for by the fact there waowfittlm ght probably be
that community,
e urge in them, or in
u

The inertia was too great When I k
mthi ddle life' had enough to li v~ on and -new them they were passed
ey ware in
'
contented to live on as
a community affordil~ very limited opportunities.
However it is not necessar t
close observers, or failed to Yk o conclude that they were not
they were without good memorie~a e.accurate comparisons, or that
not much learning may be had. ~, Wlthout each of which faculties

I

''

What mora can so called literary men do?

If that stove could have had ears to hear it might have
heard the cream of conversation of that entire community, which
I venture to believe, at times, was hardly second to any unless
it be such as centered around Boston with Emerson, Fields Holmes
Aldrich, Lowell, Aggassis, Longfellow and others, that b:rllliant '
group of poets, scientists, philosophers and publicists.

t T~~Y had brain capacities second to none that r have ever
~~o~ of ~~a~a~i~: ~~~hth~\~o~e than the ordinary school aducawer
1 t
an er was a graduate of Yale They
e qu e spoken men--far from sperldthrifts
of· t'na 1r
. speac
• h•
-

i.

there s~.ould be no cloudy stuff or ambi it either in
their m1nds, or in the minds of' those whgou Y'
they might write.
should read what

I fear much that passes for literature has little, or no
merit being largely mere language--gestures or flourishes
with words, perhaps pleasing to the eye or'ear as tinsel or
tinkling cymbals, but showing vain imaglnin~s in the writ~r
conveying no clear,meaning to the reader and leaving little'
mora in the reader s mind than nebulous emotions harrassing
doubts and confusion of ideas.
'

Their incomes were small, but not precarious and met their
simple wants.
<
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This stove had a long pipe leading high and far to a chimney
and was so placed that it might be sat completely around by all
comers, and generally showed the affects of tobacco chewers carelessly taking a shot at it, notwithstanding boxes with saw-dust·,
or ashes, in them were conveniently placed to taka that kind of
bombardment.

The men who almost daily gathered about that stove in no
sense literary men, were contemporaries of the notable ~an
mentioned, but were without their opportunities for that nice and
refined culture and polished manners that men acquire by large
acquaintance of other cultivated men and by extensi va traveling.

I
I',
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They ware lacking in none of th
not doers of things. If such condu ose respects. but they were
was a sin they were certairly not .. ~tthuntder the circumstances
•
1·11 ~ou
sin,
Nothing that these men mi~ht
ture, yet could they so use wo~ds wri ta would be called li taraand construct sentences that

These men probably discussed poetry but little and wrote
nothing for publication, yet around that stove frequently
might have bean heard very intelli~ent discussions of questions
of finance; political economy; taxation; governmental foreign,
or domestic policy; greenbacks, or gold; bond issues; public
land grants; pure party politics--federal, state, or municipal;
schools and collages; scientific questions and inevitably
occasional disputes about theological dogmas of which, of
course, only disputes could arise.
One listening to these discussions was sure to hear many
aides presented, for, as soon as it was discovered which side
a talker was taking, some one was sure to present another side
even if only to provoke discussion, and although they never
broke friendly relations permanently, each one was glad to sea
each of the others put in a hole as a rasul t of any argument
and none failed to let another know the delight he took in
the diaoomfi ture of the defeated one who, of course, never
acknowledged defeat.
.
None was likely to be at all tender of the feelings of
another though usually amicable relations were maintained;
tho I have sean a bea~en one shortly withdraw to go home to
sulk, or get other comfort, only, however, to be on hand the
next day ready for another tilt at an opponent.
It was a favorite plan of our banker-naturalist not to
state his own views definitely, but to ask of the one who did
so pertinent, or even impertinent, questions, that ware
calculated to reduce the other's statement to an abs1~rdity or
to suggest that an important factor had been overlooked.
Their discussions were full of intelligence if not
charming and cultured.
Not always by any means ware their comingsto~ethar .marked
b ·serious discussions. some of these men were nlmble Jesters.
G~od stories ware told. If any was at all vulgar, which must

·+. .
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have been seldom, only the witty portion was emphasized.
They came for good fellowship, or comradry·, though I hardly
think any one would have had another infer that one thought the
other a good fellow, though he almost certainly thought so.
Even a slight indication of a mild form of jealousy one of
another occasionally might have been detec~ed by an outside
observer but not more than conceivaably m1ght exist in a liter~ry
club ch~rch or other gathering. If any thought the remarks. o
othe~s parti~ularly brilliant the thought was not likely to f1nd
expression in the remarker' s presence. Yet were they good friends.
not mere acquaintances.
The confidence each had in his own abilities did not amount
to an offensive conceit.
·t

i:
I

such discussions as they had were not conducted according
to cushing's Manual, the parliamentary authority of that time,
and therefore were likely to be interspersed with personal sallies
of wit and wisdom, if not of elegance.
association from day to day was not always an occasion
for any kind of discussions.
Th~ir

i'
I

Perhaps serious matters were debated as mere incidents rather
than with fixed purp.ose, though they were sure to occur frequently.

I.

Probably they drifted together rather because they had nothing
else they needed, or desired more to do • where they could sit and
read their daily news-papers. after which they might let their
minds go "wool gathering" for a while until one, or another would
propose a game of backgammon, chess, or checkers, at either of
which game each man of them thought he was able to give a good
account of himself.
At times each game was being played, but usually only one

with those not playing as spectators, the players each often
making grea. t claims as to what he intended doing to the other
before he got through with him, v·lith the spectators cutting in
with sharp remark~, or pertinent, or even impertinent, suggestions and always 1n the greatest of good humor and oftenwith
laughter all round.
Parenthetically it would be hard for me to ~at a ~ood laugh
out of either game, but it was interesting to watch th~m.
They often pitched quoits after bank hours on the side of one
of the streets and had great fun. Only the old have leisure to
act young,
These players ware so evenly matched that each found plenty
of need for his greatest skill.
l

~

•.

However it seemed to be conceded b th
but played little, that the banker was ~ath~~em~~~ ~~tched m~c~,
for any of the others. If he were at 1
an a rna. c
he would rise promptly regardless of ih~Y during business hours
·
" game, when a customer,
'
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or prospect, entered, and ~iva patient attention to the
business of the moment, after which he would resume the
where he left off.
game
None seemed to be in a hurry. Time for most of them was
seldom a valuable consideration,
Is not such a state of mind a real luxury?
These were the bankers intimates and immediate surroundings. In a large city he might have chosen different ones-however, he did not confine himself to them, but more or less
frequently went outside of them before, or after banking hours
and at odd times t oo.k a lively interest in subjects very remote
from banking finance, or games.
Almost any pretty day, he mi~ht have been seen picking
his way alone among trees, corn and weeds along the river banks,
or wading the stream rod in hand in pursuit of the wily and
game baas; or, particularly on sundays, with cana and trowel
in hand wandering along such beds and eroded banks of streams
as exposed the rocky strata and detritus torn loose by flood,.
or frost, pausing now and again to hear the wonderful notes
of a brown thrasher, a cardinal, or perhaps of a wren,
meadowlark, or other bird.
Perhaps he would stop to examine a snake skin that had
recently been shed, or some wild flower, or rare plant, or
watch the antics of a chipmunk, must rat, ground hog, or
other denizen of wood, or stream.
Wha·t do you suppose he found during such odd hours away
from his business?
Why did he go alone?
He found not only relaxation and rest from the usual and
ordinary humdrum of the work-a-day world of business and more
or less monotonous association with men, but he also found
Nature as she was--first hand--and read and communed with her
directly--his mentality pressing closely against the very edge
of thin~s as they existed--not as the eyes of others saw them,
or as o~her's nerves felt them, or as others told of them in
books, or by word of mouth; but he saw, felt and talked.to
Nature and he heard and understood her la~gu~ge, made h1mself
t h
'th her as it were ai1d t'.'as sat1sf1ed, excepting for
~he ~~;s:~l thought that Nat~re had so much to tell h~m. that
he had not time or capacity to hear more than ~n inf1n1 tesimal
fraction of her' story, infinite in detai 1 and w1 thou t beginning
or and.
he did not fail
ha st ud1. 8 d Nature more than books,
While
J>~ t
said they saw in ~a u re' no t only. the
t o rea d wha t other. men hers
but the poets as well' though
scientists and ph1losop
!
lf bound by any cone:lut3ions
8 1
he certainly did not ~ ~ h~~~~emptuous of those with pre judice a
they drew. He was qu1e 1 Y
of flint and intelligence of mud.

'

l
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He probably kept himself in a scientifically skeptical
frame of mind as to every conclusion drawn by every one, believing, it may be, that one who never doubted never half believed;
thEtt one who does not doubt a dictum does not investigate enough
to form a judgment for one's self.
Doubtless he greatly admired the genius, industry and skill
of writers of books, as well as the beauty of their expression;
but he was something of an adapt in discovering how and where a
wri tar had probably dace i vad himself and misled others.

L

I'
';

Being a busy man, and., as he said himself, not a very learned
man, he did not try to originate theories, but examined those of
others carefully to prove, or disprove them, or at least determine
the degree of their :probability, not caring one whit whether proved,
or disproved, so that the re~l truth should be discovered and
published. At best, man can deal only with probabilities--not
with ultimate facts.
The strata and detritus he examined after each freshet were
crowded with the remains of the prodigious and varied life of the
ancient Lower Silurian sea, soma in a marvelous state of preservation and many that were broken or triturated beyond all recognition of the original forms.
.

i

''
)

! .

I'.
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In the total of his searches he found, and had in his collection, practically perfect specimens of almost every species of
the life of that sea that produced a hard part capable of being
preserved as a fossil, which included the wall known trilobites
Ca.limene aenaria, and Asa.phus gigas; a great many species of the
Brachiopoda; the well lr..nown nhynchonella ca.pax; the genus
Strophomana, represented by many species; the genus orthis also
~f ~umerous species; also many rare species of crinoids of star
a ea and corals or bryozoa of almost endless va.riatio~s.
He had the Orthoceras of different species, one baing then
new to science.
a tal;,mantion the Orthoceras specially because thereby hangs

!
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The science of Pateontology h d
as an animal whose head was soft ~h ~ 1~ays. regarded the Orthoceras
of fleshy substance only that w ' . a lB, lts head was composed
fossilized as did its calcareou:s lncapabtle, of course, of becoming
' segmen ad, or chambered body.
The story as told to rna b p f
the Geologicai survey of Ohio Y 1 ro
• Edward Orton, than head of
Ohio State University and pre~i~· 8 ~ p~ofassor of Geology at the
en
that institution, was in
substance as follows:

°

On one of the periodical v· 't
·banker-naturalists collection lSlh s that Orton made to see our
in this banking room he was ~h muc of which was kept displayed
an Orthocera.s with a'head on it~w~ a recently found specimen of
naturalist and the man who found t~~ a.~ least, our bankerhe said, was cautiously skeptical b stpeciman state to Orton, who,
a ou it so he might learn all
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the facts concerning its discovery.
Orton said the specimen looked genuine enough, but that
the head looked suspiciously like a much worn Asaphus ~
or a mould of one; but he was unable to say definitely~'
it was not a head of an Orthoceras and, therefore, was opan
minded enough to await developments.
It was the habit and pleasure of Orton when he was
visited by any noted paleontologist to take him to examine our
banker-naturalist's collection which Orton contended was the
best of' its size and contained the most nearly perfect specimens from the Lower Silurian (Cincinnati) group of rocks
though it contained many and wonderful specimens from other
groups •.
It chanced one day that Orton took Prof. Nicholson, a
famous Scotch paleontologist and a world-wide authority, to
see this collection who was charmed by its beauty and completeness so far as it purported to go.
Of c curse he saw the Orthoceras with the head on it.
He examined it most minutely and finally stated that
something new to science was there exhibited to him.
Orton told this later with a little chuckle that was
characteristic of him, apparently oblivious to the fact that
I knew that, up to a tirne long after Nicholson' e visit, he
himself bad always declined to deny the genuineness of the
head which a later incident enabled him to deny positively.
It seems that later Orton had the specimen soaked in
warm and soapy water, whereupon the alleged head separated
from the body exposin.:S the glue by which the parts had been
nicely joined together •.
Orton, of course, was furious at what he thought and
charged to be an attempted deception.
He boldly let our banker-naturalist know his feelings
about the matter who replied that he made little, or no
pretantions of b~ing a paleontologist; that he was rather
a collector of specimens and showed them for what they were
worth as he found them, or as he received them from others;
that he had bought the specimen from one Jesse Van Dus~r, a
native, who for years had made a. meager living collect1ng
specimens in that neighborhood, as well as pearls from the
river and that he had confidence in Van Dueer, who, he
thought had no intention of deceiving anyone, or any
'
i t
t in doing so he being only a skillful
reason or n ares
•
. h littl
and di~criminating gatherer of specimens Wlt
e, or no
knowledge of their significance.
had met Van Duser and when they met the next
Or t on a.1..,o
t th head and body of the
time after the discovery tha
e Orton sharply took
specimen had been glued together'
Q
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He probably kept himself in a scientifically skeptical
frame of mind as to every conclusion drawn by every one, believing, it may be, that one who never doubted never half believed;
th&.t one who does not doubt a dictum does not investigate enough
to form a judgment for one 1 s self.
Doubtless he greatly admired the genius, industry and skill
of writers of books, as well as the beauty of their expression;
but he was something of an adapt in discovering how and where a
writer had probably deceived himself and misled others.
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Being a bus.v man, and, as he said himself, not a very learned
man, he did not try to originat·3 theories, but examined those of
others carefully to prove, or disprove thBm, or at least determine
the degree of their probability, not caring one whit whether proved,
or disproved, so that the real truth should be discovered and
published. At best, man can deal only with probabilities--not
with ultimate facts.
The strata and detritus he examined after each freshet were
crowded with the remains of the prodigious and varied life of the
ancient Lower Silurian sea, some in a marvelous state of preservation and many that ware broken or triturated beyond all reoognit ion of the original forms.
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In the total of his searches he found, and had in his collection, practically perfect specimens of almost every species of
the life of that sea that produced a hard part capable of baing
preserved as a fossil, which included the wall known trilobites
Calimene senaria, and Asaphus gigas; a great many species of the
Brachiopoda; the well lr..nown .:thynchonella capax; the genua
Strophomana, represented by many species; the genus orthis also
of numerous species; also many rare species of crinoids of star
fishes and corals or bryozoa of almost endless variatio~s.
He had the Orthoceras of different species, one being
new to science.
. then
I mention the Ortho ceras specially because thereby hangs
a tala.
The science of Pateontology had al,
as an animal whose head was soft th t ~~ys. regarded the Orthoceras
of fleshy substance onl th . ' . a lS' 1 ts head was composed
fossilized as did its o~lca~~o::s lncapabtle, of course, of becoming
' segmen ed, or chambered body.
The story as told to me b p f ..,.
the Geologica~ survey of Ohio Y 1 ro • ~dward Orton, then head of
Ohio State University and pre~i~ s~ P~ofesso: of Geology at the
substance as follows:
en o thl3.t lnstitution, was in
On one of the periodical visits th
~anker-naturalists collection
h
,at. Orton made to see our
ln this banking room, he was ~hmuc of lllnch VIas kept displayed
an Orthocaras with a head on it~wn a r~cently found specimen of
naturalist and the man who found ~~' at least, our bankerhe said' was cautiously skapti cal ~ stpecimen state to Orton' who'
• a ou 1t so he might learn all
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the facts concerning its discovery.
Orton said the specimen looked genuine enough, but that
the head looked suspiciously like a much worn Asaphus ~
or a mould of one; but he was unable to say definitely~'
it was not a head of an Orthoceras and, therefore was open
minded enough to await developments.
.
It was the habit and pleasure of Orton when he was
VlSited by any noted paleonJiiologist to take him to examine our
banker ..naturalist 1 s collection which Orton contended was the
best of' its size and contained the most nearly perfect specimens from the Lower Silurian (Cincinnati) group of rocks
though it contained many and wonderful specimens from other
groups •.
It chanced one day that Orton took Frof. Nicholson, a
famous Scotch paleontologist
and a world-wide authority ' to
.
sea this collection
who was charmed by its beauty and completeness so far as it purported to go.
Of course he saw the Orthocaras with the head on it.
He examined it most minutely and finally stated that
something new to science was there exhibited to him.
Orton told this later with a little chuckle that was
characteristic of him, apparently oblivious to the fact that
I knew that, up to a time long after Nicholson' a viei t, he
himself bad always declined to deny the genuineness of the
head which a later incident enabled him to deny positively.
It seems that later Orton had the specimen soaked in
warm and soapy water, whereupon the alleged head separated
from. the body exposin:S the glue by which the parts had been
nicely joined together •.
Orton, of course, was furious at what he thought and
charged to be an attempted deception.
He boldly let our banker-naturalist know his feelings
about the matter who replied that he made littla, or no
pratentions of b~ing a paleontologist; that he was rather
a collector of specimens and showed them for what they were
worth as he found them, or as he received tham from others;
that he had bought the specimen from one Jesse Van Dusar, a
native who for years had made a meager living collecting
speoim~ns in that neighborhood, as well as pearls from the
river and that he had confidence in Van Dusar, who, he
thought had no intention of deceiving anyone, or any
reason,'or interest in doing so, he being ?nly a skillful
and discriminating gatherer of specimens w1th little, or no
knowledge of their significance.
the next
Orton also had met Van Duser and when they met
of the
time after the discovery that the head and body took
specimen had been glued together, Orton sharply
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vanDuser to task for gluing them together.
Van Duser refused to get excited, explaining that he found
the parts lying exactly together; that he thought they belonged
together and therefore fastened them together, which, knowing all
of the parties as I did, I believe to have been true: However
Orton sharply warned that, in such mat~ers! scientif1c men should
be told avery known fact and that the JOinlng the body to that
supposed head should have been made known at once. Nevertheless
no bad blood developed.
The conclusion remained, after all, that the Orthocaras had
a soft head.
However the specimen proved to be of a new species.

l'

!

It may be of interest to know that the name of this same
humble searcher, Va.n Duser, is permanently writ in paleontological
history, for the new species was named dusari in his honor and a
picture of Orthoceras dusari may be seen in Webster's International
Dictionary of 1905, as well as in some authoritative works on
Paleontology.
Our banker-naturalist, telling about the Orthocaras incident
with a marry little twinkle in his eye, said that eminent
scientists might easily be mistaken notwithstanding their
scholarship, but added that they were far more likely to be right
t~an.not, and, when they discover an error, no others are more
W1ll1ng than they to acknowledge it, though it is only natural
for the vary human attribute of pertinacity to show itself in
some,
Reflecting, he said: "I guess if the chemists physicists
biologists,. comparative anatomists and geologists c~n not tall '
us about tne history of this earth and what has happened to it
then. we shall have to go without knowing.'' The pure assumptio~s
of tne spacial creationists meant nothinR to him bein~ evan
mora unintelligible than tiresome,
'
o
Being asked what his study of rocky strata and its fossils
told to him personally he replied, 1 thought with a
excessive, modesty: ''Not much."
genuine, but
However he went on to explain th t
.
himself firmly that when st t
a even ne could convince
b
di t
'
ra a were in situ that is had
t
ean
s urbed since having been firstjj Iei(f'
'
no
over-lapping strata were newer than th alb 1 own, t~e upper' or
is the vary simple and basic proposit'ose e ow,.whlch, after all,
10 n upon wh1oh the science
of geology is founded,
·

: f

'

He said that proposit' n
lower boards in a board Pi~~ wwas ~si~ree from doubt as that the
but it is not alwa
ere a
down before those on top,
overlap.
ys easy to see in strata which are on top, or

f

He also stated that many
h
reached by eminent geologists--par daps most--of the conclusions
were rawn from data that were
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equally convincing, if' not equally simple, the difficulties
experienced by ga ologists being, not to draw pro:p3 r conclusions, but to get all proper data and to hand them togather consistently so they will tell their own true story.
He explained also that the strata exposed around there
showed even to him that they were in situ; that they ware
, formed at the bottom of a sea that-;-during very long periods
()f time, was alternately clear and muddy, the shale being
formed by mud settling to the bottom of the sea; the limeatone strata being formed by animals living in a sea of clear
water containing bi-carbonate of lima in solution which the
animals secreted from the water and formed shells and other
hard parts capable of being preserved as fossils and, dropping
on the bottom, ware preserved as individuals, or became broken
up, titurated and cemented together as hard rock under pressure;
that it was easy to find firm rocks showing clear through them
that they were Irn.da up wholly of such remains of animal life
and that none indicated any other method oJ their formation;
that manifestly the sea must have been clear for a great
length of time to enable sufficient animal life to grow and
die and their hard parts to fall to the bottom and form e. single
stratum of such thickness as is frequently found; that an
almost incredi bla time was required to f'orrn the aggraia ta
thickness of such strata of rocks; also that those an m~ls
did not thrive in a muddy sea is clearly indicated by tna fact
that few, if any, fossils are four:d in the shale strata,
although animal life with hard parts was prolific just prior
to, and just after, the formation of the shale layers.
He also said it was fair to say that when and where those
rocky strata were being formed the sea was a clear and shallow.
one explaining that it was fair to presume that simi~ar forms
of iife ware produced in simiJ.ar conditions a11d thut 1t had
bean observed, that animals of the present time ~:ith shells and
hard parts somewhat similar to those found in tr..ase ancient
strata exist only in clear and shallow seas.

The inference he thus drew clearly indicates that our.
~ h d read widely and thought much about the scientif1c
aig~~fic:nca of what he had observed, thougd·h he sturalel~s~ould
:'\,.,
t ted aO'ainst being calla a na ur 1 •
have modes t•'tl pro as
foctly leO'itimate both logically and
His inferences were per e
o
scientifically considered.
f 1

.
a atomist !IlD.kes similar ir..ferences' vary
The comparat1 ve n
that li vin"' forms having similar
properly, when he observes ore or le~~ similar throughout the
anatomical s~ruct~r:s ~e msomewhat similar habits and live
range of the1r be1na,
ve
in habitats not greatly unlike.
.
i very simple. If an ordinary
The me thad of reas onll~er~ lane int 0 a land utterly
man should descend from an , sa; there a house standing he
unknown to him and he shoula
hadbeen there although he had
could have no doubt that a man
never sean him there •
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Knowing what kind of creatures other men were that he had
seen he probably could safely say that th~huns~e~h~~n ~:~ !rms
head with two eyes, two ears, nka nosed ~ou ig~~ infer' with
and two lags attached to a tru ' an
e m
,
i t 1
certain observations, that the house was built by a man n 6 ligent enough to do so.
No one will deny that such inferences would be entirely
justified· but no one who has made an adequate study of ~eology,
pateontol~gy and comparati va anatom:7 will deny that. the. 1~ferences
drawn by authori t].as in those sciences are equally JUStlfled to the
extent at least they claim to be exact.
To illustrate:The comparative anatomist is familiar, we will say, with the
structures and functions of the thigh bones of' living mammals, or
of certain teeth of living ruminants and, baing shown the fossil
thigh bone of some extinct mammal, or the fossil tooth of some
extinct ruminant, he is s.ble to reconstruct in his scientific
imagination the ancient animal of which the fossil bone, or
fossil tooth, was a part. He may not be able to reconstruct the
details, but he surely can the general structures.
As to the tooth, he can safely say that the animal of which
it once formed a part ate a vegetable diet and chewed its cud.
This need seem strange only to those ignorant of those
sciences and of the scientific method generally.
The subject of this paper must have una erst ood the sa truths
and methods and their logical effects pretty well, for he never
seemed worried about theological dogmas and mysteries--those great
sources of fear and pre judice, or about the unknown and the unknowable, a.s those are likely to be who are ignorant of these
truths and methods and the results to which they inevitably lead
a. full understanding of which ought to tend. to calm a disturbed '
mind.
He was ready to applaud every effort to widen the horizon
of human knowledge and the application of inventions to make life
easier and more complete.

~The tel~phone and i~a uses were a never ceasing wonder and
. delioht to h1m, but he d1d not live to see its greatly extended
use, or see and hear the player pianos, victrolas mavin~ pictures
automobiles, flying machines, or the wireless wonders. 0
'
· What a surprise would be in store for him if he were to

awaken~

He did not confine his collection to specimens he ersonall
~ou~f' ~ut, being a ma~ of means, he bought judiciouslypand trad!d
up ca as as opportun1t~ offered. He spent hours weekl in cleaning, l~beling and arrang1ng spa cirnens in order in cases !h
th
were dlsplayed to those who took rea.l interest in them, to e~~om ~!
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was delighted to show and explain the curious things he had,
but he had little time for the merely idle and curious who
only glanced and had no understanding.
He did not confine his collection to paleontological
specimens, but bought almost every flint arrow-head or other
implement of the indian, or mound builder, that was' offered
him and many a boy and man four:d fair pay for such relies.
Not only so, he bought other entire collections until
his was hardly second to any private collection in numbers
and varities, so far as archeology was concerned.
Vary early he began to buy river pearls, probably being
inci tad there to by their great beauty and money value as
well as by the story of the famous Everhart pearl which,
he told me about as follows:
At an early day an old man named Everhart had the trade
of a black~smith at which he did not like to work, probably
somewhat on account of his age, but mostly because he was a
sort of a ne'er-do-wall and preferred to fish, or wander along
the river which abounded in mussels.
Something prompted him to examine live mussels and the
contents of their shells.
One day he was lucky enough to find a beautiful pearl
which to him had no value whatever save the money he might
get for it.
Being a very i~norant
man he did not know what price it
0
would bring, or the propar steps to take to find tr.a.t out.
The result was that he showed it around among his friends
to whom it was merely a pretty thing that might be worth
something.
However the story goes that Everhart finally sold it to
somebody for $60.00 which of course was easy money for him and
probably more. than he had aver before had at any one time in
his life.
The purcha~er made a good profit by sa lling it in
Cincinnati for $500.00 •
:i

th
tor of that good profit found its way
Of course t a ~ hiy friends and caused soma further search
back to Everh~r an elss with pearls aoparently at that time
of the river ror muss
' .
with no great success.
.
k d ut that the Cincinnati purchaser of the
Later 1 tllealad . to to Tiffany in New York for $1500'
Everhart pear so
l
0 ld it in Paris for $2500 and had
Then that Tiffany. ha~ ~ ustomer for $3000, who of course
bought it back for a scecHl c
paid a higher price for it.

i,,
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That is the substance of the story.

It was we 11 known, therefore, that the fine pearls from the
river had good money value.
Occasionally pearls of mora or less value would be found and
ware quietly purchased in considerable numbers by our friend.
However, forty odd years ago some valuable pearls having
been found, there came a perfect rush upon the rive.r by man and
boys bent upon finding a fortune. The old story of ~he Everhart
pearl was upon avery one's lips and the greatest exc1tmant
prava. ile d.
Men and boys dived and searched for mussels.
soouped the river bottom for miles long it.

They fairly
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No matter what price was obtained fortheir pearls such
persons would be likely to have a lingering suspicion that
they had been cheated.
·
Their's is a curious psychology and worth some study
but probabl? only ~ittle different from that of any other'
persons hav1ng an 1nterest in a thing and yet ignorant about
their rights and duties as well as values.
It was with great delight that our friend would exhibit
his pearls to visitors.
He would get them out of his safe where ha kept them laid
in cotton in small boxes, carry the boxes to where there was
a good light, open first the box holding the smallest and of
least value at which the visitor was likely to exclaim:-"How lovely!" "How beautiful!" "How manyt"

It must be said that a few met with considerable success.

i

"

I

The opened shells were thrown thick upon the river banks
and the decaying flesh of the mussels themselves scattered about
made such a stench that one could hardly go near the river during
two successive summers.

Next he would open a box containing those of larger size
and finer luster, where at the visitor was likely to exclaim:-"Good gracious, I thought the first were beautiful and they
were, but what a difference~" and with similar exclamations
and express ions of pleasure with the opening of each successive
box-aac h containing larger and finer pearls.

The interiors of the shells were frequently as beautiful
as the pearls, but, of course, the shells were not so available
for ornaroonts and for the most part were considered valueless.

. The ordinary person could see the beauty of pearls which
were of less scientific interest than his fossils.

However they were often set about flower beds and for other
purposes.
Soma persons have luck.
A small boy was sent by his mother to gather shells for
bar, neither of them thinking of pearls, but the boy was fortunate
enough to find a fine pearl that had bean overlooked by the
searchers. The thing was so pretty that he took it to his mother
His father gave him ~100 for it and probably kept the ~~100 for
•
safe keeping. It was reported that the father sold it for 1500.
Hundreds of pearls were found during those two summers and
many were the stories told of the finds and prices obtained.
Thera was aver close at hand a wi sa, alert and read
purchaser for ?ash for every pearl found in the person
our
banker-natural1st to whom they were usually first shown if for
no other reason, to get his judgement of, and an offer ;or them
wi~h the result that he probably secured rno 8 t of the best ~t
f~l~~~f~i ~~;gc~lyhe cTouh~d hard1y lose money and was far more likely
•
ls was easy for him because it
b
1
under at ood that most of the finders of
18 h
may e easi y
excepting to sell and uick cas .
fear
ad no use for them
temptation than an unc~rtai.n hi~h~n th~u ~ocket~ ~as a far greater
after a long hunt among outsiders r pr cet·ha.t ~1gnt be obtained
while they were sent to a cit t ' or par.lng Wlth the pearls
doubt about their safe returny oro bebextatmmed. and val uad with some
'
a e er pr1ce.

ol

The. last he would display was what our friend calls "The
Koohinoorn which seemed to be his favorite. It was of unusual
size and of perfect form, wit!! agate-like alternations of
black and white lines, or bands of pearly substance of remarkable brilliance and luster.
It was a very curious and beautiful thing, but to me it
was not so beautiful as many others of the dozens--perhaps
hundreds of pearls he owned.
Occasi ona l.ly he would sa 11 some of his pearls and probably
had disposed of all before his death, they forming no part of
his permanent collection.
He knew the scientific value of his collection of fossils
and took great pride in them, having been impor~uned again and
again to sell, or give it to one,
an othe:, l~Stitution.
He did. not want to sell it, but des1red to g1 ve 1 t s orne
institution of learning, which would taka an~ keep it together
as one, to be known in perpetunity as his collection; preferably the smithsonian at Washington, D. c.; but nona would
receive it on those terms as it would n~t thus comply with their
rules, or have its true scientific sign1ficance.

o:

'11 he left it to the smitnsonian with his own
s w~ limitations attached but that institution was
~~~e~s!~n~a~~r from those condition~ by all tofh' the otiher
h'
'11 and it now has
a spec mens
beneficiaries under 18 w\·ed
and
exhibited
in
its own way.
separated, grouped, c1assl 1
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That is an illustration of the fact that one can not always
control after death the disposition of what it has taken him a
life time to gather.
Banking made him prosperous.

That was his vocation.

Collecting and study in an intelligent way was his avocation
or dive1·sion.
From what I have said something as to what manner of man he
was may be gat he red, but some of his man tali ty is not shown. This
man did not obtrude his opinions about anything, certainly not
about speculative subjects and particularly about theological
subjects, but might ste. te them to one who could understand his
point of view.

;

J'

Being asked by such a one why he dici not attend any church
he replied that he would not· assert, or pretend to believe, what
it was impossible to know, or pretend to be what he was not; tba t
he could not acknowledge the authority of any church, or of any
bible, without surrendering his right to think for himself without
mental hobbles; that he was not able to admit to himself that the
bible was the inerrant word of God written by God for the sole
guidance of man, as was claimed for it, because omnipotence and
omnicience itself presumably could and would succeed in carrying
out completely its own intention by writing a guide that every
one could und would understand a:nd about which there could be no
disagreement, whereas in fact there were all kinds of controversies
about it.which led the honest inquirer only to confusion. He
would sm1le at minds like these of Wm. Jennings Bryan and Billy
Sunday who would have the teaching of the doctrine of evolution
legislated out of our Public Schools, as being about eaual t 0 the
Pope issuing a bull against a comet.
~
i

ti~ftihe efforts

t?

oust the teaching of evolution from public
u tone of learnlng shall succeed in any considerable group
~ our s atas--say in the South--it may prove dangerous to our
Uni~n, because the ignorant of that section particularly and
per aps of others, are likely to prove far more fanatical in
~s

~~~~~r~ 1 ~fm:h~~rt~~~t~~~o~~g~~sc:~~ ~~!;~;~~than

i

they were about

A row will coma when some try to enforce upon others the
ng of any so called religion.
teach-

As the f'a te of man after d th
naturalist thought it wise t
~a
can not be determined our
and innocent ioys of
to glve more attention to the needs
can be done b~st by t~~::e~hodays, but he recognized that that
to escape the rigors snares =~d i~!:tla~t~al ~rocesses enable them
raln 8 of traditional theology,
'
He saw no reason for any to sa th
or miraculous as many do me 1 bY at phenomena are supernatural
cannot be expiainad; Dog~a a~~ iai~~a~~e d they are not, and perhaps '
ogma explain no phenomena.
He said he thought the doctr.
.
the most probable and satisfying ~~elof a~olut~on furnished to him
which and prevailing theologies th P anatlon of things, between
ere could be no compatibility
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without distorting the plain meanings of words, or necessary
scientific conclusions; that man, like other animals, had
bean, and would be, a relatively short time unon the earth
existing only when and as his environment conduced to his '
existence, and therefore he saw no reason to think that
everything that is, has been, and will be, was specially
designed in a beginning for mankind.
Such pursuit of knowledge as he gave did not seam to
keep him on any strain, physical, intellectual, or otherwise.

If futile studies, or vain hopes chained him down no
outward evidence was sean. He seemed to know human limitations and to act accordingly.
The study of science of him was not of mere facts and cold
logic, but afforded as great occasions for play of imagination
as purely philosophical, ethical, theological and practical
subjects do, which are almost sure to be misleading when not
basad on observed facts logically treated.
Ap~rently he was ab la to ignore the antagonistic aleman ts
of so called spirit and matter as they presented themselves
to him.

The development of science and its conquest of' natural
forces for human comfort appealed amazingly to him.
He recognized the aid to science that men of big business
give, and should give more, but that such developments and
conquests ought to go hand in hand with whatever else conduced to complete living; that mental and moral for<.;es, living
and la.tting live, among individuals and nations, l:3hould not
be cramped, but rather should be given a greater scope of
activity and show a more spontaneous and enlightened play
of' anergy.
When we narrowly consider the natural history of man we

~an but marvel at what he has accompli8bed, but when we con-

sjdar him in his true place in nature he is truly very insignificant.
He thought he saw a strong tendency in those who· had
ac uirad control of modern scientific knowledge and invent ions
to qusa them unfairly and unwisely for .self -aggra~ldize mAnt to
the great detriment of the weak, or oi those whose education
and ~ivilization is incompatible with theirs~
He deplored the eff arts of s orne ~ho seemed to make it a
rule f th · li vas t 0 impose upon otners their ide as of
moral~ et~~~s, religion and civilization, though he recognized
that llbarty had limitations in any organized society.
d ooer of our western civilization breaking
He saw some .ang
.
r complexity unless the
0
down under t~e we~ght { ~~! I~v: or position in life, could
peoples of d1ffte~1ng nae ssity ot' pulling together for their
be made to see ne nee

1 1

.,
I

',,
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common good, and unless the producers of commodities could
exchange them for others without the intervention of vexations
tariffs, or other artificial obstructions to the natural flow
of supply and demand.

While it is true that he never accomplished as 0ooreat
t?ings fo~ his race as many others did yet he played well
tna part ne seamed destined to fill. What more can any man
do?
George

He spoke of how one community might be wholly dependent
upon the products of another, even in the same nat ion, to the
extent of starving, or freezing and that transportation must be
maintained, or those dire results must follow.
He was not a prophet of evil, but could only hope, as we
still may only hope, that wise and unselfish men will always be
in positions to control, and will control, in avery emergency
that may threat en •
The bast insurance civilization can have against calamity
is to educate the people to foresee it; to see events that

inevitably lead to it; to see that that form of selfi~hnass
which builds up some, but destroys others is not wise and that
it shall not flourish and that the first consideration shall always
be the good of all.
.

i;

:i

!'

He was not e?ough of an optimist, however, to think the time
would soon coma wnan most human beings would pursue their vocations
in that enlightened manner, or be able even if so inclined to
determine def'initely what is, or may b~, for the good of ali,
that being. subject to change in varying conditions, though soma
gentJral prwciples are of permanent vaJue. Full cooperation of
human effort, though most desirable is not likely to replace
undue competition and rivalry.
'
This man v.ras capable of being a big man anyvJhere but he was
~a~i~d matno only i~ his own community and most of his n~ioohbors

recogn1za even that fact.

o

He did not attain his hiooh t id
No man does, or can, because th:; fl eab1 sf or hi~ chi~f ambitions.
horizon, but he did not tear his ha'ee a ore him as does the
but seemed to acquie see in the inev 1~~ ~~ th~tt account • He worked'
could.
a e Wl •h the best grace he
alw Heboften wore a smile that probably was as a
ays e, the natural outcome of genuime go~d humo:~ile should
He did not escape how
th
those who thought hio ;at ever!
e darts of the envious, or of
easy thought for an ;nxio~: ~;d lnntedresbt too high' which is an
e e Y orrov1er.
he was somewhat
a variciouoo, but avarice is not all.
Vice Piefrhait phas va
th
a war Y and in view.
Doubtless he had pride in and
t
accumulation of a sufficient f~rtunea ~~turial instinct for, the
oppressed anyone.
'
never heard that he
He became moderately rich b
~~~dom employed any one to help ~i~h~ e~~enses he saved, for he
fa •
n lS business until lata in •
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MY TWENTY-FIFTH REUNION

DECEMBER 19, 1925

1IDRRAY SEASONGOOD

A Harvard College twenty-fifth anniversary class report
makes interesting reading, even for one who cannot, in the
language of the graduate of a sister university, state, "I
am an Alma Mater of that institution myself." The men express
themselves freely and the diversity of their occupations and
interest is amazing. I often wonder how it is there are
parsons for every occupation, and that, instead of, like
Bacon, taking all knowledge for his pr evince, a person can
devote his life enthusiastically and exclusively to one small
segment of intellectual research or workaday activity.

Most interesting, however, are the photographs, in
justaposition, of the friends of long ago. "After forty,"
some one has said, "every man is responsible for his face •11
To contrast with the picture of the youth at graduation that
of the same person twenty-five years later is always intriguing,
but particularly with those whom you have known. Some few
look as they did at graduation, or , indeed, younger. With
others, the changes are so great as to mal:e you think a half,
rather than a quarter century, he.s intervened. You try to see
how has your forecast of their future been realized. Is the
poet's aye in a fine frenzy still rolling, or is it fixed and
hard? Has the sweetness of nature shown in the expression of
your friend, survived the buffet~ngs of fate, or become transmuted into the apathy of the cyn1c.
To sea faces, that since parting at graduation, you have
thOU.!7ht of as young and smiling become grim, set and old,
jolt~ you into the realization that, even with luck, more
than two-thirds of your life is probably gone and that it is
high time to decide how you should be spending the lesser
fraction which may be vouchsafed to you.
St'll I am not one who subscribes to the Byronic ululation
that "T~e days of our youth are the days of our glory." That
seems to me to be largely thephilosophy of the defeatist; .
one who is not happy, naturally ~hinks other times in his life
were hap-pier. Dispassionately, 1t seems to me more comfortable
to be fixed and to know what you are a~d be resigned to it,
than to have the uncertainties, anxiet1es and.struggl~s o~ .the
f t
h d A young man frets about what w1ll be h1s l1ia
u ure ~ ·~~ • d how he will marry, and what his success will
work, w a er a~
even failure is better than suspense and,
be. Now' anythlng' sal· d before' when you are twenty-five years
.
· hed• y ou
whatever you are, asur doubts and ' illus1ons
have van1s
f
Yo
t
out , t ha mos o ,
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have passed through the stage of "benefits forgot,. of. being
iniured and betrayed by friends. "Blow, blow, thou w1nter wind,
th~U are not SO Ullkind' aS man IS ingratitude II iS not, a mere
passage read in the course on Shakespeare, but the s1gh of
actual experience. You have gotten over the first hot flush of
indignation at injustice and senseless prejudice ~nd are able
to bear wron~ because you realize that the injust1ce in all ages
and places in the world's history has been stupendous. You have
learned that this history is not an impersonal affair; that ~he
ages of opnression about which you haVt3 read, were peopled Wl th
human bei~s, like yourself; that people have always had to suffer
in the transition periods and that in seeking to affect changes
the first thing to acquire, as Mr. Millard well says, is a
geologic sense of time.
t

~t :

;~ !
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And so, I repeat, youth is not a golden age and "It is
wonderful," in the words of Professor Gray, "how the back accommodates itself to the burden." You have some physical imperfections, doubtless, but you bear them with complacency,
realizing that the problem of life is to get some good out of
calamity. The great Widener Library shows you impressively how
that can be done: a young man, a great lover of books goes down
on the Titanic. The interest of his life is carried on and made
the means of helping thousands whom he himself could not or
would not have similarly aided. Nelson Robinson was one of our
classrm tes, a very hands orne boy, full of life and buoyance , one
of whom it is irnpos si ble to think with thoughts of death. When
his parents lost him, they overcame calamity by giving Nelson
Robinson Hall for (architecture) to the University.
So you have learned, when some tool with which you are
working is taken away, to take the next best and if all are taken
away, you make the best tool you can and rank Spinoza even higher
among the philosophers than you did in college and realize how
profound was the ~ta t?mont of Emers em when the Seve nth Day
~dventists told h1m tne world was coming to an end and he replied,
All right, we shall get along very well without it,"
Speaking of length of days, one of our fellows remarked last
summer that, taken as an average, we were f.ive years younger
physically than the class of 1876 at our gradua~ion. He said it
jocularly and I thought he was whistling to keep up his coura e
but life insurance experience tables show there is much truth g i~
the statement. Vlhether it is better unc1erstandinoo of diet the
great increase of golf and other forms of outdoor o exercise' the
imp~~ve~ents in hygiene and medical and surgical knowledge'or a

~~m~~~~~~o~Pi~ri~~~~Y~~ro;~~~.~·~:~~~f=~t~~Yh~r:c!hee~:!i~~a;~on
9

0 ~ life ~~~! ~e~~~~a~R~~~!~e~~-longer

some

8

sojourn in this pectancies

~fw~~r £:~~=ngAsb~f~~~ke~fo~~~ ~~an~esktime
8
00

had w;ought in

man shocked me. In colla e he
the mutat1on in one
~ever a serious thought i~ his m~~~ been a lova~le loafer, with
JUSt a pleasant person to have a ' nor an unklnd one • He was
who would take the sl inps
and ar~~~~d 0 fand tone, you would have said,
0
ou ragaous fortuna with
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good natured indifference. Well, here was a picture of him,
so changed you would not have believed it to be the same
person. The whole cast of his features was alterAd. He was
pald, heavily spectacled and apparently decrepit. Soma
avalanche of misfortune and ill health, not apparent from his
class life, must, I thought, have painted this sad portrait.
What was my surprise, on the second day of the reunion, to see
him bounc~ into the assembly, vigorous as ever, unchanged and
radiating happiness. The photographer had, by mistake inserted
a picture of some entirely different person where his picture
should have been,
Twenty-five years is indeed a long time and you are made
aware of it when you overhear one of the young lady daughters
of a classmate say to another sub-deb: "Papa's class friends
are vary nice old gentlemen, aren't they?"
Well, having resigned one's self to the changes in one's
classmates, and having admitted, ''Time is wiser than all the
wits of the world," ·and taken comfort from your not being so
bald as Frank, nor as gray as Mark, you next seek to decide,
what are the changes in the college itself? "Your old men
shall dream dreams, Your young men shall see visions."
Thera has been a material improvement in style of buildings,
1 do not refer merely to the physical change in the dorrni tor ia s.
We had no runnin~ water in the Yard dormitories, I often used
to break the ice::) in the pitcher from which I made my morning
ablutions. If you wanted a bath, you had to go to the gymnasium.
There were no toilet facilities except in the base~ent. All
this Puritanic severity is now changed. (I have often wondered
why it is that the Puritans, who were apparently so opposed to
beauty, an~ forbade bear baiting not because of the pain to.the
bear but because of the pleasure ~o the sp~ctators, weakly l~
dulged themselves in the secret s1n of hav1ng beautiful furn1ture
in their homes. Is it because, preserving the dour exterior,
they could not qu~te crush the love of beauty and p:rmitted it
to manifest itself where it would be least apparent.
The general standard of artistic taste in the University,
h
ly improved in the last twenty-five years.
~st~i~~w~~r:~s ~~i:~r~ustice Taft w~o said the Lincoln Memorial
would have been impossiblA twenty-f1vetyearfs ag~ •. T~~ ~~~k of
t 1 ning and the incongrui y o car aln
intel li gen. p a~
oticeable. Perhans no one could have
buildings 1s st11l n
th of the universities followanticipated thettremendou~fg~~:sonable
foresight shouid have
0 8
1
ing the war, b1 ~ny ~
·n size and have made provision to
anticipated s?me lncraase 1
lan and the acquisition of
take care of l~ by an ~~~~r~~m~aratively
cheap. The Fogg Art
property when 1t was s 1
we came on was facetiously known
Museum, built shortlybbefore Prof Norton ~ave his course in
as "Norton's Pride,". ecause ass ;as one of the sorrows of his
Fine Arts there and ~t~i~~~!~ Library rather recently built,
life. Yet, the grea
lotted t~ it and the Counting
is too large for t~e s¥a~~n:~ruction, bestrides like a Colossus
House, now in cou~se ~f i 8 8 ueezed and is an unfortunate
the space into wh1ch 1
q
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and use, to be one of the first
structure, because Of its name
to great the eye.
some blame is to be attached to architects, as architects,
for these divagations from taste. Austin Hall, the law school
building of our time, is an impressi va Romanesque structure built of
brown and white sandstone by Richardson, in his well known style.
Langde 11 Hall somewhat recently built, as an addition, is a Grecian
marble temple; when I commented on this to Professor Williston, he
said he had objected to it as inharmonious, but the architects
insisted it was perfectly suitable and, as the faculty and architects differed they left the decision to an independent board of
architects who' sided with their brethren in charge of the building.
(To digress it is one of the joys of returning to find
Professor Williston still at the school, still young, with that
wonderful bland of kindliness, modesty, humor and shrewd Yankee
sense, which so de lighted us; as, for instance, when he says,· "We
let our students idealize us. It is good for them.")
Altogether, there is no doubt there has been.a decided improvement in artistic taste in the college.

i;

!
!

In athletics, there has been a retrocession. The whole
athletic situation in our American colleges appears to me to be
indefensible. 1he object to be attained is entirely lost sight of.
There is no reason at all for the immense stadia with athletic
contests carried on much as were the gladiatorial combats in
similar Roman structures. The game is probably played in a
cleaner way. I have had of our college generation (not of the
Yale or Princeton team either') football wen (not of the Harvard
1.team) tall me they ware instructed by the coaches surreptitiously ~
throw dirt in the eyes of their opponents.
The brutal attempts to injure that resulted in the ·casf;:lation
of games between Harvard and Yale for four years during the early
part of our collage years have bean abandoned.
The improvement has been effected, however, not so much by a
mora enlightened spirit among the players as by wise changes in
th~ rules. Thus, the flying wedge with which the game started and
wh1ch was stopped by one or more of the opposing team lying prone
in its way, has been abolished, The practice of hammering one
player repeatedly with plays directed at him has been overcome by
the simple expedient of allowing a player to be taken out temporarily when tired and later replaced. The open game and forward
i~ss have made the contest depend more on quickness and strategy
an on shear force (when Judge Force's son played in our day he
wastldubbe d "Brute Force'" a complete misnomer because one of the
gen est and pleasantest of men) Rud 1 h I h
Blue and member of the Leander R~wing ~l~b Je hman, a ~ormer Oxford

=~!~h!~;:~~~;~~~~;~~;:~~~;:::~~;~!~:~;:w~~~ ~~ih~~::~~~~~{~:h~!:e

occasional drink for months before th 1 g a P pa or ta·king an
spirit amon~ the rowl'ng m h
e race. A somewhat batter
o
an as resul tad •.
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But the excessive importance attached to all the contests
and the pub~ic natura of the spectacle is sadly increased, The
idea of hav1ng scouts, like the professional baseball teams
to pick up good material and send it to your college is t~
my mind, sha~eful and so is the pay of a profes~ionai co~ch for
a few months work,--two or three times the salary of distinguished professor. I see no occasion for profassio~al
coache~ at a~l, nor for university athletic contests put on for
the ed1ficat1on of the genHral public.
One of the best known coaches is on one occasion said
to have chided a player very roughly for be in~ late. The
player excused himself on the ground he had been working in the
laboratory • "Did you come here to learn or to play football '.' 11
said the coach. "I thought I came," the player -replied, "to·
learn." "Well, if that is so, get off the squad," said the
coach.
Ge~rga Owens is one of Harvard's Modern day groat athletes.
Recently, there appeared in the Independent, an article written
by him, in which he said football was no pleasure at all for
the participants, except the very few who like to fight. It
was drudgery, he said, and a great strain, so very much is
expected of a man and the thing seems so important. From such
a source, this adverse criticism of a sport in which he was
seemingly so successful, is ant it led to c·onsidara t ion. The
publicity is bad. It is bound to have an unsettling affect
upon the player and to make him lose his sense of proportion.
For first two months he can't study, Then he has to recuperate.
Than he is hopelessly behind and has gotten 9ut of the way of
study. It was a great mistake, in my opinion, when Harvard
a couple of years ago joined the rest of the colleges in placing numerals on the backs of the players to identify them. If
the object of the game is sport, what is the importance of
having the crowd know whether it is A or B who made the run or
the pass? Of course, no argument is really necessary on this
whole subject in view of the latest reproach to the conditions .
under which football is played, that is, the professional plunge
of Red Grange.

Mass cheering seems to me of doubtful value. If it is
said to oroduca a sensa of solidarity, the same thing could be
accomplished by singj_ng only. Actually, the organized cheering
hampers the players rather than encouraging them. Th~y do not
need any encouragement in that way: they would do their bast
if. there were absolute silence.
A th professor says in the College Widow, when hearing the
colla : cb!ar: "There is no meaning in it." The antics of the
moderg cheer leader would have seemed drendf 1ll to the dignified
uniform semiphore methods of our time.
b b 11 the situation is worse, because the cheering
1
there fs :~ea~te~pt to disconcert the pitcher of the opposite
th a baseball game between Harvard and Yale is
t
side • Al o~a er
saw was 80 disgracefully bad it
a poor. affa1r • The gamle 1 as the seventh inning. The playing
was painful to stay as ong
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was bad because the idea of sport was completely lost sight of.
Every play was directed by the coach, the fielders wera.givan
diagrams showing just where each batter was likely ~o h1t. The
batters were instructed what to do. They were cont1nually looking to the coach to direct them. You could see them do it. The
advantage of athletic sports is far more than the exercise involved which can be obtained by other means. The advantage is
thouaht
to be to give to the player the spirit of team play, a
0
love of fair play, decision and quickness of judgment. Under the
actual system, hoVJever, the player goes through the game doing
what he is told.
Another vary depressing matter in the baseball game was the
emulation of the professional in the constant chatter on the side
lines intended to disconcert the pitcher and other players in the
field and the objection to decisions of the umpire. In professional players these deviations from good sportmanship are understandable. They have no place, however, in a. game between colleges
which should be played solely for fun and the advantages that
come from sport.
This is so obvious to everyone that you are perhaps wondering why time should have been taken to mention it. It is because,
as Artemus Ward said of weather, everyone talks about it, but no
one does anything about it.

I

!,,,~

':.

The only argument advanced in athletic prestige is an
advertisement for the college. But the colleges do not need
advertisement. Their effort is to limit rather than to increase
attendance, and being institutions of learning, they are advertised
only in the same way that is permitted to their professional
graduates, namely, by their achievements in their proper field of
activity.
Another reproach to the general college system of this
country, is the fraternity, which, at Harvard, happily is mora in
the nature of a club • Many of the best known national fraternities
formerly had chapters at Harvard, but have drifted away from the
fraternity to the club idea. The practice of "rushina" candidates
as they get off the train to come to college , or eveno baf ore they
~~t hihere il is grotesque~ If a man is taken in at the very beginning
sllco ega career, 1t is obviously not for achievement during
hi s co age course.
.

The incentive for achievement must
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i~~~~~e~nbrh~e~;!~!r~1~~g~~!~~n ~t the ~eiyso~~!~t~up~~=~: ~~o,
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He is in such close contact 'th h
desire to be ,, collegiate" that st w~ . i~ fr~ternity members who
impossible. Many of these fratar~·Y 1n he fraterni"ty house is
Ann Arbor under-graduate complain ~t~ 0houses have no proctor. An
President Little had made a rea e . me ~ d~y ?r so ago that
proctors in each fraternity ~oust9 ~1s~ake
ln lnSlsting on having
0 eep the brethren from
drinking.
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When I f~r~t knew there was a law in Ohio and in many
sta tea pro~ib 1t Hlg fraternities in high schools it seemed only
another ev1dence of legislative ineptitude. As'r consider the
matte: further, these laws seem to be one of the comparativeJy
rare 1nstances of legislative wisdom. The distinctions and ·
prejudices that separate people come all too soon and if they
can.be prevented or lessened during the formative period there
is ~ust that much gained, even if such orevention does n~t
forestall such things later. A reason commonly expressed at
Harvard as ~n objection to the fraternity system, is that it
is a bond w1th other chapters of the same fraternity throughout
the country, with no real reason for the bond. In a club, the
men are selected but by one another and may be said to be
fairly homogeneous in consequence. Yet, in a national fraternity,
you ar~ a brot?er.of m~n in whose selection as brothers you have
no cho1ce. Th1s 1s sa1d to be illo~ical.
Whether this ar~ument
0
is weight~ or .not,,s? great are the objections to the frat~rnity
system, w1th 1ts r1d1culous prejudices and small politics I
think it a matter of congratulation that fraternities are'
practically abolished at Harvard, just as they are uuknown in
the English universities.
Prohibition at our gathering was a never ending subject
of discussion. It existed only theoretically. A very favorite
joke was, ''Prohibition is better than no liquor at all." As
to whether the standards of morals and scholarship have improved
in twenty-five years, it is difficult to say. Drunkenness was
very common in our time and so was sexual ~mmorali ty. On
''Bloody Monday" which was the first Monday after collage be:san,
there were numerous punches and a class rush between the
sophomores and freshmen,.which was a silly affair, in the dark,
that usually ended in torn clothes and some serious injuries.
Another foolish custom that obtained in our day was the habit
of stealing signs. Of course, there was an element of' adventure
,in this, but it was stealing after all.
I have been told there is not much le sa of drinking. The
diminution is in the quality rather than. the quantity of liquor.
I think the automobile, unused in our time, has been a very bad
influence in colleae life. It breaks up the student ~ody into
small groups. We ~sed to take walks into town or out into the
beautiful and historic country surrounding Cambridge • There is
bound to be less of this with the automobile. It would seam to
me to be a perfectly proper regulation to forbid the owning of
automobiles by students, as has been done in some of the girls'
collages. They do not need automobiles and are very much better
off without them.
to scholarship in my day, it was almost reprehensible
Now ' as
'
. d" was a d rea dad
to study to any great extant.
"Greasy gr1n
appellation, and yet we had great professors •. The men took,
Professor Norton's course in Fine Arts and Fro1essor Shaler s
inGeology, as a general rule, not betcautse.tthhey re a lized tthey
were thus pri vile gad to come in con ac w1
rea 11Y graa
these were re~ardad as snap courses.
personages but because
~
As soon as attendance was taken by the proctor and the room
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was darkened to permit lantern slides showing the beauties of
the Parthenon and the majesty of Karnak and Luxor, there would
be a reversion to a civilization of equal antiquity, that is to
say a general exodus. In the philosophy department we had
James Royce Santayana Palmer and Munsterberg, a group that
has p~obably'never been'and never will be equally in a single
department of a single institution of learning; but I cannot say
that we had any general appreciation of the riches that ware ours.
I remember at a parti-cularly heavy lecture by Professor Royce on
Hagel or Kant, a little colored boy was lured with pennies into
the room and induced to take a front seat. At first he was
greatly pleased with his surroundings and looked about, winking
and grinning. Later, the lecture became tedious for him and,
finally, he burst into loud weeping and was led out. During the
whole affair, Professor Royce continued to lecture on in his
usual abstract manner and I really believe he did not sea in any
comprehending way, or evan hear the boy •. For this once he was
of the School of Berkley.

.!

A favorite adventure was vanishin~ by aid of the fire escape
from upper Massachusetts Lecture Hall after attendance had been
noted. Professor Silas MacVane, one of the kindest of men, made
this escapade comparatively easy. He had a way of looking off to
one side for a long time in deep contemplation. To cut a course
just before the Holidays was always regarded as a particularly
serious offense, but a friend had what he thou~ht was a vary
important engagement at home and proceeded to ~eave. The u~
expected happened. Just as this malefactor was in a critical
compromising position, poised between the window and the fire
escape, r,r~fessor MacVane's head unexpectedly swung around and
he said Wait a minute •" The suspense was fearful but was put
an and to by his adding, "I just wanted to wish yo~ a Merry
Christmas before you go."
The lecture by Barratt Wandell, interrupted by alarm clocks
j udi ciously placed in various parts of the hall and set at
'
intervals of f'i va minutes, has become history.
Professor Strobel was a diplomat of large experience and the
i~~~t h~~t~~~~s!er~l I~~viso~. to ihe King of Siam. All the "Sports"
looked on the wine whe~r~~ ~~~ara~aw. Onl~ne occasion, one who had
the Pousse-Cafe w8 t t
~ as we
as on the many colora of
all of it and a;en ~ 9 t~es!~~~e~~rlng ~he ~acture and slept thro~gh
came down from the latform
s wen ou • Professor Strobel .
"You may wake up ·no~: It i~ !~ip~~e~:~ on the shoulder and said:
The great personalities f th
the student studied or not. 0
e se men ware an influence, whether
fession a man is to pursue, h; ~~ 0 ~~~ ~:I:c~hat business or proprofessor, rather than for the subject.
his courses for the
As to the present one d t
our pa ople the value of an a~u~:~. age of the war is that it showed
me the same was true in En~land lon. An Oxford Professor told
at the Universities were first dem;~~i. those who ware in attendance
a university education is of
l lzed, showed many people that
value. This gentleman told me the
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w~ole complexion of the English universities has been chan>':ed

Ennea the war in a strong trend towards democracy. This h~s
brought about. a. g:eatar general interest in study in the
English Univa~s1 ~1es and the same is probably true in all
American Univers1 ties; aided, also, at Harvard, by the intraductio~ of the tutorial system. But is it not a little discourag1ng when a class marches on the field sin~ing very
emphatically, as if it were a sentiment everyon~ should learn.
''They're coming through the winnows they' ra comin~ throup·h the
door: they' ra coming through the ceiling, by God ( ~ery lo~d)
they re coming through the floor." The repetition of this
seemed to afford endless merriment. I have not discovered who
or what it is they insisted were coming from these various
apertures, supra and substructures.
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The speeches heard at our Reunion, either of the fellows
themselves or those who addressed us from the University and
at Commencement and Phi Beta Kappa, with two exceptions, were
extremely p~or. Any comparison here with the speaking ability
of twenty-f1ve years ago is difficult, but my impression io
there has been a decided lapus linguae. Perhaps I had not
heard so much of it then, but I do believe there bas been a
distinct falling off of ability in this art. I noticed the
same thing on our Bar Association trip. With the exception of
the addresses by Mr. Hughes, the American addresses ware jejune,
prosaic, unpleasantly delivered and with no apparent acquaintance
with the classics or history. One of our representatives, at
the dinner at Gray's Inn, referred to "Sir Edmund Bur}~e ,'' The
contrast with the English speakers was noticeable and so, I am
told, is the contrast between our university debaters and those
of the English universities who have ap~eared here. The training they receive at the Oxford and Cambridge Unions and the
recognition accorded there to the succes8ful scholar or
debater, with the consequent opportunities for poli t ica 1 1 ife,
together.with the adherence to the classics in the English
public schools, are perhaps reasons for this difference.
Massachusetts is a marvelous state. It is a great empire
in itself, greatly blessed with mountains, lakes, the sea,
beautiful rivera aduoa ti onal institutions and the lovely
Islands of Nantu~ket and Hartha' s Vineyard. All it lacks is
cordiality.
A well known story which, in my time, wa~ ascribed to
Julia ward.Howe is, in the receiJt book about krs. Jack Gardner,
donor of the beautiful ~,anway Museum to the City o~ Boston,
claimed for her. Being taken on a trip of inspe?t1on around
Boston and shown the charitable eye and ear hosp1tal, she
expressed herself as astonished because, she said, she had not
supposed there was a charitable eye or ear in Boston. At one
f
ti gs two Boston classmates were seated next to one
~no~~~ro~ndndid not speak. one is the general coun~el.of ~he
Boston Ele·va ted Railway Compc:.ny, a lawyer of real d1Btlnct1on
and ability and of most pleasant personality. The other is a
· t · i had surgeon in Boston. I introduced them to
very d1s 1ngu s
one another.
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Boston has a real aristocracy. There was a Saltonstall in
the first class that graduated from Harvard and there has been
at least one in every generation since then. We have one of
them in our class and they all resemble one another very strongly
and look like large blond English country squires. This aristocracy
has its merits and demerits. It has traditions of public service
and it adheres rather well to these traditions. On the other hand
it is ultra conservative and provincial in its outlook and has not
yet realized that Harvard is a national institution and does not
belen~ exclusively to it. I should say that in the twenty-five
years since my day, this local influential group has become more
and more isolated and cut off by the wave of Irish, Russian and
Polish emigration which dominates the politics of Boston and, as
to the first, the politics of Massachusetts to an extent which
alarms the older civilization. The shudder that went up Beacon
Hill when a Catholic was elected as one of the five members of
the Harvard Corporation was perhaps the cause of the recent earthquake. Yet in my time Harvard, contrary to popular impression,
was as democratic a place as I have ever known· with the excention
of the school I attended in England, Whether there has been
set-back in this respect, I do not know at first hand but I have
been. told.ther~ is. Students pattern themselves afte; the president
of ~ne Un1 vers1 ty. President E~iot is a graa t liberal. .With him,
notning is true merely because 1t has existed or been stated for a
long.tima. A story.is told that when he was in chapel vigorously
sing1ng the hymn 11 Am I not a Follower of the Cross and a Soldier
of the Lamb,'~ one professor whispered to another, "Do you really
think ~e bel1eves that?" whereupon the other. replied, ."Believes
it, he B only asking for information."
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I~ my d~y, there were three large eating places Memorial
~~oro t and Randall. The last has become the' home of the

bec~:~sth~ ~~~;~~e ;~etancient abode of the feed presser has now
Memorial Hall has been ~~o~~~ssbfeeder.thFoxcroft is no more and
clubs gobble their food at cafetec~usa
e men who do not eat at

~~i~!!~!!Ya;~~~l~hintervene

in s~!:a;;rm~er~~m~r;~in~ai~"ia

English uni versit i:s ~re~~ ~!~ ~n °~h th~
g~ns of Co~rt, and the
8
entrance two beautiful 1
a way lead1ng to the
hall are inscribed on ma~~r! ~!~ina~ glass windows and in this
die~ in the Civil vrar. In the h~~is i ~he 17ames of Harvard men who
sta1ned glass windows de icti
self are many beautiful
walls are numerous portr~its ~ ~~~at names i~ history and on the
in our time was excellent and if th vard worthles • The food there .
above .~4.17 there was an immedi t ei c~st of weekly board went
~overnment much as the French a elr o and putting out of the
lS rru;d~ to raise taxes .or pay i~~lr ed~~ now whenever an attempt
tradl tlon. Here was an imuressiv . t ~ to the country. Here was
college. Here men formed friends~iplc ~re of the hiotory of the
to make up club tables met in s itps a club tables, or if unable
aarne st at tempt was made to kee Pt e of themsel vas • I know an
~f employing Hebes instead of t~ he h~~l open, even to the extent
ut I shall never agree that the~ swar Y Vulcans who served us,
hall could have been kent o
.e was not some way in which the
more thoughtful students an~e~~b~~~~afs even by importuning and
cannot think of the 1 .
z ng others to go "there and I
c OSlng of the hall as other th an a grievous
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blow to the democracy to the place.
There has always been a large number of men working their
way th~ough c~llege at Harvard and, when they have opportunity
of hav1ng soc1al contacts with their fellows, they have frequently received recognition in the general student outside
activities which President Nielson says are so-called by way
of contrast to classroom passivities. But frequently they have
to work so hard to support themselves, they have no opportunity
for those contracts and that impr0vement in manners which would
be of help to them in future years. For a youth of brilliant
mind to have to work at menial labor, or even to have worry
regarding his financial affairs, instead of being able to
concentrate his whole attention on his work, seems to me a
cruel and serious economic loss. I know the dangers of undertaking trusts whose objects sometime entirely fail with changed
conditions.
Harvard has had two examples. It has tried unsuccessfully in the last twenty-five years to combine the great
McKay trust with the Massachusetts Institute of 1 echnology and
the Andover Theological School with its own, to prevent duplication, only to be defeated by the decisions of the Supreme Court
of Massachusetts, which, it is not suggested, are incorrect,
"Bu·~ I cannot imagine any better or mora enduring trust than one
for ths assistance of worthy students, nor how it could ever
require the application of the cy-pras doctrine if it were sufficiently liberal in terms. The diminishing'value of the
dollar and the necessary increases in tuition ha.V8 made the
path of the indigent student of great ability more difficult.
1

We had. a wonderful religious service on the sunday afternoon of our advent. It i'JaS conducted ant irely by :aembers of
our own class. The Harvard chapel, "simple as a nun," as our
c.ass poet referred to it twenty-five years ago, was then and
is now a truly religious plac~. Professor Shaler, while not
a religious man in the ordinary acceptation of the meaning of
that word,·used to go each day, as he said, "to'get the long
vista." There is no official I religion for Harvard. any mora
than there is in the Harvard Divinity School. You can go into
the chapel voluntarily without being. damned presently or in the
more or less remote future. Hei~man, now profes~or of music
at Harvard and who race i ved an honorary M. A. at commencement,
played the organ. Osborn, a professional singer, sang that
great song, "There is No Death." J. A.. Richards, (we used to
call him Jane Austin) preached a sermon very different from
that one of whose expounder Bishop Berkley said, "He a.i med at ·
nothing and he hit it." Dan}:er, also a clergyman, r.:Jad the
prayers in his beautifully modulated voice and called the roll
of our more than one hundred depart~d classmates, including
the name of his brother who had exp1red on the field of battle
in Danker's arms. It was a solemn and moving ceremmy this,
attended by our brethren, their dames and children,. who
deployed thereafter, inspired to act "as aver in thelr graat
Taskmaster's eye •"
dt t
you rather boastfully, something of·
. I had hope 0 e11 · . s ouarter century, become national
classmates who have, in t~lbut 1 suppose by this time many of
t f r havirig killed Polonius;
and intarnational.fig~res,
·
you are sympathet1c w1th Ham1 e 0
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and that it is sadly apparent to all, twenty-five years have
made me unmindful of the principles in Hill's rhetori~ of d
clearness force and ease, and have given me the pro x an
disc~rsiv~ habits commonly associated with old age.

Murray Seasongood

PARTY RESPONSIBILITY

JANUARY 2, 1926
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ALB1BED BETTMAN

In one of Disraeli's novels, a son comes to his father with
the complaint that in school he is taught nothing but words. His
father asked what he would like to be taught, to which the son
replied "ideas,'' "Ideas," exclaims the father, "few ideas ar~
correct ones and what are correct no one can ascertain; but w1th
words we govern men.'' In this somewhat cynical sentiment, the
author used "govern" _in the sense of producing submission, getting
men to do what the leaders or governors want them to do, whether
for the good or ill of the governed; and there is an implication,
at least, which excludes the belief that the people govern themsal vas. Slogans, catch-words and the like, though not understood
by those to whom they are addressed or even by those who use them,
may easily stir emotions, fears and hopes, and acts consequent
upon these emotions, which harm rath~r than benefit those who have
been thus stirred into action. When Mr, A. calls Coma.rade B a
socialist, anarchist and bolshevist, A obviously doesn't know the
meanings of these words, for, if he did, he would know that B
could not possibly be an adherent of three such contradictory
and mutally exclusive philosophies, But A may be stirring up
delusions and hatreds whose reactions cause great damage to the
mental and moral caliber of the body politic, Especially in
these day of print and paper and radio and mass communication
the loose use of words and phrases, which look wall or sound ;ell
but mean little or nothing, contains grave dangers to the future
of society. For accuracy and definiteness in the use of words
signifies accuracy and definiteness of thought. In this age of
science we can no longer believe with Disraeli that man progresses
through his illusions.. We hold rather with Thomas Hill Green
''that the victorios of peace are to be won not in days but in
centuries and by the energy not of. feeling but of th~ught,"
Curiosity about or investigation into the proper meaning of
any prevalent phrase or slogan may, therefore, represent a contribution to progress; a thought or hope which has led to this
attempt to ascertain the actual meanin~ of the phrase "party
ra sponsibili ty," a phrase or slogan whlch has been considerably
~~ed hereabo~ts of late. Considering the frequency of the use of
toi~.P~r~~etl~ political campaigns, one is not a little surprised
1n
a 1n encyclopoediae or dictionaries of political
sci~n?e and in books on political science or dictionaries of
~o~~t 1 ca} parties, party responsibility is seldom made the subject
a .ar o a separate item or article or chanter or para ra h and
~~~~~s t~\ wonder1whether, ~pon closer examinatio~, the ~hr~s~ will
ail ,,
a mere y a campalgn slogan which' like "the full dinner
~ • w~ll vanish under examination into meaninglessness or
1nsignif1cance.
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In recent campaigning, the phrase hus been used in four
more or less related applications, namely: first, as an
argument for voting for the party in power, especially if it
be. a strong party, highly organized and usually predominant;
secondly, as a system or practice whereby a political organization, which nominated the officials, continues, during their
term of office, to advise direct and control them both regarding a.dministra t i ve acts and legislative policy; thirdly as an
argument against charter, constitutional or statutory changes,
such as proportional representation, which provide methods
of election other than party balloting; and fourthly, as an
argument against independent voting or the creation of minor
par_ties, blocs or groups other t ~~an the two major parties.
The purpose of this paper is, therefore, to seek to the
meaning of "party responsibility'' in American political life
and its relation both to the organization of the legislative
and executive de:partments of the government and to the problem
before the individual elector when casting his vote. A study
of the history of this concept will lead to the conclusion that
it had its origin or, at l~ast, its most complete and, in truth,
its only complete and definite meEwing and. substantial effectiveness in the English Constitution and the English parliamentary
system. Under that Constitution and syst~m~ the governm~nt
combines in itself the function of tha in1 t1ation of leg1slati ve
policy and the conduct and control of the executive departma~t,
and in each of these functions frankly represents the party 1~
power. When the government, that is the party in P?W~r, subm1ts
a major legislative measure, it assumes the.responslbllity for
the measure and if the measure be .de~ea t~d, 1n Pa.r~iamen~, it,
that is the ooovernment or party, rel1nqu1snes off1ce ana.
relin"quishes o parliamentary leade~ship for the time being • In
lieu of this relinauishment of office upon an adverse v?te in
Parliament it--that is, the government or party--may d1ssolve
parliament' and appeal to the electorate. An adverse vote
b the electorate will then have t~e.same ~ffect as an_~dverse
v;te in Parliament. The responsib1l1ty wh1ch ~he p~rt.; assumed
f · th 1 g'slative polic3r which it advocated lS en~orca~ by the
n ~ · s~m~nt of of: ice and parliamentary leaders h1p, if the
~~t~r~ ~ail to show ~pproval of the legislat~ ve proposal. .In
1 t the electorate the party 1s not asking for
~=>~islative reco;d so much as approval of its
such anlap~e~to
app~ova .o ~ lo' ~oor pro~ram upon which it had so far u~t
leg1slat1ve po 1cy
o
with defeat.
. 1 1
the executive or administra~ive side, the
Simi ar y on
. ·~ the uarty in power, 1S subject to
government, repr~sent~~~~ ion'b, parliament and assumes the
questio~i~g. and 1 ~ve~tlo~~lity ~i' its executive and administraresponslbllltY f_or t e 1 ment votes a lact of confidence,
tive service. Wnen par ~
'ts disapproval of the conduct
parliament thereby ex~re sse s.. 1thereupon the responsibility .is
of the executive serv~~e,i~~~diate relinquishment of office
enforced by means of 8
In this case the appeal is upon
by the party then in power.an u on the future program. In
the actual record rath~~·~h in ~he English constitutional
short, party responsibl 1 Y
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system, means that the party in power, acting through the premier
and cabinet, so completely assumes responsibility for the legislative·measures w1ich it proposes and for its administration of
the government, tho. t when these are disapproved by parliament,
with or without appeal to the electorate, it immediately goes out
of office,
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A moment's reflection will show that this English significance
of the concept of "party responsibility" is utterly inapplicable
to the American governmental or constitutional system. The Constitution of the United States not only does not provide for
political parties or party rasponsib ili ty, but it was expressly
de signa d to axel ude party government or party responsibility,
The constitutional structure of the legislative and executive
departments was motivated to a considerable extent by the Whig
doctrim that organized political parties were an evil whose growth
and functioning should be discouraged, reduced or prevented. In
the United states, parties and party responsibility are unconstitutional, so far as express constitutional principles, as
distinguished from actue.l political practices, can make them unconsti tu ti anal. In his Farewell Address, Washington warned his
countrymen that "Associations, under whatever plausible character,
with the real design to direct, control, counteract or awe the
regular deliberations of the constituted authorities, are
destructive of the fundamental principle (of popular governme.nt)
and of fatal tendency."
Turning, however, from the intent ions and theories of the
framers of the Constitution to the facts of political processes,
to the actual constitution in other words, we find that the
development of the largest and most hi~hly or~anized
political
0
parties in all history has been the re~ult or by-product of that
ver~ structural form of government by which the framers sought to
avo1d part.~- government, The checks and balances the executive's
independenc~ of the legislature, the division of'the legislative
department 1nto two houses partly elected at different terms and
rapresantillg diff~rant consti tuancies, ·have, by a process of
biological necess1ty, inevitably produced great and powerful
politi~al organizations which unify, harmonize or control or seek
to unify harmonize or control all these carefully separated
departments of the government.
The intentions of our Whig forefathers however have not been
completely fru~trated. For our legal and c~nstituti~nal iorm of
go'Varnment, wh1le it has produced th
t
1
has sufficient force to rev
e ex ra- egal political parties,
party government or oper~tio~n~fa~he c~~pletelr, effective system of
An effective system of responsibilit .eory ~- party responsibility,
system or structure is such
Y.l~ possible only where the
1
place the power, and therefo~! ~~e d~~~~ t~ly an~ concentratedly
blame for the manner of its exer . 1 . a o ~ralse or burden of
group. In the United States
,ClSe' ln a Slngle individual or
legislative branches of the 'o!~e contr?~ of all the executive and
in a Single political party ~hat rr~elit 1~ Seldom SO unmistakably
for the results. As stated by A L can e held solely responsible
ment of England"-. • awrence Lowell in his "Govern!!The form of government in the Uni tad States
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has ~hus made parties inevitable· and yet they were
furn1~hed with no opportunity fo~ the exercise of their
funct1ons by the regular organs of the state. There
were no means provided whereby a part;,r caul d formulate
and carry through its policy, select its candidates for
high office, or insure that they should be treated as
the real leaders of the party and aula to control its
act~on. The mac~inery of party, tterefore, from the
nat1onal convent1on to the le~islative caucus has
perforce been created outside-the framework ol the
government and cannot be nicely adjusted thereto,''
"En~land!" says ~.!r. Lowe 11, "is in fact the only large
country 1n wh1cb the political in::~titu tions and the part~r
system are thoroughly in harrnony,
1
'

''

Furthermore, the distrust of parties or party government
which entered into many of the features of the Constitution
of the United States, while not prev<:mting the growth of powerful political organizations, has left a strong impress on the
mind and attitude of the American people. Where party re sponsibility prevails, it is the function and duty of the Opposition
party to oppose. But the people of this country rather dislike
opposition for the sake of opposition. The original conce~tion
of the PresideiJt as above and outside of parties has not survived in its Washingtonian purity, and the president has taken
on some of the aspects of a party leader. Still the people
rather dislike and distrust partisan attacks on the president;
and the full fruition of any substantial party responsibility
is precluded by the unpopularity of direct and forceful attacks
on the president by the minority part.~' in Congress. Conversely,
the hostile reaction against President Wilson when he appealed
to the electorate, on so major an issl<e as the League of Nations,
to give his party a majority in Congress, forcibly illuotrates
the American ignorance or dislike of the theory of party government which makes impossible the application of that theory in
actu~l political practice. Appeals for independent non-partisan
votes almost always meet with acclaim and re~ponse.; and Frofes~or
Merriam points out, in his book on "The Amer1ca.n Party System,
that "in a real crisis the voters hold the two parties together
resp;nsible. The syste~ or the politicians, the. ~uild of those
who are in politics, is called to account whrJn tn111gs go wrong."
When the ma:ority party in Congre~s initiates a piec~ of
major legislation which is"~efente~, tne party ~oes not tGereby
and thereupon go out of ofr1ce. Tne nax~ elect~on may ~e a
year or more away and when it arrives, 1s fougn t out upon
·bl 1·ssue·:, loc"l and national, personal and impersonal,
e
"",
t
t ·
1 rmumera
d th d f ted measure plays a small or at lea.s unascer aln:~le !rt e i~athe res 11 lt and is often fo~~got~en in the general
1 p s ldom can the electoral result be 1nterpreted as a
8
me e~ •
disapnroYal of the measure. Further more,
1
~~~~~~a~~~r~~~ ~~ica in.the ~nita~ States,.a land in which
.
d like success avo1d apolog1es and explanations,
noth1ng s~c~ee 8 tes by acclaiming their successes rather than
and appea
ort vo to rescue tham from their defeats • Thus party
asking the vo ers
C..·

0
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responsibility for the party's legislative policy i?, unda~ th~
Ama~ican ~overrunental structure and political practlce, ra uce
alm;st to 0 the vanishing point. The nearest Am~rican analogy to
the ~n lish system of apoealing from a defeat 1n Farliama~t to
the ~o~ntr.v, as it is cailed, is in those in~tances in wh1ch the
president has initiated a measure and has fa1led to induce Congress
to pass it and then goes out and amongst the peop~e and by p~n and
word of mouth seeks to create a vocal public opin1on ~hich w1ll
cause congress to become more amenable. The ~n~logy lS, however,
very remote. For the president is not in pos1t1on to make this
appeal as a party leader or present his measure as a party policy,
For if he and the majority in Congress belong to. the same party,
then the party is obviously divided on the quest1on of policy
and the president carmot claim the party label for his measure;
and if the president's part,y be not in control of Congress! then,
obviously, that party, being in opposition or in the minor1ty,
is not in position to assume the responsibility for the passage
of the president's measure. And the traditions of the office to
which reference has already been made and which invest that
office with extra-partisan or super-partisan qualities axel ude
the president's participation in election campaigns, other than
presidential elections. Consequently, on the legislative side,
party respo11sibility in the United States narrows down to little
other than this that, at elections, one party submits its case
to the electorate on the basis of its legislative record while
in office al!d its legislative proposals as embodied in its
platform, arJd tho opposition ·party or parties attack that record
and submit its or their own proposals; and whichever way the
election goes, well that is the way the election goes. "Party
responsi b ilit;J'' is hardly a principle upon the basis of which the
voter can deter1nina how he will vote or the ofticial can determine
his duties. It is little more than an abbr~viated description
.of our actual election methods and the way our government actually
functions. Thus the successful party is deemed to have pledged
~tself to enact its proposals into law. But in our party platforms, th~se proposals are so numerous and so vague, and complete
control of the whole legislative machiner,y b;y a single party ·
organiz~tion so rare, that the enforcement of the pledge is most
uncerta1n; and the sole mode of enforcement is the next regular
periodic election conducted according to the same campaign
methods and to fill the places in tht1 same complicated and diffused governmental structure,
On the executive or administrative, as distinguished from
the_.legislati ve, side, Congress has no means of turning the
adm1n~stra tion out by means of a vote of lack of confidence,
Even 1ts power to ask embarrassing questions is rather limited,
c~n investigate and produce data which might prove effective
n tne next electoral campaign. The administration is n t
responsible to Congress, but only to the electorate and ~nl at
regular per~odic elections, Party responsibility for th
y
admin~strat1on means, therefore, little more tha~ that a~ ·
elect1ons, the party which selected the heads of the ad · i t
tion will point to the administration's record as a bas~~n ~ raappeal to be reelected to office and the
. .
l o .
condemn that record and brand it'as proof tohppotsltl?D party Wlll
a a cnange of

it
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administration is advisable, In short, the more one analyses,
the pl~in~r it becomes, that under American practice and
consti~ut1on, party responsibility is little more than
descriptive of the proc~ss wherab~ the party in power, when
there is a party in power, seeks or obtains a continuation
of power on the strangth of its whole legislative and admi~istrative record, and a party out of power seeks to be or
is voted into power on the basis of an attack upon that record.
Obviously, therefore, the principle or concept of party
responsibility
can never, in and of itself I furnish an ar~ument
,
0
f or re t a1nin;s the existing administration or its party in
power, It is the party's record in officd which should or is
supposed to determine the election. The principle of party
responsibility, as such, is as available to the party of the
outs, as to that of the ins; in truth, a little mora so. For
the party which has been conducting the government is the one
that is baing called to account, and, therefore, the one
against whom the principle of party responsibility is the mora
available. Joseph Redlich, the Austrian political scientist,
in his· able work on 11 The Procedure of the House of Commons,"
tracing the history of that procedure in the evolution of
party government in gngJ.and, states-"One consequence of such a historic origin was
that the procedure of the House of Commons, its order
of business, was worked out, so to speak, as the
procedure of an opposition, and acquired once for
all its fundament a! character. A thoughtful critic
of England has with great trvth emphasized the fact
that the English nation invented the notion of' constitutional opposition as a pitiless but legal antagonism
in afi'airs of state, carried on by parliamentary methods."
Any theory of responsibility which values continuity
above b~tterment is obviously self-destructive.
wurthermore the theory of party responsibility, while
it calJ s for a s~fficient strength in the part:! in office to
contr~i the conduct of the government in al~ .~ t~ le;Sislative
and executive parts, calls equally for a suff~c~ent equa~ity
or near equalit;v in the strength of the oppo~nt1on to or1.ng
to bear on the partY' in power an ever-present ~anger a?d fear
of defeat; otherwise the sense of, responsibillty may oe.t?o
. ct ·ve ou~eration of tne tneoretical respons1b1lity,
we ak f or etlff a th 1 party
· in power sh auld no t be perm1· t t e d t o
8
C~~!ei~~n st~ong relat'ive to its opponents; and as off'ic~.
g ·
the lon~-continuanca of any party in off1ce
ednl~rgesfpowe~he doctri~e of party rasponsibilit;/ more
erl vas riomf .
or~ the opposition than in favor of the party's
argument n avor
t
own continuance in the seats of the migh Y•
. .
d vents during any term of office are, of
Pol1c1es an 8
.
or rominence. There are a few
course, of unequal gravt~~e an~ minor ones. Does accountability
major ones and many rou ~ uantity or ouality of the service or
apply only to the generaas~ume the responsibility for every
does the party in power
j,)

•

.
'

'
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structure of government.

detail which may be made the subject·of praise or attack?
Does it for instance assume responsibility for the honesty
of every parson whom it elects or appoints to public office
or position? In the last national administration, a great
corruption transpired in connection with the leasing of public
oil lands, in which scandal at least one member of the cabinet
was involved. The Republican party could not hope, of course,
to kaep the matter entirely out of the next presidential campaign,
and in the platform ad.:)pted by the national convention, devoted a
number of vague paragraphs to the subject, amongst which ware
the following:
"We.recognize tne duty of constant vigilance
to preserve at all times a clean and honest governiJlant
and to bring tn the bar of justico every defiler of the
public service, in or out of office. - - "The ;1epublicnn administration has already taken
charge of the prosecution of official dereliction arid
it will continue the work of discove-ry and punishment,
but it will not confuse the innocent with the guilty nor
digress for partisan advantage from the strict enforcement of the law."
This is tantamount to stating that the party's responsibility
is fulfilled if the corrupt official be prosecuted for his crime •.
Inasmuch, however, as the prose cu ti on of crime is the minimum
duty ~f t~a lega~ly ~onstituted officials in charge of the administrat1on of JUStlce, what responsibility, pray, is left over
for the party to assume? Surely no party would be willing to
advocate that corrupt officials belonging to its membership
be in~une from prosecution. In short, that Republican national
platform was a repudiation of the principle of partv responsi
bility,. s~ far as the corrupt acts or omissions oi' ~xecutive and adrn1n1:trati~e of~icials iS concerned. All students of
politics aoree tnat tne selection of men fJr public office 1!:'!
~ne ~~ the. major functions of political parties. Indeed r.fr. ~Lowell
on~. er~ 1 t th~. only major function of' the American poli'tical
~~~· Ji• 1 io repuul9.te_responsibility for the corrupt public
1C a s conseouer;.tly a renudiation of
t·
.
.
for the performan6e of the main function o~a~hy8 restponslb~llt~
repudiation can be macle for c 0
..
par Y• If th1s
be.made also fJr inefficiency f~up;~?~ in ,?,fiice, it can logically
matter of fact when an f , .
o 1Ce • .ie all know that' as a
i~ef'ficie ~Jt, then, at t h~ ~!~~a! ~~~I~~ i ~her co-rrupt or notably
h1m and nominates somebody else f
t, ' hl ~ ~arty simply drops
th~ electorate upon the basis of oi tne pos1t~?n and appeals to
Th1s procedure is, by implicationva~ ~:=s~f tn1s someb~dy else.
dropping of its responsibility for th - ' a repudiat1on or
official whom it had chosen at t' " 1 e. de-rel~ct or incompetent
reason of this ignorin;; of its nt: ast prevl?us election. By
new and attractive fLrures to t~a1lu~es and tnlsta:kes and presenting
the mazes of the multiple issues ew~~ ers, a~ well as by virtue of
campaign, the party responsibili t f ch are .l~troduced into avery
for the executive and administrat? or a~rnlnlstration, that is
enforcible by means of periodic ~ve ~onuuc~ of the government'
slippery' elusive and evanescent e s e~t~ons, lS a most intangible'
u 8 ance upon which to build the

1

e

This evanescence.i~creases and the vanishing point is
reached in mun1c1pal politics. For municipal government :s so predominantly a matter of administration and
:elat1vely presents major issues of policy or legislation so
1nfreq~ently, that the theory or practice of party responsibility
which ls.an outgrowth of legislative processes, has little
'
opportun1ty to deve~op into anything approaching reality and the
entrance of the nat1onal parties into the municipal field deals
an almost.fatal stroke. One or more of the municipal parties
will inev1~ablY take.or use a national party designation; and
under Amer1can pract1ca, the local party is at birth or later
be~omes simply a part of the national party organization. . Vlhen
th1s party appeals to the municipal voters, as it always does,
on a national.party issue or f':Jr national party strength, it
thereby repud1ates responsibility for the conduct of local
affairs; and when the voter casts his vote for the sake of
national party strength or a national party policy, he thereby
exonerates the party from responsibility for what it does or does
not do in local government. Even in England the theory of party
responsibility has not been considered as applicab la to municipal
government, and political scientists generally treat the theory
as having little application to local government. Local
elections are, however, conducted b,V political l)arties, whether
local o-r national, and these do nominate men for local office.
In local election as well as national ones, the voters necessarily express satisfaction o~ dissatisfaction with the party
in power. Whatever lip service may be given to abstract party
responsibility, however, and wtatever use may be made of it in
campaign appeals, in actual effect there can be little realization upon the theory.
almos~

There remain for discussion certain phases of the subject
raised by some of' the meanings more or less consciously and
openly attributed to the phrase "party responshility" in
recent campaigning. In these appna1s to the voters, there
lurked in more or less definite shape, the contention that a
strong party organization can give the public the benefits of
party resnonsibility by means of a constant direction or control of t~e 4ected and appointed officials in both legislative
and administrative matters; the moral being that the elector
should vote for the party with the strongest and most cohesive
organization, because it is able.t? deliver the promised goods
throu~h its control over the off1c1al acts of its candidates
when ~lected to office, In short, the machine ~s, juotified
by party responsie:ility. But v1heth~r the organ1zation:s .
control be frank and open or be inv1s~ble and secret, 1t ~s . .
aaually destructive of and not promot1ve of par~y respon~1b1l1ty
in any worthy or desirable sense of the term. Responsibllity
requires a definiteness and concentra t iton of Pi, ower. dThe-re must
·v ·dual or ~roup having power o per orm an so
a an i n d1 1
o
b1 .
t 1
bdefinitely
identified and known to the pu 10 as o ,eave no
doubt or uncertainty upon whom the blame. for the p~riormance
rests or the praise for the performru~ce, 1s fd~~ •. Tna ltahw pdla1 ces
this power to perform in the hands of tr~e o ..L 1c1a1 s,
e u y
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constituted executive and legislative officers. Unless,
therefore, the leaders of the organization and the legal officials be one and the same person or persons, or unless the
party be wil1ing to present the officials as mere automata.,
mechanically carrying out the orders of the organization, it,
the organization, must needs admit that the actual rasponsibili ty
lies where the statutes place it, namely, in the officials.
Naturally tho party is never willing to present its candidates
as mere dummies. On the contrary, the candidates announce that
th~y will exercise their own minds and hearts upon the problems
wh1ch come before them and wi 11 be beholden and submissive to no
party manage1·s. Any attempt on the part of the party organization
to dir~ct and control the official represents a division of, a
diffus1on of and a confusion of' responsibility, which is a
destructive of responsibility, Party organizations are in.;.
evitable; their attempt to influence or even control the official
is inevitable, . As t~is ccmtrol, however, is contradictory of all
our legal theor1~s ~f public office and as it represents this
~iv~sion a~d ~0nfus1~n of responsibility, it is an evil to be
fou:.,ht aga1nst and m1nimized rather than to be boasted about
~a well state~ by Mr. Arthur G. Sedgwick in his book entitled
The Democratlc Mistake"-"The machine not only enjoys irresponsible power
itself, out through its control of nominations it tends
to destroy all responsibility in office th
~hat is, on whi~h all goverrunent rests,' Th: ~;~lc~:~~~i~!e,
t?comes ~esponslble to it' while nominally answerable in
ne quar er de signed by the scheme of gov~rnment •"
And again-e. th ''Taki
1 ng th e government as a whole the ·machine .
. '
.
lS
1 er ocally or unbiquitously
which establishes throtPh . ' an lmperium ln imperio
the responsibilit; of th~ ·o~J~c~~rti~l·~~ n~minations,
practically disuelJses him f.
th
ltself' and
the peoole on which o ul lorn
nt responsibility to
run rest a!id which w~ ~is~~k~ov~rn~~e~t can, in the long
by perpetual elections •''
nly b., lleve to be enforced
Or as tersely put by Bryce in ,
nis "Modern Democracies"-"Where men practicall .
nominally resoonsible
Y lr~e~p?nsible dominate these
.
. ' re spons lb 111 ty disappears ''
•
This phrase party responsibil't
an ~rgurnent against c onst i tu ti onall Y has also been invoked as
t? elimina ta the party ballot or o or charter changes intended
tlon in legislative bodies as
irovide for minority reprasentaparties, minor parties, third wet· as ~n argument against new
so-called blocs. Now the th par las, lndependent voting and
not the creator or pr~ducer e~~~Y of party responsibility is
gen~ral or of any specific ~it~r of political parties ~n
in any state or nation andp~h .leal party, The actual parties
produc~ of historical Jevelopm=~~spow;r: and practices, are the
communl ty' of the mental d
' o he traditions of the
an moral habits or the psychology of
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the people, and of the play and contest of economic forces
and economic forces and economic groups, Parties will
inevitably develop in any nation without any theory of p~rty
government and even in the face of an express repudiation of
that theory. The outstanding example is that of the United
States, in which the constitutional and legal system was
designed to exclude parties, The most perfec~ anti consistent
system of party government and part:! responsibility, that of
England, developed in and out of a monarchy, and without any
conscious theory, but rather from an evolutionary process
growing out of an historic conflict between the forces of
the Crown and the forces of the people, and the adjustment of
this conflict by means of parliamantar;l institution~ v1hich, in
turn;produced. party government as ~t canst i tu tional actuality.
On the other hand, the Continent discloses illustrations, such
as that of France, in which the system of' parliamentary responsibility was deliberately adopted in the constitution, but in
which the habits and traditions of the people, as wall as
historical events, have prevented the blossoming of party
government with anything lite the ~nglish degree oi' consistency
effectiveness. Constitutions and theories play a relatively
insignificant part in the actual growth of the political
organisims and practices. Ii there be, in any co:.imunity,
forces productive of a strong party, no constitution and no
theory could prevent the production from takiilg place. In other
words, the strength of our parties and. their numb ,)r and their
practices are to so small an extent tha result of any such
theory as that of party responsi~ility, that the theor~
furnishes at the best a negligible argument for or agau1st any
proposed constitutional change, and at worst a co~fusing alld
disingenuous appeal. To attribute to an abstract1?n.like
"party responsibility'' the magical povJer of determ1n1ng the
number and strength of' the parties, is to ba possessed of the
sort of delusion°described by Mr. Sedgwick in the book above
referred to, in the passage:
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A strong opposition being as esser"tial a f~a~ure of the
t m of pa~ty responsibility as a strong party 1n powe~,
sys e
1 ior strenatheni"~"lP" the minority is in line .:,··lth
any proposa
·ctor' ~f the-principle, especially in those
and not contr~dl
v~nts have caused a aref..lt continuous discommuni~ies .w ethre ~elative stran"'th of the two parties.
proport1on 1n
e
;:)
b
doubt of course that the ideal situation
There can e ~10
, ' !ditions in the nation are such as
would be oue i~ ~hlC~ ~~~e~o~f nearly equal strength, each of
to produce onl~ ~ 0 pa d some single principle of legislative
which is org~nl ze ar,Jubn·
of' the nart ., are comrni t ted by conli
to ···hlch all mem ~rs
,
,,
. .
f' t'
po cy
~ .
t the two nrinciples or pol1c1as o ne
viction and 1nteres '
a
~1 trast and mutually contradictory
00
two parties b?ing inbstro~o the community definitely convinced
and every votll~ mem er o
.
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'iBut no sooner does inquiry into government as a.
branch of similar knowledge begin, than another cloud
is thrown over it by me~aphysics. In this st~ge word~,
abstractions ana even f1gments of the brain are mista.~n
f
thinas and causes and my::Jterious powers a-r~d forces
a~~ attrib 1;ted to them to solve political questions."
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of the merits of the one policy or the othe~ ~nd holding no
beliefs capable of realization through pol1t1cal processes,
which h~ deems of granter importance ~han the one advocated
by the party of his choice. No such 1deal, however, has ever
b~en realized for a minute even in r~ngland, No such ide~l
conditions have ever existed in the United Sta tas; and Wl th the
increasing comnlexity and diversity 0f social and economic views
and interest a~ongst the people and in the v~rious parts.of the
Uni tad sta tas, such an ideal be comHs incraasl!lgly imposs 1ble of
realization. The impossibility of realization comes from. t~e
in aporopriateness of the theory to actual neads and cond1t1ons;
and when that becomes the state of affairs, the ideal ceases to
be beneficial or true.
A third party or new party has never been deemed inconsistent
with party responsibility, even in England. Witness the Labor
:Party, which as the second party in size in parliament assumed
the responsibility for the conduct of' the government, such assumotion being considered by all parties and all persons as in
perfect line with the constitutional principles and practices of
English political life. As stated in the preface to Redlich's
''The l)rocedure of the House of Commons"-"The Cabinet system presupposes a party system, and,
mere tha11 that, a two-party system. This does not mean
that there may not be individual members of the legislature
independent of party, or that there may not be mora than
two parties in each House. But it does mean that there
must be two main parties, one represented by the Treasury
bench, and thJ other b;,' the f:ront opposition bench, and
that the party repre sen ted by the ·rreasury bench, must be
able, with or without its allies, to control the majority
of the House of Commons,"
Every third pa~ty is a pote11tial major part;y. Abraham Lincoln
was the candidat? of a third or minor party; and surely there
would be faint cnance in the United States for the adoption of
any theory which would exclude the leO"i t imacy of his nomination
and election, 'l'he Hepublican party, ~ow our predominant political
party, could not argue against the creation of new parties witho~t repudia tin~ its own birth and justification. Inevitably in
tne , course of ~vents ther~ will grow up ideas, needs, interests
which .canna~. f1nd express1on or reasonable chance of satisfaction
~u~ of exist1ng party divisio~s, and a third party will arise
~ 1 ch may 0 ~ may not ~evelop 1nto a major party, This potentiality
~h a new r?ajor part,y 1s, however, a condition of health· and any
eory wh1ch ~reats the new party as an evil and inconsistent
;~t~h~~~s~~=t~~~t!~~~t~~~~ld cer tainl~ re~eive short shrift amongst
peop e as the American nation.

1

As for blocs' time does not permit an anal .
~~~~:cat !eaning or meanings of the word bloc or y~~s t~:r~a~~e;h~f
,
i"t-earance unon political seen
S ff'
.
analysis would 0is~lose a similar v e •
u 1~e 1t to say that the
consistency as this paper demonstr ~g~e~es~' 1naccuracy or inresponsibility, The French bloc .a est 0 e the case ~ith party
several parties and it h s b
lS a emporary coali tlon of
a
een produced by French conditions
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despite a constitution intended to provide a system of party
government, The American bloc, on the other hand seams to
be a coalition of segments or parts of other parties, temporarily brought together by an identity of economic interests
or social viewpoints which the members of the group or their
constituents feel are ignored or suppressed by the parties
themselves, Naturally, when there are principles strongly
held by or economic interests of large portions of the population which cannot find expression in the existing parties,
inevitably other means of expression or sat is facti on will
arise, such as a new party or a bloc, When analyzed, each
of our rnaj or political parties will be found to be a bloc;
and whether a victorious compromise legislative policy be
produced by means of a coalition on the floor of Congress or
by means of a coalition on the floor of the party conver1tion,
the result is a bloc, whether that result be for good or ill,
When for any good and su~ficient reason the two major parties
reach a stage at which they do not or cannot honestly and
intelligently represent needs which cry for relief, then the
development of some organism, to meet the crying need, is a
healthy development. And if the theory of party responsibility
be in the way, it is trJ~ thr-wry tho. t ahould be and ine~i tab~y
will be brushed aside, While avery group withi11 a leg1slat1va
body that does not vote v1ith one or oth~r of the re.sular parties
represents a departure from the theoret1cal perlection of a
system of party responsibility, it doef:l not represent a departure from that theory either as it has anywhere b~en
pra.ct iced or as it anywhere can be or should be practiced.
Political parties have a necessary and beneficial part to
perform in the ~onduct of goverr~snt; especia~ly in the Un~ted
states, where, as we have s~en, the co1:st it~ tloHal se para t lOilB
and divisions of the execut1ve and leg1slat1ve departments
require some extra-governmental organisms whi~h w~ll to some
extent bridae the ooa.p and bring soma degree of un1 t y and
coordi.natio~. They are the product of biological processes
by which natura beneficially pr educes organisms to supply.
needs, · Parties ar 9 not to be deemed evils o~ mere conven1ent
objects upon which human beings can vent . the 1r urge for abuse
and criticism. Tne power of the people to turn out. the ins
d t 1· th outs is a most necossary and beneficl.al in:~ru~~nt ~or ~he peaceful solution of difference~ of opiuion 0'
and conflicts of interest among the people, and for produci~o
·
d tation of governmental conduct to the des1res
. a progress 1ve a ap . le
In so far as the people demand high
and needs of the peop t~l conduct and ~nforce their den~nds by
standards of governmen b other available means, and in so
their votes, a~iw:l~e:~ o~ are made to fe:31 that demand, in
far as the.par 8
·. ds tend toward realization and
that far Wl~~ tho~e.st~n~~~hy and progressive. The exercise
political l1fe rernaln e.· .
, s candidates in or out of
of this p~v1e~ to v~ t~ s t~~ ~~~~~~ veness t 0 the potent iali ties
1
office ano tne par Y .
11 there is to "party
· t
of this power se~m t? b; ~~~~ j~ates. To arouse Amotional
responsibility" 1n tne nl d indefinable and magical inhopes and fears by vague.anharmful· for in the language of
vocations of tha phrase. lSb 0'. ·n~ of this paper, "the
Thomas Henry Green at tne eolnnl 8

8
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victories of q>each are to be won
but of thought .• 11

* * not
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by the energy of feeling

i

Alfred Bettma.n

GEORGE E. DAVIS

JANUA?.Y 9, 1926

When a member of the Literar;y Club faces the selection of a
subject to present to hh: fellow-members he follows ei thar one
of two courses; he may select a sub ja ct, which has not the
remotest connection with his activities in the world,--a charming
bit of fiction, it may be; an exposition of some important
question of the day; a revelation of his devotion to some hobby
or avocation of consuming interest. On the other hand, he sometimes findG that a problem connected with his work in the world
assumes such a prominent place in his mind as to cause other
topics for the time, at least, to be banished to a secondary
place.
Tonight the latter mood is upon me and I invite your

atta~tion to a certain tendency in present-day education, which
is l1kely to be frau~ht with serious consequences.

'I

. i
;f
I I'
'i

)'I

' '

Orators have been wont to speak of the public schools as the
"~lory of America;" they have pointed to them with pride as one
of t~e outstanding evidences of our democracy, offering education
to r1ch and .Poor alike. The facts brought out in connection with
t~e draft of our citizenry at the time of our late ·war showed the
s nllowness of our boast. Illiteracy on a O'icrantic scale was ·
found to be stalking through the cou~try. Physical education had
~hp~r~ntly been so far ~eglecte~ in the public school program
a.
he physi~a.lly unf1t const1tuted an immense army of our .

~~~~f tT~~~; w~~~~ ~~e m~~~s!~mt~:rn:·atc1. tons
c;,

grrevaealed unsuspected
ve concern.

.. ~e. will assume that Garfield's we 11-known sa ··.
dehmhon of a Urliversit;y is Mark Hopk' s t
Ylno, My
and a student on the othe' " 1
ln a one end of a log
where it really belon;;s ~ot P ~ces the tr~e em~hasis in Education
physical equipment but ~n the te th~ mat~rlal Slde of buildings and
his personality his inspiratl'onac, ~r who imparts his scholarship,
'
, n1s c aracter.
(f

"

0

Yet what is the present stat . f th
public schools of the Uni tad Stat us'? o
e t~ach~ng force of the
f:l.C~~rd ing to the "World r s Work" t~:t 0 Jnvtest lga t1 ons have revealed
st1tuting the teaching force of
h he 600,000 teachers con.
our sc ools
1//6
11/42
1/4
1I 2

;,1

\

1/6 have had less than 2 years beyond the elementary
school
1/3 have had lass than a high school course
1/2 have had not more than a high school course

::.

1
i:!l

In other words statistics show that 50% of the next
generation of American voters are in the hands of immature and
u11tra ina d teachers.
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are 17 to 19 years of age.
" not over 21 years of ~ge•
II
II
t
more than 25 years of age·,
have taught not over 2
"
"
years;
"
11
4 years;

The deplorable conditions to which we have called attention,
give force to the statement of ·Dr. Frank E. Spalding of Yale,
"Just when the conserv~t ion and ad vancame11t of our civilization
is laying larger demands on the public school th&t institution
is rapidly losing the power to meet the comparatively modest
requirements of a past age •"

A large city like Cincinnati with a school system of which
it feels justly proud may seem to have no cause for alarm as to
the cornposi ti on of its teaching force but we find that in one
aspect of the problem which confronts the whole nation she is as
seriously involved as other municipalities.
In opposition to the experience and practice of every
system of education in the ci vili ~ed world the public.: schools
of the United States have in 75 years suffered an amazing
.
alteration in the proportion of men teachers in the teaching
force. At the beginning of that period the men in our schools
out-numbered the women; while only twenty years ago it was
stated (Popular Science Monthly - Vol. 65 - Page 443) that there
were fewer men teaching at that time than in 1860 a~d four times
as many women as men. The trend can be seen from tne decrease
noted in the following table.
In 1890
1910
1918
1924

'i

;

. '

1

teachers were men or 1 in 3
37% of the public school
,,
II
11
" "II II" 1 " 5
"
22% "
,,
II
II
1 " 6
"
17% " "
11
II
1
II
" 9
" "
111b " "
"

In the ratio of its men to its women teachers Ohio is but little
better off than the c01mtry as a whole •
In Cincinnati
alem~ntary schools
1 man to 6 women.
near future can be
facts.

there are only 27
and the ratio for
What is likely to
inferred from the

teachers left in the
the city is a.pprox ima tely
be the situation in the
consideration oi' other

n the colleges and normal schools of ou~ state, th~
I
active teachers men oonst1tute a rap1dly
source o~ our prosp·on A startli~g illustration of this
diminish1ng pr~portlb •found in the College of Education of
ominous trend lS to ~t
an 1'!1Stitution supuorted by municipal
cal Univers1 y,
.
.
· 1 f
lo
our own
d th t it is preparlng teachers maln Y or
funds on the groun s
~
ool ear 1924-25 of a class of
our city schools. ~n tne o~~~ 5 m!n were enrolled. Of these
65 prospective teactabrslore the and of the year, and the
5 man 4 dropped ou
e
•
leted the course only to abandon his
remaining one oomp

-

''
I.

'·';

,,

I

I

. ; I.

l'

'

.!

original purpose and accept a more lucrative position with a
large business concern. so that not a man is. now available for
the city schools. We are reminded of the cyrncal comment made
by an En3 lish observer of our public schools, ''The American mala
teacher will soon be as extinct as the bison."
If in Cincirmati we wish male teachers in our schools we
must perforce go else where and enter into sharp competition ·
with other school systems and with the commercial world, which has
discovered that college men are desirable there. In this competition we have on the whole been playing a losing battle as I can
well testify from my personal experience.
It should not be thought that the secondary schools alone
are suffering a depletion of their man power: the higher institutions of learning, in many instances, are finding it difficult to
retain in their employment their best qualified professors.
~our

i ...
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college and university faculties are being deserted by
their first class members at a rate which calls for drastic
reform" writes Dr. Frank Bohn in the October number of "The Forum."
"A few million dollars more means more buildings, more students,
and more teachers, not better teaching by teachers who are paid
sufficient salaries and allowed time fo~ study and leisure. --:$1,435,500,000 has been gi van by exactly nineteen parsons during
ten brief years while "The Times" calculates that all the gifts
for higher education and scientific research during the decade
amount to a total of ~2 ,500,000, 000. Verily the mountain hath
labored and brought forth a mouse."
This attention to the material needs of education to the
exclusion of the higher cultural interests has not characterized
the colleges alone; all over the country archit~cturally-imnosin~
plants have ~ean provided and the people have complacently iooke~
on with the feel in:-; that they had bu ilded wisely and wall never
giving a thought to the most vi tal con cern of all --the t ~aching
staff.
'
Recently a Norwegian from Christiania, sent to this country
by his government .to stu~;r the schools said, when 1 asked him
what he thought of the f1r1e high schools of our city, "I can
only wonder if the people are as concerned to secure the highest
and best in teaching as they are in buildings and equipment."

~These fine, great schoolhouses, with all modern devices
are a mtiirakble, but they do not in themselves educate
they·;;e
mere s c s and stones •"
••• •
"Pile buildi
t
high as Ossa on p~fio~P~~~a t~s' me~~~ds • psychological subtleties
ths.n ·was given in the ancient e~~s~l· t res~lt no better education
complexity of educational
.
rlc sc ool unless behind this
to teach and with t irne to :c~~~:ry i~~~ ~~a\ teachers, knowing how
James P. Munroe in a recant volume' "N lVDl ua te~ching," writes
ew emands ·1n Education."
"Upon the educated teacher
t
With him or with her not i
•t• • • res s the future of the country;
'
. '
n sys ems a.nd apparatus' lias the
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solution of this vexed question of the public school."
"The regeneration of mankind will be brought about, so far
as the common school can affect it, by the direct, human influence of the individual teacher upon the ~ndividual pupil."
The people had to be educated to understand the value to
the community of beautiful public buildings. The fact that
educational leaders have been successf~l in securing public
approbation of the civic gain of stately beauty in fine school
edifices would seem to indicate that if serious attempt is made
to focus the public attention upon the paramount need of
provision for an adequate instructional staff in our schools,
the people will appreciate the justice and wisdom of taking
steps to increase, to the maximum, teaching efficiency,-the heart, vital force and basis of all education.
Then the ideal, visioned by the poet, Edward Markham, will
be realize·d:

.I
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"We are all blind until we sea
That in the divine plan
Nothing is worth the making if
It does not make the man
"Why build these cities glorious
If man unbuilded goes?
In vain we build the world, unless
The builder also grows."
Indea d , we Co.orl not fail to provide for this
ik important
,, · t
1
t ·
duca ti on for as Professor Thornd .e says, 1
e amen ln e
'
who """'ach
a nation be as capable men
10
is imperative that those
f it
and women as those who only feed, ~lotha or amuse it, i ·
is to escape intellectual suicide.

''

.

, ·

oint it may be vvell to raise the question whether
At t t~~s... ptoo much f'or granted in assuming that men te~chers
we are . a :. . ng
fact or in education • If a considers tlon
are al_1 llldlsp~nsa~le ds us to an affirmative conclusion, then
~~ ~hlsbq~~~!l~~ate~he nation is confronted.by a gigantic
pro~~e~ ;~ich cries out fol· immediate solutlon.

1 i·~ the essential service of women
We are not underva ~ nd. no- that the service rendered by
teachers, nor are we.confe~ ~igher auality or mora valuable,
either men or women lS o
.
the one than the other.
.
··h. h lead the writer to the opinion
The c onsidera t 1 o~s ~h lC profession is to be deplored. are
0
that the loss. of meni t. ~ of some of these will follow •
numerous and an exam na 1

0

i

-1

,1•,

.

the offspring of man a long
in preparation for· the duties
protracted pa~lod.of t~a~~ul~ life. The two most important
and responsibllitle~ o
the home and .the school. In the
factors in this tralning are

N~ture ha~ ordalne

d f

~~
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vary nature of things the man and the woman in the home share
alike in the training of the youth, the women taking the,largest
share of responsibility in the earlier years and the man s
influence becoming more and more important especially with boys
as they enter the adolescent period. This type of cooperation
is the· ideal. To the fact that many fathers allow business and
pleasure to cause them to neglect their parental responsibility,
is due in large measure the moral short comings, the failures,
and the warped ambitions of youth.
The existence of the recent Father and Son movement is a
recognition of the importance of the cultivation of a strong
masculine influence in family life,

A VANISHING RACE
"How small in comparison is the importance of teaching the
boys to read Greek and how light would be a schoolmaster's
duty if that were all of it"-·

.

(.

Our contention, then, is that to lose the male influence
in the school contacts is a loss to the growing boys and girls
no less serious than to lose the father's influence in the
home.
Again we must bear in mind that society is "duo"-sexual
th~t the youth is preparing to think and act and have his
baing in this duo-sexual society and that the training of the
home and of the school are merely complements of one another
in the process of adapting the youth to society.
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It may well be said, "The functions of the parent are a
responsibility that no institution or government or social state
will ever be able fully to assume,"

It follows, therefore, that youth needs the training
imparted by both sexes since both are needed to make the transfer
of the heritage of the race full and complete.

"An informed, intelligent father with a clear-cut conception of just what is involved in real boy training and willing
to give reaoo nably of his time, strength and best sa lf to the
great project of rearing his sons is the greatest possible asset
any boy can have in the world."

"The essential elements in human institutions in the social
order nms t correspond to tha condition of life generally" says
Dr. Charles A. Ellwood in his searching volume on "Sociology
and Modern Social Problems." "To attempt to reorganize human
society or to reconstruct institutions regardless of the
biological conditions of life , ••• is to meet certain failure •''

"It is a particularly good thing 11 says Dr. Woods Hutchinson
in his clever way, ''for a child to have two parents, one of each
kind: a child has just as much right to and need of his father's
companionship and help and influence as his mother' a •"
J"
tji
'!
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Judge Alfred J, Tulley of the Court of General Sessions of
New York says "The real trouble with the average parent is the
blind obsession that a parent's duty ends wh.en a child is clothed
and fed-·''
Recent years have witnessed an increasing tendency on the
part of the home to relegate to the public school many of the
parental functions just mentioned, Notwithstanding the fact that
the schools, as an inevi tabla result of the rapidly deere as ing
male influence, find themselves less and less able to discharge
the dual obligations which have been placed upon them.
If the school is to assume the supervision and training of
the young during a large part of the working day, it must preserve
a strong influence, both male and female, through the employment
of t~e highest ty~e of men and women in its corps. This. cone us on is ba~a~ 1n.part on the fact that education is not mere
~roces~l of lmpart:ng the contents of books but that there arely
fro~m~~! c~n~:~~!ew~~fluences, fully as significant, resulting
which mold ones' judg:a~~:chesrtasndof hdigh mdanhly and womanly qualities
'
ar s an c aractar.
Dr, Thomas Arnold felt de 1 th
shown in a letter written b ep Y e truth of this fact as is
headmastership of Rugby, 11 ~~Pm ai thedt ime he accepted the
"what a sole
d
e nee not say," he writes
imposed on m~ a~ h~!:o~~ ~::!w~~l~i~ res~onsibility I feel'ia
for such a business.~
a rue Wlsdom which is required

i

A similar line of argument establishes the principle of
coeducation of the sexes and in general in the United States
we are committed to this principle in the public schools,
which, by bringing boys and girls together simulate the conditions that obtain in the broader society of life. Coeducatiort i~ the bast and fullest sense, does not exist when both
sexe~ are educated by one sex and only a one-sided development
can result from a systemlin which a disproportionate influence
is exerted by either sex.
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The tendency toward feminization of education which today
is 60 apoarant in the public schools today was sensed by
Admiral Fiske who declared: "Because the majority of our
schools are now taught by women, our lads are of softer mental "
and moral fibre than they were in the days of the schoolmaster.
Mrs. Annie 0 , Porritt, a keen observedr tof Ame rican 1ifte
fift
years ago argue s rong 1y aga 111s
and ins~itu~i~ns,f
fem~~fzation in schools of the Jnited States
the ris1ng
e 0
1 it. lly She reasoned that the
and its possibl~b~f~e~~~o;~s h~~: not a tinge of feminization
great English P h 1
line of graat statesmen,--Gladstone
and attribut~d ih: m~~~ influence--an influence, which she
and others-1- o s largely responsible for the fact that
b
·d
declares a so wa
young me~ in England have a~i ;: •s~~~~l~n °~h!u~r!:;L~n~~r~a~f'
"the desire of taki~~"'~n s~c earthly desire of the ripened mind."
government, as the . ~ e
our country where w~ take little
1
She contrasted co~d7t ons i~irable career and concludes that
pains to make polltl~S atdethe
fact that in their most impresthat this is mainlY ue 0 left to feminine influences in
.
sionable years the youfngthare in the United states have abdicated
the schools and that a ers

~
I

·I'
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almost all parental authority, leaving mothers to rule the h~me,
and to train the boys as well as the girls, and to be the c ief
source of moral ideal~ and aspirations of the younger generation.

'!i

It can we believe be admitted without argument that before
the age of puberty wome~ are fitted by nature to handle children
of both sexes with more understanding, patience and general
affecti veness .than men because possessed of an influence due to
her natural mother-instinct, and influence which as we have .noted
is predominate in the home in the earlier years. But we maLOtain
that a critical study of early, middle and later adolescence will
show that the situation is greatly altered during this critical
period. These years may be described as a period of the new birth,
of the dawning of self-consciousness,--the time when the child
first truly begins to know itself, --the period ~rui tful in higher
aspirations, when a new world begins to unfold 1tself and new
ideals to take root in the soul. It is the period when reason
begins to assert iteelf and impulses are changed into habits while
habits become fixed in the form of character; when plastic childhood is molded into the character of manhood and womanhood and,
the teachers influence is potent in its impress. In this impressionable period of adolescence it is supremely important that
the youthful clay should be molded only by master potters.
The need of the highest type of men in the training of boys
at this period is imperative.
·
"When th8 teacher knows the crises through which a boy passes
in all his stages and struggles, in all his symptoms and suggestions, and gives him something positive rather than negative,
makes wholesome things attractive and wrong things repulsive,
encourages individuality and proves a good friend as wall as a
capable teacher, such work wins him forever. 11 After a certain
stage in the early teens," says James B. Kirtley (in "That Boy
of Yours") that a. teacher ought to be a man."
"Boys need more. men instructors in every line •" pleads
Frank H~ Ch3ley in a recent book ("A Dad's Real Job") "The
vast maJority of boys are raised by their mothers, go to school
to women clear up to the time they go to college and evan their
religious education is largely given by women--! am not critical
of women, but they have never been boys or men and boys need
more intimate contacts with men. When a boy becomes an adolescent
he needs a man's hand, if he is to develop most satisfactorily
phy~ically, mentally, and spiritually. Boys will follow man-lov~ a leader, a masculine achieving leader--and when they
dthey
o not f1nd such, they revolt.
Too often the boy must find his hero on the 8 ort a
a story book or the movie screen when the hero oug~t topb~ 9 a or in
real~-y' truly flesh-and-blood man. Boys are largely what they
~r~ ec~~se of their associations and the example that is set
e ore em day after day • They are natural born imitators •" --

:!i!a~~~~=:~·~~=r~~h~n;i~~s~~~~t~;·~:~!~in:o~:n;~~i!:aa:~~ised
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It has been well pointed out that "Most savage races
surround the physical coming of age of their young men with
elaborate and striking ceremony, through solemn rites and
severe tests of his endurance the youth is transferred from
the tutelage of women to that of men and is by them inducted
into virile ways. The Greeks, the Romans and the Feudal
peoples, inheriting these primitive ceremonies softened them
in form, but left them practically unchanged in substance.
Our ancestors •••• propertly regarded puberty as a great evant
and adolescence as a time of solemn teaching by those highest
in spiritual rank.

i,'

'l

i

We, however, with a physical and moral life far more
complex than that of our savage or mediaeval forebears leave
this tremendous physiological change and its mental and moral
sequelae tb the blind guidance of chance, viewing with indifference or even ribaldry this "second birth'' of the child,
and abandoning the nascent man, at thA best to tha tuition of
unmarried women, and, at the worst, to the teaching of foul-minded loafers."
Pringle in his book on "Adolescence" says, "Boys very
seldom, and only when very young, choose women as their ideals,
but in the United States 2/3 of the girls choose men," and
express~s his conviction that in the case of pupils of the
adolescent age it would be a real advantage to have their
teachers equally divided between men and women"-Dr. G. stanley Hall perhaps the greatest authority on
adolescence also stressed the need of men in the adolescent
period and the Pedagogical Seminary edited under his direction
contains a lengthy discussion of the question. The following
statement is taken from ttis article:
"The process of teachil1g is not comparable with, for
instance the process of making hats. My tost of a hat is
entirely'unrelated to the question of who mad~ it. If I am
shown two ha~s, but exactly alike, I choose either regardless
of whether it was made by a man or a woman, by seven.man and
fi
n or by a boy operating a complicated mach1ne. My
t v~ w~m~ \ oy' 8 ' education is different --I ~ care whether my
es ho b~-n subject to the influence of a womanly woman or
, son as H man Personally I would like my son to come under
of a manl~
•f both the manly personality and of the womanly
the infll~etnce oi do not wart him to miJs either •
persona 1 y.
·
ossibly I am wrong in this theor;y; possibly it makes no
P
t hio Latin and his Algebra from men
difference whether he ~e 8 , 0 lonoo as he is made to study these
only, or from wo~en ~n t~l~evin~~ however, that the best
lessons. I persl~t n. . o t 0 h~ve him meet teachers of both
education I can glvethhilffibllief
with practically every educator
sexes and I share
s 8
f
the country
over. "
t em hasize the fact that men differ
. The article goe~no~et~odspof instruction and discipline,
from women not only t f . w from which the subjects taught
but also in the poin
VlS
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are regarded and it deduces from this another argument for an
increased representation of men in the teaching profession. The
author considers numerous other. aspects of the subject, adducing
strong 'psychological reasons for the conclusion that girls, as
well as boys, suffer from the absence of men in our schools.
J

;

'

,l

Leading authors on education seem to be a unit in the contention that men are required for the proper training of the adolescent
boy; in fact, I know of no author, man or woman, who presents any
negative argument on this question.
It is obvious, therefore, that the tendency toward the feminization of the teaching ranks in the United States is at variance
with the findings of those best qualified to voice an opinion on
educational matters.

t;I,
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Not only in this feminizing process are we proceeding, heedleas of the wise counsel of recognized authorities but we are also
defying the accumulated educational experience and practice of all
other c1vilized countries. In England the Liberal party in 1924
pledged itself "to take such necessary steps in relation to
condition of service and remuneration as will secure a constant
and increasing supply of properly qualified men and women .teachers."
The Conservative party made similar promises at the same time.
In "School and Society," one of our leading educational
journals, it was recently brought out that in Australia, France,
Belgium, Holland, Germany, Austria, Czecho-Slovakia, Sweden,
Norway, Denmark, Poland, Finland and Switzerland it had seamed
so necessary to maintain men in teaching that a family allowance
system has been introduced in the public services, national and
municipal.
For all these reasons, then, we are convinced that men constitute an indisp~nsable element in the education of the younger
generation, ana that, consequently, the rapid disappearance of man
from our schools is of such serious concern to the welfare of the
country as to demand immediate action to prevent further withdrawal from, and to attract to, the profession those best fitted
for the service.
"If the nation fails to respond to the present emergenc "
says President Hibben of Princeton University "it is to they~ext
generation it will have to answer"__
·'
If the function of education is to preserve and to im rove
wha~ is best i~ our complex national life and civilizationp it
~ee ndot be po1nted out to thoughtful minds that the situation
owar which we are drifting is frau~ht 'th f t
hazardous to the public welfare.
o
Wl
u ure consequences,
aba To enter into the question of the causes for the men's
ourn~~~:~~ o~rt~:ete~chi~g ~rofession
would lead us aside from
1
with familia;, ~ann~t ~in~~r ~ ~eriain t~at men, especillay those
a profession, where they must ek~ o~t ora leieli an attraction for,
·
v ng wage in some other

0

fields of effort, in order to indulge in the luxury of sharing
in the education of the young.
We can not afford to lose the high spirit of service and
the high ideals of e~ucation which impelled Dr. Thomas Arnold
to say in reference to his work at Rugby, "There is no post in
England which I would exchange for this; 11 and it will be a
sorry day for the country's future when we lose the desire to
attract to the teaching ranks, men, not as mere sojourners,
but for life, of the type which Arnold described when he wrote
to a prospective teacher: "The qualifications which I deem
essential, to the due performance of a master's duties hera,
may in brief be expressed as the ~pirit of a Christian and
a gentleman-- that a man should enter upon his business not
(I( 1f«p/ yoJ:>ut as a substantive and most important duty;
that he should devote himself to it as the especial branch of
the ministerial calling which he has chosen to follow--that
belonging to a great public institution, and standing in a
public and conspicious situation, he should study things
tt lovely and of good report; n that is, that he should be publicspirited, liberal, entering heartily i~to the interest and
honor, and general respectability and distinction of th~
society which he has joined; and that he should have sufficient
vigor of mind and thirst for knowledge, to persist in adding
to his own stores without neglecting the full improvement of
those whom he is teaching·. I think our masterships here offer
a noble field of duty, and I would not bestow them on anyone
who I thought would undertake them without entering into the
spirit of our system heart and mind.
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It has been the intent of this paper to bring men into an
antagonistic comparison with women in the profession--" Quite
the contrary~ n
Is it not true that the social whole is made up of mutually
complementary parts, each finding its true function only in
uni·on and co-ordinated purpose?

j.,:
,..

No one has stated the ideal. relation of men to women
better than the poet Terulyson,

I.

"

either sex alone ,
Is half itself"-. n
each fulfills
Defect in aach"
.
h
ns lf reverent each and reverenclng eac '
D~stinct in individualitiesn
m to be prodigal of our
In the Unitedtstaites :epa~~ein all branches of industry
resources, and was e 8 ra
and all lines of human endeavor.
th forest resources is a striking
The ravage committed on ~ran e to say it is only, when
illustration of the tenden~y;~sdepl~ted to the minimum necessary
see eviaencea of a strong movement
the timber ~esources havet
to our raqulrements, tha
toward conservation.
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Have we not allowed the man power in our schools to be
depleted to such a laval that conservation and reconstruction
is the only wise course to pursue?
Let us remember that in our failure to meet their essential
needs our children suffer--coming generations are imperiled.
How shall we answer the question which Horace Mann so strongly
put to the American people:

''
i;
j

"It is related of a certain king," he wrote, ''that, when
embarked on a voyage, attended by soma of his courtiers, and
carrying some of his treasures, a storm arose, which made it
necessary to lighten the ship; whereupon he commanded his courtiers
to be thrown overboard, but saved his money. How is it with
parents who are embarked with fortune and family on this voyage
of life; when they need a better schoolhouse to save their
children from ill health, or a better teacher to rescue them
from immorality and ignorance, or even a slate or a shilling's
worth of paper to save them from idleness; have we any parents
amongst us, or have we not, who, under such circumstances, will
fling the child overboard to save the shilling?"
George E. Davis
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Although we left New York in almost total darkness at ten o'clock
in the morning, neither the sun's eclipse nor the chill blasts
served to dampen the spirits of those aboard the argosy about to
sail for what was to them the uncharted seas of the Southern
·
Hemisphere. The twelve mile line was crossed about noon but as
we war~ sailing under the protection of the flag of our ~istar
Republ1c of Panama we had no opportunity of discovering whether or
not Frohib i ti on follows our flag. It does not follow our ci tizena.
Smooth seas and warmer weather enabled us to accustom oursel vee
to the surroundings and our shipmates without the handicap of sea
sickness. Havana is sharing in the good times that have coma to
Fl~ri~ if we may judge by the tall buildings in the town and the ·
su di VlSions that are springing up on all sides in the country not
i~ sp~ak ~f New York prices for everything. The boom started ~pon
ita a r~nb of Prohibition in this country on the naive theory that
f wou
e necessary to leave our shores to enjoy the blessings
o wine • This theory was quickly dissipated and 1
~:v~n~ ha~t~e~~ compelled to yield first place to ~l~~f::;ue~~~seasct~~·s:faty-v:l~!d~;i~~~~~!~a~~~ke~~~o~~!.Alai continua to serve

the r~~!~f:~a;~ ;~;~m!~~o~~n:Pi~r:~!li notdc~~nged much since
~~~~£ffa~~~ta!~rc!~~ 1 ~!do~~c~:nears w~o P:~!~dical~;ssi~! i~!ef
Where the new supplies came fra nuins rom the convent on the hill.
om s not stated.

An election was
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was in progress while we were there. The booths were in shady
corners in the open air and the quiet and orderliness of the
whole proceeding gave rise to caustic comments directed at
those who would have us believe that political changes come
only by revolution in South America. These were somewhat
tempered, however, when we read in the next consignment of
newspapers that as the results of this election ware not to
the taste of the authorities they ware promptly reversed by a
quiet coup d'etat engineered by some r,eneral. The South
American passion for democracy seems to be satisfied by the
appearance of its emblems--parties, slogans, elections. These
latter are solemnly anq regularly h~ld, only to be disregarded
if they do not suit the ruling powers. Great preparations
were making in Bolivia for the popular election for President
on May 2. Senor Villanueva was elected triumphantly. His
inauguration was to take place in August, but the incumbent
Saavedra was not ready to yield, secured the backing of the
army and Villanueva did not take office. In September he fled
the country and a new election took place last month. The
winner has not yet been inaugurated.
The Panama Canal and the cities at its termini can inspire nothing lass than a fresh glow of pride in our Government
and mora especially in one whose memory goes back to the days
before we undertook this colossal work. Leaving Panama, we
pass at last into the Great Unknown, leaving our own hemisphere
behind and severing connactinns with the world we know. We
are really entering upon a new scene whose meteorological and
physical conditions have no parallel elsewhere. For soma days
we had been sailing in tropical seas with a temperature correspondins with a Cincim1ati summer. We would naturally expect
this to continue and grow even more so as we approach the
Equator, but to our surprise the reverse is the case •. The air
grow's chilly and when we reach the Equator light cover1ngs are
not out of place and this continues down the coast to Chili,
although of course we are in the midst· of the summer season
in the Southern Hemisphere.
Before pursuing this subject a digression on the elaborate
ceremonies incident to crossing th~ Line may not be out of place.
tune and his suite board tne ship over the bow to an
~~~~l~~~ble cacophony of tin instruments. They proceed to the
k hare the King ascends the throne, surrounded by
aft ~ec ~ urt officials. Others arrange the paraphernalia
nymphs ~n co. . lly of a tank of water in which several of
consistlng prlnclpa
or rather unclad as Zulus, taka
. Neptune~s atten1a~i:r~l~~'trumpets announce~ the opening, and
their p ace~.ti in the parson of Bert Green is called before
"' cause and judgment is pronounced
the first v c m
the King. He ~~;~~~ ~f;ps forth, covers his face with lather
instantly • A · . th a scimeter applies cosmetics in the form
which he removes Wl ·
the Z~luz and he goes into the tank
of red.paint! h~nd~ ~im ;~ral times, extracted with splutters
head f1rst, lS. uc 9 se
dee -sea sailor amid the cheers
and receives h1s diplomaT~~saproc~dure with slight variations
of the ship's.comptahny. 0 f the passengers who sta¥ in the
·
is followed w1th ose
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The sea grows more interesting as we proceed southward. We
follow the shore mora closely with the Andes in the distance.
Islands appear--the famous guano islands--and myriads of seabirds. 1 shall not try to recount their names and species as you
would forget them as quickly as I did. Whatever their names, the
most valuable economically is a species of antarctic cormorant
that is found nowhere else than along· the arid western coast of
South America from Ecuador to Chili. Their range is a narrow one
off this long coast-line and is confined to the limits of the
Humboldt Current. The presence of these millions of birds, as
wall as the coolness of the air, tells us that we are now in this
great ocean stream which exercises an influence on these coasts
comparable with that of the gulf stream in other parts but in a
totally different manner. Unlike the latter, it is a cold current
and it hugs the ahara, flowing northward about 2400 miles and
extending only a few miles into the ocean. It is inhabited by an
unequalled profusion of marine organisms, including anchovies and
other small fish in such vast numbers as to make possible the existence of corresponding numbers of sea-birds which feed upon
them. A recent writer gives a batter picture of this than is
possible for me:
"To the geographer, however, to the student of the distribution of life, and to all who are interested in resources of the
sea, the shores and littoral waters of Peru offer a fascinating
field for exploration, Marina life of many kinds flourishes
here in amazing abundance. The entire length of the coast is
bathed by a cool ocean current, more uniform in character and
living t~ings than any other in the world, The currant is not
only ind1rectly responsible for the existence of the guano birds
and for all the other spectacular evidences of prolific life
'
but, moreover, in its relation with the configuration of the'
co:st and islands on the one hand, and with the outlying heated
wa er of the tropical Pacific on the other, it produces areas
~f di;;inc: ocean temperatures which appear to be hardly leas
gn can in their effect upon the ranges of animals th t
famous climatic life-zones of the adjoining continent. * ~n* ~a*

washe~P~;t~~!a~ow~~~~:e~f the shining, rainless coast of Feru,

swells surge northward ~r~hich storms are unknown, where the
before winds that blow'regu~a~~~t~ to month and year to year,
each an ocean dark flocks of u rom a southerly quarter. On
miles away. Slowly the densegm!nayea ~orm rafts which can be spied
gobbling up fish in their path ~~eshf dbirds p~ess along the sea,
continually risin~ into the ai; ~ n er marg1ns of the rafts
such manner as th~ great flo k an pouring over the van in some
have once rolled through ope~ ~o~~hp~ssenger pigeons are said to
or beach mast lay thick upon th 1 fmerican forests in which oak
e aa y floor.
"At other times when the
feeding grounds, they travel nor~na~as ~ra moving toward distant
solid river of birds~ which stream~ roa flocks but rather as a
column, close above the waves unt~lin a snarply-marked, unbroken
an amazed observer is actually
'

we~ried

as a single formation takes four or five hours to pass
a given point.

.
"Equally impressive are the homeward flights of these
cormorants, after a day of gorging upon anchovies, when in lata
afternoon slander ribbons, wedges, and whiplashes of guanayes
in single file twist and flutter, high in air, toward the
rpunded plateaus of white islands which gradually turn black as
the packed areas of birds swell out from clustered nuclei
toward the borders of the available standing room."
The islands are literally coverad with the birds and for
centuries their deposits, with silver, constituted the economic
wealth of Peru. These deposits were easier obtained than silver,
and in the past have proven a fruitful causa of. revolutions in
the Government. Those who controlled the latter had the disposal
of the former, and as in Peru resources of this kind were treated
as the private property of those in power it is not difficult to
sea why the Government there was so frequently the prey of adventurers. This exploitation threatened the complete exhaustion
of the accumulated supply of ages, but a more honest and
scientific administration of the deposits during the present
century is tanding towards its permanent conservation by limiting the yield to its annual increment.
It is obvious that these deposits could never have been
accumulated had there bean rain to wash them away, and as a
matter of fact this whole coast for 2000 miles is absolutely
barren and as rainless a desert as exists on the earth. Except
where a torrent breaks through from the Andes and give opportunity for a little irrigated cultivation there is not a
tree nor anything that is green. I shall leave to our meteorological members the detailed expl.anation of this phenomenon of
climate but in general I understand that the Andes a few miles
inland block the moisture-laden trade-winds from the Atlantic,
while the lower temperatura of the Humboldt Current has a
similar affect on those from the Pac~fic. At any rata ~a know
from historical records that this cl1matic condition ex1sted in
the time of the Incas; from the guano deposits that there has
been no rain for a very long period, and finally from the great
nitrate beds in northern Chili that this condition must have
been the same for many ages. These consist chiefly of nitrate
of soda lying close to th~ surf~ce, and as these nitrates are
vary soluble in water it 1s obvl ous that rain would have long
since washed them into the Pacific.
A change comEH3 over the northern part of the ~u~boldt
current periodically with a curious effect on cond1t1ons.
ear a warm counter-current, called El Nino, the
g~~f~Y ~;~~YtKe fact that it generally comes around Christmas,
t in south from the Equator and flows ~or a short distance
sa 6 the coast of Northern Peru, displac1ng the Humboldt
along
b t nee in a generation, however, this warm curro ortions and 1925 witnessed the
Current. A ou 0
rent assumesi~uc~ ~~~~e~fpthls phenomenon within living memory.
greatest man e~ adl . 1 s down the coast of northern Peru this
For several hunlrteelmyldl~splaced the Humboldt Current. The
warm water camp e
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affect on both animal and plant life was almost instantaneous.
Torrential rains continued for days along this barren coast and
the desert burst into a ~jungle almost over night. Seeds that had
been blown there and lain dormant for years blossomed into life.
The sun-dried brick huts of the villages malted into the sea.·
(It is a common saying that one good rainstorm would send the
whole city of Lima into the sewers). But if this was a rebirth
of life on the land, death claimed a frightful toll on the sea.
The change in temperature of the water immediately killed
millions upon millions of fish whose life had become adapted
through the ages to cold water. This reacted at once on the
sea-birds and either from lack of their accustomed food or the
poisonous affects of eating the dead fish they died in vast
. numbers so that the sea was covered with fish and birds for
hundrecs of miles. Nature offers few parallels to such a sudden
change of climate followed so closely by such startling effects
both on land and sea. She generally acts so slowly that life
has a chance to adapt itself to her whims.
1

1

Beebe reported in June that he could find no trace of the
Humboldt Current, but it is beyond belief that changes of this
kind can be of a permanent nature. Should this Currant disappear
suddenly and permanently from the whole coast a change mora profound than the annals of man have yet recorded would come over a
vast region of the earth. Peru would lose her wealth of guano
and Chili her nitrates--to be recompensed, perhaps, by a soidier
and healthier agriculture. Tacna-Arica, productive now only of
mirages, by its transformation from desert to garden might
become worth the blood and treasure and ill-will inv~lved in its
conquest and retention. But vast permanent changes like this do
not coma over-night, and I venture the prediction that the
Humboldt Curren~ will be flowing long after men cease to worry
ova r the fate of lost provinces.
Lima, built by Pizarro, and for centuries the seat of Spanish
power in Latin America, is interesting chiefly for its historical
~sso~iat}ons, although this fact is apparently not appreciated
iy a 0 its residents. Our guide, for instance was in blissful
gnorance of the existence and even the name of Pizarro whose
~~n:~i:~·h:x~i~!~"~ 1 ~t~l~l~~~a~~aea~~ ~~·9 Cat~edral. The building
murdered is still pointed out.
'
spo on which he was

8

bullf~:h;:~: f~~i~~~i! i~i!he

opportunity of seeing the great
in South America. It ~arne ~i~~ehi~ ~!i;l i~ his last appearance
where, for he was tossed about thi t f gth~s last appearance anywas carried to his steamer on a str 0 hee y the last bull and
re er • Had the bull display d th 9 1
te .
s ightest intelligence and not turned aside to toss an
~~Ph~ c1oak his career would have met what should be to a bull-

r

th;re"~o~l~l~;z~sh=~~·be~~ts!~hb~l~~o:~da~a~~l~~igi~ieinlligence
oinstance
ccasionally a spark does
.
g.
of it and how it ~~P~~~n~~~e~h~s afternoon furnished an

showed an inclination to attack
thy the fighters. One bull
follow the substance rather thanmt~~ rah edr than emp~y cloaks, to
e s a ow, and th1s turned the

tables on his tormentors to their intense disgust. He was
having all the sport and evidently enjoying it and that is
contrary to the rules of the game. After twenty minutes he
was driven from the ring wholly untouched to the cries of
"Bravo Toro" by the multitude. Our neighbor advised us that
he had been disqualified for unfair fighting.
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While it has never rained yet in Lima, it has during the
winter one of the dampest climates in the world. Due again to
the Humboldt Current, this whole coast, and particularly Lima,
8 miles from the sea, is veiled in a thick mist for six months
of the year during which the sun is rarely seen. More depressing conditions could scarcely be imagined •
A trip inland by rail from Lima afforded opportunity to
see something of the hinterland. The road ascends from sealevel to over 14000 feet in a few hours, and many of the passengers are affected by a peculiar and disagreeable form of
mountain sickness. The ascent is so rapid that the train
backs and fills over a constant succession of switch-backs.
In a few miles we pass through the rainless coastal plain and
the mountain sides are green and still bear the evidences of
the intensive cultivation of the Incas in the innumerable
terraces which would do credit to the banks of the Moselle or
the rice-paddies of China today. As the road ascend~ the
country becomes inconceivably rough ahd rugged. It 1s quite
evident why the Llama has been the beast of burden for centuries
and still is as we saw in the trains of them. passing along the
narrow paths. He is very sensitive in the matter of weight.
Fifty kilograms is what he will stand and not an ounce more.
Any addition causes him to lie down instantly and he will die
~ather than ~at up until the extra weight is removed. These
and some stately condors soaring above the Andes completed the
picture of old Peru.
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There is not a harbor worthy of the name along the whole
i
the first pier at which a large vessel
coas~. of So~~~ ~~~~s~~d; of miles was opened in Valparaiso only
can le up
. s accommodates one ship. The ports are
last winter' and. thl dstead with a breakwater here and there
nothing but fien r~:ction against the hurricanes which somewhich is sma prom the vast expanse of ocean, Ships must be
tim~s sweep in fro
ut to sea at any moment to ride out
constantly pre~ar~~ ~~ ~f affairs leads to curious devices for
the storm. Th1s s.a
The ship anchors far out and
6
landing at the varlous portli
It is no simple matter to step
there is always a heavy awe the tender to the shore in these
into a small tend~I 0 ~tf:~mimpossibla to land passengers at all.
seas' and frequen ~ .~ ~s attached to. a steam crane on the dock
At Mollendo an armc a r
. surf for as many persons as
and is let down into the ~~u~gl~~tting in the chair, clinging
can attach themselve~ tobl th!ir hands. With women of all ages
to the ropes ?r hanglnlgughabla incidents occur.,
and avoirdupo1s many a
.
d leads up to Lake Titicaca, whence
From Mollendo a rabllr~~at and another railroad to La Paz
the traveller proceeds Y
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in Bolivia. Unfortunately unprecedented rains had washed out
this railroad above Arequipa and travel by rail to the Lake and
La Paz was interrupted for many weeks. This caused a quick
transition back to the sixteenth century for the mail and some
people with their baggage had to get up. country. Mule and llama
trains ware quickly improvised at Arequ1pa and the long journey
undertaken as in the days of the Incas.
The line from Mollendo quickly rises high above the sea and
then traverses a many colored desert like the Painted Desert of
Arizona except that it is covered with sand dunes of every size,
but all of identical shape--a perfect crescent with the horns
pointing away from the sea. The wind always is strong hare and in
the same direction from the sea. This lifts the sand from the
shore to this tableland and deposits it in the crescent forms
which then move slowly--about sixty feet a year--along the desert
until they are ultimately dissipated against the mountain-barrier
which rises abruptly many miles inland. :Prof. Fenneman will
explain the geology and mathematics of this phenomenon.
l

l

j

I,

I,
{i
j

'I

A couple of days at Tacna and Arica left merely the impression
of wonder at what all the controversy of which we are he,aring eo
much now is about. An absolutely barren desert with no resources
whatever, agricultural or mineral, two small towns, one ·on the sea,
the other in a small oasis in the desert, both utterly devoid of
life and without apparent reason for existence, connected by two
streaks of rust--this is the Alsace-Lorraine of South America o~er
which two nations have been in bitter strife for nearly fifty years
and which bids fair to disturb the peace for many more to come
whatever the outcome of the present arbitration. Wounded national
pride--and national pride is a highly sensitive plant south of the
·
Equator--can alone account for it.
Henry Ford, under the name of El Fordo, plays his part even
hera where there are no roads. His cars are transformed into
motor busses fitted to the rails and convey passengers to tacna
through the burning desert amid weird mirages.
At Valparaiso we are definitely below the rainless barren
lands, and green fields again appear around the city. The latter
itself clings to the hills skirting the harbor, and there is
soarcely room for the few busy streets before the hills begin.
These hills make necessary the use of a method of conveyance
which I used to pride myself was confined to Cincinnati--the
inclined plane. In Valparaiso they are everywhere and of all
angles and.lengths. You step into them from the main business
streets, r1de almost perpendicularly to the next level, where a
few houses hang dangerously on a narrow ledge and then find
another to the next height.
'
In walking through the business quarters one is struck with
the many English and Irish names of the streets and public places
and on the houses.· Edwards and O'Higgins and Cochrane are every;~ere and they are all 100% Chilian and speak nothing but Spanish.
ey are of course descendants of English, Scotch and Irish
pioneers who came over in the early part of the last century and
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today play a very large part in the business and government
of Chili.
On the trip to Santiago, the capital, in the interior
we cross the coast range of mountains and then pass into the
long and narrov1 fertile valley of Chili which iR its agricultural backbone. To the north in the desert are the great
nitrate beds which, with agriculture, form the two chief
sources of Chili 1 s wealth. Santiago is beautifully situated
in this valley with views over the great Andes to the east.
It is under the protection of a colossal i.ladonna on the top
of a hill outside the city. She was constructed after the last
great earthquake to guard the city against future calamities
of this nature, and has fulfilled her destiny so far and will
until the next visitation. Ordinary shocks occur daily but
these pass unheeded by the natives. We were not so comfortable
in the top floor of the hotel when things began to move, but
were assured it was nothing.
Probably the most costly and elaborate race track in the
world attests the people's love of gambling and the outlet of
their purses.
A good deal of political unrest and ~anifest. The
:President had been forced to take a vacat1on in Europe a few
months before but his friends had come into power again and
he was recall~d to enter the capital in tr~umph a li~t~e later.
There had been recent outbursts of rev?lut1~nary act1v1ty
culminating in a general strike ostens1bly for lower rents.
The country was under martial law, but this caused no discomfort so'far as travellers were concerned. A newspaper or
two was suppressed and during the evenings small bands of boys
wi-th fiery bam1ers dealing wordy death and destruction to the
ras~als in office marched through the s~reets, but no one but
the strangers paid the slightest attent1on to them, least of
all the police.
As I am not undertaking to describe scenery we s?all yass
the Andes into ArP"entine with little comment. Tne afterover
,
0U~h ~ beautiful fruit country to Los Andes
noon takes us .t~~ ~ at snowy wall of the mountains where we
at the bas~ of eag~~aint hotel. The next mornin8 while the
.
ks we enter the narrow-gauge
pass the.n~ght at
sun is rlSl~g ov~rt~he ~~~day ride across the mountains to the
:Pullman traln ~or _e a astern base. The train is Pullman
Argentine statl~n ~t t~h~O'~ not in manufacture • It was probably
in name and corn or
o ad ·s rack-rail on the steeper grades
made in Germany. The roa it 1 but the engines are so constructed
on both sides of the sum~ i· the rack rail without stopping,
that they pass i~ and ou 0 • 1 slow on account of the heavy
though progress 1S necessa~~eyscenary is of a rugged magnificance
grades and sharp curves. 0th r railroad in the world. Certain-probably unequa~~ed on a~y r ~witzerland compares with it. The
ly nothing in tnls coun~rK ol'ttle beyond 10 000 feet--but the
railway summit is not h~g f;;t 1above this • Ai though at midThe ton is crossed in a long
peaks tower thousands 0
summer we ran through deep snow.
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tunnel several thousand feet directly under the great statue of
Christ erected by Chili and Argentine at the boundary as an
emblem of peace between the nat ions. Before the tunnel was constructed a few years ~go passengers were forced to cross the
summit on mule back and thus were able to see this statue, but
few ever see it now. Beyond the surnmi t a magnificant view of
Aconcagua, the highest mountain outside the Himalaya, is obtained,
and the road then passes down the winding valley to its end at Mendosa,
Here we change to the not very clean or comfortable sleepers of the
broad-gauge,Argentine line and pass over the great pampas to
Buenos Aires, a twenty-four hour run. As in our West, so here we
have grazing lands first and as we travel East the land has
yielded more and more to cultivation and we see the great wheat
belt. The country is absolutely flat--to a degree to which our
West affords no parallel. For hundreds of miles in all directions
t~are is no break of any kind. For nearly four hundred miles the
railroad is without a curve. ·:rhere are many villages, but no city
of any size, on the entire line. The monotony is relieved only by
vast numb a rs of wild ducks and geese, with many of' the large pink
flamingoes which are characteristic of Argentine, and ostriches.
At breakfast we discovered the indoor costume of the male
Argentinian, consisting of a pajama waist without coat but the
usual attire below. And well they might so dress, for we are
entering a zone of such heat as residents of the Northern Hemisphere
seldom are called ~n to endure. For days and nights the thermometer
hovered ~round 112 in the shade. And yet the native dresses for
it o~ly 1ndoors. The Continental dread of the draught has bean
carr1ed across the seas. It is still more dangerous than the pistol
for the latter sometimes misses. One of our party was clinging to
the platform in an effort to get a little air. A passenger
so~e~ly wa~ned her of the danger, but upn replyin9' that she would
no all off, was told that it was the draught he had in mind
As the races in Bu~nos Aires the he at completely destroyed ali.
~~e~~~t~~r t~e Cinc 1 ~~~ians present--and we thlnk we know something
8
1
who was even e~~;;~:d in I~g~~s c~ ~~h:sn~;i ;~ t;~~u~h! ;~~~sands there

~~~rw;~~~~~~iaT~r~m1 ~ ~ P~~~~r~~e=~!ch.

might come at any' ti!~e;i~~=
to experience its refreshin~ su
from the ~ampas and we were
pneumonia. While tryin~ tooref~~e~ess a~d W1tho~t contracting
noon after an almost un~ndu
s ourse vas durlng the afterand without a cloud
rable day, a sudden breeze sprang up
five minutes· and for~~n!~~I; ;~:y!~e~~ometedr dropped 25 o within
our visit.
ere uring the remainder of

Buenos Aires is a vast 1 1 i
great muddy river with no b~au~w~ ng c~ty on the bank of the
usi~ Paris as a model th
Y o settlng whatever. And yet
Fine streets buildinoo~ an~Y ha~e :de a beautiful city of it.'
of natura. Such priv;te resi~~ s a~e a~oned for the niggardliness
~ecture do not exist elsewhere ~:e~h n S1Ze and beauty of archi1n the magnifioance of its ap . t e world, and the Jockey Club
variety of its activities i po~n ments, its wealth and the
'
1
Place of our Community Ches~ ~~ f~e. ~mong these, it takas the
city. All of this ar~es wealth nadn~tlng the charities of the
o
.an 1 apf)ears to be widely
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distributed for ~here is said to be little poverty and no
slums in Buenos rtires. This wealth comes almost solely from
the land. There are few manufactures--if we except the
largest brewery in the world--for natural resources of coal
and iron are wholly lacking. The land is still in comparatively few hands as the result of the grants of vast tracts
made by the King of Spain in Colonial days but the inevitable
breaking up into smaller parcels is now gr~dually taking place.
We had the good fortune to visit one ranch of 55,000 acres-the smallest of thirty owne.d by this particular proprietor.
The law of primogeniture no longer prevails and this is bound
in time to bring about a more heal thy distribution, but Natura
may be accelerated by socialistic laws. The conservation of
old Spain is no longer in the saddle. The development of
agriculture has been held back by the lack of labor, but this
has not be~n mat in part in a curious way. The enterprising
Italian steamship owners have capitalized the fact that the
seasons come at different times in the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres with the result that thousands of Italian farm
laborers now gather the crops in 'Italy during its season and
in Argentine six months later.
The cost of living in Argentina, measured in American
dollars, is probably the highest of any country in the world.
You are told that this is due to the fact that all manufactured
products must be imported, but this is equally true of all the
other south American countries, and the difference in costs is
so striking that there must be some other causes which I must
again leave to our experts. Peru is a poor backward country
with little to export and everything to import. Hare costs are
extremely high, though not so high as in Argentine with its
great exports of food-stuffs and hides which should be able to
pay for the imports of manufactures. On. the other .hand, Chili,
a rich country with vast resources in n1 trates enJ o~s a very
low cost of living--roughly one-half or one-third of Peru or
'Argentine. When we come to Brazil, potentially one ~f.the
richest of countries, but now developed only on the fr1nge and
with no manufactures, we find prices are even lower than in
Chili--about one-fourth of' Argentine.
In Rio de Janeiro we have an immediate and striking. contrast
w'th Buenos Aires--here man has added little to the prod1gality
~ Nature. 1,he setting in mountains and bay is indiscribably
b0
tif 1 so much cannot be said for the handiwork o~ man.
eau d ~ few boulevards and parks which serve to set off the
Beyon
t
1 surroundin~s to advantage, he has done little
superb na ura
The a~chitecture with its riot of outlandish
wforth redmeh~~~a~~~~r affords some basie for the sayinr that she
orm an 1~
·t t
must have had a colored archl ec •
. . B ·1 that we meet the question of color for the
It. lS ln razl s not exist on the wast coast south of
first t1me. It deeth Indians of feru and we do not think of
e . that connection. P~obably the
Ecuador except for
Indians in this country ~~tion of Peru and Bolivia is Indian or
greater part of. the P~P~ndian but the black does not exist.
a mixture of whlte adnUruguay 'are almost entirely white with a
Chili, Argentine an
'
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few scattered Indian tribes in the interior. There is no negro
population whatever. In Brazil, however, we find it in acute form.
There the population is very largely of mixed race--White, Indian
and Negro in every conceivable combination. It is observed in
the streets and particularly in the ·army. The returning
President of Chili happened to be in Rio and th~ troops turned
out to meet him. Every gradation of color, off1cer and private,
indiscriminately mingled, marched by--no separate colored regiments as with us. Thera appears to be no great prejudice--a
wholly different psychology prevails. With us a drop of black
blood characterises its possessor. In Brazil a drop of white
blood enrolls him among the whites. Whether a hybrid race of
this character will be equal to the task of developing the
enormous possibilities of this great country, no man can tall.
The surface has not yet bean scratched except in the temperate
zone in the South and there it is a pure white race that has made
progress. The tropics have never yet been d.eve loped. by whi ta men
and possibly the climate will demand and produce a mixture that
can cope with its difficulties. The possibilities are beyond
reckoning and no one can doubt that with the increase of population pressure in the future they will have to be exploited.
Brazil, with tropical Africa, is preeminently a country of the
distant future whence the food supplies for increasir~ populations must come.

at four.
The week's voyage home gives opportunity to get together
with one's self and try to assimilate the ideas and reflections
that have come.from such a kaleid.oscopic journey throug~ many
strange land.s and seas. That the great Continent to the South
is a vast storehouse of hidden and undeveloped treasure cannot
be doubted, Progress has been slow, particularly in those
regions which lie on and North of the Equator due in large part
to the difficulties of Nature, climate and race assimilation.
These are largely the causes of political instability in these
countries, for they have militated against the influx of white
populations which seem necessary to bring that order to society
which must be the basis of any continued development. Our
6apital is beginning.to flow into the Northern countries with
results that are already apparent, and some day we may be assured
that it will find its way into Brazil when Science shall have
found means or a progressive race snall have been developed to
live in and cope successfully with Equatorial conditions. This
is for the long future, but it is comforting to reflect that
the earth is not yet exhausted and that we may look forward to
at leasi one more great untapped resource to nourish the increasing populations that are to come.

: f

It is a long voyage to Venezuela, our last stopping place on
the Continent. A visit there many years ago during the halcyon
days of the freebooter Castro gave opportunity to contrast the
miserable poverty of that time with the teeming prosperity of today. Jenezuela has struck oil and its evidences are everywhere at
hand.. A concrete road through the almost impassibly rough country
between the sea and the capital strikes the eye at once and the
standard set by this is maintained in the buildings streets and
parks of Caracas. For some reason it has been possible to maintain a stable government for years, all the more remarkable in
view of the new source of wealth which in countries in this
latitude have invariably in the past attracted the successful
adventurer
in power • Venezuela: is said to be the only country in
t he world with
no national debt whatever.
P iAt the Pr?sidential Palace the attend.ants advised us that the
res dent woulu be pleased to receive us but for the fact that he
was attending a Cabinet Council, A fellow-passen er howev r
happened to be attending a cock-fight at the same gti~e and ~oid
u~ ~hat the Presid~nt had very politely offered her the Presidential
c alr at the rings1de and also invited her to attend the bull-fight

''

George H. Warrington

!

Political conditions are not wholly satisfactory although
the traveller seas few signs of unrest. Rio is almost continually, but unobservably, under martial law. Mutiny and revolutionary outbreaks in the army and navy have been frequent. I
had occasion to look up a friend in the Navy. Our Embassy had
the list of officers and in running over it I noticed that at
least half the names were marked through with red lines. The ,
Secretary informed me that these gentlemen were in jail. It is
not unlikely that by this time they have changed places with those
who were than at large. Politics moves swiftly in South America.
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on the day of the Armistice I was in a tent camp with
four thousand other American soldie~s a mile from Mont;ich~rd,
a small village whose name (Mount Rlchard) came from tne h1ll
in the center which had a ruined castle on its summit where
Richard the Lion Hearted was once imprisoned. The troops, all
of whom had been on the way to the front for t~e first time
after many months of tedious drilling, were deJected. rather
than elated at the unexpected and of the war. The news w~sd
received gloomily and a feeling was prevalent that a grea ea1
of effort on the part of all present had been wasted •
trast to the riotous rejoicing which took place in
I n cdonth
cities the village of Montrichard offered
Paris an o er
'
·
till lese
very little excitement, and the rulns s
•
t · I as sent with a number of other
About t~n days 1a er wan Nazaire' to give it the French
officers to 0t. Nazaire: o~e~ame accustomed. We found the
pronunciation ~o which /'~he names of cities in France was of
proper pronunctlationa~d consid.erable difficult.
no small impor ance
th first port taken over by
The City of ~t. Nazai~~ :~~ wa: designated as Base One.
the Americans durln~ tlhe ~her depressed, we were somewhat
When we arrived, stll ra
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few scattered Indian tribes in the interior. There is no negro
population whatever. In Brazil, however, we find it in acute form.
There the population is very largely of mixed race--White, Indian
and Negro in avery conceivable combination. It is observed in
the streets and particularly in the army. The returning
President of Chili happened to be in Rio and the troops turned
out to meet him. Every gradation of color, officer and privata,
indiscriminately mingled, marched by--no sa para te colored regiments as with us. There appears to be no great prejudice--a
wholly different psychology prevails. With us a drop of black
blood characterises its possessor. In Brazil a drop of white
blood enrolls him among the whites. Whether a hybrid race of
this character will be equal to the task of developing the
enormous possibilities of this great country, no man can tall.
The surface has not yet been scratched except in the temperate
zone in the South and there it is a pure white race that has made
progress. The tropics have never yet been developed by whi ta man
and possibly the climate will demand and produce a mixture that
can cope with its difficulties. The possibilities are beyond
reckoning and no one can doubt that with the increase of population pres~u~e in the future they will have to be exploited.
Brazil, w1tn tropical Africa, is preeminently a country of the
d~stant future whence the food supplies for increasinR populatl ons must coma.
t.:>
, Political conditions are not wholly satisfactory although
tne traveller sees few signs of unrest. Rio is almost continually, but unobservably, under martial law. Mutiny and revolutionary outbreaks in the army and navy have been frequent
I
had occasion ~~ look up a. friend in the Navy. Our Ernbass~ had
ihe list of officers and 1n running over it I noticed thai at
east half the names were marked throuo-h with red lin s Th 9
Secretary informed me that these D'entl~men were in J·a~l· It i
not unlikely that by thi t 1· 8 tho
•
s
who ware th
t ·
s ~
ey have changed places with those
en a 1arge. Polltics moves swiftly in South America.
It is a lon::- voyaa-e to Van
1
the Continent. Avisit there m!~~e a, our last ~topping place on
days of the freeboott3r Cast
years ag~ during the halcyon
miserable poverty of that ti~ega~~hoiportun 1 ~Y to contrast the
day. Venezuela has struck 0 ~ =~d it~e t~~ming prosperity of tohand.. A concrete road throu h1 t'
ev ences are everywhere at
between the sea and the capi~al ~~r~~mos~himpassibly rough country
. standard set by this is maintained ~ e~h e ~ye at once and the
parks of Caracas. For some reason n .e bulldings, streets and
t~in a stable government for years i!l~a~r.been possible to mainVlew of the new source of wealth '.
.e more remarkable in
latitude have invariably in th wh~ch in countries in this
adventurer in power. Venazuel! pas ~ttracted the successful
the world with no national debt ~~a~:~~r:o be the only country in
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President would be pleased t
~ attendants advised us that the
was attending a Cabinet Coun~·~ecelve us but for the fact that he
happened to be attendilP a co~k:fi~hfe!~o~hpassenger' however'
us that the President h~d very polit 1
e same time and told
chair at the ringside and also . 'tedy offered her the Presidential
lnVl e her to attend the bull-fight
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at four.
The,week's voyage hom~ gives opportunity to gat together
with one s self and try to assimilate the id~as and reflections
that have come. from such a kaleidoscopic journey through many
strange lands and seas. That the great continent to the south
is a vast storehouse of hidden and undevelonad treasure cannot
be doubted. Progress has been slow partic~lnrly in those
regions ~hich lie on and North of the Equator due in large part
to the difficulties of Nature, climate and race assimilation.
These are largely the causes of political instability in these
countries, for they have militated against the influx of white
po~ulations which seem necessary to brin~ that order to society
wh1ch must be the basis of any continued development. our
capital is beginning .to flow into the Northern countries with
results that are already apparent, and some day we rna:/ be assured
that it will find its way into Brazil when Science shall have
found means or a progressive race shall have been developed to
live in and cope successfully with Equatorial conditions. This
is for the long future, but it is comforting to reflect that
the ear~h is not yet exhausted and that we may look forward to
at least one more great untapped resource to nourish the increasing populations that are to come.
George H. warrington

AFTER THE ARMISTICE IN ST. NAZAIRE
JANUARY 23 1926
I

JOHN N. GATCH

On the day of the Armisti ca I was in a tent camp with
four thousand other American soldiers a mile from Mont richard,
a small village whose name (Mount Richard) came from the hill
in the center which had a ruined castle on its summit where
Richard the Lion Hearted was once imprisoned. The troops, all
of whom had been on the way to the front for the first time
after many months of tedious drilling, were dejected rather
than alated at the unexpected end of the war. The news was
received gloomily and a feeling was prevalent that a great deal
of effort on the part of all present had been wasted.
In contrast to the riotous rejoicing which took place in
Paris and other cities, the village of Montrichard offered
very little excitement, and the ruins still less.
About ten days later I was sent with a number of other
officers to dt. Nazaire, or San Nazaire, to give it the French
pronunciation to which we became accusto~ed. We found the
proper pronunciation of the names of cit1es in France was of
no small importance and considerable difficult.
The City of st. Nazaire was the first port taken over by
the Americans during the war and was designated as Base One.
When we arrived, still rather depressed, we ware somewhat

'
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cheered by the sight of the Atlantic Ocean, but America not being
visible, we soon relapsed into gloom. It was Thanksgiving D~ and
after being conveyed in a truck about three miles from the railroad station to Camp One where we reported to the commanding
offi car we were shown to the officers mess hall, Thera for the
price of one franc we were treated to a Thanksgiving Dinner consisting of the same old army slum.

!

i

The Commanding Officer, Colonel Parsons, then assembled
us. and in a few carefully chosen words explained the purpose now
before us. st. Nazaire and Camp One had been a debarkation port
for the reception of troops from America. The camp was about a
quarter of a mile square and made up of rough barracks, some of them
with only dirt floors, all of them by this time in poor repair,
with miserable roads and miserable weather. The troops had bean
received housed and sent on to the training areas with all speed
and no frills. We were now to reverse the operation, receive the
troops returning to America, taka care of them in any number which
might arrive while theJr waited for the transports, humor them,
entertain them, feed them and clean them and then watch them go
home. This was our prospect whether we liked it or not, and if
we were not thankful on Thanksgiving Day the Colonel could not
help that,
Lt. West on, a friend who was likewise ordered to St. Nazaire
for permanent duty, missed the Colonel's speech, havina stayed in
Paris a day longer than his travel orders warranted. When he
arrived (with a number of casual officers who had orders for hofua)
he was treated to a special talk by the Colonel wherein the
Colonel stated that he did not blame Lt. Weston in the least but
~evertheless he should be confined to the limits of the camp fot
five days • Inasmuch as he had not yet been assigned to any part
of the sl?wly forming camp organization, the Lt. spent the five
days rashng comfortably on his bunk, Meanwhile the ooods were
working for him. His name got on the wrong list. T·h~ names of
the officers with whom he had arrived at camp were listed for
embarkation on the first boat home and so Lt. weston's name lad
~~1 ;~a ~~st • Feeling that the clerical force might be embarrassed
a en on were called to this mistake, the Lt,-kept a charit:~!ed~~!~nce :nd sai~ed away happily for America. When this fact
not blame v~~~
s~~~ i~a~~~ \!;:t~ the Colonel stated that he did

w:

Several days before he sailed and after hi'-' five day
sen t ence had expired Lt Westo
d
v
Nazaire which had be~n given hi~ ~n th1 we~t to an ad~res~ in St.
had billeted in another art
Y e 0 d couple w1 th whom he
to find their son-in-lawp Th~fsFra~cei At this address we ware
happy Frenchman who had been mu on- n- aw t~rned out to be a
days before' He invited us to =t~Ied ou~, of the army only three
was giving in honor of the viet
nner .na~ very night which he
the service' There were four Fory ~nd of .lus own discharge from
host' his wife and two chil
rene soldlers at the dinner' the
had only two rooms and we a~~e~na~~ w~ ~wo Americans • The family
e e room with the baby asleep
in the crib in the corner But
nev:er served at the Waldo;f -Asto~i~ea\, of more magnificence was
wards and it is a fact that th
'f • ·.e checked it over aftera Wl e and the little girl changed
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the plates at,this banquet nine times. There were soup, shrimps,
a boiled calf s head, broiled sole, then chicken, boiled chestnuts, cheese, home-made cake, and tea with a little cognac in it.
Each item, even the cheese and the cake, was served alone as a
separate course so that it received undivided attention.
One of the French soldier guests had been a chef in a New
York restaurant for fifteen years before the war. His aporeciation was tremendous. Such words as "superbe " "maO'nifiqua"
rolled from his tongue constantly, Lt. Weston ~nd I ~ould not
express our praise in French but our actions left no doubt as
to our enjoyment,
In the organization following our arrival at the camp I
was assigned to what was hopefully called the Mai ntenanca
Department. We were expected to maintain the grounds and
buildings. At the beginning our department pers ·Jnnel consisted of Captain, Virgil Beeson, myself, being a Lieutenant,
and Sergeant Smith. The sergeant had no one to give orders to.
We had a desk at the headquarters office where we received
·
complaints.
The complaints had already been accumulating for soma
time and they now came in in great numbers. The oiled paper
windows in the barracks ware nearly all torn, most of the roofs
leaked, the water pipes either could not be turned on or could
not be turned off, It can be admitted now that no member of
the maintenance department was capable of t'ixing any of these
things.
There was a small number of unfortunate enlisted men also
assigned to the camp for permanent duty and in the course of
a few days two or three of these were assigned to the maintenance work. The sergeant would go with one to superintend the
mending of a roof and I would command another in the fixing of
a water pipe, while the captain stayed at the desk to file
the complaints,
we shortly discovered that there was a small detachment
of engineers from a nearby camp who were working in Camp One •
This was helpful as we were able to say to most trouble bearers
ny 0 ur trouble must be handled by the engineer department,''
The first thing of any real value which the maintenance
department did was to construct a. house for itself. We put up
a building with a comfortable off1ce, a store room and a
sleeping room for the sergeant and the cor~~ral who. was, added
to our staff. There were stoves in the off1ce .and :n tne
sleeping room. The sergeant soon established frienuly relations with one of the cooks in t.he ~ig mess hall behind us
than one midnio-ht meal of th1ck tenderloin cut from
d
an
the more
center of the steak'=' was cooked on th e sergean t 's stove to
maintain the maintenance department •
In the course of time we established cooperation with
the engineers, an engineer captain was added to us, we were
given as many men every day as we asked for, from the home-
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going units, and things were running smoothly. These daily
detachments of the homeward bound who were turned over to us to
build board walks or work on the roads, did not take this duty
kindly. They locked upon themselves, generally speaki-ng, as heroes
from the front whose work was done. It was hard for us to convince
them that the war was not over. Nevertheless things were progressing as well as could be expected.
'

.

j.·

. :l.

In the early part of December the young lady to whom I was
fortunately engaged to be married, one of' the American Red Cross
canteen workers, by a lucky coincidence and by admirable foresight
was sent by the r~e d Cross to St. Nazaire. She was to work at the
railroad station canteen which was then being established there,·
This was ve17 cheering to my situation and the prospect. of permanent duty at St. Nazaire became far less dismal. In fact since
she too expected to be stationed there permanently there seemed
to be no good reason why we should not plan to be married.

i
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In furtherance of this plan I applied through official
channels to be transferred to the R. R. and c. department at the.
headquarters of Base One which was located in the cit~ at st.
Nazaire itself. This would permit me to live in the city instead
of at the Camp. After a number of weeks this application was
returned to me with eleven separate endorsements making :i. t a
very sizeable body of correspondence. The first five ~f these
endorsements expressed the unqualified approval of my request
of each of the five officers through whom it passed up to ·gene;al
headquarter~ ~t To~rs, rrr1e si~th endorsement was by general
headquarters 1tself granting tne request. The last five endorsements were by the same officers mentioned above conveyin~ this
information back to me.
o
I wish to mention here in contrBJJt that after I was in the
R. R. and C. Department I found that its head at G H Q t T
~~s
Col. Harry Klein of Cincinnati, and that w~ ~ 0 ; 1 ~ ca~~~s
a lmahnner of transactions with him (in one case involving
severa undred thousands of f
) b
·
tion from our St. Nazaire off'ran~s
h'Y
dlr?ct
conversa1ce 0 1m witnout telephone
any correspondence
whatever.

fi·

My transfer to this da t
t h
to be married which had bepar men elped to confirm our plans
weighty cablegrams had beene~x~~!d~a~ly·i·~rnmlating. Various
approached the American Consul atns~ ~1
Americ~: I had also
'!IOUld marry us or direct us to
• azaire to fuld out if he
pleasant surprise when the Cons~~meone who could. I met with a
mute • He explained that the I
proved to ?e a college classcats from each party to a mar~~:nch law.requlres a birth certificertificate from th~ American em~=~ ort~n case of Americans, a
required in America, It seamed tha~Y at no such thing is
in Paris, one French the oth r ~
.a firm of two law partners
established a standi~g as aut~o ~m~r1can, both Jewish, had
acquired a monopoly on the b n.rltles on American law and had
certificates for the America~s~~~~~ of securing the necessary
lers matrimonially inclined,
Their scale of prices had n
.
but wa~ based entirely on the 1~ ret~at1on t? the work involved
c en s rank 1n the ar~y. The
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range was from four hundred francs for a general to twenty
francs for a private with no charge whatever for the bride.

'

I

About three weeks elapsed while this certificate was
being obtained for us by the Consul. We then were required
to publish banns in the local newspaper. J,:y residence
.appeared in this publication simply as Terrace Park, United
States of Am.er ica.
In the meantime I had reported to Major Dabney the R. R.
and c. officex at Base Headouarters that I was his to command
and he had consented to have me work in the main office there
rather than at any outlying post. 1 .diplomatically waited one
day before asking him for a vacation, at the same time inviting him to the wedding. This was satisfactorily arranged, __ and
the necessary leave of absence was also obtained from the •\ad
.Cross, fortunately coinciding in time.
A French marriage must be performed by the civil authorities, in the person of the Mayor, We accordingly appeared on
the appointed day at the city hall where one.room was rather
richly furnished and designated by a large s1gn as the marriage
hall. The marriage of two Brittany peasants camef'irst and gave
an opportunity for observation. They were dressed in the
picturesoue Brittany costume, the man with short black velvet
jacket, iaily colored vest, wide trousers,and a round flat hat
·with long streamers of ribbon. The woman s h?address was of
beautifully intricate white starched lace. Tne mayor tied a
wide red ~hite and blue sash, apparently his badge of office,
around his own ample waist while the two principals seated themselves before him in two large carved arm chairs. The mayor
than proceeded not unimpressively, to read the ceremony during
which the parties each spoke the one word "oui" and signed
their names.
Our own ceremony came next and was gone through with no ,
hitch. Each party was supported by_ two witnesses. The }ride s
witnesses· were one of the American Red Cross girl~ and k~dame
~ron a wrench woman of some social prominence 1n St. 1azaire
:~ had befriended us. Madam Fugeron was somewhat embarrassed
when the witnesses were required to announce their ~gas. She
f'nally.~racef'ully
to thirty. The other.w1tness,
1 r,' :_') was then admitted
handed b~1 the mayor a collect1on plate,
M~~~h .7~~~ 'dutifully passed a~ong those pre sent. We had a~ ready
0
0

~isc~varad t~a~h!~i~h~o~;:c~;~~a~~s 1; ~ 8~~ai~~~~n~~di~ !xp~~tad
the ·ayor an
ntributor The idea that race suicide

to be the most generous.conot seem to be supported by dny ofis imminent i~ Franca, d1d
fficial "marriage book"
ficial recognltio~. He w~~e o~i~~~a~n s~atistics are to be
in which the fami ~ recor
is rovided for twelve off9
entered, and in th~~ b~ok !~~~her m~rriage service was performed
spring. Later i~ . e. a~he normal American way. Thus we had
by the Army Chap aln lnf both the Church and the State •
the separate blessing o
t l·n Biarritz. I again mention
hl
Our two We eks leave was span
The French are thoroug Y
.
the need of correct pronunciatlon.
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stupid at recognizing the names of their own cities when mispronounced in the slightest degree, The name of Cincinnati, for
instance, could not possibly be so badly mispronounced ~s not to
be recognized by any American. The same is true of Philadelphia
or Baltimore; no one could mistake them under any conceivable
pronunciation. Yet when we told any Frenchman we were going to
Biarri tz we were mat with a blank look. No one had heard of it.
Unless we managed to get the exactly proper inflection and pronunciation there was not the slightest gleam of understanding.
When the name was finally made clear it was invariably mat with
voluble enthusiasm. "Ah Biarritz! it is charming,"
Upon our return to st. Nazaire we lived with a French
family who cared for our wants while both of us pursued our
duties,
The R. R. & c. standing for Rents, Requisitions and Claims
had the work of arranging for payment to the French whose land '
was occupied by the American camps, either by leases or by
requisition in conjunction with, the French Army Officials •. The
R· H, & c. also adjusted the damage claims arising a~ainst the
Americans, and provided for the billeting of troops Whenever
necessary.
In Base One most of my work was the preparation of leases
so that the property owners could receive periodic payments
instead of a lump sum at the end of the occupation. Most. of the
land in the neighborhood of st. Nazaire was owned in very small
parcels, A camp covering several acres would involve leases
with as many as a dozen different owners. One rather larger
~r~~l was covered by one consolidated lease in the names of some
th Y o~ners and unless my memory fails me one other one had more
an a undred names. Both of these ware signed for all the
0
Fwner~ by 0 ~ 8 TnD.n' M. Pansard, the most intelligent and likeable
rene man w1th whom I came into contact Th 1 t
f~!~~f~!dw~;eN~;~~!~~nadT~Y the same sy~tem (s~ !a ~:~~r~~ ~} the
. .
•
ey seemed to be complete and accurate •

1

only i~~w~~~~e ~~s;~e~~~ea;~~~ted in b?th languages and the·
here " ''signer iu " 0
.lly ~aqulred of me was to say "sign
laps~ into iP"nora~ce onf' aocllca~rleonshlt wastsometimas
expedient to
11 sign
o
nc
exce
p
·
repeated several times these wo d
er lU, " When
However' I soon learned to conv~r s seemed t? have hypnotic affect •
had many pleasant experiences dr .:~ freely ln broken language and
arranging for the leases ~nd the 1 ~ng around to the farm houses
made the occasion for wine Th Slgnatures, Each signing was
usually included in the drink a chauffeur who drove me was
in taste and quality but th s. The wine naturally varied greatly
ceremony, and would be offen~eao~rest farmers.did not omit the
days-when a number of leases
Y a refusal on our part, On
fear the conseauences to the ~~ref~losed I sometimes began to
~
au eur, myself and the machine.
Sometimes the business would tak 8
I usually arranged the 1
.
me far out into the country
better half of the familyo~~~ltdrlps for Sunday when the new and
•
come along,
One of our expeditions when the
early spring had passed led
1
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· ua to the walled city of Geronde, a most interesting place,
The wall of solid masonry, centuries old, surrounds the town
completely, It is, as nearly as I remember it, about twenty
feet high and wide enough at the top for a carriage to drive
on it without difficulty. Vines had grown over the wall in
many places_and large trees had been allowed to grow up along
its sides. Woman were sitting in chairs with their sewino- at
various shady spots on the top of the wall, from where th:y
had a pleasant prospect out over the shady avenue and gravel
walk which lad around the outside of the wall. It being Sunday
and after church time, seemingly the entire male population
was engaged in a simple but engrossing sport along the gravel
~alk. Any number greater than one could play this game, the
only equipment. baing a metal disk about as large as a dollar
was the marker. The
for each player and one extra disk which
.
marker was first tossed about fifteen feet ahead on the gravel
path, Each player then tossed his disk at the marker exactly
the same as pitching pennies at a mark. Points were counted
for the one who came nearest the marker by some system of
scoring, and the marker was again thrown ahead. This game was
being indulged in by a great many small groups of five or six
in a group • man and boy~, as far as we could see along the wall
in each direction. A most convenient feature was the fact thut
the players never turned and tossed the marker back, but each
group moved on in the same direction along the path around the
outside of the wall, without any traffic confusion whatever.
' This simple sport was providing the players with the utmost
pleasure and excitement that can be imagined and as every one
participated in it a more satisfactory system of athletics
can hardly be thought of.
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We drove through the immense city gates of the wall into
the town within. We climbed into the bell tower of the church.
Each of the great bronze bells had its own name inscribed upon
it with beautiful design, I remember thRt one bora the inscription ln FranchJ "I am the voice of God,"
We a~joyad a delicious repast of chicken and salad at an
inn just outside the gates of this city. The excellence of
the food at this inn and the plump good nature of the landlady
were widely known among the Americans in the locality who were
fortunate enough to have opportunities to visit the place,
While eating there on another occasion wh~n the landlady
in a blue dress with white polka dots was serv1ng the food, I
remember seeing a somewhat novial captain at the next tabla in
a perfectly friendly way whenever she came near him. poking his
finger into each one of the white dots~ trying to m1ss mne •
The city of St. Nazaire itself, on the Brittany coast at
the mouth of the Loire river was a sea port city of possibly
25 000 normal population. At this ti~e it w~s of course
sw~llen with Americans and seething w1th mot1on •. The s~reets
th
d with all the activity which goes \olfl th a m1li tary
~:~:. ;~~~ewas accentuated by the fact that hthe bathsel'swwa:e~ne
. 11
one was on the move ere
.
where practlca ty ev1r~. vision of twelve or' fifteen thousand
and gone the nex •
1
.
d
ies
would coma in by troop trains. Its travel stalne compan

}'

l
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marching with heavy packs through the streets out to the
various camps in the outskirts of the city where they would be
made ready for embarkation, would pass companies of negro
troops, stevedores, marching to the docks, detachments of
German prisoners, going .to work on the·roads, or a smart looking company of the marines stationed at St. Nazaire, drilling
on the boulevard.
All roads lead past the clock--a large clock set up on a
pillar in the center of the circle at the intersection of the
Rue Villaz-r.rartin and the Rue de Nantes. At this circle a band
would sometimes stand at eleven o'clock at night to play for the
stevedores swinging down to the docks for the late night shift,
likewiae'passing there the off coming shift. They presented a
strange picture of blackness moving in the night,
Standing under the clock during the day the military police
traffic men saw pass them in the street trucks, busses, regiments of troops, side cars, Cadillacs and Dodges and on the
sidewalks a conglomerate throng of French people, American
soldiers, French black colonials, clean American sailors, neat
naval officers, dirty French deck hands.
Down at the docks in the basin the freight ships were unloading stores of every conceivable nature which were still
coming in for the upkeep of the two million members of the A.E .F.
The troop transports would leave nearly every day. From our
office window on the boulevard along the sea wall we could see
the upper half of the ships as they slid down the basin out to
sea, the decks crowded with soldiers. Sometimes we would get
to the dock and watch the transport start. There was usually a
band on board, always a band on the dock, and sometimes a French
band exchanging tunas. The Americans on the decks, supplied
with fresh packs of cigarettes were tossing many of them on to
the dock where French boys and even men scrarrililad for them,
The French cheered and waved and called good byes. The story
wastold that on one such occasion a unashamed French woman was
seen holding up a small black baby calline out "Souvenir Americain."
The general feeling of the French population of the city
towards the Americans was becoming rather strained. The Americans
had been there a long time (since 1917 and were now there in
such numbers as to practically drown French activities they
caused ~r were thought to c~se the high prices in all'the stores,
the hou~ing accomodations of the city were taxed to the limit
rents we:e exorbitant, the war was five months over in short'
St. Naza1re was fed up with Americans.
'
'
It wa~h:~=r~!~ ~n~l~:; o~e night which assumed serious proportions.
t h
.
a Y soma French seamen who were alleged
gl ave Plcked a quarrel with some American sailors, who proba Y were not loath for a fight themselves. Both sides ac aired
re-in~orcements but the Americans were out numbered Tl;te ~ffair
:::~,•:arne a riot, The mob of Frenchmen swept ont~ the main
of M Psan~n~~re;;l8 tf A~ericans. They surrounded a detachment
h • •
c oc ' also an infantry lieutenant who
appened to be caught there, He described it afterwards as a
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serious looking situation. With drawn revolvers, firing now
and then at the street or sidewalk, tbey succeeded in slowly
backing their way out of the crowd. The mob before it dispersed, vented its feelings on the Grande Cafe at the circle,
known to be popular with Americans, by ·breaking all of its
plate glass windows.
It was rumored that two Americans were killed in the
early developments of its fray but I never could verify this.
The Red Cross canteen at the railroad station was of inestimable benefit to the army. It was run by a force of
American ~irls at one time numbering more than fifteen. The
canteen w~s ne;er closed. The girls worked in three sroifts
of eight hours each· one shift beginning at 7:0u A. M., one
at 3 F. M., and one' at 11:00 P.M. There was no hour of .the
day or night when a soldier could.not get there a cup of hot
coffee or chocolate, sandwiches and do~ghnuts. The line of
men moving up to the counter was pract1cally never vacant.
Pe~haps in the hours around two and three A.M., there would
be momentary respites for the girls, but even then there were
railway workers mail clerks from the Army post office, night
guards' military police guards, or truck drivers coming in
every ~oment. A lone driver of a heavy truck coming in.out
of cold driving rain at three o'clock in the morning, getting
hot coffee or soup and doughnuts and five minutes rest at a
table beside the stove would be grateful enough to make the
tired girls behind the'counter feel well repaid for their work.
The girls 1 eight hour shifts on duty meant. co~tinuo~s
duty for that length of time. They were on the1~ ~e=t~w1th no
rest making stack after stack of sandwic~es, l~ft1no oreat
cans'of coffee and chocolate, mixing the 1ngred~ents for.the
sandwiches standing at the counter serving. E1ght cont umous
hours of this would tire any one, man or girl.
The food was served at cost, the equivalent of one or two
cents for coffee, and the same for the other food. If the men
had no money, they. would be served anyway.
On oome Saturdays' the tallies .kept showed more tha~ four
served The amount of bread and canned mea conthousand men
• rost of the staple supplies' I believe'
sumed was enormou~ • ~1
• tse lf
and some was purch!lsed from
came thro~gh the ~e~ ros: ~ood d~al of the bread was brought
the arrny quarter~s er.
n workers were helped by
from French bakerles. The can!:~ who washed the dishes and
perha~s half a ~o~~~hF~~~c~o~~ing, and did the scrubbing and
:utens 1ls, helpe ~ 1
scrubbed every night at two
cleaning. The whole plac~ w:~vin~ was lowest. One old French
A.
M. made
when all
the the
pressureho
woman
doug nu t: ' sta~diug over the hot kettle
of fat hour after hour.
f the most affectionate regard
. There was a feeling o onthe part of the American soldiers.
towards the cantee~ workers that no one else was working for·
The enlisted men mlgh~ feel
t in an impersonal way, but
them or cared much about them excep
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they could actually see the Red Cross-girls working their fingers
off for them. It was actual and visible work, producing constant
and tangible results.
The schedule of days was arranged so that each canteen
worker had one day free each week. My particular canteen worker
arranged to have her day off on sunday, We enjoyed long tramps
on the warm, spring Sundays, along the Brittany sea coast, As
soon as we left st. Nazaire, itself, the beauty of the shore was
beyond description. Great, shining black rocks jutted into the
ocean at frequent intervals along the smooth sand beach. Between
these rocky promontories were little clean white sandy coves,
with curving shores of the most delightful charm. A few hundred
feat from the water, the land rose in a slight olliuff, in soma
places sharply, and at other places more gently inclined, This
bluff, varied with clumps of trees, green pastures and flowering
hedges, presented the most pleasing aspect. On one sunny day
we saw several dolphins playing and leaping in the sea not far
from the shore, 'Phey seemed to be enjoying the bright spring
weather as much.as we, their wet backs glistening in the sun.
By June, the sea was warm enough for bathing, About five
miles or more, within walking distance up the coast from .st,
Nazaire, was the town of St, Marc, a sort of small .summer resort
colony with a family hotel built at the edge of the beach, on
more than one occasion we took this walk alan~ the shore to
st. Marc, enjoyed a ~wirn in the ocean there, ~nd partook of a
chicken dinner at, ~h1s hotel, ending usually with a sip of golden
cordial, all of wn 1ch gave us th\1 utmost co nee i vab le satisfaction
and contentment.
It ~as in the .early part of June that the two of us attended
the conf1rmation of the son of Maria Brouillard, Marie Brouillard
and her daughter l1aymonda were two French women who worked in the
canteen from the very beginning, Marie 1 s other child being Roger
or Hoger, ten ye~rs old, We learned that I•,Iar ie had coma in from'
her l~ttle home 1n the country to do this scullery work every day
for s1x months, not to suppo~t herself, but for. no other purpose
than to earn enough to pay the expenses of Roger's first communion, The great day came, and we were invited to the fat
:~r:~oJi~~rticularl~ enthusiastic at being forced to start e~ut We
een of a Sunday morning, but managed to arri va at the
~~~n~~~ c~urch in time for the ceremony, We found the family at

and :t~~~i~~~g!~t~na\:~;! ;;:~u~~;~ 0~8 ~1 =~r~~ ~~!t ~r~ew 1~oaa

~~~e ~s~~~~~ti~~~ ~~epolitely

kissed us both bn both cha~ks, we
filled with boys and g~~~~c~il t~e t nave ~f Which was comple.tely

t~~ ~~!~r ~ sg~:~~l :·~.~·~~~~; t ~~ =H~e derra:~: :l;~~~e y~~r :a ~ld'
I

were dressed in bridal costu
e gges one. The little girls
ing their vails i~ place andm!hi~it~ wreaths of white roses holdThey marched in file behind the ~ .re~ses nearly to the floor.
a priest in gorgeous robes gave ~aOhlr oyfs up ~o the altar, where
.
c a wa er dlpped in wine.
Outside the church ft
th
gave each of th
.
a er e ceremony, a smiling priest
e children some kind of cooky or hard cake which
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they all ate eagerly, having, of course, had ·no breakfast
before the ordeal, We had had no breakfast ourselves and were
not sorry to start across the fields to Marie 1 s home a mila
away, A maiden aunt was caterer for the repast which followed,
She was a great amusement to the rest of her family, who claimed
that she was afraid of the men, a most unusual characteristic.
'

We were seated in a bare plastered room overlooking the
pasture, and the meal started; soup, radishes, fresh butter
and milk, cold ham and sausage, duck (the only time we had
duck in France) peas and turnips, chicken, potatoes, salad,
fresh strawberries in clotted cream, oranges cut up in rum,
Franch pastry, coffee, wine and cordials. Here was evidently
a large part of Maria's six months wages,
An attractive member of' the family was the old grandmother, She, too, kissed us on both cheeks, The grandfather
was rather silent, There ware a number of other guests who
were. not typical peasants, but ware mora worldly wise,
espe6ially the city cousins from Nantes. The conversation
at this family party can be described as broad and easy,
What little I could understand convinced me that it was
fortunate I could not understand the rest. When the last
morsel was eaten, the guests began to sing and the entertainment was prolonged at great length, When my wife 1 s turn
came, she sang what I think was the only respectable song
sung at the party, the Marseillaise, She sang it well and
with feeliDR and swept the gathering into a sudden and great
ovation. Th~ silent old grandfather jumped from his chair
and waved his arms with a loud hurrah,
Possibly we had mora real pl~asura in sharing this
important family event with these poor people than when we
took tea at the home of M. Pansard, whom 1 have already
mentioned although we enjoyed those occasions also. M. Pansard
was one of the most prominent and weal thy men in st. Naza.ire,
yet very kindly, simple arid unaffected. He was an engineer
and had constructed the great concrete basin and locks at the
mouth of the river where all the shipping came, His horne was
in the outskirts of the city, most attractive, though not at
all pretentious. It was not far from the road to one of ~he
American camps and M. Pansard was much amused at the Amer1can
soldiers 1 apparently insatiable desire to buy. eggs from any
source, He told of being once aroused from h1s bed a~ night
by some soldiers who had got inside the wall around h1s place.
when he opened the window he was immediately assailed by the
cry ~you got any eggs?~
He and·his wife were charming people and we have since
then at irregular intervals exchanged letters across the sea
with them.
Man other events of interest 1 must omit, such as our
i y at the prisoner of war camp, where the Germans
exper ences
t comfort and luxury they had known for·
lived in the greadthasi ith Mlle Grand Pre a most aristocratic
years. our frien s P w
'
'
h F
h
and b~autiful y 0 ung girl whose brother, an officer in t e rene
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had not been heard of by his family for four yea~s. At ·this
army'
time six months after the armistice, he was fina 11 Y repor t a d
kill~d, Although they had felt sure of th~s fo~ a long time, his
family now went into deep mourning. His s1ster s fair face. above
her dark dress was of striking beauty.
At length the time came when the work was nearly over, the
port was to be turned back tot he French, and the American occupation ended. Our turn came at last to go up the gang plank of one
of the transports, and to wave at the crow~ on the dock as we
slipped down the basin out to sea, Presently from tht bay we could
see the sea wall and the boulevard and knew·the big circle on the
Rue Villez Martin was just beyond our vision. We oould still see
that center of life in our mind's eye, and many a time since then
have done so, bringing back to memory the picture of the red
headed M, P, directing the traffic under the clock at St, Nazaire,
John N, Gatch

of God, Sunday school, indeed! A place for girls and sissy
boys, A cold, forbidding place where the frost seamed to hang
in the_ atmosphere from New Years Day to Christmas, when it
thawed out for a brief and brilliant interlude! Barring ·
Christmas no h! bot could really love Sunday School where the
only real fun was o pump the organ and the only real awe and
fascination were to be derived from watching the workings of
the Adam's apple of Ben Dudley who sang in the choir.
That his father loved the Club there could be no doubt,
To go to it he took the 7:27 accommodation on the Pan Handle,
The return trip on the 11:50 was followed by a dreary drag
up the hillside foot path, through the wood lot and across the
pasture. It took courage to make that journey alone and at
midnight, The big owls in the willow tree where the rustic
bridge spanned the ravine were enough to strike terror into
the stoutest heart, And then again,--one had to prepare
papers for the Club, like writing compositions at school.
The boy could not understand,
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The Boy Discovers the Club

"Be quiet, children, Do not disturb your father,
writing a paper for the Club,"

He is

The gentle voice was that of his mother,
The little boy did not know whether the Club was a place or
a thing, so vague and shadowy were the implications of the word.
~~ knew that his father went to it on Saturday evenings at about
e hour when he and his brothers and si stars were well on their
w~yt~o
~he "Land of Nod," In his loose association of ideas that
0
hri e lub was close to that of the Sund8¥ school which was the
s na of his own week-and pilgrimages.
Yet how different the motive that draw his father to the
Club from the compulsion tiB t forced him reluctant to the House

"Here, son, on your way home from school this afternoon
take this paper to Judge Yaple, The address is on the
envelope. Tell him it is my contribution to the Club budget,"

so

far as he could remember, this was the first time his
father had ever spoken directly to him about the Club. And
surely the Club must be, as his childish imagination had conceived it, essentially like a Sunday School or a church or a
foreign miss ion, One makes contributions to its budge~ •
Li~htly o'er the mind of the boy trickled such reflect1ons,
Th~ Club was beginning to assume the semblance to things known.
If his father's library~door frame had furnished the boy
his first vague glimpse of the Club tha office of Judge Yaple
supplies the second. The room was dark and dingy. The ~u~
light fil taring in through. a sunless court, assumed a s1cl.ly
greenish pallor as it oozed through smoke-grimed window panes.
The judge himself was tall, angular, austere and agelessly
old. He wore a black silk skull cap and a knee-length.coat of
shiny black. There was solid and substantial dignity.1n the
t man and in the even more ancient desk and cha1r and
ancien f
t tomes in his areen bag and the iron letter
shelves o mus Y
•
o
b i f ut of one
press that even then was squeezing two r .e s o
•
T0 the boy it was all suggestive of Dickens and Lincolna
d Jarndice and Jarndice,
Inn
and
Templ~
Bar
antdhCha~~~~~arn
And somohow it pertained
It was more l1terary an +
•
to the Club,
~

The tr.fol was growing warm.
--~-~--------------
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More years passed,
"Son, how would you like to call for me at the Club on your
way home from the office?" (The boy was eighteen and subbing
"on apace" for one of the morning newspapers),
East on Fourth Street to a narrow entry-way, Up three
flights of none-too-ample stairs, wooden and worn, guided by
the sound of clinking glasses and the voices of many men, the
boy ·found himself at last looking into a lofty room of deep and
somber grandeur, decidedly out of the elbows,
Clouds of tobacco smoke dimmed the already tarnished galaxy
of golden stars that studded the blue arch of the ceiling,· In
the background hovered the corpulent figure of a parsonage whose
bearing indicated that he felt himself to be the property. of
those he served and at the same time that they were equally his
for batter or for worse till death them should part,
•
A clutter of tables covered with green oil cloth; innumerable bottles of Budesheimer and Rhein wine; platters of cheese and
crackers; t~e remna~ts of a feast. And man~ Men bundling
t~emse 1v~s 1nt o the 1r great coats and bidding one another good
111ght. Good night, Judge." "Good Night Professor." "Good
night Doctor,"
"Good night Bill."

privilege of having as his birthright the friendships that
were his father's friendships before him,
In what a glorious company does he find himself tonight'
All those stalwart spirits who have been comrades around
'
these tables during the three decades since he first became
a me~ber of the Club, Five and sixty of them our mortal eyes
can see ~o more, Among them are those who were nearest and
dearest to the boy and whose passing left his life poorer
as their presence had made it richer. His father is among
them. His physician, too, And that other boy who was the
boon companion of his childhood and his youth. Aye, and that
eminent philologist under whose guidance the boy majored for
his master's degree, These, and a host of genial fellows
who drank deep at the springs of wisdom, men who attained to
greatness in the sciences and in the arts, in business and in
scholarship, in statescraft, at the bench and at the bar, in
medicine and surgery and in the field of letters~
Five and sixty of them! A two-thirds majority! What
though we see them not? Still are they here at their
accustomed places. With Maeterlinck we know that the dead
.shall live at l.east so long as they are held in loving
remembrance by the living. 'Tis th'ey who have made this
Club what it is. 'Tis in them that the Club lives on.

One,rather younger in anpearanca than the majority walked
·

Welcome, old friends.

acrossa~he room to where a group of late stayers still ~at
conver . . mg. He put out his hand. "Good night, Joe."

"Good night, Charley,''
Their hands were clasped in fraternal grasp as the boy
and his father departed,
"Who were thosn·~ t·'No men, father?"
"Oh, fond
thoseof were
the Wilby boys,
I'm vary
them,"

---------------·----

Years past on swift wings,

"Son yo
It is a g;eatup;~~~l:l:c!~~ 0 membership in the Club last night.
the greatest privileg~ in my ~~~a~ honor to belong to the Club,-that can coma to a man'in th
nlon, and the greatest honor
I hope that we may be parmi t~a~o~ial ~nd cultural life of this city.
together."
.
ong 0 enjoy its comradeship

!

r

--------------------!t is the boy's turn to read the Club budget,--his first
in thirty years. As he writes these words he hears a gentle
voice outside the door of his study·: "Be quiet, children,
Do not disturb your father. He is writing a paper for the
Club,"
Bryant Venable

Fine lads, both of them,

The boy had discovered the Club,

That was in 1896.--just thi t
two years old, He knew that his r y~~rs ago • The boy but twentymant to his father than as th
e ec lon had been mora ip compliAnd, as he looks back, he rec~g~~::~~tt~ft anh~ merit of his own.
.
a lS has been the unusual
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A Buccaneer Chorus
The wolves of the ocean, we close on our prey,
In thunder we plunder and sunder his ships;
We take us no captives; it's up and away
To harbors with arbors and tr9pical lips.
We ravish the lavishly galleoned main,
And ask absolution: we battle with Spain.
We knock at a door and we shock at a gate,
we fight for dominion, and.pieces of eight,
The ports of the Dona are shut to our me~,
Nor trading, nor aiding; it's raiding for us;
we steal overland and surprise them, and then,
The sack and the rack and the loud blun~erbus,
Their hooded recluses' excuses are va1n;
.
we give them no quarter; we battle ~ith Spa1n,
The friars are liars and good is the1r.~late,
we fight for religion, and pieces of e1ght.

i

l.,.
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;
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A Buccaneer Chorus
We hold, till it tires us, a seat in tha isles,
And sooty the beauty our duty to, p~easa;
The ~old of Peru in discharge of tne1r smllas-Th~n out with a shout to the rout of the seas, .
Shall English or Dutchman and such man compla1n?
We win them an empire: we battle with Spain.
Our crimes are the rhymes and the pageant of fate,
We fight for high heave~, and pieces of eight,
Clark B. Firestone
3

"I want to have a literary talk with yo:u,n I said to my
friend, "just the sort of talk Boswell would have had with
Dr. Johnson. In the same way that when we were boys we could
show our deference to another boy in nq way more· certainlythan to offer to let him be 'batter,' so I'll let you be
Dr. Johnson."
"You are more than kind," my friend replied, "and now, sir,
that I am become my proper self in what way can we begin this
learned converse ti on'?"
"Why in the most natural way, possible," I replied, "for,
being Dr. Johnson and the author of the dictionary, what more
to be expected than that I should ask you the definition of a
word,"
" Very we 11 s i r ; proceed •"
"What is a feminist?" I asked, ·"You are a wri tar and a
literary man and ought to know everything like that."
"A fa minist ~ Why sir, a feminist is a woman who believes
in woman as the superior of man.''
"No, that doesn't suit me. That isn't the thing 1 want the
word to mean. Hera, let's take a look at your dictionary,"
"All right here is a little Funk and Wagnalls that is later
than the big one there, and I'm sure we ought to have a late
dictionary to find the word,"
But we didn't find it, There's a word for a. new lexicographer. I wasn't satisfied, however,
I continued. "I
there can be heI think a feminist
equality of the
women who believe

"Very well," my f i d
.
r an agreed' "a feminist is one who
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believes in the equality of the sexes legally, mentally,
morally and every other way.
"That's a fine definition, " I replied, " because it
.agrees with mine. I am afraid, however, if we ever do find
a dictionary with the word in it we will find its definition
disagreeing with ours; but as it suits me to have it mean one
who believes in the equality of the sexes, we'll let it stand,
And then I'll say I a.m not one,"
it?"

Women Writers

_ "I want a definition for 'feminist '"
don't agree with your definition. I think
feminists as well a.s she-feminists because
is one (male or female who believes in the
sexes
that." and certainly there are both men and

Women Writers
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"You don't believe that woman is equal to ma.n--i s that

"Yes, that is it, but I m~ke all haste to add that it
is because I think she is superior. I have come to this
conclusion after long and continued thought on the subject,
and paradoxically my conclusion was reached after my having
discovere,d to my own satisfaction woman's points of inferiority
to man. I have never been able to persuade myself that woman
can do everything that man can. She can occasionally be good
in business--" ·a good business woman," we say. She can practice
law or medicine; she can and has turned successfully to
architecture, at least occasionally; she has even braved the
hardships of exploration, but all of these things she has
done a.s exceptions to the general rule. She has never a.s
yet however been a really great composer, and seldom ever
a g~ea.t painter. But to make up for all this she is more
understanding, more dependable, more certain and sure to be
found where she can do the most good, more religious and
mora certain to transmit the good and worthwhile things to
the next generation. The scriptures say that God created
man a little lower than the angels. I always like to think
that that referred to man and not to woman,.and that, as
some say, he did batter a.t the next trial when he made woman
and that her degree is so little lower than the angels as to
be negligible."
"I don't exactly follow you," sai~ my.friend, ''but of one
thing r am sure and that is that there s l1ttle use in my .
being allowed to be batter unless you let me bat. Consider1ng
you are only the questioning and recording Bos~e n,, in this
affair you are doing an unusual amount of talt1ng •
".That may be true but we can suppose that evan Boswell got
vocal occasionally. We know that he had some opinions of his
own and evan on literary subjects such as this talk of ours."
"So far I have seen nothing in this conversation.t~
it a literary tinge except your promise a.t the beginn1nc
it was to be so."

:~~~

"Ah but we are coming to that • I was going to sald t~~t
one of the things thatti ha.I~ nev;~u!el!et~:~ ~~~~~~~~a few
as a man could do was o wr e.
'd will live and many
women whose literary worl: has lived a.n
;i tten by
of the prize short stories and r rriz~ n~~:;~f a~=l~eve that th~ir.
woman. Somehow, though, I can ma e J

~
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success as writers is genuine. I keep thinking to myself that
there is no really great woman writer as there is no great woman
musician or great woman painter, and that there is just a
niceness' or a feminity about their writing that attracts, but on
its merits is not vitally, fully.effective and--well, masculine.''

'i

'

"Well, you may be right to the extent that the great classics
have been man-written but you must allow that a woman can express
herself and describe her feelings or describe what she sees in an
effective way, Why shouldn't she? Woman is generally acknowledged
by mt3n and by most women to be better able of both sexes to usa
her tongue to express herself and why not her pen?"
"That is true--'to express herself~' She can do that but when
she gets out of the bounds of expressing herself, her experience,
her prejudices, her desires, she is at an end."
"Your argument is no argument," my friend replied. "It is
as conclusive to a thoughtful person as Louis's 'L'atat, ~e moi.'"
"Thank you. Baoause I have let you be Dr. Johns on you are
not going to be outdone in politeness and will let me be a
Bourbon. But let me proceed and tell you that for all of my
opinion, or as you may put it my prejudice, about women writers,
I have just read two books by women."
"And pray who were the most fortunate female writers to be
thus signally hor.ored by your attention and what did they write?"
"Sarcasm is as befitting a learned lexicographer as the
shallow argument of which you accuse me is characteristic of a
mare biographer. But the allusion shall pass as a harmless dart
on an armor of steel, As for the books they were Willa Cathar'a
'The Professor's House,' and Anne Parrish's 'The Parrenial
Bachelor,' I ran on to them qnlte unexpectedly, too, They ware
brought into the house with the usual drift of new.novals and
when I went to pick up my Lord Charnwood's 'Lincoln' I found
Willa Cathar's.book in its place. I started the book and as I
seldom quit a book in the middle I finished it. The other was
put in my ha~ds by one of the family and I was attracted to it
because I tr1ed to understand the object of the publisher in
having a limited edition of a prize novel that had gone through
tan Printings autographed by the author and sold for $2.50, And
so I got entangled in it like a fly in sticky paper and went
t~ough
it and
do~•" just as the fly would like to do with
his
sticky
paperlaid
but itcan't

about"~~. o~," f~aid

my friend' "You begin to be human again talking
.
1c
Y
Y
paper
days of copper screens, But go
on, 1f the fly can standinitthese
I can."

i

"t h ;wail I" fpursued totally ignoring such an a ttampt at wit
a ac s
ound both books interastin• but I must sa the'
~ear out myMtheory that woman write only f~r today and nof for Y
omorrow.
iss Cathar's book is the plaasanter f th

~~=ei~ ~~ :~f;~ ~T~~s~u~~~~~~!fusiorayn~, ytehtttouc~ing
:t~~~·init
a one rev.iewar
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designates' the crystalline chapters at the heart of the
design.' It is much like the story of the man and his dog
hidden away in a chapter or two in Anatole France's 'The
Red Lily'. You remember it, don't you? I dismembered a
copy of the book o~ce to get this little jewel from the mud
puddle of the rest of the book so that my daugh~er could
get the beauty without the filth. ·willa Cathar's book is
clean but this story in a story reminded me of that other
of Franca's.
"The other book t~ me is an unpleasant one. It is
depressing and a continual reminder runs through it of so
many people I have known that have lived in just such
precarious, joyless, pathetic and sham lives as did the
spoiled young man and his slaving mother and sisters."
And than said my friend, "Is it not after all rather an
admission on your part to say that this woman's book is true
and gripping and reminds you of life. What can an author do
more?"
"Oh, yes, I know, I know, But it won't live. It's a
prize novel and that's all. There'll be another prize
offered next year and soma other woman will win that and her
novel will be published and this year's prize novel will be
forgotten."
"Wall, then whose writing is there now being published
that will live? I suppose you think that just because a
man writes it everything that Joseph C.Lincoln writes or
evarythi~ that Edgar Rica Burroughs writes will endu:e•
Do you expect to have aarold Bell Wright,and James Ol1ver
Curwood taught in American literature classes a generation
or two hence?"
L

"Why be absurd? I didn't say that .avery ma~ can. write
good literature. What I did say was that ~ didn t th1nk
any woman could write a classic. Plant~ of men wr~te rot.
There' a many a man who thinks he can wr1 te but can t • I
know
I've triad it. But there are men writing whose work
will.live and be taught. Barrie's will. As much.as I dislike him 1 must say Shaw has wri ttan soma ~ood, t~1ngs •
Gal swarthy will be remembered, a11d Co:1r~d' tho f ne ~:~o~on
ba ut in the group of those still wr1t1ng. 0 poe
f p I am a little hard pressed to find a man whos~ work I
c:~saay will live. Possibly Amy Lowell could qual1fy--both
as poet and man.
"But let me say ·what I want to sa;y about bthetse two !~~ks •
writtenthea female
ou men-Both are written. bY· women. dBothhi are
h circle
members
as the central flguras aroun w c '
s the man as
of their families • One--Anna. Parr~~h r:~;~~~~o- the utmost of
from widow.ed mother and
unconsciously selfish, i d~mand~~gn~ion
devotion, care and adm : ng_ ~ t 89 rs the cause of the aimlessunmarried self sacrificl~g ~ s
~e mi ht expect a woman .
lives. ;htlS0 ma
lSkasi~
Th~ other--Miss
cathar's-nesstarof and
three
9
•
·
wri
a 'feminist

woman Wri tars
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The· Ultimata Reality

is the story of a college professor whose work is about his only
relief, who gets some joy and consolation out of one daughter
while nothing but one surprise and shock and disappointment is
served up to him by his wife and other daughter, neither of·
whom he ever fully understands. From a trip to Europe with them
he shrinks, and, while they are abroad, life for him is peaceful
and pleasant, relieved of the demands of his women folks for
the 'up-to-date,' 'in-the-swim,' 'round-of-pleasure existence;'
but he finally pulls himself together to face with fortitude the
arrival of the Berengaria and the future. Could two books be
more opposite? ·In one, man is the slave driver, the lord whose
serfs are his women, and himself selfish, thoughtless, useless.
In the other the women are the relentless destroyers of a
worthy man's happiness, the Old Han of the Sea on his· back, the
frivolous, flitting, fashion chasers, and yet these books are
both by women."
"Well, what do you make of it?"

"YoU: maintain that fear, alone can kill?"
"Humbug~"

said the Skeptic,

The Young Man, reassured, echoed:
"Humbug."
The feet writhed, convulsively, The Young !'.!an, palsied,
breath throttled, raised his eyes to those of the Skeptic
which, livid with terror stared at the Psychologist, at the
eyes with the assurance of the brain, distorted, at the
maniacal smile of complete belief. The words crov1ded the
walls of the room, physically,
"Fear 'i,s the only

reality~"

Once outside, the ~wo men spoke, the same:

"Why just this--that I am going to stick to men-made books
in the future. Don't you agree with me? Is there ·not mora
sat is faction in reading a book by man who knows and understands
and analyzes?"
"Oh, yes, by all means, evQry man to his taste, .and doubtless
you are right, 11 replied my friend looking out of the window down
onto a muddy, sloppy street where beautiful white snow flake
virgins were being absorbed into the slimy dirt of the street
underworld,
"By· the way.t" he asked, "have you read "Wild Geese,' the
~ewly published .;pl3, 500,00 prize novel by Martha Ostenao?"
Doubtless you will find it full of interest, sir, and likely to
offer you opportunity for developing still further your proclivity
to most profound research."
Walter A. Draper
4

The Ultimate Realit~
The eyes held the assurance 0f th b
smile was of complete belief.
e rain, distorted,

The

"Fear is the only realityt"
The words seemed to linger physically, in the room.
'

~ the only real! ty there. ·-
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Fear

The Young Man lauC"hed nerv . 1 .
.
with the awful assuran~e t
ous Y, avolded those awful eyes
brain, distorted, Shrinkfn~os~ee~~~u~!dt~~ Psychologist, of the
the Skeptic. The feet seemed to curl t s gaze at the feet of
spoke' and was terrified at the h
' ~nse'. fearful. He
mouth. It was not his voice· it ~~~oriw.ich lssued from his
'
Vlng fear. He shook
himself back to reason,

"God~

!"'11 na~e;t g.o· back there,

The man is

unholy~"

The Skeptic thought that he would never go back. The
Young Man lmew that he would. Be knew that he lied when he
said he would not, Tney parted; the Skeptic to shake off
his morbidness; the Young Man, enslaved, to return to t~e
room of Fear-~to the awful eyes of the Psychologist.
They talked--the Psychologist talked. Hours passed.
The Young Man, enslaved, agreed ••••

*

*

*

*

*

The trees bent themselves into hideous shapes in the
force of the heavy wind. The atmosphere was damp, thick,
oppressive. Black clouds admitted light of neither stars
nor moon--made more sinister the aspect of the stone mansion,
the i~on lattice covering massive black doors, the barred
panes, the huge, misshapen roof, broken at intervals by
crooked chimneys and unsymmetric attic windows.
The Skeptic and the Young Man gained the porch, pulled
the bell-rope, lustily. The hollow clang, distant, uncanny,
sounded a moment--was muffled, choked thro~tlad by ~d,
frenzied over-powering, living, Fear~ Tne Yo~ng ~an,
ashen, r~penting, terrified, seized the Skeptic s sleeve,
gasped:
"In God's name, keep your reason--- "
They were sucked in.

Black massive doors closed,

coffin-like ••••

*

*

*

*

*

The Skeptic's body--a huddled.heap on the stone, icy
floor • The voice of the .:Psychologlst' cracked' gloating •

The Ultimate Realitz
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"A Vestryman of this Parish"

young friend, you doubted the power of the Ultimate
Reality. You agreed to an experiment to learn if Fear can
kill. There on the floor you see the proof of our experiment!"
"My

Dim light. The eyes with the assurance of the brain, distorted. The smile of complete belief. The Young Man, upright,,,
dead •• ,arms locked around the pillar.
The words crowded the stone walls, physically.
"Fear is the only realityt"
'I

*

'

*

*

*

*

*

Sinister walls •••• black, heavy bars, pressed in. Two feardistorted faces,. greedy, ·waited •••• The opened gate •••• The
black-robed priast •••• The uniformed figures, shadowy •••• skulking.
The long, dark corridars. The murky air, the cobble-stones of
the yard •••.• The gallows, skeleton-like •••• reaching. The dull
thud on the wooden steps. The silence •••••••
Then--he felt it •••• the terrible chill harrowing his soul~
The ULTD1ATE ••• engulfing him ... inevitable. The rope about his
neck was not real----only the appalling FEAR whose· power was
crushing,,.,davouring, •• ,his heartt He laughed •••• He shouted ••
triumphant •••••••
The trap was not sprung. The eyes were still open----in
death. The eyes with the assurance of the brain, distorted.
The smile of complete belief, And the uniformed figures were
sile~t, fascinated by the words which still filled the yard,
phys1cally, overflowed the high prison walls,
"FEAR is the only

reality~"

Vernon Venable
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Beyond that Fillar of the End lies an island, wondrously
beautiful, of which Euripides knew not. If the traveller
will inquire for Christ Church Pariah he will be introduced
to a bit of old England transported to the West Indies. The
church itself is England, the church yard is England, and you
are greeted by a stolid young curate, not overly clean,
( th,e living cannot really be vary good) whose interest in
life is clearly dead, If you ask what there is of interest
to be seen, he becomes slightly animated and will probably
tell you that there is very little. A little further
pressure will perhaps bring forth the remark '' Ah, yes, there
is a peculiar grave hera, an old Greek Emperor, I believe.
!he name escapes me. Something beginning with :P,"
"Paleologos?" you murmur, drawing on what memory you may have.
"I really believe so," he will answer, "now how the deuce
would one know that~" You are instantly .an object of
suspicion, as one who consorts with familiar spirits, but
he will lead you into the church yard. It lies on a high
bluff, below which the .surf rolla in. You are shown a grave
marked by a monument slightly more pretentious than the rest,
bearing the inscription, as 1 remember it, "To the memory of
Ferdinand Paleologos, last Emperor of the Greeks, a Vestryman
of this Parish. 11
Who was this latter day Greek and how carne he there?
The curate betrayed slight interest and gave small light.
To the bast of his knowledge they had a revolution over there,
elected Paleologos Emperor, and sent a ship over to bring
him back. He diad, however, a few days before the ship
arrived. Beyond these meager details he knew nothing,
exasperatingly nothing. A glance at the data of his death
fixed the revolution in question as the one to which Byron
gave up his soul at Missolonghi, but beyond that nothing.
One loves to theorize about the unkno'lll, and to wea7e
romances around characters of history, and this man cast a
spell over me which I c~1not shake off.

(:

I

'

\·,,
I'

!,
I,
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"A Vestryman of this Parish"
"To the st~and of the Daughters of the sunset,
The Apple-tree, the singing and the gold·
Where the mariner must stay him from his ons~t
And the red wave is tranquil as of old.
'
Yea, beyond· that Pillar of the End '
That Atlas guardeth would 1 went·
Where a voice of living waters never cea~eth
In God's quiet garden by the sea
And Earth, the ancient life-giver, incr~asath
Joy among the meadows like a tree •"
...

Thus sang Euripides in that ~ 1 .
may interpret according to his deslrOrlo~s
~horus which ~veryone
Hesperides,sunlit on a-golden sea ~· ac of us has hls own
perils and privations. Res•t afte~ ~oil.to be won after many

He was evidently, to begin with, no new-comer in the
Barbadoes. His monument shows him to have been of assured
position and soma degree of wealth. The title of vestryman
would indicate long residence and a respected member of the
Church. We cannot doubt that he must have been a parson of
some importance. In spite of his Greek name he may have
been an·English citizen.
It is not common to see a family nama fil tar down through
the centuries unchanged. The G.uelphs are alreadygone, and
the descendents of other dynasties are living under different
or altered names. I believe tmt it is Dr. Holmes who s~oke
of the Brahmin casta of New England as capable of produc1l!g
great men at times. The Paleologi maintained their prest1ge
for four hundred and fift,y years, shaping and controlling
the destinies of ~astern Europa. At first mere nobles,
their name appears early in history, always powari~l,Atow~Is
of strength to the t hrona of the Latin Emperors,
e nge
and Comneni, until the cr~sade of Hunyadi Yanos, and the
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~dvent

of the Greek Emperors. The young emperor Theodore
~\rl~~~~ t~a~ov~rn' was placed by the sana te under the R~gancy
dynasty 1Withee egos, who forthwith determined to found a
young E~peror if:at str~tegy and ?unning he soon placed the
sacon ary positlqn and assumed the purple.

0

bit te;t 0 ~~o:~f~us c!~t~~~:s t~!~a~n~h JfhndCantacuzanos was his
met at the Court of th 1
a r ascendants, must have
Paleologue Fremch Amb:s ast ezar, in the persons of Maurice
"Revue des'naux Mondes" ~ador
Russia, whose articles in the
time Russia and of Pr ave g van us such insight into warown Julia D~nt ~rant i~ce Michael Cantacuzene, husband of our
vigorous and influential ~ng-li ved families' these' and still

;a

Found a dynasty .the Rre t p 1 1
long as Christianity in C~ns~ant~n~ o1egos did' which lasted as
were strong, others weak, but the P e. ~orne of the emperors
cunning' or cruelty until Moha Yd kept tne throne' by strength
of Greek Emperors, Constantina~ dcama. Last of the dynasty '
the slaughter, terror and
s an s out a heroic figure amid
Turk. Fighting to th~ lastp~nic of the awful victory of the
was surrounded by slain liosle! stood, and, when found, his body
so covered with wounds
that he was identified o~ly b sh.and
crosses.
Y 18 shoes embroidere·d with gold
Such memories and tradit'
it iE )arhaus a fact that ~ lens ~o not perish in a race and
rule' cast about for a mon~~e~ce 'd finally free from Ottom~n
of the Palaologi. In none o~ an decided upon a descendent
1 the published histories do I
find any mention of thi
and consul tad historian: :n~c~!~n. ~a: and wide have I searched
There is no adequate history of lf~mlllar with Greek history.
read of Ferdinand Paleologos.
a er Greece. Nowhere do I
.
And yet·thara is the .
.
lnscription? Why? Was th~nscriptlon and the legend • A fal
a Greek Emparo ? T
man insane and b li
sa

~!!~n~~~h a bift?r ~!sea.~~!\:~~m~e w~~ld n!va~v~~f;~:ta h~o=~e

said th ~h3 Jewlsh rabble "What I h s the King of the Jews "
e oman.
'
ave written, I ha\"e writt'en, "
. To the romantic mind
.
~=~~1!~din T~ me he lies t~;;e t~~n~:

~~y

be true and are to be

:;n;;:t::·rnr~~~~~d.

!~:~=~d
i:~
fi
~:!=:I~
ra~~~~~~n
t
~~dis
or the aven~in e reus, no dreams of cru:

ens and Bl~as
chose the ~ ~ furies of remorse
Oft' ity and awful death
his Hesperid~~lefy~ne 'i A Vestrymal; of thf: P=~. t~ tles he himsaif
"the red wave is tr~g ~1" God's quiet garden b~s th He had found
nqul as of old."
a sea," where
Goodrich Rhodes
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Adventures in Telephoning
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The· human race can ~tand almost anything. If a man's
teeth have ached from childhood he. thinks everyone's teeth
feel that way and he has no complaint. Americans who have
bean. brought up to carry around a "b 11 on each thum and put
a grunt on each "tho" or "thru," gat along with as little
sense of inconvenience as a man who has alwayshad a toothache. Britains are still tougher and plod along with
shillings, pounds, and guineas, scarcely con~cious of suffering. Everybody endures pangs at the telephone which are
quite as useless as our simian spelling or the slightly
improved forms of barter which the British call trade,
with their aboriginal money, with odd and incongruous units
of length taken from the human joints, measurin~ coal by
hundredweights that weigh 112 pounds, and men b:y '' stone 11
that weigh 14 pounds.
Now and then the Telephone Company undertakes to reduce
the suffering by giving an order to operators to distinguish
more carefully between two and three. Then for a time you
have such experiences as the following: You call for
Whitewash 4330, and the sweet young thing repeats after you,
· "Whitewash--Four thr r r e a e thr r r e a a - Oh?" You
grit your teeth and say Yes, and then gat Cornmeal 4330.
The poor thing's head was so full of threes that she called
the wrong exchange.
Recently I determined to compete for the Fifty Thousand
Dollar prize offered by The Cincinnati Bell Telephone Company
for the best device to obviate the confusion of twos and
threes. Within 10 minutes the thing was solved and the
money won. Ant other member1 of this club might have won it
just as well, !or the matter was very simple. You simply
cut out 3 and substitute for it the third let tar of the
alphabet. "C" goes thru unscathed, and it cannot be confused with any other digit. "Whitewash 4CC0'' causes no
.
excitement; the sweet young thing "completes your call," and
there is no loss of time or temper. If it be objected that
letters should not be mixed with numbers, the thoughtful
will remember. that we have already substituted 0 for naught,
and that every number on a party line ends with a letter o~
the alphabet. At this point I must ask you not to speak of
this for a few days as I have not yet informed the company
and calla d: for the cash.
The morals of tba telephone .call loudly for reform.
It is true that profane swearing is forbidden; rather unjustly so. · If profanity has any place at all. in this" good
world 1 t' s whelJ you pick up your 'phone and f1nd the other
party"visiting. This "other party" on your line is inevitably
a female who never has anything worth saying and never gets
thru saying it. Hours pass in telling how much sugar she
puts in and then a little yeast, not a whole cake,--" you
just br~ak it in the middle and take the larger piece,--no,
not quite in the middle because then there wouldn't be any
larger piece, but you know what I mean, don't you. It don't
make any difference, anyway," --and so on and .on and on,-- .
5 minutes for the yeast, another 5 for the sugar, 5 for th1s
and 10 for that, until the time comes to sat it away, and then

__ .....
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she can't let it alone but must tell what it was like each
time she looked. Meantime your train is going and the minutes
are worth a hundred dollars a piece. And your character,--well that's gone by this time and the less said the better.
I lost mine during the war while·a woman played out a hand of
bridge and I was waiting to phone to the president to tell him
how to get the war stopped. Think of it~ I knew how to stop
the war and couldn't stop that dame who lived on my wire.
I'm working on an invention now that will put an end to this.
Whenever a woman is gossiping on a party line and a man with an
idea picks up the other instrument, a current passes thru her
instrument and makes it red hot. Then he hangs up for one
minute; and when he picks,up again, if she's still holding the
phone the current comes again and kills her on the spot. Will
Wood assures me that no patent has yet been issued on any
similar device. So I'm sure of the patent, and no doubt the
Telephone Company will reward me handsomely, probably give me
a wire all to myself.
. The economics of phoning are almost as faulty as the morals.
It costs the company just as much to keep a connection made
during a delay as during a convertation. People who know nothing
or care nothing about the waste thus caused · or courtesy to the
waiting party, often leave phones open for 5 or 10 minutes while
running around or even visiting. This practice means extra
service at the switchboard. If a local swi tchboa.rd and operator
are involved, it means more trunk lines. It also means loss in
the batteries. All these things mean more work and expense in
the central business office. So the public pays in the end for
the careless habits of all its members. It is haro to complain
of office boys and ignorant clerks who have never ·known discipline
but soma abuses prevail among men holding positions in which in- '
telligence may be expected. The practice of asking a stenographer
to get a party on the line and asking that nparty of the second
partn to wait until t h~ "~arty of. the first part" is agaip. called,
~s greatly abused. Th1s 1S a del1cate point because the method
1s often right. Its abuse is perhaps mainly b~y underlings who do
not pay their own secretaries, and scarcely know what to d6 with
one and take this method of announcing that they have one.
kTh~re

was ?nee a kind of spb-boss who had occasionally to
dw1th me b~r phone. Later he acquired a secretary. Then she
ca. ~ . and I would be told to nwa.i t a minute." Then when a
dign1f1ed time had elapsed the voice of the great man wouJd come
thru. As time went on the secretary absorbad di~nity fro~ the
surroundings and would delegate the call t th o ·'
~~ ~as dr~s voice that first said "wait a m~nut! .'~f!~~~hb~y duti~en
wh .. ~ 1 ' only to be rewarded later by the secretary's voice
vo~ ~e ~f s~h:a;~bn ~~!! a ~inute •n Then at last came the dignified
became familiar faiiad ~~ ~~~i~e;l mY~e~s ~hat after the voices
a frantic ring w&ich I failed t
u e.
Then would come
at that particular stage' I sup~o:~s~~~ •of~~~e t~~Ywormlndoht turned
hobo· or other t
11
.
wou
ave
f ound some
minute"
and I would have h~d oath me flirtst. and tell me to "wait a
..
rae wa s 1nstea.d of two.
8 ~~

1

i

The sticking point in all telephoning. comes in proJ:e r names.
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My temper and character have suffered irreparable damage
from trying to tell the other party who I a.m. I always put
it off as long as I can, because I know the ordeal ahead.
Suppose, for example, that my name is Venable. The fight
is bound to come, so in desperation I announce--Mr. M.N.Vena.ble.

Who?
I knew that everlasting "who" would come. The first
thousand times I heard it I kept my temper pretty well. Now
I know it always will come and I get mad in advance. I feel
toward each new o118nder as if I had told him a thousand times
before. I bawl again-- Venable~
Mr, Flanigan?
No~

~'

V - e - n.

V as in Billiards?
No, not

Not B, - V - V as in-- ~s in Vicinity--

In what?
And so it goes on and on, with a hand to hand fight on
every letter. I have often wished for a name with good, honest
consonants, something to go up against, like bones in a body,
not the mushy, yielding, breathy consonants that are in my
name that no one can understand. I've often thought of
changing my name to Gatch or Babcock, or Tarbox or Buckshot.
Imagine leaving your massage with the telephone clerk. "Tell
him Mr. Buckshot called •"
Yes, Mr. Buckshot, and the initials?
Q•. :X •

Mr. Q. X. Buckshot, thank you.
Life would indeed be worth living.
Why should a man be so foolish about always wa.ntlns
his own name? When I look a..t it soberly, my own name is
about as bad as possible. Almost any mistake improves it.
But that's not the point. It's mine. It don't matter if a
man's name is .Thunder. and Lightning, or Ham and Eggs, or
Praise God Barebones it's his and he wants his own. Your
name may be as funny'a.s More, or Foo~, or Fenneman, or Geier.
Even if your name is Breese you don't want to be called
Breeze. In all conscience Breeze is more euphonious and
would make a better name, but you don't want a better name,
you want your own.
I suppose I'm full of this grievance just now because
I've just had an adventure with the Ku Klux over a telegram
sent to Dayton, Tenn. There was a new girl. at the telephone
of the western Union, who didn't know my vo1ce and seamed
never to have heard of my name. Of course it was illogical
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for me to think her stupid on that account. ·But logic dontin't
go far in dealing with girls anyway. I was rather attached'
to the old operator who had been taking my messages, because
she alv~ys understood my name. It seemed to me a mark of intelligence, tho 1 had no other evidence, never having seen her •.
The new girl got on well enough but as 1 approached the name 1
apprehended trouble and 1 barked it out somewhat sharply.
sullivan·'?
No, not S, - F, -!as in Frank~
And the long struggle began which ended· finally in "Finnegan"
tho I did. not know it at the time.
And·t~e

initials?

I haa.v_ad a sigh and sent up a prayer. My character was
almost gone. And the initials still remg.ined. They are as bad
as the name. Here it is best to omit details as they reflect ·
no credit on either side. Truth seemed finally to prevail, and
I summed it up - N, as in Nathan, - M, as in Moses.

She echoed sweetly:

Nathan Moses?

In a careless q~oment It said Yes. Then I bethought myself
and shouted, "Those are not the names~ Only the initials!"
But it was too late, She had hung up and the massage went in
the name of Nathan Moses Finnegan. I was out with the Ku Klux.
on all three counts. ·No good baptist in Dayton had aver borne
any one of.those three names, I wish I had time to tall you what
happened when 1 reached there two days later.

P.

s.

My stenographer who copied this just reminds.ma that she
was informed of this position by telephone and told to make
application to Dr. Cinnamon,

Nevin M. Fenneman
THE MA? OF HAMILTON COUNTY
FEBRUARY 6, 1926

JAMES A, GREEll

Dr. Fenneman and I took a canoe trip last summer for the · .
purpose of accurately mapping an unknown Canadian Lake. This was
Lake Ogoki with a shore line of seventy-five miles. Of course
Dr, Fennaman did the actual mapping but 1 shared in the re'
fleeted glory of the achievement. This map was sent to ottawa
and we· duly received the thanks of the Canadian Government
~~o=~e~ave ad~ed to ~he sum of exact scientific geographio~l
hi lifgeth And I thlnk Dr. Fenneman was never more gratified in
s
a an when on our return trip he showed his map to an
old Indian who had all his life lived on Lake Ogoki but who
was away when we were there. This old Indian was a'primitive
savage, He did not know a latter of the alphabet nor did. he
know any language but his native Cree. But with delight he read
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the map. Its lines stood for him for bold headland or lovely
island and finally he pointed out the bay where the winter
before he had had his encampment. That map needed no interpreter. It was a document that even the savage found intelligible. That map brought to the Indian the sudden picture of
the lake where he was born and had lived his life long. Any
other map would have been lost on him for maps grow in value
with knowledge and intelligence. Yet easily as intelligent
men read the maps of the places that are unknown to them they
find a pleasure and satisfaction beyond words in the maps of
the places with which they are familiar.
Maps are vastly suggestive. They offer to the thinking
man an intellectual delight. And never before was the world
so rich in maps, Every civilized Government makes maps of
its own possessions and is constantly engaged in improving
the maps. Every Division of the Government is doing the same
thing. Every railroad and steamship line gives the traveler
maps and some of these maps are so attractive that yo~. wish
you might take the wings of the morning and fly to the uttermost parts of the earth. * See page 228-a
Recently I read a critical study of the place names on
the map of Franca--some coming from the pre-Roman era, some
Roman and some fairly modern, but most of them carrying an
his;torical significance. And the Eng•lish delight in following
· to their beginning the names to be found in Great Britain.
The maps of North America from the beginning to the last
finished output from '1Tashington mark the growth of our
geographic knowledge and the evolution of our social structure.
The story of names on a map offers boundless po~sibilities.
Sometimes the names embody historical justice as it were-sometimes they are naturally appropriate--sometimes they are
a tribute of respect, and sometimes they stand as a mark of
vanity.. One of the most eminent examples of this last class I
found in Lake O'Sullivan in Northern Canada. It had a lovely
Indian name meaning, ''The Lake of a Hundred Isles'' --but a map
maker of the name of O'Sullivan attached his name to it arid
there it remains. Yet it is not necAssary to take the map of
a continent, or a country, to find a field for investigation.
Take any minor geographical division and study its n~mes and
a world of history is revealed. For example--there 1S our
own Hamil ton County. Its names begin with Columbia. There the
first settlers established themselves. They had ventured
farther into the unknown than any other Americans. Beyond them
to the west was the boundless unknown and full of a hig~ s~irit
of daring and of love for their country ~hey called the1~
clearing at the mouth of.the·Little Miaml after the poet1cal
name of their land--Columbia. They realized that they had made
ita axtremest western settlement. There was meaning and purpose
in the nama. Like a banner floating on the outmost battlements
the name Columbia stood for the past and gave a brig~t hop~ for
the future, What if there ware only a few log hut~ 111 a m1ghty
forest--wh 1lt if there were only a handful of' men w1th innumerable
savages opposed to them--what if those brave men faced death
.at avery turn--Columbia was at once their refuge and their
strength.

,.
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And Cincinnati--Governor Arthur st. Clair named the. new
town after the Order of Revolutionary Soldiers, membership in
which he prized. Tradition is to the effect that Governor
st Clair had never heard the name Losanteville until he .stepped
fr;m his boat and landed here. The name so annoyed him .that
without further ado he would have none of it and that from henceforth the place was to be Cincinnati. This is a noble and distinctive name. And it is also a beautiful and harmonious name.
we might have been called Fort Washington, which would have been
quite acceptable. Certronly we are to congratulate ourselves
that we escaped such a name as Smithville, or Tompkinstown. We
have enough to answer for in Cumminsville and Corryville and
Sedamsville, and Plainville and Sharonville--but only old
residents add the ville to Sharon--the present generatiov is
content with plain Sharon--and Miami ville and a few others.
on this first visit in 1790 Governor st. Clair complimented
John Cleves Symmes by permitting him to give a name to the new
county and he gave it the name of Hamilton. By the way John
Cleve Symmes used to spell Cincinnati with a final a.
Before I go farther I might say that all I am doing is to
discuss the names of our county map. But there are other kinds
of maps than what might be calla d the plain garden or geographical variety. There is a topographical map which has to do with
the lay of the land. And the geological .map which carries the
mind back to the time when the world was a making. Either of
these maps as Dr. Fenneman has shown in his valuable scientific
monograph can be studied with immense profit and interest.
Hera in Hamil ton County we find works of the Mound Builders, So
we know that man were here long before the arrival of our great
grandfathers. But the Silurian rocks with their fossils tell
of life here so long ago that time as we know it means nothing.
It is evident that once there were no valleys--that Hamilton
County was practically a plain. What ages it has taken to carve
the land into the surfaces we now see.
But all these things are beyond my scope. There was a time
when Hamilt~n County was half as big as the state of Ohio.
Other count1es in the course of its early history were cut off
of its too ample pro port ions until at last its limits were a.s we
now know them. This devolution, if I may usa the word is also
beyond my scope.
•
North Bend is a purely geographic name. It makes the most
Northern bend in the Ohio--its course afterwards being always
we~t~ard and southward. Beyond North Bend on the most westernly
¥0 ~if in the County is Fort Hill, ·named because of an extensive
ort i~ation made by the mound builders. This is the finest and
0
~ ~ ex ensive work of the kind remaining in this vicinity
While
0 80 1 arge as Fort Ancient it evidently was the work of the same
~~;;~:~~ • ~~d ~e!d:~r~~~ress to tsta ~e that. General William Henry
t
e accoun of Ft. H1ll. He says it was
~~~sb~~~ted ~~thMgreat engineering skill. And he adds tmt he did
He thou~~~\h e ·oundtBuilders were the ancestors of the Indians.
beyond the Oh~Y. we~e hhe Aztecs who had extended their Empire
Until late lo.an w o were gradually driven back by the Indians.
ly th1s theory received scant consideration by .students

19
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of archeology. But now General Harrison's theory is being
vindicated. students today are of the opinion that the Mayas
of Yucatan were responsible for the Serpent Mound and for the
other great memorials of the vanished past which are to be
found in the Middle West.
Cleves and Symmes come from the original proprietor,
~ohn Cleves Symmes--that enterprising lawyer from New Jersey
who if he could have managed to hold his 1,000,000 acres until
today would easily be the richest man in the world--that is
his descendants would outrival the Vanderbilts. Cleves was'
.his Mother's name so the town stands as a mark of filial love
and duty.
Fort Washington had disappeared. That was a real American
name but Camp Washington and Mt, Washington remain. Camp
Washington was the scene of one of the Camps of General Wayne's
Army and though more than 125 years have passed the name remains.
Mt. Adams was named in honor of the venl3rable Ex-President,
John Quincy Adams, who came to lay the cornerstone of the old
Cincinnati Observatory, now removed to Mt. Lookout--an illuminating name of description. :Previously the hill 'M3-S called I.tt. Ida,
a name now lost in oblivion.
Fulton was at one time a village between Columbia and
Cincinnati, a long straggling town to one street between tha
river and the hill. There were dry docks and ship yards there
and the whole ·life of the place depended on this industry.
Very appropriately it was named Fulton in honor of the inventor
of the steamboat.
Between Columbia and Fulton there was a district formerly
called Fendleton and still commemorated by the Pendleton Shops
of the Pennsylvania Railroad. Eighty years ago that entire
district was owned by Mr. Pendl~,ton, grandfather of Elliot H
Pendleton, and Jacob Strader. ~hey subdivided it and sold wh~
was salable. Most of the land there is of the perpendicular
kind. And quite a large acreage ca!I)e down to the present
Pendletons who paid taxes on it until they grew weary. Then an
enterprising councilman who believed in improvements for his
own ward, put through a lot of streets. The beot price the
property would bring was $4.00 a foot and the street assassu:ents
were $8.00 a foot, so the Fendleton heirs abandoned the property,
Back of Reading in a neglected field on a German dairy farm
is a fallen down tomb stone erected over the grave of a man and
his wife who' as the inscription states' came from the town of
Readin~ in England and established themselves nearby. That
explai~s the name of Reading. I have written to the village
Council at Reading telling it of this lit~le grav~ yard where
the cows stand on the fallen tomb stones 111 the snade of.the
scraggilY locusts--and it is to be hoped that the town w1ll
restore the place and protect it from the assults of time. If
the Reading City fathers can realize what this will.mean a
century hence they will certainly act on my suggast1on that the
old grave yard be preserved.
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The town of Sharon, of course, had its nama from the Bible
Sharon where the roses bloomed.
r·ern Bank, Fairmount, College Hill, Glendale, Elmwood,
Mt Healthy Forrastville Fruit Hill, Cherry Grove, Fark Place,
Ma~lewood, Vloodlawn, We st~o od, Hazelwood, Pleasant Ridge , Avondale,
Fairview, Loveland, Riverside, Linwood, Mt. Airy, Valley View,
Deer :Park, Wyoming--these are names that embody fact and fancy.
You can't exactly quarre 1 with them but often times you flatter
yourself that you could have done better. Yet it is most difficult to make fitting proper names and as a rule it is a good
thing to let well enough alone. How all these places were named
I do not know. Perhaps they received their names as Avondale
was christened. When there were enough people there to incorporate a village Mrs. Burton, mother of stephen Burton, who
was a lover of Shakespeare, suggested Avondale in honor of the
Bard of Avon--and her suggestion was adopted. However, even
this is not certain. It seems that in the early days Mvondale
was served by an omnibus that went to the city in the morning
and returned in the late afternoon. This bus was named "The Avon"
and from the bus to Avondale was but a step. Glendllle was the
first of our· purely real estate developments. When the C.H. & D.
became an established fact a real estate speculator laid off a
farm in curving roads and twisting avenues, cut the property up
into building lots, gave it the alluring name of Glendale, This
name, however it may seem to be a combination of pretty words,
came naturally. Glendale stands on the old Glenn Farm and the
nama came from Mr. Glenn, the original proprietor.
Wyoming was the choice of the people when they incorporated
their village. Mr. Reilly, after whom Reilly Road is named,
gave a party and called for suggestions and Wyoming was the
result.
Hartwell was named after John w. Hartwell who was a Director
in the old c. H. & D. railroad which made the town possible.
The stage coaches had built up one set of towns and afterwards
these towns declined and the new towns built alongside the railroads grew larger and larger.
·
The town of Montgomery is a good example of the sta~e coach
town. It was established very early in the history of the county
and was named not after the Revolutionary General but after a man
of that name who lived in the vicinity. It was a place where the
stages changed horses and where the passengers in the coaches
~ook a meal. But after the coming of the railroads it was left
high and dry and it was a mere fossil of a town until the automobile agB began of lata and quick a1Jd easy communication gave it
a new 1 ease on 1 if e ,
Harrison, of course, was named in honor of General William
Henry Harrison. And the County took its name from Alexander
Hamilton. The first County in the State was named washington-and ~he second Hamilton--and the thi-rd Adams, which was most
fitt1~g. ~he County was so thoroughly settled by the time of
the C1vil War that the heroes of that period ware necessarily
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left out. Otherwise we would ~ave had Grant's Hill, Lincolnville, Shermantown and the like. However we have Lincoln
Park and Garfield Flace. Burnet Woods.is'namod after Jud 8
Jacob Burnet, who in the beginning of history here was th~
grandest Roman of them all. Eden Park was originally "The
Garden of Eden" and is the most daring name to be found on our
map. Ault Park is a monument to the generosity of Mr L A A lt
And Alms Park will similarly enshrine the memory of a· cre~e; ou~ •
giv~r. Lytle Park is named after General William Lytl~ whose
res1dence sto?d where the Park was established, and who fell at
the head. of h1s troops at the Battle of Chickamauga. Glorious
as was h~s death his name will live not as a soldier but as the
author of that poem, loved by school boys and girls-" I am dying Egypt, dying
Ebbs the crimson life blood fast."
Cumminsville, after an early settler by the name of
Cummins, is fixed, while its earlier and lovelier and better
name of Ludlow Station or Ludlow Grove has disappeared.
William Ludlow was one of the first surveyors in the western
Country and a namo of great force and consequence. It is a
pity his name has gone though it is to be found in a town on
the south bank of the Ohio opposite Cine innati. Mr. Ludlow
built one of the first country houses in this neighborhood
and planted orchards and gardens in what is now cumminsville.
His widow wrote a book telling of their courtship in Pennsylvania, and of their trip across the mountains and down the
river to Cincinnati and of the joys of their home life in the
farm that they.had literally hewed out of the forest. No one
can read that simple and unaffected story without a great
swelling of the heart and a vision of vastly more than is sat
down in :print •
Of the names that combine fact and fancy Walnut Hills is
the most felicitous. It is also perfectly descriptive, calling the mind back to the early days when the hills overlooking
the city were adorned with giant walnut trees--than which no
more stately and lovely tree grows.
Milford is an effort to tell a story--it was a place
where there was a Mill and a Ford.
Newtown is complete itself.
Maderia has a pleasant suggestion of a forbidden delight
but it was not named for the Maderia Isles nor for theirwine-it bears the name of an early settler.
New Baltimore and New Burlington at once tell the love of
the new comers for their old towns and display a sad lack of
invention.
Sixteen Mile stand and Twenty Mile stand are exactly and
geographically descriptive. They hark back to stage coach
days and the traveler when he came to them on his journey from
the North knew hov1 far he had to go to reach Cincinnati •
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These are very interesting names • The old Romans used to
nama the stations 'on t~-wir Military Roads irt j~s; the :~~= :ai•
Three summers ago in coming up the Kemogami an agwa
r t
found the surveyors had blazed the trees at intervals so as o ,
mark the distance from the railroad and the
Indians h~d le:~ne~l
11
what the marks meant and referred to the 18 mile Tree or
·m e
tree" as the case might be, It is not inconceivable that a. ,
settlement may grow up around some one of these blazed trees and
be named accordingly. Of oourse, Sixteen Mile Stand had a
blacksmith shop which is still there only it ~s n?w a garage.
And it had a house of ~ublic entertainment wh1ch lS only a
residence at present. ·And Twenty Mile stand which is just beyond
the Hamil ton county Line was similarly ~quipped. It is very easy
to imagine the old stage coaches 1umbar1ng up to these places,
the passengers getting out to stretch their legs or to have a
dram. But were these-places named Tyre or Antioch they would
mean nothing. It is to be hoped that as the years go on and they
grow into little or big villages no foolish man or sentimental
lady will try to give them other names for Sixteen Mile Stand
and Twenty Mile stand really mean just what they say and have
historical significance.
Evidently we had in the formative time few classical
scholars for Carthage and Tusculum Heights--if we except
Cincinnati--are the only names borrowed from the Ancient World.
Mt. Auburn evidently was taken from Goldsmith's "Sweet
Auburn, loveliest Village of the plain." But the boys that went
from there to H.arvard soon learned not to tell the Boston people
that they came from Ut, Auburn--to Boston Folk Mt. Auburn conveys
only the idea that Spring Grove conveys to us. This reminds me
that one of ~Y neighbors recently built in Michigan a handsome
summer cottage and his wife asked for suggestions for a name.
A friend from Chicago proposed "Longview" as an appropriate name
and could not understand the mingled mirth and horror with which
the Cincinnati people received her suggestion.
Bond Hill is one of the few names deliberately meant to
deoei ve. The place of that name is in the midst of a. valley
with high hills rising around it. But its founders thought if
they ,called their low ground a Hill it would attract settlers.
The name is grossly inappropriate but I understand the people
of Bond Hill resent any allusion to the fact that they have no
hill in their immediate vicinity and say that they are on high
ground as compared with the level of Bloody Run or Mill Creek.
.
Bloody Run was so named because on it two of Wayne's
soldiers were killed by the Indians. A party of four had stopped
their horses to drink from its limpid waters when the Indians
from ambush fired upon them. This tragedy occurred in what is
now st. Bernard and ever since that time the stream has been
known as Bloody Run, As a boy I swam in it. There was, never a
more lovely woodland stream. Its giant sycamores, its groves of
beech, its clear waters, are as distinct in my memory as though
it were yesterday. But the boy. of today sees an open sewer,
offensive beyond words, and he can be pardoned for doubting the
picture of ideal beauty which I paint,
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Yet Bloody Run's loveliness will return. A part of its
Valley has been made into a park through which runs a magnificent boulevard. I dislike even by implication to criticise
the Cincinnati Park Commissioners who have done such noble
work that generations yet unborn will rise up to call them
blessed, yet when they changed the perfectly proper and
historic name of Bloody Run Boulevard to. Victory Boulevard
they did not do well. The old name has a local significance.
The name Carmargo is borne by a road and a hamlet out
near Maderia. There is a town in Mexico by that name. Thera
is also a town in :Pennsylvania which bears the name carmargo,
This little town was the birthplace of our fellow townsman,
Charles w. Brenneman, His father back in 1848 was the Post
Master there--but then the. town bore the name of Eden. He
read in the papers during the Mexican War about Carrnargo and
was so taken with the name that he petitioned the Post Office
Department for permission to change from Eden to carmargo.
This was granted. And doubtless our Carmargo came from some
Mexican War association.
Evendale is a new name given to a. big Fertilizer :Plant
and a few houses midway between Glendale and Sharon. · I
hazard the guess that as the land there is as leve 1 as the top
of a billiard tabla that Even was named because of that.
Shawnee Run
of our history.
standing upright
the name Shawnee

near Milford comes down from the beginning
The pioneers found a dead Shawnee Indian
in a hollow tree on the banks of the Creak and
Run followed as a matter of course.

In my own time--that is, when I was a boy in the eighteen
seventies, 1 remember the great slaughter houses which lined
Reading Road near what is now called Florance Avenue--although
it was then and should be now The Montgomery Road. Duck Creek
ran ba·neath the immense structures which stood over it on piles •
And it literally was a stream of blood. That it must have been
offensive as well as hideous is not within my recollection.
Perhaps it is j~st as well that time obliterates and softens
some of the memories of youth.
California. is doubtless modern and probably dates from
somewhere about 1849.
Beyond california several hill streams empty into the Ohio •
To avoid taxing either the mind or the memory and perhaps to
mark distance for the traveler these are named Four Mile! Five
Mile, Eight Mile, and so. on up to Ten Mile. Each Creak 1s
just that far from the mouth of the Little Miami.

~ed Bank is a fine name of description. There is exposed
there. a great bank of reddish sand
farther on up the river is Te.rrace
it stands on one of the great post
the Little Miami can be studied to
hunting ground, as it were, of the

and gravel. A few miles
Park, happily named. be cause
glacial terraces wh1ch on
great ~dvantage--a tappy
Geolog1sts.
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Mt summit in Anderson Township, is another name that
• tl h' at 1 t says This township is named after the
means exac Y w
•
v· · · · after the
surveyor, General Anderson sent out from 1rg1n1a
Revolution to survey her soldiers' land grants. And this
distin uished man deserves more than a mere passing reference.
His fu~l name was Richard Clough Anderson !lnd those of you who ·
have driven out the magnificently paved Clough Road, which
follows the meanderings of Clough Creek, will be pleased to know
from where came the name. General Anderson was a soldier of the
Revolution and was wounded at Trenton. He wa.s the friend of
washington and also of LaFayette. In the Cincinnati Art Museum
ars letters from LaFayette to General Anderson wh~ch tall of
the high esteem in which the latter was held. Th1s General
Anderson finally established himself at Louisville. He was the
father of Larz Anderson of Cincinnati, the founder of our
Anderson Family which still flourishes among us.
we are singular.ly poor in this region in Indian names.
Though, of course, we have Miamiville, the Two Miami Rivers and
the Ohio. The Indian name for Mill Creek was early abandoned.
But Mill Creek remains though for a century there has been no
mill upon it. It is a perfect example of the manner in which
a name preserves the· past--exactly like the fly imprisoned in
the amber. The first Mill on the creek was constructed by the
Caldwells--their descendants are still here. At Carthage
another Mill was built near where is now the County Infirmary.

Washington Park was the first of the City Parks.
one can question the appropriateness of the name.
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The Civil War is best commemorated in Camp Dennison.
That was a training camp during the rebellion and was
named for the Governor of Ohio.
Cheviot comes naturally--or it seems so--from some
Scotchman who remembored the Chiviot Hills.
Lockland is a .very excellent name. Vfhen the Miami Canal
was built there were locks there and the town that grew up
around them took its name from the locks which called it into
existenco. By the way Nicholas Longworth was the promoter of
the town. It was at these locks in 1827 that the Miami Canal
was dedicated--DeWitt Clinton being the speaker. The Locka
have disappeared with the disappearance of the Canal but the
·name will b.e .e,n enduring mt3morial to a method of transportation
which belonged to the past.
Anderson's Ferry is a similar name. The ferry is still
there but the Anderson who began it is long gone but his name
will endure.
There are some very recent names, such as Addyston, named
after Matthew Addy who established a. great manufacturing plant
in what had been a corn field and built up a. town around it.

Many of the village names it seems to me must have been
the suggestions of women--that is, they do not sound exactly
like masculine productions. Loveland for example, has a
sentimental suggestion that is certainly feminine. Yet as a
matter of fact it was named after a local resident,
Col. Loveland, a fine old soldier.

Ivorydale is another name of business. But its name is
not taken from the founder of the industry but from the main
product of the industry. Similarly in England Fort sunshine
is the place where Sunshine Soap is made.

Of course, no name came by chance.
or associations attached to them.

Price Hill was once Prices' Hill and was named for the
family that owned most of the land there.

All have some history

Indian Hill, for example, must have some significance but
it has been lost in the mists of time.
Ivanhoe is one of the few names of a li tera.ry kind.
Not only have we few Bible names but we are poor in Church
names. We have st. Bernard and Mt, st. Joseph. Evidently the
first comers who had the fixing of the names were not strong on
Saint a.
Madisonville was originally Madison, named after President
Madison. All the old maps show i.t in that form. When and why
the "ville" was added I do not know. But I do know it is
superfluous,
Vernonville was so named by Mr, A. D. Bullock, father of your
fellow club member, Mr. James. Wilson Bullock--Seventy five years
ago there was a florist in that vicinity who called his place
"The Vernon Gardens .• n That, of course, was the genesis of
Vernonville.

Monterey must date from the Mexican War.

KAnnedy is not a very pretty name but natural enough too
as the Kennedy family once owned t ht=J ground on which the suburb
is built.
Silverton was Silverton long before the Bryan campaig~-
when the narrow gauge railroad--now the C. L• & N• --vms bull t
the engineer in charge had for his middle name Silver. And
Silverton was so called in his honor. It was at the beginning
just railroad stop but is now a large town.

a

Mariemont, for example, is named after its founder, Mrs •
Mary J, Emery, though it really is a monument to the farseeing
purposes of her man of business, Mr. Charles J • Livingood.
Hyde Park is borrowed bodily from London. Rose Hill is
a bit of poetry. Avon Hills and Beae;bmont are the same •
It is singular that Hamilton County has so few Bi~le
names--Clermont county on the East abounds with them--lt has
Bethel, New Palestine, Mt. Carmel, Goshen, Mt • Pisgah •
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Mt Oliva and a host of others. New palestine is not whollY
fitting--that name would better suit Avondale.
Elizabethtown was named by settlers who came from the
New Jersey town of Elizabeth. ** See page 228-a
Lick Run is a memorial of the wild fo~st when there was a
Salt Lick to which the dear and the Buffalo came •. And in this
connection t'>.e old state Road which runs fr.om ChaVlOt to Cleves
was originally a buffalo trail. They doubtless us~d it on the
trip to Lick Run• In this neighborhood are to be found Blu~
Lick and Elk Lick. The latter is beyond Batavia soma six m1les
up the East Fork of the Little Miami. According to local
tradition there was there when white men came half an acre or
mora of a salty incrustation and the animals came in droves to
enjoy it. B~ no trace ~e~ins. I was not evan able to find a
Spring with a salty flavor, whose waters might have crystallized.
Yet the name itself is testimony of great weight and the tradition
of the neighborhood must be considered as trustworthy. These
Lick naroos are excellent. It has not been gi van to many man of
this generation.to see the pathless forest. That has been my
good fortune. In the far North I have seen the forest which
stretches from Lake Superior to the uttermost places where snow
and ice dispute its growth. Poets speak of the pathless forest.
That shows they do not know what they are talking about for there
is no pathless forest. Everywhere the forest primeval is crossed
and criss-crossed by the paths which the wild animals have made.
Sometimes these trails so resemble the path man would make that
the illusion is perfect. Once on the Ogoki River I followed such
a path for several miles and was confident it would lead to an
Indian camp. I was undeceived only when it abruptly terminated
in a swamp and I saw the hoof marks of the moose and the deer on
the soft ground. And these Licks tell their own tale of the ·
paths through the forest which once led to them--paths which made
the way of the pioneer easy.
Norwood was originally Sharpsburg. A charming young woman
when the village was in its infancy did not like the name and
she called it Norwood which was the name of her husband. It is
now a marvellous city yet it is within the memory of men now
1i ving when Sharpsburg contained only two houses.
·
Sweet Wine has a delightful sound. It is difficult to quite
get the straight of this nama. As far as 1 can make out there
was there a Road House where wine was sold--the wine being made
on the premises from grapes grown on the neighboring hills.
Just beyond Glendale is Springdale. This town was established
almost as soon as Cincinnati. It was a place where the stage
Coaches changed and it exactly duplicated the history of Montgomery.
Up to 1840 it was the largest and most flourishing village in the
county--then it abruptly fossilized and even declined in population
until recently the automobile has brought it new life.
·
The Dugan Cap Road in the far west-end of the county sounds
interesting. But it is prosaic enough in reality. In 1816 there
was a poor farmer out there named Dugan. He lost his wife and

being unable to care for his

dau~hter
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rema1ned until she died at the age of sixty.
College Hill received its name because there was a colla e
::•r;· t~rigi~lly thie was Farmers' Collage--started back i~
e or as by the farmers in this vicinity. Each contributor
was given ~ perpetual scholarship and he expected not only his
sons. but h1s descendants to the 'latest generation to en ioy the
priVllege of an education without further cost. Murat Halstead
was graduated from this college, Benjamin Harrison was a
student there for two years, but graduated from oxford--whither
as I was told he had followed a favorite teacher Professor
Bishop.
'
·
During the War every student in the college joined the
Union Army and like the Literary Club it was forced to close
for lack of attendance. But unlike the Literary Club it did
not fully recover. Later on in the Nineties some of its
Trustees thought the name Farmers' College wa$ against it and
so it was changed to Belmont Academy and it is now the Ohio
Military Institute.
Here too was a famous school for girls--it should have
been another Vassar--Alas it was privately owned and the
heirs of the founder finally sold the fine building and
grounds to the Cincinnati Sanitarium--in other words it is a
private Hospital for the Insane.
'
I have often wondered why this Farmers' College did not
grow. Did it lack teechers of inspiration? Did it lack men
of wealth to properly endow it? Perhaps one might as well
ask why some seeds grow and some do not. But the name College
Hill will always remain to tell future generations that once
th~ place possessed a college.
Clifton was incorporated by a special act of the Legislature in 1849. Its nama came from an old farm or estate
known as the Clifton Farms which covered a good ~art of the
present suburb. In some way the owner became embarrassed and
the property was taken over by the LaFayette Bank--and
LaFayette ·Avenue is named directly for the Bank and not for
the illustrious French patriot. It was the Bank which subdivided the property and began the actual settlement. In the
very early days communication because of bad roads was difficult. Mr. Gazzam Gano's father was one of the first man to
go to Clifton and he and his neighbors reached the city by
horseback-riding on the tow-path of the canal. However, there
was a road long before the canal was built. It followed the
valley through Clifton and recently wh.en Mr. Balch was making
an excavation on his place he dug up a section of this old
pioneer highway. It was corduroy and the logs were fairly well
preserved.
The settlement. of Clifton was by the very rich, men who
bought large tracts of ground, built houses that were often
more like castles than ordinary residences, who kept many
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so it well deserved its nickservants and had fihe Bequipa~e In the past quarter of a century
name of "Rome of the arona •
into small building lots
these extensive places have beendcu~du6lifton is as democratic '
many. new streat.e ha. ve been opens ~nest of the old places'
as any othur suburb. One of the fl ·t
dis a Park Another
haQ be en acquired by the c l Y an
· •
...
. t
H . ta1 and not one remains in its
Mt • St orm'
one has been turned 1n o a osp1 .
pristine glory.
In the course of time many names have disappeared. Nearly
the first settlements in the back country were called . ,
~i;t~~ns such as Dunlop station· in Colerain T~wnship-da~dt:~~e s
station in carthage--not one of these has surv1ved--an
no one Vlill regret the fact. John Cleves Symmes called the place
which wa call Riverside "South Bend11 --it seemed to geographically
balance his own North Bend. That name has gone •. There was once
a little suburb called Mohawk--Madame Trollops 11ved there--and
the name was kent alive by the old Mohawk Bridge on the Canal.
But the bridge is gone and the name will soon vanish.
Then Mt Adam& before it was rechristened bore the classic
name of Mt. ida. And storrs down in the West End. while still
used is on the way to oblivion. rrhat name ~arne from storrs
Township but annexation to the city has obl1terated the township.
Industry many years ago was a little villaga to the East
of Delhi. Its name has gone. And Home City has disappeared,
giving way to sayler Fark. Sadamsvilla, Riverside and Wo~dburn
were once incorporated villages and the names seemed dest1ned to
remain.
No name in the County has a more honorable and worthy
significance than Wayne Avenue in Hartwell. When General wayne
marched his arrny to victory in 1794 he left Cincinnati by way
of what we call Spring Grove Avenue and marching out the Valley
he left that road at the Gas Hall in Carthage and want due North
over the present Wayne Avenue--up the hill back of Woodlawn and so
on to Ft. Hamilton. As a matter of fact st. Clair had cut out a
road, following an Indian trail that led from the Lakes to the
·
Ohio, so this is our first and most historic highway. st. Clair's
route was stright north over the hills by way of what is now the
road that runs through College Hill and Mt. Heal thy. This was a
shorter but much mora difficult road than that by the Valley taken
by vrayne, And it was in ver~v truth our first Victory Boulevard •
In this age of improved highways with their surfaces of brick,
asphalt and concrete, it is difficult to imagine the dreadful
roads of the early period. Wet weather turned them into impassable quagmires. It was not until so late a period as 1848 that
Reading Road was macadamized. And this alone is excellent evidence
that for the first half century of Hamil ton County's excellent mud
roads--or perhaps I had better say dirt roads--were the rule.
The steamboat era will live forever in that admirable name
nTha .Public Landing.n The Ohio River has now been improved with
locks and dams which give it a nine foot channel the year round-that is, except when ice shuts off navigation. Transportation
experts say that history will repeat itself--that the river will
again be crowded with steam boats and the old glories of the
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Public Landi~g will be repeated. It was there that our two
Western Pres1dents, Jackson and Harrison, were given great
recepti?ns, There it was the~ general Winfield Scott after
the Mex1can War was met by all C.incinnati. Mr. James Glenn
told me that General Scott, dressed in full regimentals
came marching through the great throng on the !Janding t~wering
like Saul head and shoulders above the crowd--the finest
figure of a man he ever saw, And so late a time as the Civil
War the soldiers who conquered at Donelson under Grant embarked on steamboats at the Landing. And the boats went from
there in fleets to take men and supplies to Grant when he was
before Vicksburg--the time when the fall of that city let the
Mississippi flow unvexed to the sea.
It w~s very recently that the late President Harding went
up the Oh1o to General Grant's birth place at Pt. Pleasant and
Cincinnati gave him a. tremendous reception on the Public Landing.
Yet the great scenes on the Public Landing are four--scenes
that can never come back again--that time in the very early
days when Gene~al LaFayette rode in a magnificent barg1 from
the Kentucky snore and was received amidst the booming of guns
and the plaudits of a multitude by the Governor of Ohio on our
shore. And when General Jackson came and declined to enter the
carriage prepared for him and walked bare-headed up the hill
while the crowd parted to make way for him standing silent
with admiration and respect.
And the two other scenes are really one --when General
Harrison left Cincinnati on his journey to the White House
amidst such enthusiasm a.s had never bean duplicated here-when men's hearts fairly surged within them with the hope of
a new day and all th~ glory of the present, the past and the
future like an intoxicating dream before their eyes--and then
his return when amidst a hushed and awed stillness--a great
procession of all the shipping on the river that bore him to
his last resting place at North Bend--the hopes and the
enthusiasm of the people buried with him.
. The most recent name to be put on the map is that of
Columbia Park. A public utility company has spent millions
there in building a plant for the making of electric power.
Apart from the great improvement which is one of the industrial
features of the middle West there is already a large resident
population and this is certain to inc~ease. Columbia Park is
situated at the extremest southwest tip of the State of Ohio
and occupies the farm that once was part of the 600 acres that
General William Henry Harrison cut off from his 2800 acre farm
and gave to his son John Scott Harrison whose residence still
remains but a stone's throw from this tremendous modern power
plant. As there is a Columbia in the county, a Columbia with
nearly a century and a half of associations connected with it,
this name of Columbia Park is not particularly happy. One
does not like to criticise a patriotic effort, as it ware, but
Fort Hill would have been an admirable name. Or some great
inventor such as Edison who made the place possible, might
have been honored by giving the place his name.
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Just west of this new columbia !'ark the conductor on the
Baltimore and Ohio local trains as they come to a stop calls
out "Winney " Only one or two poor houses are nearby and there
is nO station--just a mere shad. Yet this is the first place
in the county where white men reallY left their mark. In 1?85
a military commission came there with an ample Military Guard
to make a 'treaty with the Indians. On the river bank they built
a fort, a rude stockade with a few long huts which had sto~e
chimneys and soma piles of stone are all that remain to mark
the spot, This Fort Finney was our first name. There after
much trouble and long delay a treaty was made with the Indians,
a treaty by the way that was broken without trouble and without
delay. · General Bubar who was one of the conunissioners has left
a fine account of the trip down the river. They caught fish
without number and when they wanted food they tied the boats up
to the bank and in an hour or two the hunters returned laden with
wild turkeys and deer. Thus it was they stopped at what is now
Covington and killed seven buffalo. General Butler saw the
beauty of the land and predicted that in the future the Ohio
would be lined with great cities and prosperous villages and that
hare in the Wast would rise an Empire which would make Greece
and Rome seem small in comparison. In all our early literature
there is nothing more readable than General Butler's story of
his voyage down the Ohio.
Yon see how easy it is to let names suggest all sorts of
things.
I have just written as it were a few headlines. There is
not time in a Literary Club Faper to carry out my topic to its
full possibilities. But I hope I have shown that even the Map
of Hamilton County is crowded with interest.

To me it is manifest destiny that the city of Cincinnati
will expand until it includes all of Hamilton County. It
occupies now a very large part of it. This growth is most
recent however. In 1870 the North Boundary of Cincinnati was
McMillan Street--the West Boundary was Mill Creek--and the East
Boundary was Pendleton--a mare fraction of its present extent.
As a matter of fact the dual government of the city and county
is an·aconomic blunder, a needless duplication of many offices.
And presently common sense will see to it that either the city
or the county government disappear and the whole district is
under one sat of officials.'** See page 228-a
James A. Green

RATIONAL TAXATION
FEBRUARY 13, 1926

CHARLES G. MERRELL

The very discussion of this subject rather presupposes the
absence of ratio~al taxation at the present time, and the differences of opin1on among so-called taxation experts as well as
the changing views of nearly all legislators from session to

Count~·
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James Albert Green's paper, The Map of Hamilton

*Page 215 - When King Le
.
eldest daughter to bestow hera~, ~~P lD hand, ~urned to his
map that called to his mind a o~dl~n ?n.her--lt was the
Kingdom.
su an VlSlon of his fair
"With
With s hadowy forests and with Champlains riched
plenteous Rivers and wide skirted meads."
.
**Pa~e 224 - K~gler l.lill Road is be coming a fine
hlghway llned with handsome suburban residence~ It
named from an active business sat tlement just b;low was
~~mp Dennison on the Little Miami--this has entirely
1sappeared leaving only the nama of its apuroach as a
monument.
~
Years ago that part of Milford which lies in

H~~ilton Cou~ty was called Montank but now it tal~es the
o. est ~nhab1tant to recall this fact--probably when the
~1ttle ~iam~ built its station there and called it Milford

1nstaad of

r~.ontank,

the name was chan 5aa.

, . ***Fag~ .,228 ~ ~t ~11 events the city is gro\'ling and
tne county 1s dim1n1ShlllS and it is not improbate that the
next member of the club who writes on Hamilton County
may explain that it was a political divisionthat in the
course of time became extinct.
·
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session would indicate no very near approach to a fundamental
natural, or rational basis of thought on this most important '
subject.
Important it certainly is, if we but stop to consider
how closely and at how many angles it impinges upon our daily
lives and welfare. If any one has a tendency to doubt this
let him refer to his tax bills recently issued from the cou~ty
treasurer's of~ice a~d consider that, besides his county,
state, and nat1onal 1ncome taxes, there is paid almost every
day a tax on sugar and other things we eat; on wool or cloth;
and many other things we wear; and,·directly or indirectly,
a tax on most of the things we use.
Moreover, who YJnows that the taxes'we pay today will be
in effect tomorrow'r In fact, we may be reasonably sure, from
past experience, that the basis upon which we order our
individual lives and manage our business affairs, will be
changed, and we will hardly readjust ourselves to the new
order when that order will be changed again. Our state
legislature is evan now engaged in an effort to correct some
of the recognized evils of our present taxation laws, and,
unless the millenium suddenly come upon us, of whieh there are
no present signs, future legislatures will be similarly
engaged in denouncing what is now done, and proceed once more
to revise. Our National Congress has been no less persistent
in their apparent antipathy to that outstanding characteristic
of the "laws of the Mades and Persians."
And yet, speaking broadly and allowing for the inevitable
mutations of time, ought one not expect our laws, especially
of taxation, and at least in fundamental principle, to be
fairly pe'rmanent?
One of the most rational conceptions of legislation, it
has always seamed to me, oonsists of the discovery of national
laws as to the relation of human beings to each other, and
enacting such discoveries into legal statutes. Natural law
is the same today as when the Ten Commandments were given
from Mt. Sinai, and, if men's perception is not blinded, ought
we not to draw from such a fountain a continuous stream of
fresh inspiration for the formulation of a progressive but
consistent and rational rule of conduct, which we term legal
statutes?
Is there any such thing as a natural or scientific method
of taxation? Thera is no evidence in the discussions of the
day that there is any great perception of such a natural law,
and Professor Perry distinctly asserts: "Thera can be no
science of taxation. •••••• Natura has given no whisper, that
we can hear about taxes." I have heard of those who could
not hear th~ "still, small voice," and we read in history of
the past, and will, l fear, read in the history of today, of
those who failed to hear or head the thundarings from afar
portantious of a judgment upon those whose thoughts and deeds
are not done in just ice, but are warped by selfishness •
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unfortunately true there has been more
It is, I believe,
litical economy and related
corruption in the teaching of po of university education. So
subjects than in any otherfbranchndowed universities and colleges
commercialized have some ~h ou~ athe reorasentatives of so-called
become, so dominated are
ay Y
left in our colleges who
Big Business, ~hat fewhprlofes~or~a:~~ as their untrammeled
are free to wrlte, muc ass o
'
thought and study would direct.
o stultified have these fettered professors become that
S
described by Herbert Spencer,
they remind on~. of ~om~hpeo~.1~e ·of exact conclusions. According
"who hate anyt~1ng 1~ e s ~neither extreme, but always halfto such, the rlght is never ' are continually trying to
way between th~ ex~r~~es: ;~~~' and 'buts' and 'excepts' are
reconcile 'Yes an
f i th 1 a 'judicious
thai~ delig~~; ~~~ldh:~:r~~l~r~:ii:veaan or~cle if it uttered
:e~~ll t~:~gth ~rinci~le •. Were you tot i~qui~:t of o;h~~o:h:!~~r to
the earth turned on lts axis from easl o,Aw little of both' or,
east you might almost expect the rep y,
'
t
I If
'Not exactly either.

°•

This may now be said of Frofessor Ely, of Wisconsin, and
director of the "Insti tuta for i\esearch in Land Economics and
Fublic Utili ties,,, supported by the leading ra~lway companies
and other large business and quasi-public util1ty organiz~tions.
one could almost imagine that Spencer were in~pired to wr1te these
words after wading thru 11 Essays on Taxation, by Professor
Selig~n, of Columbia University.
I have wandered so far afield by the natural trend of my
subject and in partial explanation of the temerity of an
ordinary business man venturing on a subject that is in dispute
among professors of economics in our le~ding. colleges--but be it
known here and now that the view taken 1n th1s paper has creditable and ample support from other seats of authority •
The present unjust and inadequate methods of taxat~on are
to be recognized by some of our leaders, as w1tness
the following from former Governor Lowden in an address some
months ago before the Newspapermen's Association:

beginnir~

"The great problems, for the next few years at least,"
said he, "will be economic and industrial, and to all of them.
the quflstion of taxation now has a direct and important relat1on.
Business and industry, generally, in making plans for the future,
must reckon first with the out~stion of taxes, which mve reached
the point already where private initiative is discouraged and
where enterprise halts. 11
Some three or four years ago the Socialist Party in Switzerland had up for referendum a bill for a levy on capital, and
the effect of the mere proposal was striking in significance.
"Capital is being exported," said the Chicago Tribune
dispatch, "bank deposits withdrawn, and enterprise stopped."
That is precisely what would happen and anyone in his right mind
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would expect. Our socialist friends are apt to lose sight
of the fact that capital is movable and rather easiiy
movable; and when it sees the prosp~ct of a levy it will
stand from under.
'
As good a pair of rules as can be formulated for the
guid~nce o~ legislators, is found in the simple precepts, nTax
noth1ng wh1ch you wan~ to keep; tax nothing which can move,"
The best way to get r1d of undesirable things is to tax them
On the.other hand, the best way to stimulate the production •
and m~1ntenance of desirable things is to exempt them from
taxat1on. Personal property can move; all forms of wealth can
move. The. one t~ing that ca1mot move is land. The production
of wealth 1s des1rable; the possession of wealth is desirable.
The more wealth produced, and the more of' it we all have the
batter off we are. The one thing that is distinctly und~sir
able is the private monopoly of publicly created land values.
Since, then, land cannot move, and the monopoly of' land
values is undesirable, the logical thing, as we see it, would
be to tax nothing but land values, and to tax them at the
rate of one hundred cents on the dollar. As a fiscal policy
we can see nothing against this procedure and everythin2 in '
its favor.
o
01?-r present system is drying up the springs of revenue.
As reported in one of the papers not so long ago, 11 The
Roumaniari Governme11t has had to issue half a billion units
of paper money in order to pay bills that ordinary taxation
was insufficient to cover. The bulk of the government
revenue of Boumania is derived from an export tax upon wheat
and this tax has been boosted so high that the producers find
it impossible to pay sales, transportation and other export
costs and sell their wheat abroad in competition with wheat
from Canada, the United States and the Argentine. This
enforced stoppage of wheat export has dried up government
revenue from that source. This illustrates the possibilities
of all taxes upon productive factors of every country, whether
upon farmers or industrialists. Politicans have an idea that
producets can be taxed to the limit without stopping production, but there is a point, as Roumania has found, where it
is impossible to produce and sell at a price that will
'satisfy the tax gatherer and every other charge that must be
met."
It is impossible in a paper of ordinary length to do
anything more than merely outline, or indicate, the failure of
the present system. It is, however, sufficient to say that
nobody is today satisfied; and the only raasoll th&.t we keep
on with the experimental system of taxation, as I would call
it, is that the public mind has been enshrouded with the idea,
engendered and kept alive by comparatively few, who now
monopolize the ownership of the earth and enjoy and profit
by this species of feudalism. It is not too much to say that,
if a natural and rational system of taxation were proposed to
an average body of citizens whose minds were entirely unbiased
on the subject, a vast majority of these would immedi~taly
declare for such a natural and rational system for their
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government.
it happens that we find in natural operation in every
N
civili~!J country a species of taxation which automatioallyti d
collects from every citizen an amount almost exactly propor one
t the fair and full market value of the benefit which he derives
f~om the government under which he lives and the s?ciety which
safely infer that this lS a natural
surrounds hi rn. May We not
. ·
d d t
o a
taxation, and is not such taxation capable of. be1ng re uce
science? such an automatic, irresistible, un1versa.l sy~tem does
exist. All over the world man pay to a superior author1ty a
tribute proportioned with wondrous exactness to these social
advantages. Each man is compelled to do this by the fact that
other men surround him, eagar to pay tribute in his pla~e, if
he will not. The just amount of this tribute is determ1ned by
the competition of all his neighbors; who calculate to a. dollar
just how much the privilege is worth to them, and who will gladly
taka his place and pay in his stead. Every man must, therefore,
pay as much as some ot·her man would give for his place; and no
man can be made to pay any more.
This tribute is sometimes paid to the state, when it is
called a tax; but it is far more often paid to private individuals,
when it is called ground rent.
Where there is no government there is no ground rant. As
government grows more complex and does more for society, ground
rents increase. Any advantage possessed by one piece of land
over another will, it is true, gi va rise to rent; but that rent
cannot be collected without the aid of government; and no advantage
in fertility is aver equal in value to the advantage of society and
government. An acre of sand on the coast of New Jersey, at
Atlantic City, Cape May, or Long Branch, is worth more rent than
a million acres of fertile land five hundred miles distant from
all human society. The sixteenth of an acre of bare rook in New
York City is worth more than a thousand acres of the best farming
land in Manitoba,
Ground rent, therefore, is the tribute which natural laws
levy upon every occupant of land, as the market price of all the
social as well as natural advantages appertaining to that land,
including, necessarily, liis' just share of the cost of government.
Now observe how perfectly this natural tribu ta meets all the
requirements of abstract justice, with which our professor-friends
have so long wrestled in vain. Hera is the exact "quid pro quo."
No sane man, in any ordinary society, pays too much rent. For
he pays no mora than some other man is willing to pay for the same
privileges. He therefore pays no more than the market value of
the ~dva.nta~e.which he gains over other men by occupying that
prec1se pos1 t1on on the earth. He gains a certain profit out of
that position, which he 90uld not gain elsewhere. That fact is
conclusive proof that this profit is not the fruit of his labor,
but come~ out of some superior fertility in the soil, some superior
opportun1 ty for selling the fruits of his labor some superior
protection from government in the enjoyment of those fruits, or
some other advantage of mara position. Thus he receives full
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.value, in excha.~ge for his payment. R·a recei vas it. not
~arely society 1n general. Re receives the whole of it• h
1~ not. comp~lled to divide a dollar's worth of this ben~fi~
Wlth h1s ne1ghbors. But, on the other hand he pays the full
value of what he thus receives; and he owes'nothin~ more to
anybody, The transaction is closed, upon fair and:::leoual
terms.
·
Here, than, is a tax, just, equal, full, fair, paid for
full value received, returning full value for the payment
meeting all the requirements of that ideal tax which
'
professo:s and practical men alike have declar~d to be an
imp?ssibllit~. It is not merely a tax which justice allows;
it 1s one wh1ch justice demands, It is not merely one which
u~hf to be collected: it is one which infallibly will be
_! collected, It is not merely one which the state otg~t
to see collected; it is one which, in the lortg run, the sa e
cannot trevent from being collected, The state can change
the par icular landlord: it cannot abolish rent.
It is quite true that some man do not pay ground rent to
any one else, But these are landlords, of tha most highly
de~eloped type. A few of these men seem, at first glance,
ne1ther to pay nor receive ground rent. But this is an illusion. They do receive such rent, in the value which remains
in their possession, in excess of what they would hold if they
paid rent like other people. Moreover,such men almost invariabl? ha!e either paid a price for the land on which they live
(whlch 1s capitalized rent paid by them), or they hold land
which cost them less than they could sell it for (which is
capitalized rent gained by them), or they have done both,
Those who actually receive ground rent, or who could
receive it if they would, form the class which we call
"landlords." They are the tax-gatherers appointed by Nature.
Year by year they assess the value of the privilege of
occupying their land, They can do this, with an accuracy to
which no government assessor can aver attain; because th~y
receive, at least once a year, the best possible information
as to this value, in the form of bids from tenants. They have
only to announce their willingness to receive bids; and the
bids come in. Nobody runs after the assessor, to tell him
.wha·t his land is worth. Everybody runs after the landlord, to
tell him what his land is worth. Not that everybody tells
him the truth; but he soon finds out what is the truth, by
comparing conflicting statements.
The landlord, I repeat, is Nature's elected tax-gatherer.
But Natura does not compel him, any more than any oth~r collector
of taxes, to pay over to the state what he collects. This must
be done by the state itself.
Nature, having thus provided a method b,y which all men pay,
of necessity, a tribute sufficient to defray all expenses of
government, clearly points to the collection of such expenses
from this tribute. We have already seen that Natura and
Science condemn every other method of raising public revenue,
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by making equality and justice impossible ~n~er any such method.
Do they not with aoual clea:rnesa and prec1B1on, point to the.
taxation of'ground rents, as not merely a JUSt ~ethod Of raiSlllg
revenue, but also as the only just one?· Scia~tlfically speaking,
a tax upon ~round rents is not a tax at all; 1t is merely the
ll t'on °by the state of a tax already levied by an automatic
~~oc:~s ~ until this sou~ce of revenue is exhausts~, avery· other
tax is double taxation. so long as this fund rarna1ns, avery
other tax is of necassi ty unjV.st-, as truly as it would· be u~just
to sauander the proceeds of any tax among a few ~avored off1cials
and then levy the whole of the same tax over aga1n upon the
people. Seldom has there been a more beautiful illustration of
the wise yet relentless working of natural law, than in the
proved imnossibility of justly collecting any tax other than
upon grou~d rent. ~t shows that Nature makes it impossible to
execute justly a statute which is in its nature unjust. The
propriety of ~n exclusive tax upon ground rants is established,
not merely by affirmative proof of its justice, but by the
demonstration of universal experience that no other form of
taxation can be made effective, adequate, just, and equal.
That a land tax is a natural tax, and therefore a rational
one, may be seen immediately from the fact that, before any
government exists in any country, there are no taxes, and no need·
for them. As even the cruder forms of government begin to appear,
the need for taxes arises, and there immediately arises this
natural source of taxation, that is, land values, where heretofore
no value existed.
The process by which a value attaches to land by virtue
of the increase of population has never been batter set forth
than by Henry George himself in his "Progress and :Poverty"
(Book IV, Chap. II):
"Here, let us imagine, is an unbounded savannah stretching
off in unbroken sameness of grass and flower, tree and rill, till
the traveler tires of the monotony. Along comes the wagon of the
first immigrant. Where to settle he cannot te 11--avery acre
seems as good as every other. acre. As to wood, as to water, as
to fertility, as to situation, there is absolutely no choice,
and he is perplexed by the embarrassment of richness. Tired
out with the search for one place that is batter than another,
he stops--somewhere, anywhere--and starts to make himself a home.
The soil is virgin and rich, game is abundant, the streams flash
with ~he finest trout. Nature is at her very bast. He has what,
were he in a populous district, would make him rich but he is
very poor. To say nothing of the mental craving which would
lead him to welcome the sorriest stranger, he labors under all
the material disadvantages of solitude. He can get no temporary
assistance for any work that requires a greater union of strength
than that afforded by his own family, or by such help as he can
permanently keep. Though he has cattle, he cannot often have
fresh meat, for to get a beefsteak he must kill a bullock. He
must be his own blacksmith, wagonmaker car·pentar and cobbler-'
'
i n sh o:: t , a ,.Jac k of all trades and master
of nona.'
He cannot
have h~s children schooled, for, to do so, he must himself pay
and ma1ntain a teacher. Such things as he cannot produce himself,
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he must buy in quantities and keep on hand
.
for he cannot be constantly leaving his wo~k o~n~l~!k~~ Wlthout'
journey to the verge of civilization; and when forced ~oad;ong
~o,kthe getting of a vial of medicine or the replacement of a
ro en auger may cost him the labor of himself and horses for
days. Under such circumstances, though nature is prolif'
the man is poor. It is an easy matter for him to 0~at en~~;h
to eat; but beyond this, his labor will suffice to satisfy0
only the simplest wants in the rudest way.
"Soon there comes another immigrant. Although every
quarter section of the boundless plain is as good as every
other quarter section, he is not beset by any embarrassment
as to where to settle. Though the land is the same there is
one place.that is clearly better for him than any other place
and that 1s where there is already a settler and he may have
a na~g~bor~ He settles by the side of the first comer, whose
cond1t1on 1s.at once greatly improved, and to whom many things
are now poss1ble that were before impossible, for two man may
help each other. to do things that one man could never do.
"Another immigrant comes, and, guided by the same attraction
settles where there are already two. Another, and another, until
around our first comer ther.e are a score of neighbors. Labor
has now an effectiveness which, in the solitary state, it could
not approach. If heavy work is to be. done, the settler~ have a
logr~lling, and (ogether accomplish in a day what singly would
req~1re years.
Nhen one kills a bullock, the others take part
of 1t, returning when they kill, and thus the~! have fra sh meat
all the time. Together they hire a schoolmaster and the
children of each are taught for a fractional part of what
similar teaching would have cost the first settler. It becomes
a comp~ratively easy matter to send to the nearest town, for
someone is always going, But there is less need for such
_journe~s.
A blacksmith and a wheel-wright soon set up shops
and our settler can have his tools repaired for a small part
of the labor it formerly cost him. A store is opened and he
can get what he wants as he wants it; a post-office, soon
added, gives him regular co~~unication with the rest of the
world •. Then coma. a cobbler, a carpenter, a harness-maker, a
doctor; and a little church soon arises. satisfactions become
possible that in the solitary state ware impossible. There are
gratifications for the social and the intellectual nature-for that part of the man that rises above the animal. The
power of sympathy, the sensa of companionship, the emulation
of comparison and contrast, open a wider, and fuller, and more
varied life. In rejoicing, there are others to re:oice; in
sorrow, the mourners do not mourn alone. Thera are husking bees,
and apple parings. and quilting parties. Though the ballroom
be unplastered and the orchestra but a fiddle, the notes of the
magician are yet in the strain, the Cupid dances with the dancers.
At the wedding, there are others to admire and enjoy, in the
house of death, there are watchers; by the open grave, stands
human sympathy to sustain the mourners. Occasionally, comes a
straggling lecture~ to open up glimpses of the world of science,
of literature, or of art; in election times come stump speakers;
and t~a citizen rises to.a sense of dignity and power as the cause
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triad before hl·m in the struggle of John Doe and
t
d vote
And by and by, comes
of emPires is
Richard Roe for .h~s ;uppo~hsa~efore 'and opening to children
the circus, tall..a 0 mon
'
the realms of. the
·
whose horizon has been the prairie, al 1 .
mail clad

~~~!~:;!o~~dp~~~~::.~n~o~~!~c~~:~!r~il!~!r!a~~~:~~~~hD~~~ 1 tha

giants of nursery lore; lions such as crouc e t
f Gd . '
o tood
or in circling Roman amphitheater tore the sain s ~
ostriches who recall the sandy deserts; camels sue as s
around when the wicked brethren raised Joseph from the well and
sold him into bondage; elephants such as crossed the Alps with
Hannibal or felt the sword of the Maccabees; ·and glorious
music th~t thrills and builds in the chambers of the mind as
rose the sunny dome of Y-ubla J:han.
"Go to our settler now, and say to him:. 'You have so many
fruit trees, which you planted; so much fenc1ng, such a well,
a barn, a house--in short, you have by your lab~r added so much
value to this farm. Your land itself is not qu1te so good. You
have been cropping it, and by and by it w~11 need manu~ a • I .
will ~ive you the full value of all your 1mprovemants 1f you w1ll
give it to me and go again with your family beyond. the verge of
settlement.' He would laugh at you. His land yields no more
wheat or potatoes than before, but it does yield far more of all
the necessaries and comforts of life. His labor upon it will
bring no heavier crops and we will suppose, no more valuable
crops, but it will bri~g fa~ mora of all the other th~ngs for
which men work. The presence of other settlers--the 1ncraase
of population--has added to the productiveness, in these things,
of labor bestowed upon it, and this added productiveness gi vee it
a superiority over land of equal natural quality where there are
as yet no settlers. If no land remains to be taken up, except
such as is as far removed from population as was our settler's
land when he first went upon it, the value or rent of this land
will be measured by the whole of this added capability. If,
however, as we have supposed, there is e. continuous stretch of
equal land, over which population is now spreading, it will not
be necessary for the new settler to go into the wilderness, as
did the first. He will settle just beyond the other settlers,
and will get the advantage of proximity to them. The value or
rent of our settler's land will thus depend on the advantage
which it has, from baing at the center of population, over
that on the verge ••••••
"Population still keeps on increasing, giving greater and
greater utility to the land, and more and more wealth to its
owner. The town has grown into a city--a st. Louis, a Chicago,
or a San Francisco--and still it grows. Production is here
carried on upon a great scale, with the best machinery and the
most favorable facilities; the division of labor becomes extremely
minute, wonderfully multiplying efficiency; exchanges are of such
volume and rapidity that they are made with the minimum of
friction and loss. Here is the heart, the brain, of the vast
social organism that has grown up from the germ of the first
settlement; here has developed one of thegreat ganglions of the
human world. Hither run all roads, hither set all currents,
through all the vast regions round about. Here, if you have
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anything to sell, is the market; here, if you have anythine
to buy, is the largest and the choicest stock. Here intell~ctual activity is gattered into a focus and here springs
that stimulus which is born of the collision of' mind with mind.
Here are the great libraries, the storehouses and granaries of
knowledge, the learned professors, the famous specialists.
Hera are museums and art galleries, collection of philosophical
apparatus, and all things rare, and valuable, and best of their
kind. Here coma great actors, and orators, and singers, from
all over the world. Hare, in short, is a center of human life
in all its varied manifestations.
'
"So enormous are the advantages which this land now offers
for the application of labor that instead of one man v;i th a span
of horses scratching over acres, you may count in places thousands
of workers to the acre, working tier on tier, on floors raised
one above the other, five, six, seven and eight stories from the
ground, while underneath the surface of the earth engines are
throbbing with puisations that exert the force of thousands of
horses.
"All of these advantages attach to the land; it is on this
land and no other that they can be utilized, for here is the
center of population--the focus of exchanges, the market place
and workshop of' the highest forms of industry. The productive
powers which density of population has attached to this land
are equivalent to the multiplication of' its original fertility
by the hundred fold and the thousand fold. And rent, which
measures the difference between this added productiveness and
that of the least productive land in use, has increased accordingly. Our settler, or whoever has succeeded to his right to
the land, is now a millionaire. Like another Rip Van Winkle,
he may have lain down and slept; still he is rich--not from
anything .he has done, bl1t from the increase of population.
There are lots from which for every foot of frontage the owner
may draw more than an average mechanic can earn; there are lots
that will sell for more than would suffice to pave them with
gold coin. In the principal streets are towering buildings, of
granite, marble, iron and plata glass, finished in the most
expensive style, replete with every convenience. Yet they aru
not worth as much as the land upon which they rest--the same
land, in nothing changed, which when our first settler came
upon it had no value at all."
As stated by Professor H. G. Brown, of the University of
Missouri "We should not be turned back from the taxation of
land rani by the contention that the proposal does not ~onform
to the ability theory of taxation. It has never been fn1~lly
established that taxation ought to be in proportion to ab1lity.
Taxation ought to be arranged with a view t~ social w~lfare, and
this may or may not mean that it should be 1n prop~rt1?n to
ability. social welfare may be batter furthered, ~or 1~stance,
by prevantina exploitation and the consequent rece1pt of u~
earried incom~ than by mathematical precision in apportion1ng
taxes to total' income of all sor t s. "
In another place he well says:
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"The classes which profit by privilege, are, in their
understanding of economic and social phenomena, but little
superior to the exploited masses. Were this not the case, and
were there not the fear of Bolshevist violence, we might well
expect them to be exultant at the relative strength of socialism
among reform movements •. For socialism.almost hopelessly diverts
the minds of those who m1ght be the pr1ncipal protestants agai~st
the receipt of unearned incomes into an ind~scriminate opposit1on
to earned and unearned incomes alike. And 1t therefore serves to
prevent recognition of facts the recognition of which by the
masses might mean to those who hold economic power based on
privilege rather than service, real danger of its loss. The one
chief virtue which socialism, as currently preached, do~s have,
is its insistence that evils exist, that present condit1ons are
far from ideal and that the doctrins and propaganda of the
privileged classes are not to be accepted as final truth."
In conclusion, it seems to me that, altho~gh we have but
scanned the subject, we must agree that our present taxation
system is in a rather chaotic state, and is, in fact, no system
at all. It is not based upon any scientific, natural, or rational
foundation. We have pointed out that there is in ground rent an
existing source of governmental income, which is today used in
part; that this source of public revenue i~ most accur~taly
adjusted to the needs of government, and as naturally and as
accurately increases as the requirements of public revenue
increase with the aver advancing social development of the people.
We have not had time to show that this one source of revenue is
sufficient for all the requirements of public expanse; but it
can be readily estimated from data at hand that this one source
is more than sufficient, or, in other words, that all of this
ground rant need not be taken for our present needs. This allows
for a gradual readjustment, such as is taking place in Pittsburgh,
where, by easy stages, they have gradually shifted the incidence
of taxation from a general property tax to a tax on land values
only, and this has now reached the point where fifty par cent
of the revenue is so obtained.
There is yet to be considered the ethics of the proposition,
and it is here that the strongest argument exists. The basis
of the ethical consideration is expressed in a statement made
many years ago by Abraham Lincoln:
"The Land, the earth God gave to man for his horne sustenance ~nd support, should never be the possession of'any man,
corporat1on, society, or unfriendly government, any more than
the air or water, if as much."
Charles G. Merrell

'

Club Publication XVI) says "On the 8 June, a few da
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George W. Ranck, in his history of Boonesborough (Filson

8

after the

~~~ ival of the ~reat news of the Battle of Lexingto;--April

5,

the notor~ous Dr. John F. D. Smythe rode into Boonesborough. He sa1d he was touring the Colonies for material
for a book of travels, which he did publish after the Hevolution
but the wily Scotchman kept religiously to himself the rather
'
dangerous fact that he was also a spying emiosary of Lord riu
to aid in uni ~i~g th~ lnd ians and frontier T;rie~ in a schem~more
to sweep ~irg1n~a anu her 1:entucty terri tory clean of 'rebels,,
It was sk1mpy t1mes at the executive cabin just than, for
br~ad was not to, b~ ~ad, and the salt was expected every da;y to
give out. Even, b1g meat was none too easy to get; but
Judge Henderson s black Dan managed to keep a supply, and with
some vegetables from the fort garden, 'cats' from the river
and m~l~ punches--for the capital was not without cows --th~
plott1ng guest was entertained. Smythe had his owu re~sons
for enduring pioneer fare for several weeks, for during this
tiule he openly and very innocently visited the Shawaneee and
other Ohio Indians, all then at peace with the whites, He
d?ubtless made a diagram of 'the works' at Boonesborough. In
h1s notes which the unsuspecting did not get a chance to see
he mentions Henderson as 'a man of vast and enterprising genius,
but. void of military talents' and says in the disgust of his
loyal soul at the outrageous independence of the Transylvanians,
"such is the insolence, folly and ridiculous prid!l of the
ignorant backwoodsmen that they would conceive it an indelible
disgrace and infamy to be styled 'servants,' even of His Majesty •"
Reading this reference·to a visitor to this remote and
isolated settlement, a very outpost of the pioneers, the only
roadway to which was a lonely and faint-marked hunters' trail,
over rugged mountains, through gloomy forests and across
dangerous rivers along which were no hospitable inns for weary
travellers repose, we wonder what manner of man Dr. Smythe really
was; from whence he came, with whom he travelled, and whether in
fact he was, what the historian of Boones called him, a British
Spy. And than in an old bookshop we find two volumes, fine
examples of the bookmaker's art, published in London in 1784.
And they disclose the tale. For J.F.D. Smythe after his varied
experiences in America went home and wrote the story, in part,
of his adventures in America.
The title page of his book is:
A

Tour
in the

UNITED STATES
of
AMERICA

CONTAINING

j

,,i:
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An account of the
Present Situation of
that Country
The Population, Agriculture
Commerce, Customs and
Manners of the Inhabitants
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Anecdotes of several
Members of the Congress
And General Officers in
The American Army
and
Many other very singular
And Interesting Occurrences
with
A description of the
Indian Nations,
The general face of
The Country, Mountains
Forests, Rivers and
The most beautiful
Ground and picturesque
Views throughout that
Vast Continent
Likewise
Improvements in Husbandry
That may be adopted
With great advantage
In Europe
By J. F. D. Smythe, Esq.
The work was evidently published on subscription, for it
includes the names of his patrons and subscribers, a long list
of the notables of the time, printed alphabetically; earls and
viscounts, lords and ladies, dukes and barons, generals and
admirals appear in astonishing number.
Among his patrons was Col. Stevens, First Reg. Foot Guard~,
Equerry to the Prince of Wales, and aide de camp to the King; and
in the list appears the name of John Randolph, Esq., 1!1!
Attorney rreneral of Virginia.
From the stockaded fort at Boonesborough to Grosvener Square
was a far cry, and it must have been with much satisfaction at
dangers safely past, though with mortification over the defeat of
his country, that Captain·Smythe wrote his book.
One searches it in vain for any reference to his secret
orders and there is always a lack of frankness, but throughout
there is a microscopic account of the people, their manners and
customs, of the country, the towns, the rivers and mountains, of
agriculture and manufacture, and while he has written in the
greatest detail of the places and things he did not see as well
as of those which he did, and has given the most startling
accounts of adventures which were physically impossible, on the
whole he is interesting and entertaining and considering the
harrowing experiences through which he really did pass, and
remembering that it was as a returned hero he was relating his
story to a host of sympathetic readers, we must perforce
apologize to his shade for the title of this paper· and perhaps
for the fact that our Revolutionary grandfathers w~re not
'
particularly gentle in their treatment of sa lf -confessed sp ia a.
In what he ca.lls the "Advertisement" or what wri tars now·
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term the Foreword, Capt. Smythe says: ·
"The lata great and very extraordinary revolution in
America, a revolution with its attending circumstances
unparalleled in the annals of history, having excited the
curiosity of all ranks of people, not only of Great Britain
but of ever~ nation in Europa, to procure the most authenti~
information concerning that Country, and there being nothing
of the kind hitherto published that gives any satisfactory
account thereof, is the cause of my offering these volumes
to the public.
The most painful task to me throughout this work has been
to mention the hardships and severities. I have undergone, as
these are now at an end, and freely forgiven; for although I
m~y have much to lament, !'solemnly declare that I have no
resentments to indulge, no resentments to indulge, no rever~e
to pursue; and the few instances I met with of kind and
generous treatment have afforded me infinite gratification and
pleasure to relate."
And then in the introduction, with evident consciousness
of the strain imposed upon the credulity of his readers he says:
"In one respect he (the author) solicits the indulgence of
the public--as s·averal matters related in the course of the
following pages are perfectly novel, uncommon and strange to an
European reader, especially to a Briton, who may thereby be
induced to decide against the veracity and probability of the
whole, from the apparent incredibility, to him, of such
singular phenomena, and in his opinion, marvelous, surprising
relations; on these occasions he entreats the man of candor only
to suspend his censure and judgment, in such instances·, either
un~il he meets with some intelligent parson in whom he can
confide, and on whose decision he may rely, who has made a
considerable residence in, and progress through that extraordinary
Country, or until he conununicates his doubts and di~fic~l ties
through the channel of the public and balances in h1s m1nd the
weight of the explanation and defence he may observe in the
reply, supported by such authority as may be adduced •"
Thus having prepared his public, he throws off all
restraint and with a facile pen gives his fertile imagination
full play.
He first saw land on the fourth of August, of what year we
do not know, and sailing up between the Capes of Virginia
anchored in the evening at Hampton Road.
His first experience that evening smacks of truth for he
says, "The ntcsht being calm, we were assaulted by great numbers
of musketoes,-a very noxious fly, which seems to be o~ the
species of gnats, but larger and more poisonous, lea~u!g a hard
tumor wherever they bite, with an intolerable and P~lnful
itchin~· they penetrate the skin, fill themselves w1th blood,
and rna~~ their principal attacks in the night, ac~ompaniad by a
small, shrill disagreeable note, the very sound of which
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effectually prevents you fro m sleep after you have bean once
bit."
The next evening he went with the capta~n of the ship to
Norfolk and "dined agreeably." In a foot note he says:
· "soon after the commencement of the lata unhappy and illfated hostilities in America, the beautiful town of Norfolk
fell a sacrifice to the mistaken fury and devastation of Civi 1
war· in an unfortunate measure of the British governor of.
Vir;inia rendered excusable, however, and evan very just1fiable,
by the circumstances attending it; and the more imprudent,
criminal and even vindictive savage depredation of a backwoods
mob of American soldiery, who seemed then to carry their unjust,
barbarous and ill-grounded resentments against all the low
country and sea coast having prepared. even to. spread desolation
throughout the whole merely because 1t was w1thin r~ach and command of the British Navy; a~d because the principles and conduct
of the inhabitants were more temperate and liberal than theirs.
The American soldiery, then, principally backwoods riflemen,
every opportunity offering, from under the cover of the
house~ and wharfs fired upon the British troops and royalists
who had been comp~lled to seek refuge on board the shipping then
in the river, by this means picking off a few individuals every
day in this sneaking cowardly manner; a message was sent them by
His Majesty's Governor, the Earl of Dunmore, who was than on
board the fleet, requesting them to desist from such unjustifiable practices, otherwise he should be compelled to fire upon
the town perhaps to its destruction though very reluctantly;
but they persisting in their despicable unmilitary offenses he
sent them orders to remove all the women and children out of the
place by a limited time, when a cannonade would certainly be
commenced upon the town; and the ships of war ware drawn near,
and prepared for that purpose. This was accordingly executed
and the enemy galling the troops from the warehouses on the
wharfs, these were obliged to be set on fire to dislodge them
which was thus completely effected" --and much to the wonder of
this historian, the whole town seemed to break out in flames-set on fire, as he thinks, by the rebels themselves and he deplores
the fact that they should have burnt this ''fine town, the first
in Virginia in magnitude, opulence and navigation."
takin~

Smythe then proceeded up the James, visited Williamsburg, and
even at that early date the ouaintness of t~e old town struck this
English visitor with feeling~ of intense delight. He comments on
the races held there twice a year, and was much impressed with
t.he excellence of' the horses. He says "very capital horses are
started here, such as would make no despicable figure at New Market~
nor is their speed, bottom or blood inferior to their appearance;
the gentlemen of Virginia sparing no pains, trouble or expense in
importing the best stock, and improving the excellenceof the
bread by proper and judicious crossing." *****
The Virginians of all ranks and denominations are excessively
fon~ of horses. The gentleman of fortune expend great sums on
the1r studs, keeping handsome carriages and several elegant .sets
of horses, as well as others for the race and road; evan the most
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indigent person has his saddle horse which he rides to every
place and on every occasion; **** indeed a man will frequently
go five miles to catch a horse to ride only one mile upon
afterwards. In shoTt their horses are their pleasure and
their pride."
From this point the visitor continued up the James, and
comments most favorably of Brandon, Westover, Berclay (BerkeleyBarclay·) and other of the famous and historic homes alonJ' the
River, a number of which he visited and was received with
hospitality by the owners.
:.:J

He gives a graphic descriptiort of Hichmond and the
business of growing tobacco. He was struck by the fertility of
the soil. He says: "while the mind is filled with astonishment, and novel objects, all .the senses are gratified.
The flowery shrubs which overspread the land, regale the
smell with ordoriferous perfumes; and fruits of exquisite
relish and flavor, delight the taste, and afford a most
grateful rt1freshment •"
The numbers and size of the bull-frogs were a source of
constant surprise and we suspect of some trepidation for he
says: "the bull-frogs in particular, emitting a most
tremendous roar, louder than the bellowin~ of a bull, from
the familiarity of whose voice they obtained their name; but
their note is harsh, sonorous and abrupt, frequently appearing
to pronounce articulate sounds. They surprise a man exceedingly, as he will hear their hoarse, loud, bellowing clamor
just by him, and sometimes all around him, yet he cannot
discover from whence it proceeds.****They are the size of a
man's foot."
He observes that at least two thirds of the inhabitants
are naaroes "whose difference of feature and color, and rank
offensive s~ell are extremely disagreeable and disgustful to
Europeans."
He records with seeming fidelity the daily habits of the
men of different degrees of ran}~. The first, he terms the
"gentleman of fortune." "The gentleman of fortune rises a~out
nine o'clock· he perhaps may make an excursion to walk as far
as his stabl~s to see his horses, which is seldom more than
fifty yards from his house; he returns to breakfast between
nine and ten which is generally tea or coffee, bread and
butter· and ;ery thin slices of venison, ham, or hung beef •
He the~ lies do~n on a pallet on the floor, in the coolest room
i~ the hou~e, in his shirt.and trousers o~ly with a negro at
his head and another at his feet to fan h1m, and keep off the
flies; between twelve and one takes a draught of bombo, ~r
toddy a liquor composed of water, sugar, rum, and nutmeo,
which'is made weat, and kept cool; he dines between two and
three and at every table whatever there may be, a ham a~d
reens or cabbage is always a standing dis~; at dinner .e
~rinks cider, toddy, punch, part claret ana madeira, wh1ch
is.generally excellent here; having drunk some few glasses of
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wine after dinner, he returns to his pallet with his two blacks
to fan him and continues to drink toddy or sangaree all the
afternoon; 'he does not always drink tea; be tween nine and ten in
the evening· he eats a light supper of milk and fruit or some
su.crar and f~tJit etc. and almost immediately retired to bed,
fo~ the ni"'ht· in whi~h if it be not furnished with musketoe
curtains, he is generally so molested with the heat and harrased
and tormented with those poisonous insects the musketoes, that
he receives very little refreshment from sleep. The next class
which he terms the "middling classes," also race i vas at tent ion
and. differs from the first, in kind~ but not in the amount of
liquor consumed, and in a slight difference in the food. His
interest principally attaches· to the slaves, of whom there were
prodigious numbers. He says "it is astonishing and unaccountable
to conceive what an amazing degree of fatigue these poor, but
happy wretches do undergo and can support.", He describes their
mode of life, their food and clothing after a day of ~ard labor,
regaled with coarse food of hominy and hoe cake , he says, "their
severe labor continues in the field until dusk in the evening
when they repair to the tobacco houses where each has his task in
stripping allotted to him, that employs him for some hours *****
It is late at night before he returns to his second scanty
meal and even the time taken up at it encroaches upon his hours
of sleep, which altogether do never exceed eight in number for
eating and repose.
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inq~isition of forward impertinence and prying intrusion

~ga~n~t e~ery person that may be compelled to pass through

a
rou lesome illiberate country, however there are no
doubt many exceptions."
'

After spending several months in the vicinity of Richmond
and Petersburg, Smythe started south to North Carolina. If he
v~sited the Governor, or had any communication from or with
h1m, he makes no mention of it, but is wholly taken up with
the strange incidents which befell him in his travels. Yet
he seems to have had the entree to the houses of persons of
prominence throughout his JOurney; though most of whom turned
out a little later on to be Tories of the most ardent nature.
One fo~lows, the traveller in his narrative, thoroughly
impressed w1 th tne conviction that this was the Golden Arre of
America; although now and then some primitive custom would
perhaps seem crude to the older and more conservative homecountry, still, on the whole, the people were prosperous and
happy, w~th an abundance of everything to supply their needs,
with an 1ndulgant and easy government, and none of the vexations
and complications which settled down over the land with the
opening of the Revolution; and which to this good day have
grown only more confusing and oppressive, unconsciously this
Englishman in 1774 portrays conditions, which all historians
agree, surrounded the ideal period of American life.

But instead of retiring to rest, as might naturally be
concluded he would be glad to do, he generally sets out from
home and walks six or seven hours in the night, be the weather
ever so sultry, to a negro dance, in Which he performs with
astonishing agility, and the most vigorous exertions keeping
time with the music of a banjo (a large hollow instr~ment ·with
three striY!gs) and a quaqua (somewhat resembling a drum) until
he exhausts himself and scarcely has time or strength to return
home before the hour he is called forth to labor next morning."

In North Carolina, at the house of a man named Williams
Capt. Smythe first met Richard Henderson, one of the most
'
remarkable charac tars of prerevolutionary America. Henderson's
achievement in acquiring the vast territory to the west of
Virginia and the Carolinas receives much notice in Capt. Smythe's
History. He tells of the hostility of these states to the
establishment of the Transylvania Colony by Henderson, and
concludes with this passage, significant in the light of
Ranck's charge:

He visited various places of interest in the vicinity of
Richmond and digresses to speak again of the people and their
~abits and manner of living, and sums it all up as follows:-~n short, take them altogether, they form a strange combination
of in~ongruous contradictory qualities, and principles directly
oppos1te; the best and the worst, the most val~able and the
most worthless, elegant accomplishments and savage brutality
being in many of them most unaccountably blended."
'

"In vain did the different governors fulminate their
proclamations of outlawry against him and his people; in vain
did they offer rewards for apprehending him, and forbid every
parson from joining or repairing to his settlement; under the
sanction and authority of a general law, that renders the formal
assent of the governors and assemblies of the different
provinces absolutely necessary to validate the purchase of any
lands from the Indian Nation. For this instance, being the :tact
as a bulwark and barrier between Virginia as well as North and
South Carolina and him; his terri tory lying to the westward of
their nation."

He then compares the "third or lower class of the people"
.
with the same class in New England as follows:-- "They are kind
hospitable and generous, yet illiberal noisy and rude They ate
much addicted to inebriety and averse to labor.
•
They are likewise overburdened with an impertinent and
insuperable curiosity, that renders them peculiarly disagreeable
and troublesome to strangers; yet these undesirable qualities
they posse_ss by no means in an equal degree with the generality
of the inhabitants of New England whose religion and government
have encouraged and indeed instituted .and established a kind of
•',

As to any protection other than the mere fact of isolation
which the Indians afforded the western settlements of Tennessee
and Kentucky, it is more than probable that Smythe was entirely
misinformed; but his relief in this condition may have been the
reason for Lord Dunmore's sending this newly arrived Englishman
with but a single companion, whom he calls a white savage,
through Carolina and Tennessee to Boonesborough.
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At a point on his way to the west, on the Holston River he
says:_ "here we gained intelligence of a nearer way to Kentucky
than that commonly made use of, which ha~ very lately been
discovered viz·--by crossing Clinches R1ver about sixty miles
from stahl~ker~ go'ing over the great Ridge of' the Alleghany or
Appalachian Mountains at a gap which had been used only by a few
of the best hunters, and falling down on the waters of the Warriors
Branch, a river that runs into Kentucky."
This probably is a reference to the Wilderness.Trail, though
at the date of which he writes this was not so little used as
the traveller seams to believe.
From the crest of the ouasiotto Mountain he says: --"The eye
was now relieved from being constantly filled with the vast
exuberance of natura which alone it had 'beheld for so many days,
by viewing a beautiful Champaign Country, covered with prodigious
woods 'tis true, but at the same time in full verdure, and
intersected with vast rivers and prodigious wayer courses, which
all terminate in the mighty majestic Ohio.
Some of the course of this amazing and most beautiful river
was also to be discovered by a chasm or break in the woods where
it flowed in awful solenm si lance."
From the Cumberland Gap to the Ohio was rather a stretch of
vision as well as to imagination.
Descending the mountain he struck the Warrior Trail and in
four or five days he reached Boonesborough. He says of the
settlers "although the inhabitants are in reality a rude,
barbarous and unpolished set of men, yet you will frequently
find pleasure in their conversation; their ideas are bold and
spir i ~ed· but the~ r sent irnenta are not liberal. However, they are
certa1nly a sens1ble, enterprising hardy unpolished race, yet open
free and hospitable.
:Puailanimousnasa, cowardice and mean spirit appear not there;
hitherto they have not reached so far and as yet are generally
confined on the ea::t of the mountains:"
'
Afte~ a stay of some length at Boonesborough, Capt. Smythe
went to tne mouth of the Kentucky River, according to his own
acco~nt, and then he visited the Indian tribes in Ohio. He gives
a br1af account of those Indians, their numbers and tribal
relations.

.

From Kentucky he went down the River to New Orleans. From
New Orleans to W~s~ Florida and from there to East Florida. He
~i ve~ an enterta1n1ng account of St • Augustine and other old
Span1sh settlements. Thence he went to 8avannah then to Augusta
at ~11 times visiting the various tribes of Indi~ns. He then
'
vislted Charles Town, south Carolina.
.

He. says that "Eddiato or Ponpon has been remarked by every
one for t~e number of opulent widow ladies who reside on the banks
~f that 71ver and for the perpetual round of entertainments and
ssipat1on pursued by the inhabitants of that gay settlement."
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He said as an explanation of this that section of the country
is extremely unhealthy which added to the intemperanee of the
men quickly carries them off.
~The producti?n of indigo engages his attention and he
g~va~ a v~ry deta1led account of the whole process and says
f1na~ly · if ~hey had not revolted from Great Britain and had

cont1nued to 1mprove their natural advantages they would have
produced sufficient indigo to have supplied the principal part
of the world."
Ha.also describes rica and cotton culture and the tar and
turpent1ne industry. After leaving Charles Town he returned
through.North Carolina to Virginia and ends his tour with an
enterta1ning description of a visit to Vlilliam and Mary College
"Here" he says, "I shall terminate this tour--which has in•
eluded the greatest part of the places of note throughout the
southern part of the British settlements in North America
after having travelled Four Thousand Eight Hundred Miles ~nd
undergone a multitude of dangers and extreme fatigue, and
attended almost all the whole way, much to my convenience and
satisfaction by my faithful backwoodsman, whom at first I
considered as little better than a savage but from whom I
received more assistance than I could possibly have received
from the most complete professed servant in Europe,"
After returning from his tour, Capt. Smythe took up his
residence in Maryland and seems to have embarked to an
extensive degree in farming. He says in the second year he had
cultivated three hundred and fifty-three acres of wheat, as
well as a large acreage in potatoes, buckwheat and oats,
thirty-six acres in tobacco and two hundred in corn. His
farming operations were large but not particularly interesting.
He became acquainted with the sons of Colonel Andrew Lewis of
Green Briar, and on their invitation started on a journey to
visit them. On crossing the Fatomac, he was much amused at
the reply made by the owner of the Ferry to a gentleman inquiring as to the health of his father. He says "this gentleman
as well as most of his family being remarkably attached to the
use of hard words and a turgid bombulous styla'' answered the
inquiry as follows: ''sir, the intense frigidity of the
circumambient atmosphere has so congealed the pellucid aqueous
fluid of the enormous river Potomack, that with the most
eminent and superlative reluctance, I was constrained to
procrastinate my premeditated egression to the Palatinate
Province of Maryland for the medical and Galenical Coadjuvancy
and Cooperation of a distinguished sanative son of Esculapious,
until the peccant deleterious matter of the Athritis had
pervaded the cranium into which it had ascended and penetrated
from the inferior pedestrial major digit of my paternal
relative in consanguinity, whereby his morbesity ~as magnified
so exorbitantly as to exhibit an absolute extingu1shment of
vivification." And adds Capt. Smythe, "This singular and
bombastic genius is a near relative of the,American Ge~eral
Washington and it would· certainly afford nigh enterta1nment
to hear this ~entleman's account of his relative's feats of
prowess and the unexpected success of the Americans."
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on his way to ~reen Briar, he passed through Chotank.
"In this place'' he says, "Mr. George washington was born, who
has become somewhat distinguished for being at the head of an
inactive timid army which never performed a gallant exploit yet
have succeeded in their pursuits far beyond even their most
sanguine expectations or hopes.*** His total want of generous
s~timents and even of common humanity, ha~ appears~ notoriously
in many instances, and in none more than h1s sacrif1ca of the
meritorious but unfortunate Major Andre. As a General he is
equally liable to censure which is well known evan to every
intelli~ent Frenchman who has been in America as well as to every
person ;hatsoever, who has had any opportunity of observing his
military operations; nor during his life has he ever performed
a single action that could entitle him to the least share of
merit or praise, much lass of glory.
But as a politician he has certainly distinguished himself,
having·by his political manoeuvers, and his cautious plausible
management, raised himself to a degree of eminence in his own
country unrivalled and of considerable stability.
However, in his private character he has always been
respectable, and highly esteemed; and has supported a name fair
and worthy,"
After capt. Smythe's return from his visit to the Lewis
family, where he took part in an Indian Campaign and then wi~h
drew from it, because of his regard for the Indians, he writes
that there was now "no time for repose because the flames of
discord and rebellion began to burst forth with violence all
over the Continent."
This discrepancy 'between Ranck's statement of the time of
Smythe's arrival in Boonesborough and Smythe's statement of the
braakingout of the ]evolution is not explainable unless it be
that Ranck was mistaken as to the date of Smythe's arrival at
Boone sborough, for he says--" Smythe came to the Kentucky
settlement shortly after the news of the battle of Lexington,"
when according to Smythe, it was fully two or more years after
his return from his tour, that relations between the colonists
and the mother country became acute. He is much distressed at
the treatment his for1ner friends accorded him because of his
British sentiments. He says, 11 I was exceedingly attached to
the Country and the people, very many of whom I loved, esteemed
and respected. I was habituated to and fond of their society
customs and manners of life **** I was interested in every e;ent
that could b~fall them, with any of them all, as I intended to
_end my days 1n that Country, wherein every individual was happy
and free, under the mild government of Great Britain· where
plenty and contentment reigned, and not a beggar was' to be seen,
before the flames. of sedition and revolt consumed this fair and
noble fabric •"
Capt. Smythe's experience among the now thoroughly aroused
Colonists was anything but agreeable. He had several harrowing
interviews with various Committees of Safety; and having been
~harged, first by the British and then by the Americans, with
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being a spy, he was commis~ioned captain in the ~ueen's
Royal Regiment of Rangers under Lieut.-Col. Connolly and
start~d on an expedition to the "back country, 11 the purpose
of wh1ch probably was to enlist and organize the Ohio Indians
The ultimate destination of this expedition was Detroit· but '
its captain fell on evil days, for he was captured and thrown
into prison at Philadelphia.
On the 12 November, 1778, the Congress sitting at
Philadelphia passed a resolution touching the complaints of
Lieutenant-Colonel Connolly and Capt. Smythe: "that they had
bean confined for two years and more without exchange or parole
After their recital of the facts relating to their activities '
before capture and the circumstances under which they were
arrested, the Resolution of Congress was to the effect that
they had not been mistreated; that they were not prisoners of
war but spies; and General Washington was directed to transmit
this Resolution to the commander-in-chief of the British forces
in New York; informing that officer that if, under pretext of
retaliation for the alleged sufferings of individuals who under
the law of nations had no right to be considered prisoners of
war, he should uno.ertake to retaliate upon anJr Amari can officer
justly entitled to be so considered, Congress would retaliate
upon the person of an officer of the first rank in their
possession for every such species of hardship or restraint on
such account inflicted. Whereupon Capt. Smythe wrote to
Sir Henry Clinton detailing his sufferings and denying the
statements of the Resolution of Congress; and followed this by
a vigorous attack on the Americans and severe strictures on the
methods employed against him. This was transmitted to and
laid before the Congress; and he says that shortly afterwards
Colonel Connolly and he were assigned as prisoners of war.
Then, in a final chapter he bewails the success of the
Americans and pays a high tribute to the loyalists whose bitter
lot he deeply deplores. Whether Capt. Smythe was what he
claimed to be, a Scotch gentleman, first touring in America,
then settling down to the life of a planter, and then drawn
into the vortex of civil war; or whether he was in fact a spy
charged with the sinister duty of arousing the Indians to sweep
away the outposts of the colonists, will never be known~ the
.
truth now concerns us little; but whatever he was, he made a
most interesting tour, encountered unbelievable hardships, and
left us a remarkably entertaining tale of his adventures.
Shelley D. Rouse
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~ have accordingly procured a design in 1~unich,
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wh1ch I enclose photographs. The design is yet
very imperfect, but so soon as I can obtain the
passage of a law~ or the necessary ordinances, from
the City of Cinc1nnati, which will ~uarantee to me
~nd my Trustees forever, the proper o condi tiona for'
1ts safe perpetuity, I will proceed to the execution
of all its details.

- walter A. Draper
Robert Ralston Jones

A Famous Landmark

There has recently coma into the hands of a member of the
Literary Club a package of old let tars which. have. been preserved
for sixty years by a former resident of Cinc1m1atl, who has lived
in a western city for a quarter of a century,
Among the contents of the package were several letters
relating to an old Cincinnati business firm, and two signed Civil
War passes on which were written:
"It is understood that the within named and subscriber,
accepts this pass on his word of honor, that he is and will
be ever loyal to the United States, and if h~reafter found
in arms against t~e Union, or in any way aid1ng her enemies,
tha penalty will be death."
There was one document in the package which is of.such rare
interest and historical value that it is submitted in 1ts entirety
at this time, since it was writ ten by Mr. Henry Probasco and
presents the plan and description of the famous landmark--the
fountain in fountain square, which Mr. Probasco presented to
the citizens of Cincinnati.
Mr. Probasco wrote the letter February 14, 1867 while he was
in Palermo, and his plans and request for assistance were submitted to his young business partner, William J. Lowry. The first
two pages of the letter have to do with Mr. Probasco's personal
affairs, but on page three he begins:

It is my desire therefore, that you will place
.these Photographs, and these Memo. in the hands of
a first rate attorney, who is a man of ability and
honor, and one who has influence in our City Council
and w~o will prudently and wisely, and secretly
'
(!! f1rst) present the matter for their immediate action.
,I wish him to understand, that I want all his time and
talents, given to this matter, until it Is completed
Jerminated. I therefore authorize you to ~iva him the
sum of $100.00 at the end of his first wee~s services
~nd to promise as much more as would be reasonable t~
the extent of $600.00 or even more, should it be '
necessary in your judgement.
,

My dear Mr. Lowry I hope you wi 11 a.ct promptly

in this matter, because I
work in our City Council,
answer in Paris, as early
if possible, as Prof. Von
me there at that time.

know how tedious it is, to
and B~cause I want a definite
as the middle of April,
Miller has agreed to meet

Lastl~ I want, which is of the utmost consequence--

Secrecf•
othing should be known in the papers, or
public y, until the Ordinance is passed; and if my
feelings were considered, nothing whatever should be
said, until the dal, when the Fountain gave its blessings to the people. If you would confer a favor upon
me, have everything dona in the most quiet, secret
manner possible, and nothing said in the papers about
a~ybody's intentions, especially Mr. Probasco.

MY intention is that the Fountain shall stand in
the exact center of the square, about 50 ft. from
Walnut St. so that it may be accessible to the greatest
number of the p~ople, both by night and day."

"I have had in my mind for several years the erfection
of a :Public Drinking rountain in the 5th st. Market Space,
at the intersection of 5th and Walnut Streets. I now
propose to errect one, in memory of the late Tyler Davidson,
my brother-in-law, with whom I frequently consul ted upon
the matter and to whom the subject seemed· one that was
important and ought to be carried into effect.

Thera follows a paragraph of good wishes from
·Mr. Probasco, and then this proposition:

I have examined with care, a great number of Fountaine
in the principal cities of Europe for the single and express
purpose of ascertaining what could be done in Cincinnati
that would be worthy of the people and the memory of
Mr. Davidson.

Palermo, 14th February 1867.

"Proposition of Henry Probasco, through his lawfully
constituted Attorney, William J, Lowry, to the City of
Cincinnati, Ohio.

' I propose to erect an Ornamental, and Public Drinking
Fountain in the City .of Cincinnati, Ohio, at the intersection
of Walnut st. about 60 ft. from the East line of said street,
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of Bavarian black granite, porphyry and Bronze, accord~ng,
mainly to the proposed design, a photograph of which lB
hereby'prasented, with the accompanying description in brief:
1st The entire height from the street shall be 32t ft.
the top of the figure, which is 7ft. high.-2nd The amount of money to be expended by Henry Probasco,
is estimated as follows: viz:-- in American Gold.-Modelling of all the Figures
Bronze Castings &finishing of the same at the
Royal Foundry in Munich, by the Directeur,

$ 4000.00
21000.00

Granite and Porphyry work,

2200.00

Iron Work and Water Work,

300.00

Gold, fine gilding of ornaments,

200.00

Connecting together ! completing,

500.00

Packing & carriage,

150.00

Expanses of Herr Von Miller,
4 months to Cincinnati and back,
& foundations to be done at Cincinnati

On the four corners are figures of Children
the enjoyments of life distributed by the water ;i~~pr:s:~;ing
adorning herself with pearls,--a boy fishing for sh~lls 0 a
second fitting on skates, a third finding corals and crystals.
The portrait near the top of the entablature is proposed
to be a medallion of the founder of the monument.'
The water coming from the leaves of the shell is to be
used as fresh drinking water by a separate conduit pipe: __
whilst the four upper jets only, belong to the Qecoration.
The whole fountain is proposed to be of Bronze· the base
and all its surroundings of Granite & Porphyry. Th~ railings,'
or the protection of the fountain shall be wrought Iron or
Dayton Stone.
The time required for the execution of the work in Munich
is three years: and I hereby agree to place the fountain
'
complete, within three years, and Six months, from the passage
of the ordinance, permitting its errection, under a penalty
of One thousand dollars, All the expenses of every conceivable
nature, are to be borne and paid by Henry Probasco until
delivered, and received by the City of Cinciru1ati:' which City
shall have, own, possess, and control thereof, subject to,
and on the following terms, & conditions:
Conditions

1650.00
$30000.00

3d The idea presented by this fountain is to represent
the blessings and benefits of water conferrad upon the people.
The principal figure surrounded with foliage, shows the
benevolent Genius, from whose hands, like rain falls the ever
flowing water the blessing of GOD:- which is caught by a
peasant on the right hand, whose fields are waiting for it.
Opposite this figure, is standing a citizen, imploring
water for his burning house. The shell of the opposite side
partly hides a figure, who by a vigorous stroke opens a spring
for a lame person on crutches, who, with his affectionate
daughter desires to drink from the fountain.
On the other side is a Mother leading her child to the bath
who is invited by a nymph, playing with the hiP"h springing jets '
of water.
o
These four jets of water, two of which .are springing from
below, above, and two from above below, give l~fe and variety
to each part.
'
Whilst these groups represent the blessings of the water,
four bas-reliefs below are .intended to represent the utility of
n-:-=-viz. Navigation, Mi1ls, F·ishery, Steam,
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1st Commencing with its complete delivery, the City of
Cincinnati shall forever supply the drinking conduits, with
water, day and night, year by year, without intermission.
The Ornamental conduits shall be supplied with water in
summer ( 12 ? ) hours per day in Spring & A~tumn (10 ?) hours
per day, and in Winter ( 6 ? ) hours per day, throughout the
year.
2d

There shall be stationed a competent man at the
forever, whose duty it shall be to clean it, take
care of it, and protect it by day and night against all
accident.s from the people, and the elements. This can entail
no expense on the city, for the man may always be fairly
copsidered, as one of the police of the city, and may, &
should, in reality, perform all of the duties of the regular
police.
fount~in

3d Council shall expressly prohibit its water, from
being used for any other purposes, than drinking purposes of
its Citizens and for Ornamental purposes, for the exclusive
uses of the said city, as a corporation.
'

t

·4th There shall always be a Committee of the ~ity on
Public Fountains. The Chairman of that Committee shall be
held responsible to Henry Probasco, and his heirs.o7 Trustees
. forever, for the faithful performance of the Cond1t1ons of
this agreement. Or rather I mean, that the law shall be so

made, or the Ordinance framed, that the City shall be held
responsible should they ever neglect the trust which they·
receive, and which has been committed to them, for the benefit
of the pa ople.
I do not exact all that I have written in regard ~o this
Fountain: but in regard to the essentials I do not th1nk I am
unreasonable.
It is a free gift to the people for the benefit of the

~ ung ~. whose thirst should not b.e slaked in the Coffee
s~is for the children, and for those who from 6 to 20

years old of both sexes and of all conditions, from the Country,
as well a~ the City, who'need pure:-refreshing water, ~hat I would
supply it from early morn till midnight, and from midn1ght to
early morn.

'I
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I have sought to make this Fountain beautiful, and to have
all its embellishments illustrating practical everyday life,
everyone of which shall at once be understood, by the common
people. I have sought to make it beautiful in its forms, and
also practical in its purposes. I have used the everlasting
bronze, and granite, ·and nothing shall be spared in care of
money, that the foundations, and pipes, and all its practical
working parts, shall endure at least for a generation without
repairs.
The photograph sent does not begin to do justice to the
drawing, and the drawing does no justice to the ideas which
Prof. Von Miller intends to present in this fountain. This
results from want of time to execute the hundred drawings in
detail which will be required.
You know I cannot, nor shall not proceed, unless the City
will pass the necessary ordinances. The moment that is done,
I will at once give the order for the drawings to be made:
then, the detailed drawings:--then the modelling in clay of·the
figures, all of which require exact study, and time, ·before
anything in bronze can be prepared. And at the Royal Foundery
at Munich nothing is begun which is not carefully executed,
.
There will be some slight alterations in the design. For
1nstance, the projecting part, immediately below the medallion
head, is not exactly what it wi 11 be: --for it will be improved;
but the general idea is about what I consider to be the view it
will present. The City may depend on my doing the utmost to do
something creditable •"
Two years after Mr. Probasco's first letter written in
February 1867, Mr. Probasco wrote to 1~. Lowry from Oakwood,
Clifton, 18th February 1869
My Dear Mr. Lowry:
Herewith I hand you the Ordinance passed by the City Council
accepting the Fountain. Please send, or hand it to Judge Hoadley.

be
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If you have Gold in N.Y. would you order $1000.00 to
sent to Jno, Monroe & Co,, Paris,
Chalmers Hadley

2

A Bit of Cincinnati's Musical Historz

Cincinnati calls herself the "Paris of America"
a flatteri~ unction laid close to the municipal soui: What
t~et~ld Par1s, famous for her beauty and wickedness thinks
o
is, whether she be pleased or otherwise, is not recorded,
. Cincinnati, however, has other claims to distinction.
Hear what her public press has to say.
" . One journal, only recently, pronounced Cincinnn ti to be
a great center of musical appreciation," Another journal-enthused by the recent triumphs of the Symphony Orchestra in
the east--is more explicit and states the case thus:
"Throughout the world Cincinnati is known as a conspicuous
patron of music and all kindred arts, but to its musical
developments and achievements chiefly is due its wide fame as
a canter of advanced culture,"
.
This is not all but it is enough. There is an air of
c?nviction about these utterances of the ,press which conVlnces the average Cincinnatian, whether he himself be musical
or not, that his city is a musical center and it is heresy to
deny it,
.
'
There is good evidence to support Cincinnati's claim to
being a musi?al center: The May Festivals, which seem to be
a permanent 1nstitution, loyally supported; various schools
and colleges of music; a large and well trained chorus of
children from the public and parochial schools--taught the
best of music--a chorus which one can scarcely listen to without emotion, Last but not least Cincinnati maintains a very
fine Symphony Orchestra. At the close of the orchestra's
season of concerts a large deficit in the funa. is made up by
musical philanthropists. This, however, is not surprising.
Large orchestras are expensive luxuries even for large cities;
fiddlers, horn blowers and flutists, like bricklayers, plasterers
and carpenters, are organized and exact a high wage which music
lovers in pursuit of their passion must pay.
Cynically minded people, looking over the field, are apt
to say that ·but for the women of the city Cincinnati would be
no musical place at all, and point to the great preponderance
of women at all musical affairs in support of their statement.
Other cynically minded people say the same condition exists
in our churches--but that is wandering from the subject.
The male membership of the great Leeds choir in England,
we are told, is largely recruited from the iron mines and mills.
Many of these members, brought up on Handel, do not require a
copy of the Messiah to aid them, knowing the work by heart.
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Many choirs in wales are recruited from the same sources.
Manuel workers in this country do not, eo far as can be learned,
take any important part in music. For our business and professional man we may say that they are musical--that is, they give
music their moral and financial support, but, concerned in so
many other things and perhaps often tired with the day's work,
are apt to shift to the shoulders of their wives and daughters
the duty and responsibility of attending musical functions.
Thus accounting for the aforesaid preponderance of woman. If
the cynically minded are not satisfied with this explanation
let them look elsewhere.
It must not be supposed that Cincinnati has no rivals as
a musical canter among the other large cities of-America whatever her public press may say. New York, metropolis of the
country, has, of course, much more music than Cincinnati,
maintaining four great orchestras to Cincinnati's one. Boston,
ancient and haughty, seat of culture must be reckoned with;
Philadelphia also. Chicago "typical American city inhabited
by savages," --if vre are to believe Kipling--makes great· pretentions, maintaining besides her large orchestra a grand opera
company. To keep this last named institution off the rocks the
savages pay, so it is said, a yearly deficit large enough to
scare smaller places into fits. Pittsburgh at one time had an
orchestra--evidently smoked out. The automobile city of Detroit-another orchestra still' in existence, led. by a man of international
reputation. There is Buffalo, Atlanta, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Minneapolis--but enough. This is merely preliminary and we have
to deal with a bit of' Cincinnati '.s musical history--a sort of
musical renaissance as it were--which began with the coming of
The o. Thomas. A word concerning this man Thomas.
Henry Waterson in a letter published shortly before his
death referred to him (Thomas) as a Prussian Autocrat. Mars.
Henry was highly opinionated in those days. An autocrat Thomas
certainly was--a musical autocrat--possessed of a haughty
austerity, a tigerish temper and indomitable purpose--which was
to raise the standard of appreciation in America by playing only
the best mu~ic. To a suggestion that a little more of popular
music would better please his audiences Thomas made his famous
reply "Popular music is familiar music. Make American audiences
familiar with the best and they will be satisfied." In biblical
phrase--train up American audiences in the way they should go and
'
they will not depart from it.
It was this purpose to stick to the highest standards that
dominated Thomas to the end of his days and it must be said that
he had and has today, judging by improved American taste, a good
measure of success. His Prussianism, if he had any, may be dismissed, More than an autocrat Thomas was a pioneer in music
bl~zing the trail for all who came after him. Let us hope that
before long American music lovers, realizing their debt to
Theo. Thomas, will raise to his memory something of national
importance--for he was a national figure.
The first May Festival (1873) was, as J.Ir. Thomas says in his
musical autobiography, inspired by a young married lady (no name
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~~~e~~i~ ~:~~~~ ~Imo~ep~~nt~e

lea ding families of Cincinnati,
that if Th
or a 1 arge musical Festival saying
would findo~s wouldhbe responsible for the artistic side she
This was the ~e~~~~n~.wo~~~c1~:t~h~~~=m~fs~h:n~~~!~~s~vd~tails.
~uc~~ss of this( festival and events developed so rapidly ~haihe
n . ve years 1878) a College of Music was organized and
Thomas was called to the Musical Directorship.
~f course, New York was jealous and jibed at Cincinnati

as a pork packing place in the West" indulging also in a
few sarcastic remarks about an unholy alliance between pork
and music, Cincinnati, however, was spunky and stood to her
guns. Thomas, she said, was not appreciated in New York and
had to come to higher realms of culture to receive the appreciation his genius deserved. New York's reply to this was a
double page cartoon in one of her comic publications picturing
Tho~s playing before a Cincinnati audience; the audience
cons1st!ng of a large number of fat ho~s ready for market an
sitting upon their haunches and listeninry0 with porcine deiight
to the music of the gree.t master. Below was inscribed these
words:
"Appreciated at Last"
Had all gone well with Thomas and the College of Music
Cincinnati, happy and expectant, would have won a victory
over her envious rival, but she was soon to learn something
more about the "best laid scheme o' mice and men." It was
n?t long before rumors circulated about the city that strained
relations existed between Thomas and Gao. Ward Nichols,
president of the Board of Directors of the College, rumors
that proved to be true. The storm broke. The city split into
factions, tpe press divided. Thomas men and Nichols men
carried on the battle. Many professors of .the College
sympathizing with Thomas resigned and Cincinnati's great
musical ambition drifted among the breakers. At this crisis
Don Piatt jumpd into the ring evidently enjoying himself
greatly. He made it his business to diagnose the trouble
between Thomas and Nichols which he did as follows:
"All this disorder originated in the inordinate passion
of the American breast--to boss. Gao. Ward Nichols, able
manager, sought to boss Thoe. Thomas, able director. When a
man can be found capable of bossing Theo. Thomas, musical
director, or any other musical director we ever heard of,
we want him set up for nomination at Chicago as the strong
man spoken of. When the man of woman born is found able to
boss Gao. Ward Nichols we want to assure such a man of earthly
origin.that there remains only his Satanic Majesty for him to
tackle and subdue." To his diagnosis ~1?.'. :Piatt added this bit
of philosophy:
"It is a singular fact, a mystery that will be explained
we suppose.in the 'sweet by and by' when we are all musical
directors and have each a harp--but that on earth seems inexplicable--that the more musical we get the more discord there
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is developed in our sinful natures."
orne fun

of course, must be gotten out of all this trouble
. or th~ Americ~n sense of humor would not have been satisfied.
A company of young man (Thomas' side of the controversy)hat
t up a negro minstrel show and put on a play caricaturing w
:~a called Nichols' "machine methods" at the Colle~e • The
principal characters introduced in this play were T~eo. T~mpkins,
Gao washington Fickles and exprofassor Krohbill-- he 1 a e
H • E Krehbiel then'living in Cincinnati. Pickles and some
0 ~~ls teachers m~andering about, come upon Whistling ~harlie, a
noted negro character who was disporting himself melod1ously.
"Ha" says Pickles "hear that voice? We must have bim in the
College " Charlie is immediately seized upon and told where he
must go: "But I don't want to go to.de College boss." "You
must go" is the reply. so the victim is hustled off to the
college and put into a machine; the crank is turned vigorously
and in a few minutes Charlie emerges from the other end of the
machine a finished vocalist singing heavenly melodies.
It is possible that the people of Cincinnati never fully
understood what the row at the College of Music was about. Looking over what records one can find today, however, something of
the truth may be seen.
The Board of Directors of the College of Music evidently
promised Thomas or proposed to him, something they could not
fulfill. In th~ letter inviting Thomas to Cincinnati we find the
following words:
"It is proposed to establish an institution for musical
education upon the scale of the most important of those of
similar cbarv.cter in Europa, to employ the r1 ighest class of professors to organize a full orchestra with a school for orchestra
and chorus and to give concerts.
This was in accordance or nearly so with Thomas' idea which
was a musical university to which only selected pupils of high
talent should be admitted. It is evident that in making this
offer or proposition Cincinnati in her enthusiasm overstepped
herself, as only by government subsidy, impossible in this country,
or large endowments by private citizens, oould such an institution
be supported. A quotation from Thomas' Musical autobiography,
edited by Gao. P. Upton, comes as near explaining the difficulty
as it ever will be explained. The quotation is from the pan of
the editor of the autobiography:
"To carry out the purpose he (Thomas) needed more personal
authority than the trustees were willing to concede to him. But
even had they conceded all he asked it is doubtful whether
Cincinnati was ready for such a great university as he had planned,
which, if he could have carried out those plans, would have been
one of the greatest seats of musical learning in the world. Nor
was there the student material for such an institution. Simply,
the time was not ripe for such a great project and from that point
of view the contest was immaterial, and left no rancor behind it,
disappointing as the result was to him, He had greater and in
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many respects more important work to do not alone for Cincinnati
but for th~ w~ole West, and work for which no other city in the
Wast but C1nc1nnati could give him the opportunity of doing,
Nobly and most generously she stood by him and maintained those
great ~estivals which have made her name famous and shed lustre
upon h1s renown."
And so, after less than two years residence in Cincinnati
Theo •. Thomas resigned from the College of Music and taking his
unaat1sfied ideals with him returned to New York: Later closing his career in the American City inhabited by savages,
We may assume--it will do no harm--that the spirit of
Woodrow Wilson and the spirit of Thea. Thomas have met and
compared notes in peaceful shades where ideals take their
natural course unobstructed by Yankee Commercialism or any
such thing.
Some years ago a number of musical Cincinnatians, beaded
by A. Howard Hinkle, placed a statue of Theo, Thomas in Music
Hall where all music lovers could see it. It was meat and
right so to do.
Charles J. Davis

3

A Literary Wind Fall

Have you ever imagined your feelings if you were to pick
up a pearl bearing oyster and on opening the shell find therein
a fine pearl as big as a pea?
Have you sometimes imagined yourself prospecting for gold
and after weeks and months coming suddenly upon a vein of pure
gold behind a screening torn away by your curious pick?
Hav~ you the imagination, too, to think of "what if,"
as children say--what if' you were a book collector and having
purchased a rare old first edition of a classic, a great treasure
in itself, you were to turn through the pages a.IJd in the back
were to find an original draft in the author's own hand of one
of his famous poems?

The two first thin~s have doubtless happened to somebody
and ~ore than once, butowe do not know anybody of our acquaintance to whom it has happened, The third incident has happened
and that recently to one of our acquaintance, a member of the
Literary Club, and a collector of great discrimination and
appreciation.
It was to Mr. J. w. Bullock that this experience came and
hera is the story of it.

Mr. Bullock stopped in to see John Kidd one day and he

showed him some recent acquisitions in the shape of so:u~ old
editions in find bindings. One which Mr. Kidd was part1cularly
enthusiastic about ~as a first edition of Keats' "Endymion,"
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and it:·,;yas~.bound' in•- a most exquisite. jewelled binding do~e ~or .
Riviere by sangorski &Sutcliffe, Mr. Bullock was slow o acoma
inte·rested but finally after great purauasion on the part of
Mr Kidd purchased the volume and took it home. Like a real
bo~k lover he then sat down in the quiet and restfulness of his
apartment and looked over his purchase. It was a delight merely.
to hold it in his hand, but as he looked inside the rich binding
and through the pages of the volume he felt the satisfaction
that comes from the possession of a real treasure. To the last
page he examined the book and after the last fly leaf he found a
yellowed pa~e with pen written lines upon it. The lines were
headed "La Belle Dame Sans Merci ,'' and several lines showed words
crossed out and others inserted. Turning over the sheet which
was pasted in the book he found the poem signed, "Jno Keats,"
and the truth broke upon him with a shock--he had found the
original draft by Keats of the poem by the title indicated above.
was Mr. Bullock surprised? Was he pleased? Did he feel
that he had lifted the lid to a pirate's chest and found gold by
the pound, Did he thrill as if he had discovered America or
the north pole or another moon for Jupiter? He says he had a
mixture of all these sensations, and who would not?
To verify his find and to share his discovery he took the
book back to John Kidd who told him that his eyes were perfectly
good and ware not deceiving him and assured him that he had not
known of the presence of the manuscript in the book or he would
not have gotten it for a much higher price. Nor, in the opinion
of Mr. Kidd, did the original importer know of the presence of the
manuscript eith~r.
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The second line of the eighth stanza read originally
''And there she gaz' d and sighed full sore ,, while th 8
last line was changed from "So kissed to sleep': to re d
"With kisses four,"
a
In the ninth stanza the first line was written
"And there we slumbered on the moss"
but it was corrected to
"And there she lulled me to sleep,"
And so the precious page has fallen as a gift from the
unknown. So has the volume in the possession of our fellow
member a three fold value--it is a rare old first edition·
it is bound by the most famous binders, who have put the ~ork
in a most beautiful jewelled binding, and finally it contains
the original pan written draft of a poem by a master hand,
Few of us can possess books having but one of these valuable
points, To have all three tied up in one volume is givin~
one man more than his share, and when we know that he bought
a fine binding of an old edition and had the other thrown in
then we are constrained to say that if it were some other
'
than book-loving, friendly, companionable, whole souled
Will Bullock who had this good luck we would be down-right
jealous of him.
Walter A. Draper

The book bears on its title page the following:
ENDYMION
A Poetic Romance
by John Keats
"The stretched Metre of an Antique Song,"
London
Printed for Taylor and Hassey
93, Fleet Streat
1818
On the page c1pposi te the title page appear the words
T. Miller, Printer, Noble Street, Cheapside.
Of greater interest than the book itself, however, is the
manuscript in the book. The handiwork of Kaats, the care and
attention bestowed, the work of the mind, are shown by the
correcti?ns. In the first line of the first stanza the ending
was orig1nally "wretched wight," but they have a line drawn
through them and over them are written the words "Knight at
arms •" · The same change ia made in the first line of the second
stanza. The first line of the fifth stanza read originally

,..,

"I set her on my prancing stead " but the word prancing
is changed to "pacing" as the poem w~s printed,

4

The Genii of the Club

It was long past midnight and quiat reigned in the Club
room which a few hours before had echoed to animated discussion. The gloom of the deserted room was lightened faintly
by the glow of dying embers which lately had crackled right
merrily, The tables were littered with ashes spilled"from
cigar and cigarette; the syphons were empty; chairs stood just
as they had been thrust back hastily from the tables. It was
a picture of utter abandonment--this forum of Belles Lettres,
Sc:lance and Art.
With subtle movement a thin vapor ascended from the fireplace and by slow degrees took upon itself the outline of a
being--but whether human or spirit one might not say. Another
shadowy wraith oozed from the frame of the Burnet Battle flag;
and still another misty cloud took shape from the recesses of
the President's chair.
There was a pause and then came a slight noise from the
front room--like the soft click of bolts slowly drawn back;
the door of the safe swung open and the Genie of Club Essays
emerged, expanding himself until his head nearly touched the
ceiling. As the Genie of the Essays advanced, all the others;-
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the Genie of the Hearth, the Genie of the Ba~tle ~lag and the
Genie of the Chair bowed low before him, say1ng, To thee we
bow, Oh spirit of Club Essays; thou art our Master and to thee
we yield place." And even so it was, for the Genie of Club
Essays became the Overlord of the other Genii, and they listened
with attention to the words which he uttered as one having
Authority.
The beginning was long ago; three sco:e ~nd ten and six years,
as humans measure their lives but the beg1nn1ng so small and eo
long ago has become a mighty Past which all regard with reverence
and love. Lot the names of the Immortals are recorded, and
they shall live in Club memory as long as man retains the knowledge
of good and evil.

l;.

After these first came many other man who have also left
their marks, mailed fist or velvet glove. One struck with the
bludgeon of downright honesty; another with sharp wit, like unto
the rapier thrusts of a skilled swordsman, still another spoke
softly., with a kindly optimism which saw evil in no one.
But ye shall judge for yourselves, ye younger Genii •.
Hearken unto the records of the Fastt
Thus spoke the Genie of Club Essays to his younger brethren,
The Genie of the Hearth, the Genie of the Battle Flag and the
Genie of the Chair, as they sat on a great carpet at his feet.
The Genii are ageless and, before the time that Allah commanded me to come hither, I wandered up and down through the
Earth, crossing many times the path of the Wandering Jew. Drifting like summer cloud above the river men call the Rhine, I have
heard the song of the beautiful Lorelei, as she sat on her spray
dashed rock enticing young men to their doom. I watched the
Norsemen make sail for the Green Land in the far North. One
moonless night I caught glimpses of the great Armada of William
the Conqueror, as it crossed the Channel to Fevansey near Hastings -'twas Michaelmas Eve and the tide was ebbing fast· three thousand '
craft, big and little, led by the Conqueror's own' ship--the Mora
with a great lanthorn hung at her mast-head, I hovered over the
Maid of Orleans encircled by blazing fagots, as she yielded up
her fearless soul amid tormenting flames. I have flown over
smoky London Town as Big Ben uttered his deep throated call; now
Big Ben calls no more, but sits dumb and sulking -in his tower.
Whither the winds blew, there went I, the slave of Allah and
sometimes--as now--the servant of Man.
The Gardens of Bagdad have faded; the walls of Damascus are
bre_ached; the Adventures of the Great Al Raschid have come to
an and~ Wars encircle the Earth; Kings and Caliphs are deposed:
·
Dynast1as crumble; but Thought is Immortal and Supreme,
The One Who Carne Here with a :Paper seldom had a venerable
appearance, nay, for the most part, in the beginning, he was in
the prime of joyous youth,· just released from the teaching of
his Prophets--for these people have many prophets--and with all
the treasures of the Past awaiting his eager hands.
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As time went on, the pilgrims who assembled here indul ed
in pleasures forbidden to the followers of the True Proph tg
in that th~y drank of wine pressed from the grape and str~n'er
liquors wh1ch man distill from the wheat and corn and rye g
which groweth in the fields. Many of the company burned a
king of pungent incense until clouds of smoke choked the
Pavilion. They sometimes chanted strange invocations--one
of them was to a Prophet they named Van Amberg another was to
a Fine Old Irish Gentleman;" the Widow Macrea ;,as also ment i~ned
but that was years ago and perhaps she is no longer a widow.
'
There were many other chants besides these. The Antiquarl
sometimes recited a strange and doubtful tale of a journey
made by the great Solyman with a woman named Jez-y-Bel, from
Dan to Beersheba; of this journey there is no account in the
Koran nor even in the Arabian Nights.
These joyous festivals were not frequent and now even
the drinking of wine and stronger liquor is forbidden.
The Thoughts of these men flaw swiftly to all corners of
the Earth; to countries old and the rulers of ancient days,
and before them to the times of men who made their dwellings
1-n cliffs and those who have left curious paintings in the caves
of the Earth. These Wise M~n wrote of the great Mahomet and
Buddha and Confucious; of Loyola and Voltaire; the Leprichans
of Ireland the the Howling Dervishes of the East; Iceland and
Hall and the Isles of Greece; Shakerism and Quakerism and
NI'Eil"zsche and Schopenhauer; ''A Lily and Poppy from Babylon11
suggest the splendors of a city so ancient that in contrast
''St. Michel of Normandy" is almost modern; but although
St. Michel is ohly fwel ve centuries old, its legends incl 'l(1e
the. warlike Arc ang e himself, s inca in order to protect his
abbe' and castle crowned rock overhanging the sea, st. Michel
raised a tempest about it every time an English army appeared.
Strange company indeed: Araby the Blest and Homer's Horses;
the Dancit).g Girls of India and 1ord Bacon; Student Life in
Paris and the Moors in Spain; Pre-Ismaeli te Poetry of the
Arabs and a Venetian Adventure; The Arabian Nights and the
Trappists of Kentucky. All these and more I wot not of, are
inscribed on the scrolls in yonder coffer.
But morning draws near and we must return to our posts,
lest the anger of the Great Allah be kindled against us.
The Genie of the Club Essays read no more from his scrolls,
and even as he ceased speaking his misty form floated through
the portals of the Club room until the doors of t~e. safe ware
closed upon him as if swung together by hands inv1s1ble; the
vapor which had marked the presence of the Genie of the Hearth,
poured itself into the fireplace where the last ember was
quenched with a dying hiss; the Genie of the B~ttle Flag sl.owly
oozed under his frame and the Genie of the Cha1r sought refuge
in the recesses of the President's throne.
The gray dawn of Sunday filtered through the closed shuttars; distant church bells rang out their call to the f~ithful;
modulated noises arose from the street; then all was stlll.
Robert Ralston Jones
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THE QUEST FOR WINGS

ARTHUR H. MORSE
MARCH 6, 1926
one day last summer in the country my small boy exclaimed
"Daddy, see the air-planeat" I looked in the direction indicated and saw, not air-planes, but a fleet of three or four
buzzards soaring with steady wings on a course aeeming~y fixe~.
My son was acquainted with robins, pigeons and othe~ b1rds wh1ch
flap their wings· an airplane too was a familiar obJect, recognizable by either sight or sound, but a soaring bird was something
new to his experience and he obeyed a natural impulse by endeavoring to explain the unknown in terms of the known.

What a commentary on this age of ours~ The mechanical marvel,
the engineering triumph scarcely yet "old enough to vote" is
become a commonplace, a thing which to the city-bred child is more
familiar and less exciting than the fo~ of the air. Thus quickly
do we accept an epoch-making invent ion as a "fait accompli,"
losing interest (if we ever had any) in the history of the long
struggle and the many failures which preceded success.
Man's desire to po ssass the power of flight must be of very
great antiquity. Evan primitive man had always before him the
example of the birds, and the slowness and difficulty of locomotion by any means than available may well have made .him doubly
envious of the creatures which had wings. Suggestions of this
desire are to be found in the myths of ancient peoples, for
imagination, unfettered by fact, endows its creatures with the
attributes which it most admires or most fears, or both.
Mythology and folk-lore is full of stories of god~ and
heroes as well as genies and demons who have the power of moving
from place to place with speed unattainable by ordinary means.
As a rule no solution of the mechanical problems involved is
even suggested; the act is accomplished by "magic" and no further
explanation is necessary or possible. This well-marked tendency
of the imagination is significant because it indicates what man
would like to do if he could. Not being, himself, able to fly
or to annihilate space, he finds satisfaction in imagining a
being who can. It is true that the representations of many
mythical characters show them with wings, but I think these are
usually intended rather as symbols denoting a magical power of
flight than as means adequate for accomplishing it.
For many centuries man-flight seems to have engaged the
attention of painter and poet rather than engineer or scientist.
Lagend, however, tells of one early attempt made without supernatural means and attended (as in many a modem instance) by
success and disaster. I refer to the classic story of Icarus
and Daedalus.
'
Daedalus was a Cretan, a participant in the early achievements. of that remarkable ancient culture of which today we are
laarn1ng much thru recent discoveries by the archaeologists.
In an age when the profession of engineering was less known and
less definitely classified than it is now he seems to have bean
a sort of consulting engineer. When King'Minos wished to build
a particularly imp?rtant lab~rinth, he called in Daedalus, just
as today if we des1red to bu1ld a bridge of unprecedented
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dimensions we might, for example, call in gustav Lindenthal.
Daedalus, so the story ~oes
,.
d .
1

;f~e;c:~~~s w~:\~!~~~g~~~ ~~r:!t~~~i~~e to h~:eifm~~d o~ ~he

give the reouired area, Icarus e~~i s, assembled so as to
~xperience and with youthful dis;egardt~~ ~~u~~~nth~illing
igher and higher, coming so near the sun teat t , ew
heat softened the wax with which the faathe;s ha~ebintense
attached, the wings failed, and Icarus fell near th:e~ar~in
of the sea. In the light of present knowledge as to the o
~~stance of.the.sun and of the Temperatures which prevail in
: ur~er alr, lt seams more probable that the extreme cold
rna e e wax so brittle that it broke, or else co ealed the
muscles of the flyer into inactivity, Be that as~t may, we
know that t~e flight ended fatally for Icarus and left his
father so d1sheartened that he never again attempted to fly,
The .story has been a favorite theme for artists, all
the way fro~ the unknown sculptor whose work survives in the
Villa ~lban1.to the very modern Darujinsky, and from the
Pompei1an pa1nter to Anthony van Dyck and Herbert Draper,
Literature too periodically pays tribute to the story and
the na~s of its heroes have been used as titles (allegorically
suggest1ve) of two books still so young tmt they have not yet
collect~d dust standing on our library-shelves, 1 mean
'
Haldana s "Daedalus" and Bertrand Russe 11 's "Icarus,"
The science or art of aviation can hardly be said to have
advanced far beyond the "mythological" stage until the beginning of the l~th century, altho we have records of design~
remarkable for their ingenuity and it is easy to suppose that
many more were made of which no records have been preserved.
In the 13th century the gifted monk, Roger Bacon ~ave expraasi?n to his belief in the possibility of fli~h~ by
machan1cal means, in a statement which has been picturesouely
translated as follows: "An instrument may be made to fly
withal if one sit in the midst of the instrument and do turn
an angina by which the wings, being artifically composed,
may beat the air after the manner of a flying bird,"
The most remarkable of the men who attempted to design a
flying-machine was that versatile genius, Leonardo da Vinci,
better known as painter and sculptor than as engineer. He
left a large collection of sketches of experimental apparatus
and mechanical devices, including designs of several different
machines intended to enable a man to fly. One of these was of
the screw-wing or ''helico-pter'' type, but his favorite seems
to have been an "ortho-pter," the so-called "true" wing or
flapping wing type. The machine shown comprised wing-surfaces
attached to pivoted levers which were provided with handles
and with straps attached to stirrups so that they could be set
in motion by the arms and legs of the operator enabling him to
"beat the air" after the manner of the pigeon or the crow, the
possibility of soaring flight not having been considered.
It is improbable that any of these machines was bu i1 t;
still more improbable that actual flight was attempted with
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any of them. If it had been, we cannot doubt that the result
would have been the same as that which closed the career of
that mythical modern adventurer, Darius Green. The sketches
show however that minds of high scientific attainment were working for the practical realization of an age-old dream.
I have said that the beginning of the 19th century marked
the transition from the "mythological" to the practical stage of
the quest for wings. While this date can not of course be regarded
as precise, an explanation of the change may be found in the
successes which from 1783 onward attended experiments with
balloons. The fact that this fcrm of aerial navigation had been
shown to be possible may well have stimulated inventors. to
attempt equal or superior achievements with flying-machlnes, _and
to engage in the task with new eagerness and confidence. Activity
however was by no means confined to inventors of serious purpose
combined with scientific knowledge; in fact grotesque and absurd
proposals were put forward in surprising abundance and these
vastly exceeded in number those which showed the slightest promise
of ultimate success. Designing flying-machines seems to have
become a favorite indoor sport, and an inspection of the designs
makes it clear that the sport probably did not advance beyond the
indoor stage.
A whole paper could be written on the fantastic suggestions
which have besn made for achieving flight; I will mention only
one. A French lady, Madame Tassoire, proposed a small balloon
carrying a car or basket, shaped somewhat like a boat, to which
a vulture should be harnessed, horse-and-buggy fashion. The
passengers and drivers were to sit in the car while the bird
draw the outfit in the direction desired, under the guidance of
the driver. Madame Tessoire described the harness and the method
of attaching the reins to the beak of the vulture, and she recommends that the driver carry a long whip for use in case the
bird becomes obstreparous~ Strictly speaking, this device belongs
in a class apart from that which forms the subject of my paper,
it is in fact a dirigible balloon, but it serves to illustrate
the freedom with which people produced "inventions n and it may
be added that this was one of the least prepostero~s.
The problem of flight by mechanical means presented fundamental and very serious difficulties peculiar to itself. It was
ind~ed a group of problems. I call it a group rather than a
ser1es because, altho the problems could be attacked and in a.
m~asure, solved one at a time, they had to be tested in combina'
tlon, all at once, that is by an actual flio-ht of the machine in
the air. lf any problem of the group had f~iled of a correct
solution, the result was disaster to the whole machine. This
characteristic difficulty was due to the fact that the flyingmachine, once it is in the air, necessarily has more kinds of
:'freedom~'·' than any other vehicle, It has what may be described as
'six degrees of freedom." That is, if we consider it in relation
to three axes intersecting each other at rio-ht angles (the
, ~oordinate axes" of solid geometry), it is o free to move in a
d1~ect1on parallel to any axis and also free to rotate about any
ax1s, or to have any combination of these motions.
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This may be contrasted with the motor-car which has 0
two degrees of freedom: it can move in a direction parall~ly
to its own l~ngitudinal axis, and can rotate about a vertical
axis. The f1rst of these motions is under control by means of
the e~gine, clutch and brake; the second is controlled by th 8
steer1ng wheel, and even this is under constraint since it
cannot take place ~nless the vehicle is moving either forward
or backward. Sta t1ng the same fact in different language 1· t
may ~e sai~ that in designing an automobile the ouest ion ~f
stab1lity ls not a problem, since a sufficient degree of
~tability, or freedom from the tendency to tip over, is
1nherent in any four-wheeled vehicle. In the airplane the
question of stability introduces perhaps the most serious
problem o~ all. Similarly, the steering arrangements of a
mo tor-veh1 cle do not constitute a difficulty. .A boy who makes
a ''coaster" solves the problem when he provides ·a pivot for
the front axle and a handle for turnina it. The difference
between th~s device and the automobile~s steering-gear is
one of :ef1nament in design, not in principle. The "steering
of an a1rplane however is not an isolated function of one
special mechanism, it is interrelated with means for control~ing other motions of the machine, and this condition
1nfl uence s its design and its operation.
It is not necessary to extend the comparison of these two
very modern vehicles. What J have said will sufficiently
emphasize the fact that the designing of' a flyin;;-machine
which would fly and which could be controlled in-its movements presented, as I have said, fundamental difficulties
peculiar to itself and at the same time more elusive and
more fascinating than any with which inventive genius and
scientific research had ever concerned itself.
In the long series of endeavors which led at last to the
development of the successful flying-machine, experimental
research and mathematical analysis have been jointly serviceable. Mathematics had no trustworthy basis to work on until
experiments had revealed certain facts with reference to airpressures and velocities, the behaviour of differently shaped
bodies when placed in an air-current, and other related
phenomena. The results of experiment had practical value
only when applied to the design of the complete full-size
machine, and this a-pplication required appropriate mathematical
methods. Such is pre-eminently the case when experi~ents are
made with models on a small sca.le, a condition frequently
made necessary by considerations of cost as well as of
practicability.
In one respect however the use of mathematical theory
unsupported by experimental evidence has oeen a stumblingblock to many a would be inventor. No less an authority than
Isaac Newton was responsible for a "law" of which every airplane which flies is a complete refutation. This law relates
to the pressure exerted by the air on a plane which is moved
through the air while it is maintained at a given angle with
its line of motion. It was long accepted as correct and has
been used by men of science and others to "prove'' that
mechanical flight was impossible.
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Among the first questions to which an answer is sought by
the scientific maker of wings are these: How much weight can
I lift with a wing of given area? How fast must my wing be
propelled thru the air? What force will be required.to push
the wing thru the air at the required speed? What w1ll be the
effect of different shapes of wing?

')

,[
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Leonardo da Vinci described experiments to be made with
models of his wing which was made to resemble that of a bat rather
than a bird, in order to ascertain its lifting-power and.the best
method of operating it. He seems to have given comparat1vely
little study to wings of the soaring type or of the screw-wing
type altho he made sketches of the latter, but he elaborated the
design of the wing-flapping machine and made remarkably complete
studies of the movements of birds in flight. Like Roger Bacon,
whose comment 1 have quoted, he was clearly of the opinion that
in trying to imitate the birds he was taking the course most ·
likely to lead to success. In regard to his reasons for taking
the birds for his model he writes as follows: "A bird is an
instrument working according to mathematical law, an instrument
which it is within the capacity of man to reproduce with all
its movements, tho not with a corresponding degree of strength,
for it is deficient in the power of maintaining equilibrium.
We may therefore say that such an instrument constructed by man
is lacking in nothing except the life of the bird, and this. life
must needs be supplied from that of man." Leonardo may be justly
regarded as the true pioneer in the science of aviation, tho the
world was to wait four hundred years before seeing the accomplishment of mechanical flight,
Each subsequent investigator who has achieved a measure of
success, or near-success, has used his own method of approach to
the problem. Each also has profited from lessons learned by
others who worked before him.
Sir George Cayley (On the model at the Smithsonian Institute
the name is given as John Cayley), whose mathematical studies of
certain problems in aerodynamics anticipated by eighty years ·
their successful application to practice, rne.de several models
of flyers all of the screw-wing type. One of these, now in the
historical colla ction at the Smithsonian Institute, resembles the
Berliner helicopter in some important respects, A very small
model, consisting of two screws made of feathers and rota ted in
opposite directions by a spring motor, proved its ability to rise
in the air. The design was not adapted for reproduction in larger
dimensions, and it remained an interesting toy, notb.ing more.
. Alphonse Penaud more than fifty years ago devised a "mechanical bird," a small model of the wing-flapping type which was
able to make short flights with power stored in a spring or
twisted rubber bands. No means of directional control was pro!ided, and the machine would not have been practicable to construct
1n a size large enough to carry a man, so it too remains in the
toy class. It served however to demonstrate the possibility of
flight with this type of machine.
~hese contrivances, tho interesting and of some importance in
the h1story of' the art, were not in the direct line of development
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of the type which was the first to achieve complete success.
The presen t fl ying machine. is the lineal descendent
of the
planes and the gliders, not of the spinners or the flappers.
Henson, in 1845, constructed a model somewhat on the
lines of t~e present monoplane, It had a single wing-surface
correspond1ng to a pair of wings on a bird, but with the body'
P?rtion wholly below the wing. This body was a closed structure
w1th.a wedge-shaped peak, and it was intended to contain the
mach1nery ~~d pilot. This design was distinctly in advance of
anything wn1ch had previously been proposed but it never was
able to fly, being inherently too heavy for'its supporting
area and otherwise deficient,
Further advance was n~da by Stringfellow who in 1868
made a model which was arranged to fly along a wire strtltched
horizontally. The wire guided the machine and sustained its
weight until i~ gained.speed enough to bring its own lifting
po~er into act1on. Th1s machine succeeded in lifting its own
we1ght, but mears of control ware apparently lacking and it
is evident from an inspection of the model that it could not
have had sufficient stability to maintain its course in free
flight, The weight of the model was twelve pounds including
a steam-engine of one-third horsepower. This airplane of
Stringfellows was strikingly similar in general arrangement
to some modern machines. There were three wing-suriaces
superposed, connected by struts and wires to form a truss
just as in our biplanes. Two airscrews, one on each side'
behind the wings propelled the machine. The middle wing was
extended to the rear and tapered off to a point, doubtless
for the purpose of giving a degree of stability or freedom
from pitching.
It seems to be a fact beyond question that these early
investigators attempted too much, they began at the wrong
end and, as Prof. Langley said, tried "to construct machines
to fly before knowing the principles on whicr1 flight rested."
Those who attempted less really achieved more, and the
investigators who devoted their efforts to gliding fli;5ht
in machines under control but without motive power made
valuable contribution8 to the progress of the art.
Otto Lilienthal in Germany made gliders with wings large
enough to support a man. In f orrn these were strikingly
similar to the wings of Leonardo's machine, more like a bat
than a bird, They were however not intended to flap but were
fixed in relation to each other and to the operator. A sort
of harness was provided for the arms and shoulders of the
operator, his body and legs bung down when the machine was
in flight, and control was accomplished by swinging the legs
to the front or rear or to either side and so changing the
position of the center of gravity. The start was rna de by
running down a slope in the face of the wind until tte
machine was lifted clear of the ground. Many successful
flights or "glides" were made by Lilienthal, but in 1896
he was killed by falling from a considerable height! his
machine having got out of control and slipped sidew1se.
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Lilienthal demonstrated the great superiorit~ of curved
·
"
f
· O'S This is h1s outstanding
surfaces over pla~surraces or Wlno •
d the possibility
contribution to the art of flight • He a1 so prove
of a limited scale, of soaring flight without mechanical power.

Maxim relates that in the year 1887 he was a roach d
by several wealthy gentlemen who asked him if he i~oughte
;t was possible to make a flying-machine. He replied
Certainly, the domestic goose can fly, and why should not
a man be. a~ le to do as wall as a goose?" The comparison is
more str1k1ng than just, for it may be remarlced that the
goos~ ha~ been endowed by his creator with certain inherent
and 1nal1enabla faculties which have been denied to man
The Almight~ ?everthalass has shown the greater generoslty
to man by g1v1ng him (or at least by givin~ to favored
repreaantati~es of' the species) wits inste~d of win~s, and
Maxim himself demonstrated the superiority of wits.~
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octave Chanute in Chicago also experimented wi~h gliders of
which he made several different models, and he atta1ned ~ome
degree of success. The wings of his gliders ware approx1mately
r~angular in plan and several sets of wings ~ere placed one
above the other making a trussed structure of great streng:th.
Lilienthal's gliders had been somewhat. defic~ent in strength and
Chanute's designs ware an improvement 1n this resp~ct~ He
accomplished control as Lilienthal had done, by s h1ft1ng the· .
weight of his body and also by means of "tail surfaces" a.t the
rear which were intended to act as horizontal and vertical
rudders. The problem of control however was ~ever. adequatel~
solved and none of the gliders was developed 1nto a machine to
which motive power could be applied with any prospect of success •
It will be remembered that until a very few years b-efore
the close of the last century no prime mover existed which was
light enough to be seriously considered for regular sarvi?e in,a
flying machine. Some of the inventors proposed steam~eng1nes,
but steam-engines of that time were so heavy that the1r use
would have bean out of the question, evan with wings of the
highest conceivable efficiency. The scientific.investigato~s
were of course well aware of this fact and real1zed that before
they could hope for success a motor much lighter than any in
existence would haVt3 to be invented or else developed by refining some known type of machine.
A steam-engine and boiler of the type in common use, with
its indispensable auxiliaries will weigh from 100 pounds to
500 pounds for each horsepower which it could develop. This
weight does not include fuel or any water except that in the
boiler. The weight of the best gas-anginas made 35 years ago
was little if any less than that of steam-engines of similar
power and they seemed to be less amenable than the steam engine
to refinements which would greatly reduce their weight, so it is
not surprising to find that the first modal airplane to make a
successful flight usin~ a prime mover, and the first airplane to
lift and carry men in addition to its own weight, tho not in free
flight, were ·propelled by steam. The engines ware however
designed without re:5ard for durability or economy and were provided with fuel and water enough for a flight of two or three
minutes' duration only. They would have been useless for any
but experimental purposes.
The machines to which I refer are Professor Langley's
"aerodrome" (18~3) and Maxim's aeroplane (1896) both of which I
shall discuss later.
Samuel Pierpont Langley was Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution, a trained scientist and a mathematician of high
attainments. Hiram Maxim was a versatile inventor, a keen observer
and a resourceful experimenter, Both of these men were Americans
by birth but Maxim was an Englishman by adoption and he lived and
worked mostly in England.
:!
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The task which he set for himself was to make a machine
driven by a powerful engine, which should be able to lift
'
its:own weight. This he accomplished but he never provided
controls for his machine and never attempted to let it take
the air in free flight·. His financial means enabled him to
unde~take experiments on a scala much larger than had bean
poss1~le for previous investigators and his most valuable
contr1bution to the art is to be found in the method and
results of these experiments.
He tells us that after having read all available literature English and French, on the subject of air-screws or
propellers, he found the "authorities" so divergent in their
statements and formulas that he could get no help from them,
Accordingly he set to work to find the inforr~tion for himself,
He made a large number of model screws, and by means of
special apparatus which he devised he tested them to find out
what were the most advantageous shapes and the amount of
thrust which could be obtained at different speeds,
He made models also of airplane-wings with different
shapes of cross-section and placed them in a current of air
whose velocity he could control and measure. The wing-modale
were supported and poised on a system of levers by means of
which the vertical and horizontal forces exerted on the wings
by the air could be separately measured. The vertical forces
represented the lifting-power of the wing; the horizontal
forces (parallel to the air-stream) represented the resistance
to forward movement; it was a measure of the power required
to drive a similar wing thru the air at the corresponding
speed • The shape which gave the :?;reate st ''lift" with the
least resistance, or "drift" as it is called, was the most
desirable shape for the conditions represented by the test.
The apparatus consisted of a wooden tube, or box open
at both ends three feet sauara and about ten feet long. At
one end powe;ful fans driven by a steam-engine created a current
of air. The whirling motion imparted by the fans was removed
by means of longitudinal partitions so thRt the flow was
parallel to the sides of the tube, a condi t i~n very necessary.
for accurate measurement of its effect on obJects e.Iposed to 1t.
The models ware placed in the air-stream emerging from the tube.
The apparatus was what is now known technically as a "windtunnel" and exceot for their larger size and more elaborate
L
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equipment, the wind-tunnels of the modern lab?ratories differ
hardly at all from the one which I have descr1bed.
Maxim also made experiments with model wings and with
small models of airplanes, including the airscrew, all attached
to the end of a horizontal arm which was caused to rotate about
a fixed vertical axis. This arrangement was a sort of "captive
flying-machine.'' By its means the conditions of flight could be
closely simulated and soma valuable knowledge was gained.
Prof~ssor Langley had used a similar device which he called his
"whirling table.''
Maxim's "tour de force" was the constrrction of his flyingmachine which embodied the results of his researches. Its
dimensions are impressive, especially when compared with previous
machines, The machinery and· wing-structures were mounted on or
above a platform 40 feet long by B feet wide which was hung
betweGn trusses made of steel tubes with wire braces. The span
of the wings was 104 feet and the wing-area was 4000 square
feat. Thera were two screws seventeen feat in diameter, each
driven by its own oteam-engina. The two engines togeth~r
developed mora than 350 horsepower. The total wei3ht of the
machine during the experiments, including a small supply of fuel
600 pounds of water and three man, was about 8000 pounds; two
pounds per square foot of wing-area.
Because of the requirement of extreme lightness, the ·=mgina·s
and boiler were of an original design which was a complete
depart1~e from accepted practice in building steam-engines,
In
the engine, thin steel tubes were used for parts usually made
of iron castings or steel forgings. The boiler was composed
largely of copper tubes 3/8 of an inch in diameter thru which
the water was given a very rapid circulation. This design
made possible a very rapid rate of evaporation with a minimum
weight of water carried in the boiler, The gasoline used for
fuel was burned in a blue-flame burner similar except in size to
those now used in steam-driven automobiles. gngines and'boilers
combined weighed about 5 poundsfor each horsepower which they
could develop. This was a remarkable figure, and it iwi'icatted
a high degree of refinement in design and workmanship.
The machi11e had wheels which ran on a track with iron rails
its gauge baing nine feet or nearly twice the wi~th of the
'
standard railroad track, It was of course expected that the
machine would lift itself clear of the rails but the possible
rise was limited by means of wooden guard-rails and a separate
set of wheels which when the machine had risen two feet came in
contact with the under side of the rails so that further rise
was prevented.
Instruments were mounted on the platform for recording the
lifting effect at different speeds, Propeller-thrust and other
~mportant quantities were also measured. The whole machine was
1n fact a piece of laboratory-apparatus on a large scale and as
such it was successful, It was operated at various speeds and
easily lifted itself clear of the track and exerted considerable
pressure upward against the guard-rails. At a speed of 40 miles
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an hour the upward pressure became so great that on one
occasion the axles carrying the guard-wheels were bent and
a length of the guard-rail was town loose from its supnort
·
'
causing a partial wreck of the machine,
The performance of this machine was a convincin~0 answer
to those skeptics.who in spite of successful fli~hts with
small mo~els cont1nued to maintain that it was i~possible f
a full-s1ze machine to lift itself. Tne experiments did no~r
lead to any further developments however and it remained for
others to find the complete solution of the problem which
many had found so tantalizing and so baffling,
I have said that Maxim provided no means of directional
control~ rrhe.se were unnecessary in a machine not intended for
free fl1ght, but it had in fact adjustable wing-surfaces at
front and rear, intended to act as horizontal rudders and
they were set so that both ends of the platform were iifted
clear of ~he rails at the same time. Some experimenting was
required 1n order to get an adjustment which would accomplish
this. M~xim did not neglect the question of control, but
proposed several methods by which, theoretically, he thought
it could be accomplished. Of particular interest is his
automatic gyroscopic control, consist in~ of a gyroscope
driven at high speed by a steam turbine: combined with a
valve arranged to admit steam to one end or the other of a
tube containing a piston. The movement of this piston was
transmitted to the controlling surfaces by means of Tods and
cables. The device was not fitted to a flying-machine, but
it is important because it illustrates the first proposal to
control flight automatically by gyroscope, The modern
gy~oscopic control uses electricity instead of steam for the
actuating force, but the principle is the same.
For me the work of Professor Langley has always possessed
a special interest different from that of other experi:uenters
and ace ounted for perhaps by the personality of the man and in
part by the tragedy of his failure, the result of accident,
when success seemed to be within his reach. He has told us
how, even when he was a boy, the flight of birds fascinated
him and how his fascination and the desire to fly persisted
thruout his life, I quote his own words:
"Nature has' made her own flying-machine in the bird which
is nearly a thousand times as heavy as the air which its bulk
displaces and only those who have tried to rival it know how
inimitabl~ her work is, for 'the way of a bird in the air'
remains as wonderful to us as it was to Solomon, and the sight
of a bird has constantly held this wonder before men's eyes,
and in some men's minds, and kept the flame of hope from utter
extinction in spite of long disappointment." Again he says:
"After many years and in mature life, I was brought to
think of these things again and to ast myself whether the
problem of artificial flight was as hopeless and as absurd as
it was then thought to be. Nature had solved it, and why not
man'? .Perhans it was because he had begun at the wrong. endt
and'attempted to construct machines to fly before know1ng he
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fli~ht rested

I turned for these principles
principles on whicht
hlp Sir.Isaac Newton had indicated a
to my books and go no e •
th the air which
rule fdor .~i~~~~~c;he t~e~!~ia~~~ !~o~~~~~c~ech~~ical power, and a
seeme , 1
,
ti i
h d given a formula showing
distinguished French mathem~ can a.th the velocity of flight,
how rapidly the pow~r must l~~reas~ow~ttain the speed which it
and accordil~ to whlch a swa ow, d of the strength of a man.
is known to reach, must be posaesse
"Remembering the effortless flight of the soaring bird, it
seemed that the first thing to do was to discard rules which led
to such results, and to commence new axperi~ents, not toh~u~ld
fl in -machines at once, but to find the pr1n~iples on.w c
on! s~ould be built; to find, for instance, w1th cert~1nty by
direct trial how much horsepower was needed to susta1n a surface
of given weight by means of its motion thru the air."

.I ,

Much of Professor Langley's work was.con~emporary with
Hiram Maxim's, and his preliminary invest1gat1ons war~ conducted by methods similar to those which I have descr1bed. His
aim however was to devise a form of flying-machine.capable 0f
being fully controlled in the air. Before attem~t1ng to build
a full-size machine he verified the results of h1s researches by
further experiments with a series of working models. These were
designed to be tested in free flight and they possessed what we
now call inherent stability; that is, they could be l~unched
into the air with machinery running and would automatlc~lly maintain their balance and continue along the course for wh1ch their
controls had been set. The models were all similar in appearance, comprising two pairs of wings of equal si~e mounted one at
the front of the machine and one at the rear, w1th a considerable
distance between. The backbone of the machine consisted of a
framework of tubes to which the wings were attached by means of
their spars and wire· stays. The two airs crews or propellers
were placed one on each side behind the front wings, the engine
being hung below. A conspicuous feature of the design was the
very considerable angle between the wings of each pa~r •. That is,
the two wings did not lie in the same plane, but the1r t1ps
were higher than their point of attachment to the back-bone, so
that when viewed from front or rear they appeared like a much
flattened letter v. This arrangement results in a high degree
of lateral stability or freedom from the tendency to roll over
sidewise and it was adopted for this reason.
At the rear was a combined horizontal and vertical rudder
made up of two plane surfaces intersecting at right angles and
attached along their intersection of a staff which could be given
an inclination in any direction. We may consider the horizontal
rudder as acting in the same manner as the tail of a bird, and
the vertical rudder, in the same manner as the tail of a fish,
both being combined in one. The principle is essentially the
same as that. successfully used in modern machines.
The propellers were driven by a steam-engine of very light
construction, its boiler being supplied with water and fuel for
a run of two or three minutes' duration only.
The trial of the first machine took place over the Potomac
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river. I can do no better than to describe it in the words
of Alexander Graham Bell who was an eye-witness.
"Secretary Langley, too, nervoue to be close at hand
retreated to the shore; and, in my mind's eye r can see ~im
now, a lonely figure against the dark backgro~d of the woods,
watching from a distance the results of the experiment.
"Then came the whirl: of the propellers, the ca. tapul t
was released, and the machine shot off horizontally into the
a~r. This was the critic~ moment--Would the machine fall
into the water? Would it fly against the trees which. surrounded the bay? Or would it clear the t~ees and make an
extended flight?
"These questions were soon answered by the machine
itself, which gradually rose into the air and made a beautiful
steady flight far above the trees, continuing to climb hiRher '
and higher as it went along, until at last the steam was ~
exhausted and the propellers stopped.
"This was his moment of triumph. After many years of
study and experiment he had at last seen with his own eyes a
steam-engine flying with wings in the air, like a bird. It
had flown steadily on its designed course, without a guiding
hand, traversing a distance of half a mile and coming down
gently on the water without injury."
It seems to me that as an achievement in applied science
this flight of Langley's "aerodrome" will long remain unsurpassed and perhaps unequalled. The model, designed in accordance with theories in whose development experimentation
and rna the mat ics had effectively supported each other, gave a
100% performance, While the work of other inventors may have
led more directly to practical results, no subsequent succesees
can by comparison make Professor Langley's achievement appear
less brilliant.
Having obtained with his model a success which must have
been all that he could hope for, he naturally desired to
develop his theories further and to build eventually a ma!l ..
carrying machine. After several years of fu~ther experimenting
and the construction and successful flying of a much larger
model, he was ready to undertake the full-size machine, and
an appropriation by Congress for the purpose made it financially
possible for him to do so.
This machine was designed along the same lines as the
models and the description which l have given will apply
equally well to it, except that the controls were.arranged to
be operated by a pilot, for whom a place was prov1ded between
the wings, and a different .engine was used.
Professor Langley realized as others had done that altho
a steam-engine could be made to serve a good purpose for
short experimental flights, it was not we~l adapted for l~ng
flights because of the weight of water wh1ch must be carr1ed.
The alternative was some form of internal combustion.
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engine, of which several types were in general use but all·
were as I have said so heavy as to offer littl~ encouragement
to an inventor seeking power for a flying-mach1ne. If you
remember soma of the engines used in automobiles 25 years ago
you can form an idea as to how suitable any of them would have
been for driving the propellers of an airplane. Yet these
engines represented the highest advance of the art at that time.
Professor Langley chose the gasoline engine as the one
most suitable for his purpose, He made his own design, which was
a radical departure from any design which had been made before,
and after unsuccessful endeavors to get the engine made by a
machinist he eventually had it made under his own direction in
the workshop of the Smithsonian Institution. It is now preserved
in the National Museum. It has five cylinders disposed, starfashion, around a central crank-case as in some successful
modern engines of the so-called "radial" type. The cylinders
are made of thin steel tubes and the water-jackets of thin
steel plates the joints being made by riveting and brazing, for
the welding processes. now universally used in similar construction were then unknown. The designing and building of this
engine was a task whose difficulty was second only to that of
building the flying-machine itself, After undergoing a few
modifications, the need of which was shown by the "shop tests,"
its performance was satisfactory and it was installed in the
airplane.
The trial flight was to ta!.e place over the Potomac, where
the models had flown so successfully, and there seemed to be
every reason to expect a similar success for the full-grown
machine. A somewhat complicated arrangement was required for
launching the machine into the air and giving it speed enough
so that the wings could sustain its weight. Some part of this
launching apparatus caught on the plane just as it was leaving,
destroying its balance and causing it to fa 11 into the wa tar,
The resulting damage was repaired and several weeks later (on
Dec. 8, 1903) the machine was again ready for flight. A second
time the unforeseen occurred, The machine in leaving the
catapult seamed to be jerked down at the rear in a manner never
fully explained, and the trial ended in failure, Professor
Langley, undaunted, would have set to work to prepare the
machine for a third attempt, but further support was denied by
Congress, and lacking the necessary funds he was forced to abandon
the undertaking. It is more than probable that the disappointment
hastened his death which occurred less than three years afterwards,
.rn t~e ?Pinion of those competent to judge, Langley's
mach1ne, 1f 1t had been properly launched, would have flown
successfully and would then have been the first machine to carry
a man in free flight, That distinction however was reserved for
the 1.'Tright brothers' machine which made its first flight propelled by an engine, in that same year.
'
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The Wright brothers knew of the experiments made by Maxim
Chanute, Langley and others. Pass ibly the results of these
'
experiments convinced them that mechanical flight was possible
and encouraged them to undertake its accomplishment by their own
methods,
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Maxim ha.d made a very large machine which
its ability to lift several men in addition t had d~mons~rated
he had however done little towards find in"' a ~a~t~ o~n we ~~ht;
machine in equilibrium during flight or t~ dire~t ~tse~;ur~!.
Langley had succeeded in producing a model machine whi h
had a high degree of inherent stability and which consisten~ly
made beautiful flights with fixed controls but no one k
how a simil~r machine would behave when su~jected to then~~n
trol of a Pllot and to the vicissitudes of extended flight.
The Wrights adopted the logical plan of devising a method
of control before they undertook to apply engine-power to their
machine, Events proved that their way was the best way,
They experimented with gliders as Chanute had done, using
two wings, one above the other, but instead of placing the
pilot in a standing posture and controlling balance by movements of the machine by means of special surfaces which the
pilot manipulated thru cables and levers, The first of these
surfaces was ~he "eleva~or" whi~h was like a diminutive wing,
placed a cons1darable d1stance 1n front of the machine and
pivoted at the ends so that it could be tilted, When tilted
so as to raise i tu forward edge, it was pressed upward by the
air and so raised the nose of the machine, the reverse movement
producing, of course, the contrary affect, This device was in
principle the same as that used by Maxim for the same purpose.
E-v:idently the position of the elevator was changed from the
front to the rear, where it was evan more fJffective, but in the
forward position it had the advantage of being visible to the
pilot who could observe its effect. Those who saw the early
flights of the Wright ." exhibition machines" may remember the
elevator, attached to outrigger frames, in front of the pilot.
All modern machines have it, but it is now a part of the rear
assembly known as the "empennage" and comparati veJ.y inconspicuous.
It was more difficult to find a way to control at will the
rotation of the .machine about its longitudinal axis, that is,
its tendency first to roll and then to side-s lip. It was found
possible to do this by warping the wings. The outer ends of the
wings were not rigidly trussed but could.be slightly warped or
twisted, as a flexible ruler can be twisted. The method may be
illustrated by comparing the wing to the arms and hands outstretched with palms down. If the hands are twisted so that
for instance the thumb of the right hand is raised while that
of the left hand is lowered, the right hand will be at an anfle
with the horizontal plane such that in moving forward it will
tend to be lifted by the pressure of the air, while the left
hand will tend to be depressed. The combined result will be a
tendency to tilt the whole body to the left.
In practice, the front or leading edge of the wing was
held straight, while the rear or trailing edge was raised at
one end and depressed at the other by means of cables and struts,
giving a vary sensitive control to the lateral balance. A
vertical rudder was placed at the rear for the purpose of
directing the course of the machine and also for correcting a
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secondary effect of the wing-warping control which if unchecked
caused the machine to turn sidewise.
The planes thus far had been flown by gliding do~ a gentle
slope and after the three devices which I have descr1bad had
been ~pplied it was found possible to make these 8lides consistently under complete control. The next step was to apply an
engine to the glider.
Having solved the problem of control, the Wrights· were
ready to undertake flight of considerable length. The steam
engine was ruled out by the conditions of the problem, and the
gasoline engine was the·only one which offered attractive possibilities. The Wrights found it necessary to build their own
engine as Langley had done, but they adopted the conventional
4 cylinder design similar to that now used in automobiles,
heavier but much simpler than Langley's radial engine, but
capable of sufficient refinement to suit it to their purpose.
The first flying was done with an engine of 12 horsepower, but
it sufficed for the ~hart horizontal flights which alone were
attempted until the inventors became familiar with the behavior
of the machine. Their advance was cautious, proceeding gradually
with increasing power, speed, height and length of flights,
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They made many experiments, by methods similar to those
used by Maxim and Langley, to determine the bast form of wing,
and they tasted small models of the complete airplane in a stream
of air to find out if it would act according to their theories.
Great secrecy surrounded their early experiments and they
made no flights in public until several years after they had
first successfully flown with engine-power.
Meantime other inventors were active, especially in France,
and by the time the Wrights were making public exhibitions,
Santos-Dumont, De laGrange, Farman and Bleriot had all flown,
each with a machine of his own design. When it became possible
to compare the performance of the different machines however
the superiority of the Wright design was evident. In controi
in carrying capacity, efficiency of propelling machinery, it '
excelled all competitors.
Bleriot's machine was strikingly similar in appearance to
the modern monoplane. The wings at first were set too low
resulting in an unstable condition which caused the machin~ to
roll completely over in the air, but la tar developments were
successful. The fully enclosed framework or "fuselagen and
.
the method of grouping vertical and horizontal rudders to form an
"empennage" at the rear were features of Bleriot' s design which
have been adopted almost universally.
The wing-warping control of the Wrights is incorporated in
every airplane which flies, altho in a modified form due to the
demands of greater strength and stiffness of wings. It now
appe~rs as the "ai.leron" or wing-flap which is like a small
sect1o~ cut out of the wing along its rear edge and attached
with h1nges so that it can be tilted up or down.
.,

'
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The flying-machine is preemi
tl
but France, Italy, Germany and En~~n,dyhan American invention,
than the u. s. to bring it to it o an 8 ave done much more
Enduring evidence of the influen~e P~~~ ?\~tate of excellence.
f~ it~ d evelop~ent is f~und in the na~~~ ap~li~~n~~ ~~;~sh~~
earp ana and to var1ous forms of fl' ht A 1
of these are of French origin and there 1fs iittl argebp~?P?rtion
that other names will ever be substituted.
e pro a 111 ty

1

f th It would
· 1 be an interestinao task to troce
c..
the progress
o
e a1rp ane thru the years which followed its first
~~cc;~ses-4how it was found possible to raise the speed from
e
or. 0 miles of the Wrights to something approach in or
even exceeding 300 miles an hour; how the weight carried ~
~ach squa.r~ foot of wing-surface has increased from 1/2 po~nd
1n Langley s machi~e! two pounds in the Hright' s machine, to
mo~e than ~5 ~ound~ 1n the fastest flyers; how the length of
fl1ght beg1nn1ng w1 th the short "hop" which was watched in
brea~hle~s ~uspense by the first observers has grown so that
one hop ~111 cross an ocean, and so that one may eat
breakfast
1n New York and supper in Los Anaeles
on the ,,carne
day,
o
1

The story would be a long one. It miJ'ht record almost
as many "thrills" as were born in the excitement of the first
triui?ph~, but it lies beyond the boundary of my subject and the
tell1ng must be in another chapter.
,The quest for wings continues, always for swifter and
stronger, higher and further, and also sometimes for shapes
as yet unseen and motions still unknown. The ~liders seem
triumphant now, but there are spinners spinning in pursuit;
w~o knows but what the Flappers too may have their day?
Then
m1ght we say the old philosophers were ju8tified who taught
that man, if he.would learn to fly, must imitate the birds.
Arthur H. Morse

THE ENIGMP. OF rrHE NEGRO
MARCH 13, 1926

REGINALD C. McGRANE

Many races have come to America, yet none has interwoven
its story more closely into the warp and woof of our national
life than the African. He came unheralded, a captive and an
outcast; yet his arrival marked the beginning of our economic
existence. His coming sounded the fall of servitude, while
his continuance foisted upon our land tha scourge of slavery.
The early treatment accorded him helped determine the social
and intellectual atmosphere of our colonial days as his
increasing number stimulated the growth of' latent antagonism
between the mother country and her children across the sea.
When, at last, this hatred flamed into revolution the
presence of the neg~o tested severely the social philosophy
upon which the patriots wa~ed the c0nflict •
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The close of the war did not bring a solution to the
problem, for the erection of our national government was
achieved only by compromising and side stepping the troublesome issue. Henceforth his shadow was cast over every stage of
our westward march to greatness. Every acquisition of territory
and every war we fought seemed to accentuate his importance in
our midst. Our economic life and our economic legislation
revolved around his intrinsic value; our political and religious
leaders rose and fell in discussing his position in our social
organization. Even a bloody civil conflict which tested and
strained the sinews and stamina of our peoples proved a futile
attempt to find a. satisfactory answer to the enigma of the negro.
Each succeeding generation has wrestled with the problem with
little more success than its predecessor. There seems to be no
solution to the riddle of the sphinx. We do not know what to do
with him or how to get rid of him. We do not want to exterminate
him; we shudder at the thought of amalgamation; and we refuse to
enslave him. He arouses alike our sympathies and our antipathies.
His progress at times alarms us, and again his lack of improvement exasperates us. Has aver a race so despised, so scorned, so
shunned, so oppressed exerted a more compelling influence in a
nation's history? I know of none; yet a recital of his trials
and tribulations, of his successes and failures, is an integral
part of our own story.
'rhe Portuguese and Spaniards were the first to demonstrate
to the world the profitableness of the slave trade, but by the
middle of the sixteenth century the Elizabethan sea dogs had
entered the race for preeminence in this nefarious business.
Hawkins and Drake opened a glorious vista of untold wealth to
their countrymen when they disclosed the wonderful possibilities
of supplying the New World with these unfortunate peoples from
the coast of Guinea.
N,one questioned in those days the ethics of such undertakings. Missionaries might condemn the Spanish atrocities
against the Indians, but to snatch the negro from his native soil
and sell him into captivity in a foreign land was to save him
for the blessings of Christianity~ No argument on the score of
human rights or the inhumanity of the slave trade was invoked by
any European of that age. Each day on board his vessel the
"Jesus, 11 Captain Hawkins held religious services and instilled
into.the ears ?f his list~ning crew the sacred injunction of
· serv1ng God da1~y, ~f lov1ng one another , and of keeping good
company; bu~ t~1s d~d not deter .either the captain or his hardy
crew from f1ll1ng tne ~old of t0e ves~el with crouching, cringing ~e~roe~. ~or did 1t stop h1s Chr1stian, Virgin Queen from
part1c1pat1~g 1n ~hese transact~ons nor from rewarding her bold
bucca~eer w~ th. ~rugh~hood and g1 ving him for a crest the device
?f a. Negro ~ he~d and bust w1 th the arms securely bound·•" No
scruples of .conscience disturbed the e4uanimity of these rbyal
personages nor of the willing agents they employed.
··
To acquire the monopoly of this traffic, England enacted
her Navigation laws, fought two wars with Holland and ultimately
compelled Spain to cede the exclusive control for thirty years
of importing slaves into the Spanish colonies. A Royal African
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Company was organized with
lt
..
and the trade was opened tor~i~ v~s~slone of :ts s~ockholders,
flag. Aggressive England was resolv:dst~a~~~~~gt tne British
other rivals in her greed for gold.
lS ance all
Good Puritans of New England lik .
lfoath to lengage in this lucrative'occu~~~~~~.we~~en~~~dto~
o rum va ued at ten pound!=l would b
re gallors
be sold in America for twi~e or eve~yf~v~eg~o in ~fric~ who could
Each year an increasing fleet of slavers s!~~:~ ~lS i~lt~al cost.
Newport on the first lap of the atrocious trian u~~~ vos on or
Thus the ~hocking three-cornered trade of rum f~om New o~~~~' d
to Africa' slaves from Africa to the West India s and mol o an
from the ~est Indies to New England arose with little tho:=~~s
of the frightful suffering involved to the human cargo.
o
No pen can adequately describe the horror of the middle
passage from the coast of Africa to America. Chained like wild
beasts, two by two, the negroes were driven into the hold of
th~ slave ship. Breathing the stifling, putrid atmosphere they
sa or l~y huddled together, a moody, miserable, helpless mass
of human1ty. Loathsome and contagious epidemics of scurvy
small-pox, dysentery, and opthalmia broke out; sickness and
death spread with appalling rapidity and with untold havoc;
wo~en grew hysterical, and both men and women went insane.
Some strove to break their bonds of mutinyin~ while others
revengefully bided their time for an opportu~e moment to leap
overboard to freedom. Often at night the rtillness of the
tropical air was made hideous by the groans and moans of those
wh~, dream~ng of home, awakened to find themselves in shackles;
wh1le morn1ng frequently revealed the shoe king ravages of the
Ang~l of Death.
Perhaps, the lot of the poverty-stricken
imm1grant from Ireland was as bad as that of the negro or even
worse, but the suffering of each is beyond the realm of
imagination.
The colonists were not wholly deaf to the cries of these
miserable creatures nor to the horrors of the slave traffic.
The cruelty of this flagrant commerce was publicly condemned
by many of the colonial legislatures. Virginia passed no less
than twenty-three laws looking toward the suppression of this
trade; the founders of Georgia specifically prohibited slavery
within thejr. original grant, although they were later forced to
retire from this advanced pas it ion because of the insistent
demands. of their sat tlers; while other colonies in divers ways
strove to limit or check the slave trade. Political fear of
insurrect.ion undoubtedly motivated many of the acts of the
planting· colonies as the worthlessness of the negro to the
farming communi ties actuated the legislation of the middle
section; while in New England the moral Qrgument against the
importation was stressed though the economic advantages of the
carrying trade appealed strongly to the thrifty, energetic
seaman of this area. But all such attempts proved useless,
f'or England coveted the wealth derived from such trade as she
does today the revenue from the traffic in opium. The British
Committee on Foreign Plantations openly declared that black
slaves v1ere the "most useful appurtenances of a plantation"
an4 the Lords Commissioners of 1 rade dogmatically proclaimed
1
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that "the colonists could not possibly subsidst bwi ~~~~; ~~lonial
t
1 f na o-rcas " All laws passe
Y

:i:~~~!!:iu;~~~r~~~~!~~~!~:~~
~~:tc~~=~~ ~~r~~~~~~~~~;~n~~:t
not discourage a traffic so "beneficial to the na 1on.

America today faces an insurmount~bla t~s~ti~ sol;.i~~r~~: ~~~ro
roblem upon Eno-land and the nat1ve ch1e a1ns o •
~old th~ir breth~en into slavery must rest a large share of the
odium for the negro's presence on our shores.
unable to stop the flow of the negroes, the colonists began
to adopt ;easures to handle these unassimilable aliens. By the
'ddla of the eio-hteenth century the blacks ware double the white
;~pulation in so~th carolina, and the haunti~g fear of. slave revolts
was rapidly becoming an actuality. One poss~bla solut1on ~as to.
educate the black man, and accordingly schools were establ1shed 1n
many of the colonies for the slaves as well as for the free negroes
and.whitas where indentured servants and even negro teachers
endeavorad'to develop the mental powers of the race, ~nan
atmosuhere of benevolent despotism the black man w~s g1ven his
first" opportunity to prove his inherent worth and 1f we can trust
the advertisements offering slaves for sale, we must conclu~e
that many did disclose hidden talents, .Frequent reference lS
made to "usef11l and skilled laborers, w1th a k~owledge o~ the
modern languages, the fundamentals of .mat~emat;cs, ~nd sc1~nce,
and acquaintance with some of the profess1ons.
rna abil1ty to
speak and write "good J!]ngl ish" and. the fl u~ncy of ~hose negroes
who had come from the West Indies 1n handlHlg fore 1gn languages
is evidence of the advance beyond barbarism that some black men
had already made.

Moreover, these newspaper items disclose certain facts concerning the economic and social conditions of the negro during
the eighteenth century. A perusal of these old documents reveals
that in most cases the slaves were well dressed;that soma were
almost as we 11 hou i3ed as their masters; that negro quarters were
in certain instances superior to those provided for the poor .
whites in Europe or for the indentured servants in the colonies.
Negroes worked as tnech11nics and artisans, served as teachers, and
a few even practised medicine. Some were overseers, other
contractors, and free negroes entered business and even became
slave holders. But the sanctity· of the marriage tie between
negroes was not duly enforced. The New York marriages were "by
·mutual consent only, without the blessing of the church, and burial
was in a common field without any Christian office." Yet, notwithstanding this laxity in the ~ocial relations of the sexes, which
was sanctioned in the North as well as in the South, the lot of
the bondman became more endurable as the materialism of the early
part of the century gave way to the liberalism of the closing
decades.
As the colonists drifted toward war with England and the
social philosophy of the "natural rights of man" gained momentum
among the masses, the protests against slavery grew in volume and
in vigor. The former feeble and isolated denunciations of Roger
Williams, John Eliot, Cotton Mather, and the Quaker leaders were
now reinforced by the cogent arguments of Benjamin Franklin,
James Otis, Patrick Henry, George Washington, Thomas Jefferson,
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and Henry Laurens. In unforgettable phrases, the sage of
Monticello denounced the relations of master and slave as
"the mo~t unremitting despotism on the one part and degrading
submiss1on on the other," "The man must be a prodigy "
wrote Jefferson, "who can retain his mam1ers and mo~ais
undepraved by such circumstances •• , .I tremble for my country
when I reflect that God is just; that his justice ca 1u1ot
sle~p forever; that considering numbers, nature, and natural
mean~ onl?, a. revolution o~ the wheel of fortune, an exchange
of s1tuat1on 1s among poss1ble events; that it may become
probable by supernatural interference~ The Almighty has no
attribute which can take sides with us in such a co~ test rr
Patrick Henry declared that th3 rractice of holdin~ men in
captivity was "totally repugnant to the first impressions
of right and wrong;" and that fine patriot Henry Laurens held
the institution up to public scorn. Finally in the imwortal
words of the Declaration of lndependence--''that all men are
created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable Rights; that among these are Life,
Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness" --the idealism of the
eighteenth centur:y reached its summation. The American
Revolution was to be a war to make the world--certainly the
western world--safe for freedom and democracy, at least that
seamed to be its intent,
We know, however, that these glittering generalities were
neither held nor accepted in their entirety by all those
engaged in the conflict; but the humanitarian liberalism of
the revolutionary era was undoubtedly working as a leaven to
eradicate the evil of slavery within the body politic. The
first Continental Congress in October, 1774, inthe second
Article of the Association declared the colonies "will neither
import nor purchase any slave imported after the first day of
December next; after which we will wholly discontinue the
slave trade," This was agreed to by all the twelve colonies
present and the enforcement of these rules was entrusted to
commit tees in the various colonies. Both northern and southern
colonies endorsed the policy of rigidly prosecuting all
violators of these agreements, On April 16, 1776, Congress
further resolved that ''no slaves be imported into any of tr.e
thirteen colonies;" and it is well k11own that the first draft
of the Declaration of Independence contained a bold denunciation
of the King of England for encouraging the slave traffic--a
criticism which though it delighted John Adams, was omitted
at the request ~f the Georgia and South Carolina d~legatiors.
State constitutions reaffirmed the prir1ci ple s of llberty and
equality; the first abolition society in America was orga~i~ed
in Pennsylvania in 1775; and two years later Vermon~ pr~h1b~ted
slavery. But the close of the war still found the 1nst1tut1on
of slavery entrenched in the union. The colonists demanded
freedom for themselves and their descend~nts but the negro
and his kin remains d in chains.
Naturally the appeal to arms raised the problem of.tha
relation of the negro to the war. If he were enrolled 1n the
continental ranks England might be tempted to employ ~he Indian
and even offer freedom to those blacks who would rema1n loyal
to her. If he were disregarded, the Americans would be losing
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a val"-tnble source of supply which could fil~ many a gap in
their slender forces while there still rema1ned the danger of
England enlisting the negroes in the minis~erial ~rmy. When
washin~ton assumed command of the army he 1ssued 1nstructions
to his 0 recruiting officers to refuse enlistment to any ne~ro.
The subject was also discussed in Congress and an acrimon1ous
debate ensued. Rutledge of South Carolina.wante~ all slaves and
free negroes in the army discharged, but h1s mot1?n ~as lost.
Finally at a council of war held by washington ano. h1s generals
it was agreed unanimously that all slaves should be rejected,
and a large majority voted to refuse enrollment to all negroes;
and as a result of a later conference between Washington and
leading civilians, orders were given to reject all ne~roes whether
slave or free. But Lord Dunmore's proclamation offer1ng freedom
to all indented servants and negroes who joined His Majesty's
forces caused the colonists to reconsider their former action.
The fear that the free negroes who had previously served in the
continental ranks might become disgruntled and seek employment
in the British forees on account of their treatment induced the
commander-in-chief to lay the subject again before Congress. A
committee of tl:is body now ruled that these negroes be reenlisted
but no others,
With this decision the negroes once more entered the patriotic
forces, but henceforth their employment was left to the individual
colonies. In Connecticut slaves and free negroes served during
the war and a negro company was organized; Rhode Island raised
two negro battalions who received the same bounties and wages as
other soldiers and were emancipated while the master was financially reimbursed by the state; Massachusetts drafted every seventh
man "without any exception, save. the people called "Quakers;"
Maryland resolved to raise seven hundred and fifty negroes to
be incorporated with her other troops; while New York promised
freedom to all slaves "who served three years or ware regularly
discharged," The general policy of the colonies was to enroll
negroes either in separate companies or with the whites. South
Carolina and Georgia alone opposed this procedure evan though
Congress recommended the enrolling of the negro and offered to
reimburse the master and free the slave at the close of the war.
As Colonel Laurens said, "the single voice of reason was drowned
by the howlings of a triple-headed monster, in which prejudice,
avarice, and pusillanimity were united."
Meanwhile ~ngland redoubled her efforts to seduce the negroes
from the rebel standards, Sir Henry Clinton and Lord Cornwallis
issued proclamations offering protect ion to all negroes who would
desert to the English flag. Some did go into the British army,
for as late as 1786 a band of negroes calling thernsel vas "The King
of England's Soldiers" harrassed and terrified the settlements
along the Savanah river. Others left the country with the
loy~lists,. or fled to the Indians, or were seized by the British
dur1ng the 1r so~thern campaigns; but the majority refused to be
caught by the w1ly devices of a governm(mt that had encouraged
the slave-trade,
Notwithstanding the hesitancy with which the colonists
accepted the services of the negroes, those who witnessed the
soldierly behavior of the blacks were often agreaably.surprised
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at t~e v~lor they displayed, At Bunker Hill ;~_.tar
dist1ngu1shed himself by k'll'
' ~·
dalem
1 111 ~'~ the ?ver-confident
Pitcairn· while Sol
n
Major
'
oman ..~.- oor was publlcly commended b hi
superior officers for many brave deeds rrh
y. s
1
of ~h~fe Island under Colonel Greene g~inedef~~gi~s~~~ ~~nt
anv a e record, while the lass known bravery of th bl k
e ac s
of Haiti under the command. of ~'rench off. .
retreatin~ A
·
·
leers saved the
th
h o. me~lcans at Savannah, The colonists soon forgot
ese ero1c e forts, however, as soon as the war was over
New Yo~k, Rhode Island and Vir~inia alone granted Fre d '
thelr negro . troops·' wh'l
e om
tto itl
1 e tho e Constitutional Conver~ion
ac Y recogn1zed slavery in the frame of O'overnment f
tha.new nation, The spirit of awakened hum~nitarianismo~as
r,ap1dly smothe.re~ ?Y the avarice of the cotton planter and
tne fears of pol1t1cians.
_

Before the philanthropic tendencies of this age had been

teprassa~, ~owever, by the harsh economic code of the nineteenth
ce~tury 1nd1v~du~l negroes had attracted the attention of the
Whl~es by ~he1r Intellectual achievements, Thomas Fuller, a
nat1!e Afr1can, was ~n?wn as the Virginia Calculator on account

of h1s phenomenal ab1l1ty as a mathematician. Doctor James
Derham, a slave free~ ?Y his master who was a physician,
acquired medica~ tra1n1ng and at twenty-six was regarded as
one o~ t~e prom1nen~ m~mb~rs of his profession in New Orleans.
:Phyll1s \/heat ley, tne 1lfr1can poetess of Boston won recogniti?n in both A~erica an~ England for her collection of poems
wh1ch her publ1shers pr1nted only after their authenticHy
had been vouched for by the leading citizens of I1fassachusetts,

The one name that stands out in this list of distin~uished
0
negroes is that of Benjamin Banneker the astronomer and
philosopher. His father. and mother ;,ere negroes, but his
maternal grandmother was a white woman of English birth who
had married one of her freedmen. At the age of thirty, with
only a pocket knife and wood as his l!1aterial he planned and
axe outed what is probably the "first clock of which every
portion was made in America," For twenty years this timepiece
struck the hours with faultless precision; and as a result of
his friendship with George Ellicott, an astronomer and
mathematician, Bannaker began the study of astronomy. At
sixty-one he completed an almanac which a member of John
Adams' cabinet had published in Baltimore which brought
immediate fame to its author. His active mind now found time
for other diversions. He calculated the seventeen years recurring cycle of locust plagues; he wrote a dissertation on
bees which has been favorably compared to the similar contribution of Pliny; and in 1793, distressed by the disastrous
European war then in progress, he drew up a unique peace plan
in which he suggested that the United states government
establish a cabinet office in charge of a Sec.retary of Peace.
When the city of Washington was laid out, President Washington
appointed Bannelcer one of the commissioners to make the necessary mathematical calculations in the survey of the District
of Columbia. These few instances are sufficient proof of
what the free negro was capable of accomplishing,
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But as the fertile lands of the black belt were oie~~d
ation as the cotton gin enhanced the value o
a
t~e~~l ;i!ple of.' ·the south' as the ins~rre ct ions o~ Gab rial'
g
k V
and Nat Turner successlvely terrifled the
~~~:~rne~se!~d as the scathing editorials of the "Liberator"
lashed the 'slave holders into a state of frenzy,the po;~rful
voice of the cotton magnate clamor~ddfordp~~~~~~i~~: theeBible
teachin~s of Jefferson were discar e an
1
'
. t
was studied with a view to justifying slavery; a renewed 1n arthe ancients sanctioned
t was awa kene d i n the classics ' since
as
.
class distinctions· while the romant1cism of sco tt' s novels and
the heroic euiogie~ of Thomas Carlyle were accepted as trui~ful
ortra ala of genteel society. A social philosophy as ins
ous
~nd pe;nicious in its influence as that so recently proclaimed
by Germany pervaded the southland; and as it was el~borated,
the intellectual development of the negro and the l1beralism
and nationalism of the southern leaders was suppressed.
Folitically, socially, and intellectually, the South became
hermetically sealed to outside influences. The. gaunt figure of
sectionalism appeared to haunt the step~ of l~g1slators as the
slave owner strove to direct the nation s pol1cies,
Yet the sole blame for this distressing and foreboding
state of affairs was not entirely due to the cotton plantar.
One must not forget that the extravagant, unreasonable, often
illogical utterances of the vehement exponents of abolition
necessarily helped to create a feeling of righteous indignation
on the part of the southerner, As the South was driven to defend
its "peculiar institution" an "aggressive slavocracyn was
mobilized. As Benton of Missouri declared, slavery in the
abstract had few advocates or defenders in the slave-holding
states, and slavery as it existed, an hereditary institution
descended upon them from their ancestors, would have ·had fewer
intercessors than it did, if those who had nothing to do with
the subject had let the South alone. The sentiment in favor of
slavery was much weaker before the intermeddlers began their
operations. The views of leading men both North and South had
been indisputably the same in the early decades as regards the
inhumanity of the slave trade, The vitriolic denunciations of
Garrison and his followers helped, hew ever, to solidify the
South into a. fairly compact body under the leadership of a small
minority intent upon securing their property interests, In such
an atmosphere surcharged with fatal possibilities, the spokesmen
of a_new social philosophy began to broadcast their ideas of the
superiority of one race over all others to welcome listeners.
Foremost among the expounders of these new doctrines was a
young Professor of William and Mary College--Thomas R. Dew, In
a lengthy philosophical article, fortified with copious extracts
from learned writers, Dew traced the origin, causes, and effect
of slavery on the progress of civilization. He showed that
slavery was 11 established and sanctioned by divine authority, among
even the elect of heaven, the favored children of Israel."
Abraham, the chosen servant of the Lord, was a slave owner. The
temple of Solomon and "Egypt's venerable and enduring piles"
were erected by slaves. The grandeur and wonders of the ancient
world rested on slave labor as did the Marvels of Peru and Mexico
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in a later era, Christianity approved of it as the teachings
of Paul indicated, Surely, if Moses and Faul agreed there
could be no question as to the historical justice of holding
slaves, As to its economic necessity to Virginians the case
was even clearer. Slave labor gave value to Virginia's soil
and habitations and without it she would be a "waste how1ing
wilderness," The aggregate value of the slave population
in the state was around one hundred millions and it was the duty
of the government to protect property. "The exclusive owners
of property ever had been, ever will, and perhaps ever ought
to be the virtu~l rulers of mankind." The negroes as a class
were the drones and pests of society and must be held down.
Once the black man was freed, idleness and dissipation would
triumph over the desire to better his condition; he would
prefer to sink down into ''listless, inglorious repose of
brute creation'' rather than to rise through energetic aotivi ty
which could only be generated amid the "multiplied, refined,
and artificial wants of civilized society." The very conception of liberty to most slaves signified "idleness and
sloth with the enjoyment of plenty," Slavery was not only
the best for the negro but also for the master and the mistress,
The master had leisure to devote to public tasks and the finor
things of life while his wife was relieved of unpleasant duties
and became the center of the cheerful, animated family circle.
In thus presenting the case for the slave states Dew expressed
views which fitted the facts of southern life; and, hailed as
a prophet, was elected president of William and L:ary C allege.
The ideas of' Dew were perfected by Chancellor William
Harper of the Supreme Court of South Carolina. Harper began
with a careful refutation of the principles enunciated in the
Declaration of Independence. Man was born "in a state of
helpless dependence on others." He was born to subjection as
he was born in sin and ignorance. It was ·"the bias of his
nature that the strong and the wise should control the weak
and the ignorant. ••• It is the order of nature and of God
that the being of superior faculties and knowledge, and
therefore of superior power, should control and dispose of
those who are inferior. It is as much in the order of nature
that men should enslave each other as that other animals pray
upon each other," He did not have certain inalienable rights
for society could and did depriv~ him of these r~ghts for its
own protection. The supposed ev1ls of slavery d1d n?t.actually
exist. The slave was protected in his depe~dent·pos1t1~~ ~or,
"security was one of the compensations of h1s humble pos1hon.
It was to the interest of the master not to harm the slave for
it was not natural for a man to attackt~at which w~s attached
to him, The slave had no time nor was 1 t worth ~h1le to
educate him. He could be sold; but, perhaps, th1s was not
as ~reat an evil as the uncertainty of the laborer who was
subject to dismissal by his employer. The South" was not a
"wide stew for the indulgence of unbridled lust.
But even
if there were sexual laxity in the South·the moral standards
of the whites could not be applied to the negro • "In the
northern communities the unmarried woman who becomes a mother
is an outcast from society. She has given birt? to a burna~
being who is commonly educated ta & course of Vlce, depravtty,
and crime. It is not so with the female slave. She is no a
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less useful member of society than before, She has not .impaired
her means of support nor materially impaired her character or
lowered her station; she has done no great inju~y ~o h~r~e!~ or
an other human being. Her offspring is not a ur en u ·
acyuisition to her owner. The want of chastity among slaves
ha~dly deserves a harsher name than weakness," As the Southern
Literary Messenger said slavery had done more to elevate a t
de raded race, tame the savage, c~vilize the barbarous, sof en
th~ ferocious and enlighten "the ignorant and spread ~h~. blessings of Christianity among the heathen than all t~e IDlSSlonaries
that philanthropy and religion had ever sent out,
In reply to this unwholesome philosophy came the bold .
assertions of the abolitionists that liberty was the birthr1ght
of all men. All laws which restricted a man's right to his own
body to the product ion of his own labor, to the protection of
law,'and to the common advantages of society were "null and.void
before God," The negro must be emancipated and given polit1cal
and social equality. N? barriers must ~a erec~ed b~tween the
races. Negro abolition1sts travelled w1th the1r wh1te associates,
spoke from the same platform, ate at the same table. Onl? on
the subject of amalgamation was there any uncertainty. W1lli~
Jay held that no person in possession of his reasoning facult1es
could believe it "the duty.of white men to select black wives;"
but Channing was not quite so sure. The free blacks ware encouraged to cooperate with the white leaders of abolition; and
many rendered effective service. Negroes served as ?perators
in the underground railroad, as lecturers, and as wr1ters on
slavery topics. Two of the best known of these negro agitators
were Frederick Douglass and th J "Libyan Sibyl," Sojourner Truth,
In words that frequently lashed his hearers to frenzied ecstacies,
Frederick Douglass painted the horrors of slavery; but nona could
"bear down an audience by a few simple words" more effectively
than the "Libyan Sibyl,"
Called upon to address a Woman 1 s Suffrage C.onvention at
Akron, Ohio, in 1852, this inspired negro woman made an eloquent
plea not only for her race but also for her sex. Some of the
men present had scoffed at woman's rights pointing out their
helplessness, They could not even enter a carriage without
assistance and they always claimed the best place, everywhere,
"No body eber helped me into carriages, or ober mud puddles, or
gibs me any best place, and pausing for effect, she asked in
thundering tones, "And a'n't I a woman? Look at rna, Look at my
arm,·" She bared her muscular arm to the shoulder. "I have
plowed, and planted, and gathered into barns, and no man could
head me--and a'n't I a woman? I could work as much and eat as
much as a man, when I could get it, and bear de lash as well-and a'n't I a woman? I have born five children and seen em moe'
all sold off into slavery, and when I cried out with a mother's
grief, none but Jesus heard--and a'n't I a woman? Dey talks
'bout dis ting in.de head--what dis dey call it?" "Intellect, 11
said one of her audience. "Dat's it honey, What dat's got to do
with women's rights or nigger's rights? If my cup won't hold but
a pint and yourn holds a quart, wouldn't ye be mean not to let me
have my little half -measure full?" Then directing her words to
one particularly aggressive opponent of women's rights she cried
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out: "Den dat.little man in black dar, he say women can't
have as much r1ghts as men, 'cause Christ warn r t a woman
B~t whar did Christ come from?" Her voice bocmed in the.hall
l1ka the roar of a lioness at bay, "V!har did Christ come from?
From God and a woman. Man had nothing to do with Him. If de ·
fust woman God made was strong enough to turn de world upside
down, all alone, dese togedder ought to be able to turn it
back and get it right side up again, and now dey is askin' to
do.it, de men better let em," So thought some men than and so
th1nlk ma~y J?Ore today although they are not so sure "de se
t ogedder Wlll be able to get the world 11 right side up." But
before the black woman or her fairer sister were to attain
their cherished ambitions, a long bloody war must be fought
to free the colored race from the fetters of bondage,
When the War for Southern Indenendence came to a close
sla·very was gone; but the nation so~n realized that a servile
race still remained, The black man was free but he did not
know how.to utilize his new opportunity, The fears of the
pro-slavery men that liberty to the negro implied unbridled
license appeared to find verification in the orgies of
extravagance and corruption of the reconstruction era. To
satisfy selfish, vindictive, partisan ambitions the negro was
plunged into the boiling political cauldron already seething
from the flames of sectional hatred. Yet it must not be forgotten that the seventies marked the nadir of national degradation, The Tweed Lting, the Credit Uobilier, the Salary Grab,
the Belknap Scandal. and other numerous misdemeanors were the
outstanding features of this decade. r.roo frequently the only
men willing to guide the faltering steps of the newly anfranchised race were unscrupulous, designing whites; and under
their tutelage the negro necessarily retrograded.
Once the negro emerged from this mire of debauchery the
claims of both the abolitionists and the pro-slav~ry men were
actually tested, How far have the prophecies of' the antebellum days bean fulfilled? Did emancipation bring wfth it
all that Garris on and his as so cia tes claimed it would? Has
the negro been accepted as the equal of the white man nnd has
he been accorded all. the, opportunities that rightfully are his?
Ware Dew's and Harper's views on racial inferiority correct
and do they square with the facts of negro achievement? To
answer these questions is to state the negro preble rn of today.
The hope of the abolitionists that the destruction of'
.
slavery would be accompanied by political, social, and econom1c
freedom has not been realized, In the South by means of discriminating legislation and ingenious electoral regulation~
the the colored man has been robbed of his suffrage. Barr1ers
have been erected to keep the whites and blacks from coming
into contact with each other in public conveyances, restaurants,
and theatres. The color line has been drawn in the public
schools where special and frequently inferior training. has been
provided for negro children. In 1924 .the ~otal expend1tures
.of the southern states for the educat1on of whites was
·$262,104,212 while for the negro it was $28,5~7,044~ The
aver~ge expenditure in the same states for wh1ta ch1ldren was
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$34.21 but only $17.77 for c?lored

c~~!d~~~~ati~~aio~!~i~~ti~s

~~~b~~~l~l~~k:n~~~v~~i~ia!~i~T;~o~~~e ~ar~;~; su~~~~~=!~~r~v~~e

negro schools but m~ch yet :emains ho ~elped.to exclude the
prejudice of the whl te worklng man ~s ]1ederation of Labor
negro from certain trades. The Amerlcan k be received within

;~:q~:~;;yr~~~sa!~~s~!c!~~iyt~~t~~g~~ :~~i~r~im u~conditionally;

but unfortunately there is no effective way 1n wh1ch these
recommendations may be enforced.

The census reports refute the erroneous assertions of those
who held the negro would rather starve than work. At the close
of the war for southern Independence the negro owned twelve
thousand homes operated twent:r thousand farms, and the accumulated
wealth of the ;ace was twenty millions. In 1926 they owned seven
hundred thousand homes, operated one million farms, and their
accumulated wealth was two billions. Today ~here are sixty-seven
negro insurance companies with assets totall1ng seven and a half
millions, whose policies are valued at two hundred and fifty·
millions. In 1924 there were seventy-three negro banks with a
total capital of six and a quarter millions, resources amounting
to twenty millions and doing an annual business of nearly one
hundred millions. 'The negro has also invested one hundred
millions in church property and has contributed over forty
millions toward his own education since emancipation. In 1923
the total assessed value of all the property held by negroes in
Georgia was $48 233 541· in Virginia, $68,354,407; and in North
Carolina $102 435 004,' These are the only states in the South
which ke~p a r;cord of property owned by Negroes but it is
estimated that the value of property owned by negroes in the
United states is. over :~1,800,000,000. This means they own more
than twenty-two million acres or 34,000 square miles, ''an area
graater than that of the five New England states, New Hampshire,
Vermont Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Is land," During
the past twenty years the value of land and buildings owned by
negro farmers in the South has shown remarkable ~dvance, In 1900
their holdings in land and buildings were worth ~th69 ,636,420 but
in 1910 they were valued at $273,501~,665 an increase of 293 per
cent; in 1920 they had increased to ~522,178,137 or an increase
of 91 per cent, As the negroes' industrial status improved his
pauperism declined and it is the conclusive opinion of social
workers that "negro families are the last to apply for relief
and the first to become independent again." In the light of
these statistics thtJ old charges against the entire race must be
discarded.
Nevertheless, the old arguments that the negro worker is
slow, clumsy, shiftless, and exr9nsive are constantly recurring.
In ante-bellum days there were many slave artisans but for the
most part they were careless and inefficient. The slave artisan
was a jack-of-all-trades rather than a mechanic in the modern
sense of the term. Since emancipation he has had to face the
unsympathetic attitude of many employers and laboring men and
for a while he lost control of many trades he had monopolized
before the war. The efforts of Brooker T. Washington, however,
has remedied this condition and the latest figures on negro
·,·i
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occupations sh?w substantial increases amon~ carpenters,
machinists, pa1nters, metal molders, foremen and plumbors
The general trend of the negro worker in ind~str ao ea;s t
be upward. In the beginning he did the rougher Knd· ;ruder 0
wo~k but the last census reports 332,249 negroRs enga~ed in
Skllled or semi-skilled work. There is little doubt oh
that the negro is more err.otional than the white or p;ob~~~;er'
yellow or red races and therefore less mechanically minded.
Ne!ertheless, the result of investigations in New York and
Ch1cago and by the Bureau of Negro Economics in the Department
of.Labor destroy the time honored tradition that he is slow and
sh1ftless, The consensus of opinion is that he is a satisfnctor
amplo?ae and compares favorably with other racial groups, The Y
~xper1e~ce of the .P~St ten years shows that in northern
1ndustr1al commun1t1es employers during unemployme 11 t periods
hold ~n.to ~hei~.negro workers as long as possible and use little
discr1m1nat1on 1n returning them tc their former positions."
Clarence Darrow maintains that the negro is not shiftless
enough as "he has alwa;ys been too willing and anxious to work"
and the white man only too eager and anxious to have him work
for .the smallest pay, But the attitude assumed by the foreman
toward the negro worker is as important today as lhat of the
o!erseer toward the slave, Sympathy and justice, tempered
Wlth a moderate display of discipline, is as salutary in the
factory as on the slave plantation.
Moreover, the long list of distinguished negroes and the
increasin~ ~iteracy of the race has done much toward stamping
out the VlClOUS propaganda of a former generation that the
negro was inherently mentally inferior. As ?ranz Boas maintains
"the variations of mind found in different races do not exceed
perhaps not even reach, the amount of norma 1 individual varia-'
tion in each race •'' What race would not be proud to claim
among its orators such names as Brederi ck Douglass and Hooker
T. Washington? The vivid word pictures and fiery eloquence
of the former stirred a nation's soul; while the ~tlanta
Exposition Address by the head of Tuskegee couched in striking
phrases and delivered with consummate skill created a sensation
·throughout the world, The poetry of Paul JJawrence Dunbar
raised the negro dialect into the ranks of our national
literature; and his successor William Stanley Braithwaite is
recognized as a poetic critic and anthologist of superior
attainment. As one writer· has said "no future study of
American poetry of this age can be made without reference to
Braithwaite •" Charles W. Chesnutt as a de linea tor of negro
life and character has become a recognized American novalist,
ln the field of painting Henry o. Tanner's "Daniel in the Lion's
Dan" and the "Raising of Lazarus'' have procured for him knighthood in the French Legion of Honor; and in the kindred field
of sculpture the work of Meta Warrick Fuller, the pupil of
Rodin, and May Howard Jackson have won approval. In music the
negro has long since achieved distinction. The Fisk Jubilee
Singers won instant applause for their wonderful rendition of
the pathetic melodies of the "spirituals" or slave songs,
America's only folk songs; while the captivating rhythms of
ragtime and jazz have swept over the world. To the negro
must, also be credited the cake walk which Paris pronounced
1
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"the poetry of motion." The appealing voice of Roland W. Hayes
and the dramatic ability of Charles Gilpin, as well.as the
buffoonery of Bert Williams, further attest the mus1c~l and
dramatic attainments of the race. And, not withstandlng the
reply of the Massachusetts lawyer who said in a response to an
inquiry from the United States Patent Office: "I never knew. a
Negro to invent anything but lies," the records show a var~f1ed
list of eight hundred patents awarded to colored man; and 1t is
estimated that the race holds patents on over three thousand
inventions. Among these the Matzaliger machine invented for
lasting shoes used by the United Shoe Machinery Company and the
electrical appliances of Granville T. Woods used by the General
Electric and Bell Telephone Companies are probably the best known.
While in the field of education the names of Booker T. Washington
and Kelly Miller will always be ment~oned a~on~ those in th? first
rank; as the writings of w. E. Du Bo1s, BenJamln Brawley, Carter
G. Woodson, and George w. Williams are known to all students of
history.
The reply of Mr. Dooley to Mr. Hennessy probably expresses,
however the popular feeling of many people toward the negro
•
11
"Th' naygar has many fine qualities," remarked Mr. Dooley, he
is joyous, light -hearted, and aisily lynched." The fear of the
southerner of slave revolts has given place to his dread of the
negro's criminal instincts; and the disgraceful lynchings and
burnings of blacks has widened the chasm between the races.·
Fortunately these outrageous acts have decreased from one hundred
and fifty five negroes lynched in 1892 to sixteen in 1924; but
there still persists a wide spread suspicion of the criminal
tendencies of the colored man. Yet contrary to the popular belief
the majority of lynchings are not for rape but for violence; and
an investigation into the causes of lynching reveals that over
ten per cent of the negroes lynched are for minor offences.
Voluminous statistics on negro crime have been published; but as
Darrow says "the Federal Census on this subject gives us something to guess at," To pass judgment on the question one must
determine what a person means by the word criminal, Then it is
important to understand whether he refers to indictments, charges,
or convictions. The large percentage of crimescharged against
the negro is undoubtedly due to the fact that many negroes are
arrested and cDnvicted of crime who are not guilty. It is not
difficult to indict and convict a negro; while many of the offenses
of whites are ignored, such as returning false tax schedules,
getting liquor, violations of the Sunday laws, cheating, and many
others too numerous to recount. Furthermore negroes are often
unab~a to pay their fines, are given longer sentences than whites,
and judges are vary reluctant in giving them suspended sentences.
Yet it is interesting to discover that negroes have a relatively
lower percentage of crime than soma of the emigrant races even
though most negro children grow up in an unwholesome environment.
They often lack the restraining influences of home life owing to
inadequate housing conditions and they are almost destitute of
beneficial centers of amusements, While still young they become
the prey .of evil influences and by twenty many are already in the
clutches of the law.
The boasts of the abolitionists and pro-slavery men have,
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therefore, been modified since th
negro has not received the pol't'e ~ays of Uncle Tom. The
equality Garrison ~nd his folll lC~ ' social, and economic
found the white race a unit ~o~ers promised him. He has
marriage with other races isao~~~~t amalgamation. lnterTha t he is different is palpa£le ~bl~h
but hnot with the negro •
0
to the theologian and why he 1.
t e P.ilosopher if not
immaterial to know· · .
~ ~rea ed d1fferently is

!i;f:~~~to:i~~~u!utj:~!~:
i~:~~~~~~tt~~
~~~d!~~i ~~!~a
inherently mentall i • .
e can no longer be held

efficient, and imp~ov~~:~~o~sn~~ssh!f~less, careless, inhe has found that as time asse m s er asserted • Finally'
mora intolerant while t~ p k s, the northerner has become
that he alan~ knew how ~~ coo sureness of the southerner
among the intellectual cla~:n~~aletahsetnegtoroshbas.gi~en way,
humil 1· t y i n th e presence of the unsolvable
'
uproblem,
m1ss1 ve
In the face of this dilemma a new t
f
~is an within ra cant years. Not ~ 11 ante -~;~l~m ~=~~~e ~as
p:ra, th~ ki~d, ~racious, docile creatures of 11homas Nelson
by g~h: hT~~~~!~ on •Th!his. tm?th has long since been exploded
•
wr1 1ngs of Omsted give a much truer
t
Pic ura. of the coarse and unattractive appearance of the
p~antat1on slave, The household servants were undoubtedly
o a higher type; but they formed the aristocrac1r of the
slave population. Nevertheless, it is true that'' the ante~~llum negro was lass aggressive and self assertive than
1~ descen~ants today, Perhaps this was due to the fear
W?1ch was 1nstilled into the slave by the overseer and to
tne fact that he was kept in ignorance. The removal of the
yoke of bondage has changed this; but the actual transformation has come only within the past few years. The Great
War wrought a remarkable metamorphosis in the negr 0
ps~cho~ogy. He h~s developed a "racial consciousness" and
a rac1al solidar1 ty •" He is no longer submissive to the
insults showered upon him. Segregation and isolation began
the work and the war and the world unrest since that dayhave accentuated it. As the subjective peoples of southern
Europe chafed under the yoke of their oupressors so likewise
is tha negro irritated by the constantly growing assertions
of Anglo-Saxon superiority. He resents the word "nigger ''
"darky," "sarnboo" as does the Italian the epithet of "dago"
or "wop." The migration from the farm to the industrial
canters has changed his outlook on life, He has more oomfort~bla housing quarters, larger political opportuniti~s,
and 1ncreased wages which permit him to enjoy a higher
standard of living. He has come in contact with many new
phases of life and he demands recognition. When race riots
occurred in Washington in 191g the blackman instead of fleein~
before his persecutors not only stood his ground and fought
back but even carried the fray into his opponents auarters.
A National American Association for the Protection-of Colored
People has been organized to defend the members of the race;
and the achievements of this organization in securing agi tation for the Dyer Anti-Lynching bill, arousing public opinion
in behalf of the colored men and in causing the defeat of
0
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candidates in the past election who opposed anti-lynching
legislation is strongly reminiscent of the ol~habo~~!~o~h:o;~lte
ment This time however, it is the negro ra er
man ~ho is leadi~ the crusade, The simple folk songs have a
com atitor in the hymns of hate of Shackleford and Pickens and
thepplaintive wailings of Dunbar are drowned in the harsher not:s
of Claude McKay. The poetic author of "The souls of Bl~c~ Folk
has become a propagandist whose pen is held in ever dimlnlshing
restraint. Racial ·antipathy has created negro nationalism which
carries disquieting potentialities for the future. The negro has
been an American citizen and he wa~ts to rema~n one. He has been
an integral part in our national llfe but he lntends henceforth
to be an articulate rather than an inarticulate factor in our
midst. He is beginning to appreciate as many other aliens have
within recent years that they are never remembered except when
their services are needed or the demagogue wishes to get their
votes. If this is a democratic land the black man wants to enjoy
the privileges of democracy.
The demands of the negro and of other unassimilable foreigners
in our land has called the attention of our legislators to the
contributions of these different peoples to our civilization. We
want to receive those who can aid us in erecting a stable and
enduring culture. We know that the English have brought with
them their veneration for law which has made them the great empire
builders of the world; that Scandinavian sobriety and industry
are proverbial; that the Germans are noted for th~i~ thoroughness
and solidity· and that Irish wit and executive ab1l1ty are known
wherever th~'son of Erin has gone. But just what has the negro
given to America?
It must be admitted that of all the aliens who have come to
our shores the negro has contributed the least defined asset to
our existence. He has supplied lab or for our basic industria s,
especially agriculture; and he has distinguished himself in music
and the drama. His peculiarities have afforded abundant material
for our entertainers; as his presence has furnished the fuel for
endless discussion. Yet he has been and remains a dependent race
and a strain upon our ideals, The treatment we accord him is the
acid test of our theories of democracy. As he advances in the
scale of civilization so do we realize the fulfillment of real
democracy. For what does democracy imply? If it is anything
more than the dream of the philosopher, it must connote equal
opportunity before the law for all classes and all races. It
must.signify the ability of every individual, irrespective of
class, color, or creed, to develop his talents to his fullest
oapaci ty. It must allow everyone absolute freedom in participating
ana enjoying the benefits of government; and it must carry with
it the responsibility of all citizens to help bear the burdens of
the state. We cannot hope to pose as a real democracy until our
government actually rests on the principle of "each for all and
all for each," The negro must be taught that no race in history
aver attained actual freedom except by its own efforts; but no
obstacle must be placed in his path toward the realization of
this goal, Only as intolerance is supplanted by tolerance and
racial prejudice by liberalism can we claim to have democracy,
The negro is and will remain the acid test of our theories of
democracy.
Reginald c. McGrane

MARCH 20, 1926
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A certain philosopher who t th
bywords, once said that there :e ru ls have become household
in this life and that these wer:r~e~~h Ya~~o t!~!~~ut·e certainties
To the most of us the thouaht of either . ,
o
1s equally
unpleasant,
At a recent meeting of a body of tax official
f
various states, a speaker amended the original pro!e~b ~:~
:!:!:~ that at the present time nothing is so certain as death
The word "death taxa s" has for the most of us a dec· d dl

~npleasa~t sound an~ so we have called them "inheritance \:xe~ "

success1on taxes," 'transfer taxes" and the like --b t
'
by any other name will smell as sweet.
'
u a rose

?~r conscript fathers,--not without a considerable tearin
of ha1r and.gnashing of teeth,--have recently overhauled our g
. fe~eral tax1ng system, and in the process have dropped b·r the
wayside a number of features that have been particularly'
vexatious,

.

The amputations were not without a considerable degree of
d1sagr~ement on th~ part of tho physicians in charge of the
operat 1on and pre d1c t ions on the part of some were as roey as
others were full of gloom and diaster.
One of the storm centers about which raged heated discussion was that of the abolition of the Federal Estate Tax.
In the course of the airing of the "pro's and con's''
both in the leglislative halls and in ''extenl:lion of rema~ks"
in the Congressional Record, those entertaining dissertations
wherein ambitious solons can propound ad infinitum and ad
nauseum for home consumption,--mucb was said for and against
this particular form of death taxes.
The public has become interested and is beginning to awaken
to the absurd situation which exists today in this connection -particularly in regard to the inheritance taxes levied by the'
states. The more one looks into the subject the more confused
he becomes, and the more amazed at the intricacy of the si tuation,
Of recent years, the question of inheritance and estate
taxes has become one of increasing comment and now of almost
universal concern. The tendency to increase the rates on the
part of the States, as well as on the part of the Federal
Government, until the action by Congress within the last two
months, has created a problem that clamors for solution.
The complicated situation that exists today is one of
comparatively recent origin. Altho death taxes of one sort or
another have existed almost since the dawn of civilization, it

! '

,'..
'
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is of only recent years that the problem has become complex.
A perusal of the works of even a generation ago on inheritance taxes show that the auestion then was a far· different and
simpler ·one than that which we face today! The treatises of
that period, which go into interminable d1scuss~ons of the
theoretical justification of this form of taxat1on, arrive at
the conclusion that it is highly desirable and among the very
best of the eligible form of public revenue.
Today this conclusion is by no means so universally held.
Today they affect
evan the smallest estates, We have in the United States today
forty nine jurisdictions and forty six different laws appertaining to taxes of this kind. No two are alike and a eleven are
subject to change,

shall have to deal, In the u it
to be found, The same is tru: ed States both systems are
Government has limited itself toft~ngland.
Here the Federal
of the states levy. only the inh 0 . 8 estate tax, while most
like Massachusetts and New Hamp~~7tance tax. In a few states,-being lolown as the tax on the r icr~~e t --~e find both' --the sa
. right to receive the transfer, o
o ransfer and on the
We are accustomed to consider that which
as our own and our right to dispose of it as we have saved
unquestioned right,
we see fit as an

Inheritan~e taxes then affected only a few.

Thera is no standardization whatever. Alabama, District of
Columbia, Florida and Nevada impose no inh?ritance taxes at all,
Each of the other states has its own indiv1dual tax rates,
exemptions, deductions and methods of computation. In addition
there has been the Federal Estate Tax on all estates of over
$50,000, this latter based upon a fundamentally different
principle from the inheritance taxes of the great ma·jori ty of
the states.
Every citizen is supposed to know the law and I assume it
safe to say that all of us are more or less interested in what
portion of our worldly accumulation will be taken by the state
when preforce we leave this mundane sphere.
Thanks to the present jumble of laws and conflicting jurisdictions, it is impossible for the average citizen to even approximate how much of his estate will be eaten up by taxes upon
his demise. Even the lawyer whom he consults must rely upon the
weekly bullet ins of so .. called ''tax services" to keep abreast of
the rapidly changing status of our laws. Common sense has brought
about the adoption of uniform negotiable instrument codes and
sales acts by the great majority of the states, and there is
considerable agitation for similar action in regard to our laws
affecting divorce and domestic relations, Evan greater is the
necessity that exists today for uniformity in our inheritance
tax legislation,
. It would.ba w~ll, therefore, to make a rapid survey of the
situation as 1t ex1sts in these United States of ours and con-~ider some of the proposed remedies· to the situation,'
''Death Taxes" is a broad term. In reality it includes three
di~fer~nt kinds of taxation,--first, succession dues or fees,
wh1ch 1s the oldest form and as a rule is imposed in a lump sum
on the occasion of a bequest or other transfer,--second, a tax on
the entire estate such as the Federal Estate Tax --and third a
tax on the distributive shares,--the parts that ~pacific hei;s
receive,--or the real inheritance tax.
It is with the estate and inheritance taxes that this paper
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~~m!o~f~~~e~th!~~.ri~h!oioi~~:~:~:~ P~~~:~trh:tof~a~~gli;hit

aw,
ere was neither ricrht or pr'vil
t
property. Upon the decedent's d~ath it e~che:~:d o devise.
The right to own property did not and does not
t~ the Kmg.
i~e r~g~t
~rar1s~er it' at death. This right ~~w g~~~~~~e by
e s a ~ ~ 1ts c1tizens and once a tax is imposed the a
ment of 1t 1s a condition precedent to t
f
'
P Ylangua
f th
rans er • To use the
ge o
e court "an inheritance tax is not a tax on th
property of t~a decedent with respect to which it is levied e
but is ~n.exc1se imposed upon the privilege of transmitting'
or rece1v1ng property upon the death of the owner" con
s~quant~y, it is not subject to any of the constitutionai
l1mitat1ons upon taxes upon propert" found 1·n the st t
stitutions.
''
a e con-

io

Nor is ~he inheritance tax a direct tax within the meanin
of the Const1tut~on ?f th~ United States. It falls rathe~ wit:.
in the class of dut1es, 1mposts and excises 11 provided for in
that instrument. It is not transformed into' a property tax
by reason of the fact that it is made a lien on the property
the succession to which it taxes, nor does the fact that th~'
amount of the tax depends upon the value of the property transmitted, render it a tax on property.
· ·
.It is then, a privilege granted by law and by thnt same
law 1t may be abridged or annulled.
.

Death duties are not new. Although our particular form
the product of modern democracy, inheritance taxes of one
form or another are found to date back to the earliest civilizations,
lS

Ancient Egypt knew and levied a tax on transfer at death,
Whether or not the inheritance tax was one of the causes for
the down fall of the Roman Empire,--which has been alleged in
the heat of the recer1t leglislative debate on the subject,-there is no question but that it was used as a source of
revenue by the early Roman state. The "vicesima hereditatium"
was a tax on l/20th part of all inheritances, which was
imposed at the beginning of the empire and used to pay the
pensions of the Empire's veteran soldiers.
Students of feudalism point to the "relief" and "heriot"
which· were exacted by the Feudal .overlords in return for the
privilege of succeeding to the possession of property,

!.•
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Today death duties are found in almost every civilized
country, a~d the more democratic the country, the more dev~loped
th tax Of the three forma which have already been descr1bed,
su~cession dues or fees are by far the old~st. They were
usually imposed in a lump sum on the occas1on of a.bequest, and
date from the Feudal Period when such dues were pa1d on the
occasion of the transfer of the fiefs of vassals, to their lords,
as a token of the authority of the overlord, ~nd later required
as a means of completing the legal title. Th1s form still survives in the "fee" usually collected by means of stamps affixed
to documents of conveyance.
(The tax on the entire estate of the decede.nt with the
provision for certain exemptions is common and productive, and
one finds the early British death duties assuming this ·form.)
Great Britian has been particularly fond of
taxes. A probate duty was introduced in England
1694 and a tax on legacies in 1780. Today their
furnish a substantial part of the revenue of the
ment.

inheritance
as early as
death duties
British Govern-

With the outbreak of the world War in 1914, came the swift
necessity of increased revenue, and the belligerent countries
fell back upon this form of taxation.
Great Britian had, since 1894, raised her tax on .shares
throu~h
the legacy and succession duties until they had reached
0
10%. ln 1914, the additional estate duty attained the rata of
20% on estates of over a million pounds and 40% on estates of
over two million pounds.
In Germany, by the law of 1919, the estate tax (nachlasssteu.er) rose only to 5~~ on sums over a million marks, but the
tax on shares (arbenfall-steuer) reached the rate of 70% on
sums over one and one half million marks, where the beneficiaries
were distant relatives.
In France, under the law of 1920, an estate of over five
hundred million francs is taxed up to 39%, while the additional
tax on shares (droit de mutation) rises, in cases of relatives
beyond the fourth degree, to 501~· Inasmuch as the sum of these
two taxes, 89%--amounts to practically the confiscation of the
entire estate, the law provides that in no case shall the joint
rate exceed so%.
Inheritance taxes can be considered from two broad general
viewpoints:
We can look upon them first from the standpoint of their
efficacy as a source of revenue to the sovereighnty imposing
them, or we can regard them as a device to curb the growth of
huge fortunes and to provide for a more equitable distribution
of the nation's wealth.
In the United States these taxes have been levied with the
former object in mind. Of recent years, hcwevar, the tendency
toward impo~ing taxes as a means of social control has be come
1/

I

lL

more marked.
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Without doubt the most vit 1
the increasing need of the publ~c ~~::~~r~ 0 ~ 0 ~eath duties is
need that in its growth is requiring the taopin;e~~nue, a
avail~btlfe source. The Federal Government has f~llene~:~f
upon 1 our times when wars have br u ht
increase.d revenuest and the States w~o~e a sudden demand for
incre s
h
needs are constantly
a 1ng ave sean its advantages as a revenue producer.
Although these taxes have not admittedly been used as
~~cial control device to regulate the distribution of wealt~
a proposal that they be so employed is repeatedly heard
'
~uring the last presidential campaign, Mr. LaFolle~te urg~d
h~ use of death duties as a means of curbing accumulation in
the hands of the few, and at Cleveland the Pro~rasaive Party
made a formal declaration favoring "a large in~rea.se in inheritance tax rates upon large estates to prevent the indefin't
accumulation by inheritance of great fortunes in a few hands,; e
The comparati valy recent book of the Italian economists
Rignano, has also directed considerable attention to this
'
doctrine.
. The unfortunate phase of the situation lies in the fact
the arguments are not universally understood. If
Soc1alism is to be adopted, the people should understand it as
such and not under the guise of a law to collect revenue.
Their argument is based on the premise that large fortunes,
even though properly managed, are necessarily a menace to our
institutions, and should therefore be destroyed. It is perfectly true that inequality of wealth is one of the very serious
aspects of ou~ system of private property. While many people
have viewed w1th favor the possible by-product in the way of
lessened inequality which might be secured through steeply
graduated taxes, the complications which must inevitably arise
cannot be overlooked. Such a sys.tem would affect equally the
person whose wealth was legitimately accumulated and was being
used in such a way as to improve the economic welfare of the
country as well as. that of the spendthrift who had come by his
fortune without any effort on his own part.
tha~

President Roosevelt in his message to the sixtieth Congress
pointed out that there was no doubt as to the right of the
government to control the size of inheritance. While the
right is not questioned, the general theory has been that
these taxes are primarily for revenue "but what price revenue."
In discussing the inheritance tax we must become accustomed
to speaking in terms of huge amounts. In the cases of large
estates the sums assessed is at times staggering.
Wm. K. Vanderbilt left an estate of $54,530,000. Upon
this estate the Federal Government levied a tax of $11,469,290,
tha State of New York $1,934,371, and the total tax bill was
almost $15,000,000.
The estate of Ex-President Roosevelt, an ardent advocate
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of the inheritance tax amounted to $954,912, and paid taxes in
~
•
The present value of future
the sum of almost :W 100 • 000 '
d part of the taxable estate,
royalties on his books were a goo

The forty three million dollar estate of F. G. Bo~rne paid
bill f $12 000 000 the state of New Jersey alone receivin~
$ 4 ~ 2 , 55~ a's its t~x 0 ~ the transfer of the Singer Sewing Mach1ne
stock which formed part of the estate.
one investigator has found that the securities held by
arsons in Massachussetts were more diversified as to geographical
iocation of their issuing corporations than those of citizens of
any other state. As a natural consequence, th~ taxes paid to
outside states is often much more than that pa1d to the state
where the decedent has always lived and labored. For example,
the taxes paid to Massachussetts by the estate of George Mayer,
former secretary of the Navy, were $44,366, to other states
$58, 547 and to the Federal Government $153,425.
In Ohio an amendment affecting direct hairs became operative
in July 1919 prior to that time only collateral heirs were
taxed. 'The a~tata of John H. Patterson of Cash Register .fame,
which amounted to ~~6 500,000, paid a total of more than
$1,284,000 in taxa~ to vario~s jurisdiction~. The estate of
J, Walter Freiberg of this c1ty paid taxes 1n the sum of $82,000
or 9% of the value of the estate. Julius Fleischman left an
estate of :~12 .~14 ,09~.57 and paid to Ohio alone the sum of
$486 '365,84.
I believe that we all feel that bequests for charitable and
scientific purposes should not be taxed, a principle that the
Federal Government has at least recognized. The states have no
such scruples. Charles L. Freer left an estate of three million
dollars, the bulk of which was given to the Smithsonian Institute
of washington for scientific purposes, Because its recipient was
not within its borders, the state of Michigan pounced upon it and
took $475,000 of the total $500,000 paid in taxes.
Similarly the St. Paul capitalist, Oliver Crosby, made a
bequest of $100,000 to the University of Maine, Had the bequest
been made to a university within the statal there would have been
no tax, Since it was not, Minnesota took :~12 ,245 out of this
bequest,
Speaking in general terms, the property of the non-residant
which is most widely taxed, is stock, shares of corporations
which may have one or mora states of incorporation. Each of
these several states may exercise the power to collect a tax
on the same share of stock, these in addition to the tax of the
holders home state. The mischief is at once apparent and the
frame of mind of the one called upon to pay such taxes can
easily be imagined,
The number of states which may claim a share of a man's
estate is not limited and ·depends only upon the number having
jurisdiction over his property. If the decedent is owner of
stock in a certain railroad company, six different states, in
addition to the state of residence, would impose a tax on that
one stock alone.
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The conflict has first a
The residents of the eastern s~a~graphical and economic basis,
Nation's capital, the invastmen~ es centro~ th~ bulk of the
Naturally these states incline to~! ~hfch i 1S Wldely distributed,
evidences of ownership accordinf{ t r th ax 1 1 ~ the intangible
o o a res1denca of the
deceased owner thereof.
The Western States on th th
right of taxing these e~idence: o ar hand! insist upon their
the property which they represen~f.ow~ers~1P t? t~e extent that
borders or that the cor oration. 1s. oca ad W1th1n their
has been chartered by them,
1SSUlng the stock certificates

~or titn~a:Zsan~~a;:o~ui~~~m;sb;~P~;~!·th~ ~~;~~~1 t~~tt~urts,

oun ry. The rates imposed by th t t
e
generally regarded as confiscat e s a a~ are not in themselves
ar~se~ from the overlapping ando~Kit~~~i~~~~~~r~~le shituation
fl1ct1ng state laws.
roug conas 40~heni~~e re~alls that the federal rates reacha~ as hiPh
,o! w . mos ?f the states having a range almost as hf"'
and thls coupled Wl th all manner of methods for reachir th oh'
pr~~erty of non-residents, it can be seen that practica~ly ~he
an 1re estate ca~ be eaten up by these various taxes.
Ingeniou~ econom1sts have figured hypotherical situations
under wh1ch an estate could be taxed up to 30%.
Nor does the proposition that succession taxa~ are heavy
apply to large estates alone,

.

Small ones as we 11 suffer under the present situation.
In one case, an estate amounting to only $2,500 consisted of
thirty six shares of stock in ten different corporations.
This rasultad.in taxation by fifteen different states, in every
one of which 1t was necessary to obtain waivers even though no
tax was due,
When one considers the cost of legal fees, for certified
copies of the will and other necessar,y papers, in addition to
the taxes themselves, it is easy to sea to what extent even a
very small estate can be dissipated.
No actu~l example of a tax of 100% has as yet been found,
but such a s1tuation is possible and very highly probable.
Unfortunate .heirs can find themselves not only receiving
~othing but actually owing money to the states. The following
lS a vary interesting imaginary case to show jtlst what could
happen,
Let us assume that an American citizen residing in
Manila, P.I. died leaving .$10,000,000. Inheritance taxes
under certain, circumstances would amount to 104%. If this
property consisted partly of corporate securities, -representing property in Wisconsin, the taxes would total not less than
144%. ·If this corporation were incorporated in Vir.gin:i:a, 17~%
would result. If the certificate showing his ownership happened to be placed in a safety deposit vault in Seattle, his taxes

iI
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if b chance the office of the transfer
Y
w~uld be 219~, and
d
~
Should the corporation
company be located in 0o1ora o 235 ,o.
the taxes would
also be incorporated under the l:ws of.Idaho,thetical case can
amount to the grand total of 250%. ThlS h~po
had (Such
be continued until taxes in the sum of 3047° are raac. •
posslbla •
casas have no t ac t ua lly Occurred , but are, ouite
d

Inheritance taxes are assessed on the basis of a certain
percentage of the estate of the decedent. This ass~ssm;~!t is
notwithstanding, is .not.pa~able intkiinndia~ug~hi~fc~~m; or decidedly
more it must be pa1d w1th1n a car a
,
heav' penalties result. A tax on a factory very.often means a
forc~d sale of the factory to meet the tax. It 1s a tax upon
capital rather than upon income, and the analogy has bean used
that ''the situation would be paralleled by a tax that takes the,
steering wheel off an automobile instead of demanding the u~e
of the car for a given number of hours or days in the year.
The seriousness of the fact that these taxes must be met in
cash and not in kind is at first difficult to unders~an~. The
cash must not only be realized, but must be gotten w1 th1n a very
short period. It is a rare case that a man dies ~eaving property
consisting of cash or of readily marketable secur1ties. Nevertheless his executors must realize this cash at once through
forced ~ales of the decedent's property •. The effect of.the man's
death therefore is to give immediate not1ce to all poss1ble
purchasers that a forced sale will take place.
The result of this is a· drop in the price at which the
securities can be sold, which brings down not only the value of
such property but of similar values everywhere. It can at once
be seen that the ultimate effect of this is to bring down the
very values upon which the tax is levied and to eventually
destroy the productivity of the tax itself.
Liquidation of a portion of the assets of an estate for the
purpose of paying taxes and administration costs is a proceeding
in almost every estate. In a few cases foresighted testators
have made provisions for these liabilities through life insurance,
thus obviating the liquidation. If no such provision has been
made, the liquidation invariably results in heavy ~ec':-niary loses.
In the case of the estate of Frederick G. Bourne, 1t 1s estimated
that a loss of ~~678, 564 was sustains d through the sale of securities
at less than their inventory value,
One investigator has disclosed the interesting fact that the
cash content of the average estate on the Pacific Coast is less
than the average ~n similar estates in other parts of the country.
A tabulation of several hundred actual estates shows the ·
following approximate percentages in regard to both cash and the
taxes due•
4.4% Cash
4.5% Taxes
$100,000 estate
II
500,000
3.3%. " '
8 % "
11
,%. II
l,OOQ,OOO
2 ~ "
"
5,000,000
1.8%
"
16. 5%. "
"
22.5%
,,
10,000,000
2.5% "
"
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From the above it is ob i
t
estate increases the amountvo~us ~at as the size of the
ingly smaller in'proportion andc~~ on hand becomes increasof the estate that must be iiquida.tedgrtaater the proportion
a o meet the tax.
The actual court records ev
h
hand is usually from a tenth to :r~w 8 ~~ ~how that the cash on
representing debts and taxes wh
wen e h of the amount
estate can be distributed, The i~~m~u~i ~~ paid before the
often causes hardship, The average ti m is a factor which
1
. ment is twelve months and some states ~: ~se
o:ed for se~tla
charge if the tax remains unpaid at th P d f penalty lnterest
executor is further spurred to prompt :a~~le~en~i~Ym~ntdhis. Tthe
f or cash in advance.
scoun
the dihe ad;anialge of payment in advance to get the benefit of
.
~coun a ?Wed is very great, particularly when the
~;a:~.~s
conslderable size, The estate of Julius Fleischman
1
c Y saved a total of :$31,044 61 by making a m t i
advanc~, rebate being allowed in Ohio'at the rate of l%e~ mo~th,

fi

Settlement must be made quietly and there is vary littJe
cash on hand. There is nothing discreditable about this Th 8
man of large affairs generally has his funds tied up in '
business, Frequently it is tied up in real estate or close
operations.
Where an estate is left largely in property which should
not· be pushed hurriedly into the market, the executor is forced
to sell at once the cream of the estate in order to raise the
cash on time, The Liberty Bonds, municiples and choisest
stocks are. sold regardless of the position of the market and
the heirs find the cream gone to Uncle Sam and the states and
themselves in possession of real estate, unlisted securities
having narrow markets and other property not readily convertibl~.
As a corollary to the above result, we find that the fo~ced
sale of assets to produce cash causes a shrinkage in values.
The effects of a forced sale are decidedly destructive.
If real estate, factories, paintings, or property of such kind
has to be sold, the shrinkage may be tremendous.

.

. The high rates are, therefore, as a matter of actual fact,
even higher than they appear. We speak glibly of a 401b rate,
but do not consider wh.at such a rata means in its practical
application. If an estate must be sold to realize cash.to
meet the tax, a 40% rate requires for its satisfaction at least
50% or more of the normal value of the estate. In their
application the rates do not show the true proportion of the
estate taken. (In cases where an estate has considerable
indebtedness, as is usually the case where a decedent was
engaged in active business, the destructive effect is even
greater.)
Another of the unfortunate phases of the situation is the
burden still placed upon life insurance by a few of our states,
The general rule, which should be the Universal rule, is that .
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insurance to a named beneficiary is exempt.
over so% of all that men leave the!ra~ei~~~e~isi!si~ii:e
insurance and when we consid~r ho: ~~~~ a tempting field it
average estate, we can see a one
offers to the tax collector.
Today five states tax life insurance po!ic!e:b~~d~~ ~~~tain
conditions • Arkansas taxes excep! =~~n i~!u!an~e y·over $50,000,
widow or direct d:c~n~~gt; ~o~;~~essee all insurance payable to
Mississippi over ~2 '
an
11 teral heirs. Wisconsin
beneficiaries who are fstrangertasx~~gc~llainsurance regardless of
has the worst record o any,
the hardship which may be imposed.
he reco nition of the general rule on ~he part ~f the
otherTjurisdi~tions has led to a tremendous lncrease ln the
purchase of life insurance particularly on the pa~t ~ft~~: I~ry
rich. It is of course impossible to tell. how muc o .
. .crease in life insurance covera~e is attr1butable to 1nher1t.1nce
tax laws but there is no auest1on but that a considerable
ro orti~n is directly due.to t~em. More life insu~ance has
~ea~ sold in the last five years than in the preced1~g forty.
This is particularly true in the case of large polic1es, for
h
the uurchase of in~urance ~ith which to meet the demand tor cas
to pay inheritance taxes is the principal argum~nt use.d by the
insurance agent when approaching the wealthy cl1ent.
As a rule, insurance companies do not divulge the amount of
insurance sold to specific people, and one must gauge from the
public figures relating to policies that have ~lready been paid.
These indicate that large policies are on the 1ncrease.
For example in 1921 there ware paid one policy amounting
to $1,500,00~, six of $500,000, five of $300,000, five of from
$200,000 to $300,000 and fifty of $100,000.
In 1922 the list was.headed by a policy of three million,
paid on the estate of John Wanamaker, one of $2,000,000 on
Henry p Davidson partner in the firm of J.P. Morgan and Co.,
one of $1,700,000'and one of $1,000,000. Three ~u~t under one
million were paid and the number of $100,000 pol1c1es cover
several pages.
In 1923 headed by a policy of almost $2,000,000 on the life
of Arthur Latta of Los Angeles, we find a corresponding increase
in number.
The "Insurance Press" in 1923 was authority for the statement
that at least one hundred and twenty Americans were carrying
policies of $1,000,000 and upward.
That the tendency to buy life insurance is a 1 ogical effect
can be seen by reviewing the advantages which insurance co.verage
presents.
'

'
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, It allows the man's capital to remain invested by obviating
the necessity of keeping on hand a large amount of liquid cash to
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meat inheritance tax charges· it ~ives th
siderable sum with whi h t i'
~
A executor a con. .
c o mmediately meet the necessa y
expenses 1nc1denta1 to the settlement of the est t
t r .
the penalties assessed for tardy payment or to take, o avold
of th~ substantial discounts allowed by many sta~e: ~~;an!age
ment 1n advance. It enables the executor to await a fav~r:
able market and thereby to prevent the losses arisin b
reason of ~he sacrifice of property and securities. gityimmediately 1ncreases the size of the estate by adding an asset
which is non taxable in most jurisdictions and ·
burden upo n th e bana f.1ciar1es,
.
1mposes no
but permits , the decedent
to
provide for the charges by small annual payments dur·ng hi 8
life. Moreover, it keeps the estate intact 80 that ~ach
beneficiary may receive the precise sum intended by the
testator.
It is obvious that the rich are seeing the advanta~e of
changing the tax from the lump payment at possibly an u~
fa.vorable time to an annual one in the shape of premiums
which can be easily provided for out of income. ·
Another economic effect has been a huge increase in the
amount of labor put upon banks and trust companies. The
latter are particularly affected since in their fiduciary
capacity they must shoulder much of the burden of straightening out the tangled web which the diverse laws have spun.
Examination of the recent advertising shows that most of
their literature has to do with phases of this situation.
Trust officers have been quick to seize upon the importance
of the subject and to emphasize to the public that by placing
the load upon their shoulders they can eliminate the tax
burden insofar as that is possible.
Another interesting result is that upon the form 0f
investments,--the shifting of capital from one form to
another. That it is easier to earn than it is to invest
wisely has become axiomatic. Death duties and their intricacies have magnified the problem. Originally the investors
primary regard was as to the di versifi cation of his securities
as to kind and geogtaphic location. Then came the income tax
and geographical diversification was no longer the only
problem. Adjustment had to be made to avoid this tax as much
as possible.
Comas now the inheritance tax to add to the difficulty.
How inconsistent it would be for a person wishing to avoid
the income tax to invest his money in sue~ tax exempt securities
as the bonds of municipalities only to find that they were in
a state where the entire income for as much as ten years might
be required to satisfy the ,state's tax requirements at his
death. Verily, the investment councelor has become a neces?ityt
It is often a pretty question as to which of the two taxes 1t
is the mora advantag~ous to avoid. Greater significance is
generally given the income tax yet ~ comparison of their
relative importance would undoubtedly cause the investor to
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change his views.
we have emphasized the burden upon the large estate. The
small one is hit even harder in proportion to its ability totbear
the burden. (The cost of collection to the tax p~yer consis s
of the amount of money deducted from the decedent s estate in
excess of the tax which is finally determined.) In small estates
where the entire assets consist of one or two shares of stock,
the cost of transfer almost equals the amount of the estate
i tsalf.
Vice President Griswold of the Maryland Trust Company gi vas
a typical instance where his company handled the transfer of a
share of stock inventoried at ~~100. It was the stock of a railroad company organized in Peru;sylvania and Maryland and which
maintained a transfer office 1n New York. In order ~o transfer
this stock it was necessary to obtain, prepare ~n~ f1le three
copies of the will (two of which had to be cert1f1ed) ~hree
certified oopies of the letters testamentary! two appl1cations
under oath for appraisal, six schedules sett1ng forth a.ssats and
liabilities a copy of the petition for letters, a copy of the
executor's bond, an order of court, a resolution of the board of
directors of the corporate executor, evidence of payment of t~e
transfer taxes for New York, an affadavid of no indebtedness 1n
Pennsylvania and a Pennsylvania tax waiver.
All of this was necessary to ascertain that no tax was due
the state of New York, and that the tax due Penns:r.lvania was
54%. The cost of the papers was ~~12 .25 or 12-1/4% of the entire
value of the stock and about twenty three times the amount of taxes
payable, If one adds a very reasonable amount for time, labor and
overhead, it might be doubted whether the value of the stock
justified the trouble and expense of transferring it.
Considerable uncertainty in the field of business and investment has been caused by the constant changing and amending of the
inheritance tax statutes. State Legislatures have fallen into
the unpleasant habit of c:onstant tinkering and amending. In 19l'j
there ware statutory changes in these laws in nineteen different
states. The inheritance tax law of New York has bean amended
over forty times since its enactment in 1885•

•'

.

· During l<J25 twenty two states made changes in these laws.
Another unfortunate phase of the situation is found in the fact
that these taxes frequently causa the defeat of the intention of the
testator. Numerous examples have occurred in every state but perhaps themost notorious is the case of Chas. Hosmer Morse, founder
of the Fairbanks, Morse Company, Mr. Morse was a business man of
high standing and the fact that he was unable to anticipate what
subsequently happened illustrates the complexity of ou~ laws.
He begueathed to his son Robart $1,869,000 and to his son Chas. H.
Jr., :jp2,875,000, In his will he required that all the taxes and
administration fees be paid by his two sons, The tragic farce
of the matter lies in the fact that these inheritance taxes
amount to $6,492,000 or almost double the amount bequeathed them.
At the present time the whole matter is tied up in litigation,
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one of the sons h~ving sued to revoke the will, upon the
grounds that it c1rcumvents the maker's intentions.
Reviewing the si ~ua~ion then, we can find in. it much to
criticize. From the 1nd1vidua1 viewpoint, we find that this
form of ta~ation exerts a decidedly repressive influence in
its econom1c effects. The taxes are paid not out of i
but out of principal, tending to reduce capital, whichn~~me
turn, tends to check accumulation. The high burden of the
ta~ falls upon the vulernable part of the estate,--cash,-Whlch causes a forced sale of assets, which in turn causes a
shrinkage. in values. The indirect costs resulting from delay
in daterm1ning the tax and difficulties in liquidation are
incapable of calculation, but are frequently even ~raater
than the dire ct c os t s •
o '
.From a political viewpoint, we find a situation of
mult1ple taxation and a growing disrespect for law resultin~
from the feeling of injustice caused thereby, The cost of o
C?llection to the taxing jurisdiction is high as compared
w1th the cost of collecting other forms of taxes. The average
cost to the collecting jurisdiction ranges between two and
seven percent of the amount collected.
There is also the waste resulting from unevenness of
collection. No manner has as yet been devised whereby one
can ascertain in advance how many persons will die within a
given time. As a result the amount of revenue received is
very uneven, particularly in the case of the states since
they cover a much smaller area and smaller population than
that reached by the Federal Government. This unevenness
tends to waste since it is impossible for the state to
economically budget its expenditures and resources,
From a social and economic viewpoint we find that they
discourage thrift. If the state is to take all, the man of
wealth has small reason to continue productive activity.
Dissipation of capital is encouraged. We must consider, too,
that the diversity of laws ma~r tend to a geographic distribu-·
tion of wealth. Florida and Nevada frankly admit that their
abolition of inheritance taxes was a bid for population and
wealth.
These taxes we must recall are capital levies used not
as in some foreign jurisdiction for capital purposes only
but to defray current expenditures.
Such is the situation as it exists today. What are we
doing about it? Most of us prefer not to think about it.
Death and the incidents,connected therewith are unpleasant
thoughts. The average man has little intclrast in inh~ritance
taxes but let him become an heir or executor and he 1s keenly
inter~sted. General education of the public and the forcing
of the realization upon the individual of how vi tally the
matter affects him is the crying need.
What concrete remedies have been proposed?
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we have emphasized the burden upon the large estate. The
small one is hit evan harder in proportion to its ability iotbaar
the burden. (The cost of collection to the tax p~yer ~o~s ~ s
of the amount of money deducted from the decedent s as a a n
excess of the tax which is finally determined.) In small estates
where the entire assets consist of one or two s~ares of stock,
the cost of transfer almost equals the amount of the estate
itself.
Vice President Griswold of the Maryland Trust Company gives
a typical instance where his company handled the transfer of a
share of stock inventoried at ~~100, It was the stock of a railroad company organized in :Pennsylvania and Maryland and which
maintained a transfer office in New York. In order to transfer
this stock it was necessary to obtain, prepare ~n~ file three
conies of the will (two of which had to be certlfled) three
certified oopies of the letters testamentary, two applications
under oath for appraisal, six schedules setting forth a.ssets and
liabilities a copy of the petition for letters, a copy of the
executor's bond, an order of court, a resolution of the board of
directors of the corporate executor, evidence of payment of the
transfer taxes for New York, an affadavid of no indebtedness in
Pennsylvania and a Pennsylvania tax waiver.
All of this was necessary to ascertain that no tax was due
the state of New York, and that t·ha. tax due Pennsy:lvania was .
54%. The cost of the papers was ~~12.25 or 12-1/4% of the ent1ra
value of the stock and about twenty three times the amount of taxes
payable, If one adds a. very reasonable amount for time, labor and
overhead it mio-ht be doubted whether the value of the stock
justified the t~ouble and expense of transferring it.
Considerable uncertainty in the field of business and investment has been caused by the constant changing and amending of the
inheritance tax statutes. State Legislatures have fallen into
the unpleasant habit of oonstant tinkering and amending. In 1~1'-'
there were statutory changes in these laws in nineteen different
states, The inheritance tax law of New York has bean amended
over forty times since its enactment in 1885.·
· During 1925 twenty two states made changes in these laws.
Another unfortunate phase of the situation is found in the fact
that these taxes frequently cause the defeat of the intention of the
testator. Numerous examples have occurred in every state but parhaps thamost notorious is the case of Chas. Hosmer Morse, founder
of the Fairbanks, Morse Company. Mr. Morse was a business man of
high standing and the fact that he was unable to anticipate what
subsequently happened illustrates the complexity of ou~ laws.
He begueathed to his son Robert $1,869,000 and to his son Chas. H.
Jr., :~2 ,875,000, In his will he required that all tho taxes and
administration fees be paid by his two sons. The tragic farce
of the matter lies in the fact that these inheritance taxes
amount to $6,492,000 or almost double the amount bequeathed them.
At the present time the whole matter is tied up in litigation,
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one of the sons h~ving sued to revoke the will, upon the
grounds that it c1rcumvents the maker's intentions,
Reviewing the si ~uation then, we can find in. it much to
criticize. From the 1ndividu~l viewpoint, we find that this
form of ta~ation exerts a dec1dadly repressive influence in
its econom1c ~ffects. The taxes are paid not out of income
but out of pr1ncipal, tending to reduce capital which in
turn, tends to check accumulation. The high bu;den of' the
ta~ falls upon the vulernable part of the estate,--cash,-Whlch.causes a forced sale of assets, which in turn causes a
shrinkage.in values, The indirect costs resulting from delay
~n determ1ni~~ the tax and difficulties in liquidation are
1ncapable of calculation, but are frequently even araater
than the direct costs.
o
From a political viewpoint, we find a situation of
multiple taxation and a growing disrespect for law resultin"'
from the feeling of injustice caused thereby. The cost of o
collection to the taxing jurisdiction is hi"'h as comuared
with the cost of collecting other forms of ~axes. T~e average
cost to the collecting jurisdiction ranges between two and
seven percent of the amount collected.
There is also the waste resulting from unevenness of
collection. No manner has as yet been devised whereby one
can ascertain in advance how many persons will die within a
given time. As a result the amount of revenue received is
very uneven, particularly in the case of the states since
they cover a much smaller area and smaller population than
that reached by the Federal Government. This unevenness
tends to waste since it is impossible for the state to
economically budget its expenditures and resources.
From a social and economic viewpoint we find that they
discourage thrift. If the state is to take all, the man of
wealth has small reason to continue productive activity.
Dissipation of capital is encouraged. We must consider, too,
that the diversity of laws may tend to a geographic distribu-·
tion of wealth. Florida and Nevada frankly admit that their
abolition of inheritance taxes was a bid for population and
wealth.
These taxes we must recall are capital levies used not
as in some foreign jurisdiction for capital purposes only
but to defray current expenditures.
Such is the situation as it exists today. What are we
doing about it? Most of us prefer not to think about it •
Death and the incidents, connected therewith are unpleasant
thoughts, The average man has little intdrast in inheritance
taxes but let him become an heir or executor and he is keenly
inter~sted. General education of the public an~ the forcing
of the realization upon the individual of how Vl tally the
matter affects him is the crying need.
What concrete remedies have been proposed?
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in your.sta.te and I won't tax yours," on July 9 1925 the
tax off7cials of New York, Pennsylvania l.Iassach~sett~ 'and
Conneot1cut met in New York to discuss the ge
1
t
·
of recriprocal t
t
nera ex ent1on
th 1 d f N ~x exemp ion laws, Connecticut has followed
e ea o ew ork and Pennsylvania and in December 1925
Massachussetts adopted a similar amendment.
'

we have first the proposed abolition of t~~ taxb~~ ~~~h
state and federal government • This is interes lng'
th duties have come to stay and to completely
!~~~;~l~hemD~~om the United States is beyond consideration.
We can next classify those suggestions which embody the
theory of federal control of the states. The first of these
suggests uniformity through leglis;ati;ef~~:~~~si~~~-t~h~!gulate
~~!f~~~ii~i~~ 8 ~~~~~dw~lc~h~h~a::~;~a~e states shall be permitted
to J.ev inheritance taxes. This alternative is found in. some
feder;l countries but would undoubtedly encounter const1tutional
obstacles hera.

Taking a birds eye view of the situation we believe we
s~e the pendulum begin to swing backward, Th;, tendency of the
s ates has been to get the maximum amount of revenue for their
own coffers regardless of the effect upon non-residents.
During the. past year we find beginning a tendency t 0 make the
state hosp1table to capital rather than to enact laws th t
would drive that capital out of the state. we find toea
that both state and Federal officials, by means of ~atio~al
and sectional conferences,. are endeavoring to ·orofit by the
axp~r~ence of each other and to smooth out the' process of
adm1n1stration.

8

we have next the suggestion of' uniformity through juricial
decision. The supreme court of the United States makes law
no less than Congress does and in many instances .has brought
about a large measure of uniformity of state act1o~. If the
suprema court would formulate a set of economic pr1nciples and
follow these consistently for a number ?f years, t~e states
would undoubtedly gradually conform the1r legislat1on to these
principles, and thus effect uniformity. ·.There a~e certain
valid objections to this method. There 1s the d1ff~culty of
elaborating a proper set of principles due to the d1ve~gence
in the economic interests of the states. Then too, th1s method
would involve protracted delay. It must be recalled also that
the Supreme court does not, except in obiter dicta, make broad
generalizations, but decides particular cases upon their merits.
Another suggestion.is a single Federal Tax with a division
of yield between the nation and the state. The advantage of
this suggestion is that it would give the F~dera~ Gove~nment a
greater revenue makin~ possible the reduct1on of the 1ncome tax;
it would lighte; the b~den upon individual tax payers since it
would spread the load over a greater field and make it extend
to rmny who now contrive to escape. Most important of all, it
would remove once for all the present evil of simultaneous
multiple taxation. The objections to this plan lie in the difficulty for the Federal Government to collect a universal tax
and of devising a proper system of apportioning the sums back
to the states.
The two most practical of' the other numerous proposed
reforms are the so-called flat rate plan and the establishment
of reciprocal relations between the states.
The
by means
once the
A few of

former aims to bring about more equitable administration
of a flat rate on the property of non-residents and when
value is determined the rate can be applied instantly,
our states have adopted the idea.

The latter suggestion is copied from Lanada where reciprocal
provisions between the provinces in this regard have been in
effect for years. Today there is a decided movement along this
line, the states of New York and Pennsylvania being the leaders.
The theory is simply "you don't tax the property of my residents
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We can conclude therefore that as between the states the
too high inheritance taxes may'work themselves out, Just ~s
the sta~es ~ave been bidding for industries by liberal laws
concern1ng 1ncorporation, so they are beginning to bid for
wealthy residents anticipating death, for it is becomin~
obvious that wealthy men will not continue to live in states
where death is too expensive, Taxes have become very personal
both be cause of' their size and be cause of the wide spread
'
information now published concerning them. A thousand people
talk taxes today where one did five years ago, The states are
accordingly being coerced into becoming more reasonable in
their exactions in order that they may preserve their own
revenue. Let us hope that this tendency will continue.
The philosopher spoke most truly,--nothing is so certain
as death and taxes. Let us hope that the si tt;a tion in regard
.to these death duties will work itself out so that we may look
forward with a little greater equinimity to the certain coming
of the two catastrophies.
Herbert F. Koch
BUDGET
MARCH 27, 1926
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The origin of Folk Lore

This last summer when Dr. Fenneman and I were in the wilds
on a canoe trip our guides one day began to shoo~ att~h~ i~onss
which ware playing on the lake. I protested say ng a
wa
a crime to kill such harmless creatures and that ~illing i~n?cent
and lovely things was distressing to me. The Ind1ans just~f~~~
themselves by saying that in the first place they could no 1
the loons and in the second place the loons were good to eat,
Thereupon, Dr. Fenneman asked them if they knew how to cook a
loon. Indian like they.at once asked how~ loon ~hould be cooked.
The Indian has an immense respect for a wh1te ~an s superior
knowledge. The doctor said that the loon should be dressed,
put in the kettle and. with it should be put two stones eac~ the
size of your fist. Then the kettle was to be put on the f1re to
boil and'when the stones were soft enough to put a fork in them,
the loon was cooked. It took a full moment for the joke to
penetrate and. then the Indians laugh~d. That was woodland
receipe they enjoyed. The next morn1n~ before t~e doc~or and I
were up we heard an animated conversat1on. Look1ng out of our
tent, we saw that we had visitors. There in a cano~ was a w~ld
Indian and his daughter and they had brought us an 1mrnense p1ece
of Moose meat, clean and nicely wrapped up in fresh birch bark.
And our two 0guides and the two visitors were in a gale of
laughter. I inquired the cause and was told that the wild
Indian wished them to tell me that I need not cook any stones
with that 11oose meat. Evidently Dr. Fenneman's joke had started
on its rounds. He had begun to add to the gaiety of the Cree
Nation. That wild Indian surely told his fellows the next time
a loon called from the lake how it should be cooked, and as
Indian meets Indian that story will be repeated, To them it
will have a special zest that may be lacking here because they
know that the flesh of the loon is like no other bird flesh-it is so tough that India Hubbar is tender by comparison. Only
a man facing starvation would attempt to eat a loon. This winter
in lonely wigwams far off amid the snow and ice of the Hudson Bay
region, this story of the loon will find delighted hearers. How
much the plain text may be elaborated I cannot say but doubtless,
the delicious repartee of the Indian who told the white man that
Moose meat needed no stones in its coolcing, will grow in the
telling,
And in the nights of winter,
When loud the north wind blows
And the long howling of the wolves
Is heard amid the snows
With weeping and with laughter
Still is the story told
How well Horatius kept the Bridge
In the brave days of old.
Liko Horatius it is bound to be a classic.
It was not necessary for me to look up this quotation when
I wrote it for I know Horatius at the Bridge by heart, My father
thought, and very properly too, that no boy's education was
complete unless he knew Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome. They
have always been a delight to me and one night when the mood of
declamation was on me, I repeated Horatius for the benefit of
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the I~dians, They understood English well anou~h to follm"
the s.ory and they were spell bound. The prowe~s of Horatius
and h1s fallows impressed them mightily. But when it was all
over. one of them asked me to repeat the account of the battle
He wished ~gain to ravel in the bloody scenes, but at the end•
he shook h1s head and asked in a tone of some disaust why
that damn fool Horatius didn't shoot them. Yet I 0 have no
doubt that in some even more gory form than in the ori crinal
that h~roic story of early Rome is still told around ~ny a
camp f1:e ~nd ~hat many a bold Indian youth feels his blood
surge w1th1n h1m as he wishes that he miaht have been with
Horatius and swing his battle ax with de~dly glee.
It would seem that a white man thrown into the intimate
company of Indians, as is the case on a canoe trip would
have a perfect audience for all his old stories. ~ut the
Indian cannot understand a story unless it is of the primitive
kind, s~ch as cooking stones until they are soft. All that
great f1eld of pleasant anecdote that has to do with the arts
science or literature, is quite beyond them, You hear much
of the silence and few words of the Indians. The exact contrary is the case. The Indians amen~ themselves are never
still--they are in fact, among the m~st incessant talkers in
the world. They chatter together all the day long. It is
only with the white man that they are silent and reserved,
and this is because they do not understand him, or stand in
awe of him. Two of my sons were once a week with an Indian
and in all that time he spoke only three words to them, and
those were "Pass the Beans."
I have ·sat for hours hearing them to.J.k among themselves,
of co.urse, in their own language , and from the interest they
t.ook in the conversation and from their animated gestures,
one might suppose the discussion was of weighty matters.
Yet all they were discussing was t~e wind and the weather, the
flight of a bird, perhaps recalled where they had seen this
bird before, or where it nested. Once last sunu;1er our two
guides after dinner, sat on a rock looking out on the lake
and talked without a pause for two hours and the entire time
was taken up in talking about the gulls and te1lin~ each
other how the gulls did their fishing.
Some years ago on Lake Negogamesis I camped for a few
near an Indian Band. It resembled a patriarchial ~amilY-
indeed it was a patriarchial family. There was the old
great grandfather and great grandmother and their.t~ree ~ons,
each of these three sons had three wives. In add1t1on tne
eldest of the third generation had a wife and baby. There
were 54 of them. It was mid summer--the lake on which they
ware camped was lovely, the darl~ forest all around was.
untouched by the hand of man and life seemed all sunsh1ne •
I think I have never seen a happier family circle. The lake
abounded in fish and Moose were plentiful so that they were
literally living on the fat of the land. This band of Indians
held Lake Negogamesis in memorial fee • It was a large body
of water and they moved from one place on the shore to another
as fancy took th~m, apparently on the north ·~here in.the winter
and the south shore in the slunmer • Near the1r camp was a deep
d~ys
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The origin of Folk Lore

bay with rocky shores on which cedars grew, the branches ~fd
which extended out over the water. On these boughs they a
put the skulls of bear, dear, moose, and beaver, sometimeshas
many as four skulls one on top of another on the same boug •
There were hundreds of them. These Indians were pagans and
the skulls they had arranged in this way were to appease the souls
of the alaught~red beasts and to assure them good hunting in the
future. At least, I have been told this ~ut it may be that the
skulls were merely a fantastic ornamentat1on. The patriarch. of
this flock was a dear old man with. the face of a sa1nt and w1th
eyes and brow that indicated fine 1ntellectual capacity. He had
retired as it were and at all events he sat in the sun the live
long day, His sons went hunting and the women tended the nets and
gathered in the firewood and he was the lord of the Manor • He
had as good a heart as his face indicated. I was going frGm his
lake to a river which I knew lay to the west. He drew me a map
on birchbark but he said it was a long and difficult way and I
was certain to be lost. I assured him there was no danger yet when
we departed there appeared without a word, two of his grandsons to
guide us. The old man's sons may have had ideas about marriage
that were Biblical, yet he certainly believed in doing the right
thinO'0 to the stranger within his gates. But after I came to know
this fine old Indian well I determined to lead him to talk of the
graver things of life--of the beginning and the end of things and
of man's relation to the Maker of the Universe. It was in vain.
I do not believe the dear old fellow had one idea beyond the fact
that Moose meat was the most delicious thing in the world and that
his wife made the best moccasins from moosehide that ever were
made. And as for the animal skulls impaled on the branches of
the cedars all I could get from him was that his father used
to put them there too. One day three little girls from this
camp came over to my camp and brought as a present, a 20 lb. white
fish, all cleaned and washed and wrapped in the usual birchbark.
That evening I returned the visit and gave the Indians a box of
sweet chocolate. I had had my own guides teach me a little
speech of thanks for the white fish. By the way, the Indians
regard the white fish as so superior that it is simply called
the fish, whereas, trout, pike, bass, parch and suckers have their
own individual names. Fresenting the chocolate, I made my speech
and it certainly made a hit. Those Indians laughed until they
could laugh no more. It seems that either my guides were a little
lame on Cree, as they might have been, for they were Ojibiways or
my memory failed me. What 1 thought 1 said was that I thanked
them for the big fish and I would remember the pretty girls that
brought it. What I really said was that 1 thanked them for the
big fish and I would eat the pretty girls that brought it. So
I take it that the Crees are sure when a white man wishes to pay
a compliment to a lady he professes a desire to eat her. While I
was with these people, I had the wife of the old chief make me a
pair of moccassins. To give her my size I took off my shoes and
she sketched the outline of my foot with a coal on a piece of
birehbark. This whole village gathered to witness this performance
and it gave them infinite delight, the women and girls giggled and
giggled and whispered to each other. I couldn't make out what
was so amusing and I thought perhaps, that some of my clothing
had slipped and I was showing more of myself than the law allowed,
but my dress, apart from the fact, that I had one shoe off and
one shoe on, was all right. So 1 asked one of the guides what was
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it that was so funny. He told rna they were 1
big foot and were telling their grandmoth:lr aughing at my
(, she would have
t o ge t an extra large bull moose hide to be
sure to fit me
That was not half b~d--as a matter of fact I have a ood •
sized foot but noth1ng unusual, yet the Indians haveghands
and feet that are far smaller than ours. But what a to ic
of con!ersation--the big feet of the white man and the P
necess1ty fo: tremendous moose to make moccassins large
enough to su1t them. By this time I was sure that joke has
travelled
the woods and has enlivened many a
.
c m f · far, through
a P 1re anQ ~ndee~ at this very moment, while we hera at
the. 0lub are l1sten1ng to this tale, may be a circle of
lnd1ans wrapped in their furs sitting around the fire in the
m~ddle of the wigwam, laughing over the story. rerhaps the
s1ze of my feet has grown as the tale has been repaated until
now they might be suitable for a Goliah.
These Northern Indians have never seen any trees but the
spruce, the tamarack, the birch, and the poplar, tha willow and
a stunted ash. Once I told them of tha trees that grew in the
south and described the sycamore that grew 10 feet in diameter
and that shed its bark as well as its leaves , and I told them
of the cocoanut tree with nuts as big as one's head and warming
to my subject I described the bread fruit tree. That was too
much. The tree that shed its bark was possible but a tree
like the bread fruit was impossible, Yet I flatter myself
that the Indian has improved ·on my tale and that now among
the Crees they tell a story of a tree far to the south that
grows lucious steaks of Moose and from whose branches the fish
may be plucked and that even the choicest of all tidbits
the tail of the beaver, grows on its topmost branches. ~ho
knows? But when I recall the contributions Dr. Fenneman and I
have made to the joy of life among the Indians and the doctor
has told them many marvelous thin8s that v1ill grow by repetition. I wonder what the end will be. Some day one of tte se
scientific students of folk lore will spend a year or two
among the Crees. Then he will hear all the things I have set
down here. Naturally they will have suffered a marvelous sea
change, but he will hear them and write them out and they will
appear in a book as traditional lore, reaching back to an
almost pre glacial antiquity.
Jarres

2

A. Green

Young Socrates In.London

The children of Socrates and Xanthippe are said to have
been stupid. They were everlastingly asking questions. What
hurt the people who called them stup~d was.that tney could
not answer the auestions. If they d1d, th1s only led to
oiher questions.still harder to answer. The only refuge from
the unanswerable was the sharp admonition--" If you did not ask
so many questions, nobody would know w~at a fool you are."
But they were true descendants of old soc. They would rather
appear stupid all their lives; they ~auld ra~her die, than not
to get an answer to the questions wh1ch cont1nually bubbled up
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th not to convict their
in their effervescing minds--or
a~d not ractice on their
auditor of crass ignorance. Th~yfdl her t~ take in washing
mother--not much~ It was enoug
or tern er was uncertain.
to keep life in theirtbodiash :~~ ~!~ht b~at them and hang them
If they pestered her 00 muc
h did the peplons and
upside down on the clothes line, as s 8
chitons of less inquisitive persons.
f Ath ns avoided them as they
The rulers and philosophers o k teof their doings and
would the plague • No records were e~he lived. of where or
sayings; of where they lived,r~r~ho;id t~ey hav~ children? Did

~~=~; ~~~Id~!~~·an~i~h!~~Yc~ld~~n's

children have

Don't ask so many questions lest you appear stupid.
you really know?

child;~n?
on

Wall I will tell you. New England is full of ~hair
osteri t : 1~ 0 people on earth can ask so many q~est1ons in so
~hart a ~pace of time as these descendants of old Soc. They
never answer a question--except by asking another. The burden
is always on ySu. They have longer, sharper no~es and thinner
lips than old oc. That is brought about by cl1mate and
environment. Their lineaments have changed, but all the
essentials of Socratic character are well preserved. Wo unto
you if you start a conversation with one of themt The longer
catechism is a trifle, in comparison with the stream of interrogatories which is poured upon you.
If you are traveling and stop a man to make the simple
inquiry, How far is it to Plymouth, or Greenfield, or to any
other place you may wish to reach before night-fall, he asks,
"Where did you come from?" "How long since you left there?"
"What's that make of car you're driving?" "I never seen on~
like it " "Is it any good?" ''Is it as dry every where as 1t
is arou~d hera?" "Where do you live when you're at home?" "Is
that much of a town?" "How mf;l.ny bushels of corn do they raise
to the acre, out your way?" "Are you a Christian?" "Do you
believe in prayin' for rain?'' etc., etc,, until you forget
what you stopped for and get away as fast as you can.
The women and children are as bad as the unshaven adults.
If you want to know what you don't know, just spend half a day
with a Connecticut boy in his 'teens. His insight is as keen,
his hearing as acute, his sense of smell as strong and his
fingers as inquisitive as those of any other human being. He
knows all that can be conveyed to the mind through such channels.
But that does not satisfy him. Eyes have not seen, ears have
not heard, the nose knows not and hands have not handled the
objects of his curiosity.
I met a Connecticut man and wife and their little twelve
year old son in London years ago. We frequently dined together.
They kept me so busy answering questions that I could hardly eat.
The boy was well trained and kept very quiet--for a boy--but his
eyes would travel from questioner to respondent and fasten itself
so intently upon the latter that I felt sure he caught avery word
and stored the information, or misinformation, in his mind, never
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to be for~otten. They went every where, usually takin~ the
.boy along, but some things they wished to see or hear did
n?t interest him, and some things he wished to see or hear
d1d not. interest them. For instance I wanted to sea the
national game of cricket, played as En~lishmen only can
play it. The parents were not at all interest~d but there
was.an eager look in the boy's eyes which prompt~d me to
inv1te him to go along, and they were quite willing to have
him go. The match I had elected to see was to be played
at Lord's ground, St. John's Wood, between cambridD'e University
and Marylebone "and ground." On the way out I had to answer
such quest ions a'S"'these, "Is Lord's O'round a church-yard?"
"Why doesn't Marylebone have a ground of its own?" "How· can
they play ball in the woods?" "How can Cambridg~ play against
Marylebone and the ground too?" "How can the ground play?"
To most of them 1 answered ''Wait and you will see ,tt
·
The game began in a very deliberate way. There was no
warming up in advance, at least none that we could see. Cambridge
went to bat and Marylebone took the field. 1 suspected from
appearances that the bowlers were professionals, employed to
·take care of the grounds and teach members how to play the
game, or to keep them in practice--in other words "the ground."
The game was not fast enough to absorb the boy's attention and
the .inquisition be,gan almost imrnedia tely. "Where are the trees?
I don't sea anything but the fence and houses all around."
"Why do they use paddles instead of bats to play with? Any one
could hit a ball with a paddle." "Why do they call it cricket?
Nobody jumps, or makes a noise like a cricket." "When does
the ground begin to play?" When I ventured to express my
opinion that the bowlers were "the ground," "Why do they call
them 'the ground?' They are no dirtier than the others."
"Why do they call them bowlers? They don't roll the balls
along the ground. I'd call it pitching." "Why do they keep
changing all around every few minutes? No one is out." "Why
don't they call balls on that bowler? Nearly every ball he
pitched struck the ground in front of the batter or right at
his feet."
At the end of an hour, they adjourned for lunch. "Why
do they eat in the middle of a game? Don't they have any
breakfast?" When I explained that it was like recess at
school so as to give the players a rest, he said: "Why do
they g~t tired so quick over here? I could play all day."
One peculiarity about this boy's questions was the
accompanying cownent, which showed what was gains on in his
mind and the need for explanations. As he was not at all
reserved in asking his questions and making his remarks, he
attracted more and more attention from those sitting near,
and, with them, it evidently became more ~musing t~an the
game itself. Cambridge had finished its first inn1ng~ and
Marylebona had made a fair start when the game was adJour~ed
for the day. "Why don't they play ~ t out? They co~ld, if
they h~dn't stopped to uat and didn t keep on chang1ng all
around every few minutes." There spoke New England economy.
Nothing is better worth saving than time.
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hi t sea the finish
The boy asked if I would not take m o
of my own time,
I
said
"No
I
don't
want
to
waste
mora
all
about the
next daY •
'
y
ill learn
watching Englishmen waste theirs.
ou w
ing papers.''
game, who won, etc., if you will read the morn
·
d
t r when I read that the
I changed my mind, a few ay~ 1e~t~e~en and Players" of all
great annual contest between the G. t
Oval
I invited young
England was to coma off on the Kenn~~gh~~ laar~ed enough about
~~~r~~~: !~i~~ :it~o~~;s ;ot~~~~h~a would have few or no questions
to ask.
Wallt

I was mistaken.

"Why do they call some of these men 'gantlame~' a~d som~ ~f
' la ers'?' They all look alike to me •" I trlad o axp a n
i~:~ tgeyywer~ what we would call amateurs and professional~. i
"Yes but we don't say an amateur can't play, or ~hat a pro ass onal aint a gentleman. ·noesn't this mean that Engl1sh ~~ntlamen
can't play and that English players are not gentlemen.
I said, "It does look like that; but w. G. Graca.is a gantla·and at the same time the greatest all-around cr1ckat player
i~tha world He has mad~ mora 'centuries' than any other man,
living or de~d. In 1871 he made ten centuries~ In one game, that
year, he made two centuria s."

m

You sea, I had crammed for this, but 1 was not allowed to go
further without cross-examination.
"How can a man make a century? That is a hundred years.
How can hamake ten centuries in~ year?"
The tone was that of one aggrieved that I should expect him
to believe any such statement. Again young Socrates was attracting the attention of nearby spectators who triad hard to suppress
their smiles and looked at me as if they doubted my ability to
answer that •
I said 1 "Hundreds of other things are sometimes called
centuries. The Romans called a hundred soldiers a 'century,' ~nd
their captain a 'centurion,' You've read about the 'centuria~ in
your testament haven't you? Now when a man goes to bat in
cricket and makes a hundred points before he is put out, they say
he has made a 'century.' In many a game, Grace never _was put out •"
"Wall then, how did the game aver end, if he never got out?'.'
Skepticism was becoming more and more apparent. I told him there
were eleven men on a side, and whenever ten of them were put out
the side was out. It was often easier to put out the other tan,
than it was to put out Grace alone. The paper would give the
number of points scored by each player and opposite Grace's. name
would appear 100, or 150, or 200, whatever it was he had made,
with the added words ~not out.'" Socrates was not through yet.
"Did they make that rule just to keep Grace from going on
forever? He might have made a thousand." Even English stolidity
gave way at this Socratic utterance. In our vicinity, the laugh
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was general.
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The game had begun in the same deliberate fashion as at

Ma~lla~on~t The bowling was deadly • ·Two gentlemen had bean

r~ br~ a er making insignificant scores and one was still
a a , when there was a stir in the crowd a d
· t·
murmur drowned out all other sounds. ~ grea~ b~~a~~~~o~~~;~~~
man, six feet, two inches in height (when he chose to stand
up straight): wall propo~tioned, with long, black beard,
strode to his place by tne empty wicket noddin 5 genially to
the players as he went in.
'

"Now, Soc, my boy~ stop asking questions and watch that
man. Remember how he looks, and what he does. Then, all
the ~est of your life, you can say, 'I saw the greatest
criclatar in the world play on the Kennington oval and he
made a century.' See if he doesn'tt"
Grace played a careful block game at first indicating
that the bow l~ng was exceptionally good, or that the bowlers
were new to h1m, and he wished to study their methods before
cutting loose with his bat. Just as we were hoping for something exciting, the usual adjournment for lunch took place
and.we had to wait until both players and gentlemen took
the1r "rest" and refreshed the inner man,
It was not long after the game was resumed before a
third gentleman lost his wicket. Up to this ti~e all the
gentleman had been playing the block game, and it was almost
as tedious as a no-hit, no-run game of baseball. Now
appeared another gentleman, a six-footer, young, slender,
lithe, and as graceful in pose and action as John Hatfield
or Hal Chase. He wore the Cambridge colors, which made youne
Socrates. exclaim; "Why, that man is from Yale l"
His subsequent action did more than the colors he wore to
create that impression in the mind of this spectator. No one
near us seemed to lmow who he was or how he came to be on the
all England eleven of "gentlemen." The bowler facing him
made the mistake of thinking he would be easy and sent a swift
ball, knee-high, and straight for his wicket. Instead of
stooping and blocking, the ball with his bat, he swung his bat
like a base ..ball player, met the on-coming hot ball full and
fair and drove it out of bounds--making six. Another swift
one, a little lower d·own, he met by turning to his right and
chopping as if he were using an axe. Bat and ball met each
other in front of the wicket and the ball went off at right
angles through the thinnest part of ''the field" --another six.
Then came a wild ball to his left. Most players would have
let it go by but Thornton--that was the name of this
phenomenon--;ould not resist the lightning-like impulse to
assist that ball on its wild career. He whirled and caught
it from behind with his bat and boosted it over the club house-another six. And so it went on for twenty minutes. At last,
it dawned on the bowlers that Thornton was more than a match
for swift bowling, and a little finesse was necessary. A slow
curvin~ ball struck the ground to the right, ru1d sltightly ir
advance of his wicket, spun there for a second and lien wen
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ht for the wicket and Thornton was out. But in the twenty
siratg h was at bat he had made more points than all the rest
m n~ e~ha~ time
It ~as brilliant and exciting while it lasted
~~d grace gave him his hand, as he walked off the field, in
kindly recognition of his services.
Four gentlemen gone, only six left to hold the fort. If
Grace was to make that century it was time to begin. It was
evident that all his partners from ~hat time out played ''safety
first,n Grace did most of the scor1ng.
we saw some fine batting on his part, but we had to walk
back to the hate 1 before he had made his "century," or· the side
was out The game lasted three days. Grace, not only made the
highest 'score in batting, but distinguished himself as a bowler
and fielder. The Gentlemen won the game.
An American banker, then doing·business in ~ondon, furni~hed
these appropriate headlines for an account of th1s great game.
"KENNINGTON OVAL
THREE DAYS GRACE~"

w. c.
3

cochran

"Old :Probabilities" and Otherwise

As the weather report is the first thing many of us look
at when we pick up the morning paper, the fact may be interesting
that to the Young Men's Mercantile Library Association of Cincinnati,
the people of the United States are primarily indebted for the
establishment of the useful Weather Bureau at Washington.
The Library Association was organized in 1835 by a number of
business and.professional men, many of whose names mean little
to this generation, but among them and the early officers at the
Association were Peter Outcalt, father of Hiller Outcalt; George
w. Jones, who became a member here in 18?5; Edward Sargent, who
afterward became head of the firm of Sargent, Wilson & Hinkle;
E. B. Hinman, who was made a member in 1857; L. B. Harrison and
Joseph H. Wilby.
. The Library first had its home on the second floor of a
building on the north side of Fourth Street, east of Main, and was
equipped with about 700 volumes.
In 1840 it moved to the old College Building on Walnut Street.
where the Mercantile Library Building now stands.
In 1843 the Board of Directors of the Association caused the
organization of the Chamber of Commerce of Cincinnati. The
Committee which drew the plans for the foundation of that Chamber
were R. M. W. Taylor, father of W. Vf. Taylor, once a member hare;
John w. Hartwell, whose son Walker Hartwell was also a member
and Moses Ranney. The reports made by the Directors of the Library
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Association in 1846 gives a history of it 8
as th e Chamber of Commerce was called, as follows:
"Change Department ' ''
"iha ~reject of a Merchants' Exchanooe was
sugges ad 1n the winter of 1843 by a number of
the old merchants of the city and at thel·
t
re ques t 1· t s en t lre
· management ' was undertaken
r urgen
by the
Board of Directors of this Association; active exertions were at once made to carry out the pl .
a aubs~r~ption paper was put into circulationa~l;d
a ~uff1c1ent number of subscribers having been obtalned, the necessary preliminaries were effected
and an Exchange Room opened on the first of Uay
ens~ing~ Owing either to the want of concert of
act1on 1n th?se interested, or to the fact
that the bus1ness of the city did not requi~e its adoption, one object of the institutlon--the establishment of regular Change
hours--was not attained. The reports of the
arrival and departure of steamboats of the
exports and imports to and from the'' city by river
ca~ala and railroads, and of the arrivals at the '
pr1ncipal hotels, all of which were recorded
dail~ in.books kept for that purpose, open to the
exam1nat1on of the subscribers, were, however
deemed sufficient to justify a continuance of'
the department, and to this end its. organization
has been maintained from year to year by the
several Boards of Directors until the first of
September last, when it was transferred to the
more legitimate guardianship of the Chamber of
Commerce.n
In recognition of the service of the Library Association
in its organization, the Chamber of Commerce , by resolution
ever since in force, has given the Library the use of its
auditorium in any quarters or building which it may occupy,
when this was needed by the Library for purposes of election
, or otherwise, and for some years when public spirit ran
high for the opposing tickets at the Library election, the
meetings of the library on election night were held in the
rooms of the Chamber of Commerce.
In 1868 the Chamber of Commerce cau!:led CleveJ.and Abbe,
who was then the astronomer at the Cincinnati Observatory on
Mt, Adams, to make for it weather reports covering predictions
for the Ohio Valley. In that year 1~. Abbe became a member
of the Literary Club and his name by its alphabetical right
heads the list of our past members.
The reports and predictions as to the weather in the
Ohio Valley proving to be interesting and helpful to merchants
and the general public, gradually attracted so much attention
that :Professor Abbe was called in 1871 to Washington to
establish the National Weather Bureau, which he conducted
until his death in 1891 and which has been continued as he
organized it under the department of Agriculture.
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i indebted to the Mercantile
, Although the country at larg~ s
·s community is indebted
Library Association f~r8 th;~ s1~!~~~~ti~~ established the first
to it in other respec •
~
st of the Alleghenies, and
regular course of lectures glve~ we ~ratuitous instructions of
for many ye~rs this cours~ 8 pr~v~~~~i~ati.
Among the lecturers
great banef1 t to the peop 0
Mit h 11- the astronomer;
during the aar~y years ware Ormsby ~·r ofct~is'club· the author
Judge Timothy Walker, who was a mem e
dfather of
of "Walker's American Law," and by the way ~~e gr~~ member•
conaressman Longworth; Salmon P, Chase; ano. er o
.
,

~~~~i:~ ~;a~~!;v~~~~e~P!~~oi:~e~i~~~~e !e;~ ~e~i~~::eby Horace
0

1

. Robert Dale owen; Alexander Campbell; Ralph Waldo
i~:~!~~; w. M, Thackeray; Wendell Phi~lips! Edward E~erett and
many others, who were brought to Cinc1nnat1 by the L1brary
Association.
Among the events in which the Library Association.participated early in its history was the funeral of Pre~1dent
William Henry Harrison; when the members of the ~ss~c1ation
marchin~ in a body were given a prominent place 1n the procession~ Also at the laying of the corner-stone in the
foundation of the I.It, Adams Observatory, when the oration was
delivered by Ex-President John Quincy Adams, who came ~o
Cincinnati for this purpose on the invitation of the L1brary
Association and as its guest.
The lectures above named as well as a much later course
by John Fiske, the historian, were held in what ~as k~own as
"College Hall " a small auditorium on the east s1de of th~
second floor ~f the Old College Building, the Library hav1ng
under its lease from the Cinc:immti College the usa of that
room free of charge for 24 nights in each year.
During the second administration of President Cleveland,,
when Theodore Roosevelt was Chairman of the United States Civ1l
Service Commission, the Library gave the use of College Hall
to the Local Civil Service Reform Association, for a meeting
which was addressed by Judge' Harmon, Judge Taft and Mr, Roosevelt •
In recent years, owing probably in part to the multiplication of
printed communication, the public has lost its interest in
lectures such as at one time were a valuable means of education.
In the top of the Mercantile Library Building the library
has attractive quarters for its large collection of books and
a comfortable reading room for its many current newspapers and
magazines, local and foreign. From its windows are beautiful
views unfamiliar to those who do not frequent the top floors
of the other tall buildings or have not visited Mr. Sage's
Observatory, When the IJibrary was founded, its ammal dues were
fixed at $5.00 but, notwithstanding the fact that the expense
of its operation has mora than doubled since that time, the
dues have never been increased and the Association continues to
·render valuable service to this community in offering at that
nominal cost the right to take three books simultaneously from
the Library and the pr~vileges of its reading room.
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This article is not intended as an advertisement but
as a recital of some facts in our City's h'18 t
be of interest,
ory which may
Charles B. Wilby
4

Would We Live Longer If We Could?

In ~he Makrop?ulos Case, a play just produced in 1\ew York
the lead1ng dramat1st of Czecho-Slovakia asks the auestion
'
Would we live longer if we could? This is the veri questi;n
that Be:nard. Shaw has asked and ans\·:ered in Back to r.rethuselah.
Shaw, Wlth hlS fa~th ~n creative evolution, assumes that the
will to live may 1n t1me provide the means to live three
~undred y~ars, and accompanies hi8 phantasy with a scholarly
1ntrod~ct1on for those who read his play, ·Therein he discusses
evolut1on and the problem of individual survival with real
knowledge. Capek, without such knowledge, is content to
follow the method of the romancers, supposing that a formula
discove:ed by a G:eek physician in the sixteenth century has
been tr1ed upon h1s daughter. The girl for three centuries
has l~ved ~nd loved in various lands under various names. In
each 1dent1ty she has been a famous singer and has broken many
hearts, At last, she must renew her youth by resorting again
to the formula, which has fallen into the possession of a
certain Baron, who does not comprehend its meaning or value,
Her grandson happens to be suing the Baron for title to a great
estate, a case that has been fought in the ccurts by their
forbears for more than a century. Ellina !1lakropoulos would
assist him and recapture the precious parchment containing the
formula,
Capek's play is made by this struggle of Ellina and the
withholding from the audience, as long as may be, of the
secret of her longevity, She amazes the other characters alld
the audience by recalling what has happened a hundred or two
hundred years ago, She still appears young enough to arouse
the love of' her unsuspecting grandson and of his adversary
the baron, and of the latter's son. Having given herself to
the baron, as the price which he demands for handing her the
precious parchment, she learns that, for love of her, the
baron's son has killed himself. But throughout she is unmoved, She has lived too long to be anything but weary and
blase, Passion that repeats itself for three hundred years
merely fatigues by its monotony. She goes on combing her hair.
"So many kill themselves," she reflects. "But he killed himself for yout Don't· you hear?" protests the father; and she
merely shrugs her shoulders. She may tantalize, but she can
afford no satisfaction to her present lovers, So the baron
complains that after all she has given him nothing in
return for the' parchment. ' "You have robbed me," he says;
"you are cold as ice, .... it is as if I were hold~n:S a.corpse,"
But how can one who is at heart so old meet pass1on w1th
passion?
It is not necessary to follow the complications of the
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great benefit to the peop 8 0 ~nc~ Mit~haJt the astronomer;
during the early years were Orms Y b• of this'club· the author
Judge Timothy Walker, who was a mem er
' t
f
of "Walker • s American Law," and by the way the grandfa her. o
Con~rassman Longworth; Salmon P. Chase; another old member,
Cha~les c. McElvain, Episcopal Bishop of this diocese;
Harriet Beecher stowe, and later there were lectures ~y Horace
Greeley· Robert Dale Owen; Alexander Campbell; Ralph Waldo
Emerson~ w. M. Thackeray; Wendell Phillips! Edward E!erett and
many others, who were brought to Cincinnatl by the L1brary
Association.
Amon~

the events in which the Library Association participated~ early in its·history was the funeral of Pre~ident
William Henry Harrison, when the members of the ~ssoc1ation
marchin~ in a body were given a prominent place 1n the procession~ Also at the laying of the corner-stone in the
foundation of the Mt. Adams Observatory, when the oration was
delivered by Ex-President John Quin~y ~dam~, who came ~o
Cincinnati for. this purpose on the 1nv1tat1on of the L1brary
Association and as its guest.
The lectures above named as well as a much later course
by John Fiske, the historian, were held in what ~as k~own as
"College Hall," a small audi tori urn. on the east s1de of th~
second floor of the Old College Bu1lding, the Library hav1ng
under its lease from the CinoilTilati College the use of that
room free of charge for 24 nights in each year.
During the second administration of President Cleveland,
when Theodore Roosevelt was Chairman of the United States Civil
Service Commission, the Library gave the use of College Hall
to the Local Civil Service Reform Association, for a meeting
which was addressed by ,Judge' Harmon, Judge Taft and Mr. Roosavel t •
In recent years, owing probably in part to the multiplication of
printed communication, the public has lost its interest in
lectures such as at one time were a valuable means of education.
In the top of the Mercantile Library Building the library
has attractive quarters for its large collection of books and
a comfortable reading room for its ri1any current newspapers and
magazines, local and foreign. From its windows are beautiful
views unfamiliar to those who do not frequent the top floors
of the other tall buildings or have not visited Mr. Sage's
Observatory. When the Library was founded, its annual dues were
fixed at $5.00 but, notwithstanding the fact that the expense
of its operation has mora than doubled since that time, the
dues have never been increased and the Association continues to
·render valuable service to this community in offering at that
nominal cost the right to take three books simultaneously from
the Library and the privileges of its reading room.
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Charles B. Wilby
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Would We Live Longer If We Could?

In ~he Makrop?ulos .~' a play ju~::>t produced in New York,
the lead1ng dramat1st of Czecho-Slovakia asks the ouestion
Would we live longer if we could? This is the veri questi~n
that Be::nard.Shaw has asked and answered in Back to Methuselah.
Shaw, Wlth hlS faith in creative evolution, assumes that the
will to live may in time provide the means to live three
~undred Y?ars, and accompanies hi~ phantas;y with a scholarly
1ntroduct1on for those who read his play. ·Therein he discusses
evolution and the problem of individual survival with real
knowledge. Capek, without such knowledge, is content to
follow the method of the romancers, supposing that a formula
discovered by a G::eek physician in the sixteenth century has
been tried upon h1s daughter. The girl for three centuries
has lived and loved in various lands under various names. In
each identity she has been a famous singer and has broken many
hearts. At last, she must renew her youth by resorting again
to the formula, which has fallen into the possession of a
certain Baron, who does not comprehend its meaning or value.
Her grandson happens to be suing the Baron for title to a great
estate, a case that has been fought in the ~curts by their
forbears for more than a century. Ellina !i!akropoulos would
assist him and recapture the precious parchment containing the
formula.
Capek's play is made by this struggle of Ellina and the
withholding from the audience, as long as may be, of the
secret of her longevity. She amazes the other characters and
the audience by recalling what has happened a hundred or two
hundred years ago. She still appears young enough to arouse
the love of' her unsuspecting grandson and of his adversary
the baron, and of the latter's son. Having given herself to
the baron, as the price which he demands for handing her the
precious parchment, she learns that, for love of her, the
baron's son has killed himself. But throughout she is unmoved. She has lived too long to be anything but weary and
blase. Passion that repeats itself for three hundred years
merely fatigues by its monotony. She goes on combing her hair.
"So many kill themselves," she reflects. "But he killed himself for yout Don't· you hear?" protests the father; and she·
merely shrugs her shoulders. She may tantalize, but she can
afford no satisfaction to her present lovers. So the baran
complains that, after all, she has given him noJhing in
return for the parchment. "You have robbed me, he says;
"you are cold as ice, .... it is as if I were hold~n,s a.corpse."
But how can one who is at heart so old meet pass1on w1th
passion'?
It is not necessary to follow the complications of the
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plot, meant chiefly to lead ~he beholder.by degrees to perceive
that the present heroine, Emllia Marty, lS also Elas Mueller
and Ekaterina Myskin and Eugenia Montez and Ellean MacGregor
and the ori"'inal Ellina Makropoulos, born in 1585. The drama
is written °not for the sake of this mystification, but for the
sake of th~ philosophic implications of the final scene, when
the heroine confesses her identity, and those who have heard
her consider the desirability of using the life-giving formula.
A lawyer's clark advises making public the secret. "We'll
gi va it to the people," he says. "Everyone has the same right
to life ••• Good Godt what·can a man do in sixty years? What
does he learn? He doesn't evan enjoy the frui~ of the tree he
has planted; he doesn't learn all that his predecessors knew;
he doesn 1 t finish this work; he dies, and he hasn't lived. • •.
What elsa is immortality of the soul but a protest against the
shortness of 1 ife? • • • Let us give everyone a three -hundred
year life. It will be the biggest event since the creation of
man; it will be the liberating· and creating anew of r~an~ What
man will be able' to do· in three hundred! To be a child and
pupil for i ifty years; to have fifty years· in which to understand the world and its ways, and to see everything there is;
and a hundred years to work in; and then a hundred years, when
we have understood everything,to live in wisdom, to teach, and
to give example. How valuable human life would be if it laste.d
for three hundred yearst There would be no wars. There would
be no fear, no selfishness. Everyone would be wise and dignified.
Give people lifet Give them full human life!"
A lawyer objects that our social system is founded on
shortness of life, and foresees .that no one would be willing to
make a contract for three hundred years, and that no one certainly would wish to stay married so long. The senile lover of the
heroina holds that three hundred years added to life might
indeed be too much, but would advocate a scheme whereby life
might be purchased in ten year periods. A chambermaid feels
that a life of three such periods would be quite enough for her •.
"No longer than that?" she is asked. "No, what would I do then?"
A baron would allow the privilege of long life only to the strong •
the most talented. For the common herd our brief life is lon~
enough. "Littleness multiplie.s without ceasing, like flies a~d
mice," h~ declares. "Only greatness dies. Only strength and
talent d1e--and cannot be replaced. • • We can prolong the life
o~ the aristocracy, , , Only the best are important • • • There
are in this world ten or twenty or perhaps a thousand man who
are irreplaceable. Those we can keep. In them we can develop
superhuman reason and supernatural power. We can breed ten or
one hundred or one thousand supermen--masters--masters and creators.
• • • We should have a dynasty of the strong. • • Privileged long
life---that's the despotism of the s~lact. That's the rule of
reason."
Ellina.'s grandson would confine possession of the 1~akropoulos

sacra~ onl! to direct descendants of that family, to wit, himself

and h1s he1rs. But Ellina disillusions these contenders for the
use of long life. She, who has lived three hundred and thirty-nine
years, admits that life to her has become empty. People seem to
be but things or shadows. The soul dies earlier, "People are
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never better. Nothin"' can
Love cannot last for three ~ve~ c~ange • Nothing matters.
bad, a~d tiresome to be ~oode~ Urles. It is tiresome to be
still compara t 1ve1y youngo sh•
Th 911 • turning to these others
'
e exc 1a 1ms
·
· t erests
'
You -- lik~e monkeys! You believe
th:· "Everyt'mng
1n
in yourselves, in progress in haver~ lng; you believe in love,
Oh God t I was like you on~e
I uma.nl ty •. • • You--fools t • •
was happy
~~
•
was a g1rl; I had faith· I
. . • • • • de old ones know al too-eth
t
'
have more than we you fools . f'1 . o
er oo much. But you
whereas in us lif~ has stopp~d~~ ~~tely moret • • • You live;
because she fears to die
· • · 8 would live on only
parchment containin~ the •fo:~ushe offers to. each. in turn the
learned too wall the lesson sh;aha:a~h d~~llnes lt; they have
ing girl accepts the narchment sh daug • Although a charm~
,
a oes so only to burn it.

"Only"~~~t~ec~~fithhaveblived ~orever?"

reflects the lawyer;
ave urned lt. • • ,,/ell done Kit· ,,
T ?e baron seeks comfort in the thou.)'ht, that at i . r t s lna.'
ll ve through our children
''If
b
eas we may
than of death," he says• ,;Life i:eno~ts~ho~:Sht lof birth rather
be the cause of life," '
or as ong as we can
l

As Kristina shakes the ashes of the parchment from a
window, Ell ina, saved from living lonP'er exclaims. "Th
d
of immortali t Y•'" Th
·
o
'
•
e
en
. en, qu1e tly, she raises her arms as though
t o we 1 come Death,
Karel.Capek has explained that he had read of the theories
of a certa1~ Pro~~ssor Micnik to the effect tha. t age. is caused
by an auto-1ntox1cating o.rganisrn that may be destroyed He
had already written his piece when he ca~e across a sy~opsis
of S~w' s ~ to Methuselah. "Mr. Shaw believes that it is
poss1ble for an ideal community of people tolive several
. hundred years in a sort of paradise," says Capek· "I think
that,suc~ a. cond~tion is neither ideal nor desir~ble.
Mr. Shaw s play lS a class~c example of' optimism, and my own-a hopeless example of pess1mism." One must suspect however
so close is the resemblance in ideas between the
plays '
that the younger writer owed to the older more than he h~r~
acknowledges. Presumably, he did not 1mmv of Swift 1 s use of
the same notion in the third part of Gulliver's Travels
where Gulliver visits the realm of the Struldbrugs, a p~opla
endo~ed with immortality but resenting that gift because it
enta.1ls the progressive decay of their faculties. With Capek
the monotony rather than the feebleness 0f years is emphasized
as the harassing feature of longevity. In Tennyson's poem,
Tithonus, stress is thrown upon the misery that would be
entailed for those endowed with long life when they found
themselves separated by that fact from their shorter-lived
friends,--a tragic alienation from the fate of humanity as a
whole. Tithonus laments his "Immortal age beside immortal
youth," and begs the gods to take back their gift of
immortality, saying,

tw;

"Why should a man· desire
To vary from the kindly
Or pass beyond the goal
Where all should pause,

in any way
race of men,
or ordinance
as is most meet for all?"
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In Shaw's Back t 0 1fethuse lah Adam affirms, "l am not strong
eternity-" and he ~xpresses satisfaction on learnenough to bear
'
h
t be the
ing of an escape from life called death. Sue sa~m~ 0 b ·
feeling of Karel Capek in The Makropoulos Case • a us · e
satisfied with our limitations and work within them. Man would
be no batter were he to live to be three hundred instead of
seventy years of age~
It is characteristic that our good Victorian poets take a
var different view from Capek. Although Tennyson's Tithonus may
be ~nhappy in his lonely immortality, both Tennyson and Browning
h i
the value and the joy of making the most of this life
~~Pt~: ~:ry end, So Browning's Rabbi Ben Ezra exclaims:
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mendation of each of the books offered for sale ·r 'B k
of the Month' --.. one expects even the corner dru 1 \ . oo t s
offer "something just as g8od" as the best- .. but gi~ f~e ge~tirw
0
so that the very use of all these superlatives is really
hindering the sale of much good literature because "A
C?nstant Reader" has be en fooled so often that he naturally
d1sbelieves all the .comment--r will not call it criticism
and I doubt, so preJudiced is it, that it should even be
spoken of as a "Review." Certainly if many of the books
o~fered the public in recent years had been honestly re ..
v1ew~d, the superlatives, good, better, best, would not be
so overworked, for most of them are trash, absolutely
worthless.
I know of no newspaper or magazine on whose book
reviews11 one may absolutely rely, excepting only the "funny
paper, "Life," Rarely a long discourse on either a "'OOd
or bad play or book, but when you have read it you k~ow
whether it ~ good or bad, and may further bank upon
"Life's" decision.

"Grow old along with met
The best is yet to be,
The last of life for which the first was made."
And Tennyson's Ulysses declares:

I'

I

"Old age hath yet his honor and his toil;
Death ~loses all; but something ere the end,
some work of noble note may yet be done •"
Then, encoul'aging his men to embal'k for fresh adventure despite
old age, he speaks those memorable words of heroic comfort.
"We are not now that strength which in old days
Move earth and heaven; that which we are, we are;
One equal temper of heroic hearts,
Made weak by time and fate , but strong in will
To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield."
To the question, Would we live longer if we could? Tennyson;
in Ulysses, answers, "We wouldt 'Life piled on life were all too
little;"' and Browning, in Rabbi Ben Ezra, answers, "What matter?
since here or hereafter the human spim-cannot die •"
Would we live longer if we could?
''We think so," says Capek, "but would we?"
Frank

w.

Chandler

Book Haviews
I have just been looking ovel' a little brochure that comas
to my desk each thirty days--" Books of the Month." As I laid
it down I was reminded of Charles Lamb's comment in a cemetery,
''Where are all the bad people buria d?"
There was a time when reviewers really reviewed; when you
could believe their comments and actually form some idea as to
the value or worthlessnes$ of a new book by what you read concerning it. But alas, you and I know this is not now the case,
Not only does "A Constant Reader" not credit the smart com-

Among my Christmas books was "The Perennial Bachelor , 11
Have you read it? Well, don't. Advance comt:Jent on this bit
of nothing lead one to anticipate at least a good story,
entertaining if not instructive, It is at the head of the
column of "Best Sellers" in the ''Books of the I\:onth," I am
not paid for my review or opinion of it and you may take it
for what it is worth. I Pronounce it Trash, and of the first
water, if you don't believe me i'ead it for yourself.
There is no plot, no climax, no anything to it more
than there was to "Elsie Dinsmore" or "Dottie Dimple" of
the Mid-Victorian age. All the characters lived on "Main
Street" evidently; in fact 11 A Perennial Bachelor'' might
pose as a second volume of that much over-rated but well
advertised book.
Now I am not insisting that all novels be written in a
style to please me. In this jazz age there are those who
applaud "Flaming Youth," "Drums," and sex stories of questionable taste. It sometimes seems that without this scarlet
thread it is impossible to find enough readers to make the
book pay. There is nothing of this sort in "A Perennial
Bachelor"--nothing of any sort, only a clean little sunday
School book with not even a story worthy of the name. How
in the worlJ s~ch a book finds a publisher is beyond my
cofuprehension and it is but one of a type; I really pick it
out as a text because it is the latest to come under my
observation 'I know how it gets reviewers; they are paid
to tell "A Constant Reader" of its merits, of its sustaining
interest, I ha van' t seen what "Life" had. to sa.y abou~
"A l?erermial Bachelor " but I venture if 1t reviewed 1 t
"a-tall" it told the iruth about the insipid yarn.
Talks with book sellers find them lamenting the good
old days when around the red lamp, books were read. They
tell u~ such a thing as the reading o~ books is now a lo~t
art. They instance the automobile, radio, telephone, br1dge,

~
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the club jazz road houses, as having replaced this ~lder
pastime, 'leaving books and. magazines with pages uncu •
t
doubt, but there are still
Much of this complaint is rue no
for the making of
many knees that have not bowed to Ba~l ande~~ Perhaps never so

8

~~!s:~i~~t~~~~~;~~!:~::~~~~·t~~~~~~~!
~
~h~:a~O:id
~:s;~~~~~:~!
the individual reader and more of them would be read, ~
1

by

ware a few honest reviewers, critics who wou~d call a sp~ 8 a
spade, and really tell you of the book's mer1ts or damer1ts.

:Publishers are culpable in accepting much of the present da~
trash and thrusting it on an unsuspecting public. The publisher s
good name should be' use.d to be' a guarantee of the qua~ity of the
publications turned out by his presses. Not. so now •. I ist
dollars he is after and he is willing ofte~t1mes to ~1vide· hose
dollars with the so-called reviewer, who w1ll stultify himself
by calling black white. The New ~ork Times u~ed to be s~orn-by
all over this country because of 1ts Book Rev1ews. Now .1t is
more often sworn at because of the sugared. loll~ops wh1c~ have ·
taken their placein the colunms of that otherw1se splendld
newspaper. The same comments apply to the theatre. All sub- .
sidized. Only an oceasional critic tells the real facts, call1ng
a play good or bad as he actually finds it.
Thank God Cincinne.ti has two or three men with the courage
of their convictions, who invariably tell the public when a rotten
play--an "Abe's Irish Rose" for example, i~ on the b?ards. · F~re
warned the public may remain away or as w1th Abe, h1s curios1ty
may heip the persistant playwright "put it over."
I believe in O'OOd books, good plays and good music, but do
not like to have the jazz variety of any of them forced upon me
by reviewers paid only to extol virtues that are non-existent •
I am 'A Constant Reader.'
Edward S. Ebbert

6

During a recent visit to Lexington Kentucky I had the pleasure
of forming the personal acquaintance of Mrs. Thomas Henry Clay,
the last surviving child of Benjamin Gratz and a niece of Rebecca
Gratz who is generally supposed to be the original of the famous.
character Rebecca in Sir Wal tar Scott's novel ''IVANHOE," through
the description of the noble American Jawass furnished Scott by
Washington Irving, an intimate friend of the Gratz family. In the
course of a most interesting and revelatory conversation,
Mrs. Clay, whose cultivated mind is a storehouse of valuable
historical data and reminiscences, informed me that she had in
her possession a large number of letters that had been written by
Rebecca Gratz to her brother Benjamin and her two sisters in law,
the wives of Benjamin Gratz, I sensed at once that hera was
possibly an unexpected and important discovery that might prove
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~ ~I:;~s!~lue She I aurgedddMrs • ?lay to place these letters at

•
cce a graclously to my request M
supposition as to the value of the letters
• Y
realized when I had the opportunity to exam~~: ~~re than
interesting correspondence,
e very

The letters number hundreds and extend over more than
half a century, namely from the year 1808 to the year 1866
Although devoted largely to family concerns still the lett~rs
contain much that t:anscands the narrow family circle, Events
of the day are ment1onad and dwelt upon books of recent
appearance are discussed, ~en and women' in the public aye are
referred to, The reader of these epistles feels that he is
perusing the outpourings of an unusual personality The
letters are pervaded with a deep religious faelin~'and a
broad humanity which stamp the writer to have been not only
a devout J~wess but a noble woman whose charity knew no cr~ed
and whose 1nterests were as wide as her heart was warm and her
impulses unselfish, These letters verify the traditions
that have descended about Rebecca Gratz's loveliness of
character and elevation of spirit, The famous portrait of
Rebecca Gratz by Sully which is in Mrs. Clay's possession
sho.ws her to have been beautiful in feature; these letters
reveal her to have been beautiful in character as in visage
I am herewith presenting some excerpts from these letters '
w.hich are of great and general interest,
. The letters disclose the very deep affection which
existed between Babecca Gratz and her youngest brother
Benjamin. They ware the children of Michael Gratz one of the
leading merchants of the country in the eighteenth century
and· his wife Miriam, the daughter of Joseph Simon, a large
landowner of Lancaster Pennsylvania. Michael ·Gratz came to the
United States in 1750 from Langensdorf, Upper Silesia. He and
his brother Bernard who had preceded him to this cou11try
became very prominent in mercantile life. 'rhese liratz brothers
figure vary largely in the commerr.: ial activities of' Philadelphia
and the country during the eighteenth centurjr, Br.sides Rebecca
and Benjamin, Michael and Miriam t;ratz had eight other children,
Rebecca (born March 4, 1781--died August 27, 186~), was the
fifth child of this couple and Benjamin (born September 4, 1792-died March 17, 1884) was the youngest. He was the only one of
the brothers who settled away from Philadelphia. He went to
Kentucky in 1818 originally as busi~ess representative of his
alder brothers Simon and Hyman who had grea.t holding-s in that
state including Mammoth Cave. In 1819 he settled permanently
in the town of Lexington, the first Jew to be there domiciled,
He. had met Miss Maria Gist a fair Kentuckian while the lady
was visiting in Fhiladruphia and had been smitten by her charm.
She was the daughter of Colonel Nathaniel Gist of the Revolutionary army and the stBpdaughter of General Charles Scott also
of the Revolutionary army and later Governor of Kentucky, The
acquaintanceship was renewed upon Benjamin Gratz's corning to
"Canewood " the country estate of Miss Gist's mother. They
were marrled in 1819, 'Many of the letters in this collection
were written by Miss Gratz to this sister in law. As is

Gratz
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apparent from the letters, a deep and abiding affection and
mutual admiration existed between these two superior women.
The earliest latter in the collection is dat~d Philadelphia,
August 16, 1808. Benjamin Gratz, then a lad of s1xteen, was
travelling in New England and New York evidently o~ ple~sure bent.
This first latter of Rebecca Gratz to her brother lS wr1tten on
the same sheet as a letter from their mother to the absent son.
The letter is addressed "liir. Benjamin Gratz care of N• Schuyler,
Esq. Troy, New York." Dr • .Nicholas Schuyler, a. friend of
GeorO'e washin~ton a near relative of General Schuyler, and a
surg;on in th; Re;olutionary army, had married Shinah,, a daughter
of Joseph simon and a sister of Mrs. Michael Gr~tz. Tn~ parents
were opposed to their daughter's marrying out of the fa1t~. An
estrangement took place and parents and daughter saw noth1ng of
one another for many years. 'According to a tradition in the
family. told the writer by Mrs. Clay, Rebecca l}ratz effected a
reconciliation. I have found this same tradition mentioned at
the close of an article by nratz Von Ransalaer in the Century
Magazine for September 1882 anti tled "The Original of Rebecca i'n
Ivanhoe." "During his last illness," this writer says, "the
grandfather was attended by Miss Gratz, whose gentleness and
skill seem always to have made her in demand in the sick room.
Calling her to him one day, he said, "My dear child, what can I
do for you?" Turning upon him her beautiful eyes filled with
tears, she replied, in a tone of' earnest entreaty, "Grandfather,
forgive Aunt Shinah." The old gentleman sought her hand, pressed
it, and after a silence said in a broken voice, 11 Send for her."
In due course, the lady carne, received her father's forgiveness
and blessing, and when a few days later, he breathed his last,
the arms of his long estranged child were about him, while
Rebecca Gratz sat silently by his side."
On the back of this letter, containing the address as was
the custom in those days before the use of envelopes, Ben1jamin
Gratz wrote the words, "My dear mother August 15, 1808. The only
letter I ever received from her. Died 12 Sept. 1808." On that
same page, the following words are written in lead pencil, "My
beloved son Benj. Gratz departed this life 16 Sept. 1830-"
This was the oldest child of Benjamin and Maria Gratz.
Rebecca Gratz to Benjamin Gratz
(This is the earliest letter in the collection. It is contained in the same sheet as the letter from his mother, which is
dated Aug. 15, 1808. Although undated, it is clear from the opening words that the letter was written on August 16, 1808, the day
after the mother's letter was penned.)
Tuesday Morn.
My dear Ben
We just arrived last night as our good mother was closing
her letter which she gave me liberty to open again for the purpose
of commending you for your attention in writing, and to hint to you
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that had you tho1Pht r
should not have h~d r~a~~~rtto have addressed one to me you
in teturn, however, I assureo ~~mplain of.want of' punctuality
have prevented my writin~ befy t~at conslderation should not
been so low, that, my ex~rtio~~eto ad not my health and spirits
compensated by the small d
write would have been badly
in my.po~er ~o afford you-~Xr~.:w o~a amu~ement it would have been
and dlpplng ln the Waters at the y r~ JOUrn~ying among the hills
re c.rui ted me' this place is a . . e ow Spr lngs has ~rea tly
scenery around Lebanon wher I Inlluature resemblance of the
th? luxury of Bathing, & th! de~~ppose you.ar~ now enjoying
Whlch seem the very abode of h ~~~t of cllmb lng mountainsso well pleased with Boston a~~ m -;r.am glad you have been
has Hyman made in the ~ood 'races Y. rlends there, what progress
from your esquireship ~f hi~ in h' of ~he ladies? I expect much
you take next? If Hyman has a ~s a ven~~res--What rout do
proceed immediately there, andn~i~~~at~f ~la~ara, he had batter
as the autumn is a dan~erous s
e Sprlngs on his return
the Lake-fever is not ~nly to ~as~n t~ travel in that country '
convenience & danger but is aptet rea ad fo:: the present in- '
o make a Wlnter campaignsYou must likewise accept
t
.
affection with my best wishes ;Yr mos cor~lal and sincere
1)leasure, and lo~1g and last in()' ~ Y?Ur" enJ?~ment of present
Boston present My love to allothap~ln~o~--~f you a::e at
the girls and carry with you t ; ays ar~1ly ~art1cularly
remembrance to our Dear A~nt o ~oy rnynaffectlonate
say I shall soon write Ad' and Uncle uchuylar to the former
friend & affectionate •
leu, My Dear Ben, believe me your
Sister Hebecca G
In a letter dated March 29,1829
sister in law as follows:
~It

~iss

Gratz wrote to her

is but two d~y~ since I received your letter dated the
5th of February descr1b1ng your voyage down to N Orleans and
we had bea1; long wondering--and anxiously waiting for some
accounts. of your travels, fortunately the papers announced
your arr~val and so we were freed from any apprehensions of
your hav1ng up::ooted the snags or been swamped in shoal water
on ~he great r1ver, but then we did not know what you have so
dellghtfully told, that your health is much improved and the
charming account of your peregrinations had the most haopy
~ffect on the physiognomy of our circle that you could ~esire-
lt was p~etty late--diml8r hour too, before I came home, and
our brotners were collected, and growing irnpatient--Jac told
me 1 had besn kel3ping them long for the inside of the letter
and tvhile Hyman rang the be 11 for dinner, 1 opened it and read
aloud--when we had been twice summoned to the dinin~ room I
looked up, and found my audience smiling with so mu~h satisfaction that I ventured to give tharn the sequel before mavin~
to.the manifest injury of a smoking beef steak--the perfume ~I
wh1ch would intrude from the cellar kitchen and ~ave notice
"that if it were to be eaten it t.1d better be eaten quickly"---

"1
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, letter to the Baltimoreans
~
I am glad to see by lv.r • 01ay s
1 t ·on at least to
t hi h alth is better--that will be a canso a 1
lit.1cal disappointment--we have had a very
tha
s e
his family for any P0
t b bel washington on the day of
amusing account ?f the grea a
~-the senate chamber--the
inauguration--scenes. on the portic~ses but I would rather read
·nter than a dozen such
palace--drawn by var1ous aye wit~~
Ann Boswell's account of her sou ern Wl
selfpictures of intrigues succassf:ul ~n~ unsucc~ssfu~t-~~ei~>7ht-ishness and all other ugly deform1t1eS are roug
ot
instead of the natural wond~rment of a liv~~y an~ ;~~~~~ into
mind imbibing first impress1ons oi th~ w~~e b~~ Iehave just had
new scenes and among strange peep e-- Y
.
d
.
the honor of selecting a cap and dress for your S1Ster--an as
my order was for that ahich is fashionable, ~ad~~~ g~odhiu~kb!~
find at Made :Prats a sample of French taste 1n Sl o w c d
a few ieces were imported--your friend E Fisher took o~a an
Mrs ••• : has the other--butterflies! and every colour wh1ch adorns
the wing of that beautiful insect 1s the ton at P.aris and our
la~ies are nothing loath to adorn themselves as gaily as the
airy tenant of spring--! hope they will not be deemed too gaudy
in Lexington ••••

rt snowed all last night--and since the begi~ning of March
we have had nothinO' but winter continued--we old folks are consoled
under all this sev~rity by recollecting it used to be so in our
young days and are stopped for once in our reference t~ 0' old
fashioned things--now unless the spring come~ on as b71bht as
the poets glowing lays we shall still procla1m that t1mes are
changed for the worse ••• tell my dear bro~her how delighted ~e
shall be to hear from him at home--and beJ1eve me dearest Mar1a
your & his most Affectionate Sister RGIn the letter written January 14 1830 Miss Gratz spea~s of
the visit of hliss Catherine Maria Sedgwick a popular novel1st of
that day and writes thus of her sojourn in Philadelphia:
"We have had the charming Miss Sedgwick for a few weeks, and
everybody was delighted to honor her with such kind of intellectual
parties as they thought would suit her taste--the old beaux-literati--philosophers--all turned out, and to the great amusement
of young girls and men--they brought the high flown compliments
& flattery of the last century on the tapis--old Mr. D•• whose
sight is none the clearest--and whose mind is never present
addressed himself to the corner where he had left Miss Sedgwick-then occupied by Mrs. Hughes--telling the lady he had never seen
so much genius in a person possessing such youth, and beauty and
cheerfulness--he could see Hope Leslie in her contenance--they
talked to her of her works till the eloquent blood mounted to her
forehead--she is a modest, diffident woman, with as much good sense, ·
as good.taste and would much rather converse & listen in turn, on
agreeable general topics than be the Lion in any society •••
' After a visit of Mrs. Benjamin Gratz to .Philadelphia Rebecca
Gratz wrote in a letter dated June 22 1831:
"Blessed be they who send glad tidings--tidings of safety and
joy from distant friends--and blessed are they who receive it too,
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My dear Maria as r did ·
announcing yo~r ar;ival ln your letter from Lexin~ton
pleasantness and
at home--where you had jo~rneJ in
phraseology (not peace--excuse me for usi~g s~ripture
gratitude to the tr~~fa~ely) for my heart 1s l1fted up in
~bur little ones on thHoly wnose pres~nce guarded you and
with a free and ~ratef:lw:y7-~ow my S1ster I can thank you
1
affectionate society procu;'~~ !;::o~ all .the pleasu:e your
to your happy home and domestl· c sfmcte ;you ~re agaln restored
th ht
. . .
.
com or s--wh1le here the
my o~;ng~e of ad fatlf1llng JOUrney you had to encounter tied up
v~lue of~ ~re p~r;aps.we ~re.not .so well able to express our
withdrawn ands~~n~ wh~le ~n. 1ts fu~l ~njoyment--ns when it is
the dea ~ . 1 e con ras. places lt 1n the strongest li~ht-•
0' r
oys ?udest merr1ment would be muuic to my soli tar
1
m~rn ~:;"'occup~t1ons--but Jac will soon be home again and wili
g ve lo glow1ng accounts of great Kentucky, ••• Bl i Ind~~is letter ,the ~riter makes mention of Francis .freston
a.r.e
o~ of t~e Nash1ngton Globe the organ of the Jackson
adm1n1strat1on, ~r. Blair was a brother in law of ~rs. Benjamin
Gratz an~ th~ fatner of r~.rontgomery Blair later the rostmaster
General 1n Lmcoln' s cabinet, Her words are:
"I wrote to Lir. Blair last week and sent him your messai5e
from Pittsburgh--but have seen no puff in the Globe--the
fragment~ of th~ ol~ cabinet are such perfect Hydras that the
more it 1s cut 1n p1eces the more heads rise up a~ainst the old
?enl.and the strength of Atlas can scarcely suppo~t the Globe
1n h1s defence--he has gone on a visit to old point comfort-and verily he must need it, after the perplex! ties of such a
season ••••
This letter contains an interestinO' reference to
James K. Paulding a widely ~aad novelis~ of the time:
"I went to l'.rr. Gruggs and procured ''the Dutchman's
fireside'' for you--which waits an opportunity, no other naw
work of merit has appeared, and this is not the best of
.Pauldings writings--he seems as much opposed to internal
improvement--steamboats and railroads ns his friend Jo--and
he does not bear out the superiority of the olden times in
this country over the new--his characters are modern enough
in their caprices--faults & feelings"--···
Further illuminating reference to the troubles in the
Jacks on cabinet is made in a letter dated July 31st 1831:
''There are some happy influences, my Dear Sister, that can
extract good from everything, and you seem to possess them-this is a moral alchyrny far more valuable than changing baser
metals into gold, in as much as you have more subtle ms.terials
to work on--and the result is more certainly conducive to
human happiness, for if you put iron in the crucible you may
spoil a plough share to make an idol--whereas when you put
poor old Jackson in the way of doing a kindness to the
emiO'rant
Prince--and advance the fortune of an orphan youth
0
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you give him an opportunity of doing an act which utwice blesseth"-and verilY it must be a comfort to him in the turmoils and vexations by which he is surrounded to do one little deed wh~ch "may
bless him that gives" for what with the disclosures of h1s old
cabinet, and the interference of the new one--he ~ay be te.mptad to
doubt his ovm identity and exclaim, am I the Pres1da~t, am I the
honored Chief? do you not feel mortified, My dear Slster.at all
these disgraceful scenes exhibited so near the place of h1gheat
honor in our country, I do--and I wish you w~re near. enough to
exert your .influence at court--and give counc1l to fr1end :Preston
who holds the ear of Majesty--by the bye a change of dynasty will
not destroy your power, and I shall be so happy to see you at the
right hand of the next President--that I am determined to accompany you to washington at the inauguration of Mr • Clay--at .
which occasion Hyman has always promised I should be a witness-it is rather long to be sure to wait--but than if I go to
Kentucky in the ~ummer, and help you bring in the boys at Autumn,
we shall be able to execute all our plans--provided the people
are wise enough to do as we wish them ••••

'
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The latter of October 12 1832 begins with literary allusion,
a novel 11 Westward Ho" by James Paulding and a book by Harriet
Martineau:
"A new novel and an opportunity to read it--then "Westward Hal"
shall hie to My dear Maria, before a critic has a chance to forestall your relish, and taking for granted that our old favorite
will not be lass agreeable when he aspires to entertain you in
your own regions I hope he will meet with a kind receiption, and
brighten the hours you devote to his labours. I have been reading
Miss Martineau's tales or illustrations of' political economy, and
should be very glad to send you a copy, but find they are not to
be had--they carne out in numbers, and but few copies have been
sent to subscribers, but suppose they will be more common when
better known in America., for they would be useful to young readers,
and make a dry subject easily understood, and quite interesting-! was introduced ~7esterday to a boy whom I could. have hugged for
being so like our dear Bernard, but he was smaller and 12 years
old--he was so affectionate, and watchfull of his father that I
fancied his heart ·was as much like your son's as his face--poor
little fellow he & his father were saved from a wreck in which his
mother and two younger children perished and they passed through
this city on their way home overland--fearful of again trusting
the element that had been so fatal to their happiness, ••• ,
Tell Ben, Philadelphia has done wonders at the Election on
Tuesday the anti ~acksons are triumphant--and Jo bids me say, there
is great possibil1ty--nay almost a certainty that Pennsylvania will
give an anti Jackson vote--Hyman was as busy with ward and general
Elections as he could be--I bt~lieve Mr. C- has not a warmer friend-they wanted to send Jac to the legislature--but he refused to stand
as a candidate--1 wa·s very s·orry--for I wanted him to get soma
employment that would interest him and I think from his knowledge
of state p;litics--and state interests he would have been a useful
member--I wish our brothers had a little more public spirit--or at
least would take some of the burdens of public affairs on themsel vas--

The letter of December 18
the Nullification party:
' 1832 contains a reference to
"I hope these southern N ll. . .
.
the beautiful edifice their futhlf1ers W1ll not break down
how I tremble 18st American b~o ~r~ have erected to freedom
our young Carolina students are od elspilt by American hand~-
breaking up their class to o h eep Y affected and talk of
~!ashington Irving 1 hear 0'. g orne,' and defend their rights-1n which he found society~~veC~ha fearful account of the state
1n arleston-This summer of lb33 was s ant
,
home Miss Gratz wrote her s· tp . at Saratoga, After reachinP
of the journey home:
. 1S er 1n law a. delightful account c
"We took a vary pleasant j
to Lake George & Champlain as h?~~ney from. saratoga proceeding
lowing the courses of th
11~ . as Burl1ngton thence folthrough a beautiful coun~rGr:en-~h1te-~& Connecticut Rivers
the scenery along the whol~ r;~f~ ~hebTall~y.of Connecticut
wild and uncultivated--with m . et~s eaut1f1ed--sometimes
.
aJe s 1~ woodland mountains'
then varia d b all t
and the teami~o- fie1~: l~~uria~ce or successful husbandry
clear rivers b~anchin~ ~f~v~nw~!~t~~~~.mowe~s--and the bright
curvings and windirws o till
1 1~1ng s reams in so many
entire path--on Mou~t Holyo~~u are iu1te puzzled to trace its
quite concerned t
we me . s orne travellers who were
took in its. troubf ~ee how much trouble the Connecticut lHver
.
e course--and had a mind to cut
, ::r
;~ralg~t f~om one point to another and let the wate~ r~;~~~~
n·e ex ens~v~ prospect of 160 miles suggesting no more rna ~ --

o~f!c~nt d B1m1la
.

to

the~r

well furnished imagiJJation than

.~hat

an some carpet of various colors--yes said Miriam an in
g~a1n carpet--and then was vexed that she had been sc common
P ace as to make a pun when the clouds were beneath hor feat , "
The letter dated January 6, 1834 opens with a fine New
Year's reflection:
.
"You have taught me one thing Ny dear Sister and it 18
r1ght you should profit by it--to scan my letters before I
send them, and if they will not bear a second perusal at
home not to send them on their destined course--and so with a
shea~ full of i~le thoughts which I penned in the shadow of a
clos1~ year--wnen my Dove had gone fJrth and could find no
rest for the sole of its foot--and a flood of evils were overwelming my (what you call well regulated) mind--1 have taken
council by your example and condeumed the paper to the fire-How many outpourings of the heart are thus devoted! traced
" 1n
. t ears that coursed dovm the writer's cheek fast as the
periods from their fluent pens" --but this I cannot withhold
because I experience its power that writing to you acted like
the harp of David on the vexed spirit of the King--and by the
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time my paper was full--I looked for the grief of which I
compla~ned and found·it not"•••••
"I can never realize the picture some moralists draw of. this
good world--calling it by such hard names--that one would th1nk
God had withdrawn his favor from the beautiful planet he creat~d
in love--and bestowed all his treasures on another s~ata in wh1ch
the beings he has placed in this must canter all their joys--now
how can we mixed creatures of clay be fitted for celestial
transports if in this our probationary sphere no glimpse of heaven
can be visible, no touch of happiness enter our hearts--the soul
that is within·us would not be prisoned during all our natural
lives in such a world and after be fitted for such a heaven, as
we can conceive of--if this blessed earth were such a den of
care and sorrow--.
I received a note from one of m;v neighbours a few days ago,
requesting the loan of my Bible, as she found according to ~
the time was near at hand When the Jews would be gathered to
their own land--an returning it she expressed her joy at finding
my Bible the same she used--she begged me not to let the light ·
that was in me be darkness" --but daily to examine myself--and
have regard to my soul" --by studying the scriptures etc.--and she
is so earnest that I cannot help being obliged to her--tho she
send me more books than I can read--and should try to canonize
herself by my conversion--thank God I have the law and the
prophets and arn willing to hear them •••••
I wept for joy that I had such a brother as your dear husband
to buy that afflicted mother and daughter from the base servitude
to which they ware doomed, and my knowledge of his feelings &
character made me anticipate the issue before I turned the page
on which with such sweet words you record the act--I hope the
poor blacks will prove worthy of his mercy and fit to supply
soma of your losses--If God did not allow some noble spirits
inhabiting a sable skin her husband & old master would have
changed compaxions ••••

'

1

';;

'

,;
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In the letter written March 9 1834 the writer discusses the
subject of phrenology and follows this by a fine reflection on
nature which she calla "our first and last love." The passages
are as follows:
"I am reading a delightful book which if you have not sean
already, I will send you--"Spurzheim's Phrenology"--! was rather
prejudiced against the science some years ago from hearing it
treated very unphilosophically by persons who used it as a cant
word of which they understood very little--but haupening to meat
with a work on education by the same author--and the interesting
account of his character--his visit to this country & his death-gave me a keener relish to enjoy his great work and if the study
of his theory can be applied to the purpose of education every
parent and teacher ought to be a phrenologist--then if perfectibility
carmot be attained in human nature--still many evil propensities
may be repressed and good ones applied to their most useful results--how many difficulties too might be saved in choosing pro-
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fassions for boys when the whole map of the mind is drawn ir.
legible marks on the skull--one must however be '.vell skilled
before they determine--for my part I can only see developments
where I know characters-"The spring has opened here in the most beo.utiful appearances--vegetation is prematurely advanced I fear our rosebushes are in ~eaf & willows quite green already: 1 always
proved the spring--but now as I advance in years it is still
more lovely--nature is our first and last love, for we outgrow taste for every pleasure less enduring and less pure-or rather we have a portion in ourselves which harmonizes
with all the work of the creator's hands the green earth-our mother & our tomb--the air we breathe-- the heavens to
which we aspire --all commune with our affections and draw us
to the worship of God--would that we ,amazed at the wonders
we witness in creation--and the all end urina benevolence
manifested in the care with which every cre~ture is provided
for,--honored the image we bear by making ourselves more
perfect--and imitate his mercy in our intercourse with our
fallow creatures-In the letter of July 20 1U34 occurs a
on a Shakespearean line. Towards the close
Gratz writes entertainingly of the marriage
Shakespearean actress Fanny Kemble whom she
southern aristocrat Pierce Butler.

thoughtful comment
of the letter tliss
of the great
knew well to the

"Shakespeare has beautifully expressed the pm•fers of
meditation "to find books in the running brooks, sermons in
stones and good in everything" and few of us (tho less
inspired) but may trace back in our minds that spark of
divinity which may be kindled to our ovm edification where
no visible object has been present to illuminate our f'acul ties-does this not encourage us to believe that nature has done
greatly for us? when we feel, what others have pOi';er to
ax press. The cul ti va ti on and improvement of faculties prove
they are blessings not only to their possessors, but to their
species--as long as language is understood Shakespeare will
commune with the human heart, and will reach out a fellowship, which no distance of time can change, f' or nature is
always the same ••••••
The JOO.rriage of Fanny Kemble made some talk for a few
days--she went to church' and the ceremony was pref?rmed on a
saturday morning just before the steamboat started 1n which
the party embarked for New York, at which place her.per~ormance
was announced for Mondey evening--some passengers sa1d sne wept
all the way up to Bristol--her marriage was ~nser~ed in the
papers--and it was thought indecorous that tne bride sh?uld a
appear on the stage by her former name, r:rr. Butler accompan,~ino
her on the journey--but these incongrui tles were thus. explawed-she had consented to another year's labours for her fathe~, and
was to have accompanied him to England--when the time arrived,
her ·lover who was prevented by a law suit from leaving the
country ~auld not bear to part with her, without first securing
her hand--and when married, would not consent to the separation
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or to her continuin~ on the stage--her Father was angry at losing the
aid of her professi~nal talents, considered himself w~onged and
deceived and make the poor girl very sad, after all tne good already
done for him & his family--she wrote to him a letter imploring
.
that he would consent to her remaining with her husband after fulfilling her engagement hera--he consented, angrily--because he
houed to have retired with eclat on a good fortune, but embarked
without her--since which it is reported that the Miss Butlers, have
granted an annuity to her Mother which secures her from any disappointment her daughter's retirement might occasion and thus the
O'Ood and talented Miss K is rewarded for her filial duty, and it
is believed she will be a very happy wife, if so she may employ
her leisure in wiring nioral tales from her own experience--or if
she should be disappointed in this dear & rational expectation-she may devote her genius to writing & acting another tragedy-the Butler family receive her very cordially so for the love of
nature & of romance we will suppose she is to be happy" •. • • •
Unfortunately Miss Gratz' supposition was not realized.
marriage proved very unhappy.

The

John Randolph the brilliant and eccentric Virginia statesman
had died in 1833 in Fhiladelphia. Shortly thereafter a nephew
published a volume containing Randolph's correspondence. Commenting on this boolc Miss 'iratz writes in her letter of July 20,
1834 to her sister in Law:
Have you seen John Handolph' s letters!' Sarah is reading them
aloud to her Sisters & me, as an hour's exercise of a morning-and we are much pleased with them--there is much affection, and
rational domestic kindness for which we never gave that eccentric
genius credit--the nephew to whom they are addressed was a frequent
visitor at our house, and was warmly attached to his Uncle--it is
a pity subsequent caprice they vindicate Randolph's character from.
the charge of heartlessness--he was so deeply interested for his
sister's children, and took upon him to provide for so many
destitute boys that he must have been by nature tender & generous-compare the character of hi~ mind during this period--with that
exhibited in public later in life--and ju8t before his death i I
think there can be no doubt that he labored under occasional
aberrations of mind, which were as decidedly a disease as any
that afflicted his body. If he had been blast with a tender wife,
how ·different might have been the colour of his destinyt--Whatever
the lords of creation may imagine, they are infinitely the most
helpless beings in the decline of life unconnected by the ties of
family--the sedentary habits of women keep them dependent only for
a few comforts on their friends--but the man who has no one to
influence, and. conoo le him, when vehement passions, painful diseases and disappointed pride cross his vexed spirits--it is a sad
spectacle of suffering & helplessness--I should be frightened for
our single brothers when such a picture is presented to my mind-if it were not for the hope that I may be able to repay all their
goodness to me by keeping up a domestic home with those charities
alive, which may rescue them from the worst effects of bachelordomcare-for-nobody-independence11
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and if ~~u ~I~ n~t ~~;~i~h~~t~~~ 8 ~~ri~ ~~t
to take ysuch set. her ~tamp ?n my. character I would not venture

~Km~~~~ s~:~a~?

8

neither fortu a Vlew of my S1 tuatlon--bu~ indeed, we who have
must
d
ne to support' nor other rlght to an establishment
en eavor to set up a claim to usefulness in soma subordinate way. to reconcile us to the idea of not be inC" a burden
t o our relat1ons--"
o
the UT~e famous En~lishwoman Miss Harriet Martineau visited
.
111 ted States 111 1834. In writing to her sister in law
on December 27, of that year Miss Gratz refers to this visit
in these words:
"Yesterday l.Iy dear Sister I wrote a letter of introduction
to you for Miss Martineau VJhich you will probably not receive
before June b~~ I am sure you will be pleased with her, She
has been spena1ng a rn:."~nth in this city, and made her home at
Mr. Furness; now. tho she h,c"s bean entertained at "O'reat mens
tables" --gone the round of fashionable all public institutions-from the academy of science to the grim penitentiary--1 believe
the most acceptable testimony I can offer to her worth is the
e~thusiastic admiration of the frank hearted Mrs, F. You will
f1nd her perfectly well bred & unaffected--her conversation full
o~ i~teresting anecdote of men & manners--quite una~l:.JUmin:S &
w1ll1ng to talk of her Olfm works with candour and in all respects
such a woman as one rarely meets, and c8Jlnot fai 1 to admire--r
believe you have read her tales--! know I have told you how much
they please me --and therefore you may imagine hov1 much p,;ra t ified
I was to find their author so accessible and warm hearted--if
she turna upon us the point of a "satiric pen" vihen she leaves
the country I shall never again trust to my judgment in descrying
the reality of' candour from its counterfeit--I v1as not able to
entertain her ,,,,but she was plentifully feasted here--and
in giving her a passport to your acquaintance I have done more
for her gratification, and our credit than if I had given her
ten parties •••••••
"a Bachelor's ball is announced here for Twelfth Night-to which all the Belles are looking with eager anLicipation-and would you believe it--we are so ignorant as notto know
to what Twelfth Night owes its origin--pray My dear Sister
enlighten us on the subject--s orne have conjectured tha. t it
owed its notoriety to the change of style, when Christmas was
so far back on· the calendar but some learned authorities tell
us that the Romans had a custom of choosing a King & Quean
on twelfth night which they derived from the Greeks. I once
heard a long discussion on the antiquity of "April fools"
and hare is another familiar custom equally obscure--however
on such innocent standpoints it is better even the learned
should dispute--than on as trifling & unimportant differences
of. opinion on araver
~ubjects which have kept the world in
0
long continued ferment--and "broken the bonds of brotherhood
asund!3r" in the great family of mankind--1 was talking to a
beautiful youn~ enthusiast last evening belonging to the
Orthodox church--who would not go to see Miss Martineau at
,Mr. Furness' house--nor be induced on any consideration to
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enter the Unitarian church--tho' \verily be~~~~: ~~!nAi~:t~~o~aul
could never have been more aloquen or ~o~~s discou;sas are axpreacher of that temple --theytadmli~ D't~~s--~s
i
not this a distinct ion
callent moral lessons--but no re 1~ .
in which religion is sacrificed to preJudice?
The sublime beneficent Holy Spirit, to which all forms are
utward cost~mes in which different nations chu~e t~ dress it-~:ts~ill the same and all who lift their souls on hlgh.ln.Adoration
rna walk the earth in charity with one ano~her--but th1s lS a
st~anO'e turn to "'iva "my April f'ool"--forglve me, dearest M~ria,t
as I ~m not expe~ted to agree with the disputants·! hear al sor s
of opinions discussed •••••

'

In the letter of May 27 1839 Miss Gratz discusses entertainingly a number of books published recently:
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.
"Than~s, what grateful th~nks r;:y dear Sister I owe you,
for.your k1nd letters, over wh1ch 1 have wept again, and
aga1n--and prayed for my beloved brother--whose ~rief I share
'
but cannot measure even by that which fills my h~art--all
human sympathy are but drops of comfort in his areat sorrow
bu t ...,.o d 1n
' h'1s mercy will open a fountain
I
O
of consolation
to I
his mourning spirit--the beloved son, whom "He crave and
hath taken a~ay'' will rise in an angel's form, to whisper
peace--memor1a~s of all his virtues & loveliness his pure
~nd innocent l1fe, and brave qualities--the noble heart as
tender and full of' filial lave--all perfected and immortal-will in future be to him his very son--his beloved Cary ••••
('I
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"I have been reading a most stupid immoral novel, by Lady
Bulwer., for no other reason than because it is said to be the
picture of their own life, and I have always thought so badly of
her husband's character that my curiosity was awakened to know
how they would make it out themselves--I must say I feel lass
respect'for her ladyship since she has spoken for herself--but
I hope it will have the goo~ effe~t of puttin~ down the fashion
of admiring the poison dist1lled from the profligate pen ~f her
husband since his character is so fully exposed--we may 1ndaad
turn wi~h delight to the pages of Sr. w. Scott, and find in his
life and letters such nature & purity as gives a brighter glow
to his O'enious & his virtues--have you read Prescott's "Ferdinand
& Isabella?" if not I think it will interest & ante rtain you-r must confess I turn with disgust from the intolerance an~
superstition of the age--and can scarcely agree with the h1storian
.,.in his praise of Isabella's benevolence and piety when the stake
·and the gibbet were continually reeking with the blood of Jews &
heretics--it is a bad argument for one in so responsible a situation as the Quean that she was under the dominion of her priests-however great allowance must be made for the spirit of the age
she lived in, and she was the admiration and wonder of her day-1 have been reading an account of the "Secret Societies of the
Middle Ages"--and there too we have nothing but fanaticism and
persecution--Institutions founded under the auspices of religion
made first the tools and then the victims of fiery Zeal and
superstition--what a revolting picture does every history of human
society present--we must turn to individual exceptions if we would
he reconciled to our ovm species--and fortunately in every age
such may be found to plead for Mercy on their erring fellows"---I regret that time and space will not permit me to give
excerpts from more of this unusual correspondence. I shall now
make quite a leap in order to present a few expressions from the
letters written during the Civil War Period. Miss Gratz a strong
Unionist was greatly concerned for the Union cause in Kentucky.
Her brother was an undeviating supporter of the Union also and
contributed greatly in holding the state loyal to the North,
The letter written August 23rd, 1861 speaks of the death of her
brother's youngest son Cary a soldier in the Union army who was
killed in the battle of Wilson's Creek, Wisconsin, August 10 1861.

Your second letter, which I have also received, gives
me great comfort, as it tells me Bon is more composed--1 trust
the efforts of his friends will be successftll in obtaining the
dear remains--Frank Blair is now on the spot to aid them--1
pray Kentucky will not be involved in this dreadful strife-we live here in constant agitation--every days account of wrongs
and outrages perpetrated by kindred on each other--of familiar
friends becoming bitter foes, is too appallin~ to be realized,
in our late happy country--even members of the same family
warring against each other •••
The letter of September 12th 1861 dwells on the same
theme, It is addressed to Mrs. Ann Gratz the secm1d wife of
Benjamin Gratz whom he had married in 1844.
Dear dear Ann, what changes have taken place in our
once happy country. One can scarcely realize they are at home-in the u.s. of America--and are at war with each other I have
been reading some loving letters from some so near to me in
blood & affections whose arms are perhaps now raised against
the hearts at which they have fed--and the bosoms of' those who
have cherished them--this I cannot but lament as among the
horrors of war. The recent news from Kentucky is very cheering. God grant you may be sv ccessful and retain your allegiance
to the Union--such men as Halt & Anders )n & Crittenden must encourage your patriots to fight in the good cause. I hope the
Governor will be true to his promise •••••
11

Mrs. Gratz' son by her first marriage, Joseph Shelby
had enlisted in the Confederate army. He later rose to fame
in the southern cause as General Joseph 0. Shelby. Miss Gratz
makes reference to this son as follows:
''I sympathize with you too my dear Am1, in the anxiety which
is so harassing by the uncertain accounts the papers b~ing of
the contending armies--we may pray for Jos per~onal safety-tho' we cannot for the success of his arm~--Faith in Him, ~ho
in justice & in Mercy rules over the dest1n~ of all.must ~1ve
us patience' Tomorrow will be a holy da,y Wl th us--Sabbatn
& the Day 0 ; Atonement, when memorials of the dead mingle
with petitions for the living and we endeavor to p~rify ourselves by devotion, confession & repentance--you w1ll all be
remembered by me, in the house of prayer--

'
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Extracts from some unpublished Letters of Rebecca Gratz
The original of sir Walter scott's "Rebecca"

The letter of November 14th 1862 speaks of the dismissal of
General 1TcClt3llan who by a slip of' the pen is called McClennel.
"Thera is no appearance of light breaking upon the affairs
of our country--the dismission of Genl. McClannel has greatly
shaken my hopes, and seems to have appalled th~~e who looked upon
him with due confidence in his worth & patriot1sm--Lizzie wrote
me that her Father strove with all his might to avert the evil-in vain--she also says every v10rd about the destitution of the
noble army is true --their Genl would not move till they were
clad--they marched by here, barefooted & ragged--so that her
mother even on sunday all day gave needles and thread to mend
their ra~s--where can the fault be that such things exist, when
such qua~tities of clothing and shoes are furnished? we hea~ the
enemies soldiers are well clad--and our brave fellows are suffering--"There seems some thing is rotten in the state of Denmark"-who can find it out?-In the letter of April 15th 1863 Miss Gratz touches another
angle of the war situation.
"I marvel at the apathy of our community--with the knowledge
of Fleets of iron clad steamers preparing abroad which might
enter our rivers and lay our cities in ashes no movement of defense is made. Phila is as full of idle people the streets &
shops crowded & except in the exorbitant prices asked for qommodities--& freely given, the presence of' war is unheeded--except
indeed in the active works of charity--for the sick & wounded
brought to our hospitals. My Dear Brother, I am too old to do
any good, but feel deep interest in all this & pray for better
times,

! \'

The last letter in the collection was written May 13 1866
when Miss Gratz was eighty four years of age. It is a tender
message of sympathy called forth by the death of Hyman Cecil
the third son of her brother,

i' '

,,

>

"This mo~nent My beloved Ben, I have heard of your affliction
and my heart claims the privilege of sharing your affliction--of
mounning with you, the loss of your precious son--long sa para tions
from those we love is amon;; the severest trials of this life-particularly when sorrows oppres!:l those we dearly love. Oh my
brother my he.art mourns for you--even as if I were with you to
miss the daily intercourse of your son--his warm affactionaie
heart was ever so full of love that be was endeared to all who
came under its influence, and my memory of all its overflowin"'
kindness will keep his memory aver green in our hearts--alas: I
feel so isolated from you and your beloved family--that I feel
as if worlds already separate us yet my heart clings to you all
with unwonted tenderness.·

i
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My beloved Brother and Sister, accept. my tenderest love and
sympathy--give my devoted love & sympathy to all your dear
children and believe me ever most affectionately your own Sister
& friend
R. Gratz

Extracts fro~ some Unpublished Letters
The Origlnal of Sir Walter acott's of Rebecca Gratz
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The extracts here ~iven fr
1 .
. fully attest the warmthoof hear~m ad co ~~l~ous correspondence
an no lll ~y 0f spirit of
the fine and gentle lad
8
tura through the sympathe~~~ ~~:t~! ~ ma~e 7mm.?rtal in literawhose Rebecca was termed by Tha k ~ of Slr. ~alter Scott
character in the whole range of cf~~~io~~" be tne "sweetest

1

David .Fhilipson

BRIGHAM YOUNG
APRIL 3, 1 ~26

GEORGE L. WILLIAMS

William H, Saward said that America has never produced
a greater statesman than Brigham Young.
Without Brigham Young, Mormonism would not have been
important after its first few years. As a reli~ious
phenomenon, it contained little that promised vigorous life
or wide acceptance, but for fifty years it was a movement of
first-class economic and social importance in the United states
and f~r tw~nty-five was, with slavery, one of the two permanent'
poli t1cal 1ssue s. It was the personality of Brigham You~
mora than any other factor that developed it into a cohesive
and prosperous economic organization. Without Mormonism
which hampered rather than contributed to his powers, and
with more favorable early environment, Brigham Young's services
to the nation
. l at large might have been as ~reat and useful
compara t 1 ve -:y, as they werEJ to the extraordinary movement in
which his native talents were expanded and to v.h ich they were
devoted.
0

,

It is now possible to write a life of Brigham Young-which is equivalent to a history of the Mormon Church--in
proper perspective. While the church has had a history of
only a century, it has run the full normal course. It has had
its divine revelations, its prophets and patriarchs, persecutions, and martyrs, traditions and legends, its schisms and its
reformation, and has settled into a present condition of
placid prosperity. The spirit of modernism has raisec. some
doubts of the authenticity of the revelations and sug~asts
that Mormonism will never again be so original as to add to
the existing background. Mr. Werner's book achieves a true
perspective; it is neither anti-or pro-Mormon; it is not blind
to faults or oblivious to virtues. The style is lively and
interesting, and the narrative is frequently brightened by
witty comrnant or amusing turns of speech.
Mormonism can be explained only by the story of Joseph
Smith, Jr., who described himself as its author and proprietor.
Brigham Young and· Joseph Smith, Jr., ware both born in
Vermont--Brigham in 1801, and Joseph in 1805. Although they
did not meet until 1832, their lives followed parallel courses.
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Their fathers were nomadic tenant farmers. Both families ware
large and desperately poor. Repelled by the stony soil of
Vermont, both families, in the infancy of their star-marked sons,
followed the drift of migration to the western part of New York
where they continued their i~inerant farming.
Joseph inherited a tendency to religious idiosyncrasy. His
parents practiced an electicism of belief unusual to descendants
from covenanters and Puritans. They saw visions that they
interp~eted as proving that no existing church was truly
representative of Jesus and the apostles.
Joseph's father believed that he could locate buried treasure
by means of a divining rod, while Joseph himself let it be understood that he was peculiarly gifted in money-digging by the aid
of a peep-stone of singular appearance, and it was said that
much of the time of the Smith boys was devoted to bootless
searching for buried· treasure.
Joseph had only the most elementary education. He could
read and write and cypher enough for the practical requirements
of his environment. His books were the Bible, in which he was
pretty well versed, the autobiograpby of Captain Kidd, which may
have stimulated his treasure-hunting, and the Memoirs of
Stephen Burroughs, an unordained traveling preacher, which may
have suggested a career of practical religion. ,

~

.

'

He ·lived an aimless life, working at odd jobs, when he
worked at all, loafing, dreaming and money digging, and, by his
own confession, yielding to the "gratification of appetites
offensive to God," He does not specify their nature, but straitlaced neighbors reported that as a young man he was· frequently
drunk.

'

I

t '
I

The neighborhood of his home was the scene of fervid
religious excitement. It was the period when Lorenza Dow was
exhorting the frontiers, and revivals flourished. A dozen
denominations struggled for converts. The people of the backwoods
aettlernants found almost their sole intellectual interest in
',doctrinal disputes, and their chief emotional outlet in religious
experiences, which, if not permanent, were vehement. Joseph was
affected by the spirit of the time, and concern for hie salvation
filled his mind with anxious forebodings.

.'
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On a night when his conscience was particularly tender
because of his waywardness, a personage appeared standing in the
air by his bed, in the glory of whose presence the small room was
lighter than at midday. He introduced himself as the angel Moroni
a messenger from God. "He said there was a book written on gold '
plates giving an account·of the former inhabitants of this continent •••• a~d that there were two stones in silver bows ••••
call~d the Ur1m and Thummim •••• that God had prepared for the
purpose of translating this book" but that it was not yet time for
Jos?ph to get them, While the angel was talking Joseph saw in a.
vis1on that the plates were buried in Cumorah bill, conveniently
. near the Smith home.· Moroni made several subsequent appearances.
In'one of them he authorized Joseph to unearth the plates four
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years later. Joseph i
a silver mine on f mproved the interval by searching for
,
a arm in Pennsylvania
db
the farmer s daughter, Emma Hale.
' an Y eloping with
Moroni faithfully kept h'
and on September 22 1827 J lS rendezvous at Cumorah Hill
Brigham Young, who iived fif~==~h ~~s given the golden plates.
membered that on that night h
IDl tes away, afterwards ree saw s range portents in the
heavens.
about T~:v!~a~~;~~!on of the plates appears to have taken
behind a curtain whi c~ o~~~\~eoulsd dicdtaltetthe translation from
.A
·
acre P a es from profane
successlon of amanuenses assisted in th 1 b
eyes.
were Martin Harris, who paid for the prin~ina ~~,t~:o~; ~hom
~~~ponse to a divine command revealed througg Joseph a~d in
ver Cowdery, a schoolmaster, who was useful in um'iri
dispute~ spellings and grammatical constructions. Ai th~
conclus1on of the work Moro~i took backthe plates.
The Book of Mormon, copyrighted in the nama of "Jos Smith
r., .Author and Proprietor," i~ the dullest of books. M~rk
'
Twain calls it ?hloroform in print. It is an account of the
wars and wander1ngs of the Nephites and Lamanites, lost tribes
of Israel, and. ance~tors of the Am~rican Indians.. It presents
no new theologlcal 1deas, but asserts the total inadequacy of
all other attempts at spiritual leadership except those of
Jesus, whom it includes as the source of ail spiritual and
religious knowledge.
J

On .April 6, 1830, the Church of Jesus Christ was organized
at Palmyra, N. Y., by Joseph Smith, Jr., and six others. Some
years later the distinguishing appellation "of Latter-day Saints"
was added to the name. The families of the founders joined
en masse,.but ?ther converts came in rather slowly, probably
'Eicause h1s ne1ghbors could not recognize the chosen prophet
of God in the boy they had known so long as the laziest and
raggedest in the vicinity. Moreover, he was convivial and spun
entertaining yarns, while prophets shou1d be solitary fierce
and denunciatory, Nor did the book sell to the satisfaction
of its author. The Angel Moroni had fixed the price of :~1. 75,
but as the sales lag~ed Joseph received authority from God to
reduce the price to ~1.25.
The founders were delighted when one of Joseph's un- J
married sisters was found to be pregnant, and immediately
declared it an imnaculate conception that would end in the
coming of a new MeSsiah. It was set down to disobedience when
the miracle resulted in a still-born girl. Disbelievers chnrged
that one of Joseph's disciples, rather than God, was the father.
No proof was adduced i~ support of either theory.
.Among the early converts were Parlay Pratt and Sidney
Rigdon, who had been Campballite preachers at Kirtland, a village in northeastern· Ohio. Fratt journeyed to Palmyra to refute the new religion and remained to be baptized, and he converted R'igdon. At their suggestion it was decided to remove
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the church to Kirtland wha.r·e Smith's history was unknown.
Brigham Young first saw the Book of Mormon a few weeks after
it was published, when he was twenty-nine years old • Toward this
new religion he adopted a skeptical attitude as he had do~a toward
others. He had. grown up in the same maelstrom of contend1ng creeds
that had bred bewilderment in the mind of Joseph Smith. His efforts
to determine which was right led him to attend the meetings of
Episcopalians, Presbyterians, New Lights, Baptists, Fre~will Baptists,
wesleyans, Reformed Methodists, and Quakers, and left h1m in a firm
belief in God and heaven and in Satan and hell, but a steadfast
refusal to accept anyone else's interpretation of them; and he did
not let himself be stampeded into the new religion. Independence
of the thought of his environment was a characteristic that
stren"'thened as he grew older. He took two years to consider, and
was b~ptized in April 1832. His shrewd, skeptical and unexcitable
Yankee mind may have acted on other considerations than his conviction of the truth of Mormonism. He may have realized that as a
business venture it was.worth trying. The family fortunes had n?t
improved, He was married, with two young daughters, and was hav1ng
a bard time to make a living. Many years later he said in a
sermon, "In my youthful days ••• if I had on a pair of pants
that would cover me, I did pretty well." He had spent only eleven
days and a half at school. His nominal occupation was that of
carpenter and painter, but ha,supplemented it in summer by working on farms from sunrise to dusk at six bits a day, and in winter
by chopping wood for eighteen cent~ a cord.
Brigham's wife died a few months after his conversion, and a
short time later he and his two daughters, with Heber Kimball and
his family, moved to headquarters at Kirtland, in which.more
favorable soil the church enjoyed a rapid growth. The loyal
members of the orthodox churches who saw Mormonism prospering at
the expense of their own organizations, very naturally fought it,
not only with propaganda but sometimes with actual viole·nce. One
night the prophet was dragged from his bad and tarred and feathered
by a mob of crusading Baptist, Presbyterian, Campbellite and
Methodist neighbors,
t

,:
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Converts from other creeds of the unlettered and uncritical
type among whom the missionaries worked could accept the new
religion with no wrenching of their faith, since it included Jesus
Christ and all the Christian rites and ~rivileges to which they
were accustomed, and could even find in it a refuge from the confusion of quarreling sects which it claimed to supersede ~y right
of a new direct and authoritative revelation. If flattered them
by promising a monopoly of righteousness in a heaven of Indian
magnificence. They saw nothing to lo sa in embracing Mormonism,
with the possibility of much to gain, and their faith was warmed
by the daily revelations the Prophet received direct from God
and by his intimate relations with angels. Any who had a sense
of humor--of which we muot suppose ther a were few, other than the
Prophet himself--might have been attracted to him by his dexterity
in evading demands for inconvenient miracles. A visiting clergyman demanded a miracle as proof of the divine commission of the
:Prophet. "Well·," asked Jose~h, "what will you have dona~ Will
you be struck dumb or blind? Will you be paralyzed, or have your
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your hand withered? Take
Jesus Christ it sh~ll be d;~~rn ch,~ice and in the name of
miracle I want" said the visitor T~at is not the kind of
said Joseph, ."for I shall n t b : Then you shall have none,"
convinct you." Years later o i r~nft trouble on another to
from Europe who had lost a ie~n a La~e City, a,convert
it restored. Brigham profess~da~fed
Br1gha~ Young to have
8
comply if the il rim
mself ent1rely willing to
indeed be a co~ve~ienc:o~~db!c~~Pt.t~edco~sequences. It would
of legs for the rest of his
rnls 8 Wlth a full complement
tion not only would the leg ~:r~h~y 1 liie, but in the resurrecitself to his bod b t
_a os arise and reunite
give him and he ~~ul~ t~ls ob the leg which Brigham would now
throu~ho~t eternit
us e encumbered with three legs
on ea~th rather thyan' bThe pitlgrim ~referred to remain crippled
e mons rous 111 heaven.

spiri~~=lp~i~et's revelations were by no means confined to
ers, nor was their author disinterested in
Joseph Smith's temporal welfare. The first revelation at
Kirtland instructed the faithful that Joseph Smith sh ld
have a house buil~ in which to live and translate, an~~ a few
days later, that 1f they desired the Kingdom they must provide
him with foo~ and raiment, Joseph had ordained his father as
Patriarch,,wlth t~e duty of issuing blessings, and God revealed
that for h1s serv1ces he should receive "ten dollars per week
and expenses." One revelation that amounted to a practical
joke, was called the "Word of Wisdom." Joseph conducted a
school for elders in his house. After each session the air
reeked with tobacco smoke and the floor was filthy with tobacco
spit. The brethren resented but could not ignore the complaints
of Joseph's wife, Sister Emma, who had to clean the room and
_suggested that the Prophet inquire of the Lord with resp~ct to
the conduct of the elders and, as well, of his wife. The
result was a revelation that discountenanced the use of tobacco
but worked no discrimination in favor of the women siuce it
'
forbade also the use of coffee, tea, and other hot drinks. The
Lord was careful to explain, however, that obedience was
expedient rather than compulsory.
An idiosyncrasy of the Prophet's was a ludicrous pretension to philological erudition. He had displayed what purported to be a copy of one of the golden plates consisting of
miscellaneous and haphazard "characters" which he~ said were
reformed Egyptian; his letters were copiously interlarded with
real or pretended phrases from many languages, each tagged with
the name of the language, and accompanied with its translation;
he derived the word "Mormon" from the English "more" and the
Egyptian "mon," meaning good, the word the ref' ore signifying
"more good." A traveling show-man heard of the new prophet
in the West who could decipher curious languages and arrived
in Kirtland with four Egyptian muwnies wrapped in papyrus.
Joseph translated some of the papyri to the show-man's
satisfaction, and received in return a testimonial ~hich might
well serve as a model for all compositions of the k1nd.
"This is to make kriown to all who may be desirous,
concerning the knowledge of i·.ir, Joseph Smith, Jr., in decypher-
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in~ the ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic characters in my possession,

whlch 1 have, in many eminent cities, showed to the most learned;
and from the information that I could ever learn, or meat with~
I find that of Mr. Joseph smith, Jr., to correspond in the moat
minute matters,
"Michael H. Chandler
"Traveling with, and proprietor of Egyptian Mummies."
Joseph was charmed to discover that the papyri wer~ manu-.
scripts of Abraham and Joseph, and published a translat1on under
the name of the "Book of Abraham."
In Kirtland Brigham Young was appointed the third Of the
twelve a;ostles, and was admitted to the councils of.the Prophet.
In winter he worked at his trade of carpenter and.pa1nte~, ~nd in
summer he traveled as a missionary. Because of h1s conv1nc1ng
assumption that he taught the final verities, and his ~rrasistible
religious fervor, he was more successful than any Of hlS fallows,
Missionaries to the Indians in Missouri had brought glowing
accounts of the country, and Smith had recei va~ a revelation that
the permanent ~ion of the church would be in Ivllssouri. This
settlement now offered a city of refuge when troubles accumulated
on his head in Kirtland. He had organized a bank, which, because
it was not chartered, issued nota s under the name of the Kirtland
Safety Society Anti":'Banking Association. The failure of this bank,
compl.icated by a charge that Joseph had seduced an orphan living
in his family so enraged the neighboring Gentiles that Smith and
Young fled fo; their lives to the settlement at Far West, Missouri.
The story of Mormonism in Missouri is brief and turbule.nt •
The Mormons were Eersonaa non ~ratae to their Missouri neighbors.
They were easterners and were not slave-holders, and so were deemed
abolitionists; they held differing religious views, and their
assumption of spiritual superiority and their proselyting ware
resented; and, most unforgivable, the Mormons worked harder and
were more prosperous. They had been harried from county to county,
and made their last stand at Far West. On July 4, 1838, Sidney
Rigdon delivered an oration in which he dealt rather freely with
the enemies oft he church, and with ill:-advised oratorical license
dared them to a war of extermination. This challenge was good
news to the rough border settlers to whom it was addressed, and
tha war began, with murder and outrage on both sides. In the
midst of this turmoil Smith and Young arrived in Missouri. The
Mormon leaders, with the exception ·of Young, were betrayed into
the hands of the militia, who ware helping rather than suppressing
the mobs. General Lucas, commanding the militia, issued this
laconic order:
"Brigadier General Doniphan
"Sir: You will take Joseph Smith and the other prisoners
into the public square at Far West, ana. shoot them at hine
o'clock tomorrow morning."
General Doniphan, who afterwards performed distinguished
service in'the Mexican War, replied, 11 It is cold-blooded murder,
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I wil~ not obey your orders. If you executa these men I
h 1 Will
hold you responsible before an earthly tribunal
God." The prisoners were held f or trial and confined
' so ainP me
jail.
. T~a Mormons, beaten into submission determined to leav 8
lvhssouri,
and ox n· Valuable farms were traded for' old wugon8 horses
a ' or were conveyed for nothirP at the muzzle' of
The responsibility of superintending the removal of the ~h~~~·
thousand who remained alive and loyal fall to Briaham Young
w~o had now succeeded to the important post of Pr~sident of'
~he Apostles. He led them into Illinois, where the people of
Quincy, moved by the story of their wrongs, offered sympathy
and aid. After six months in jail the Prophet got his ~uards
helplessly drunk, and escaped to join his friends in Illinois.
The ten buildings that constituted the little hamlet of
C?mmarce stood. on the east bank of the Mississipni. Its situatlon was beaut1ful and it was surrounded by fertile bottom land
but it was malarial and so was for sale cheap. The Mormons had'
earned a reputation for thrift and were permitted to buy it on
cr~dit. T~ey re-named it Nauvoo--from the Hebrew, the Prophet
sa1d, mean1ng beautiful, and conveying also the idea of repose
Thera was something wrong with this etymology for Hebrew
'
sc~olars do not identify the word, nor was th~ repose of the
Sa1nts long continued.
The settlement prospered. In what seemed a miraculously
short time crops were produced and new buildings appeared.
Meanwhile Brigham Young led a missionary expedition to England
for a year. The missionaries were particularly successful
among the poverty-stricken industrial population. They made
eight thousand converts, of whom they sent one thousand to
Nauvoo, and even entertained hopes of converting c.ueen Victoria
and Prince Albert. It is a mystery how the missionaries lived,
for they went literally without purse or wallet. Years afterwards Brigham Young said that he would put his hand in his
pocket and find money that had not been there before. A
contemporary humorist irreverently suggested that he did not
always put his hand into his own pocket.
On his return to Nauvoo Brigham Young found the people
busy in the erection of .an imposing temple and e. boarding house,
in accordance with revelation, one for an eternal habitation of
the Lord and the other for the lodging of Joseph Smith and his
descendants from generation to genc-Jration. There were many
visitors to Nauvoo and their entertainment had become a burden
to the Prophet. The boarding house would make him tavern keeper
as well, and his guests would pay for their lodging. The revelation not only selected for it the name The Nauvoo House, by grace
of which appellation any traveling stranger would instuntly
divine its function, but presented in minute detail the organization of the stock company by which it was to be erected, and revealed the Lord as a capable corporation promoter who talked
in:the language of the King James version.
In the election o~ 1840 both political part~es sought the
Mormon vote. Smith demanded in trade a charter for Nauvoo, and
another for his militia organization, the Nauvoo Legion. The

!'·
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deal was made with the Whigs and the charters were granted. The
city charter gave the mayor and alderman legislative powers limited only by the Constitution of the United States and.o~ the
State of Illinois and gave them power to act as a mun1c1pal
court. The legio~, consisting of about five thousand men, was
made a virtually independent army. The Prophet was co~missioned
Lieutenant General. Mormons boasted that he was the f1rst American
since George washington to hold such exalted military rank; and
he preferred to be addressed as General rather than by any other
title. All Mormons of military age were members of the legion.
Officers and men costumed their parts as they pleased, a~d the
results were picturesque and colorful. It furnished a l1nk between
this opera bouffe town and army and sober history to remember that
stephen A. Douglas steered the charters throughthe legislature and.
Abraham Lincoln voted for them.

~

,:'

In 1842, when Chicago had a population of four thousand,
Nauvoo with twelve thousand, was the largest town in the State •
As prophet, mayor and lieutenant general, Joseph Smith wielded
an immense power. The church held the balance of voting power
in the state. ·The cause seemed ·to be triumphing and confounding
its enemies but opposition was crystallizing. New reasons for
animosity t~ the Mormons were added to those that had existed in
Missouri. Many of them were English immigrants, and it was a time
when the spirit of '76· was still powerful and hatred of the
English was a patriotic duty. The solid voting power of the
church, which had been switched. from one party to another as selfish expedience seemed to suggest--once on the very eye of
election, in violation of explicit promises--raised the chimera
of politico-religious domination. The Missouri authorities made
repeated and legally unjustifiable efforts :to extradite Joseph
Smith. One trial was before Judge Stephen A. Douglas. At another,
before Judge Pope, Smith was attended by the apostles, and the
gallant judge was encircled by ladies described as brilliant and
beautiful. Smith's lawyer characterized the scene in his opening
statement. "May it please the court" he said, "I appear before
you under circumstances the most novel and peculiar. I am to
address the Pope," and he bowed low to the Judge, "surrounded
by angels" and he bowed still lower to the ladies, "in the presence of the Holy Apostles, in behalf of the Prophet of the Lordl"
The Prophet tired of these persecutions and retaliated in kind,
When agents were sent to arrest him, they were themselves arrested
by the municipal court of Nauvoo on· the charge of false arrest,
and .Smith discharged himself by a writ of habeas corpus issued out
of his own court. Finally an ordinance of Nauvoo made it an offense
punishable by imprisonment for life in the city jail to arrest the
Prophet until after he had been convicted in the municipal court.
The fury of the Gentiles seemed important. The fame of the
Prophet and the influence of the church appeared to grow like the
green bay tree. In·l844 Smith wrote to the candidates for the
Presidency asking for their views on Mormonism, and promising the
influence of the Church to the candidate that would agree to protect its rights. Receiving no replies from Cass and Van Buren,
and only unsatisfactory ones from Clay and Calhoun, he called a
Youna0 t as
convention at Nauvoo and nominated himself. Briaham
0
chairman of the campaign committee left immediately for the East
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to advance the cause P.t th'
that had been pilin 'u -f lS moment an avalanche of misfortunes
Prophet's head and~ p orbye~rs, began to roar about the
'
aspirations,
orever urled from sight his political
·
Although Joseph Smith s
tl
Kirtland before 1835 robab~cr~ Y practiced polygamy at
the Book of Abraham 'tgat he ~ 0 ~~ ~asdt~~n,.when he was writing
8
into a divine princi le
alve
ldea of erecting it
and Solomon, suggest~d tha~h~e!~:~P!~~ °~ Abr~~am, Jacob, David
more wives than on
d b f
e on e possession of
polygamy was essen~la~nto :a~~!ti~~: h~ew~~dc~~~inced.~hat
wise, ~r even safe, to make the doctrine ublic consl er it
its ex1stence was consistently denied durlno- hi~ ~r~e i~d~e~
S?me years aft~r his death. To put him in ~ountenance ~ith or
h1s followers 1t was necessary that they should adopt the
practice, and he conducted a secret propaganda amon.,. the most
trusiworthy, They confidently believed his stateme~ts that an
ange of G?d with a flaming sword ordered him to move forward
.and e~tabl1sh ~lural marriages, or he would be destroyed; and
that 1f they d1d not enter into the new covenant the Kingdom
of God. could not go one step further; but it was too ~hocki .,.
to the1r Puritan notions to win their immediate assent. Ma~
years later Brigham Young described his emotions· "I was not
desirous of shrinking from duty, but it was the first time in
my life I had desired the grave. When I saw a funeral I
envied the corpse~ ·aowever, the gravity of his reflections
did not prevent Brigham Young from manfully performing his duty.
The scruples of the older elders were likewise overcome by the'
persuasive examples of Abraham and David and Solomon and' th~
ac~ual practice of' the privileges of the new institution
qu1ckly satisfied them of its divine origin.

1

The Prophet set them an heroic example. In May 1843 he
added four wives to the nine he already had, all four less than
twenty years of age, The react ion of his first wife Emma to
this connubial vivacity took an embarrassing turn, a~d in the
interest of domestic peace, he appealed to the Lord to sanction
his behavior, Sister Emma, whose portrait wears an expression
of perplexity, as if she found life with tht1 Prophet rather
bewildering, and who was described at this time as ''a gaunt,
stern, hard-visaged woman of middle age," may herself have
been the moving influence in Joseph's trend toward polygamy.
He was now thirty~seven years old, six feet two in his stockings, strong and vigorous, with an indomitable spirit of youth,
and admitted even by his enemies to be handsome--a very proper
person to convince pious young women that human love is a
divine command.
On July 12, 1832, Joseph dictated the revelation on
celestial marriage to Elder Wm. Clayton. After it had been
written Bishop N. K. Whitney made a copy, bu which it was
preserved to posterity, as Sister Emma, a few days later,
teased Joseph for the original and burned it, an act of impiety,
for which, Brigham Young said, "she will be damned as sure as
she is a living woman."· The revelation announced an eternal
law that all·obligations to be binding in heaven must be sealed
by the Holy Spirit, and that only Joseph Smith, Jr., could
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administer the sealing. This applied especially to marriages.
Only those whose marriages were so sealed would be married in
heaven and all others would be their servants. What Abraham
and other patriarchs had dona, with the sole exception of
David's irregular affair with Uriah's wife, was by command o~ the
Lord to raise up a populous nation to his glory, and the falthful ~are instructed to "go therefore and do. the work of Abraham,
Enter into my law and be saved," More specifical.ly the revelation
said, "If any man espouse a virgin, and desire to espouse another,
and the first give her consent; and if he espouse the second • •
then is he justified , , and if he have ten virgins given to him
by this law he cannot commit adultery for they belong to him, and
they are given unto him, therefore is he justified ,n But it is
made vory clear that this sauce is for the gander only, not for
the goose; and that the institution was utilitarian in ~h~racter
rather than for the gratification of aesthetic sensibil1t1es or
biological sensations. "But if one or the other of the ten
virgins shall be with another man; she has committed.adultery and
shall be destroyed; for they are given to him to multiply and
replenish the earth , • , that they may bear the souls of men • •"
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God commanded Emma, "and let mine handmaid, Emma Smith,
receive all those that have been given unto my servant Joseph,
and who are virtuous and pure before· me • • • and I command mine
handmaid Emma Smith to abide and .cleave unto my servant Joseph,
and to none else."
But Jose-ph's tongue slipped, and he naively admitted the
justice of Emma's complaint "and again, verily, I say, let mine
handmaid forgive my servant Joseph his trespasses; and then shall
be forgi van her trespasses where in she has trespassed against rna."
'
; t·
'.
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As one result o:f the efforts at secrecy that surrounded the
doctrine and practice of polygamy, the total number of Joseph
Smith's wives is not certain, and even the twenty-eight whose
names are recorded could not absorb the abundance of his affection.
Some of the comelier of the young wives of the elders welcomed his
amative addresses, but his star entered its eclipse when he coveted
the wife of Wm. Law. The Laws organized an opposition group and
established a newspaper called the Nauvoo Expositor., with the
intention of exposing the sins of the Prophet. Its first and only
issue protested the belief of its publishers in the divine insPiration of Mormonism, but dealt very fully and frankly with the new
secret dispensation and with Smith's private life. A few d~ys
later, Smith, as mayor, in accordance with a resolution of the city
coun~il, ordered the city marshall to destroy the Expositor's press,
pi the type and demolish the building in which it had its office~
By evenin8 the order had been executed. This violent and arbitrary
behavior. crystalized the antagonism that had grown up against the
Mormons 1n the surrounding towns and country, into furious hatred of
Joseph.Smith. He had made preparations for flight to the Rocky
Mounta1ns, when he received from the Governor of the State notice to
appear at the neighboring town of Carthage to answer charges.
Joseph and his brother Hyrum obeyed the summons and were confined in
the Carthage jail. On the next afternoon, while the Governor was
at Nauvoo assuring the Mormons that their prophet would have a fair
trial, a mob broke into the jail and shot the prisoners. Hyrum was
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killed hinstantly
h d t o the Wl11dO'
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prophet's head was frustrated by a flash of
struck the knife from his hand · Th
·
seemed to slake the fury of th; mobe :::asslnamade to molest the inhabitants of N~uvoo,

. Wh~n these portentous events were happening Brigham Young
was 1n :;jalem, M~ssachusetts, in the interest of Smith' 8 aspiration to be ~~es1dent, .and Sidney i:Ugdon was in Pittsburgh, On
August 3~d ~1gdon arr1~ed in Nauvoo and immediately set about
capturin~ tne leadersh1p of the Church before Brigham Youn~
could return. At an outdoor mass meeting held August u, h~
sp()ke for an hour and a half, but he was disconcerted by the
knowledge, which had not reached the crowd that Youn~ bud
arrived the night before, andhis oratory w~s below hi~ usual
standard • .1\.s soon as Rigdon had finished, Young began to
speak from the rear of t ha audience. Several thousand backs
were immediately turned on Rigdon, and as many faces lighted
with wonder and pleasure as they turned to Bri~ham YouneS for
h~s voice seemed the voice of Joseph, and even°his statu;e seemed
to have growninto the stature of' the dead prophet. Many wrote
later ,that it was a repetition of the scene when Elijah's
mantle fell on Elisha. Unlike Rigdon, Brigham Young did not
ask to succeed Joseph Smith or to be head of t.he church. He
merely reminded the saints that the twelve a-postles, as ordained
by God, through Joseph Smith, ware the heads of the church, and
that no man could change that relation. The alternatives were
Sidney Rigdon or the Twelve. The vote of the people left the
church in ,the hands of the Twa 1va , and they were in the hands
of their Preside.nt, Brigham Young. Rigdon led an unsuccessful
schism, and passed the rest of his life in obscurity.
When the mob that murdered the Prophet saw that the
economic and political prosperity of his community continued
unimpaired, violent demonstrations against the Mormons were
resumed, Finally the apostles concluded that to remain in
Illinois would be useless, Every house in Hauvoo became a workshop and farms were traded for wagons and draught animals.
In February 1846, with two thousand followers, Brigham Young
began the hegira to the West by crossing tha Mississippi on the
ice and encamped on the wast bank. He believed that on this
~ho~ing of good faith the rest would be allowed to remain in
Nauvoo until a more convenient time for 5oing, but, in September,
after a pitched battle in the streets of the town, the Mor~nons
ware compelled to evacuate the place on only two hour3 not1ce.
Brigham Young had in mind no defini~e ~estination for his
flock. They wanted to get away from Chr1st1ans, and to a p~ace
beyond.the jurisdiction of the State ~overn~e?,ts. Cali~~rn1a
bel ongad to .Mexico and Oregon was cla1me d by ~ngland. .t!il ther
wouid do. on March first they broke camp. and moved forward.
The prairie mud was bottomless and tenacious, and the oxen,
for which th~y exchanged their horses at every opportunity,
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ware distressingly slow. April was a month of continuous rain,
but as the summer came on the weather improved and the gloom
lightened.
Near the present site of Council Bluffs, Iowa, winter
quarters were established. Brigham Young, with a scouting party
of a hundred and forty-five men and three women, set out for the
mountains to find a permanent home for the church. The long
monotonous, wearisome and dangerous journey, with no definite
destination wore on the spirits of the men, and Brigham Young
found suffi~ient exercise for all his diplomatic powers, as well
as for his spiritual authority, in maintaining peace and
discipline.
bn the journey, Brigham Young heard a great deal about the
valley of the Great Salt Lake, and the more he heard the mora
interested he became. He had decided not to go to California,
where living might be easier, but where his people must sooner
or later be surrounded by competitive neighbors.
On Saturday, July 24, 1847, Brigham Young, weak and ill from
mountain fever, lying on a bed, placed on a wagon, drove into the
open valley of Great Salt Lake. For several minutes he gazed
silently at one of the most ·impressive scenes on the continent.
On the far horizon gleamed the turquoise expanse of the lake, a
vast plain of virginsolitude and silence stretched between,
framed in a semicircle of snowcapped mountains whose flanks were
11
It is enough, 11 he said, "this is the right
clo thad with trees,
place •11
A nearer view of the valley was disappointing. The soil was
dry and sandy and saemed to bear nothing but sagebrush and sunflowers, and leisure for melancholy was not encouraged, On the
day of their arrival land was plowed and planted, Exploring
parties found hot springs and mountain streams of clear cold
water, and in the canons easily a vailabla timber, On the site of
their camp Brigham Young laid out the future city with wide
streets and large building lots.
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During this winter Brigham Young returned to winter quarters
to bring out another party, While there he concluded that his
guiding genius was indispensable to his people, and that he could
now successfully demand to be made President of the Church. Some
of the elders felt that Joseph Smith could have no successor but
Brigham insisted that his present position did not invest hi~ with
~ufficient au~hority. It was evidence of the growth of his
1nfluence and po~ar in the three years since the Prophet's death
that, almost without demur, the appointment was made by the
apostles and ratified by the people.

''

Twenty-four hundred emigrants left winter quarters in May 1848.
Brigham Young later described the character of their baggage:
di'
i
)

"We had to bring our seed grain, ·our farming utensils,
bureaus, sideboards, pianos, looking glasses, chairs, carpets,
shovels and tongs, and other fine furniture, with all the parlor
and cook stoves, etc, and we had to bring these things piled
together with the woman and children, helter-skeltar, topsy-turvy,
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with broken d~wn horses, ring-boned, spavined, pole evil,
fistula ~nd h1pped; oxen with three legs and cows with one
tit • Th1s was our only means of transportation and if we
had not brought our goods in this manner we sho{ud not have
had them, for there was nothing here,"
When they arrived at Salt Lake they found that the saints
who had spe~t the winter in the valley had endured great hardships, The1r food was almost exhausted, so that a pound of
gold for apound of flour was refused, When the animals had
bean eaten, soup was made from the hides, The Indians--who
we:e friendly--taught them which of the roots and herbs were
ed1bla. Tea and coffee disappeared from their diet, not
in obedience to the Word of Wisdom, but because the nearest
grocery was a thous~nd miles away, Despite their hunger, they
kept their seed gra1n, fenced twelve miles of farm land and
sowed their spring crops.
'
When the privation was greatest God revealed to Heber
Kimball that within a.short time everything the saints needed
could be bought at Salt Lake cheaper than in the states, Many
scoffed at the possibility of such a thing, but when the miracle
actually occurred a year later, it was deemed highly creditable
to God and Heber Kimball.
Not only the Indians but the other inhabitants of the valley
welcomed the saints to their new paradise, Wolves and wildcats
were most neighborly. Lorenzo Young spread poison about his
doorstep and found fourteen dead wolves in the morning. Mica
swarmed into the house, and it was sometimes necessary to catch
fifty or sixty before a family could sleep. Myriads of bedbugs
who lived in the bark of the mountain trees, did not desert
· their homes when they were built into log houses. But these
ware forgotten when the plagues of grasshoppers and crickets
came, The Mormons described the latter as a cross of a spider
and a buffalo. The despaired of saving any of their crops
from the ravages of these insects, and wondered what other
'torments their sins had dravm upon them, when enormous flocks
of white gulls from the islands of Great Salt Lake swept into
the valley; but their apprehension turned to thanksgiving for a
miraculous intervention of Providence when the gulls began to
devour the crickets as rapidly as possible. The gulls could
not get enough of this delicious food, As fast as they could
stuff themselves to the beaks, they disgorged and started anew;
and the crops were saved.
Every year emigrants arrived from winter qu~rters a~d
converts came from England. The settlement surv1ved fam1ne
and circkets, but the discovery of gold in Califor~ia.might
have disrupted it completely but for Brigham Young s 1nfluence
over his people. He denounced the lure of gold, and ap~ealed
to the saints to make a paradise of their wilder~ess a~u preserve
the solidarity of the church. The fear of hell 1n Cal1fornia
and promise of salvation at home, enabled most of them to overcome temptation. It was a triumph of B~igham Young'~ leadership
to make the riches of Zion more attract1ve to the sa1nts than
the wealth of ·~1 Dorado. Ten years later he was able to exult
over the prosperity of the Mormons compared to the haphazard
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of the californians.
It was the gold-Push that fulfilled Heber Kimball's pro·phecy.
Salt Lake was the end of the long trail across the plains, and
within easy distance of the mines. There were daily auctions in
the streets, at which the flood of forty-niners sold off averything not needed to keep them alive for the last stage of the
journey. Three or four yokes of oxen and heavy wagons were offered
for a horse and light wagon to carry a miner and his pick-axe to
the 0aold fields. Great quantities of clothing, furniture and tools
were offered for a tithe of their cost in theEast.
Brigham Young did not look approvingly on this flourishing
trade with the Gentiles. He had an almost passionate conviction
that isolation from the world, and an autocratic cooperative
economic order, were the only salvation for his heterogenous
people, and he fought sometimes savagely to sustain this principle.
Under the Mormon polity spiritual and temporal affairs were indissoluble. He insisted that nothing should be done without his
consent and he received implicit obedience. A Mormon who proposed
to enter business, to buy or sell a farm, or to court another wife,
was required to obtain Brigham Young's consent. If a ball was to
be given Brigham Young censored the invitation list. He encouraged
the people to consult him on everything, and said in a sermon, "If
you don't know how to do in order to do right, coma to me and I
will give you the word of the Lord on the subject."
Of course this system placed an enormous responsibility on
his shoulders, and subjected him to the consideration of innumerable trifles; it made him a nursemaid as well as an autocrat. One old lady tearfully reported that her husband had told
her to go to hell. Brigham gazed at her owlishly and said, "Wall,
don't go; don't ~o."
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The gold rush destroyed the isolation of Salt Lake City, and
Brigham Young saw that he must fight the Gentiles with their own
economic weapons. When the Union Pacific Railroad was projected,
he would have stopped it if possible, but since it was inevitable
he used the commercial advantages it afforded to make Utah prosperous and strong.
,·.
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Gentile merchants who followed the railroad found their only
business in dealing with each other, as Brigham Young kept insisting that saints should deal only with saints. He organi za d the
Zion Cooperative Mercantile Institution to knit Zion more securely
by promoting home industry and production. The Institution
established workshops and factories and rapidly attained such commanding size and importance that no Mormon merchant could remain
outside the organization. It dictated the business methods of
the territory, made captains of co~nerce of the leaders of the
church, and made the community progressive, prosperous and contented.
.
For a time after the arrival in Utah the open secrecy ragardlng polygamy was continued, but in 1852, tired of conceal ina0 what
he believed divine, Brigham Young concluded to annoU11ce the doctrine
and take the consequences; but he felt the isolation of the com'
munity would prevent any consequences. From that time plural
marriages were performed openly,.
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Joseph Smith's domestic emergency was the immediate
motive for the revelation enjoining plural n~rriages· but the
Mormon casuists, never in doubt of 1·ts dl' ·
. . ' or the
d t 0 f · ht
v1ne or1g1n
rlg e ous men to accept its ob liO'ations invented
u Y
many reasons for its necessity, Polygamy was u~dertaken as
a rather onerous and ~elcorne duty quite as often as f;r other
reasons. The Mormon 1nstitution had nothing of the freedom of
fi~antal polygamy, but was more oppressive and destructive of
arty than monogamy. It was the conventional ruritan
morality inherited by the New England and Enn-lish converts
to Mormonism, somewhat multiplied, and practiced in the spirit
of Praise-God Bare bone. Mormon men were expected to marry
early and often and to have large families of children and
unless they did so were. regarded with distrust and contempt,
Besides founding polygamy on revelation and necessity
and ~ld Testamernt examples, Mormon exegetes found authority
for 1t in the 1ew Testament. They explained st. raul's advice
to Timothy, that a bi8hop must be the husband of one wife to
mean the husband of at least one wife, and evan taught th~t
the wo~en who loved Jesus, Eary, !':!art ha and Mary r.:agdalene,
.were h1s wives, and that he was the bridegroom at the n6rria~e
at Cana. Whan a congressman said in the House that monogamy c
was divine because Adam.and Eve were monogamous, the territorial
delegate from Utah repl1ed that "Adam's marriage was exhaustive.
He married all the women in the world."
The Mormons believed that, being alone righteous, their
posterity would possess the earth. Heber Kimball said, "I have
had altogether about fifty children; and one hundred year};l will
not pass away before rny posterity VJill outnumber the present
inhabitants of the State of New York." The Millenial Star
printed this problem: "Mr. Fruitful, a polygamist, married
forty wives, At the age of twenty he had ten sons and ten
daughters, and each following year he had ten sons and ten
daughters born until each wife had borne him ten children.
His male descendants, at nineteen years of age, married forty
wives each, and at the age of twenty began to increase in
children the same in all respects as the father. The female
descendants remained unmarried. When this polygamist became
seventy-eight years old what did his family number?" and the
following issue gave the answer as 3,508,441. The solution
did not say where to find wives for all these sons in the ratio
of forty to one.
It is not surprising that an important place in Mormon
family budgets was assigned to the appropriation for birthday
presents, or that a pupil in a Salt Lak~ Sc~ool when asked to
name the principal means of transportat1on 111 Utah, answered
"Baby-carriages."
For twenty-fiv~ years before his death ~ne of the perennial
topics of speculation was the number and. qual1ty of Brignarn
Young's wives. This curiosity existed 1n ~alt Lake ?ity as elsewhere, and was an unfailing resource for tne prof~ss1onal
humorists of the day. Brigham Young see~ed to enJOY the situation and stimulated speculation by refu~Hlg to af~irm ~r deny
rumbrs as to the size of his family. Hls first Wlfe dled soon
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after she and her husband were baptized into the Mormon Church,
before he moved to Kirtland. At Kirtland, at the age of thirtytwo, before polygamy was established, he married Mary AIID Angel,
who later as the wives multiplied, came to be known as Mother
You~g. Ni~e or ten years later he married his first polygamous
wife at Nauvoo. At the end of the next three and a half years,
when the Mormons retreated from Nauvoo, he had married a total of
nineteen wi vas, two on each of two days and four on another day,
of whom seventeen survived. Their ages ranged from sixteen to
forty-one. Five were widows of Joseph Smith, whose wives, as wall
as his other obligations and privileges, he began to take over.
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On the march across Iowa he took two more wives, aged
sixteen and twenty, both on the same day.
In Utah Brigham's marriages grew lass frequent. In 1849 he
comforted another of the Prophet's widows. In 1852 he married
Eliza Burgess. She was an English emigrant of poor family, who
earnestly hope to assure her sal~ation by marrying Brigham Young
but did not dare to approach him on the subject. She had read
that Jacob served seven years for a wife, and saw nothing fantastic
in offering herself to Mother Young as a servant for seven years,
asking as her sola reward the privilege of being one of Brigham
Young's wifas. Her offer was accepted and she served her full
time, •
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Brigham adventured again into .the matrimonial sea four years
later, and again after seven more years. Then, at the age of
sixty-one, he had his first great passion1 Amelia Folsom, tall,
fair and twenty-five, had recently coma to Utah. She was accomplished, and could sing 11 Fair Bingen on the Rhine," She captivated
Brigham Young, none of whose wives was so tall or so handsome or
could sing 11 Fair Bingen." He courted. her assiduously, and sent
two daring rivals on distant missions to the heathen, but Amalia
remained coy and reluctant. Twice was the Endowment House heated
for the marriage ceremony and twice was Brigham left waitin~0 at
the church. Finally when it was made clear to her that her
marriage to Brigham was the will of the Lord she consented on
conditions. She refused to live in the Lion'Housa or the B~e
Hive House which Brigham had built for his families and he built
her an ornate mansion of her own. Her personal perquisites ware
in no. way limited by. her, husband's strict notions of economy, She
had f1na clothes, jewelry, and a carriage. By virtue of temper and
determination she dominated the harem and its master. At the
theater Brigham had built to encourage the drama in Salt Lake she
sat with him in his private box while the other wives sat in the
pit, In the dining room where the whole family ate together, she
and Brigham had a small table and spacial dainties to themselves.
Amelia's influence did not prevent wo subsequent marria~as.
The last, to Ann Bliza Webb, was Brigham Young's only diaast~ous
martial experience. Ann Eliza, m1fortunately, was a gold-digger,
After sh~ had been married ':for some years, when Brigham Young was
seventy-four years old, she sued him for divorce in the territorial
Federal Court, and demanded huge alimony. On the trial Brigham
Young contended that unless the United Btatas was willing to
recognize the legality of plural marriages--for which recognition
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he had clamored for yea
h'
.
nullity and there co~ldr~;-n~sd~rrlaga to Ann Eliza was a
court adopted this view of the ~~~~~e and no alimony. The
The old woman who lived ·
,
in too simple and summary a m~~n:rs~~afsol~ahd her quandary
precedent for Briooh y
.
.
urn1s a useful
fifty-six child o am oung Wl ~h hls twenty-seven wi vas and
and sixty-five ~~~id~~n Ha~~~h~~~~al~/'i th forty-five wi vas
wives and children were'ali va a to once
'
~our?e, not all these
1n
e1thar family.

i

When he was seventy-six years old Brigham Youn:r suffered
from an a ~tack of cholera morbus, a11 d died six days~ lo.tar.
Mo~t of h1s seventeen surviving wives and forty-f~ur survivin
ch1ldren
his
death were1 present at his funeral • For fift ean years afterg
.Po y~amy continued to be practiced, until, the power
of the Un1ted ~tatas Government, aided by economic reasons
brought it to an and.
'

I

Brigham Young must have been a lonely man. To sha1'9 his
private perplexities with the wives of his bosom would have
b~an like debating ~hem.wi~h the Ladies Aid 3ociety; to make
h1s wives partners 1n h1s :oys or sympathizers in his sorrows
waul~ have made the occasion resemble a jollification mass
meatu1g or a large and impressi va funeral. such true mental
and spiritual intimacies as ha enjoyed he must have found
among other polygamists who suffered Bimilar loneliness in
the .midst of too much companionship. Folygamy is not
des1gned for congenial comradeship.
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Aaron Burr missed being elected President of the United
States by one vote, and escaped being han5ed as a traitor
by two lines in the Constitution, all within less than seven
years, He was of distinguished ancestry, of more than
ordinary ability, was successful as a soldier, lawyer,
politician, and perhaps even as a statesman until his
fiftieth year.
While there is enough material in his life to tempt the
.writer to make him out a hero, no one has ever tried to do
so; on the contrary, for about one hundred years he was, by
common consent, regarded as a contemptible traitor; and only
in the last twenty years is that view changing to uncertainty
whether he was a traitor or a dreamer.
Burr retired from the Vice Presidency in lu05, without
money, without the chance of any place in t~e public se~vica,
and without any prospect that appealed to h1m as promis1ng an
outlet for his very real abilities. His mind turned to the
Wast and southwest, where he thought he saw an opportunity to
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after she and her husband were baptized into the Mormon Church,
before he moved to Kirtland. At Kirtland, at the age of thirtytwo, before polygamy was established, he married Mary Ann Angel,
who later as the wives multiplied, came to be known as Mother
You~g. Ni~e or ten years later he married his first polygamous
wife at Nauvoo. At the end of the next three and a half years,
when the Mormons retreated from Nauvoo, he had married a total of
nineteen wives, two on each of two days and four on another day,
of whom seventeen survived, Their ages ranged from sixteen to
forty-one. Five were widows of Joseph Smith, whose wives·, as well
as his other obligations and privileges, he began to take over.
On the march across Iowa he took two more wives, aged
sixteen and twenty, both on the same day.
In Utah Brigham's marriages grew less frequent. In 1849 he
comforted another of the Prophet's widows. In 1852 he married
Eliza Burgess. She was an English emigrant of poor family, who
earnestly hope to assure her sa.l~ation by marrying Brigham Young
but did not dare to approach him on the subject. She had read
that Jacob served seven years for a wife, and saw nothing fantastic
in offering herself to Mother Young as a servant for seven years,
asking as her sole reward the privilege of being one of Brigham
Young's wifes. Her offer was accepted and she served her full
time. ,
Brigham adventured again into .the matrimonial sea four years
later, and .again after seven more years. Then, at the aga of
sixty-one, he had his first great passion~ Amelia Folsom, tall,
fair and twenty-five, had recently come to Utah. She was accomplished, and could sing "Fair Bingen on the Rhine •" She captivated
Brigham Young, none of whose wives was so tall or so handsome or
could s~ng "Fair Bingen." He courted. her assiduously, and sent
two dar1ng rivals on distant missions to the heathen but Amelia
remained coy and reluctant. Twice was the Endowment'House heated
for the marriage ceremony and twice was Brigham left wa.itin"'0 at
the church. Finally when it was made clear to her that her
marriage to Brigham was the will of the Lord she consented on
conditions. She refused to live in the Lion'House or the B~e
Hive House which Brigham had built for his families and he built
her an ornate mansion of her own. Her personal perquisites were
in no. way limited by. her, hus:band' s strict notions of economy, She
had ~1ne clothes, jewelry, and a carriage. By virtue of temper and
determination she dominated the harem and its' master. At the
theater Brigham had built to encourage the drama in Salt Lake she
sat with him in his private box while the other wives sat in the
pit. In the dining room where the whole family ate together she
and Brigham had a small table and special dainties to themseives.
Amelia's inf~u~nce did not prevent wo subsequent marriages.
The last, to Ann Bl1za Webb, was Brigham Young's only disastrous
martial experience. Ann Eliza, unfortunately, was a gold-digger.
After she had been married' -for some years, when Brigham Young was
seventy-four years old, she sued him for divorce in the territorial
Federal Court, and demanded huge alimony. On the trial Brigham
Young contended that unless the United States was willing to
recognize the legality of plural marriages--for which recognition
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he had clamored for years h'
nulltity and there co~ld b;-n~sd~~~~~:g:n~on~~l~~~~; was a
cour adopted this view of the case.
• The
.
The old woman who lived in a shoe solved her ouanda
ln too simple and summary a manner to furnish a useful ry
precedent
Young Wl'th h'lS twenty-seven wives and
fifty six for
childBri~ham
o
and sixt fi
re~, or Heber Kimbd.ll with forty-five wives
Y- ~e ch1ldren, although, of course, not all these
wives and ch1ldren were alive at once in either family.
When he was seventy-six years old Brigham Young suffered
from an a ~tack of cholera morbus, a11 d died six days later.
Mo~t of h1s seventeen surviving wives and forty-four surviving
ch1ldren were present at his funeral. For fifteen years after
his daath.poly~amy continued to be practiced, until the power
of the Un1 ted States l}overnment, aided by a co nomic reasons
'
brought it to an end.
Brigham Young must have been a lonely man. To share his
private perplexities with the wives of his bosom would have
been like debating ~hem.wi~h the Ladies Aid Society; to make
his wives partners 1n h1s ~oys or sympathizers in his sorrows
would have made the occasion resemble a jollification mass
meeting or a large and impressive funeral. Such true mental
and spiritual intimacies as he enjoyed he must have found
among other polygamists who suffered similar loneliness in
the midst of too much companionship. Folygamy is not
d~signed for congenial comradeship.
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Aaron Burr missed being elected President of the United
States by one vote, and escaped being hanged as a traitor
by two lines in the Constitution, all within less than seven
years, He was of distinguished ancestry, of more than
ordinary ability, was successful as a soldier, lawyer,
politician, and perhaps even as a statesman until his
fiftieth year.
While there is enough material in his life to tempt the
.writer to make him out a hero, no one has ever tried to do
so; on the contrary, for about one hundred years he was, by
common consent regarded as a contemptible treitor; and only
in the last tw~nty years is that view changing to uncertainty
whether he was a traitor or a dreamer.
0

Burr retired from the Vice Presidency in 1H05, without
money, without the chance of any place in t~e public ~e~vica,
and without any prospect that appealed to ~1m as prom1s1ng an
outlet for his very real abilitie~. His m1nd turned to.tha
West and southwest, where he thought he saw an opportun1ty to
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rebuild his personal and political fortunes,
Burr always spent money lavishly, whether he had earned or
borrowed it. He demanded the place of leader among the roughs
of the wards in New York City, whom he had molded into what has
since become Tammany Hall, and among the heads of his party in
the states or the nation where he had attained an almost commanding position when th~ sun of Jefferson's pop~larity threw
the lesser leaders in the shadow. When the Amer1can people give
their confidence and affection enthusiastically and extravagantly
to one statesman like Jefferson, Jackson or Roosevelt, it is. a
' his ambitious contemporar1es.
.
difficult time for
so Burr sat out to conauer the Wast and Southwest, to impress
himself upon the new communities, and to lay the foundations for
a career which should bring him money, fame and power. But we
must not attach too much importance to the money part of Burr's
plans, for he always found money. He could earn it easily, and
borrow it more easily. I don't think he would have gone to the
trouble of the long journeys he took in the West, on horse-back,
over poor roads and trails, among the adventurers of that new
country, merely for money,
He·longed for fame and power. He had missed them in the East
among his own people, and he turned to the new country to make a
fresh start on the road that might lead to a throne, For almost
two years he rode up and down the valleys of the Ohio and
Mississippi, where he was received as a grant man who had been
tied with Jefferson for the Presidency, who had slain Hamilton,.
leader of the Federalists, and whose personal charm made him
attractive everywhere. From Pittsburgh to New Orleans he journeyed
as the guest of the best and most prominent citizens, including
General V!illiam Henry Harrison, senator John Smith of Cincinnati,
and General Jacks on of Nashville.
Burr was intriguing with both the English and Spanish
Ministers for money and patronage for his schemes, whatever they
were, The English Minister was given to understand that the
scheme was the ·separation of the Mississippi Valley from the
United States, and the Spanish Minister was told that it included
a spectacular raid on Washington, in which the high offices of
the· Government were to be seized, and, incidentally, the public
funds. If.the Eastern end of the project did not prevail, never~
theless, the conspirators could proceed to New Orleans and carry
out the western end of the plan.
It was an era of big talk. Burr's followers came from a part
of the country that then and now talked big and like bi~ talkers.
Burr dwelt with all the imagination of a disappointed m~n on the
unpopularity and weakness of the Government; how much the country
needed ~ rea~ leader; how the Westarn(country would before long
take th1ngs 1nto its own hands and do big things under a real
lea~er. That was one.hundred and twenty years ago, and we smile
at 1t, but we must remember that Burr was not the last man to
attsmpt to gaih fame and power by telling Western audiences that
they are the people, and that compared with their honesty of
purpose, and knowledge of right and wrong, and their inherent
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instinctive judgment t · t
parts of the countr : ln ernational questions, the older
constituted leadersyatn~a!~~ngj~~~m:nt a~dd'efforts of its
childish,
re r1 1culous and
Burr formed two fatal all'
hassett, an ~ccentric who liv ~ances, ?ne wit~ Harman ~lennernot far from Marietta but wh~ ·hon anllsland ln the Ohlo River
Count Vi . .
'
.
c was egally a part of Wood
Comma~der ~~1~~:, U~~~e~h~t ottherAwi th General Wilkinson' the
a es rmy in the West, The first
a111 ance was fatal to Blennerhassett and th
d
was fatal to Burr.
•
a secon alliance
He acquired a concession of land cclled the Wachita lands
for settlement on the Red River in the Mississiopi reaion
which was used as the nominal basis for his sch~mes, o
. . Now wit~ his alliances, his understandings with foreign
m1n1s tars, h1s Wac hi ta lands, and his popularity with the
~oung m~n.and ~~venturers of the West, he was ready to go
forward w1th h1s scheme. Burr always claimed that this
schema was simply to use his land concession as a means of
assembling a band of hardy, virtuous and intrepid adventurers
ready to strike when the inevitable war between the United
'
States and Spain should occur, and when that time came to
free the .Spanish provinces in liorth America, Just bef;re that
time a similar and equally improbable scheme to do the same
thing for the Spanish South :American provinces by an expedition
f~om the Atlantic Seaboar~ was looked upon benevolently by the
people and the powers at v~shington. General Wilkinson claimed
that. Burr'~ scheme was to capture New Orleans, separate the
Miss1ssipp1 and Ohio Valleys from the United States, and set
up a new. country with Burr for ruler, as president, king or
dictator, and with Wilkinson commander of the army which was
to ~ccomplish this ambitious and impossible program. Burr's
own statements about his intentions ca1mot be accepted, because
he made so many OJ ntradictory statements, and also be cause
neither his contemporaries, nor those who have attempted to
follow the record made by his life, ever accepted an,ything
that Burr said as true until it was supported by independent
evidence. General Wilkinson's statements of fact are likewise
unworthy of acceptance because he uttered and wrote a mass of
contradictory statements, and also because it is now clearly
established by record evidence that the General was throughout
that time a paid member of the Spanish Secret Service, as well
as the Commander in Chief of the American Army.
General Wilkinson offered in proof of his charge against
Burr ·what he said was the translation of a letter received
from Burr in cipher. The General afterwards admitted that he
had . made somesli~ht
and unimportant changes in the translation.
0
T·ha following three short paragraphs illustrate the style and
tone of the letter'
"Itwill be a host of choice spirits.
Wilkinson shall be second to Burr only: Wilkinson
shall dictate the rank and promotion of his officers.
"Our object, my dear friend, is brought to a
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point so lon~ desired. Burr guarantees the result with hi~ life and honor, with the lives and
honor and the fortunes of hundreds, thebest blood
of our country.
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Burr never admitted that Wilkinson's transcription of the
cipher letter was true or correct; and the most casual comparison
of its style with the clear, precise and unexaggerated ~tyle of
Burr's admitted writing on the one hand, and the romant1c, bombastic
and silly style of Wilkinson's productions on the other hand, makes
it almost impossible to believe that the translation of the cipher
was either correctly or honestly made, However, Wilkinson was
general of the Army, He had the ear and confidence of Jefferson,
to whom he comrrrnnicated his story. Wilkinson also had the power
to arrest Burr and several of his friends whom Wilkinson charged
with being parties to the plot. He arrested Burr and sent him
under military guard to the East to be tried for_treason.
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"The gods invite us to glory and fortune: it
remains to be seen whether we deserve the boon."

;

It is not my purpose to do more than sketch the facts that
led up to the trial. I shall not try to weigh them, and I
confess that all my reading has not led me to a belief·that
satisfied me whether Burr was impelled by the traitorous intention of separating the Western country from the East, or the
picturesque ambition, widely popular at the time, of freeing the
oppressed and almost enslaved people of the Spanish colonies.
Whatever the fact may be about his guilt or innocence, he was
taken to Richmond to be tried by the law of the land, charged with
the gravest offense known to that law, t'reason.
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Only two years before this trial, Burr had presided, as
Vice-President, over the trial of Justice Chase of the Supreme
Court upon impeachment before the Senate of the United States.
Justice Chase had been intemperate, indiscreet and injudicious in
his conduct at several trials, also he was a Federalist. The
charges against him were at least in part the result of the high
partisan feeling that prevailed at the time between the victorious
Republicans and the defeated Federalists. The conduct of his
accusers and s orne of the Senators who tried him reflected little
credit on themselves or on the time. But one man came through that
trial with credit. Burr presided with dignity, impartiality and
intelligence. As one of the newspapers of the day, which was
hostile to him, stated:

''

"He conducted the trial with the dignity and
impartiality of an angel, but with the rigor of a devil."

..

''·

q,
!·

In two short years the wheal of time had revolved and in
this second great state trial of our history, Burr was'to occupy,
not the seat of the President of the Court, but the prisoner's
dock. John Marshall, Chief Justice of the Unit~d States
presided, The prosecution was led by the Attorney General of the
United States, with whom were Hay, the United States Attorney for
the District of Virginia, and Wirt and McCrea. For the defendant
Burr, appeared the lawyer Burr, who dominated the defense, and

also Edmund Ra~dolph, John Wickham, Benjamin Botts and John
Baker. Later 1n the proceedings the defense was joined by
the giant Luther Martin, whose work greatly strengthened it,
maddened the prosecution and enraged the populace whose mind
was ~de up and who were repeatina their favorite 'cry of
"hang him,"
o
The preliminary examination began on March30 ,1807, and
on ~he 3rd day Burr was com~i ~ted for trial on the chQ.rge of
haV1I1g sat on foot an exped1 t1on against the Y.ing of Spain
and was admitted to bail, The Chief Justice ruled that he'could
not find from the evidence probable cause to comrni t for treason,
The next term of Court opened at Richmond on May 22nd, and the
trial began which lasted until the return of a verdict of ''not
guilty" on September 1st,
Wilkinson's charges had had the widest publicity. The
F.rasidant had sent a message to Congress in which he said that
Burr's guilt was beyond question. The Supreme Court in the
oases of Bollman and Swartout, two members of the conspiracy,
had held that they were unlawfully detained by the Ulilitary,
The action of Chief Justice Marshall in holding at this
preliminary hearing that there was a want of probable cause
to commit Burr for treason, was an obvious refusal to accept
the President's assertion that Burr's guilt was not only
probabl.e, but beyond doubt, Jefferson was the first of the
Democr.a ts, and in a sense, Marshall was the last of the
Federalists, The majority of the people of Virginia were
Democrats, and, naturally enough, Jeffersonian Democrats, The
general public fa 1t not only the pleasurable excitement it
always feels at a sensational trial, but was also thrilled by
its other feeling that the trial was to be a duel between
Jefferson, the Democrat, and Marshall, the Federalist, who
might slip in this trial and give opportunity to the people
or their champion to bring about his impeachment or removal.
We must pause here to note the humor of this duel between
the President and the Judge, between Democrat and Federalist
over the life of Aaron Burr himself a Democrat, who had only
recently killed Hamilton, the first of the Federalists in an
actual dual. We rrrnst pause again to note that it was Je~ferson' s
duty to have Burr's guilt investigated a~d es~ablished, 1f the
fact warranted. But it was not the Pres1dent s duty or his
privilege to prejudge Burr's case and find him guilty beyond
a doubt in a message to Congress, nor was it the duty or
privile~e of the attorneys for the prosecution to remind the
Chief J~stice from time to time during the trial that judges
had been impeached, and might be impeached again •
As those summoned for jurors were examined, one after

~nether of them answered that he had read the charges, or the
Fresident's message,or the newspaper account~, and tha~ he

thought that Burr was guilty, that he had sa1d s? to h1s
neighbors; and one prospective juror announce~ tnat he had
publicly expressed a belief that Burr should oe hanged.
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In spi ta of the ruling of the Chief Justice at the pre~
liminary examination, the Grand Jury ind~ctad Burr.n~t only.
for the misdemeanor of an expedition aga1nst t~e K1no of S~a1n,
but also returned an indictment charging him w1th treason 1n
levying war against the United States at the Island of Blennerhassatt
in wood County, Virginia, on the lOth and 11th days of December 1806,
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In this atmosphere of suspicion, convi·ction, partisanship and
excitement, the trial began before a jury that in common wi~h
most people of the place and time believed the defendant gu1lty.
The trial was a lawyers' battle. Counsel on both sides were
able man whose knowledge skill and industry resulted in a two
volume p~inted record whi~h is fascinating r~ading f?r a lawyer,
and in which a laymen can find much that is 1nterast1ng and
delightful in the oratory that marks the pages.
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The outstanding figure among the figures was Luther Martin.
For him in his old age Maryland· made a pro'vision that, so far as
I can learn is unioue in American history, whereby avery lawyer in
the state w~s taxed.five dollars annually to provide a fund for his
support.
I can not forbear from giving a short quotation that will
illustrate Martin's forceful style of ora tory:
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"All that we want is, the copies of some pape~s,
and the original of another. This is a peculiar case,
sir. The President has undertaken to prejudge my
client by declaring, that 'Of his guilt there. can be
no doubt.' He has assumed-to himself the knowledge
of the Supreme Being himself, and pretended to search
the heart of my highly respected friend. He has proclaimed him a traitor in the face of that country,
which has rewarded him. He has let slip the dogs
of war, the hell-hounds of persecution, to hunt down
my friend. And would this president of the United
States, who has raised all this absurd clamour, pretend to keep back the papers which are wanted for
this trial, where life itself is at stake? It is
a sacrad· principle, that in all such cases, the accused has a right to all the evidence which is ne ceesary for his defence. And whoever withholds, wilfully, information that would save the life of a person, charged with a capital offense, is substantially
a murderer, and so recorded in the register of heaven."
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hills and ~een history made and two republics rise and
one republ1c fall. The shadow empire of Burr had fallen
before he was brought to Richmond, but the fantastic account
of t~e project was laid out in an orderly way in the court
and 1n a disorderly and perhaps more interesting way in th~
press, the taverns and on the street corners of "'ichmond
At tha~ time Richmond had a population of about ~iva tho~sand
The tr1al brought.wit~esses, jurors, officers and necessary •
attendants number1ng 1n the hundred8, and spectators and ·
voluntary attendants that number, we are told, in the thousands.
Even the star reporter, with whose presence at modern trials
we are so familiar, was not absent from the Burr Trial. The
reporter for the ~ew York Evening Post, in commenting on the
prolonged delays :-nvolved in awaiting the coming of the
Governmen~ ~tar w1tness, General Wilkinson, who took his time
about arr1v1ng, said that,
"the Grant Jury was dismissed for several days in
order that they might go home, see their wives, gat
their clothes washed and flog their negroes."
When you remember the date, you will see that this could
not have been Richard Harding Davis, nor ~~rthur Brisbane, but
would you guess, if youdid not know it, that the bright young
man who wrote this sentence was Washington Irving?
Andrew Jackson was there from Tennessee, firmly persuaded
of the defendant's innocence, and the President's unfairness,
with intention to prove it and ready to argue the auestion with
anyone, and to state his views in impromptu speeches on street
corners whenever a group could be gathered who would listen.
After Wilkinson finally arrived, he added to the gayety of
the street sights by strutting about the sidewaU:s, a huge roan
in a full uniform with dangling epqulettes. One of Burr's
followers, young Swartout, who in the haze of treachery, disloyalty and false swearing, stands out as a loyal and enthusiastic,
if rather hot headed young person, could not stand the sight of
the General in all his glory, and so he shouldered him from
the side-walk into the street, and later sent him a challer~e
to a duel which the General declined. This pleased the crowd
and made a news item for the whole country, which is said to
have made Jackson wild with delight. Wilkinson was not unaware
of the effect that he produced at Richmond, as can be seen from
the following excerpt from a letter from him to the President:

But after all, laywers' battles are as uninterestinO' to the
general public as pitchers' battles, which, as everyone knows are
much less interesting than hit and run games. But the trial ~as
also a public speotacle, exhibiting the party spirit of the time
the, good and bad in human nature' the weakness and strength of the
~ctors and spectators, just as great trials of sensational issues
always are.
And in this aspect it may fairly be compared to a hit
and run game •

"I had anticipated that a deluge of Testimony
would have been poured forth from all quarters, to
overwhelm Him with guilt and dishonour • • • .To my
Astonishment I :found the Traitor vindicated & myself
condemned by a Mass of vreal th Character-influence &
Talants--merOiful God what a spectacle did I behold-Integrity & Truth perverted &trampled under foot by
turpitude & Guild, Patriotism appaled &Usurpation
triumphant."

Richmond can boast that like Rome she had sat on her seven

The elite of Richmond gave dinner parties; those who
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belonged to the elite were invited, and they met and dined and
wined with each other and discussed the trial., One such part~
is certainly unique in the history of treason trials •. The Ch1ef
Justice who' was trying him, and Aaron Burr, who was be1ng tried.
were both guests at the same dim1er table.
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, A ~onspicuous figure in the taverns was General Eaton, who
had won fame for his African exploits, and who was a willing witness
for the Government, He had just been paid Ten Thousand Dollars by
the Government on account of old claims which ~ere allowed and
paid about the time he became such a willing w1tness. Money in
his pockets and an audience to impress in a tavern were a fatal
combination'for this hero who proceeded to get drunk, make bets on
the expected conviction of the defendant, and generally make him~
self so ob jactionable that an humble native of the plac~ on one
occasion had to threaten to kick him o~t of the tavern 1n order to
quiet him and let the other natives enjoy themselves in peace,
Jefferson was there, of course not in person, but in spirit
and through his .subordinates. In a message to Congress he had
declared that Burr's guilt was beyond doubt, and in the politics
of the time it was generally assumed that his own prestige was
involved in the outcome of th.e trial. He publicly announced that
he could take no part in the prosecution, since to do so would
subject him to just censure, Nevertheless, he did in fact bombard
the attorneys for the prosecution with suggestions, advice and
orders, telling them how to conduct the prosecution; how to use
on reluctant witnesses a sheaf of pardons which he furnished them;
how to spend the public money to advance the prosecution; how to
embarrass and confound the judge who presided, In a letter to
one of his friends in France, Jefferson said that Burr's conspiracy
had been

,. ; !
''

\

"one of the most flagitious of which history will
ever furnish an example, yet, altho' there is not
a man in the u.s. who is not satisfied of the
depth of his guilt, such are the jealous provisions
of our law in favor of the accused •• that I ouestion
if he can be convi eta d."
'
Shortly before Jefferson wrote the letter last above quoted, he
wrote to his Minister to Spain as follows:
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"Altho' at first he proposed a separation of
the Western country • , yet he very early saw that the
fidelity of the Westerncountry was not to be shaken and
turned himself wholly toward Mexico, and so popular is
an enterprise in that country on this that we had only
to be still & he ,could have had followers enough to have
been in the city of Mexico in six weeks,"
Burr's oral declarations about the scheme were usually
contradictory; Wilkinson's oral and written communications
contradicted each other; Jefferson's public declarations conflicted with his private conduct, some of his letters contradicted other letters; it is fair to say that it is impossible to know either what Burr intended or Jefferson believed.
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Harman Blennerhassett was at Richmonde He had come to
America from Ireland in 1796, The romantic story of' his coming
is that he was in trouble with the authorities at home for
harboring Irish patriots, A less romantic reason, also given,
is that he married his own niece, which course was less favored
in the old country than in the new. He is described in four
lines by Dudley Woodbridge, a merchant of Marietta, in answer
to the following question by Wirt:
"Q.

Is he esteemed a man of vigorous talent?

"Ans. He is; and a man of literature, but it was
mentioned among the people in the country that he
had every kind of sense but com~on sense; at least
he had the reputation of having more of the other
than common sense,"
This answer was elicited by Wirt, the lawyer, and upon it
is basad the picturesque burst of oratory of Wirt, the advocate,
which was once quoted in the reading books of' every public
sc,hool, and which is credited today with forming the genarally
accepted belief that Burr was a villain~ It is several pages
long, and I can only give a brief port ion:
"Who is Blannerhassett? A native of Ireland, a
man of letters, who fled from the storms of his own
country to find quiet in ours. His history shows that
was is not the natural element of his mind. If it had
been he never would have exchanged Ireland for America.
So f~r is an army from furnishing the society natural
and proper to Mr. Blam1erhassett's character, that on
his arrival in America, he retired evAn from the
population of the Atla.ntic States, and sought quiet and
solitude in the bosom of our western forests. But he
carried with him taste and science and wealth; an~ lo,
the desert smiled~ Possessing himself of a beaut1ful
island in the Ohio, he rears upon it a palace and
decorates it with every romantic embellish~ent of fancy •
A shrubbery, that Shenstone might have env1ed, blooms
around him. Music that might have charmed Calypso and
her n m hs, is his: An extensive library spreads i~s
treas~r~s before him. A philosophical apparatus ~frars
to him all the secrets and mysteries of nature. ~eace,
tranquillity and innocence shed their mingled del15hts
around him. And to crovrn the enchantment of the scene'
a wife who is said to be lovely even beyond her sex .
and gr~ced with every accomplishment that can rend~r lt
. . 1 h d blessed him with her love and rna e
irres1st1 b e, a
1 h 'ldren The evidence would
him ~he father ofts~~~~aiscb~t a,f;in~ picture of the
convlnce
. fe you,In tba
the mid s t of a11 this oeace
.
' this innocent
. d
11
1
rea
•
. t
'lli ty this feast of the m1n ,
18
simplicity and t~ f' ~~~q~~art the destroyer comas; he
this pure banoue o
' t
h
"
comes to chanie this paradise in o a e11 •
It sways crowds, controls
~ Oratory like this is danger~us.
Among the counsel for
juries and sometimes influences JUdges.
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the defense, Botts undertook to destroy the effect of Wirt's
poetic fancy, from time to time, in words like these:
"Instead of the introduction of a sleeping
Venus with all the luxury of voluptuousness and
wanton nakedness to charm the reason through the
refined medium of sensuality, and to convince us
that the law of treason is with the prosecution by
leading our imaginations to the fascinating richness ••
of healing bosom and luscious waist, I am compelled to
plod heavily and meekly through the dull doctrines of
Hale and Foster •"
We are told this speci~en of Bottst style had the spectators,
witnesses and jury laughing and seemed even to be enjoyed by the
judge. At any rate it was the antidote for Wirt.
Eric Bollman was there. He was more or less a popular hero
because of an attempted rescue of the beloved LaFayette from
prison. Hc3 was the man who delivered Burr's cipher latter to
Wilkinson, and he had voluntarily appeared before the :President
in Washington in an effort to convince him of the innocense of the
enterprise, At the trial the prosecution desired to compel.
Bollman to testify as a witness against Burr, but Bollman was protected by .the provision against self incrimination. To meet this
the prosecution repeatedly offered Bollman a pardon in private,
but he so maneuvered as to compel the prosecution to offer him
the pardon in open court, so that he could publicly and conspicuously decline it, all of which made news for the reporters and
items of interest for the spectators.
1

And last in our brief list of those in Richmond was
Theodosia Burr, the daughter of the defendant. She was born in
Albany in 1783 and was her father's idol. From her babyhood ha
dictated her diet, clothing, reading, and all the details of her
. education. Throughout her life he wrote her voluminously on
every subject and continued to advise and supervise her conduct,
She was the wife of Governor Alston of South Carolina. Together
they attended the trial. Even the writers who dwell most upon
the technical aspects of the proceeding, and whose principal
purpose is to glorify Marshall, even these writers are forced to
admit that the greatest asset which the defense had was the
perso~ality of Theodosia.
It is curious to read that Luther
Mart.in, the bull dog of the defense, twice her age, was inspired
through the defense and throughout his marvellously successful
erforts for the defendant by a perfectly obvious infatuation for
tne defendant's daughter.
Throughout the trial questions .of law and procedure arose
and were debated vigorously. The most interesting one was
w~ether the president was amenable to subpoena like ordinary
c7t~zens. The :President made the original cipher letter and
h1s correspondence with Wilkinson the basis of his message to
Congress, in which.he asserted. Burr's guilt. Now at the trial
Burr mo~ed for process to issue and be served on the :Presi. dent,
co~nd1ng him to COJ?e as a witness and produce this documentary
ev1denca, The Distr1ct Attorney opposed this audacious motion
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~;;hs~!~~s!n~i~~~·so;:ral~els

were drawn between the head of
argument and fl'nally trehions oft England. Days we~e spent in
'
e cour announced ab s 1
ht
any defendant in trial.in the United States C~u~tet~l~aveof
~omp~lsory process aga1nst any witness, even includina the
res1 dent. True, Jaffe rson did not come to court and it is
not clear that Burr needed his actual presence. b~t ~merican
~~wtand all future defendants needed the rulin~ that.was made•
a even the Fresi~ent of the United states m~st obey the la;
of the land, was la1d down and ever since that time the doctrin
has been fully acquiesced in.
e
.1.

•

Th~ guestion actually before the Court and jury for trial
and dec7s1on was whether Burr was guilty of treason' in levying
war aga1nst the United States-at Blennerhassett IsJand on the
lOth and 11th days of December, 1806.
·

One thing was certain; Burr was not present at the island
on either day and had not been there for weeks. There were
present on the island Mrs. Blennerhassett and approximately
thirty men and boys. These took boats and set off down the
Ohio. Some of them had muskets, pistols and dirks.
Mrs. Blennerhassett armed herself for the expedition or
revolution by taking part of their library.
The simple fact that this small band set out in boats from
the island near Marietta headed down the river was established
:by the tremendous efforts of the Goverwnent after months of
preparation and a publicity campaign that dwarfs most recent
efforts. It was not denied by the defendant or anybody else,
and it was the truth. The prosecution intended to explain
and interpret this expedition by the testimony of Wilkinson
and others, and show that this small band was the army or the
nucleus of the army which was to bring about the revolution
which Burr was planning and intending to precipitate •
But the Constitution contains two sentences that were
intended to, and do rmke it difficult for an excited populace,
or a partisan president, or the most ingenious lawyers to
convict evan an unpopular defendant of treason on suspicion,
on general principles, or hearsay, or any other thing available
to this prosecution at that time.
Those sentences read as follows:
"Section 3, Treason against the United States,
shall consist only in levying War against them, or
in adhering to their Enemies, giving them Aid and
Comfort. No Parson shall be convicted of Treason
unless on the Testimony of two Witnesses tothe
same overt Act, or on Confession in open Court •"
The prosecution was obliged to contend first, that the
acts of those thirty men who took to boats from the island
were, by construction, the acts of Burr wiho was absent, and
second that those acts amounted to levy ng war.
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The defense stood upon the plain simple meaning of the
words. It recalled the horrors of constructive treason, the
English doctrine that all who are in any way concerned are
principals, and insisted vigorously and firmly that unless
the prosecution could show that Burr personally performed a
part in the prosecution of war, it must fail.
The defense recalled, what is so often forgotten evan now,
that the American Commonwealth was founded, and its Constitution
adopted, by man who knew that certainty and speed in the convict! on of one charged with crime is npt the true ob j act· of trials,
but rather that certainty about the actual guilt of the accused
is and always should be the supreme object of every trial. Ah
occasional lack of speed in chopping off heads or hanging unpopular people is, in the long run, really to be desired rather
than regretted.
There were days of argument, the abstract of which covers
hundreds of printed pages. The precedents were cited, examined
and twisted to suit the needs or fancy of the counsel. One
wonders how all the books ware found in Richmond, and how counsel
could read them all and discuss them so fluently,
Finally the Chief Justice announced his ruling, which was
briefly, as contended for by the defense, that the prosecution
must show that Burr was present at the time and place charged and
that he participated in the commission of an act which amounted to
levying war. The opinion covers about fifty pages of fine print,
it reviews the facts and the precedents and concludes with the following direction to the jury:
"The jury have now heard the opinion of the
court on tbG law of the case. They will apply that
law to the facts, and will find a verdict of guilty
or not. guilty as their own consciences may direct,"
The jury retired and wrestled with their own beliefs and the
of the law and returned the following verdict;

h~nd~te

.
"We ·of the jury say that Aaron Burr is not
proved to be guilty under this indictment by any
eviderce submitted to us. 1f/e therefore find him
not guilty,"
There were more weary weeks consumed .by the trial of the other

cha~ge of mis~emeanor in setting on foot a hostil~ enterprise

aga1nst our great and good friend the King of Spain. This trial
was ended by the refusal of the prosecution to proceed and
another verdict of not guilty,
·
'
When Pre~ ident Jefferson compared the unanimity with which
the press has assumed and proclaimed Burr's guilt ~nd convicted
him and hung him in public opinion, with the bungie which the
G?vernme~t, his own Government, had made of its· efforts to convict
h1m, is 1t not probable that he felt more than ever convinced of
the soundness of that peculiarly Jeffersonian doctrine:
·
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,, If left to me to decide whether we should
h~ve a Government without newspapers' or news a ers
Wlthout a Government, I should not hesitate f;rpa
moment to prefer the latter."
Frank VI. Cottle
THE BOHEMIAN GROVE, THE LITERARY CLUB OF Ttlli PACIFIC COAST
APRIL 17, 1926

HENRY BENTLEY

I wonder how many of the m~mbers of the Cincinnati Literary
Club have ever heard of' the Bohemian Club of San Francisco and
whether any present this evening have ever visited the Bohemian
Grove. The Bohemian Club is not merely a literary club it is
the 11 terary, artistic and musical club of the Pacific coast·
and once each year the members unite in a two weeks outing ai
~he Bohemian Grove. I was so fortunate as to be invited to
attend the last annual encampment. The organization the
place of meeting, the program, and the persons prase~t were so
fascinatingly interesting as to make the experience unique and
to persuade me that the members of the Cincinnati Literary'club
might be interested in hearing about this literary, artistic and
musical society of the Pacific Coast.
~he

Bohemian Club of San Francisco is in a class by itself.
There is nothing like it anywhere else in the world. It is
exclusive, and. inclusive. It is one of the easiest clubs in
the world to get ·into if the applicant has literary, artistic
or musical ability. It is vary difficult to enter if one has
money only. Not that it is a poor man's club, because the
wealthiest banker of San Francisco, Mr. Crocr.er of the Crocker
National Bank, has not missed a single outing for many years
and Herbert Hoover has made it a point to return to the Bohemian
Grove every year, with the exception of the years when he was
, engaged in the work of feeding the Belgians. He was present as
usual last August, having come straight from Y/ashington and
having bro~ght with him as his guests, Ex-Governor J.P. Goodrich
of Indiana, Mark Sullivan, William Allen Vlhite and Herbert Bayard
Swope. You can see from the list of' guests invited by Mr .Hoover,
that western hospitality is the rule of the Bohemian Grove.
Visitors were there from nearly every state in the Union and,
in fact, from all over the world, Venice, Moscow, London,
Madrid, and Vienna baing represented.
A member may entertain as his guest any one not living on
the Facific Coast, but if he wishes to invite a resident of
California washington or Oregon, he must fir~t secure the
permission'of the Board of Directors. The reason for this rule
can be easily understood. The fame of the Bohemian Club's
entertainments is so wall-known on the Pacific Coast that if
local guests were permitted, the pressure for ~nvitations would
destroy all the pleasure of holding a meffibersh1p in the club.
Unlike the Cincinnati Literary Club, which places its
accent., upon the individual by its slogan, "Hera comes one with
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a paper," the Bohemian Club emphasizes mass production and devotes
its activities during the winter to the preparation of a collective
program of literary, artistic and musical merit that is produced
during the annual encampment at the Grove.
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This Grove, near Monte Rio, California, about fifty miles
north of San Francisco, is a little sylvan paradise of some
fifteen hundred acres, constituting one of the most perfect
preserves of redwood trees in the world. The land was purchased
fift;y- years ago by the Bohemian Club of San Francisco for a few
ce~ts per acre and has been preserved by it as the Mecca of its
yearly pilgrimage and encampment. It is a valley between two
ranges of high hills that bar entrance from the east and the west,
The entrance at the south is barred by the Russian River, the
Grove owning land on both the north and south sides of the river,
and having erected a great gate on the north side barring the
narrow passage into the valley. Entrance can be effected only
at the northern end of the Grove, and here great gates bar the
entrance and guards are on duty day and night to shout, "Procul,
0 Prooul, este profani."
The grounds themselves are worthy of a poet's song, but as
I am not a poet, I shall pass over the description hurriedly, and
attempt to rectify my oversight by showing a few pictures a little
later, because the external beauties of the Grove, wonderful as
they are, pale ihto insignificance in comparison with the mighty
adventures of the Bohemians during their yearly encampment,
Picture to yourself this grove filled with giant redwood trees
reaching far enough into the heavens effectually to bar the sunlight from reaching the ground. Then imagine, concealed in this
forest, the third largest pipe organ in California housed in a
concrete building hidden among the trees, and used 'tor two weeks
only each year. As you wind your way along the main road, you
find a great open air theatre capable of seating fifteen hundred
people, the seats being formed from the trunks of little redwood
trees. Another turn of the road and you come to the club dining
room, tables and benches spread in the open air beneath the trees
The kitchen, built of concrete and capable of furnishing fifteen •
hundr~d meals at one time, is concealed under the hill. Off to
the Slde is the Site Of the great campfire of Which mare anon
and scattered through the length and breadth of the territory'are
little· tents, hidden among the trees so carefully that you must
~earch to find them. These are combined into little groups bearlng such· euphonious names as Lost Angels Camp, Ye Figge & Whistel
The Howellers, Mandalay, etc·. Each little encampment has -its own'
local flavor and has endeavored to make its position by some
statuary or painting descriptive of its name, the habits of its
occupants, or their tastes and predilections. For example Ye
Figge &Whistle has a large China sow and a whole litter of little
China pigs spread out upon the road before the entrance,
.These tents are so carefully scattered through the woods that
one 1s astounded at the size of the dining room and, at the first
mea~ when over fifteen hundred were fed at one time 1 could not
bel1eve that there ware accommodations for so many in the Grove,
Only after many journeys·around the little paths that extend in
•
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every direction from the main road was I convinced that there
~ere l~ nts e~ough to house comfortably over two thousand men
ou w 1 not1ce that I said men, for the Bohemian Club has •
adopted the same rule as the Cincinnsti Literary Club and has
excluded women from its meetings.
~or fifty years the Bohemian Club has held an encampment
in th1s gro~e, ~uring.the last tw0 weeks in each July. This is
the dry.season 1n Cal1fornia and it is practically certain that
there Wlll be no rain during the encampment. Such certainty
could.be secure~ nowhere elsa in the United States, and this
certa1nty of fa1r weather has moulded the whole program of the
two weeks' encampment which is called "The Jinks Celebration."

There are 750 active members of the Bohemian Club and
about 500 associate members. The members of the Lambs' Club
of New York are ex-officio membersof the Bohemian Club while
in California, and members of the Bohemian Club also have the
rights of non-resident members of the Lambs' Club when in
New York.
The distinction between regular and associate members of
the Bohemian Club is unique. The associate members have all
the rights and pri vile gas of regular members but are charged
no initiation fee, a smaller annual fee and ~re exempt from
part of the assessment leyied upon the regular members for
the expenses of th~ "~inks Celebration." In return they are
expected to serve u~tne chorus or as musicians in the orchestra
or in some other capacity in the production of the Club plays.
The inclusion of the Lambs' Club of ~ew York is very advantageous as its members furnish most of the stars for the. dramatic
productions.
The Bohemian Club owns a beautiful club house in San
Francisco, but. is distinguished in that city of many clubs,
by means. of its program at the Bohemian Grove. This program
is ~ecognized as the highwater mark of dramatic production on
the Pacific Coast, and viewed from the standpoint of amateur
theatricals there is but one production in the world that in
any way approaches it and that is the Passion Play a.t Oberammergau.
The activities of the club for the entire year are centered upon
the play to be produced on the last da,y of the encampment. This
play, called the "High Jinks'' is always written by a member,
produced by members, and under the unwritten law of the club is
never again produced. In fact, there is never but one complete
production as it· is so arranged that there is no full dress rehearsal of the whole play. The actors themselves see the play
as a whole, with music, lishts and costumes for the first and
on~y time the night of its performance.
It is a labor of love,
participated in by the whole club, in order tha.t a thing of
beauty may be produced in the marvelous setting of the Bohemian
Grove, to delight the spectators for a moment and forever to
vanish from the world. Hot of course to vanish for the memory
of that production lingers long after the lights have faded,
and th~ music is stilled •. It remains, for as Keats said.
"A thing of beauty is a joy forever."
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There are many things in addition to th~ literary, artistic
and musical program of the club, however, wh1ch make the Bohemian
Grove a delightful place to visit. Not the least of these.is the
rule governing the assignment of tent space to members, wh1ch
results in grouping together congenial companions. Each member
is anti tle d to have assigned to him ten fe~t frontage alomg some
road, Seven or eight congenial friends un1te to take their
allotment of land together and build a permanent camp. The camp
et which I was entertained had four wooden plat~orms • Two of.
these platforms provided tents furnishing sleep1ng acc?mmodat1ons
for twelve men. One platform was arranged for a d:ess1ng room,
On this platform had been placed a dressing tent w1 th shower ba~h~
and all the modern bathroom accessories that have become necess1t1es
to us Americans. There was even a Budd heater, furnishing hot and
cold water. I have neglected to mention the fact tm t a comp~ete
water and sewerage system has been installed throu~hout the Grove.
The last platform was arranged as a porch for read1ng, for playing
games or for entertaining visitors from other camps.
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Visiting amon~ the campers is one of the customs that makes
life at the Grove so delightful, You are a camper but you preserve
your privacy. You visit your friends and are not c?m~elled to
share your friends with 1500 other campers. The ?Plrlt of the
club is embodied in its motto, "Weaving spiders come not here,"
Do not bring into the atmosphere of the Grove the idea of work.
Forget your business, forget your work, relax. The unpardonable
sin to a Bohemian is an attempt to capitalize the intimacy of
the Grove frd.end~ahips. by. discuss~flg business'• · The long hours of
the day may be spent in such simple exercises as walking the
trails, which extend for miles around the mountain on either side
of the Grove, by pitching quoits, playing shuffle board and
swimming. No exercise so vigorous as golf or tennis is sanctioned.
All through the woods, are little pergolas with tables for sniff,
auction, or poker, and in front of many of the tents may be found
a little cave, lined with redwood, with shelves upon the upper
portion. The lower portion contains fifty pounds of ice, which
is delivered from some ~ysterious source in a little Ford car.
Sometimes these shelves contain elixirs that, combined with the
witchery of the Grove itself, stimulate a "feast of reason and a
flow of soul," It may be, however, that these little shrines are
a mere survival of a religious rite practiced before 1918. Be
that as it may, even though the shrine is sometimes empty, the
spirit lingers around it, and carbonated water may be purchased
at the Club bar.
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It was my privilege this year to attend the encampment as a
guest of one of the members. The program opens d on July 18, with
the "Ritual of the Cremation of Care," On the bank of a little
lake stands the stump of a giant redwood, blasted by lightning.
This stump has been carefully modeled with concrete into the
semblance of a gigantic owl. At the foot of the stump has been
constructed a little altar with a light that is kept burning
t~roughout the period of the encampment. On the opposite side of
the lake the members stretch themselves on the grass and watch
the fig~e of the owl illumined by the rays of a spotlight. out
of the darkness booms from the organ the strains of Chopin's
Funeral March, and the lights of a cortege appear on the hillside
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winding down slowly toward the lake. Then the March of
Farsifal sounds from the great organ and the High Priest,
assisting Friests and Acolytes in their ceremonial robes
,
take their stations at the shrine.
A beautiful ritual follows in which the priest announces
that King Care has been slain by the Bohemians and that while
he may rise from the dead to further worry them, he will
remain dead for the period of the encampment. The body of
Care is placed upon a barge, t.he barge is set on fire and the
body is cremated, This ritual has been performed every year
since 1880 and was the original feature of the encampment.
It is most interesting not only by reason of its own beauty,
but because it demonstrates in its own history the development
of the drama. Just as the Greek tragedy developed from the
satry song in the ritual of Bacchus, and the Greeks, bit by
bit,added to the dithyramb the chorus, and to the chorus
the leader of the chorus, then the dialogue, and finally
developed that ffi9.rvel of,··all ages, the completed Greek drama;
so in this little grove in California twenty-five centuries
later a group of poets, musicians, and artists repeated the
same process and, startir~ in 1880, with a little ceremony
anti tled the "Burial of Care," gradually added to the simple
recitative of the High Priest a dramatic episode illustrative
of the conflict between King Care and the Spirit of' Bohemia,
and from that point proceeded to produce a drama based upon
this conflict, and finding it successful, continued to produce
a drama every year,
The Grove Play, The High Jinks, as it is called, is the
direct lineal descendant of The Ritual of the Burial of Care.
The line of evolution has paralleled the evolution of Greek
tragedy from the Dionysiac celebration, only in California
the prototype, The Cremation of Care, has continued to exist
along with its evolutionary product, the Grove Play. The
Ritual of the Cremation of' King Care is repeated year b,tr year.
It is filled throughout with beautiful lines. Space forbids
more than one quotation:
"Oh beauty's vassals,
Who keep in this gray autumn of the world,
Her springtime in your hearts, I charge ye all:
For lasting happiness we lift our eyes
To one alone, and she surrounds you nowGreat Natura, refuge of the weary heart
And only balm for breasts that have been bruised,
Her counsels are most wise. So must yet come
As children, little children that believe,
Nor ever doubt her beauty and her faith
Nor dream her tenderness can change or die."
After the Cremation of Care is completed, the session of
the Bohemian Grove is considered formally opened. Until this
ceremony is completed no one is expected to ta~e a dr~nk.
Since most of the members arrive about three o clock 1n the
afternoon and the ceremony·is not completed until about
nine p.M. the solemnity of the suspense can be· imagined, It
is a real Cremation of Care.
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Each evening during the encampment a special ca~~fir~
th
entertainment is prepared, Chairmen who are respons. 8 or 8
entertainment for each evening are appointed.a year ln advance.
The high character of the entertainment fur~1sh~d ~a~ be gauged
from the fact that Irwin Cobb told stories 1n ~1s 1n1mitable style
for the whole of one evening. on another even1ng Sam Blythe
re aled us with anecdotes and James sw1m1erto~ drew carto~ns, On
an~ther evening Felix salmand, the great cell1st, en~erta1ned us
for an hour and on still another occasion Lawrence T~bbets, the
star of the r1Ietropolitan Grand Opera sang I llagliaccl as I never
expect to hear it sung again. He was dressed in an old jersey,
sincrincr in the open air and yet I doubt whether the audi~nces at
the ~etropolitan ever responded as enthusiastically as d1d the
crowd scattered around the campfire.
0

The scene of these performances is worthy of m?re than passing
comment. on the circumference of a cleared space w1th a diameter
of about two hundred feet, have been pl~ced_sections of a giant
redwood tree, blown down in a great storm soma· years ago. These
sections of the trunk have been hollowed out on one side to
furnish seats, Those not seated scatter themselves upon the ground
around the campfire, which is built in the exact center o~ the
circle. This fire is kept burning until midnight every n1ght a~d
around it are arranged the campfire entertainments I have dascr1bed.
The professor of Botany of the University of California counted
the rings upon the trunk of the old tree that furnishes the seats,
and fixed its age at 650 years, He has carefully ornamented one
section of' the trunk with little silver tablets marking the years
of its growth •. These tablets bear such inscriptions as, "In
this year Dante visited Hell," "This year Columbus discovered
America," "This year Drake landed in California." Perusal of the
silver tablets is a refreshing adventure in history.
On another evening in a different portion of the Grove, we
had a moving picture show ent.itled "The Comeback of Notre Dame,"
composed in celebration of the trip to Paris made the preceding
year by Mr. Frank Field and Mr. Esberg, two members of the Club,
The file was a n~rvelous example of the skill with which fake
pictures can be made. It was a composite of the soldiers leaving
San Francisco, showing the city decorated with flags and with
throngs in the streets, with a substitution for the marching
soldiers of an automobile containing the two gentlemen. Their
welcome in New York was a similarly doctored film of the return
of the soldiers to the u.s.A., showing Fifth Avenue with these
gentlemen leading the parade, The film of the reception of
President Wilson in Paris was used to good effect to show their
arrival in that city. Then there was a scene in the hotel where
they were addressing souvenir postal cards to their friends in
San Francisco and taking a drink after addressing each postal.
Then there was the scene of their sleeping after the drinks and
the nightmare they had,
The nightmare was Notre Dame with its gargoyles and as you
looked at the hideous gargoyles, the faces changed into the faces
of men at the Bohemian Grove. Then the faces changed back to the
gargoyles. Then the two chaps on their beds with perspiration
pouring from their faces would be shown. You saw them in the nightmare running round and round the terraces of Notre Dame horrified
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at the gargoyles whose grins faded away and flashed back. The
orchestra played the weirdest ghost music, and you were
actually touched by the eerie spirit even though at the same
time you were convulsed with laughter.
No descr~ption of the charms of the Boehmian Grove would
be complete Wlthout more than passing mention of the musical
programs for ~he Bohemian Club is not ~rely literary and
artistic but 1s above all else musical. Every morning about
eleven o'clock the little Camp Fire Orchestra held a practice
recital around the campfire. The Little Camp Fire Orchestra
s? named to distinguish it from the Grove Play Orchestra of '
f~fty pieces, was really a rather large orchestra of some
f1fteen pieces. Jimmie Todd, the leader, in real life is a
ban~er, but during the Grove encampment, he was known only
as The Fiddling Stevedore," a title bestowed upon him in
appreciation of the contrast between his costume, an old
sweater, and the marvelous skill with which he performed upon
the violin,
On Sunday morning a concert at the Lake was given by the
Camp Fire Orchestra and. the Bohemian Club Chorus. The program
included such a wide range of selections as Ave Verum Corpus
by Mozart, the Swan by Saint-Saens, and the Jewels of the
Madonna by Wolf-Farrar. Every afternoon about four o'clock
there was an organ recital. Many great organists were visiting
at the Grove, and each in turn favored the members with a
recital. There was no attempt made to secure a formal attendance.
Sometimes you would listen around the camp fire, sometimes
stretched upon a cot in your own tent, sometimes you would pause
during a game of cards and listen to some strain of music that
reached you with a particular appeal. It was not so much a
program of rnusi c, as it was an atmosphere of music, that
surrounded you, touched you with its gentle fingers, caressed
you and helped to assure you that the ritual had not been in
vain, that King Care was indeed dead,
On Saturday, July 25, the comedy entitled the "Low Jinks
was produced. This year it consisted of three short skits of
one act each. "The Still Alarm, 11 by George s. Kat<fman, was a
take-off on the Fire Department of San Francisco, 11 In
Conference" by Ring Lardner, was a take-off on the business
conference and its essential futility. I shall not describe
the third skit but shall leave it to your imagination. It
was entitled, ''A Night in Bagdad," an immorality play in one
act, by Charles G. Norris. Scene: Interior of a bawdy house
in Bagdad, It was not as bad as its title and was really
scintillating with wit.
e
On August 1, the last night of the encampment came the
culmination, the production of the 11 High Jinks, 11 the Grove
Play. This year it was written by Joseph s. Thompson,a
businessman of San Francisco and a brother of Kathleen Norris,
the writer. The title .was "Wil1gs." This music was composed
by George Edwards of San b,rancisco and the complete production
was real grand opera, Imagine, if you can, an open air theatre,
the stage built in a cleared space between giant redwood trees,
the approach and exit paths leading up the side of the mountain.
1
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The spectators were seated on redwood logs which had bean furnished
comfortable backs by the expedient of stretching canvas from spikes
driven in the trunks.
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The characters of the play were the insects of the Grove. The
stage was adorned with toadstools, flowers and grass so proportioned
as to make the giant redwoods rising on either side of the platform
appear the size of weeds. This scale reduced the stature of the
actors to that of the characters portrayed, the insects of the
Grove, Riggers had come up from san b1 rancisco and stretched a network of cables between the trees surrounding the stage. On these
cables the actors men costumed as sunflies swept back and forth
high o~erhead. rn'the darkness the wires were not visible, and
the effect was beyond description marvelous.
The play opened in darkness with.the orchestra of fifty
pieces playing the overture, Then as the spotlights were turned
on the stage they disclosed a glistening spider web spun.between
two of the redwoods and two great spiders one; in each tree
discussinR their pl~n to trap the king of the sunflies. The plot
of the play was revealed. The king of the sunflies loves little
Cissindele, the green beetle, but there is a law of caste in the
grove. A winged creature cannot marry one that carmot fly. If
he do as, "he dies as the first rays of the rising. sun touch the
tops of the redwood trees." The little gFeen beetle loves· the
king of the sunflies, but she has been brought up as the drudge of
the earthbugs and they desire her to wed Rotesk, the rich old
tumble bug, The spiders hope to entrap the king of the sunflies
through his love for the little green beetle.
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The king of the sunflies seeks to persuade the little green
beetle that under her hard shell are delicate wings with which she
can fly to him, if only she will try, She is discouraged and
believes that she is doomed to grub the earth. Led by his
eloquence, she tries to fly but cannot. Finally the beetles lead
her away to slavery, and the king of' the sunflies appeals to the
eart hbugs for assistance to resuue her. Rotesk, the rich old
tumble bug, agrees to aid in her rescue. and together with the sunflies frees her from the beetles, and then insists that she must
marry him. The sunflies are dlig.hted as they wish to save their
king from marrying a base cr.eature, one that cannot fly, thereby
·incurring the doom of death. This offers an opportunity to
present both a ballet of the sunflies, and a dance of the tumble
bugs. The music accompanying these was remarkable and the skill
of the dancers superb,
Rotesk, the earth bug, seeks to lead away the little green
beetle and this so angers the spider, that he drops from his net
in the trees and stings Rotesk to death, . Rotesk, before dying,
becomes mad and dances the Tarantella. The king. of the sunflies •
heartbroken that the little beetle cannot fly, entangles himself
in the spider's web, The ~unflies, seeing their king in the web,
and.the great spider crawl1ng towards him, implore the little
green beetle with her strong claws to break the spider's web and
save their king. What Cissendele could not do for her own sake
she finds power to do to save her lover's life. She spreads he;
wings, rises from the ground and frees her love~. The king of
the sunflies, freed from death, and united to the one heloves,
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because she is no longer earthbound but has learned to use her
wings, soars upward with the little beetle and as they soar
above the trees, the red lights illumine t~e treetops and the
dawn breaks over the hills, Everything is illumined for a
moment and then darkness settles upon the stage.
This description is very inadequate, but I assure you
that the effect when witnessed was simply stupendous. In
the prod~ction of the play were twelve characters, sixteen
dancers 1n the ballet, and a chorus of sixty-three male voices.
An orchestra of fifty musicians furr.ished the music. The
costumes were superb. They were e spa c ially de signed by the
artists of.the Bohemian Club, and their full value was brought
out by an 1ntricate system of lighting. It was so perfectly
staged that one forgot that the little insects were actually
men. The sunflies flitting back and forth across the stage
high up in the air upon unseen wires the ~reat spider web
glistening under the spotlight di sa.ppearing when the light
was lowered, the b~auty of the great trees, the. music and
singing of the concealed chorus, conspired to create a vary
fairyl~nd. This fairyland of music, of color, and of light
faded 1nto darkness and silence as the invisible chorus sang
the finale
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"Her pity and her love
Give wings to Cissindelet
Give wings to her young heart,
Wings to her faith,
Wings to her soul.
All glorious the dawn,
Our Queen to Sunland brings!
And Cissendele was won
Faith in her soul,
Faith in her wings •"
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It is not hard to have faith, faith in the soul, faith in
wings, faith even to believe that perchance King Care had
really been slain and would remain dead, The Annual outing
of the Bohemian Club was ended, ended as it had been .begun
in the silence of the great redwood grove.· King Care, although
slain here, would return with the Bohemians into the city, but
during the .rest of the year the men who had been a part of this
encampment could down dull care by calling back in recollection
the wonders of those two weeks in the Bohemian Grove.
Henry Bentley
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"Thunder on the Left"

To me the most stimulating novel of the season is Christopher
Morley's Thunder on the Left, It develops an interesting idea
with originality, and. brightly mingles the fantastic and the real.
Children at a birthday party wonder whether grown-ups are happy,
and plan to find out; but, as the candles on little Martin's cake
are extinguished, he wishes that he may never grow old, So much
happens in the first chapter. In the last, after a minute account
of one day in the life of·these vary children as adults a score
of years later, we see them back again at the same birthday party,
misjudged and scolded by their elders. The gulf between childhood
and age is impassable, says Morley, until children cross it through
growth.
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What lias between the first chapter and the last concerns the
mental existence for twenty-four hours of the parents of three
little girls, for whom they have arranged a picnic, which never
comes off, George, in the advertising business, is writing a
bookley to extol the charms of Dark Harbor, where he has rented for
the summer the very house in which he and the rest who figure in
the story had once attended Martin's birthday party. A matter-offact couple from the past arrive for a week-and, together with the
romantic heroine Joyce, asked hare by George to test his real feeling for her. His wife, in vi tea to the house, also, Martin, who has
never grown up. Toward the end of the book we are told that Martin
is George's younger self, or rather that George is what Martin would
have become if he had ever developed out of 6hildhood. This idea is
insinuated so gradually that the reader remains tantalized by the
mystery for many pages. Martin says and does nothing that a child
might not say and do. Judged by any standard of reality, he would
be a moron; and the author, who has wished to make him whimsical
and alluring, has made him only, as one reviewer puts it like the
'
village idiot.
Joyce, however, is charming, the repressed, deep-feeling little
girl of the first chapter, grown into an independent, rich-natured
woman, tempted to respond to the advances of George, She lives in
two worlds,that of wraiths and children, and that of adults. She
recognizes Martin for what he is, and strives to keep him from
troubling the domestic peace of George and Phyllis and from knowing
of the grief that is to befall them in the accident to the children.
As a real being, Joyce fascinates George, when, for a few moments,
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they enjoy what the author calls "the tingling triumph of
social farce, undreamed by poor candid Natura --the first
illicit kiss,"
'
Like other husbands going wrong George excuses himself
"I was hungry, I was a beggar,
' you fad me with
,
laughter, and taught me how to suffer. You taught me how to
love; yes, everything I love. I love a thousand times better
because I know you. God help me! r·love even Fhyllis better
because of you." Although George finds his sleeping wife
dreaming of Martin, and feels half-justified in seeking out
Joyce, his old controls reassert themselves. "God pity me
for a fool," he thought, "but I love her best of all be cause
I shall never have her." Joyce, in turn, renounces him,
having gi van herself to the dream of him long ago, and being
unable now to mix that dream with reality •
say i ng:

As for the relations between George and Phyllis, his
wife, they are set forth with all the insight into martial
irritabilities which Arnold Bennett has displayed in greater
detail in These Twain. Phyllis is full of feminine worries
over her domestic arrangements, and her children, and George's
infatuation with Joyce, and her own sexless infatuation with
the mysterious Martin, who is so like George but with his
beastliness left out--" his nice, dear. beastliness" chich
makes her both hate and adore him. George and she are both
looking for an appeal in some other; yet at last they realize
that they would not escape matrimony if they could, George
may get on his wife's nerves with his coarse ways and his
saying "depot" instead of "station;" but he is farily dependable • "He looked like an Anchor to Windward, A Stitch in Time,
Something Put By for a Rainy·· Day," she reflects. "No one ever
lookled less like a Leap in the Dark. In short, he looked
like a Husband; large, strong, reliable, long-suffering,
uninteresting. Best way to look, probably (she thought), for
the interesting people have such a painful time."
George '.s reactions with Phyllis are smartly portrayed,
as when he declares that he doesn't want strange woman ·careering all over the house in their wrappers. "'Bosh!' exclaimed
Phyllis, 'There's nothing you'd like batter. Unless without
their wrappers.' 'What's the use of being vulgar?' he said.
He thought: 'How gorgeous Fhyllis is~ You can't fool her.,..,
His flickering passion for Joyce is not incompatib~e with the
stead.y-burning flame of love for his wife. "All I want to
tell her is that I love her," he thinks; "no matter what
happens, I love her. But how can I say it? If she weren't
~wife, I suppose it would be so much easier. Why do we
always show our worst side to the people we love?" When he
· sees her cutting sandwiches in her nightgown, George reflects,
"It was infuriating to see her so appealing; can't one aver
get away from it? Must a man love even his wife?" He asks
himself also, "When you love a woman, why make her life miserable by marrying her?" Yet the conclusion of Morley is
precisely that of Bennett; marriage is something to be achieved
day by day, a state fluctuant, confounding at times, but in
the long run desirable. Accordingly, when. George has finally
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~refers him to'his undeveloped and less carnal self, Martin,
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they are joyously reconciled. He suggests that
that they have been living in sin, ~ut that now
make an honest woman of her by marrying her all
Phyllis retorts: "We have been living in sin.
be unhappy and hateful~

I'.
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i . ' .. ;

they pretend
he is g~in~ ~od
over again, an
It's a sin to

Joyce will leave them together, having given Phyliis back
her George enriched with understanding and fear •. But, as she
paints a f~rewell picture of the old house, s4e sees tricky, .
warning shadows beneath the balcony, from which presently ~he
children will fall~

.; :: '·.
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"Thunder on the Left"

ivan up Joyce and Phyllis has realized that after all she .
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"Thunder on the La ft"

~
~

Why.this fall, which seems so needlessly tragic? Because that
is the way things happe_n in life, George has been promising to
mend the balcony railing, and putting it off. How nat~ral that he
should finally have come out with tools to attack the ~ob, just in
time to see the children break through the railing!

'

Morley's method is to reveal and illumine rather than describe.
He suggests things felt but unsaid that lie behind spoken words
and are often so different. He shifts his point of view from one
to another of his characters at will, and t~lls his story with
ommissions and indirections, daring because they impose upon the
reader so great a task of understanding, What Martin actually
wished at the party we are left to infer, as we_ must infer who
and what he is, The very title is nowhere explained. Thunder
rumbles once in the story, while Martin and the children are gone
to the beach to bathe. You are expected to know that "thunder ·
on the left" was in ancient times believed to be a direct warning
from the gods. The whole "moue~" business is disturbing because
its significance is left wholly to inference.
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In spite of this impressionistic method, the novel is based
upon careful obse~vation, connected with which appears a certain
frank animalism, unlike French innuendo because there is nothing
smirki!).g about it and be cause it is kept well balanced with the
other interests of life, Phyllis is c onacious of the ·sun shining
through her underskirts and revealing her body. She s~udies her·
knees in the bathtub and revels in the coolness that came .about
her waist in the perfection of liquid embrace. Aa,George surveys
Joyce, ."He thought of her fine strong body that was so much her
own, near him again after all the miracles of life that divide
flesh from flesh and then bring it again within grasp,.••• the
noble body, poor blasphemed perfectio~. worshipped in the dead
husks of statue and painting, and yet so feare,d in its reality •"
Even ~ore characteristic is George's adverse reaction to the
proposal of his wife that, in order to accommodate their guests,
they abandon their si_ngle beds. "Not · if I know it , George thought.
That old walnut bedstead, with the deep valley in the middle, so
that we both keep rolling against one another. Unless you clutch
the post and lie on a slop al~ nigh·t. Besides, Phyl .is so
changeable in temperature, When am goes to be she' a chilly and
wants to kindle her feet against you. Then by and by she gets
warmed up and its like sleeping with a hot bottle five feet long.
On a night in July, too. • • Impossible! How unexpected life is 1
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If any one had told me, twelve years ago,·that it would be so
irritating to sleep in the same bed with a pretty woman I
wouldn't have believed it,"
'

The humor of this passage is balanced by a more whimsical
humor in many pthers. Thus George fancies that his feeling
for Joyce is purely platonic and that he and his wife will
send out a card announcing the betrothal of his mind to that
of Joyce, adding. the words, "nothing carnal." When a beetle
buzzes down his wife's bosom, George !nsists that it must be
the 'bosom fly' that she is always singing about in the hymn
"Let me to Thy bosom fly'" Much of the humor consists of
"worldly wisdom crimped into epigrams. Of sin George remarks:
"God help us1 ••• people can't even sin without-finding
dusty, little, moral justifications for it. This is what
civilization has brought us to." And again: "Even sin is
to be made as difficult as possible for me, and I had always
imagined it would be so easy, Will God ever forgive me if
I don't commit the sins I was intended to?" Oscar Wilde
might have said, as Morley does hare: "Love means nothing
until you fall into it all over again, How wise woman would
be if they knew that a man who has only loved one has never
loved aey;" or, "You can't really be intimate with people who
know you so well;" or, ."People wonder why one always confides
in those who don't understand • , , To confide in. those who do
is too terrible,"
Occasionally, Morley emulates George Meredith in his
vivid comparisons. Thus we hear of George that, "Anger, the
red and yellow clown, burst through the tight paper hoop of
his mind, and played grotesque, unlaughable capers;" or
again of Phyllis; "She felt a bright seed of anger in her;
it was sprouting; climbing up the trellis of her nerves. She
had a fine fertility for anger; her mind was shallow soil, as
ita bottom had never been spaded; such seeds could not root
deeply, slowly, so they shot upward in brilliant, quickwithering flower, The rising warmth medicined her sickness."
More often, Morley's style depends upon his delicate and
sensusous appeal, fortified by a rare gift for phrase and
cadence, What a play of light and color there is in the
passage in which George thinks to describe the summer seaside
world. "How a poet might write it, telling the color of that
world. Warm tawny flanks of sand hills sprawled like panthers.
The sun a coal of topaz, veiled in white flame that sheeted
the whole summit of sky. Light so fierce one never looked
upward. Wherever one turned was a burning and a glitter; the
air was a lens and gathered all its rays into one stream,
Always one's knuckles were sweet with salty smell. Repressed
thunder yawning in. the blue elixir of the afternoon. Deep,
deep afternoon, penetrated with lawless beauty. The small,
aorry,whisper of the wing sang it in the keen scimitar grasses;
smooth beams of. driftwood faded by the sea felt it; the sand
pipers drunk with it, staggered on twiggy legs, Bronzed
thighs'and shoulders, shining in the green shallows, marbled
with foam."
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and Phyllis has reali?.ed that after all she
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they are joyously reconciled. He suggests that
that they have been living in sin, ~ut that now
make an honest woman of her by marrying her all
Phyllis retorts: "We have been living in sin.
be unhappy and hateful~
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Joyce will leave them together, having given Phyllis back
her George, enriched with understanding and fear. But,.aa she
paints a farewell picture of the old house, she sees tr1oky,
warning shadows beneath the balcony, from which presently the
children will fall~
Why.this fall, which seems so neadle~sly tragic? Because that
is the way things happen in life. George has been promising to
mend the balcony railing, and putting it off. How nat~ral that he
should finally have come out with tools to attack the JOb, just in
time to sea the children break through the railing!
Morley's method is to reveal and illumine rather than describe.
He suggests things felt but unsaid that lie behind spoken words
and are often so different. He shifts his point of view from one
to another of his characters at will, and tells his story with
ommissions and indirections, daring because they impose upon the
reader so great a task of understanding. What Martin actually
wished at the party we are left to infer, as we. must infer who
and what he is. The very title is nowhere explained. Thunder
rumbles once in the story, while Martin and the children are gone
to the beach to bathe, You are expected to know that "thunder
on the left" was in ancient times believed to be a direct warning
from the gods, The whole "mous~ business is disturbing because
its significance is left wholly to inference.
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In spite of this impressionistic method, the novel is based
upon careful obse~vation, connected with which appears a certain
frank animalism, unlike French innuendo because there is nothing
smirking about it and be cause it is kept well balanced with the
other interests of life. Phyllis is conscious of the sun shining
through her underskirts and revealing her body. She studies her
knees in the bathtub and revels in the coolness that came ,.about
her waist in the perfection of liquid embrace. As George surveys
Joyce, .11 He thought of her fine strong body that was so much her
own, near him again after all the miracles of life that divide
flesh from flash and then bring it again within grasp,.••• the
noble body, poor blasphemed perfection, worshipped in the dead
husks of statue and painting, and yet so feara.d in its reality."
Even ~ore characteristic is George's adverse reaction to the
proposal of his wife that, in order to accommodate their guests,
they abandon their single beds. "Not if I know it, George thought.
That old walnut bedstead, with the deep valley in the middle, so
that we both keep rolling against one another. Unless you clutch
the poet and lie on a slop all night, Besides, Phyl is eo
changeable in temperature. When sm goes to be she's chilly and
wants to kindle her feat against you, Then by and by she gets
warmed up and its like sleeping with a hot bottle five feet long,
On a night in July, too ••• Impossible~ How unexpected life is!
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If any one had told me, twelve years ago, ·that it would be so
irritating to sleep in the same bed with a pretty woman I
'
wouldn't have believed it."
The humor of this passage is balanced by a more whimsical
humor in many pthers. Thus George fancies that his feeling
for Joyce is purely platonic and that he and his wife will
send out a card announcing the betrothal of his mind to that
of Joyce, adding the words, "nothing carnal,'' When a beetle
buzzes down his wife's bosom, George insists that it must be
the 'bosom fly' that she is always singing about in the hymn
"Let me to Thy bosom fly~" Much of the humor consists of
"worldly wisdom crimped into epigrams. Of sin George remarks:
"God help usl ••• people can't even sin without finding
dusty, little, moral justifications for it. This is what
civilization has brought us to •" And again: "Evan sin is
to be made as difficult as possible for me, and I had always
imagined it would be so easy. Will God ever forgive me if
I don't commit the sins I was intended to?" oscar Wilde
might have said, as Morley does here: "Love means nothing
until you fall into it all over again, How wise women would
be if they knew that a man who has only loved one has never
loved any;" or, "You can't really be intimate with people who
know you so well;" or, ."People wonder why one always confides
in those who don't understand , , • To confide in those who do
is too terrible."
Occasionally, Morley emulates George Meredith in his
vivid comparisons. Thus we hear of George that, "Anger, the
red and yellow clown, burst through the tight paper hoop of
his mind, and played grotesque, unlaughable capers;" or
again of Phyllis; "She felt a bright seed of anger in her;
it was sprouting; climbing up the trellis of her nerves. She
had a fine fertility for anger; her mind was shallow soil, as
its bottom had never been spaded; such seeds could not root
deeply, slowly, so they shot upward in brilliant, quickwithering flower, The rising warmth medicined her sickness."
More often, Morley's style depends upon hie delicate and
sensusous appeal, fortified by a rare gift for phrase and
cadence. What a play of light and color there is in the
passage in which George thinks to describe the summer seaside
"How a poet might write it, telling the color of that
world.
world. Warm tawny flanks of sand hills sprawled like panthers,
The sun a coal of topaz, veiled in white flame that sheeted
the whole summit of sky. Light so fierce one never looked
upward. Wherever one turned was a burning and a glitter; the
air was a lens and gathered all its rays into one stream.
Always one's knuckles were sweat with salty smell. Repressed
thunder yawning in the blue elixir of the afternoon. Deep,
deep afternoon, penetrated with lawless beauty. The small,
sorry whisper of the wing sang it in the keen scimitar grasses;
smooth beams of driftwood faded by the sea felt it; the sand
pipers drunk with it, staggered on twiggy lags. Bronzed
thighs'and shoulders, shining in the green shallows, marbled
with foam."
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"Thunder on the Left"

"The Layman Looks Into Psycho-Analysis"

Here although Morley's style defies any tests of aynta~
and every'rule of punctuation, he secures vivid effects. Bu he
is better when less explosive and more coherent, as when George
imagines Joyce to be with him at night on the beach. "They were
on the beach· the tide was far ebbed, they ran over mirrors of
sand they w~re in sparkling black water milder than air. Still
ther~ were no words· their white bodies gleamed in silver, laved
in snowy fans of s~f. They were just themselves, chafing
impediments were gone; nothing was between them, and they wanted
nothing. They ran, breathing warmly, to burrow in the powdery
cliff, where the acid smell of sharp grasses sifted ~own from the
dunes They lay in a hollow of sand; aha curled aga.1nat him,
nestl;d smoothly close; he could feel her tHrilling with small
quivers of joy. There was no pang, no trouble no desire; only
peace."
There are a score of such passages, but to multiply quotation
would add nothing. As one reviewer has said: "The stylistic
virtues of Thunder on the Left grow out of the fact that there
runs thr·ough it, with almost aesperate earnestness, a sense of
the pain and loveliness that lie at the very heart of life. It
is written with restraint, but there is a storm of emotion behind
it. It will have a meaning for every sensitive person·who has bean
a child, a mother, a father, or a lover ••• Its delicate violins
and wistful flutes will not draw the public away from the brass
bands which parade our literary Fifty Avenue. But it is important.
It should survive."
Frank
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Chandler

"The Layman Looks Into Psycho-Analysis"

If the doctor can look into literature why can't the layman
·look into psycho-analysis? Ever since the psychology of Sigmund
Freud has been acclaimed as the New Psychology, I have felt a
strong desire to know something about this new brand of knowledge.
Accordingly I ordered from my book-seller what appeared to be the
most important works of Freud, including his Lec~ures on PsychoAnalysis, The Meaning of Dreams, his papers on The Psychical
Mechanism of Hysterical Phenomena and his article entitled "The
Fancy and the Dreams in Jansen's Gradi va." On glancing through·
these works in order to make a preliminary and tentative approach
before showing any serious intentions, my curiosity was immediately
excited into a sort of mental tumescence by the great number of
tantalizing terms whose meanings seemed to be only partly revealed,
like the. charms of a coy and willing maiden,--such terms as sublimation, repression, Phallic symbol, Oedipus complex, latent dream
thoughts, endopsychic censor, fisation, libido.
A little further scrutiny into the material I had chosen to
examine revealed to me a most appalling suspicion,a suspicion not
of the nature of the material in the works 1 was reading, but a
suspicion of my own motives in taking up the study of the New
Psychology. Perhaps it came from the fact that my reading was
already beginning to bear fruit in giving me an ability to psycho-
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analyze what lay in the dark and unseen depths of my soul
Fsycho-analysis as a term means soul-analysis and Freud h~d
already taught me that it is not the visible parts of the soul
that psyc~o-~n~lysis is interested in, but rather those parts
.that are 1nv1~1ble to ordinary observation, the very dregs of
the soul, as 1t were; --wishes that we do not know that we. have,
desires and impulses that. we would not own if they came to us in
the clear day-light of consciousness, 1t is therefore into
the dark ~orners of the soul that the sea~ch:light of p~ycho
analysis 1s to be· turned, Did I, without knowing it harbor an
uns~tisfied d~sire to ravel in the scenes depict~d a~d described,
or 1ntimated between the lines of this literature? VIas a part
of my real but suppressed nature finding satisfaction in the
contemplation of the exhibition before me, and that under the
guise of intellectual attainment and scientific endeavor~ I
had thought when I began the study of the new psychology.that
my intentions were pure and above suspicion, Was 1 really
playing hide and seek with my own real desires? Was my innermost soul finding expression and satisfaction while my superficial self was endeavoring to be scholarly? Freud's voluminous
wri tinge; his numerous disciples, and woman's club lectures· the
horde of feminine devotees at the shrine of psycho-analysis! and
the general acclaim with which he has been received as a ~r~at
authority and discoverer. of the laws of human nature,--all
refused to relieve me of the suspicion which my increasing knowledge of the new psychology was fastening upon me. Also it suddenly dawned upon me that while, in the beginning of my study,
I read these books openly, very soon 1 found myself carefully
closing and locking the library door before taking them up,
and that the books had been removed from the open book-shelf to
a closed case containing the writings of Havelock Ellis and
Krafft-Ebing. Of course the followers of Freud would say:
"Honi soit qui mal y pense" -~The New Psychology is only holding
up the mirror that I might see my true self. However this may
be, I determined to know the truth no matter what the consequences might be.
I learned as I advanced in my reading that the innermost
wishes, desires, and impulsions that Freud has discovered in
our natures exist in the realm of our unconscious sal vas--that
they are outcasts expelled from the circle of polite society,-that there is a police officer, known as the censor, stationed
at the threshold of the conscious self whose duty it is to see
that they do not return to t.he conscious self. This was a
comforting thought, For an unconscious desire 1 certainly can
he held responsible, If it is unconscious no one can discover
that it exists. If I have an unconscious desire to kill my
father in order to take possession of my mother, which Freud
calls the Oedipus comple•, then I am safe. No one can convict
me of the incipient crime, and if I do not know it myself my
peace of mind should not be disturbed. Unconscious desires
cannot harm anyone, I thought. But alas--that thought only
revealed the simplicity of my layman's mind. A little further
study of the New Psychology laid bare the fact that the police
officer, to whom I had pinned my faith, sometimes goes to sleep
on his beat, and one of these unconscious desires slips by the
portals of the self and then there is the devil to pay. It may
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make me do all sorts of queer things, or even inoculate me with
the virus of hysteria,
The worst characteris.tic of this returned unconscious desire
is that it comes into the conscious self in all manner of disguiaes.--It does not wear ita own clothes and so the self cannot
recognize it as one of its old desires. The only thing then that
will save you is psycho-analysis. The unerring eye of the psychoanalyist can detect it. Of course he can not see the unconscious
desire as such, for he can look only at your c~nscious self and
its contents. But he knows that among the conscious contents the
old and unfilled desire is masqueradir~ as a symbol-~either as a
fantasy, a dream, a slip of the tongue, or some form of forgetting,
"amnesia" Freud calls it. To go on a still hunt for one of those
escaped unconscious desires, which the fool policeman has let out
of the door of the unconscious, requires a. very patient and painetaking detective. Psycho-analysis is a long process •. It may take
days or even weeks before the fugitive is caught. When it is
caught and stripped of its mask--and shown to the conscious self in
its own nakedness, then you are saved--it can do you no further
harm.

H.
q

If you have one of these unfulfilled and unconscious desires
wandering around in your conscious self, the thing to do is to iO
to a psycho-analyst. He will put you on a comfortable couch in
his private office with subdued lights and soft colors and tell
yo~ to relax,--to empty your mind of all attempts to control your
thoughts, --to assume a ''dolce far niente" attitude while he searches
around in your mind for that unconscious desire. It is very
important that it be found, for it may be a desire to kill your
brother and run off with his wife, Such a desire,--(complex
according to the new psychology} if not extracted, will fester in
your soul like an ingrown toe nail, and cause a psychic trauma-and all the while you will not know what ails you, because it is
an unconscious desire.
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After you have relaxed and emptied your mind of all its
conscious contents, then the psycho-analyst asks you to look into
your soul and tell him what you see there. He knows that, since you
have no control over the unconscious contents of your mind, the
unconscious desire will still be there, and that you may see it.
Of course, he realizes that it is yery difficult for you to do-to see an unconscious desire all by yourself and unaided. so· he
gives you a few association tests, i.e., he pronounces some words
from a list which he has made up after studying your case. You
are to respond as quickly as possible to each word, by the first
thought that comes into your head, Now the psycho-analyst knows
all ab·out t.he innermost secrets of human nature and he suspects
tha.t·,you have designs on your brother's wife Mary. So in the list
he has prepared he puts the dangerous words
and "brother •"
To all the other words you respond in a perfec y normal manner
and,without hesitation. But to the word 11 Mart' you hesitate·, you
can t think of anything-finally you blurt out the word "tunnel."
The psycho-analyst then knows that he is on the right track, the
unconscious desire is unmasked, There is both a "block" and a
symbol in your mind connected with the word "Mary," That unconscious desire of yours, fearing detection, did not respond by the
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t~~ught that was really awakened by the stimulus word

and
:ut e~~is ~o kfool you by changing the response to "tun~el "
s a es some seconds of time; hence the delayed r~s onse
or block • Then the final response "tunnel'' is not
t P
'
thought it 1~ onl
b1
your rue
Of
'
~
Y a sym o of what you were really thinking
course, you don't know this, But Freud knows what it reali
signifies in his c~de of symbols, Apropos of this whole situa:
ti~ni Freud says:
An idea had approached to the "Self" of the
pa ant, proved to be incompatible, and evoked a force of
rep~lstionthon.the part of the Self, whose purpose was the defense
a 1ncompa ti ble "idea •"
aga1ns
So, on these facts, you stand convicted of an unconscious
desire to appropriate your brother's wife.--You indignantly
deny the charge, but the psycho-analyst is patient. He shows
you that your resistance against the acceptance of this idea is
only a defense mechanism of the unconscious self, and really
proves your.guilt. You can not escape the net of the psychoanalyst, H1s methods are thorough and sure to win. If he
tells you that he has been successful in unmasking an unconscious desire there are two possibilities open to you~ You may
admit that possibly you have entertained such a desire whether
you remember it or not, or you may deny that you have had such
a wish, or even that the thought had aver occured to you,
If then you admit it, there is the proot if you deny it this
very denial indicates a resistance, and the stronger the'denial,
or resistance, the greater the proof of the correctness of the
analysis.
But the psycho-analyst is not through with you--he wants
to make assurance doubly sure. So, as so on as he can quiet you
into a state of restful repose, he asks you to tell him the
contents of some o'f y~ur recent dreams. Dreams, according to
Freud, are symbolic of your unconscious and unfulfilled wishes,
While you are asleep and the conscious self is off guard, the
unconscious wishes will slip by the censor and enter consciousness in the form of dreams, but,--and here is the rub--these
wishes never show·themselves in your dreams in their true garb-they always disguise themsel vas in most innocent costumes.
This is why you must have your dreams interpreted by a. psychoanalyst, He knows the tricks which your unconscious self
attempts to play on you, By careful and long continued study
he has deciphered the code of symbols which your unconscious
self uses in your dreams. If you dream of a tree, a stick,
lamp-post, umbrella, or any elongated object, they are nothing
more than Fhallic symbols. Likewise, if you dream of a room,
a box, a trunk, or any kind of vessel or container, they are
symbols of a fem~le counterpart. If you dream of digging postholes and placing the posts therein,the true meaning is quite
evident. If you dream of mounting a flight of stairs, or ascending a ladder (steigen in German where it has a double meaDing)
and reaching the top somewhat exhausted and out of breath by
your rhythmic exertion, it is a symbol of a very private form
of exercise. This symbolism is not confined to dreams but may
manifest itself in our waking hours, where it influences·our
likes and dislikes, and our forms of art expression. So uni versa.l
and deep-rooted is this principle of sex-symbolism that it shows
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itself in our economic and industrial life •. P~~of ~~ thi: !~don
every side. Go to the top of any building 1n a c Y--a
less sea of chimney-pots, towers, spires, and ~inerets reveals
itself ·to your gaze. The contrivance for lead1ng the smoke aw~y
from the furnace has been given by the hand of man, according o
the unaupressible Freudian Principle, the Phallic shape. Again,
why do women: have few or no pockets in their garments while the
clothes of men are full of' them? Again, how explain the fact
that women love to roam in parks and wooded places where trees
are the most conspicuous objects in view? I must confesa_t~t a
study of the Freudian Symbolism has opened my eyes and I not: only
begin to understand the nature of dreams, but also to see what
lias behind the actions of my fellow-men.
But we must return to your psycho-analyst and your dream which
you.were about to relate to him. Yes, you had dreamed quite recently but you have forgotten what it was about. The psychoanalyst knows that your forgetting is the result of psychic
resistance and urges you to try to bring the dream back to consciousness for he is certain that be is on the right track again.
You strain'to remember and at last the dream flashes out in your
consciousness as olear·as the scenes of yesterday.
You dreamed that you were going up a velvet carpeted ·Stairway
with your brother's wife,
B. B. Breese

3

Pope's Four Clever Couplets
'Tis not enough no harshness gives offense,
The sound must seem an echo to the sense.
Soft is the strain when Zephyr gently blows,
And the smooth stream in smoother numbers flows.
But when loud surges lash the sounding shore,
The hoarse, rough verse should like the torrent roar.
When Ajax strives some rock's vast weight to throw,
The line too labors and the words move slow;
Not so, when swift Camilla scours the plain,
Flies o 'ar th' unbending corn, and skims along the main.

In this passage Alexander Pope lays down the principle that
in good poetry the sound must seam an echo to the sense, and he
then proceeds to illustrate his meaning by four clever couplets,
all different but each perfect in its own way. Not a few scholars
have been inclined to quota merely the dictum apart from the
illustrative couplets and than to assume that Pope is primarily
advocating the use of such simple imitative words as splhlh,
~· buzz, murmur, and the like; naturally, therefore,
s teachlng has-r8caived its full share of unfavorable criticism and even
of ridicule. A closer examination of the couplets would seam to
indicate, however, that he is referring chiefly to the metrical ·
movement of the whole line, and that single sounds and combinations
of sounds are important not because of any particular imitative
quality, although this does appear sporadically, but because they
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modify the manner of the movement of the lines. When Pope
then speaks of the sound, he means primarily the rhythmical
flow of the sounds of the line, and this rhythmical flow is in
its ultimate analysis merely the manner of our own inner
activity, the movement of our own mind, the set of our own
nerve and muscle systems, as we read the line; in short, it
is our feeling, our mood. This movement may take on.different
forms; it may ·be regular and smooth and gentle, or it may be
irregular either in the direction of greater effort, heaviness,
and slowness, or of greater ease, lightness, and rapidity,
Pope means to say than that the form of the rhythmical movement,
that is the mood of the rhythm, must be appropriate to the
sensa of the line. But the term "sense" also calls for ·further
comment. It does not refer merely to the intellectual aspect
of perceiving or imaging. Every such act is accompanied by
some so~t of feeling and this feeling passes over us as a
movement of so~e kind. For example, to return to Pope's
couplets, the mental picture of a gentle zephyr or a smooth
stream gives us a feeling of soft and regular movement, the
image of the striving Ajax is accompanied by a feeling within
us of a slow, heavy, strong, irregular, effortful movement,
and the picture of the swift Camilla produces in us a feeling
of rapid, easy, light, powerful, sustained movement, The
statement that the sound must seem an echo to the sense means,
therefore, that the ·rhythmical movement of our own mental
activity as we progress through the line must coincide exactly
with the movement of the feeling which accompanies our perception of the meaning of the line. Only in this way can the
sound be a true echo to the sense. Let us look briefly at the
rhythmical move.ment of the four couplets. Each one contains
some irregularity, soma departure from the normal pattern of
regularly alternating unstre8sed and stressed syllables, and
the characteristic quality of' each movement depends upon the
nature of its departure· from this normal iambic pentameter.
Thus, ·in the first couplet,
"Soft is the strain when Zephyr gently blows,
And tha smooth stream in smoother numbers flows~
the effect of a soft and smooth matrical movement is due to the
fact that at the ba~inning of each line one of the stresses has
been removed from itsnormal position, thus bringing together
two osft unstressed syllables. This arrangement produces an
incipent triple time, which effects a slig~t in~reasa of
rapidity,, but this more rapid movement is 1mmed1ataly checked
by the return to the regular alternation of ~stressed and
stressed syllables in the remaind~r ?f.each l1~e~ It is thia
transition from irregularity and 1nc1p1ent rap1d1ty .to regularity and slowness that enhances the effect of the soft smooth
movement of this couplet. We always feel more intensely the
regularity and smoothness of a movement when we.raturn to it
after having departed from it. The phenomenon 1s parallel to
our more intense feeling of the calm after the storm, or of
musical harmony that emerges from slight discord, or of the
restored equilibrium at the end of a dramatic conflict.
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"But when loud· surges lash the sounding shore,
The hoarse, rough verse should like the torrent roar."
,'
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Hare the affect of a slow, strong, loud, rough movement results
chiefly from the increasing and the grouping of the stresses in
second line, and also from the deliberately awkward arrangement
of the sounds a, sh, !• f, v, which can only be pronounced rather
slowly and with a-certain degree of effort. There are also .
logical pauses after "should'' and "torrent." The irregular! ty of
the movement and the enforced pauses after stressed syllables
gives us the feeling of roughness, largeness, loudness, and
strength.
But let us pass on to the third couplet:

'

"When Ajax strives some rock's vast weight to throw,
The line too labors and the words move slow."
Hare the slow, interrupted, irregular, affortful, strong movement
is due to the fact that the stresses are increased from five to
six, and are grouped; the resultant slowness and strength and
effort of the movement are further intensified by some awkward
sound sequences, especially those in which the same consonant
stands at the end of one word and at the beginning of the next,
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The last couplet is in avery way the opposite of the three
preceding ones:
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"Not so, when swift Camilla scours the plain
Flies o'er th' unbending corn, and skims al~ng the main."
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The sound elements are small and the movement is vast, uninter~upted, strong, easy and sustained.
The short vowel in "not"
1s rendered still shorter by the following short sound t·--~he vowe~ in "so" is cut short by the pause; the vowels-in .
when sw1ft Caiiiilla" are short, the f in "swift" is cut short by
tE'S'f'o11owfng t; the 1 sound in "Cam!lla," standing between two
short vowels, is necessarily short· the k sound in "Camilla "
"corn," "scours," "skims" is short: and in the two latter w~rds
it"'"ii'ao cuts short the preceding "s." on the other hand most
~f t~e sounds in the latter part of both lines namely ,: scours "
1
~,"
"skims," "along," "main," are long and prolo~ab!e
'
T s arrangement of short sounds in the first part of the 1ine
follqwed by prolongable sounds in the latter part of the line
gives us a rapid and sustained movement, because we naturally'
prolong that type of movement with which we began The
r~yth~~~al ~r~agul~ri ty at the beginning of the s~cond line ·"flies
un ending effects an increase both of rapidity and 0-f-oroe. The impulsive initial stress, followed by two relativel
unstressed syllables constitutes a measure of triple time and {his
means greater rapidity. And looked at from the point of ;iew
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or momentum, from the ba~inning to the end
. 1 Y n orca,
~~tt~!"~n~l~~w~~et~ 1 ~!~~~n!t~:l~ti~h:nb~~f~~~gs!~;:Yth~r:~f;
!~~her
but on the contrar•r till
o
a second,
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more energy has been accumulated by the
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~nitial stress of the second line; this excess of energy then
.1s carried over into the two following syllables, making them
somewhat stronger than they otherwise would be and Pope
with his fine sense of fitness, has placed her~ the physically
large and logically not unimportant syllables "o'er th' un"
Thus the force of the movement is sustained through what w;uld
normally be weak elements, and we get the feeling of moving
rapidly through relatively strong elements. But this is not
all. The mov~ment has gai~e~ such an excess of energy that it
not only overflows slightly 1nto these two syllables, but also
prolongs itself irresistibly throughout an additional foot.
Furthermore, this line of six feet naturally divides itself
into two parts, that is, a-ranger unit breaks up into two
balanced halves, thereby increasing the sustained rapidity
of the movement.

Pope's dictum then regarding the sound and the sense
means primarily that the poet must vary the rhythmical movement of his lines in accordance with the varying moods which
accompany the different thoughts.and images that he presents;
and this is, of' course, the instinct! ve practice of every real
poet.
C. M. Lotspeich

4

The Ring_

. New Years Day is for us a time of family gathering when
its members assemble from all directions, urged by an atavistic
'flash of the clan spirit so persistent even today in the Scotch.
It has always been a SP.ecial delight when Cousin Sandy came
from a di~tance to be with us, leaving his great business
responsibilities and press of affairs to respond to the call
of the blood.
His fine appearance, his personality and the romance of
his great business success conspired to make him the favorite
of all the members of the family and even the casual
acquaintance was attracted to him by his sturdy manliness,
robustness of honesty and great energy; qualities that had
doubtless played a potent part in his rise from poverty to
wealth. Those whose love had penetrated below this attractive
exterior knew.that beneath lay a capacity for affection, an
almost childlike desire for the love of those he cared for,
that the contrariness of his 5cotch nature caused him to hide
· from the world.
Yet, somehow, these deeper and more subtle qu~lities must
have emanated from him as invisible rays depart from what
appears to the eye but as small lumps of stone for surely his
fellows otherwise would not have conferred upon him such
honors ~s culminat~d in the 33rd, degree in ¥asonry, had they
not been moved by qualities his modesty caused him to conceal,
The sources of his qualities were not secret to us; his
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magnificent head and physique were from his father, whose
patriotism and courage had caused him to devote his entire means
towards-equipping and leading a company of men to the Civil War,
from which he returned broken in health and fortune, but never
in spirit. Sandy's common sense, calmness and dogged courage
were the-precious gift of his English mother, who, staying
behind while her husband went gloriously to war, supported their
five young children by her own exertions until such time as the
oldest boy, Sandy, could support them,
'

Thus handicapped, self-educated, apparently denied even the
opportunity of marriage, his youtp knew such struggle as must
make or break man, His success spoke volumes for his qualities,

1\'

Cousin sandy had not been with us for several years; various factors, the last a severe accident had conspired against
his presence. At intervals we had proofs of his thoughtfulness,
a brace of ducks, books, soma trinket, all personally selected
but bearing no other evidence of the giver than the name we
loved to call him--Cousin Sandy.
Last New Years Day we looked forward with the greatest·
eagerness to his visit--his advancing age and his injury made us
feel that he might not be with us for long,
' ii,, ,·
.1 ..
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The auto drew up, the chauffeur opened the door and we
helped a wraith of a man into the circle. · So profo~d was the
physical change that description fails, yet the spirit.waa there--·
unchanged. His joy at seeing us, of knowing the younger children
who had come or had grown from babyhood since his last visit
was as keen as ever. His spirit seemed to defy, to despise, 'the
progressive decline of the body, yet he knew as did we, that this
visit was a farewell instead of a reunion,

! '
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The

!he Ring

It was a memorable day for all of us, one of those rare communions of soul when age and experience were forgotten and love
spoke alike to child and youth and age, Then was the narrative
of the family li~e to be brought up to date, accented with laughter
·~nd wise counsel1ng; through the hours spent around the table and
fireside th_ere was. being wrought anew the lasting circle of friendship and.dev.otion that endures thru life and death. The children
even felt all this and were especially impressed by Cousin Sandy's
appearance and condition. Their sharp ayes did not fail to notice
a beautiful diamond ring, his sole ornament worn ·on the third
finger of .the left hand, They were full of' questions about it· it
was difficult to re_strain them until hie departure, They could
¥ot understand why a man should wear a woman's ring, ThiS question
~ould not answer, nor did I learn the meaning of· the ring until
a ew weeks later, when the clan met again around his heather
covered coffin.
His sister t·hen told me the story of the ring as she felt
!n~thour children should know of the constancy of their·kinsman
ave pride in it, She said that years ago Cousin Sand. had
~ove a girl who fully returned his affection •. At first to~ poor
o marry and burdened with the care of his parents and the
~~~~~:~c~h~~d~!~·d~~o~i~n~ee~ 8 a~;ep;gspo!~:a •hethrenothing
but the
engagement was
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announced, the ring of betrothal given and their happiness
seemed assur~d. Shortly before they were to be married the
bride to be contracted typhoid, that dread scourge of o~r
dev~loping American cities.
She realized that she was on her
deat~-bed; she called Cousin Sandy to her side and told him
frankly and bravely that their union could be but spiritual.
She exacted nothing of him but gave him back the ring telling
him that she hoped some day he would find another to ;hom he
would feel that he must offer it.
From that'time, his sister stated, he never mentioned
the ring to anyone, or any incident connected with it yet
he wore it constantly until the day he died,
'
As he had never removed the ring from his finger, his
family felt that it should be buried with him, for he
evidently desired it to be a symbol of the love he bore for
the onl~ woman who had come into his life,
Alexander Thomson

6

Floricana

Florida has been variously described. To the tourist
it is the American Riv~era; to the prospective investor an
ElDorado; to the historian, "the last frontier;'' to the
booster, ''our graa test A~erican state," In fact it would
seem Florida has been somewhat over-described as well as
over-subscribed,
However, for the purpose of these Floricana, we shall
describe it as a "state of mind."
Florida is indeed the advertiser's paradise. The fielda
of descriptive literature, of history, the arts and sciences
have been drawn upon by her alert advertisers, and on the
theory~at she is the pear, if not the superior, of every
other region on the globe, anything that may be said regard·
ing it may be truthfully applied to her.
The s'ophisticated listener will therefore lift an eyebrow
at the suggestion that it is possible to say anything new
abo~t Florida. However, a careful examination of her literature
discloses no evidence that certain parts. of ~he Encyclopaedia
Bri ttannica., the congressional record, or the. archi vas of the
Literary Club, have been drawn upon as. yet. There are still
in the world styles of architecture that have not yet been
adopted; plants that have not yet been grown; people of distinction in their localities that have not yet moved to some
well known subdivision, --in Florida. There are golf champions
still available as presid~nts of golf clubs, at handsome
salaries, with real estate commissions o~ the side. There is,
at the North Pole, a climate which has not yet been duplicated;
and there are the Sahara and· Death Valley Deserts, all of whose
attractions the Florida Realtor has not yet found a way to
offer, - With 77 inches of rain-fall in go days and 14 inches
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in a single ten-hour stretch, he may not have the aridity, but
he will assure you he has the sunshine and the ~·

' '!.

Assuredly he has the sand. The Floridian loves to work,
play and deal in sand. In fact, sand is his native element. He
has seventy seven million acres of it under his feet, and some of
it has gotten into his ears. He mixea it in his food, rubs his
backbone with it, writes his advertisements with it. He will ask
you five thousand dollars for a twenty-five foot lot of it, which
cost him $30 an acre, without blinking an eyelash.

."'

It has bean said that the chief occupation of the Florida
developer is to "move sand." For this purpose he uses sandsuckers. He sucks sand up from his ocean, rivera and lakes and
addes to his precious seventy seven million acre hoard. He pays as
much as one hundred and seventy five thousand dollars for a
single sand-sucking machine. Not contact with this be imports
thousands of suckers from the north, for his sand, This, it is
true, takes lots of sand. After he has sucked the sand up from
the bottom of his waters he makes it up into nice little lots and
turns it over to the northern sand-sucker.
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It is true that he does not suck sand all of the time; part
of tha time he blows. It is a question whether he oan blow or
suck the harder, but it is a safe bet he could have· earned Atlanta's
seaport for her on the historic occasion when a representative of
Savannah advised the orator from Atlanta that he could soon
supply Atlanta's, one lack of a harbor if he would only suck as
hard as he had sho'W'llthithe could blow. There are at least one
million real estate salesmen in Florida (population of Florida,
one million) with proper sucking and blowing attachments to create
a harbor and an island in one operation.
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The three great natural products of Florida are oranges,
advertising men and salesmen. Oranges are produced in the same
way as the two latter, by the proper admixture of sand and sunshine.
It is said that the greatest triumph of Napoleon's career was
when William Jennings Bryan stood--silent--at his tomb. But this
was before Wi1liam Jennings came to Coral Gables and became mixed
up with the state's two great ingredients.
~inca

Bryan there hav~ come a procession of leather-lunged, if
not Sllver-tongued, advart1sers including such great names as
Barro~ Collier, Thomas Matthew Adams, Roger w. Babson, and Ponzi.
These great names lead a list of lesser lioohts that have made
Florida illustrious. Barron Collier has b~come the world's first
land billiona'ire--in Florida land. As the owner of New York's
Coney Island he received a training which eminently fitted him for
taking a large par~ in Florida's development. Ringling Brothers,
the developers of Sarasota, are small imitators of his. They are
thoroughly at home in Florida. Oyster kings, potato kings, patent
medicine potentates, bootleg magnates, printer millionaires and such
types as the "kink" king, the man who made a million selling a
preparation to negroes to take the kinks out of hair are too
common in Florida to be mentioned by name; these mingle with the
common or garden variety of real estate millionaires and contribute
to the richness of human nature in the state. Their modesty and
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adherence to the simple facts have given encouragement to
the timid type of real estate man and the blushing real
estate prospectus.
Florida is no longer merely an agricultural and tourist
state; it has, through its printing factories, become also a
great industrial state.
There is no part of Florida which cannot be put to either
agricultural or industrial uses. Its low-lying islands and
keys have become the habitat· of a large and rapidly growing
industrial population. These denizens of the keys are
industrious in supplying the drug houses of the country, as
well as others, with industrial alcohol and the products of
the Isle of Bimini; and in that sense they are industrial.
They are conducting one of Florida's greatest industries.
I

Florida hotels are among the finest in the world; they
,are built according to a mathematical formula, not with
relation, as in other sections, to local population or
expected tourist trade, but with regard to the number of lots
in the subdivision in which they are erected. They even charge
"a lot" for room and board.
Every subdivision worthy of the name has its hotel, its
golf course and its club. If the lots are all sold before
the hotel, golf course and club-house are completed, the work
of them is dropped, as no longer necessary.
The rubber and banana industries are among the richest in
Florida, in furnishing advertising and promotion material;
rubber should prove especially adaptable to Florida present day
conditions. An important by-product of the banana tree is its
rope fiber; it has not, however, as yet put the hemp industry
of Central America and the Phillipines out of business. A
chamber of commerce in Wast Florida is taking the lead in the
propagation of turkeys for the surrounding country; a member
having advanced the perfectly sound idea that as wild turkeys
have fpr centuries flourished in the state it is entirely
reasonable to assume that tame turkeys will do the same.
Here's a lead for Chambers of Commerce elsewhere.
One ardent real estate developer advertised that the
sunshine on his subdivision is brighter and warmer than anywhere else in the state; but some of his nearby competitors
set up the claim that the sun would hardly discriminate in
this way. Sounds reasonable.
Another appealing to farmer settlers claimed that his
soil was so rich that the weeds on it grew so large that men
climbea them like trees.
All of which goes to prove that the. s? il ~nd climate. of
Florida are productive of a beautiful imag1nat1on, magnificent
nerve and the greatest exhibition o·f militant salesmanship the
world has yet seen. .
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Here is an extra bit of Floricana on the Florida hotels:
In one hotel visited, the guests were warned not to sit under the
cocoanut palms, as serious injuries and even death might result
from the cocoanuts smashing down upon the heads of the guests; as
a result one young woman with an old and invalid husband was seen
the next few days carefully wheeling him out into the yard under
one of these trees.

!

The service in the hotel was exceptionably good except for
one thing: the laundry sent out was not returned for several
weeks. A bell boy explained that the laundry man, who had a
large family, considered it one of his perquisites to have the
use of the laundry three weeks before returning it. This is just
a little bit of old Florida, and perhaps does not occur where the
northern influence is felt.
The contributor of these notes was greatly disturbed for a
time over what he felt was the incorrect spelling of a number
of words common to Florida, notably "poinsettia" and "Floridian."
The first he thought should be spelled "poinsetta and the latter
"Floridan." In California he was sure that the last syllable of
poinsettia was spelled without the "i." He worried about this
quite considerable until he received his quietus one day from a
native who said that General Andrew Jackson when told that he had
spelled a word wrong replied that "a man was a d--- fool who could
not spell a 'word more than one way."
11

Florida is a much· maligned state in one respect. She is
supposed to be flat, almost with the level of the sea. As a
matter of fact, Florida is a very hilly country, in places mountainous, To make more palatable to the buying prospect the rough and
rugged nature of the country, she has chosen names for her various
real estate developments which have become pleasantly associated
with sloping hills and gently rolling meadows. Every Florida
metropolis of t~ree hundred population or more has its "Avondale."
In a single day s ride such names for subdivisions and towns were
encountered as "Daytona Highlands," "Daytona Heights," "Crest
View,"'~ountain Lakes Park," "Howey-in-the-Hills."
One may enjoy touring in Florida and view the unsurpassed
scenic panorma of the country if he has a high powered car with
fo~-wheel brakes and a careful chauffeur. The hills uplifting
the1r huge bulks form a sky line of incomparable beauty. And the
view that one gets of the sea from one of these lofty eminences
after hie steaming engine has chugged sturdily to the top remi~ds
him of the Mediterranian view from the mountains above Me~tone or
Monte Carlo.
·
One of the few differences which one notices is the huge
ditches beside the roads which carry the rushing torrents from off
the hills down to the sea. It is true that seventy seven inches
of rain-fall within 90 days tax these ditches to their utmost
capacity, and even beyond, with the result that sometimes purchasers
of lot~ coming from a distance, at the wrong season of the year
to vis~ t their future winter homes are compelled to visit their'
property in a motor boat, But all plateaus in mountainous regions
have their periods of too much rain. And why, queruously asks the
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Floridian, should everyone be prone to criticise avery little
thing about Florida and say nothing about the gross defects
and deficiencies of his own section? As Tampa says in its
"Ultimatum·"
•
If you do not like Tampa,
Or the speed at which it grows
If you do not like our scenery,
Our weather or our shows;
If you cannot stand our traffic,
The prices and the rates;
Boats and trains are leaving, Sir,
For forty seven states.
If you do not want to pay for rraals
But want your wages high;
If you want to make a million
Yet at room rent howl and cry;
If your hands are soft, and knickers white,
If you like to sit and wait;
Why knock ·OUr town? There's room for you
In forty seven states.
If you cannot boost Tampa,
Which has just begun to grow;
If you sneer at all our playthings,
Where our thousands daily go;
If you only came to "grab" and have
Those pushing, knocking traits-You can buy a ticket, Stranger,
For forty seven states,
The contributor had viewed Howey-in-the-Hills and Mountain
Lakes Park, but like an Alpine climber he had the ambition to
reach the summit of southern Florida's thry highest peaks.
He and· hie party determined to attempt e ascent. Wrapped
in their furs and with a goodly stock of chocolate and
permmican they left the sunny lowlands of Marco and the
environs of Caxambas and began the ascent. Gradually the
fauna and flora changed from the mangoes and oyster trees
until in the higher altitudes they encountered the lonely
pine. Their breaths came in short gasps as they sucked in
the rarified air with their famished lungs. At one point the
chauffeur, sensing the sharp rise, changed into second gear
and they again steamed bravely upwards. At last they stood
in triumph at the top. At their feet far below lay the lowlying islands and keys of southwest Florida, beyond which
shimmered in the haze the sparkling waters of the Gulf. An
eagle swept above·them, ploughing heavily. They seemed
almost to touch the dome of high heaven itself. They then
descended the entire 76 feet and stood once more at the
water's edge. It was an experience never to be forgotten.
As they.lounged about and listened to the account of the
fishinS (?) expedition of Alex Thomson and his party as told
by one of the guides who took them out and compared his stqry
.with that told by the said Thomson before this club some
years ago the contributor mused upon the vagaries of the
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human mind and understood at last the part that Florid~ has played
in developing the sales ideas which are used in marketing
''Hamilton's proudest product."
E. Jay Wohlgemuth

his family from the quacke or pose, wherewith as then very
few were oft acquainted,"
·
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RUSSELL WILSON

It is my purpose to give to you a fragmentary account of the
manners and customs of Elizabeth which the sidelights of reading
collateral to Shakespeare have revealed to me. There were two
great discoveries that influenced the age of Elizabeth--the
discovery of the Old world by the scholars of the Renaissance
and the discovery of the New by the great navigators. Singularly,
the third dominant influence of the times, the Reformation, had
little effect in England during Elizabeth's reign. Religion
was largely the affair of English statesmen. The people gave it
little concern. But the horizon that stretched across past
centuries and across western seas awoke a spirit of poetry that
made the Elizabethan years a golden age of song. The evocation
was of natural and sublime verse.

'

.

And yet the Elizabethian age was not one of snug satisfaction
with itself. The Puritans were beginning to decry that they
regarded as the degeneracy of the times, and even among more
liberal thinkers there was a tendency to contrast invidiously the
present with what the;J called, "Merrie England. IT Philip stubbes I
a Puritan who wrote in 1583, when Shakespear was nineteen years
old, says that there is not a people "more abrupt, wicked, and
perverse on earth" than the English in pride of "mouth, heart,
and apwrel." And only a year or two before Drake started on
his circumnavigation of the world and a few years before the
Armada was dispersed William Harrison sees national degeneracy in
the use of oak· in the building of private houses.
"In times past men were contented to dwe 11 in houses builded
of sallow, ~illow, plumtree, hardbeams, and elm, so that the use
of oak was 1n manner dedicated wholly unto churches religious
houses, princes' palaces, noblemen's lodgings, and ~avigation;
but now all these are rejected, and nothing but oak any.whit
regarded. And yet see the change, for whom our houses were
builded of willow, then we had oaken man; but now that our houses
are come to be made of oak, our men are not only become willow,
but a great many, through Persian delicacy crept in among us
altogether of straw, which is a sore alteration. In those the
courage of the owner was a sufficient defense to keep the house
in safety; but now the assurance of the timber, double-doors
locks and bolts, must defend the man from robbing, Now we ~ve
many chimneys, and yet our tanderlinge complain of rheums, .
catarrhs, and poses. Then had we nona but reredosses and our
heads did never ache. ~or as the smoke in those days'was
supposed to be a suffiClEmt hardening for the timber of the ,house,
so it was reputed a far better medicine to keep the good man and
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But th.e Englishman of Elizabeth's day was prone to carr
belligerency into hie casual relations, despite the degenera~y
of his oaken house. He answered Mercutio's description of
Benvolio, who''Would quarrel with a man for coughing in the
street, because he hath wakened thy dog that hath lain asleep
in the sun." When Shakespeare was a lad the the pike of a
buckler was made ten or twelve inches long that the wearer
might thrust his buckler with the pike into the face arm or
body of his adversary." That bucklers were in ganer~l use is
shown by the fact that every haberdasher sold them. In 1580
a proclamation caused swords to be reduced to three feat
daggers to twelve inches not including the. handle and pikes
of bucklers to two inches. Later the rapier came'into use
and writers bewailed the passing of the sword and buckler '
fight. It seems the rapier fallows had the advantage
"spitting the.sword and buckler man like a cat," says'one
writer. And Fynes Morrison justifies the use of the rapier
by a Scripture. 1 pre cedent. "David made use of an unaccustomed
weapon, and his innovation stood him in good stead when he
fought with Goliath."
In Elizabeth's time the living condi tiona of the people,
were greatly improved. In Queen Mary's reign a spaniard
remarked, "These English have their houses made of sticks and
dirt, but they fare commonly as wetll as the King." During
Elizabeth's reign "sticks and dirt" gave way to more durable
construction. The increase in general wealth permitted the
enlargement of farm houses, and the putting of dairy and
stable under separate roofs adjoining the main building •.
And also under a separate roof went the brew .bouse, for, be
it remembered, that the brewery was the result of our modern
factory syst.em, and that home-brew inspired the nut-brown
drinking songs of the Elizabethans.
The ordinary house was scantily furnished, butthe
ordinary innerman was sumptuously supplie~. Even among the
poorer classes, there was both quantity and diversity of
meats. All England ate beef, mutton, veal, lamb, kid, pork,
·rabbit, capon, red deer, fish and wild fowl. Venison tasty
and brawn, or boar's meat, were to be had at the nobleman's
boards or in· servants' halls or in the house of the farmer.
Even the very poor dined'well from the substantial crumbs that
were passed by the servants through the gates of the rich man.
The Elizabethan of the upp1 r classes would have abhorred the
cafeteria. He dined at eleven o'clock,and often lingered at
the board until two or three. The husbandmen and merchants
dined at noon.
Hospitality in Elizabeth's time, except in London, was
not an affair of invitation and acceptance so much as of
casual encounter. In the country there was always "a cup
of wine or bear with a napkin to wipe their lips." And there
is tbl. t picture of housewife and hospitality in "Winter's
Tale" that gives you something of the countryside spirit.
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"Fie daughterl when my old ·wife lived, upon
This'day she was both pantler, butl~r, cook;
Both dame and servant; welcomed all, served a~l,
would sing her song and dance her turn; now here,
At upper end o'the table, now i' the middle;
On his shoulder, and his; her face o' fire
With labour; and the thing sh~ took to quench it
She would to each one sip. "

''·

The Elizabethan had an extensive wine-card to choose from.
Harrison says that there were fifty-siX kinds of light wine and
thirty kinds of stronger wine (which included the Italian,
spanish, Canary and Grecian) in the vinous repertoire of the
Englishman of his day. Beer drinking came to the English from
the Dutch in the early part of Henry VIII's reign, and beer was
still· regarded as a new drink in Elizabeth's day. But from the
Dutch, who had got the custom along with beer from the Germans,
came also the custom of "garaussing'' or carousing, which was
nothing lass than. "bottoms-up" at a single draught.
But it was the Danes' drunkeness that finds immortal
mention in Shakespeare.

'I

d '
·t· '

Ham, The king doth wake tonight and takes his rouse,
Keeps wassail, and the swaggering up-spring reels,
And, as he drains his draughts of Rhenish down;
The kettla-doum and trumpet thus bray out
The triumph of his pledge.
Hor.

j•'

Is it a custom?

marry, is't:
-Ham. Ay,
But to my mind,--though I am native here
And to the manner born;--it is a custom

More honour'd in the breach than the observance.
This heavy-headed revel east and west
Makes us traduced and taxed of other nations;
They olepe us drunkards, and with swinish phrase
Soil our addition,

~hese lines were ommitted from the 1623 edition of the· plays,
because James's queen was a Dane, They were perhaps inspired by
the English ambassador's visit to Copenhagen in 1603, as the lines
first occur in the second quarts of 1604. Of the visit stow has
left us an account which ends thus:

"I~ were superfluous to tell you all the superfluities that
were used, and it would make a man sick to hear of their drunken
healths: use hath brought it into a fashion, and fashion made it
a habit, which ill beseemas our nationto imitate," ·

The man who carried a silver fork and a case of toothpicks
in James's reign was a man of travel and social pretension. But
the fork was not introduced until a.:. decade or more after Elizabeth's
death, and Shakespeare took his meat in his hand after cutting it
with a knife, As late as 1609 Tom Coryat had his first eight of
forks in Italy: "This form of feeding, I understand, is generally
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used in all places in Italy, their forks being for the most
part made of iron or steel, and some of silver, but those
are used only by Gentleman. The reason of thew curiosity is,
because the Italian ~annot by any means endure to have his
dish touched with fingers, seeing all men's fingers are not
alike clean, Whereupon I myself thought good to imitate the
Italian fashion by this forked cutting of meat, not only while
I was in Italy, but also in Germany, and oftentimes in England
since I came home,"
In Elizabeth's time, people of all classes were better
dressed than before, As you read, you are reminded of our own
time, when the patched trouser is no mora and silk has supplanted cotton on our legs, But the men of the Elizabethan
period apparently ware more vain than the women, "The sum
of a· hundred pound,'' says one observer, "is not to be accounted
much in these days to be bestowed· of apparel for one gentleman."
Evan men of lowly rank wore rosettes on their shoes that cost
five pounds, and no man was so mean as not to sport garters.
Scarfs were worn that cost from ten to thirty pounds. At the
shop of a milliner, which then ha~ its original signification
of a vendor from Milan, curiously embroidered waistcoats might
be had at ten to forty pounds, Contemporary writers eBtimate
that the silk stockings alone cost more than the entire costume
of a man of the generation before. Shirts were of cambric, or
lawn, decorated with silk needle work, Fetruchio gives us a
picture of the styles of the time•
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"What's this? A sleeve? 'Tis like a dam cannon.
What~ up and down, carved like an apple-tart?
Here's snip and nip and cut and slish and slash,
Like to a cruser in a barber's shop. • • •"
To which his tailor replies:
"You bid me make it orderly and well,
According to the fashion and the time."
And then there is the anachronistic des'cription of the
traveler in King John:
''Now your traveller,
He and hia toothpick at my worship's mesa,
And when my knightly stomach is suffice,
When then I suck my teeth, and catechize
My picked man of countries: 'My dear sir,'
Thus leaning on mine elbow, I begin,-'i b~seech you~--that is question now; .
And then comes answer like an absey-book. ,
'0, sir,' says answer, 'at your ~est c?m~nd;
At your employment; at your serv1ce, s1r.
And so, ere answer knows what question would,
saving in dialogue of compliment,
And talking of.the Alps and Apennines,
The Pyrenean and the river I' o,
.
It draws toward supper in conclusion so."
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The Englishman of Elizabeth's time was accused of copying
the fashions of other countries somewhat as is the American of
today. The English suitor at Belmont·, Falconbridge, is a typical
Englishman of the better class in his dress.
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"How oddly he is suitedl" says Portia, "I think he bought
his doublet in Italy, his round hose in France, his bonnet in ·
Germany, and his behaviour everywhere."
'

And Rosalind is really speaking of the affected Englishman
who has made the conventional tour across France or Germany to
Italy when she says:
"Parewell, Monsieur Traveller: look you lisp and wear
strange suits, disable all the benefits of your own country, be
out of love with your nativity, and almost chide God for making
you that countenance you are; or I will scarce think you have
swam in a gondola,"
But of·the innumerable articles of wear that came to England
from Italy many were for women. During the early part of
Elizabeth's reign came buaks or corsets, fans, muffs, masks,
periwigs and bodkins, An Elizabethan was familiar with ladies
who, like Juliet, carried.bodkina. Shakespeare's opinion of fake
hair is revealed in many passages, the most famous being in
"The Merchant of Venice." ·

I

Look on beauty,
And you shall sea 'tis purchased by the weight;
So are those crisped snaky golden locka
Which make such wanton gambols with the wind,
Upon supposed fairness, often known
To be the dowry of a second head,
The skull that bred them, in the sepulchre.
'',(
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We now come to the ruff necks of Elizabeth's day. The ruff on
the neck of Henry VIIl was a simple band without· lace and only an
inch or two in width, As the ruff grew the name became expanded into
a word of three syllables, the picardel or picadel, Picardels lbr
pioadels were so well made by Higgins, a tailor, that the road on
which he lived on the edge of the city became known aa Ficcadilly
As the ruff become more expansive the engineering difficulties · '
became greater. The delicate, limp material was assisted by wire
framework, dubbed "supportassea •" Then the daughter of a Dutchman
Mistress Dinghi~, opened up the possibilities of starch in making '
the English neck ornately uncomfortable. She charged 20 shillings
to teach the seething of starch, five pounds to teach starching
The English outdid all other peoples in seeking the height of •
absur~ity in the ruff. With ruffs a foot high, the English head
had the appearance ~f peering over a white wall. And the·cost·of
ruffs rose with the1r height. The simple band that had cost a
pence in 1660, was elaborated into a thing of lawn and cambric and
starch and steel poking sticks coating four pounds. The trial of
the murderers of Sir Thomas ·Overburg reveals the name of the
inventor of yellow starch. And in sentencing Mistress Anne Turner
for h~~ great beauty, Lord Chief Justice Coke took cognizan~e
0~m~ua
er nven on as we 11 as of her guilt. "As she was the arson
who had brought yellow starched ruffs into vogue, she shoul~ be
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h&nged in that dress, that the same might end in shame and
detestation."
From the Dutch came the coach, introduced by William
Boonen, who built coaches as well as serving as coachman to
the Queen. The first coach built in England appeared in
1564 and early in Jame~'s reign coaches had caused a real
traffic problem in London's streets. In 1617 Fynes Moryson
wrote: "Sixty or seventy years ago, Coaches were very rare
in England, but at this day pride is so far increased, as
there be few Gentlemen of any account (I mean elder brothers)
who have not their Coaches, so as the streets of London are
almost stopped up with them."
It is a trite assertion to say that tobacco was introduced
in England in Elizabeth's reign (to be exact, in 1565 by
Sir John Hawkins), but the word does not appear in a
,Shakespeare concordance. Ben Johnson makes ample amanda for
Shakespeare's neglect, and the father of the dramatist Fletcher,
died of the excessive use of tobacco, despite the fact that he
was Bishop of London. The habit was known as "tobacco-drinking,"
and waa.me.de fashionable at court by Sir Walter Raleigh, who
has erroneously been credited with having introduced tobacco in
England. It ia estimated by a contemporary that there were
seven thousand shops in London at which tobacco was sold in
the early part of King James's reign, a condition that evoked
the King James version of t.he habit, his famous "Countroblast
to Tobacco, 11 in which he adjured his subjects not to imitate
the base Indians, "slaves to the Spaniards, refuse to the world,
and as yet aliens from the Holy Covenant of God."
In Elizabeth's reign the old order was changing. The
Merrie England of feudal days was essentially agrarian, and now
the tide from country to city definitely had set in. And
Elizabethan Englishmen were confronted by another condition
that would seam familiar to the Englishman of today. The
great houses were breaking up. With the passing of the old
families came the passing of old customs dear to the people
of the countryside, The change was one of easy gradation, and
·the men who succeeded to the estates sometimes imitated their
predecessors. But the owners themselves were caught in the
tides that carried men to the city, and the dispensing of
hospitality was done vicariously by retainers. Sir Christopher
Hatton became famous for the hospitality of his place, Holdenby
in North-Amptonshire, but it is recorded that while hie
hospitality was daily, he came to Holdenby only once in two
years. With other great houses the centre of charity and
employment passed, and to the peasantry the condition naturally
seemed economic decadence. In the reign of Charla~ ~ the
absenteeism of country gentlemen had become an adm1n1stra~ive,
as well as an economic, evil, and a law was passed requirlng a
country gentlemen to pass at least a part of the year on his
estate.
Another modern development was the sanction that custom was
ivin the charging of interest on money loaned. A lender .who
~bar ~d interest was a "bootlegger" and the rate of interest
was ~uite as well known as the price of Scotch is today~ The
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rate of interest had risen in Shakespeare's day from ten to
twelve per cent. In stratford there lived and died a moneylender named Combe, whose epitaph, which is attributed to
Shakespeare, epitomizes popular opinion of both the custom and
the increase in interest rates:
"Ten in the hundred the devil allows,
But Combe will have twelve, he swears and he vows;
If anyone asks who lies in this tomb,
'Oho,' quoth the devil, ''tis my John a Combe,"
Elizabeth's court was another Belmont. Suitors came from
almost every civilized land. From Spain and Denmark.and Sweden
came kings, from Austria two archdukes, and men of lesser rank,
such as the Duke of Nemours and the Earl of Arran offered their
hands, Englishman, too, presented their claims to be the Queen's
consort --the Earl of Arundel, Sir William Pickering, and last,
but fro~ least in the responses of Elizabeth, Lord Robart Dudley.
Elizabeth was not a woman of great reticence or modesty, and she
undoubtedly played the game with Dudley, In 1566, after Dudley
had been made Earl of Leicester, the Spanish Ambassador writes
of a morning ride with the 'Quean's favorite through Windsor Park:
"We came round by the footpath leading to the riverside
through the wood to where the Queen lodges, and when we came to
her apartments Leicester's fool made so much noise calling her,
that she came undressed to the window,"
As this was before the nightgowns which in Shakespeare
means dressing-gown was worn in bed, it is possible that we have
hare a very intimate glimpse of the great Queen, After Leicester
there were a number of favorites who found high estate because
of attributes that constituted to the ~.ueen social charm. A glib
tongue, capable of tempered impudence, and a shapely lag are said
to have appealed to the Queen. Christopher Hatton's performance
in a masque so charmed Elizabeth that the gentleman ended on the
woolsack. He was succeeded as favorite by Edward Vera, Earl of
Oxford, whose dissolute life forced him to relinquish his social
primacy at court to those two rivals. Sir Walter Raleigh and
Charles Blount, whom Elizabeth made Earl of Devonshire. But to
play favori ta to the fading charms of Elizabeth required by this
time great exuberance of imagination and, by a coincidence, the
step-son of Leicester, Robert Earl of Essex, entered upon the task
with the zest of youth, At this time Elizabeth's was a court of
petty gallantries and petty jealousies, with.the whim of an aging
Queen-as the arbiter of personal destinies. That delightful
observer, Sir John Harington, thus casts up his accounts:
"I have spent my time, my fortune,
false hope, false friends, and shallow
that he who casteth up his reckoning of
his sum like a fool at the end, for not
beginning."

and a~most my honesw to buy
praise; --and be it rememb erad,
a courtly nimious, will sat
being a knave at the

It is thought by some commentators that the axile court of
"As ¥ou Like It" represents the desire of courtiers for a simpler
and mora natural routine than they found with Elizabeth and her
favorites,
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,Of all Elizabeth's suitors and favorites only one carne
near to a match. with the Quean whose, "hatred of marriage is
most strange," according to the Spanish Ambassador, Francis,
Duke of Alencon, a brother of Henry III of France, was short,
fat and pock-marked, and had a nose that is described as
forked and swollen. If he seemed unattractive to Elizabeth,
he reciprocated the disaffection. He complained to his
mother that Elizabeth was old, ugly, and consumptive. Yet
he continued his courtship for ten years, was given a golden
pass-key to avery door in the palace, and when he went to the
Netherlands to become Governor in 1582, a weeping Elizabeth
dressed in black accompanied him to Canterbury. The prolonged
visit of Alencon was a turning point in Eliza~eth' s reign.
About this time the loot of England's mariners ware swelling
the court purse, and Elizabeth abandoned a Coolidge-like
economy in the royal household, The expenses of this
.
prolonged entertainment of the Duke in 1681 were paid largely
from Spanish gold brought back by Drake's "The Golden Hind."
"The coming of the Duke of Alencon into England," we
are told, "opened a way to a more free way of living an~
relaxed very much the old severe form of discipline. Masques
were taken up and used. Thera were than acted comedies and
trag~dies with much cost and splendour; from whence proceeded
in after ,times an unrestrainabla desire of frequenting these
divertisements; so that there was afterwards a greater
concourse at . the theatre, than at the sermon."
At this time Shakespeare was at stratford, a youth of
seventeen years. The Duke unwittingly was helping to develop
a popular taste that would be prepared to receive the greatest
dramas ever written.
There was much gossip of the time about Elizabeth's
Maids of Honour, which would have it that if they ware maids,
their honour was only fleeting. But most of this gossip
must be rejected by history, which demands, at least, circumstantial evidence. ·That the ladies did not observe the
niceties of language~ demanded by good society today. need not
disturb us, They were of their time. But certain.lt is
that the Maida· of Honour had their troubles attend~ng
Elizabeth. The affairs of her ladies aroused her Jealousy
rather than her puritanism. And even if marriage followed
flirtation Elizabeth wa·s unforgiving. She commit tad to the
Fleet Elizabeth Vernon, whom Southampton returned from France
to marry. Robert Dudley, Leicester's probably illigitimata
so~ was dismissed from the court for kissing Mrs, Cavendish,
an ~ot for which marriage made no amanda with the Queen_.
Mary Fitton has now been dismissed by the more authoritative
Shakeapeareans as the Dark Lady of the Sonnets, but several
vivid glimpses of her are given by contemporaries. We know
that she had an elderly lover, Sir William Knollys, the
Treasurer of the Household. We know that she was one o~
·eight ladies who represented the Misses in quest of the1r
fellows in a mask danced before the Quean.
"Mistress Fitton went to the Queen, and wooed her to
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dance; her Majesty asked who she was, 'Affection,' she said.
'Affection1'' said the Queen. 'Affection is fake •' Yet her
Majesty rose and danced."
Mary Fitton fell into disgrace because of an affair with
the Earl of Pembroke. The lady must have been a tom-boy. It is
recorded that one day, while in·waiting, she "put off her head
tire and tucked up her clothes and took a large white cloak, an_d
marched as though she had been a man to meet the said Earl out
of court •"
Elizabeth almost realized the ambition of the girl who
"could ·die dancing." The old lady, with whom a frizzled wig had
supplanted the gorgeous red curls the Spanish Ambassador had
admired in her youth, whose nose had passed from·aquiline to
hooked, whose complexion had become blotched and wrinkled, and
wh0se teeth had become black (from the too great use of sugar,
Hintzler, a German visitor, says), does not present a pretty
picture as she dances at court to disprove rumored infirmities.
She collapsed a week after one of these terpsichorean defiances
of years.
Shakespeare was in his prime when James came to the throne,
and did not die until the thirteenth year of James's regime·•· And
yet we regard Shakespeare as essentially an Elizabethan. Perhaps
the comparative grandeur of Elizabeth's court, as wall as the
greater exploits of Englishmen in Elizabeth's reign, has something
to do with this assigning of Shakespeare to the years that the
Great Queen reigned. Let me give a picture of the Jacobean court
when Queen Anne's brother, Christian the Fourth·, paid a royal
visit in 1606 td James. The scene is described by Sir John
Harington.

'

The sports began each day in such manner and s.uch sort, as
well nigh persuaded me of Mahomet's paradise. We had women, and
indeed wine too, of such plenty, as would have astonished each
sober beholder. Our feasts were magnificent, and the two royal
guests did most lovingly embrace each other at tabla. I think
the Dane hath strangely wrought on our good English nobles· for
those, whom I could never get to taste good liquor now foilow the
fashion, and wallow in beastly delights. The ladi~s abandon their
sobriety, and are seen to roll about in intoxication •••• One day
a great feast was held, and, after dinner, the representation of
Solomon, his Temple, and the coming of the Queen of Sheba was
made, or (as I may better say) was meant to have been made before
their Ma~e sties, by device of the Earl of Salisbury and ·others.
But alas • as all earthly things do fail to poor mortals in
enjoyment, so did prove out presentment hereof. The Lady who did
play t~e ~ueen's part, ~id carry moat precious gifts to both their
Majest1es, but, forgett1ng the steps arising to the canopy, overset her caskets into his Danish Majesty's lap, and fell at his
feet, tho I rather think it was in his face. Much was the hurry
a~d confusion; cloths and napkins were at hand, to make all clean.
H1s Majesty then got up and would dance with the Queen of Sheba;
but he fell down and humbled himself before her and was carried
to an inner chamber and laid on a bed of state; 'which was not a
little defiled with the presents of the Quean which had been
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bestowed on his garments; such as wine, cream, jelly,
beverag~, cakes, spices, and other good matters. The
enterta1nment and show went forward, and most of the
presenters went backward, or fall down; wine did so occupy
their upper chambers. Now did appear in rich dress Hope
Faith, and Charity. Hope did essay t~ speak but wi~e
'
rendered her endeavours so feeble that she withdrew and
hoped the King would excuse her brevity. Faith was'then all
alone, for I am certain she was not joined with good works
and left.th~ court in a staggering condition. Charity cam~
to the K1ng s feet, and seemed to cover the multitude of
sins her sisters had committed; in some sort she made
obe~sance and brought gifts, but said she would return home
aga1n, as there was no gift which heaven had not already
given his Majesty. She then returned to Hope and Faith who
were both sick and spewing in the lower hall. Next cam~
Victory, in bright armor, and presented a rich sword to the
King, who did not accept it, but put it by with his hand
and, by a strange medley of versification, did endeavor to
make suit to the King. But Victory did not triumph long;
for, after m~ch lamentable utterance, she was led away like
a silly capt1ve, and laid to sleep in the outer steps of the
ante-chamber. Now ,did Peace make entry, and strive to get
foremost to the King; but I grieve to tell how great wrath
she did discover unto those of her attendants; and much
contrary to her semblance, most rudely made war with her
olive branch, and laid on the pates of those who did oppose
her coming. I have much marvelled at these strange
pageant ria s, and they do bring to. my remembrance what passed
of this sort in our Queen's days; of which I was sometime an
humble presenter and assistant; but I never did sea such
lack of good order, discretion, and sobriety, as I have now
done. I have passed much time in seeing the royal sports of
hunting and hawking, where the manners ware such as made me
devise the beasts were pursuing the sober creation, and not
man in quest of exercise and food. I will now, in good
sooth, declare to you, who will not blab, that the gunpowder.
fright is got out of all our heads, and we are going on,
hereabouts, as if the devil were contriving every man should
blow up himself, by wild riot, excess, and devastation of time
and temperance. The great ladies do go well-masked, and
indeed it be the only show of their modesty, to conceal their
countenance, but, alack, they meet with such countenance to
uphold their strange doings, that I marvel not at aught that
happens ••• I do often say (but not aloud) that the Danes have
again conquered the Britains, for 1 see no man, or woman
either, that can now command himself or herself (Ungaa
Antiquae, 1,349)
The title of my paper is "Those Spacious Times."
Perhaps some of you would say "the good old days."
Russell Wilson
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several years ago your Historian formed the purpose of
presenting a series of short sketches of the older members of
the Literary Club, now deceased, together with brief outlines of
their Club papers or their published works. For those who. were
their contemporaries, in part at least, these reminders are not
required, for we carry in our hearts the souvenir of their kindly
ways and courteous bearing. But since the time of our semicentennial, twenty-seven years ago, the Club membership has greatly
changed and it is to the newer members of the Literary Club that
the paper of this evening is offered •

The election of these two fell within a period of about 6 years,
and their deaths were only 4 years apart. Both passed the three
score and ten years allotted to human life. Their personal
characteristics were very different and their paths in life touched
at only a few points yet in the essentials which.go to make up
elemental strength they ware singularly alike.
·

; I'
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of politics and in great wars on both sides of the Atlantic.

•

The former members of the Club to be mentioned at this time
are: --Thornton Mills Hinkle, elected to membership 60 ye are ago,
and Jirah Dewey BucK elected 54 years ago.

I .:
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Thornton Mills Hinkle was born in Cincinnati, Ohio, August 17,
1840. His primary e<!ucation was received in the public schools
of Cincinnati, including both Woodward and Hughes High Schools,
the last named being then situated on West Fifth Street; from
Hughes he was graduated in 1858. He ever retained his love for
Old Hughes, his early Alma Mater, and some years afterwards he
addressed its Alumni on "Thomas Hughes and the High Schools of
Cincinnati."
For a short time~~. Hinkle attended Marietta College, but
soon matriculated at Yale, from which he was graduated in the class
of 1863, His college life was marked by ability and good scholarship.
His graduation in 1863 was soon followed by an entrance into
the field of journalism, as a reporter for the Cincinnati Gazette
in the Brough-Vallandigham campaign. During the winter of 1863-4
Mr. Hinkle attended the Law School of Cincinnati but after the
opening of Spring in 1864 he became an Army corr~spondent in the
West Virginia-Lynchburg campaign of General Hunter. He resumed
the ~tudy of law during the winter of 1864-5, attending the Law
Sch?ol of Columbia University from.which he was graduated in 1865;
he was given the degree of Bachelor of Law and was soon admitted
to practice at the Bar of Ohio.
Mr. Hinkle attained an honorable prominence at the Bar of
which he was a member for more than half a century. His integrity
commanded the respect of the entire legal fraternity and the
community at large. His legal practice was marked by clear thinking and clean cut presentation of facts. He was a fine lawyer
of solid attainments, and as such commanded our respect and
'
admiration, but the most romantic periods of.his life ware those
covered by his experience as a newspaper reporter--in the field

In 1866 Mr. Hinkle was admitted to active membership in
the Literary Club and was mde an honorary member in May 1900.
From 1872 to 1874 inclusive he was President of the Club. His
death, which occurred at Wernersville, Pennsylvania,
·
September 17, 1920, terminated a membership of 54· years, during
which time he contributed a total of 64 papers.
Mr. Hinkle's Club papers contain a wealth of material in
the form of history, essays ~nd the reflections of a clear well
poised mind, so that one is somewhat puzzled to know how one
may do justice to some without prejudice to others. A somewhat crude general classification would show: Papers relating
mora particularly to the Literary Club, its Life and 1ts
Members about 37% of the total number, Miscellaneous 37%,
New~pap·ers and newspaper work 14% and Law 12%.
Several of these Club papers are closely linked with
Mr. Hinkle's own life, while a. War correspondent in two great
wars. These are mentioned only by title in our Club Book,
but two have been preserved in his published works and from
these we give some quotations to indicate the entertaining
manner in which he wrote.
His first experience with a shell was during the West
Virginia, Lynchburg campaign under General Hunter in 1864, at
a small river near Lexington, Virginia (possibly North River);
of this "Baptism of Fire" he wrote;
"The scream was coming right in my direction. It sounded all
around me. It was the first shell I had heard and 1 could not
calculate its probable path. I regretted, somewhat, that 1
was on horseback--it made me so tall¥**. The scream kept
constantly coming nearer:
crouched down in my saddle, bent
my back outward but could not get low enough; nothing but a
sub-cellar would have answered my purpose just then *** •"
tieadds rather disgustedly "My horse was an old vetern, and
had been in a number of battles, including Antietam and south
Mountain, and seemed rather delighted at the noise and
screaming that so annoyed me •"

-r

l!'ortunately this shell dropped at some distance from
Mr. Hinkle.
Before Lynchburg, Virginia, June 17 (1864) he wrote;
"Night ended the fight for this day, without ~nything very
decisive having bean accomplished. It was a beaut1ful June
night. The full moon lighted us as we passed from group to
group of the mangled living, dying and dead. Its beauty co~
trasted strangely with the pitiful relics of that afternoon"e
savage work, upon which it poured its mild and placid rays.
The confederates were in such force around Lynchburg ~hat
Hunter was obliged to fall back rather hurriedly and of th1s
Mr. Hinkle wrote;
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"We started on the retreat at six o'clock, the rear g~:~d
baing ·kept constantly and hotly engaged wtt~it~~ pu~~u:~~rse I
Two meals every twenty four hours were ou~ m •
was dreadfully hungry. I remember well my lively gratitud~ ·
when at midnight of saturday, an officer with wh?m I was r1ding,
on my speaking of hunger, gave me a handful of b1ts of cracker,
sooo ed out of his coat pocket. Nor did I stqp to separate the
dust~ scraps of tobacco, and odds and ends with which they were
mingled."

li,
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Six years later (1870)
his law practice for a time
Prussian war. He was among
surrounded by the Germans.
fugitives:

','

:

Mr. Hinkle was i~duced to lay aside
and become an observer o~ the Francothe last to leave Paris before it was
At this time he wrote of his fallow

"Two of my companions are French ladies, who leave behind
a husband and brother to obey the call to arins. He is here to
bid them good bye. The parting is sad and prolonged; almost too
sacred for me to speak of, ·The elder lady nervously breaks from
her chain a jet cross presses it to her lips and gi vee it t.o .
him. He presses it t~ his lips, then to his sister's, and
silently places it over his heart. They are all young, the
ladies very beautiful--but not more beau.tiful than is the patriotic
devotion which seems to uphold them through this sad separation."
As anticlimax to this scene he wrote:
"Another passenger is a comical, ignorant English woman of
the sarah Gamp type, flying, as she says, for her life," "She
adds, :Paris has been my home, I am leaving all my property there;
my husband, poor man, is there too." We are sympathetically
concerned for the husband's safety, until we learn that he was
long since buried in Monte Matre Cemetery. She has evidently
left in a great hurry, and is excited and talkative beyond
endurance. I find sweet relief in explaining the mysteries of
English currency to the younger and prettier Frenchwoman."
so our friend comes at last within sight of the shores of
. England, and rejoices at the prospect of hearing once more the
English tongue,
l

•.,

It may be a matter of interest to future Club members, to note
that the Literary Club of 1870 had a representative abroad at this,
the beginning of the German lust for power, which culm~na.ted i~
the unspeakable horrors of the war of 1914; in the later war members
of this Club took an active part •.

'

Among Mr, Hinkle's Club papers is one bearing the title "The
White House Reunion;" this was in 1878, Rutherford Birchard
Hayes was then President of the United ~tates and he, as will be
recalled, was a member of the Literary Club in the first Club year.
Mr. Hinkle' a paper is recorded by .title only, but one of Mr. Hinkle' a
scrap books contains several newspaper articles relating to this
White House Dinner of October 29, 1878, The dispatch to the
Cincinnati Commercial is headed

1

"A Wa tar Dinner at the White House •"
I~
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The dispatch further explains, sarcastically that
"Appolinaris water and :Potomac water were quite prominent
among the fluids, and the former was much praised especially
by those nearest the mistress of the feast·" lft~r the
·
dinner the ladies witnarew and a meeting was organized. A
budget was read which included poems, sketches, an anniversary
ode, etc, after which the party decorously filed away into
the night at a quarter past 11 o'clock--note the hour in
comparison with the hours kept at that trme-by-!he--Literary Club in Cincinnati.
The methodical character of Mr. Hinkle's mind is no where
better shown than in the scrap books filled with newspaper
clippings, largely relating to the Literary Club and its
members, These clippings were collected by Mr. Hinkle and
arranged with painstaking care, The scrap books, four in
number, were presented to the Club by Mr, Hinkle; they are
now very valuable, but they will have increasing value for
the future analyst or archaeologist of the Literary Club,
Mr. Hinkle had a keen sense of humor of wh~ch one catches
an occasional glimpse in his Club p~pers, and in particular in
his War Correspondence, some extracts from which we have quoted.
He enjoyed the relaxation afforded by special occasions
in the life of the Club and one of' his papers is entitled
"Some of the Club's Old Songs;" thesinging of "Van Amberg ia
the Man," will ever be associated with Thornton Mills Hinkle.
Jirah Dewey Buck
1838-1916
Jirah Dewey Buck was born in Fredonia, Chautauq.ua County,
New York, November 20, 1838, His primary education was
received at the Academy in Belvidere, New. York and that of
Janesville, Wisconsin. Between these two periods of school
life the family bad removed to the West, where the boy's
fath~r diad leaving him--a lad of seventeen--to earn his own
living and aid in the support of his mother.
His first occupation appears to have been of an indoor
character--possibly that of book-keeping, but he soon began
teaching school, and as his health wa~ ~ar from robust, he
wisely decided to alternate this conf1n1ng work with life in
the open. So each winter he taught school but when Summer
came again he turned the key in his schoolmaster's desk and
took up the rougher but freer life of a lumber jac~. So in
the effort to build up his body, to match the growlllg strength
of his mind, he went out into the fragrant, healing atmosphere
of the Northern pine woods.
From what we know of the young man's later life, we may
be certain that the habit of contemplation was fostered by
life in the pine woods, where the silence of the forest was
broken only by the ring of the axe and the crash of a fallen
tree •.
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This peaceful life of teaching others and learning for ones
self in the great school of human nature, was abruptly ended for
a time by the fall of Fort Sumter and the President's call for
volunteers. Antimated by the same spirit of patriotism that
moved the members of our "Burnet Rifles" Jirah Dewey Buck
enlisted in the Union Army at the first call to arms; he joined
Troop H in a cavalry regiment, organized at Battle Creek,
Michigan and commanded by Colonel Merrill. But the young
soldier'~ strength of body could not long endure the strain of
active service and after several months of confinement in the
hospital at Camp Benton, Missouri, he received an honorable discharge for disability and returned to his home.
As soon as his health would permit he resumed the.teaching
of school during the winter, alternating this task with work as
a master carpenter during the long days of summer. The fixity
of purpose which marked the period of his boyhood continued
through life. He was a firm believer in the importance of building up the body as well as the mind. In this effort he succeeded
in his ovm case and to those who recall his large frame and commanding presence, it is hard to realize that Jirah Dewey Buck
ever lacked in robust health,
Doctor Buck began his medical education under Doctor Rogers,
in Battle Creek, Michigan. In 1861 he attended the Hahnemann
Medical College of Chicago and later continued his studies in
the Homeopathic Collage of Cleveland, from which he was graduated
in 1864. He practiced first in Battle Creek, but later in ·
Sandusky, Ohio; he also lectured on Physiology and Histology in
his alma mater, the Homeopathic College of Cleveland. He removed
to Cincinnati in 1870, and was largely, if not chiefly the agency
by which Pulte Medical Collage was founded in 1872; hera he
lectured for 30 years becoming Professor of the Theory and
Practice of Medicine in 1880, He was Dean of Pulte Medical Collage
for. 16 years. He was a prominent figure in the Homeopathic School
of Medicine, and in 1882 was elected :President of' the American
Institute of Homeopathy.
Doctor Buck was perhaps best known to the world at large
through his published works which, while covering a wide range of
thought, are often closely interwoven with mysticism, ancient and
modern. Necessarily such topics are largely speculative.

.

\.

Dr. Buck's mind was. broad and vigorous; he appreciated the
fact ~hat a grain of Truth may sometimes lie hidden under a mass
of Rubbish. While ever considerate of others opinions, he was
unshaken in his own belief, once it had become crystalized as
the result of close study and calm deliberation; that Truth was
hidden from many, did not deter him from making close investigation
for himself. It was undoubtedly this predisposition towards the
analysis of ancient mysteries that led Doctor Buck into the study
of Folk-lore, Theosophy and kindred obscure manifestations of
human thought. For several years he was Fresident of the Cincinnati
Branch. of the American Folk Lore Society and a contemporary writer
on med1cal men has spoken of him as the intellectual head of
Theosophy in this country. This was true at one time indeed
Doctor Buck was President of the American ~action of ~he Theosophical
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Society, but ceased connection with that body because of its
dogmatic attempt to dictate what the opinions of its individual members should be, Naturally his study of symbolism
embraced Egyptology and in this he was deeply interested
although modestly disclaiming the character of an expert:
Doctor Buck was elected to membership in the Literary
Cly.b in 1872; he served as Presj.dent 1905-6 and was chosen
one of the honorary members in 1908. He died in Cincinnati
December 12·, 1916, after a membership in the Club of 44 yea;s;
during this time he contributed 3~ paparaof which 2 of the
prose papers had special references to the Literary Club and
its members, and 6 others, also relating to the Club, were
poems; the remaining 31 papers for the most part discuss
Theosophy, Psychology, Ethics, Fysics, Philosophy, the
Health of the Body and that of the Mind, Evolution, Egomania,
Science and some of the Ancient Religions. While Doctor
Buck's prose writings generally discuss serious themes, his
poems for the most part are written in lighter vein; all six
poems were contributions to Budgets.
His first poem read February 29, 1908, bears the title
"A Joker's Dream of Heaven;" this was followed in 1909 by
"An Honorary Member's Reverie" "Prophecy" was written in
1911 "The Journey of Life" in 1913 (he had than passed his
73rd year); "The Glad New Year" and "The Old Club's Annual
Meeting" were both written in 1915, the last named about a.
year before his death. These poems are full of little
pleasantries concerning members of the Literary Club and
their ways, but it was all affectionate joking with no
suggestion of unkindness.
The Literary Club meant a great deal in the life of
Doctor Buck; he loved the Club and the Club loved him, even
when it failed to accept some of his more mystical views on
the economy of Life and Natura.
Doctor Buck's personality was delightful; he had a fine
presence; his leonine head made him a very striking figure in
any assembly; his courtesy and sympathetic interest in life
made for him widespread friendships.
As a practicing physician he won the love and confidence
of his patients to a very remarkable degree.
' He was a Mason and, as his published works indicate, had
pursued a close study of the mystic symbols of N~sonry;in
1863: he was made a Mason at Battle Creek, Michigan, and in
1868 was received into the Chapter, Council and Commandary
Knights Templar at Republic, Ohio. He became a. Scottish
Rite Mason at Cincinnati in 1873 (32° May 23rd~ and later
received 33°.
A short time before Doctor Buck's death it became
necessary for him to undergo a serious operation, after which
he rested in Bethesda Hospital. The writer making him a visit
at this time found the Doctor tranquil and calmly awaiting
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the inevitable journey from this to a world unseen. The
philosophy of his life remained unshaken; he lived indth~hpast,
surrounded in thought b.y dear ones who had already ma a a
i
As his lon~ active and useful life neared its close,
~~o::sn~~ntent with th~ Past and dreaded not the ~utura, which
to him would open widel' fields of knowledge and h1gher planes
of thought.
Robart Ralston Jones
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galloping lunges of old "Bill," or "Nigger," or "Prince."
In the old fashioned 'bus the surgeon's seat ran crosswise over the tailboard, between two window-like apertures
through which the air swirled unhindered. A strap-loop hung
from the forward margin of either opening and the young
attendant sat, or reclined, on the padded seat, his back
wedged into one of these, or propped against one of the posts
that formed their rear border and supported the ambulance
roof; one arm was hooked through a strap, the other wound
about a post, while the legs extended gracefully along the
cushioned seat. This posture was necessary, for if he faced
forward, his feet on the mattress, the first leap of the horse
would send our young 'bus surgeon backwards, heels over head,
to alight variously on the. asphalt. This was not only annoying, but it meant that the ambulance would arrive at its
destination minus a surgeon, an event that made comparatively
little difference to. anyone but him, as you will presently
realize.

Last year one of our members hailing fl'om Burnet Woods, that
stronghold of the Intelligentsia, alluded somewhat disparagingly
to the type of paper offered to the Club by some of its essayists;
the lawyer, said he, serves us with an ind~gestible diet of torts,
the physician paralyses us with an exhaust~ng exposition on
cerebral thrombosis, while the captain of 1ndustry tortures our
aesthetic souls by describing in detail the various stages in t~e
manufacture of pearl shirt-buttons. Our estimable critic apparently forgets, however, that every time he edifies us with a
paper he is perforce "talking shop" --for is not our literary
avocation his own chosen vocation? At the risk of incurring his
further strictures (although I doubt that he dare make any, after
this mastel'ly counter) I am going to read a paper on a medical
subject. Why should this academician expect us laymen to branch
out on topics concerning which we have had 11 ttle, or no experience?
Why should the lawyer feel compelled to e~pound the theory of
evolution, the physician to rhapsodize over the South Seas, or
the business-man to analyze the technique of Mategna? Nay, we
of the single-track mind, less gifted than our versatile friend,
had best hew to our line; wherefore I"shall chop along that of
per~onal experience.

The technique of "taking a call" was not without its
interesting features. The alarm sounded through the hospital,
one long and one short buzz meaning an ordinary call, one
long and three shorts a hurry call. Upon hearing it, the
surgeon reported at the office where he received a slip that
contained his sailing-orders. Three minutes were allowed him
between the sounding of the buzzer and the vault into the .
, 'bus. This rule was not particularly onerous by day, unless
he happened to be bathing or shaving, but at night it meant
awakening and running one city block to the front entrance.
The awakening was often difficult, but if the buzzer was not
promptly heeded, the ungentle clutch of the night elevatorman
usually was1 He was quite proof against sleepy invective and
possessed of a laudable tenacity of purpose. The process of
dressing was simple; it consisted of pulling on a uniform
over one's pajamas, stuffing one's feet into leather "bootless"
that needed no socks and picking up one's overcoat and hat
from the rack as one ran by,

The title of this effusion, "Riding the 'Bus," needs
elucidation (according to the best Literary Club tradition)-perhaps you picture a progress down Picadilly, across the Pont
Neuf, or even up Gilbert Avenue in.one of those lumbering
monstrosities known as "'busses?" You would be oui te mistaken,
my friends; "riding the 'bus," as I use the term; is hospital
jargon and refers to one of the noblest of ·Jut-door sports; acting
as chaperone to a public ambulance, When I rode the 'bus, it was
not the ·roaring automotive juggernaut of today, with its upper
and lower berths, easy-chair for the attendant, a heater, running
hot and cold water and two entrances--a front and a family; it was
instead, a rather fragile adaptation of the delivery-wagon.
Mounted on light, rubber-tired wheels, drawn by one fleet steed
(usually a retired racehorse), guided by a uniformed divinity who
knew no superior save the Fire Department; this was an entirely
different affair from the modern and far more comfortable automobile ambulance. The present-day jangle, speed and aroma of spent
gasoline can never be substituted for the +·omantic rat-a-tat..;
of hurrying hooves and the swaying progress imparted by the

As a rule, the ambulance stood ready at the door, for
the stable was next to the hospital entrance and thus the
driver had no Marathon to perform. Perfect technique demanded
that the surgeon grasp the near hind uprigh~ of t?e.ambulance
and using this as a vaulting-pole, alight 1n pos1t1on on the
taii-sea.t without so much as grazing the back step • It also
demnded that the command to proceed be shouted to the drive.r
before the sidewalk was crossed, so that (with the 'bus alre~dy
under way) the vault might be mol'e pleasantly hazardous • Th1s
command consisted simply of a street address. Of course, the
vault was far more thrilling in the daytime, for t~en an
audience would be present and one had the opportun1ty for
colliding with s~veral innocent by-standers. To walk across
the side-walk, enunciate the address ~lowly and to climb up
with the driver, or lei~urely to atta1n the back seat via the
step. was to brand ones self a mollycoddle, or what was worse.,
a me~ber of the "medical sid~'' --the young second senior s~rgeon
was supposed to display an appropriate abandon under thesv
circumstances,
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Onoe under way and in the saddle, he lolled back and surveyed the passing show of city streets, traffic, crowds and
architecture. The undisputed right-of-way was his,. provided
that the Fire-Department did not intrude; to it alone did he
cede priority. I remember our dashing down the left-hand side
of Sixth Avenue, beneatb the Elevated, ·with a fi~e-patrol
charging up the same side. Just as a collision seemed unavoidable, our driver swung us over to the right, between a wagon and
a street car, grazed a pillar of the Elevated by inches and bumped
up onto the sidewalk, whence we swerved once more to regain the
avenue and to proceed down-town. The traffic police were never
formidable under these circumstances, for the ambulance surgeon
was, ex-officio., a sergeant of police and could command the
minions of the Burrough of Ma.nha ttan--the fact that they did not
always obey his behests is immaterial.
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For a while it was thrilling to sweep ma.gest ically up Fifth
Avenue, with its traffic dancing attendance, and to bow languidly
to one '.s acquaintances--male, and mora particularly, female--but
this palled eventually, as one became more and more fatigued by
the gruelling hours and lack of sleep and began to realize how
trivial was the usual occasion for these whirlwind passages.
The ambulance surgeon ·served twenty-four hours on First Call,
sleeping when and if possible, about seventeen on second Call and
the next tw~nty-four back on First, with al terante sundays off
duty. The i:iecond Call was one coming in wht3n the first ambulance
was out of the hospital, which was fortunately rather infrequent.
Much depended upon the esprit de corps of the man on First Call,
who was supposed to return as soon as possible and thus prevent
the necessity of sending out two tired men in his stead. on
Second-call day the drivers dem:mded the evening off and being
paid union men they got it; as there was no one to drive'the
Second 'bus, the unpaid surgeon reaped the benefit and got his
evening off too, if he took it, otherwise he would inevitably
spent it slaving in the accident ward.
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Alth~ugh ~he
e~orced 1nact1on

surgaon might be more or less bored by the
during transit to, and often from, calls: the
dr1var always had his horse to manage, difficult channels to
thread and verbose skirmishes with motor-men and truck drivers
who disputed his claims as to right-of-way· he could vary the '
monotony of ordin~ry ambulance progress by'taking suddenly to the
sidewalk and send1ng the pedestrians scurrying and ca.ck1ing or
by clinging to the wrong side of the street. The surge.on, however, saw everything in retrospect; it wa~; receding from view as
soon as he noticed it •. He could, of course, ride with the driver
(when there was no pat1ent on board) but this was apt to be
considered bad form.

'. l

.
Arrived at ~he scene of action, the surgeon became galvanized
1nto officious l1fe; grasping his instrument baa- be pushed through
the gaping crowd, knelt by the prostr~:Lte victimc ~nd registered
The Good Samaritan as closely as might be. Often he found another
G.~. there before him, sometimes it was another medical man and
th1s was always an occasion for tact. Good Samaritans are very
jealouB of the limelight, particularly efter a correspondence
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course in First Aid--and medic 1 G d
condescending in their behavio~ to~~rds~~ritans abre invariably
surgeon Th f t t t
e mere am ulance
• · e ac ha this type of Aesculapian is as often
::n~~:i a pe~y-a-liner in his profession makes him'unduly
ve an encumbered with defense complexes. once these
were tactfully disposed of • th e ambu1ance surgeon
volunteers
got down t o brass- t aoks; a rapid examination
an e uall
1
i~P ~ ~i~gn~~1s, the application of first-aid meas~res ~rom
e
a ack bag or the splint-rack, and the patient w~s
either sent on his way, or hoisted to the leather mattress b
means of a canvas stretcher. The gong clanged raucously th~
crowd scattered, "Nigger" made a dizzy wheel into the tr~ffio
and clattered back to the hospital, or to the nearest police
station, if the occasion demanded legal intervention,

1

. The student of medicine, anticipating a surgical interneShlp, looks f~rward to his tour of ambulance duty as something
apart, someth1ng promising life, adventure and, possibly,
romance. He dr~ams of th~ day when he will sally forth on the
tailboard of a bus and m1ngle with the most intimate life of ·
a big city; he pictures lives saved, victims rescued deeds of
valor performed. He is not blind to the possibility' of pleasant newspape~ publicity to follow, with his name and acts recorded in pr1nt; he anticipates a flattering association with
the P?lice a.nd fire departments. Will he stand the test? Will
his d1agnoses be correct? Will his meagre store of book-learned
medicine enable him to cope successfully with a series of
.formidable emergencies?
When I embarked on my term of service I was frankly soared
my knees vacillated, my mouth was dry--suppomng that my first '
call should be one demanding all tbe skill and resources of an
experienced practitioner and that I should fail, what then? I
rode up the Avenue in a blue funk, to find a small Jewess in
hysterics that yielded immediately to aromatic spirits of
ammonia. That call was prophetic and the ammonia bottle proved
to be a never-failing source of consolation in innumerable cases
to come: hysteria, syncope, alcoholic coma, collapse, heat-prostration and a number of similar conditions, not excepting a
Jewish patriarch with hysteric~l hiccough. Every time this
Fathar Abraham drew breath in a long drawn, strident crow~ a
gauze pad, soaked in the Elixir of Life, was clapped firmly
and inexorably over his month, t.he result being little short
of miraculous.
But, to return to anticipation and reality; what was the
latter? There were two varieties of call: the police call,
relayed through .Central Office from an officer "on post;"
and the private call, or still-alarm, sent in by a civilian.
In the first case one seldom knew what to expect the police
usually designated a certain street-corner or ho~se number
and one kept an eye peeled for a crowd; in tbe second type,
directions were usually explicit,. if often misleading~ Calla
might be surgical, medical, or psychopathic in their nature;
the first might follow an accident, or might mean a patient
with appendicitis, lying on a tumbled bed in the "fourthfloor-back" of some squalid rooming-house. The accident call
was often quite needless from our standpoint, but imperative
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from that of the victim, who wished to collect damages and
did not care to pay for medical advice and testimony, which he
usually obtained gratia in this case, incurring the keen displeasure of the harassed surgeon. Medical cases were usually
interesting, for·tha patient was generally in bed, could be
thoroughly examined and a diagnosis placed on record, for eubaeouent confirmation at the hospital, an event that was always
awaited with the keenest interest on the part of the youthful
'bus surgeon.
Not only ware there medical problems, but also questionsof
social service that called for solution and a report to the
proper authorities. Furthermore, in the case of house-calls,
one was always confronted by the necessity of transporting the
patient downstairs to the ambulance. A stretcher will not go
around sharp walled-in-corners any mora easily than an innovation trunk'will and the patient was often carried down sitting
in a chair until the front hall was reached and a transfer.to
the stretcher was possible.
Many fat patients ware encountered
and· it was always a puzzle how to transport their ailing bulk to
the sidewalk. Sometimes four of us would ease a three-hundredpounder down four flights of poorly•lit, malodorous staircase;
past dim doorways that framed the vague, half-clad forms of
peering neighbors.
Workman often fell into very awkward corners and one's ingenuity was taxed as to how to extricate them. One ma~ fell several feet and landed on his back, which was broken by the impact,
across some girders of a steel skeleton, three storeys up "in
the clear;'' there ware no stairways and the hoist-man had gone
home to supper. We fashioned a cradle out of two mixing-troughts
and lowered the patient in it, slung by ropes and steadied from
wavering ladders, until we had him on the floored-in construction
of the fifty storey. The rest was easy, as stairways were in
place from there to the ground •
The psychiatric call was always spicy: the patient might be
merely insane, or might be a drug addict, or liquor-crazed and
maniacal. I have often arrived at Bellevue Hospital in a wringing perspiration and nearly exhausted by constant wrestling with
a crazy patient; the police would help with almost anything, but
they had a superstitious dread of the insane and left the surgeon
to his own devices in such oases. Drugs could be used to quiet
thes~ patients, but this was seldom advisable, as there were scarcely any time for them to taka effect and they obscured the admission diagnosis. Alcoholic mania could be, and usually was, combatted by the usa of a .powerful emetic given hypodermically. It
was an even chance that one could reach Bellevue before the inevitable eruption occurred, though sometimes one miscalculated; in
the meantime the patient was too miserably nauseated to be interested in personal combat. The technique of administering this
emetic was always exhilarating: at a given signal, two or more
man "jumped'' the patient, threw ·him and held him down like a calf
to be branded, while the ambulance surgeon shot. home needle and
plunger of the hypodermic syringa. In a minute or two the struggling ceased, the patient was rushed to the ambulance and hurried
to Bellevue as rapidly as "lUgger" could taka him •
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Moat ambulance calls, however, ware for the "drunk and
disorderly" case; as the policeman had to appear against his
i~isonars on his day off duty, it was always simpler to "crown"
am w~th a billy, lay open the scalp on a plea of "resisted
arrest and.than call the 'bus. As the bu~y surgeon could
never be qu1te sure that there was no skull-fracture or
intracranial hemorrhage, he usually avoided unplaasa~t publicity
by taking these devotees of Bacchus to the hospital where they
ware sobered-up and discharged "cured" and free fro~ a summons
to. court, Could anything be more efficacious in curbing
inebriety and avoiding the loss of one' a day off?
It was interesting to note the comparative uselessness of
calling out a. trained physician with each ambulance call; in only
three out of two or three hundred trips could it be claimed that
my presence was instrumental in saving a life; usually an orderly
could have done what was necessary, if one except the matter of
diagnosis and the distribution of cases to other hospitals when
the trained man was useful both in saving time and in keeplng the
oases on our services true to type. The hurry call was more often
needless than was the regular call, for the patient was usually
quite dead when one arrived. For example, one hurry call was occasioned by a workman's falling from the very top of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Tower to Madison Avenue, some forty floors
below. The ambulance surgeon, who responded, ~ildly suggested to
the officer in charge the advisability of notifying the DepRrtment
of street Cleaning, rather than the New York Hospital, should such
oases recur in the near future.
Many moribund patients were hurried to our hospital at the
risk of the ambulance, its slaves and many pedestrians, only to
die in transit, or shortly after arrival. This was done because
a certain Coroner, jealous of his reputation as a champion of the
"pee-pul," would have had the surge on investigated and his name
held up to public scorn in the newspapers, following a refusal to
move such a patient. Occasionally one of us would stand by our
princ.iples, refuse to bring in a dying, hopeless case and take
our medicine; but it was a bitter pill, wherefore, most of us
cravenly consoled ourselves with the reflection that a moribund
patient is insensitive and might as well die riding, as lying in
bad. We often brought a priest or friar back with us, to administer the Last Rites in transit. I shall never forget one
picturesquely brown-robed Franciscan who prayed with us as we
galloped homeward with a hopeless case, nor the close call we
had as we turned at full speed into a side-street and found it
completely blocked by traffic. The driver chose a light
delivery-wagon, laden with kerosene and oil cans, as the softest
point of impact and there was, that day, quite a flutter in oil.
The Franciscan was as utterly oblivious of the avant as was the
patient, who died a few minutes later in the receiving ward.
our district extended from Fourteenth to Forty-second Streets
and from the North River to Fourth and Park Avenues; this included
the "Tenderloin" of that day, "Hell's Kitchen" (an unsavory negro
district), the French quarter, many Westside docks of well-known
steamship lines and ferries, and a large number of hotels familiar
to you all. A New Yorker, riding this circuit, cou~d get vary
clOse to the heart of his native city and indulge h1s tastes for
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the st~dy of human nature, languages and architecture to the fullest extant. Let me describe what he saw from the tailboard during
the four seasons of the year.
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It is a winter's night, the snow is falling in an almost impenetrable curtain, the ambulance sways and skids on the icy pavement and "Nigger's" hoof-beats are muffled and uncertain. The
streets are empty, the surface-cars run haltingly and ~t rare
intervals and the snow swirls in and encrusts the surgeon's frieze
overcoat, muffled high at the naok, the collar at his temples.
Hands are numb, features stiff and unmanageable; he might as well
be threading some arctic canon. Suddenly the 'bus slows to a
walk and bumps its way over swelling hosepipe, through the firelines and comas to a halt before a blazing theatre. The surgeon
jumps out stiffly into the snow and stands by in the glare of
the flames, his feat ankle-deep in slush and water from the snaky,
writhing lines of fire-hose; little pyramids of snow form on his
cap and shoulders and are demolished by the northerly gusts that
sweep the avenue. Hoarse shouts of command, the tinkle of falling
glass and gigantic icicles, the crash of burning timbers, the thud
of axes wielded with a will and above all, the steady pulsing
rhythm of pumping engines. An hour or two of this, a cut fireman
or so to tend and then the Fire Chief announces: "You fallers
get the Hell outta hare, we don't need yuh now and we never did
anyhowl" "And so," as Samuel Papys so aptly puts it, "to bedde."
As he dozes off at last our surgeon is wondering why the police
are so friendly and the fire ahiefs so hostile--perhaps it is
because the latter consider themselves and their men above the
need of medical attendance, because the presence of an ambulance
implies that they are mara mortals and may gat hurt, or because
it calls attention of the recruits to the fact that they are
entering upon a very dangerous career.
Than a spring morning: the air balmy with the scent of warming earth and growing greenery across the River. While the city
still drowses, we take our way Westward to the docks with their
enticing aroma of salt-water, tar, paint, and warm pianking. ·
Lass aesthetic odors are noted, but the combination ispleasant;
it breathes of the sea, of ships, of voyages abroad, of commerce
and adventure. The forms of huge liners loom against the sty-line,
where gulls wheal and chatter, there is a rattle of winches and
of drays; although it is still· early, stevedores lurch to and fro
pushing their hand-trucks before them at the slow crawl that must'
continua all day and leave them dog-tired but not exhausted. we
go aboard a· liner to the small and stuffy cabin where a pastyfaced steward lias sick and, as we carry him out, we sniff the
familiar scent of linoleum and sassafras, peculiar to steam-boat
corridors, and glimpse the polished machinery in the engine-room
wall as we pass it by, Ah, could we but stay aboard and sail with
this ship~ As we joy back to the hospital we plan trips to Europe
or evan to the Far East (for planning is never costlyl) and we
'
live over past journeys in retrospect, wondering the while why this
waiter-like and obvious landsman ever took to the sea was it
purpose, or mare chance that cast his lot in these li~as?
Summer comes, with a night as hot, sultry and humid as only
New Y?rk summer nights can be; the 'bus surgeon has managed to
fall 1nto a fitful doze, after tossing for an hour or so and
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~at~ling with t.he mosquitoes that drift
t:~n:~s~ckhMea~ows and have free access

city-ward from the
to his quarters,
o osp1tal economy and lack of screens A call
comas in and the tired youngster dons uniform ~nd bootees
!rags himself to the waiting ambulance and is off up Fifth
venue, deserted ~ave for an occasional party of joy-riders
stridently return1ng from Coney Island, This is before the
days of prohibition and the phrase "patting-party" has not et
been coined; but the only appreciable difference between th;n
and now is the somewhat more voluminous cut of clothing and
vehicle. Note that, ye caluminators of modern youth' The
sidewalks are practically empty, only an occasional ~edestrian
trudges by on his homeward journey. The houses along the
Avan~e are ~ark and untenanted, for this is the "cloak and
suit distr1ct.and the sweatshops have closed until the morrow
when t~e Avenue will again swarm with swart Samitics and news-'
boys w1ll ~r?: "Vorwarts~" or "Yiddische Tageblatt!" and
give the f1n1shing touch to the thoroughly foreign atmosphere
of the quarter.
The 'bus turns into Broadway at the Flatiron Building and
proceeds Northwestward along the "Great White Way " where
sidewalks ·are almost as populous as they were an hour or two
ago, when the theatres let out, This is the familiar nightworld--impassive policeman, furtive taxi-drivers, trim touts
and ~rooks and the endless procession of woman walking, walking,
walk1ng. How many m~~as do they average avery evening, as they
plod along at that br1sk, characteristically unvarying ~ait so
different from that of True Virtue? These are the "laf~-ovars,"
whose mora attractive sisters have long since caught their
quarries and borne them to the cheap hotels and rooming-houses
in the dingy side streets. An occasional pedestrian of mora
respectable appearance passes waveringly and a trifle unsteadily.
The observer notes the worthy, if unlovely form of some poor
scrub-woman, homeward bound after a session on all-fours in the
lobby of a theatre or office building and, having had soma
acquaintance with the genus in his daily routine, pictures her
homecoming to a squalid tenement and a whiskey-sodden spouse.
The ambulance passes noisily, but unnoticed; what is an ambulance
to this crowd? "The Wagon'' from the "23rd Precinct station;"
ah, that would be quite different~
"Nigger" turns Wast on 28th Street, the rubber tires crackle
over a stretch of warrn, sticky asphalt, past darkened nightclubs and the ambulance, once more wheeling, turns into seventh
Avenue and draws up before a dark house where a policeman stands
guard, He beckons the ambulance craw down a short flight of
steps into a basement which is a veritable inferno, even after
the hot streets; a huge oven, at the doors of which work bakers
in undershirts and cotton trousers, runs across the entire back
wall and bright light streams from its doors as they open. A
warm, delicious odor of fresh rolls pervades the air, but Lord,
how hot it is~ A burly giant, with tawny beard, resembling
some Nordic divinity masquerading as a baker, lias on the floor
near the window; his face is flushed to a deep, angry purple,
his breathing is labored and stertorous, his skin is dry and
painfully hot to the ambulance surgeon's hand. uwe must hurry
this fallow out of here~"--he says to the driver and, turning
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to the policeman, remarks: "Heat stroke 1" The ambulance dashes
back to the hospital, "Nigger" all in a lather of sweat. While
the orderly is preparing a cold bath and throwing large,chunks
of ice. into it, the ambulance surgeon takes the patients
temperature. The little silvery column of mercury rises like an
express elevator until it strikes the top of its tube, well above
the 110° mark. Have you ever taken a bath at 110° F? If not, try
1
it some time and see how hot it feels.
About an hour later a limp and dripping ambulance surgeon
reenters his room to find his mate's bed unoccupied--tOo badl A
second Call has caught him. The battle with the heat and mosquitoes is resumed, the room-mate returns hot, spent, and softly
cursing· the first call man feigns sound sleep and is soon aware
of deep' regular breathing from the next bed. At last oblivion
until the buzzer shall sound again.

. I.

Autumn has come, and with it our new, unwieldy electric
ambulance--a si"'n of the changing times and, therefore, s ornething to be pro~d of. At last we are motorized and modernized,
"Nigger's" days are numbered, machinery is replacing horseflesh.
Fifth Avenue is gay with color and teeming with life; the air has
a crisp tang imparted by the brisk Northwest breezes from the
Hudson. The'sidewalks are thronged with briskly ·moving people,
quite different from those we have just considered, these are
mostly shoppers, brightly dressed, eager-eyed, of all ages but.
most1y of .one sex. Here and there come couples of boys and girls,
out for fun and mild adventure, interested in all that passes and
in each other, bound nowhere in particular; they may turn in at
Huyler's for a soda, or at the Plaza for tea.

;
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The street is full of traffic: motors, drays and a few
broughams, with their coachman and footman stiffly erect and
correctly clad in cockaded top-hat, white breeches and yellowtopped boots; their pawing steeds jingling along in monogrammed
blinkers and shining harness. An occasional hansom cruises by,
they are not yet quite extinct and the drivers, too old to learn
the intricacies of controlling a motor cab, count on extorting
monstrous fares from a public too old-fashioned to ride in one.
Many of the buzzing electric hansoms are still in service--where
are they now, those bug-like vehicles with their driver up behind,
their dash-board up in front, their telephone-bell warning signal
and their erratic course? They always connoted humble bees, or
"lucky bugs" taking about .on the surface of some stream and
bustling into its eddies on voyages of discovery.
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A near-sighted old lady steps briskly out into the traffic
near Tiffany's and signals us to stop; we tarry not, neither do
we run her down, although we graze her mid-Victorian draperies
by inches; doubtless she will write to the Times, tomorrow, and
scathingly denounce the conduct of the new motor-busses on Fifth
Avenuel As to the call? Merely a proud dame who has sprained
her ankle, sought refuge in a Trust. Company and indignantly refuses to unveil her pedestal to the ribald gaze of bank attendants and a mere ambulance surgeon. She will call her family
physician at once, please do go awayl
;I

One has a variety of experiences, thrilling and drab, in a

six months' tour of ambulance duty, most of them of no particular interest to anyone, but the patient; some of them, however,
are. so packed with what the editors call "heart interest,"
that any one of them might serve as the subject for an entire
paper.
Tragedy played an important part: suicide, murder and
starvation took their turn upon the stage. The Mills Hotel
used to offer us little else than suicides; endowed as a
charitable institution, furnishing a clean room and a warm
lobby for a few cents per day, this hotel was sought by the
despondent, who purchased poison or a revolver with their last
few pennies and ended it all then and there. Chronic invalids,
discouraged parsons losing their grip on their congregations,
dissipated wastrels tired of wasting; we found them all at the
Mills. Others chose populous restaurants, parks, or streetcorners for a more showy exitus. I recall one man whom we found
in a bath-tub, his throat cut from e::~r to eElr and his lungs
all but destroyed by tuberculosis; it seemed cruel to nurse
such wrecks back to a short interval of misery and I was glad
when our patient died a few days later, successful in his
attempt a~ter all. Another man wrote a farewell letter to
friends in Philadelphia, telling them that he was going to
kill himself at a certain hotel; the friends telephoned the
Jesuit College near us, a priest called our ambulance and
accompanied it to the hotel, where we broke into the patient's
room and rescued him just in time; we found him comatose, but
still alive.
Murder was common in our district, I remember in p~~rticular
one woman who had loaned her room to her husband, just. discharged from Sing Sing after "doing his stretch." When she.
thought that he had had time to obtain a room of his ovm she
returned to her's, only to have the little brute spring out
from behind the door, pin her down on her bed and cut her
throat because he sul:lpected her of infidelity while he hr:~d
been "up the river." I found her sitting alone and totally
deserted, on a chair in the middle of the sidewalk outside of
a saloon· fearina- her husband's enmity, on one dared come near
her--the;e was n~ crowd, no policeman. Her "lingerie princesse"
dress once white and fashionable, was now terribly drenched
with blood her breath whistled raspingly through the slit in
her wind-plpe, her ayes were wide and frightened. We to?k
her in, repaired her wounds and saved her life; she pr?m1sed to
say a Hail Mary for us every night as long as she should live,
I wonder if she kept her ~ord? A few days later a little rat
of a man, with shifty, beady, black eyes, was brought to her
bedside and identified as her assailant; traced and ~ra~ped
through the 11 ani tching" of another woman, he was aga1n sent
up the River."
Then there were exciting cases: men injured and helpless
in we 11-n~gh inaccessible pl:~~ces, a woman wedged under the forward truck of an elevated train, a man armed and drug crazed
holding undisputed possession of a back-yard enclosure and
many similar instances. The surgeon could never funk su~h a
·case and many is the time thD,t he has gone into action w1th
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wavering knees and parched mouth, with the deep conviction that
did ne not, he would be branded a quitter. Dizzy heights to
be scaled, dirty depths to be explored, third-rails with their
high voltage to be eluded, crazed mentalities to be outwitted;
all confronted us in time. Most of us are, perhaps, more afraid
of the stigma of cowardice than we are of getting into a tight
corner, which seems the lesser of two evils. A verteran of the
Crimea once sB.id to me: "'Ero, 'Ell~ I got me v.c. 'cause I
was afride of bein' called a bloomin' coward~"
Some cases were surprises when one learned the identity of
the patient; one night I was called to minister to a man who had
fallen down the subway steps after a joyous evening on Fourteenth
Street (of all places, for himl). He turned out to be a wellknown illustrator, whose beautiful blondes I had often admired in
"Life •" After a night in our receiving ward, this worthy made an
early and furtive exit and was seen by us no more.

it

Freak oases occurred at times, one of them being particularly
dramatic. A boy was brought in to the hospital in extremis, having
been hugged and kissed by ·a stenographer~ She embraced him
because itwas his birthday, because he was still young, bashful
and girl~shy and would resent it, and because she was something
of a tease. Unfortunately for her, poor girl, her indignantly
resisted embraces had forced a razor·edged eraser, carried in the
boy's left waistcoat pocket, into his heart and he died in a few
minutes.
Comedy played its role too. One night we got a hurry-call
to see a young negro who infored me: "D~ctor, ma heart's stoppedl
She was a beatin'awl right a li'l while ago, but she's stopped
naowl" Kindly advice, a little bromide and a miraculous cure was
affected. Another hurry-call came in from Sixth Avenue and
Forty-second Street, more than a mile from the Hospital and at
one o'clock one cold morning. I found a stalward individual who
proved to be the patient, standing quietly beside the office;
who had sent in this frenzied sununons. "What's wrong?": I asked.
Confidentially, and in a discretely lowered voice our patient
replied: "Why, Doc., I got the piles." My indignation at this
needless call, and a hurry-call at that, was somewhat mollified
when I learned that his name was Hand; as mine is Foot I bowed
to Fate, took him along, and my betters operated upon him a few
days later and cured him. His diagnosis was incidentally amply
confirmed! Another patient was convinced th~.t there were -~na.kes
everywhere, he nearly knocked me down while "killing" one that
was coiled on my cap and a policeman and I had a busy trip to the
Bellevue alcoholic ward throwing sriakes overboard. I have never
bean able to explain why we never failed to catch one of them
but the patient was satisfied with our invariable success and'
applauded our efforts to the end of the journey.
Seen in anticipation and in retrospect, riding the 'bus was
well worth .while, but it was exhausting in the doing an.d one was
glad when. 1t was over. It was splendid training in first-aid,
rapid dec1sion and ''snap diagnosis," as it was in the study of
human nature; ~ne would not have missed it for worlds. Youth
and adventure went hand-in-hand along the ambulance trail and
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the future ' always brilliant 1 b
experience was only a page f;omalhee~o~~ u~ff After all, this
~~~~?; 0!~~{-it is interesting to refl:~tyth~tef~! ~~N~~eat
life altho~go~st~ver begin to know anything about that daily
'
ey may smugly imagine that they do.
So here's to the snarl of the clangorous on
To the swaying and slithering 'bus!
g g,
Though not often featured in story or song
They made better surgeons of us.
'
Nathan Chandler Foot
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It is probable that more has bean written in description
of Paris than on any other one subject. No hamlet is so small
it does not boast a journal compiled by uncle Ned or Aunt
'
Samantha, ?n ~heir experiences in the Gay Capital. However,
futile as 1t 1s to add to the bulk of such dubious documents
in still more dubious literature.
'
The tyro must tire
With his personal lyra,
Regardless of those it must bora.
Ferchance, it may be the congenital char&cteristic of the
present one "with a paper," but in recalling the impressions of
certain scenes and events, he always sees them as one might
say, in vignette form. That is, they will hav~ some definite
central ~otif from which all other secondary objects and
actions gradually blend away. Thus, to him, Paris does not
appear as a solid equally stressed pageant, but rather as a
series of pictures ·which may or may no't articulate one with
the other.
The streets in the capital are brilliant, variable
fascinating; their artistic shops, their surging mass of
picturesque humanity and their never ending stret.m of vehicles
make a massed panorama one fain would conjure up again, but-- '
Its the beggar in the scene,
The cafe table; Gold and green
An historic doorway, or a bowl,
Its such fragments from the whole,
That his vignettes come, and will not pass away.
Its flowers! How they seem a part of Paris, though the
jungles of the earth must have been trekked to supply alone,
its orchids. Its orchidsl--whose exotic beauties, faint and
wither for its erotic beauties. Its roses--, gardenias-violets and carnations; its carnations!--They are the eighth
wonder of the world. Its arrangements are mastarpe ices of color
and composition. Its florists windows the fairest on earth,
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they are'a poetic misnomer and exist only as the figment of
some fertile brain.
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CAFES
Perhaps there is no· phase of Paris more ·packed with thrills
its Cafes. Secondary only to the gastronomic adventure they
offer is the opportunity they give for the observation of
varied humanity in its moments of "The Will to live,n

. '· :.

If there are soma who consider eating an unesthetic ceremonial• if these find the mad scrimmage to appease the wasting
tissue~ of man, a somewhat canabalistic or animal exhibition,
then at least Paris Cafes more than any others, offer
diva;tissement'to aleviate this squeamishness. Music, dancing,
flowers, art, ·avery means short of' ether, is supplied to !Jl8.ka
the negotiation of food silent and easy. To these aids come
that not inconsiderable distraction offered through the inspection of types.

d\.
'

\1

It is the .whole wide world in movement which makes the
kaleidoscopic pattern in the Paris Cafe, and it is the essentially intimate character of these establishments which makes so much
for enjoyment in studying it. In Paris, for instance, one rarely
sees large cafes such as obtain with us. Coziness is their
architectural and decorative ideal. Intimate, we have said, and
in the double edge sense of that term, so, to a not inconsiderable
preponderance are their patrons.
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It will be conceded as obvious, few foreigners find the
opportunity to know French family life, but as the French family
frequents the cafe·, it is possi bls, at least, to observe 1-t at
close range as it dines. There is a serious whole-heartednass in
the performance, a getting down to business, as it ware, whi"ch
brushes all else aside. The preliminary Hors d'Oauvres--sausagas,
canned fish, slaw, innumerable side dishes and bread and butter,
a veritable maQl in itself, is followed by soup; then come fish,
meat, vegetables, salad, desert, cheese, fruit, nuts and coffee.
Wines there are also, to meet the exigencies of the various foods.
So much is consumed by this typical middle class family, one
thinks of the possibility of their being a shortage of food where
other patrons are concerned. Scientific authorities now claim
meat consumption does not produce hardening of the arteries, but
thr:.t excess of food, does·. If this were true, one would expect
th~ typical French family might, after dining out, harden to such
an extent they could be used .in museums as Laocoon or Niobe groups.
To the .average Parisian, the expression "Festive Board" is
no obsolete Marathon. At the Exposition of Decorative Arts where
one saw many suites of beautiful rooms, it was amusing to inspect
such exhibits in the wake of a typical French party. From room
to room, exquisite in design, and filled with rare objects they
would pass, speechle.ss and undamonstrati ve; but always, at' sight
of the dining room, a suppressed wave of enthusiasm--a tacit
acknowledgment indicating, as one might say--"Well, hare we are
at last"--would pass over the party and some one would invariably
say--"Ah~ le Salle Manger."
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The Cafes of Paris are as varied as they are numerous.
Many specialize in soma traditional dish, but these are the
traditions from the various provinces of France. cosmopolitan
as Paris is, there is no effort to serve the characteristic
food of many different countries; there is no taste there
for Chinese Chop Suey, Mexican Chili Con Carne or other such
wierd food mixtures, the one exception to this rule is the
present vogue in Paris for all that is Russian.
There is no smarter place to dine in Paris today, than
La Maisonette des Comedians Russes, Rue Vivienne. It is one
of the super-intimate places. One always starts out at a
Russian Cafe with Vodka, a drink composed of two parts of
nitro-glycerine, and one part.chloride of anise seed. After
two vodkas, one feels he is an integral part of the parent
organization. The Russians in Faris, too, are strong on the
"Plat de Jour" idea and their traditional dish is "Blini."
Blini follows the second or third vodka and is a large plata
filled with delicious pan cakes soaked in hot butter sauce-piled high with fresh caviar and smothered with whipped sour
cream. Blini is Blini and it is like nothing else on land or
sea. Introduced to America (home of pseudo evarything)and
could we get some one started making synthetic caviar (petroleum
has equal marvels to its credit) with our ~unt Jemimah Pancakes,
we might out Blini the Russians, as we have out-Fie ala Modad
the French.
When one dines out in :Paris, if the establishment wher.a
one dines has a spacial dish, it is a safe rule to choose it,
Thus when the wai tar at the Russian Cafe asks--"Would
Monsieur care for Chiken Wing following the Blini ?" Monsieur
should not make the mistake of thinking Chicken Wing but the
useless remnant of another patron's choice fowl. Chicken Wing
by the wizardry of the Russian Chef, becomes nearly as
celestial a thing as Angel's Wing and probably is more toothsoma. In appearance, it resembles a miniature brown Blimp
filled with delectable sauca in the place of gas. It is boneless· and suggests no anatomical relation to the rest of a
chicken.
It is the casual thing to have Champagne in Parie, but
champagne withones "Chicken - Ahem - Wing" at the Russia?, Cafe
costs twice as much as it does even at places like the c~fe de
Paris, where some visitors are appalled by the magnitude of
their, and incidentally, the management's recklessness.
After Coffee and Kummel, if you are interest~d in figures,
the Russian equivalent of the American Bouncer, w1ll inform
you "Everything is of the finest quality, including great
musicians" and this is all quite true.
At table near yours two of these artists have been
dining w~th a Grand Duches; and her distinguished par~Y·
Arisin:r from their places a.t table, they have enterta 1ned you
with s~lections marvelous in their Slavic musical and dramatic
beauty.
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It is said there are fifty thousand Russians in Paris, all
waiting for the dawning of the day when their exile shall be over.
Prince taxi drivers; Duchess waitresses, counts, Nobles, gentle and
turgid aristoorioy; their Cafes a general meeting place where they.
discuss their mutual tragedy and their fond dream of a restoration.
Thus, it is not difficult to visualize the Russian Cafe of Paris
today as a plaoe palpitating with colorfulness and intrigue and
vibrant with interest.
Rotisserie de la Reine Pedauque, numero six, Rue de la Pepiniire,
name and address of a cafe, may sound formidable and as mysterious
as the key to a private chart, but as a matter of fact, the
establishment that bears this name is as amenable and easy going
a plaoe as is to be found in Paris. Its three tiny rooms are so
very intimate, that those who are fortunate enough to get in, quickly assume the attitude of one single, if crowded, family. In fact,
ones proximity to others is so accentuated and his momentary
interests so common, it is not unusual at Rotisserre de la Raine
Pedauque, to find oneself bumping glasses and sharing confidences
with strangers from all quarters of the world. The characteristic
dish of some different province is offered each day of the weak.
By following this plan one is informed he may make a veritable
Culinary Tour of France without quitting the Capital.
Onoe a patron of "Pedauque" (one soon absorbs its intimate
character and omits all its excess verbiage) once a patron,. one
becomes obsessed with the desire to take the whole tour.

!',

!'•

· To describe its Hors d1 Oeuvres, one would be called a
Munchausen- .. to eat them, a Henry the Eighth. To do justice to
the regional dishes, one should speak them as glibly as he eats
them. The present writer admits being one of those whose eating
knowledge antidatas his linguistic training. Therefore, he
attempts only to say--on a memorable Wednesday, En Lorraine, he
feasted on "Le Dindoneau roti, a la broohe" --and on a long to be
remembered Friday--"En Province," "La Croustade de Pintadeau."
There are other traditions in Paris Cafes besides those
relating to food. For instance no amount of remonstrance. can upset the settled plan of "toujours tooth picks." The inevitable
goose quills tipped brown, evidently with nitrate of silver, to
overcome sanitary qualms,are as essential a part of' the dinner
as the food. If one moves them, discreetly at first then surreptitiously and finally forcibly from the table, th~ waiter will
as persistently, replace them, thinking mayhap he must humor
Monsieur in his funny American game of Toothpi~k "Hide and Coop."
When brilliancy of gatherings and evidence of exotic life
are looked for, Ciros and the Cafe de Paris start where all other
Parisian Cafes leave off. It would call for a writer of tremenduous ima~ination and infinite word power to depict but feebly the
glitter1ng colorful and ever changing aspects of these small but
e~egant restaurants of the Opera quarter. Perhaps stronger than
w1th words, the impression of them could be conveyed through the
medium of the brush, but it would take the aristocratic and suave
technique of a Sargent or a Chartran, or perchance, the dashing
bravura of a Van Gogh to register them. Sargent would react to
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the yello~ plush interiors of these places, as he would to
the allur1ng textures and colors of the beautiful costumes
seen ~hare. ~an Gogh would, perh.aps, catch the dazzle of
the dancing f1gures and would somewhat thou~h feebly echo
the scintillating flash of the "King's' ranso~'' of jew~ls
but nobody, writer or painter, could gat and convey all,' nor
for that matter, would many who are a p-:. rt of the eternally
recurring spectacles, care to have them. ·
If there is a fascination for one in seeing humanity in
its moments of ultra-sophistocation if to such the so called
smart set is alluring, then dinner,' or preferably supper at
these places, will give an opportunity not to be found elsewhere. Ciros is the common ground on which meet Royalty of
all countries and all walks of life. Its Chef is given as
much honor as is a President of the Republic. Faris "Random
Notes" remark his aristocratic and culinary prowess. Life
at Ciros is bright, joyous, youthful.
The Cafe de Paris is older and more mature. Its settled
traditions give it poise; memories and romances lend it a
faint perfume and the order is of Camelias.
If you have particular tastes or if you wish to see the
characteristics of others who have, either or both desires
may be gratified if you go to Marguerys for "Fillet of Sole
Marguery." Or Pruniers for sea foods and Bouillabaisse the
latter that epicurean miracle from ~~rseillas. Or the Tour
d 1 Argent for roast duck, glorified by that culir+ary magician
Frederick. Further explorations in quest of individualism,
would lead you to the "Tripe Cafe" and the "Snail Cafe."
And then what a vista of further Luoullian possibilities in
those enchanting places in the Bois th~t glorified thicket of
slanting, moss covered trees. Here are "Armenoville, Pre
Catalan, Cafe de Madrid and many others. They sug2;est
Futuristic versions of wattaau's Fetes Champetre.
Beyond the Woods are Versailles and st. Cloud, with
infinite numbers of delightful places to dine, and not far
from these there is st. Germain, with its old Pavillon
Henry IV, where one may be served inthe room in which
Louis XIV was born, cir preferring "Cabbages to Kings" eat
on the wide terrace from which, across the valey of gardens
and woods, Paris invites you back to dinner.
Dinner in Paris--where not the leest satisfactory feature
of such a collation, is the absence of inhibition to commune
with the spirits of Bordeaux Champagne and Burgundy. But that
tale of red and gold, of prose and poetry, or romance and
history is of such proportions, no mere Vignette could hold
it without slopping over.
The Singing Beggar
on any night during the season when the Boulevard ~treat
Cafes of Paris are thronged with their omnipresent fore1gn
vi~itors, you will not h~ve pro~eeded far in your joyous
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contemplation of the ever shifting picture made by the mass of·
people, forever bent on parading the streets; you will scarcely
begin to evaluate your dubious, if proverbial Cafe au· L~i t, or
your less questionable Cognac, when your high spirits, your gay
insouciance will be dispelled before one of the many pathetic
exhibitions of the dismal side of gay Paris.
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With a superb semblance of detatchment, with a naive remoteness which you dare not assume to be studied acting, The Singing
Beggar woman is standing within the zone of your table. She is
woeful' distressingly wan; her black dress is old and shoddy and
whethe; trom accident or calculation, its meagerness accentuates
her frail body. In an abandoned slatterly manner, her drab hair
is unconfined under an anicent hat, from which dangles· an excu~e
for a plume, and a black shawl, faded to green, gives her thin ·
shoulders an added slope. With the woman is a bedraggled and ·
pathetic child, the little girl having already attained a ~ro
fessional or real woefulness, calculated to break the tender ·
heart of him guiltily given over to luxurious and selfish pleasure.
I{ you are , as indeed you will be, troubled by this distressing spectacle, or unfortunate circumstances, it is as nothing
compared with the pity you will feel while listening to the voice
of the woman as she, at times ambles, at others, agonizes through
an aria from Traviata.

Now; as you know, one cannot even muddle through such music
without having had experience, and though in the effort, the
woman's voice squake and cracks, and she resorts to all ·kinds of
odd and pathetic subterfuges, in order to encompas the composition, she·does demonstrate that somewhere, at some remote time,
she sang the part.
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One hears much of the wrathof God and you will admit it
surely descended in vengeance on the voice of this poor Traviata.
Your roadside Prima Donna will elicit ribald comments from
the gay passing throng and her conge will come through the sinister
and ominous glances from the waiters. They have grown callous to
her sorry pli~ht, her resigned pathetic listlessness. Having
heard Traviata so many nights in succession, they neither care
for her songs :nor pity her woes.
·

'·'
·1

The spectacle of the loss by a fellow human being, of every
precious joy and ideal, you will find touching. To the little
child you will give something, thinking in sadness, it is not
enough, and as the stricken, pair move away, ·your companion, if
he knows his musical Paris, will tell you the sequel, which
incongruously enough, relates to the debut of this itinerant
Traviata.
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Names, he will say, familiar to all who follow the Operatic
history of the latter part of the nineteenth century may not be
mentioned. There is an honor due to those of high a~hievement
which should not be sullied. Fate in some ugly form may· wreck
their initiative or destroy their following, but though all else
be consigned to oblivion, one should treasure the names of those
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who bring joy ~nd inspiration to him from the vague realms
of chaos and tne infinite. Having made this Herman Melv.illelike, righteous digression, he will continue.
In plumbing the depths of this woman's visible and
invisible woe, you are right in conjecturin~ that she is a
"Poor Fallen Star," Time was when all musi~al and social
Paris flocked to the Grand Opera, attracted by her Traviata.
At that period her voice was unique; critics wrote of it as
marvelously pure in its upper register; hauntingly sympathetic
in its middle notes and mellow, though lacking maturity in
the low tones. Then, as now, her acting was consumate.
One night during an entire act, while she was accepting
the affectionate homage of a famous composer with whom she
was in love, they were unceremoniously inter;upted by her
leading tenor, who was a French Count and also a high official
of the Opera. In a fit of wild jealousy and madness in which
he accused her of ingratitude, after he had made her from
"Stuff of the l:ltreets," she twitted him of not yet having
made himself. In answer to this caustic rejoinder, he
uttered a low sound and saying something soto voce, he dashed
from the room to take his cue. In a wild frenzy, Traviata
stalked the room, the young composer trying his best to
placate her. Her vocalizing preparatory to her rapidly
approaching reentry in the Opera, was done with anguish and
not without physical diff'icul ty, but a few moments later,
after some slight musical banter, she was soaring gloriously
to the heights of her great aria.
The tenor, his back to the audience, stood facing her,
and as she started a scintillating run for her high note, he
screwed up his face and again, soto voce, but distinctly
audible this time, said--"Moo, vache ."
The effect was terrifying. Traviata, consumed with
anger, tried to negotiate her high note, but her throat
cramped and an ungodly squall came forth--~or with another
essay at a following cadence, could she secure improvement;
and now the great audience, as always, onthe verge between
tragedy and humor--humor which is tragedy--broke into loud
cat calls and Boos.
Afire with rage, Traviata shouted back to the multitude-"Out swine, I'd rather sing to people in the streets"-~and
th~n uttering that unholy truism--" I can get more in tne
streets in one night than here in te~'--she strode off the
stage and the curtain was pulled down •
As far as further operatic opportunities ~ent., managers
took Traviata at her word. She disappeared and with her, the
young composer. It was reported they had suicided, but years
later, with the advent on the Boulevard of the Singing Beggar,
she was recognized. Pathetic?--Yes; but mind you, she does
carry off every night packed in the lining ?f her.shabby old
skirt, more money than the greatest artist 1n the Opera is
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allowed. It is not unusual to see liberal· denominations of
money given her. To the rich foreigner, mall owed to _the point
of tears, by the li·quid blandishments· of the Boulevards , wh-at is
a one Hundred Dollar Bill~ Pathetic?--Yes; but she owns a fine
apartment house in the·Parc Manceau quarter, though, (consumate
actress as ever) she has never been seen to enter it except
throu~h the basement back door, and she still has her old_ "young
compo~er.'' To be sure, the wan· child is not theirs, unless ·
perchance, the consierge, is. "Who knows," concludes your
companion, who knows.his musical Paris, as he drinks another
dubious if proverbial Cafe au Lait. "Who knows"--he repeats,
"what can· be in· a French woman's mind, when she breaks (or. is
it makes) a career, because soma one calls her a Cow?"

<\.

ART
How may one try describe in a few brief words, in a halting
and not rich vocabulary, that marvelous manifestation which marks
Paris as the center of the esthetic world? How, indeed, and·, if
our settled perspective hold,. that art is but a bi-product of arid
not the very essence of our life,--What matter that·one try?
It is in Don Juan that Byron says:
"Man' a love is, of man' a life , a thing apart,
Tis Woman's whole exi steiice."
Giving art the place of love, ourselves as man and Franca
the woman--Byron's formula would meet the situation; or jazzing
the paraphrase, it might be
,.
I
I
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Art is to us, an abandoned ja.da,
Fursued by the French with persistence.
On remaining away from the capital for long periods one is
apt to forget this dominating impression, but here, at least, as
Whistler said "Art is one the town, to be chucked under the chin by
every passing gallant •''
Paris fairly throbs with art. Every shop, every street and
every park proclaims it. It is in the very air of the place~
Day after day in endless succession, one may walk the boulevards
and public places, ever getting fresh impressions of art expresS-··
ion. Of man's best work through all-the ages, what a store bouset
and what a cauldron in which the moderns dip. Endless are ·the ·
Museums--endless, quite endless, the collections they contain.··
"Endless, too, the adjectives,'' some may say--"They lead to nothing
tangible,'' But, be that as it may, it is no vague dream that one ·
may spend a life in Faris, and each day in the presence of the
unfamiliar in art,
If one is interested in the decorative arts, ·there is the
superb Museum of that name. The Flemish tapestries to be seen
here, illustrate the superiority of these Gothic pieces over all
made elsewhere.
For those who are thrilled with the antique in art, there is
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the Louvre, Its Qollections are forever being added to as
ancient al't is ~evealed, . or the contemporary (like ours~l vas-)
attain antiquity •
there is Museum Guimet, with its priceless treasures of Ch1nese :Porcelains and other arts of the
Orient~ Then what a lovely aeries of visions still recur as
one th1nks of The Luxembourg, The Grandidier Collection
·
The ROdin Museum, Museum Gallierie and others. Add to these
the old Salon with its conservatism, the Autumn salon whose
artistic expressions anticipate God, and the myriad of individ.ual galleria~ and the truth becomes revealed that ones
vignette of art in Paris, is a vision of its'life.

o::

. In art, nothing could mo~e fully illustrate the restless
aim of the French people, than the Bxposition of Decorative
Arts. Tired to exhaustion with the years of constant harping
on old themes--the revamping of conventional classic ideas,
-they attempted hera to cra~te something which should be
.contemporary--all original. Casual visitors,--those who came
and Cook Toured the Exposition and hurried home bemoaned ·
its hideousness, but those who gav~ time to study the details
of both exhibits, and the general ideals, found much to praise.
It is impossible here to go into an analysis of the whys
and wherefores of eliminating cornices, pilasters and such basic
forms of classic decoration. That the designers aimed to avoid
every mark of threadbare tradition, is apparent and possibly
commendable.
It is dangerous to become prophetic, but the writer knows
one who feels as sure as he is of living today, that we are by
the vary evidence of this Exposition of Decorative Arts, at
the dawn of a new day in design; and conservative and indifferent as we may be here in America; pleased as we are to make
and remake our weak echos of Italian, Spanish and classic
this and that; pleased as we are to pet our own Colonial
primitives, we shall become tired and ashamed of copying and
though we say as did the French to Germans at Verdun,
that .will not avail us, for the ti.de of the new will pass over.
us and on. It is bound to be, for art is the expression of
life--and life moves on. Already the advance guard is hera.
Are not our giant skyscrapers shedding their former architectural
ruffles. Soon they will stand forth quite naked in their
anatomically logical splendor. The new consistent sculpture,
. -texture, d,ecoratio.n and color will quietly and ingratiatingly
- follow.
The art of Paris could not be dismissed without reference
to the Latin. Quarter. Same have to.ld us that this romantic
Trilbyland no longer exists. Of such let it be said, they must
have wandered somnolently in Paris, Kentucky, thinking themselves erstwhile in France. It must be there, for no other
place would have it; and it will be there so long as the youthful of all ages study and exploit themsel vas in art.
'

#

Clicking pa_st, Cinema-like, the vignettes of othe.r days
and other things fill the eye and mind. There is the enchanting day at Long.champs, with itsmultu~ide of gay and excited
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people; the unforgetable evenings at the Opera, ~here·~own t~a.t
Grand staircase, ·Napoleon and Engenie, in vision, pass, the ·
drives through the Bois, its sunlight ·and shadow; the children
at play; the tomb of the Unknown Soldier under the glorified,
Arch on the hill; the trees--the ·rows and rows and groves· of .
lovely trees and more, yea, ever more, till the day arrives with
its fond farewell. ·
Passing from the Gare the smug little train rolls out of· the
bright vivid city, past· th~ walls which engirdle it • · The t::ansition from the superlatively interesting to squalidly dull, lB
depressing. Ga·zing sadly back, one is apt to think--~ar is~
lovely, variegated, alluring Paris~ w~en and where s1nc·e the
world was young has man created anyth1ng so marvelous and
enchanting? Gr~dually the vignetted mass of the city merges into
the surrounding landscape and sky, Than one sees only the Eiffel
Tower like the index finger of Paris, pointing waggishly at God-as th~ spirit voice .of the City proclaims--"Thera is nothing more
beautiful in Heaven, nor more wicked in Hell- .. than is hera for
your edification and pleasure.
John D. wareham
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Crimes and Parson

. It is a long wa~r from a crime to a· pardon. First, the criminal has to be caught. That is not easy, Sometimes it is dangerous. The worse the crime--the more need for arrest--the more
dangerous it is to make one. It is dangerous, even to suggest •
where the criminal may be hid. It is a simple matter for a man .·
who has committed one crime, to save himself by committing another.
If the victim of the first crime happens to recognize the criminal,
he should be put out of the way. He is apt to be an informer. The
arrest being made, there mua·t be an indictment specifying the crime
committed. No indictment--no triall · The criminal goes free and
awaits an opportunity to gat even with the man who made, or caused,
his arrest. Once indicted, there may be a trial, and there may not
be one. Much depends upon the prosecuting attorney, and much-very much--on the witnesses. If either is afraid, or is bribed,
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or intimidated
defer at'
He lOn, th e prisoner gets releasad,
with
or without tobail
cannot be kept in jail fo~:::~r,,itt~~Y be in· Russia, a man
does not conf
' ln lS country. If he
he must be tr~ss and throw himself. on the mercy of the Court'
9
t~ trial, day! !r!nc~~:u:::s~~ 'e~~~e~~!~h~r~:~;
bro~ght
o counsel for the defense is to prevent men and ; m e a m
character and intelligence from sittin~ on the
o en of
~~o!h:rf~~ngsacuto r is to prevent the soft-hearteiu~~d e~~~i~~~l
• n a. murder case, th~ man. who believes in
capital punishment is challenged by the defense; the man or
~~m~, wh~ does not! is challenged by the state. What chance
ere .or a verd1ct of murder in the first degree if
~ons;ient1ous objectors to capital punishment sit on'tha·
~ury,
Such men are apt to feel that they will be guilty of
legalize~ murder if they consent to a verdict of "guilty a.s
charged. Mis~rials,,in murder cases, are more common than
convictions. When al1bis fail; when credible witnesses with
good memories prove, beyond a shadow of doubt that the crime
was committed by the accused; experts are ready to testify
that the culpri~ was insane at the time. The more horrible
the crime! the easier to prove that the perpetrator was of
unsound m1nd. The few who are convicted still have many
chance~ to escape •. The judge may have committed error in
a.dmitt1ng, or excluding evidence, or in his charge to the ,jury.
A juryman may have unconsciously violated the injunction.not
to talk to anybody about the case, during the pro~ress of the
tria~. In large cities, it is not unusual for interested
part1es to seek to draw·a juryman into conversation which will
lead:up to some indiscreet remark. On this being proved, the
labor of Court and counsel, witnesses and juries for days
together, goes for naught •
'
·

r;h
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When arrest, indictment, trial, conviction and sentence
have all been successfully accomplished, and the last court
of appeal has found no reason to set aside.the verdict, the
criminal has still another chance. A power to commute a .
sentence, to make it less severe, • or to grant a pardon is
vested in the Governor of a State. If he is soft-hearied or
aas ily fooled, or can be made to believe that he will be '
personally guilt* of murdering, or imprisoning for life, the.
convicted man, t a convict may get off with a light punishment, if any; the murderer may go unhung, or lau~h at the
electric chair •
What anco.uragement is there in all this for trying to
arrest a bandit .or a murderer? What protection for society?
David Tod, a war Democrat who was elected Governor of
Ohio in 1861, used to say that the sola duties of the office
ware to sign notary's commissions, appoint good De~ocrats as
officers in Ohio regiments, and pardon good Democrats out of
tha Penitentiary. His compensation for this was $1,800 a
year, which barely covered the upkeep of his horses and
carriage. The output of his coal mine in Mahoning County
paid the other expenses· of life in Columbus. In his day,
and· for mF;.ny years after, there was no such thing as a
pardoning board, to stand between the criminal and the
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governor and relieve the latter of a great part of his responsibility. The attorneys, wives and children, neighbors and
friends of the convict had direct access to the Governor and
he must'listen to their pleas, witness their tears, realize
the hardships to which the convict's family was reduced, and be
governed either by his sympathy for the sufferers, or a stern
sensa of justice. Which shall it be?
The writer had occasion to examine the record of pardons
made by General Jacob D. Cox, Governor of Ohio in the yea.·rs 1866
and 1867, and noted a few cases which may interest the Club.

·

Dr. John w. Hughes, of Cuyahoga County, seduced a young
woman belonging to a respectable family, and took her to Pittsburg
where a fake marriage was enacted. Her brothers got on the tra:il
of the Doctor, overtook the couple at Pittsburgh, and made her
return with them to her home, in spite of the Doctor's assertion
that they had been married. Later, the Doctor made vain attempts
to induce her to return to him and finally called at her home and,
on her refusal to go with him, shot and killed her •. He was
arrested, tried a11dconvicted of murder in the fi:r;-st degree and
sentenced to be hung. While awaiting, in jail, the day of judgment, or executive clemency, he was visited by scores of women
and his cell was kept decorated with flowers •. He professed to be
a·Christian; sent for Rev. James A. Thome, pastor of the Congregational Church; persuaded him that he was sincerely repentant
for his crime, which he said was due to a sudden, uncontrollable
impulse; and wrote, for publication in the Cleveland papers, a
long and pious exhortation to young men to avoid the errors into
which he had fallen, and a penitential hymn. A petition for.
pardon, or co~nutation of sentence, was circulated and signed by
over 100 prominent citizens, including.many women, and this
petition was taken to Columbus and submitted to the Governor by
Mr. Thome. He had been a professor at Oberlin College for three
years, when Governor Cox.was a student there; their relations
had been very cordial, and the Governor had for him the highest
esteem. The interview was a long one and the clergyman used every
effort to -convince the Governor that the casff was one of clemency.
The Governor took it under ad!isement, but a few days later,
announced that he would "not 1nterfere with the execution of the
!!!•'' If sorrow for the commission of a crime for which the
convict was in jail awaiting execution, was regarded as good
ground for commuting sentence, few would aver be executed. .As
for the Doctor's conversion and religious screeds while in jail,
even if genuine, they in no way tended to mitigate the crime,
and he was quite unwilling to set a precedent which could be so
easily followed by others, under the same duress.
In another case where commutation of sentence was asked for
a man convicted of murder in the first degree and sentenced to be
hung, he said:-"The evidence in this case seems to me fully to warrant the
finding of the jury and I could not commute the sentence unless
I am willing to commute all capital sentences. such a practical
change of the law is ·botli"Contrary to my duty and my sense of
justice and the application must be refused.
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In another case, where pardon was asked for a man,
serving a term of imprisonment. for murder in the second
_
degree, he said:
"The sympathies of many respectable persons are
manifestly enlisted in favor of the widowed mother of the
prisoner, as every one must be, but sympathy cannot be a
sufficient reason for a pardon."
.
In all cases of assault and murder, in any degree, when
pardon was sought the Governor reqnired, in addition to any
other evidences that might be presented, the production of
the prisoner's record while in the penitentiary. If these
records showed that the prisoner, while there, gave way to
fits of passion, and had little or no self-control, he was
allowed to remain in the penitentiary, no matter how many
friends he had outside. Prison control must make up for
lack of self-control.
One thing that impressed the Governor was the ease with
which signatures to a petition for clemency could be secured.
In one case, a petition for pardon WI?.S signed by 20 members
of the bar and 675 citizens of Brown County, but was opposed
by the trial judge, who said that the convict had been properly
tried and convicted and that he had asked several signers of
the petition why they signed, and they disclaimed a1. 1 knowledge
of what it was about. They just signed to oblige so-and-so
who circulated the petition. He added, most of these men would
cheerfully sign their own death warrants, so little did they
seem to care about what they were doing. The Governor's
experience confirmed the Judge's impression, and the pardon
was refused.
In another case, 128 citizens of Coshocton County and
four jurors signed a petition for the pardon of a man who was
convicted of rape committed uvon his own daughter,--the daughter,
lierself, signing the petition. The prosecuting attorney filed
a statement that he had come to the conclusion that the man was
convicted on the wrong charge; that it should have been incest
instead of rt~e--that the daughter had a bad character, etc.
This struck e Governor as the height of absurdity •. A crim~
had been committed· no one questioned that fact; and 1t was JUSt
a question of what'~ should be given to it. The petition
was denied.
In another case--a convict serving a term of imprisonment
for rape--the Probate Judge, Prosecuting Atto~ney~ Coun~y
Officers, and a large number of prominent cit1zens, pet~tioned
for his pardon. A separate recommendation for pardon s1gned
by ·the "victim11 and prosecuting witness, seemed to indicate
tmt she knew just what she was about, both at the time she
signed and at the time the alleged rape was committed. When
the "victim" could be so forgiving, why should the Governor
hesitate to pardon?
In another case, a rather stupid person, who had been an
inmate of the cuyahoga county Infirmary and left the institution,
was sentenced to a term inthe Penitentiary for burglary, on his
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own confession that he had returned, broken. into the building,
and carried off a suit of clothes. The Judge, who sentenced· him,
asked for his pardon because he learned, later,: that they were
the convict's ~1n cl~thes.
If he h~d known this at the time, he
would not Eave sentenced him. Pardon grantedl

./

.,

.,, '

Many pardons are granted just before the expiration of a
prisoner's term of service. Their object is simply to restore a
prisoner who has about completed his term and has had a good
record while in prison, to his full rights as a citizen.
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If all Governors followed the principles which General Cox
laid down for his own action in granting, or denying, pardons and
commutations, the would-be criminal would have less assurance
that, if all else failed, he could still find pardon at·the end
of the long road he is allowed to travel, if he commits the crime.
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A careful search through that tall volume· in which· Clark
Firestone has assembled almost every fabulous creature, fails·to
disclose any account of that well known insect, the Humbug. · This
is the more surprising as the Humbug is essentially a denizen of
the Coasts of Illusion, Its drowsy hums, very like to those of
The Shard born Beetle, have lulled into forgetfulness of reason
and logic 'countless sober citizens willing to .believe what they
wish to believe.
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But though the learned chronicler of the Fung Wang, The
Cockatrice, the stymphalian birds and the flying serpents of Araby
has ignored this most important "Fable on Wings, n the HumbUg is
.not without.ita annalist. For in the year 1866, about the time
when Huxley was determining man's place in nature, Max Muller
developing his philological studies of myths and myth makers,
and HerJ>ert Spencer advancing his first principles, thera appeared
a modest volume.given up wholly to this interesting and not wholly
mythical creature·• The title ·page of this veracious history is
simple, yet inclusive:-·

Qua~keries,
! '

THE HUMBUGS OF TEE WORLD
An account of Humbugs, Delusions, Impositions
Deceipts and Deceivers Generally in All Ages.

A classical touch is added by the inclusion of the tag-"Omme ignotum, pro mirifico." Below appears a cryptic devise
resembling a pair of intertwined angle-worms, surmounted by two
mysterious dots; the whole .probably Of :Rosicrucian significance •.:
The author·of this learned treatise is none other than that:celebrated collector, cultivator und connoisseur of Humbugs, P.T. Barnum.
The book appears to be a genuine example of that rare type which
Edmund Pearson characterizes as "curious;" "odd and unusual books
·Which either deal with a strange subject or which ·by their manner
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fall into a peculiar class of their own 911 --to discover which
today is, he says, as hard as to find a new island. Certainly
it meets the qualification of dealing with a strange subject·
being in a compilation of hundred of bizarre and exotic
'
fances, collected from a mass of rare books and pamphlets by
one who had for over thirty years been engaged daily with
curious and unusual objects and people. For it was the Barnum
·of the American Museum. who wrote "The Humbugsof the World,"
the Barnum of the Freserved Fegee Mermaid, the Albinos and the
Siamese Twins. The Circus and Jumbo were still for the future.
In 1866 he was most occupied with matters akin to spirit rappings
and the Davenport Brothers; the 'fwenty-eeventh street Ghost, the
South Sea Bubble and John Law's Mississippi scheme. He was perfectly at home in the.midst of such speculations as the monstrous
fury of the Tulipomania, which for twenty years raged over
Holland in a "whiz of windy delight •" What a phrase for a money
mania--" a whiz of windy delight." There is no ghost, ghoul,
phantom, vampire, conjuror, devining goblin, witch, sorcerer,
false prophet nor deviltry. in general which escaped him. The
list is Barnum's, not mine, and covers only a single chapter of
this amazing book. Arthur Machen, that wierd English genius of
.Maoabre tendencies, worked as a youth in an old book shop, where
his special task was the cataloging of.forgotten volumes on
astrology, alchemy, demonology and kindred esoteric subjects.
But he never wrote a book about them. Probably he knew that
Barnum had preempted the field long before him, ana felt himself
unqualified.
So many subjects crowd the pages of The Humbugs of the
world, any one of which would warrant its inclusion in the
sale ct assembly of "curious" books, that it is difficult to
choose examples. One of surpassing timeliness, however, is on
the adulteration of drinks. This was a topic on which Barnum
was well qualified to speak, for he had changed over night
from a genial drinker on occasion, with a well-lined cellar, to
a rabid and uncompromising "dry," The muse·um was a miniature
Anti-Saloon League; with unique propaganda in the way of a
group among the wax works, presumably in the Chamber of Horrors,
depicting the Intemperate Family. "Look well on that picture
of woe. See that you touch not, taste not, handle not the ·
contents of the intoxicating bottle." In the Moral Lecture
Room adjoinin~ was presented for hundreds of performances,
"The Moral, D~amatic Drama of the Drunkard, or the Father Saved,"
in five shuddering acts. M. R. Werner, in his· stupendous
Biography, tells how Barnum refused to give return chec~a to men
who went out between the acts to get a drink. As the fw.al .scene
showed the reform of the victim through the aid of a Temperance
society this refusal seems fairly inconsistent. But in any
event Barnum knew all about prohibition, and in the Humbugs
gives'a melancholy picture of the genial bowl. There was very
little pure liquor, it appears, evan back in the '60~. The more
you paid for it, the worse it was. He illustrates h1s point by
printing what he characterizes as a sweet alphabetical.miscellany
of drugs, herbs, minerals and groceries commonly used 1n ~anufacturing our Best Old Bourbon Whiskey, and other nice dr1nks.~
The· list includes alum, capsicum, dog-wood, onions--why onions.-ug r of lead sulphuric aoid, and turpentine • Strychnine
i
~~ ~t ~nc~uded, as ~orne people doubt that it is used. But this
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nineteenth century wayne. Wheeler asserts that a prominent dealer
in New York has assured him that mora than one half the. so-called
whiskey is poisened with this villianous and deadly drug • It is
obvious that we are infinitely safer in drinking the gentle potions
connected by our present day Borgias than we should have been, had
we lived in the Age of Innocence.

·I

·r.

An even stronger qualification for the book as one of the really
"curious " is that chapter which recounts an amazing imposition
which sat not only America, but all Europe by the ear~, some ninety
years ago. In these days, when a 11 of Mother Shipton a prophesies,
except the last have been accomplished, it is difficult to realize
the sensation c~used by a series of scientific articles in the New
York sun during August and September, 1835. They are now only
faintly remembered as The Moon Hoax. We should probably accept
quite calmly the report--if printed in some metropolitan daily--that
a famous astronomer had with a superior telescope brought the surface
of the moon within a hundred yards of his eye, and seen thereon the
green marble shores of the Lunar Seas, and mountains of dazzling
amathyst. For we are used to such things. But. in 1835 a sensation
was a sensation. The yeaT·had been a fairly dull one at best.
Nothing much had happened. An Emperor had died in Austria. Soma one
had tried, unsuccessfully, to blow up Louis Phillipe with an infernal
machine, and a little war was sputtering. Itself out in South Africa.
By and large, a poor year. The bright among men of the Sun can
hardly be blamed for wishing a little excitement, even if they had
to make it themselves. Barnum says that at this particular period
the science of astronomy was one of the popular manias, and that all
works on the subject were brought up and studied by immense masses of
people. In explanation of this general interest in so difficult a
subject he paints an elaborate picture of the contemporary state of
mind, picturing discussions of astronomical phenomina as being
continually carried on by rich and poor, young and old, in season
and out of season. No other subject was so talked of, either in
"the parlor, at the table, on the promenade, at church or even in
the bedroom." The cause of all this he affirms to be the publication
by Harpers of the works of Dr. Thomas Dick, the celebrated and
popular Scotch astronomer. "To the highly educated and imaginati va
portion of our good Gothantic population," he says "the doctor's
glowing periods, full of the grandest speculations as to the starry
world around us, their wonderous magnificence and ever varying
aspects of' beauty and happiness were inexpressibly fascinating."
Barnum has been called the ~rince of Humbugs and all this adds to
the suspicion that he deserved the title. For the works of Dr, Dick,
which he cites as causing all this frenzy were not published until
about five years later.
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Nevertheless "at the very height of the furor above mentioned,"
to uae Barnum's own phrase,--the readers of the New York Sun were
thrilled with the announcement that Sir John Herschel had perfected
a telescope of such power that the surface of the moon could be
studied almost as thoughit was within walking distance. The
excitement went beyond all bounds--the great showman is still
speaking--and grew until the Sun's office was positively besieged
with crowds of the very best people, vehemently applying for copies
of the issue containin~ the details. Thus far Barnum. The story
was doled out from day to day to the great monetary benefit of the
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newspaper, which rose in circulation from a meager twenty five
hundred to over .fifty thousand, In curious but appreciative
wonder, Barnum tellsus that the Sun sold $25,000 worth of
Moon Hoax over the counter. The author, said to be Richard
Adam~ Locke, used the method originated by DeFoe, giving every
detail in such exactness that doubt was impossible. Herschel's
colaborators and financial backers were named. The curious
construction of the great telescope, which was tubeless and
consisted of a great lens, suspended between two giant poles
each 150 feet high, was described with particular care. The
lens itself, finally cast after several failures in January,
1833, by Messrs. Hartley and Grant at their works in Dunbarton,
had a magnifying power of 42,000 times, was 24 feet in diameter,
and weighed 14,826 pounds, after being polished. A magnificent
table-land near the Cape of Good Hope, was selected as the field
on which to set up this stupendous mechanism. Thither Sir John
sails d on the 4th of September, 1834,. accompanied by a lB.rge
retinue of savants, engineers, and the 'best British Workmen.'
The arrival, the long journey inland W·ith the apparatus conveyed on trains drawn by two relief teams of oxen, eighteen
to a team, and aided in their ascent by gangs of Dutch boors
was described in a manna r strangely reminiscent of the preparatory
work of Amundsen, Ellsworth and Byrd. Finally, on January lOth,
1835, the great lens was in place. Then were revealed those
Lunar wonders with which from day to day the Sun regaled its
readers, who loudly clamored for more. Into the reflected disk
of light wandered herds of brown quadrupeds, so me thing like
bisons. A monster of bluish-lead color appeared, about the size
of a goat, with a beard like him and a single horn, slightly
. inclined forward from the perpendicular. The female of t~is
species was smaller, without beard or horn, but having a much
larger tail.--More weird creatures followed, soma similar to
sheep, others resembling deer. Finally came men "four feet hig~,
covered except on the face, with short glossy copper colored ha1r,
with win~s of thin membrane lying snuggly upon their backs from
the top ~f their shoulders to tha calves of their legs." There
was too, a superior race of the sa Moon people, 11 as beaut i~ul
and happy as angels, spread like eagles on the grass, eat1ng
yellow gourds and red cucumbers; played 'Nith by snow.white stags
with. jet black horns." Here suddenJ.y Barnum stops h1s description, like the good showman he is. And unfortunately, we cannot
follow him inside the tent.
If only for the account of the Moon Hoax, the Humbugs of ·
the world is entitled to a place among the m~st ~curious'.books
of all time. But even so, it see~s to be quite forgot ten, a
circumstance the more surprising In view of the. re~ent renewal
of popular interest in Barnum hims~lf. That.thl~ 1nterest is
i · 1'ndicated by the very tangible form It hbS taken. A
~~:y ~=s written about him, and acted in New York a season or
two ago• with Tom Wise as the Great Showman. The massive
Bi
h by M ~ werner was one of the 'best sellers of 1924,
an~gi:ps~ill i~ d~mand. Gamiel Bradford had a s~hol~rly essay
on Barnum in the Atlantic, afterwards reprinted 1n tne volume
entitled 'Damaged souls: '--ruddy, laug~ing, rotund ol~ B~rnum,
cau~ht within the same covers as Benedict Arnold, A~r-n urr
and odour John Brown~ But still the Humbugs of the World, in
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its diagonally ribbed, purplish cloth of that curious fading
sort so much affected by the binders of the 60s, lurks unnoticed
in the dusty, top shelf obscurity of old book shops.
Alfred M. Cressler
;
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(This fragment, freely rendered from one of Pierre Louys'
unpublished works, is truly representative of that master's most
imaginative style. It is regrettable that Louys should be known
to the American public only through that much maligned, though
beautiful work, "Aphrodite,'' Perhaps no writer ofmodern times
has· grasped more completely the present day significance of these
delightful tales of yesteryear, or has possessed the power to
make his readers live in the days that he has sought to picture.
It is the translatorTs one regret that he cannot adequately
render into English prose the liquid sentences in which the
original of this bit of bygone days is couched. But such are
the pitfalls of translation,)
It was a beautiful day. All the sadness of the days before
had vanished with the mist. Young girls ran joyously through
the woodland: Laughter echoed from the roadway.
The exuberance of spring bent down the branches of the trees
and made the green fields break over the borders of the narrow
pathways that threaded through them. Great yellow flowers,
brushed in passing, left their traces on one's tunic. A sea of
violets bathed the feet of the cedars. And here the wanderers
threw themselves down to rest.
As the hour had come to people this deserted forast,with
fabulous personages, Rhea, a guileless young girl, for whom words
had no hidden meaning, imagined herself to be expressing the
desires of everyone when she demanded--" st0ry of happiness."
"Yes, yes,"

cried Lampito.

But Amaryllis·objeoted:--"Oh, no, no, not that above all.
One mus-t not speak of happiness. He who speaks of his own joy
abandons it word by word. He who tells of the happiness of
others increases his own sorrow. It is a tale of sorrow that I ·
shall tell you today. Sorrow sows only pity and pity is gentle
and co~orting. In the misfortune of Danae,'each of you will
recogn1ze her own, and you will find happiness in the remembrance
of lost sorrow.''
Without answering they all formed a circle about her, and
she continued thus:-I

When Danae, mother of Perseus, had quitted the shores of
Argolis, she remained a long time in the stern watching the land
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disappear and the waves wax stronger, little by little,
Her father had placed her, naked, in a long black boat,
with ~er new born babe, and two little oboles as a funeral
offer1ng, that she might pay, for herself and her son the
passage in that other barque, when the night of death' should
have closed their eyes with hunger, cold, or the vast movement
of the ocean.
Although it had neither mast nor sails, the wind drove
thelight, shallow, boat steadily onward. A gull with
arched wings, followed it for a time in irregul~r flight
Then wheeling suddenly, flew swiftly'toward the land. Th;n
Danae felt herself entirely alone, and, her hands over her
eyes, she burst into tears.
·
But she never cried very long, for she had a simple
soul that grief had not yet entered. The tiny voice of her
child soon brought back her smile.
She took the baby in
her hands, lay down upon a woolen rug that covered the
bottom of the boat, and began to play.
She held the child like a wax doll, amusing herself with
its great round eyes, its toothless mouth that tried to speak,
with the pink folds of its wrists and its.finger nails, so
delicate that one would have taken them for a fly's wings.
. She clasped it almost roughly in her arms, as though to
smother it, she kissed its little bald head, its tiny legs and
its chubby little feet. She wrapped it in her hair and with
a finger under its lip she made it laugh.
"Listen,·' she said at last; "I am going to tell you your
story."
It was not probable that the child could have understood.
Nevertheless, he was of a divine race, and nothing is impossible
for those who are born of the ·great Olympians.
And this is wh~t she said:--" I am Danae, daughter of
Akrisios t who is king in the land of Argos,
My mother is the
•
good Eurydike, and I have no brother w1th winged arrows nor
sisters with violet curls."
"I remember when I was a little girl, playing on the banks
of Inakhos, where, they say, Artemis comes to bathe; and in the
forest of the Artemision where she hunts the white roe. I had
friends, I had slaves; when I passed through the streets,
women held out their hands toward me. Then, all at once, they
imprisoned me, and never since have I se~n either land or
w~ter."

"They locked me up in a tower of bronze so high that even
the sounds of the feasts of Bacchus no long~r reached me. And
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the celing of my room was made of bronze bars through which I
could see the sky."
"It is there that I grew up, alone, with my nurse, between
heaven and earth. There I lived so long that 1 had forgotten·
the earth and the wind in the trees, and the color of the waters.
I saw only the sky, but what does one not see in the changing
sky? In the morning when I awakened it was like a red curtain
sprinkled with little green flowers. Clouds were born, passed,
floated on mingled or were rant apart. sometimes I gave them
names befo;e they vanished, but they were friends of a moment,
and like a cup of wine poured into the river, 'they dissolved in
the swift wind. The sky behind them grew brighter, almost white
about the sun, or rather, of a color whose name I do not know:-the color of light."
The baby began to cry •. She rocked it to and fro and it was
silent.
"In the evening it was a vast purple sea, where slender
clouds bathed, like lovely·women with long hair and yellow scarfs.
At night there were the stars."
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of the
wake behind
and
wondered
if th~ Danae t ore them loose with har hand'
had not served as a wet branch she held between her fingers
crown on the brow of some Sea-God.
came. There was not a sail on the sea. The sun
by a resplendent cloud from which rose a broad ray
o 1 1g th~t seemed to spring out of the water. A vast shadow
hid th~ Med1terranean. The waves died down as though overcome Wl th sleep. The little boat was scarcely moving· Danae
evet~ thought it had stopp~d altogether. Then the win~ fell
en 1rely.
~vening

w~s ?1~~en

Danae, who had laid down the child took it up in her
arms, and tried to nurse it. But she aid not recall that
since morning she had had no nourishment herself. Her miik
was almost exhausted. The child began to cry.
She looked at it, then at her breasts then at the sea.
At sea, nothing is more terrifying than silence; she shuddered.
All about the horizon she saw no living thing. It seemed as
though the world had disappeared and that she would be forever
alone. She dipped her hand in the water:--the water itself
was motionless.

"It is from there, from the far off sky that came down into
me the mysterious rain--"

She tried to sing, but she no longer recognized her voice
and at once fell silent •

.She closed her eyes and smiled gently, overcome by lazy
remembrance. When she opened them again the child was asleep.
Then she spoke no more. She did not tell how her inexplicable
pregnancy had suddenly revealed the senile fears of Akrisios, to
whom an oracle had fortold that he should die by the hand of a
grandson. She did not tell how for forty weeks, she had felt
growing within her the fruit of this miraculous love; nor how,
when the child was born, the king exposed them, herself and the
little one, to death by hunger, or cold, or the great movement
of'the sea.

Then she was afraid, and she stretched out on the bottom
of the boat that she might see ~othing but the sky, as in the
chamber of her tower. And it was thus that she fell asleep.

Besides, was she still thinking of it? The supernatural
influence that had given birth to Perseus, would it not save her
from her first peril?--and ought one not to entrust oneself to
the omnipotence of the Gods?
The little one, awakening, moved its arms and began to cry.
She remembered that since morning she had not nursed it. She
leaned over an~ gave it her breast. The heat was overwhelming,
Danae was afra1d that such fierce light might discomfort the
poor little creature and for the second time she covered its
face with her thick soft hair.
Time passed slowly. Argos and Tyrinth had disappeared. To
right and left the shores of the gulf, far away on the horizon,
were vaguely confounded with the floating mist. From time to
time a swift dolphin leaped clear of the water to plunge in
again, head foremost, Sometimes a bit of green seaweed caught
against the pr?w, its two ends undulating in the double path

II
Night came up out of the west like a blue vapor. There
was no moon. The stars appeared feebly here and there in
little clusters. The sea became so calm that it reflected
their most uncertain light, and the little boat seemed suspended
in the cneter of a celestial sphere.
However, the mirror was troubled, and if Danae had not
fallen asleep, she would certainly have trembled with terror;-a hand rose out of the water. This hand did not resemble the
hands of earthly human beings, for the back of it was blue
and the palm was the color of gold, as though it had caressed
the sun, plunged·down beneath the sea.
The hand rose up and seized the side of the boat; the
whole arm appeared, and soon there floated upon t~e water
the first green ringlets of hair. Then emerged the moist
eyes, the mouth and the shimmering body. It was Pherousa,
of the soft cheeks, one of the divine Nereides.
She took the child in her arms, not surely to ravish it,
but to save its life, for.she placed between its lips the long
end of her cool breast and the child drank and was satisfied.
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Than near her appeared, no less beautiful, but her equal
in the grace of her hands and arms, perfect Evagore, born of
Ancient Nereus and of Doris of the lovely hair. In her hand she
held a purple swaddling cloth, that the deadly breath of night
might not plunge this child into subterranean darkness ·before
its appointed time •
And after. them appeared Antinoe, the kind of heart, who
took the child in her turn and cradled it above the water. Then
Noso and Kymothoe, Aktaie·, Protomedeja, all four irreproachable;
and with them they brought up from the deepest depths, a great
shell so broad and brilliant that the most hardy of divers have
seen nothing to approach it.
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And Psamathea appeared, Psamathea of the transparent hands,
and Melita of the greanfinger nails, and Thalia of the carmine
ears. And they took possession of the sleeping Danae, and
placed her in the hell sha.ped bowl on a bed of soft seaweed and
submarine flowers. And Proto who excels all her sisters in swim~
ming and Eukratea of the tender lips, and Sao who sounds the
concha shell, and Spec, hunter and Dolphins, seized the boat by
its stern, and into it flowed the sterile sea, and it was
engulfed, turning slowly.
Then suddenly all the other Nereides appeared; Erato who
casts upon the sea the rose petals of twilight; Eunikea whose
hair beneath the waters arrests fleet ships; Amphitrite, whose
bright eyes may be seen in the troughs of green waves; Galena,
quieter of tempests; Pontoporeia, who raises up the waters;
Nesaie, who appeared to the voyagers of western seas ·as an
island; Themisto, who ravished the star Iryllis, and wore it as
a ring upon her white toe, Kymatolegea, who gathers up and
drinks the soft sea foam; Lysianasa, who rules in the shadowy
depths of the ocean; Hippothoe who lets black ships pass between
her naked lags without the tallest mast touching her; and Doris
and Halimedea, holding one another by the hand; Evarna of the
long lashes, Agava of the delicate fingers.
When they were all assembled like a great cloud floating
about the lunar bowl, the grand old man of the sea appeared at
their head. It was Nereus crowned with seaweed, the immortal,
born qf alovely race of Goddesses.
:';
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·He beckoned with his hand, and the cortege of his daughters
followed after him. In their midst floated the glaucous bowl
wherein slept Danae and the infant Perseus, saved from the
inexorable sea.
~

The appearance of these divine beings continued endlessly.
Una after another, there surged forth Proteus, and his monstrous
sea dogs, born of beautiful Halosydna; Atlas, doomed to be
vanquished by a child; Thaumas, bright husband of Electra-father of Iris and the three virgin harpies; Ino-Leukothea, who
was ·made immortal through love of her son; Glaucos, who loved
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Scylla; Charybdis, fearsome to all mariners· and Phorkys, God
of storms and of death at sea.
'
The most terrible of these Gods forgot their frightfulness, to bring to land the young girls, wrapped in dreams •
The dark crowd of thick lipped Tritons swam onward as gently
as a s?hool of tiny fi~h. They had stuffed the broad mouths
of the1r conches with seaweek, that they might not awaken
distant e chos, and they swam on awkwardly as though afraid to
disturb the sea. But the wake left by this vast multitude
stretched away to vanish on the two horizons •
III
When Danae came to herself, her child was sleeping in
her arms, and she herself reposing on a royal bed of purple
byssus, To the first questions that she asked, they replied
that the Gods of the Sea had brought her to shore on the
Island of Seriphos, ,where, for some t~me the hero Polydektes
had been reigning; and that she was in his palace.
There she lived,., brought up her son, ~pun wool, and
gathered roses, Her life was happy and uneventful. She had
refused even the hand of the King, that she might remain
faithful to the memory of the shower of gold; she spoke to no
one, except to her old nurse, who had come from Argos to
rejoin her, and who never laft ht:;r.
The child grew up. Twelve years rolled by. They had
given him a bow and arrows and a little two edged sword. And
so, already, he passed all his days in .hunting; alone, and
often lost in the vast forest filled with wild beasts, some of
them sacrad. Many a miraculous killing did he make in thes.e
dark thickets.
One evening, he came running back, soaked with sweat and
spotted with blood. Two goats feet were sticking out of his
.
quiver, and as soon as he saw Danae he cried out:
"Good hunting, Mother! All day long I ran through the
woods in pursuit of this insolent little satyr, who taunted
me day before yesterday with my bare lip and my pale legs. I
had tracked him by his hoof prints in the soft earth and the
broken rooks; 1 met him at the mouth of his cavern. I threw
my bow into th'-'1. branches and we fought hand to hand. He was
strong, mother; I was strangled in his grasp. Bit I seized
my whole quiver of arrows, and with one blow, plunged them
into his skinny side. He gave a great cry and sank down on
the grass like a wounded boar. Then I cut off his two feet
and 1 huve brought them to you as a trophy."
Danae trembled at the child's impiety, and the old nurse
covered her eyes, for she sa~ in this insensate act the presage
and the warning of a great m1sfortune to come. And in fact it
was on the morrow that the fatal event occurred.
Danae enjoyed the freedom of all the gardens, the palaces,
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all the.riches of Polydektes, except one path, one doorway, one
cellar.
I"

,,

. For many years she had thought of the perpetual interdiction of this one spot on earth, and she ended by imagining that
this little, forbidden vault contained, for her alone, the whole
sum of happiness that she did not possess, all the unknown joys
that she desired beyond her life.
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The following day she penetrated to this pathway,
She opened the door
She descended the first step
The sac ond
To the very bottom.

I'

'

Her old nurse ran up to he.r and cried out: "Danae, Danae,
it is wrong for you to come here. You must not go down, Danae.
You have been forbidden to,· as you well know. Why do you
always want to do what is forbidden? There is only one place
in the world where you are forbidden to go, and that is the very
place you want to sea. You never go out, you never leave your
room except when the sun has set or when a storm is raging. But
you never visit other cities. One never sees you even in the ·
countryside. You ought never to have come here, and ydu would
never have wanted to if 1 had not told you .that Polydektes forbade it, Why did I tell you that? Why should 1 have spoken
when you never asked me anything? 1 am sure that this will come
back to· you, Ohoe again, Danae, listen to me. I know why you
have been forbidden to do what you are trying to do today. I
cannot tell you, but I know, I know, 1 know, It is a question
of your own happiness, that I swear to you by your beautiful·
hair that I have watched grow, by your lovely eyes that l have .so
often closed in sleep, by your sweet mouth that I have nourished
when you lay all naked in my arms like a little wax Eros. Danae,
Danae, do not go down these steps, enter not this cavern, do not
open these doors, touch not their locks nor turn their keys of
bronze! There lies your misfortune; it is your life's sor.row.
When one knows one's unhappiness, one must forget it forever.~
When one knows it not, go not in searchof it •. Danae, turn
back, put out your lamp, go from this place, never to return,
never to think of it, get you away from death, flee the night--"
Danae spo-lce in a aow voice: "The oil has run out over my ·
hands, It has fallen on my bare foot. . I am trembling. Do
you see, nurse? Hold my lamp, I can no longer carry it. Oh, I
am all covered with perfume. I must have spilled it all upon
my hands. But we need the lamp. Light my way, nurse."
The nurse wept: "She has entered; it was her fate to enter.
It was her destiny to be unhappy. Have pity on us, ever-watchful
Gods~"

And Danae answered: "I know about what is behind that door.
Sorrow is always the same, It is an old happiness that will
not be brought to life again--"
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And she continued as in a dream: "What happiness have
I ever had equal to that, I know well what is going to
happen. That is--I do not know exactly, but I can almost
guess. Hold tr:e light higher, nurse, . I am going to open
the door,
---"It is not even the door of the tomb, It is something yet more horrible--it is ---oh I cannot tell you. You
will sea Danae, It is your destiny to see for yourself.
You can no longer be prevented, You yourself could no longer
go away from here."
"The door is not heavy. The hinges are oiled. This door
must be opened often, is it not? How is it that people are so
solicitous of my misfortune. Or, perhaps it is misfortune
for me alone, and happiness for all others. The door is
yielding. I have only to touch it with my finger-tip, I feel
that it will turn of itself, Do you see, look do you see?---"
A mass of golden pieces flowed out of the wide open door.
She uttered a terrified cry.
"Oh~,

Zeus,

oh~----oh!----my

lover!"

She threw herself to the ground in the midst of the
glittering treasure,
"Alas, alas," said the nurse, "It was fated to happen,"
Danae had cast off her tunic, her girdle, her embroidered
ribbands:
"Beloved zeus, Zeus, my lover! Tender Zeus~ So I have
seen thee at last, and as before in a prison of bronze. It
was thyself they were hiding in this subterranean night, oh
terrible God~ Since they set me free it is thou whom they
have imprisoned and I I was dying in the ~unlight, ignorant
of the retreat ~here w~s hidden thy splendor, by which Perseus
was conceived in my body. Lover, I am here, awaken, come
back to life, rise up, I am Danae. • • •"
And she grovelled in the icy metal. --"Thou dost not
hear me? How oold'thou art. It is as though my hands were
·plunged in snow. --Oh he sinks back, he does not know me • It
is not he, nurse.--T~ll me, then, that it is not he--I had
indeed guessed what would happen--! can no longer see--my
arms· pain me---"
"Come Danae,; said the nurse, "Coma, come back up at
t
t
"
'
once. You must stay here no longer.
Davis L. James, Jr.
'
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The people of this country are confronted with the growing
federal paternalism and other forms of communism, chiefly resulting from gradual encroachment upon the rights of the states until
the states.are fast becoming mere geographical descriptions, The
expression "states' rights" was disoredi ted when it was used by
states which insisted upon the right to secede and thereby· to ·
break up the Union, but the right of the sovereign states to
manage their own local affairs, is fundamental in our system of
government, If Congress is permitted, with the continued sanction
of the Supreme Court, to enact laws depriving the states of their
rights under the Constitution, the time is sure to ·come when ·
despotism in Washington will lead· to the destruction of the Union.
I say despotism because where there is no local self-government
there will be despotism. Where there is local self-government
there can be no despotism. Free government rests upon local selfgovernment and every known form of de~potism whether the despot
be an individual, a class, a group, or a majority, takes its rise
in denying or restricting local self-government.
.
This republic is following in the footsteps of Rome which
under Augustus, although at a high state of civilization, was
then already commencing her decline and between the reigns of
Augustus and Diocletian, that vast and despotic administration
was established which brought ruin through the abuse of unrestrained
power,
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Some people seem to think that a federal statute may be a
panacea for all ills, but on the contrary, as those know who have
dealings with the bureaus in Washington, our ills are often much
increased by federal statutes •. If a law is enacted by the legislature of a state and is administered at the capital of the state
any ci~izen can go to the capital of his ~tate and learn definitely
and qu1ckly where the trouble lias with which he is concerned but
now we go to Washington and are lost in a maze of bureaus and'a
crowd of overbearing bureaucrats without being able to reach their
head which we could do immediately if our trouble was with the
enforcement of a state law.
'

'

~

I
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The last two amehdments of the Constitution .mark a climax in
what has been a gradual change in our constitutional history. The
13th and 14th amendments ware perhaps surgical operations made
necessary to permanently secure the result of the Civil war The
15th, like the 19th, invaded the sovereign authority of the'statas
to deter~i~e for themselves the qualification for the exercise
of the r1ght of suffrage, but the 15th was perhaps the necessary
result of the 13th and 14th amendments, The 16th amendment conf~rs
unl~mite~ power of taxation of all incomes and exposes the resources
of 1ndi~1duals to the danger of socialistic confiscation. The 17th
~ade Un1~ed States senators elective by the people and has resulted
1n lowar1ng the di~nity and character of the 5enate. The 18th
is a sumptyary pol1ce regulation and should have no place in the
organi~ l~w and the 19th is an unjustified invasion of the sovere-ign
author1 ty of the states,
The 17th amendment as well as those which followed and those
now P:"oposed, are partly the result of zeal which generates
impat1ence at the slowness of some states to adopt measures which
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are deemed necessary. Elihu Root who ought to know better
said in a speech a year.or two ago, that if the states
•
woui~ ~ot enact laws wh1ch he thought necessar~r "a way
wou
e found" to make it possible for Congress to cover the
neglected field, The notion that "The people" in thai
aggregate capacity are known to the constitution is an~ther
error which has been behind much of some of these enactments.
~itho~h the preamble to the Constitution uses the words
e, he peo~len any inference from that is corrected by the
body of the 1nstrument which thoroughly establishes the
federal system.
4th

Chief Justice Marshall said in McCullough vs, Maryland,

"No political ~reamer was ever wild enough to think
of compounding the American people into one mass.
When they act, they act in their states," He was
speaking of federal action,

Wheaton:

Three years ago the record in the offices of the two
houses of Congress showed that two score and ten--70--different
amendments to the Constitution had beenintroduced by various
organized groups, Only one of.them, the Wadsworth's Garrett
Amendroont, is unobjectionable. It provides that the members
of at least one house.in each state legislature, which may
ratify a prqposed amendment to the federal constitution, shall
be elected, after such amendment has been proposed· that any
state may require such ratification by its legislature to be
subject to confirmation by popular vote and that until threefourths of the states have ratified, or more than one-fourt
of the states have rejected, a proposed amendment, any state
may change its vote. Some of the other proposed amendments
have be en abandoned. One, the Child Lab or .Amendment, has been
defeated, but a large number still threaten us.
The most obnoxious to me is that for a national divorce
law which has intelligent advocacy. It seeks to correct the
wrongs which are perpetrated through divorces illegally
obtained in a distant state without the knowledge of the defendant, but this is impossible anywhere unless the plaintiff
commits perjury, bec~use the plaintiff, in every divorce case
where service of summons cannot be made on the defendant in
the jurisdict~on in whi~h the suit is brought, must file an
affidavit in which he must give the residence of the defendant,
or if he does not know the present residence he must give the
last known pla,ce of residence so that the defendant can be
notified. Ferjury cannot be prevented by act of Congress,
though many people have the idea that if any wrong is forbidden by federal law it·will be abolished, The family is
~he uni.t of the state, and next in importance to the determination by the state as to who .shall be its electors, is the
·question of divorce which relates to the integrit~ of the
family.
The differences in the divorce laws of the forty-eight
states are not very man·y and it is as natural that those dif-
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ferences should exist as that there should be other differences
in the outlook of life·and social point of 1iew between the
people of Massachusetts and those of Wyoming and Utah.
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I receive a little paper anti tled "The Woman Patriotn
published at Washington, and init I find a remarkable address
by J. Gresham Machen, Assistant Professor of New Testament ,
Literature an~ Exegesis in Princeton Theological Seminary,
delivered in ~~ashington last January, on this federal department
of education, and from him I ·quota a few passages:
.
"We do not want a Federal Department of Education
because such a department is in the interests of a principle
of uniformity or standardization in education which if put
into practice, would be the very worst ·calamity int~ which
this c oun try could fa 11, 11
Then after showing that it may be good to standardize the
production of a Ford car, he goes on to say:
- "The aim of education, on the other hand, dealing as
education does, with human beings, is exactly the oppo~ite•
the aim of education is not to conform human beings to s om~
fixed standard, but to preserve individuality to keep
human beings as much unlike one another in ce;tain spheres
as they possibly canbe.
"But that great' aim of education, that personal free
tru~y human aspect of education, can never have justice do~e
to 1t under federal control. And that is the reason why the
standardization of education that has already been carried
on through the Federal Bureaus E deleterious. I have
observed this in general: that whe·n people talk about
uniformity in education what they are really producing is

1

red~~~s a~i ~~eap~~!~ci~~e~ k;~~c~f

~~!~sm~~tu~~e~~tafnd the man who loves the high things

11
This de rad
!~~i;~~~=~clni:d~~~~~~~eda~df~~r~
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I cannot refer to the other proposed amendments, but it is
shocking to think that a man who had been elected·tO Congress
could be persuaded to introduce them. Among the bills calling
for federal aid legislation, the Education Department Bill
deserved notice. It was introduced by two western representatives.
It calls for a federal department of education with a cabinet
head and a yearly appropriation of $100,000,000, this to be
matched by the states on the fifty-fifty plan by which federal
aid has been given to building roads. It is inconceivable that
people who have thought at .aJ.l upon this subject of the growing
bureaucracy·in Washington now wish to put under the control of
the bureaucrats the development of the minds and character of
the young people of the country. Nothing can be more deadening
to initiative of responsible citizens and to the ultimate welfare
of the people than to centralize at Washington the problems of
education, under the arbitrary and autocratic dictatorship of
bureaucrats selected for political reasons.
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~~!ts~:e~~i~r!~;t is.u~~formly.high, but something

If a national divorce law would be a good thing, it can
legally be obtained by the action of the separate states just ·
as the uniform negotiable instruments law was secured by the
action of the Legislators of the different states.
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e owmen do not love

1S federal department is formed •"

of thUn~~rcthe original ~ill for the department of education
a
ongress, the ciecretary of Education was to receive
'IP12,000, per year, since increased to .~13 000· $500 000 was
appropriated for general expenses of the depa~tment~ $7 500 000
~as :ppropri~ted.for illiteracy; $7,500,000 was app~opriateJ
or merican1zat1on; ~p50,000,000 for teachers' salaries•
$20,000,000 for physical education; $15 000 000 for preparation
of te~~hers for public school service, in ail $100 512 000
and t rns was only the beginning.
'
'
'
·&

But t~e matter of cost is of very little importance
compared w1th the other evils which can be bred by such a
department.
. ~n a c?untry as large as
adm~~1st~at1on are a~parent,

ours the dangers of a centralized
We have many divers races with
vary1ng 1deas of the1r local problems, and to undertake to
frame general laws which ·shall have uniform operations throughout the country for the control of the private affairs of the
several states, is certain to invite disaster. Of those
dangers many warnings haV,e been given.
Justice Miller said:
"We still believ~ that the existence of the ~hates
with powers for domestic and local government, including
the regulation of civil rights, the rights of persons
and of property, is essenti&l to the perfect working of ·
our complex form of government,''
Justice Harlan said:
"A national government for national affairs, a state
government for state affairs, is the foundation rock
upon which our institutions rest, and any serious
departure from that principle would bring disaster upon
the American system of free government."
John Fiske, the eminent American historian, said:
If the day should ever arrive when t,he people from
the different parts of our country should allov1 their
locel affairs to be administered by prefects sent from
washington, and when the self-government of the states
shall have been so far 1ost as tha tof the departments
of France, or even so far as that of the counties of
England, on that day the progressive political career of
the American people will hava come to an end."
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Justice William R. Day, an Ohio man, in an opinion of
the majority of the supreme Court holding the law unconstitutional which prohibited the transportation in interstate commerce of any commodity shipped from a factory in which, within
thirty days prior to the time of shipment children under sixteen
years of age had been employed, said:
"·The necessary effect of this Act is to regulate the
hours of labor in factories and mines within the States, a
purely state authority. If Congress can thus regulate
matters intrusted to local authority * * all freedom of
commerce will be at an end and the power of the states .
·over local matters may be eliminated, and thus our system
of government be practically destroyed."
Chief Justice Taft, ·in hie opinion declaring the Act unconstitutional which imposed a prohibitive tax on any employer who
employed childrentnder the prescribed age limit, said:
·
"In the rna intenance of local self -government on the
one hand the national power on the other, our country has
been able to endure and prosper for nearly a century.and
a half. Grant the validity of this law, and all that
Congres~ would need to do hereafter, in seeking to take
over to its control any one of the great number of subjects
of public interest, jurisdiction of which the states have
never parted with, and which are reserved to them by the
Tenth Amendment, would be to enact a detailed measure of
complete regulation of the subject and enforce it by a socalled tax upon departures from it. To give such magic to
the word "tax" would be to break down all constitutional
limitation of the powers of Congress and completely wipe
out the eovereigntyof the states."
1
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Mr. Coolidge said in his Memorial Day address a year ago:
"Our constitutional history started with the states
·retaining all powers of sovereignty unimparied save for
those conferred upon the na. tional government .n
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And he quoted from the National Democratic Platform of
1912, on which Woodrow Wilson was nominated and elected:
"We ·denounce as usurpation the efforts of our opponents to deprive the ste.t.es of the rights reserved to them
and to enlarge and magnify by indirection the powers of
the Federal Government."
Continuing, President Collidge said:
"What we need is not more Federal Government but
better local Government. From every position of oonsistency
with our system, more centralization ought to be avoided."
That last rather week sentence may be supposed to get some
pep from being associated with the passage quoted from the Wilson
platform.
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When Guizot was thinking of the chances of the new
i~ench R~public, he asked Mr. Lowell how long he thought
i e ~~er1can experiment would last and Lowell's answer was
n e act, just so long as the fights of the states are
'
preserved.
Gerrit

4

s.

Sykes

The Hand of Providence

"The hand of Providence is plainly to be sean in this
affair • He has taken direct charge of it , 11 The voice was
that of young Willoughy, and it was also that of the club
reporter for the New York,Sun, for the same inscrutable
Providence decreed that the two should be one. For the last
two weeks, however, the identity of the two characters had
hung dubiously in the balance, with the odds largely in
favor of a dissolution of the partnership. In plain words,
Harold Willoughby nearly lost his job. The ci rcurnstances of
hi~ fall from favor do not here concern us, furthermore they
cannot be told in a gathering of pure-minded men. suffice
it to say that Harold has caused to appear in this morning
sheet a pathetic and impassioned appeal for protection
against a high-handed police department, quoting a supposed
horrible outrage upon the person of an unoffending musician
in Central Park by two detectives. Other reporters quickly
discovered the truth, that Harold's child-like innocence and
lack of famili&rity with police slang had led him into
grievous error. For several days the Sun was made the butt
of the concentrated humor of the press of New York, and the
name of Harold Willoughby became a stench in the nostrils of
the staff of the paper. The City Editor remarked that, as
a newspaper man, he was a fine foreign missionary, and that
it was largely the fault of the mistaken policy of the paper
to employ a man named Harold. They simply got what they
asked for. All of which .leads up to and was the direct
cause of the events to be related. One must know Harold, his
sweet girlishness, his trusting confidence in the innate and
essential good in all men to understand the underlying keynote of the story. Naturally Harold was a God sent delight
and a cluster of camphire in the wilderness of Engeddi to
the rest of the scribes.
In the days which knew Harold the "gay nineties 11 had just
passed, and New York was busily digesting and assimilating
a bolus of young college graduates. attracted by the law,
medicine, journalism, and some came there to make a living
by honest work. We all knew each otherwell, but thar~ was
slight opportunity to get together as of old. Love w1ll
find.the way, and it became generally known that a good
crowd of Yale, Harvard and Princeton men could be found
saturday evenin~s at the Battery during the hot summer
months. There the younger reporters from various ~apers
had a room from which they rushed at top speed at 1ntervals
to collect the news of incoming vessels, and, in a general
way, to assist in congesting the harbor traffic. This.
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however, only afforded an interlude in the real, earnest work
of these scribes, who perused all night long certain pasteboard. cards, studying carefully the relative values of varying
combinations of these fifty-two varieties. They never wearied
of this study, and we also became fascinated by it, although not
literary man. To facilitate the estimation of the results small
disks were used, of red, white, and blue, colors, lending a gay
and decorative effect to the table, and cheering the toilers
considerably at their work. In fact it was to be noted that the
cheerfulness of the worker seamed to be in direct proportion to
the number of these discs that stood in front of him. In spite
of the stimulating psychological effect of the color scheme, such
long continued effort required considerable additional fortification, but, as this was before the 18th amendment was perpetrated,
this was not compulsory, was done in moderation, and was not
regarded as the main purpose of the meeting.
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Into this busy scene carne Harold, detailed by his paper, not
hurriedly but timidly. In such manner came also an early
Christian into the Coliseum, in all probability.
One could see
that he had no sympathy with. the form of sport, and disliked
intensely baing made a part of it. It was also plainly evident
that all the lions in the arena wanted a piece of Harold •
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Obviously a seat in the game and the allowing of Nature to
take its course presented the solution of the problem, but
Harold's lack of proper collegiate training had left him without
a knowledge of the higher branches of culture, so that was
checkmated.
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It was Gibbons on the Tribune, whose glittering genius rose
to dazzling heights and saved the day, During a lull in the game
he disappeared from the room, and soon rushed back yelling, "The
Coney Island steamer Pactolus has just run aground in the 'Narrows.
There's a panic on board~"
In a flash the game was off, all of us rushing out to board
tugs to visit the scene of the disaster. It would be good for a
whole front page, probably, at the least two columns, Visions of
another Slocum disaster filled all our minds. Harold, not being
in the game, lad all the rest. Gibbons, the master mind, after
the precipitate exit of Harold, stopped the rout remarking
"Let's not join the ladies yet. Linger a while ionger over' your
coffee and liqueurs, gentlemen!" The gamewas resumed while
Harold was reported as well out in the barbor and goi~g strong.
Two hours later a harbor-man strolled in and seemed surprized
to sea all the reporters there. "You're a fine lot of reporters
you are. Don't you know there is a Coney Island steamer aground?
What you sittin' hare for?

·,'

The Hand of Providence

The Hand of Providence

Bursts of laughter greeted this jibe. "sure, we know all
about that!" "Small stuff1" "You mean the Teutonic don't youl"
and other ribald remarks were hurled at the well-meaning but
uninformed unfortunate who took himself off muttering,
At 4:30A.M. appeared Harold, the hissing and reproach to all
God-fearing reporters, but his entrance was no longer timid. He
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~:~kwildly

excited and much inclined to talk. The more he
ad, the sicker we all became. Gibbons receded from the
ro 1e of hero to that of plain ass, and became acutely selfconscious when glanced at. When Harold became fairl coherent
~~!ec~~~~ answer questions intelligibly, the gruesom~ facts
It seemed that Childa Harold, after his departure on his
search.for Eldorado, headed directly for the Narros, where,
acco~d1ng to all the rules of the game, he should have found
noth1ng, and have returned to his home port chastened and
humiliated. Hera is where the hand of Providence gets in
its work. Finding nothing, and realizing that he was sold,
he was ashamed to come back. "It was a fine summer night "
said he, "and I shut down the engine and floated around. '
After an hour or so I saw the Pactolus comin~ back from Coney
I was watching her and getting madder and madder at you
'
fellows, when I heard a crash and then she stopped and began
to list, You'll read all about it in the Sun today. I guess
I'll go to bad."
Goodrich B. Rhodes

WHEN WE WEBE VERY YOUNG
JUNE 5, 1926

RALPH G. CAROTHERS

They're changing the guard at Buckingham Palace-Christopher Robin went down with Alice,
. We looked for the King, but he never came.
. "Well, God take care of him, all the same,"
Says Alice.
Little did the late Christian R. Holmes know when he
started his reorganization of the Cincinnati General Hospital,
in 1916, how seriously he was to affect the future life of one
of the internes, that one being myself. There had been friction
and unpleasantness, real and imaginary and when the final upset
came, now a matter of history, Ross, my room mate, and I decided
to mutiny. I .shall never forget the night we made the fatal
dec.ision. I had been out for the afternoon enjoying a pre
Christmas celebration of some sort and had returned with my
head full of evil forebodings and in my pocket a large bottle
of whiskey. Ross had acquired during the previous few weeks,
quite unbeknown to me, a similar amount of depression, and
the. t evening as the liquor loosened our tongues the storm long
pent up in the breast of each of us burst loose. Why should
we, doctors of medicine, aged five and twenty each, slave any
longer in such a place as this, with its rotten food, petty
intrigue and well recognized petticoat government! No!
such men' as we were made for batter things. This thing of
spending ten hours a day sticking on bandages simple enough
for any orderly to do, or trying to get from ignoran~ mothers
the family tree back three generations, of an illig1timate
child, and the ~orking for hours attempting to patch up fusses
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with this or that nurse had at last become a bore. such a life was
not for us; if fighting' had to be part of the daily round, (we had
drained most of the bottle by this time), we would go where we
could fight a real man's fight, We would go to war, Within two
minutes our typewriters were out and banging away with unuspal
violence.
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The first drafts were soon ready for comparison and discussion.
This required more whiskey and we had more. At last a letter,
which we thought would do, had been composed and the typewriters
were again busy. This time the keys were struck slowly and
deliberately for we wished to make no mistakes on the ·small store
of official hospital paper we had borrowed from the office for
any important emergency. When the letters were finally written,
they were masterpieces.
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For days we waited, not daring to breath a word of the matter
to anyone, lest we got no answer, for we had written to no ~ass
a personage than the British Ambassador himself. But the t1me was
spent pleasantly enough in frequent secret conference, during
which we speculated on the great life which we hoped would be
ours, and on the no less important phase of it, namely our first
visit back to the old hospital when we returned. This country
was still so untouched by the war that we seemed, if our project
succeeded, to be facing an unusual and romantic career, something
no youth we had ever known, had enjoyed. What objects of admiration we would be when we came home, wearing some strange uniform
and uttering strange oaths. We rehearsed our good-byes to family,
friends and girls, no more than we rehearsed our home coming. We
practised an indifferent shrug of the shoulder which we hoped to
use when some person; preferably a girl, suggested that war
entailed some personal danger, and it was with joy that we.discovered we could get no new life insurance, if we were to go.
This latter fact was to become an important part of our farewells.
Indeed, as we dreamed more and more of the whole matter the life
ahead became less and leas important. It was to be merely a
vehicle to carry our souls to the romantic heights of those two
important occasions, our departure and return.
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Then news arrive d. which sent my hopes to the skies, I was
told to apply for a passport irrunediately, and report fo the .
British Consul General at New York nine days hence. ~oor Ross
received no answer to his latter than. It came, months .later,
but at a time when this country was nearly in the war too. He
had suffered because he was unknown here, except at the hospital,
and the British authorities had been unable to satisfy. themselves
of the sincerity of his sympathies, in time to let him go with me.
The farewells were not nearly so sweat as had been anticipated,
and partang with Ross really hurt. The insurance episode took on
real significance, but the die had been cast, and on a cold .
morning in early January, I left Cincinnati for what proved to be
three years. ·As the train pulled out of the station, and the
familiar streets slip~ed by to be replaced with less familiar ones,
and than the still less familiar open country looking cold and
uninviting in a dirty coat of snow, it was not a great doctor,
nearly thirty years old who was being carried to new and greater
conquests, but a boy in his early twenties, just out of college,
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who sat facing toward the rear.
The first part of the trip over was uneventful, and we
were s~rprised to find the air .warm and the sea smooth during
the early part of the voyage. But as we neared Ireland the
waves became high and the wind bitter. At this time t~o
large searchlights were directed on the American flag at·
the stern, and the life boats were made ready to launch. In
ad~ition, large lights were put on long poles over the sides
of the ship to illuminate the ne.me, and the passengers were
assigned places in the life boats. The craw became talkative,
Every last man of them had either been subma~ined, or had·
·
gone downwith the Titanic, and none had to be urged to relate
his harrowing experience to a land lubber such as I. One
bitter cold Sunday afternoon we came within eight of Wales,
and we saw several destroyers, and an occasional blimp. We
sat up all that night to see the pil6t taken on, for,.nwhen
we halt for him," said the deck steward, "they're almost sure
to get us."
It was a long night, and one not soon forgotten. Bridge
was impossible. One young fellow, from Augusta, Georgia, had
left Princeton to drive an am~ulance. His mother had given
him a wonderful suit in which one could float for days, and
at this juncture, he decided to try it on. Afterhe had donned
it, he felt a little ashamed, so he took it off, but continued
to try it on again at frequent intervals, whenever he could get
any one to watch him. Finally by way of diversion, he decided
to show us how quickly he could get into his wonderful suit,
should the alarm be sounded, As many as could crowd about,
gathered for this sort of fire drill. With watches in hand
we gave the signal. He lept from his bed and dove for the suit,
only to rip the thing to shr~da in 4,6 seconds which w~s said
to be a real record,
Soon after the suit ripping episode, news spread over
the boat that the pilot was just ahead. We rushed to the deck,
but all we could see was· an occasional light, bobbing up and
down in the inky darkness. How the captain could tell which
of these small boats contained our pilot we never knew. It
was all we could do to keep our feat, for the deck was nearly
awash, Presently a ladder was out and a mm held a flare at
the top of it, Three men in a ama11 boat ware seen heaving
about beneath us, slowly approaching, The ship was :olling,
and the ladder was swinging well away and. then crash1ng back,
Finally the pilot grabbed the ladder on one of the outward
swings and kicking the skiff away, began to climb. The
ship g~t· under way at once, and we all felt batter. Two
hours later we had crossed the bar and droppe~ ancor in the
'Mersey.
The great ordeal of running the submarina blockade was
over. Of course we were on an American boat, but the sailors
assured us that Fritz was sure to sink us if he had a chance,
d a few weeks later the German government announced that
~hey were prepared to do just that thing.. We began to realize
that war was. Home seemed a long way off, and more lik~ a
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Next morning we awoke to find that soldiers, with side arms
plainly visible, had come aboard and taken charge of the ship.
Passengers were herded into various parts of the saloon in small
groups depending on nationality and importance of the mission on
which they traveled, I found myself with thirteen other young
medical graduates from various parts of the country, each of whom
was very much impressed when the disembarcation officer announced
that we would be taken off first. Little did we realize than, how,
during the next three hours, we would long to be aboard that same
ship again.
The dock was almost without shelter of any kind and
a bitter wind was blowing. Sentries would not permit us to stray
beyond certain fixed points, and there was nothing to do but walk
up and down in an effort to keep warm. In this we were very
unsuccessful, My memory is quite clear on this point, for although
I became, in a way, used to the climate, that first winter was
spent in a state of constant chill. Incidentally, I never again
found my movement interfered with by British authority, though the
American Military Police more than made up for this deficiency.
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pleasant dream than a reality. The thought of a short
six months service followed by a return to our pacific
suddenly seemed impossible. The voyage was too recent
anticipated again with any degree· of pleasure, and the
immediately ahead of us began to occupy our thoughts.
the war,

'

)

'

We arrived in London just as the day was ending, still cold
and stiff from the long ride. There was a great bustle of
porters and taxies in Euston, and outside motors were flitting
about ·without headlights, The street lamps were unlighted, and
were to remain so for nearly two years more, but the search lights
had already begun to sweep the sky in an attempt to pierce the
murky haze which hung over the city. Every window was dark, so
dark that one would think each building empty, except for the
small signs made of transparent paper, which were inserted in the
shades on the doors of the shops, Navar before have I had the
feeling of bewilderment which this great, dark, busy city inspired,
Individually, everyone seemed to be happy and going about his
ordinary business, but collacti valy the· people seamed gathered in
a great gr·oup, huddled t ogather, whispering in the dark•
!
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Finally three of us found refuge in a small hotel neal'·
Euston Square, where we ate a meager supper and then, because the
day had been a long and har& one, and because we· were still chilled
to the bone, we ret ired. The night seemed never to end, The cold
was intense, and at midnight we all three got up, shut the wind.ows
and put on our· clothes, including overcoats and sweaters and got
back into bed, there to remain only half asleep and only half
warm, ·unti 1 morning.
'
At tan o'clock the fourteen of us mat at the war office where
a clerk asked each his nama, age, data of graduation and nama and
address of nearest relative. After this preliminary we ware· conducted, "en masse," into the presence of a major who after
unwinding his 6' 3" of military frame until he t~wered above us,
looked us over carefully~ from his dizzy height with the aid of an
eye glass. He said that Americans usually found the· climate hard
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to bear, and he wanted to make the war as pleasant for us as
possible, so he would arrange to sand us to temperate parts,
He asked each of us on what terms he had signed up and was
surprised to find that some of us had agreed to co~e for ten
shillings a day, others for fifteen some for ei~hteen a few
for twenty and one gentleman had be~n able to b~~gain his services up to twenty-four shillings per day, a larger sum than
the major himself received. The major was terse to his
. secra~ary, "Give all these gentlemen twenty shillings a day,"
he sa1d, ''except Dr, Williams. His contract expires in six
months and then if we still need him,.give him twenty shillings as wall." Than to us, "Gentlemen, report at two
o'clock for your transportation orders. Good day." That
afternoon some of us were ordered to Edinburg, others to
Leeds, Manchester, Liverpool, and I to Birmingham. None of
us found the promised mild climate, but the promise of
increased pay was no idle gesture. Without request my pay
had been doubled and lodgings for which I had expected to pay,
were furnished free.
. Getting out of the \'far Off ice was almost as difficult as
getting in, The Kew Gardens ware no more intricate. When
one arrived at that great stronghold of activity, the first
duty was to select the proper door for the attack. Then,
having decided to encounter on the west flank let us say,
the engagement was begun by filling in a large form, containing all the facts of one's own life, as well as the name
of the person desired, and the business at hand. This document was taken in through a small window and carefully
examined, and, if found full and complete, gained one admittance to the outer court. Then there began a long series
of advances and waits. During each advance one was conducted
by a small girl in a brown smock, during each wait one stood
in a dingy cold hall, where the documents ware further
examined, and, if found still satisfactory, were handed to
another girl for another advance, No girl seamed to know
the· way vary far. She could usually gat to the girl ahead.,
but never further. When luck was in, one might expect to get
to the proper person, if he ware not too migh~y, in the c?urse
of several hour.s, and having attended to one a business 1n
five minutes, be ready for the return journey. This would
have been fa~ly simple if the r~verse route were followed,
but that was never done. New dingy halls were to be explored,
·and new girls were to be followed, until finally, when one
did get out, he was sure. to be anywhere but at the place from
which he started. Nor was everyone conducted out tne same
way for in this, my first visit, I finally found myself on
the street, I knew not where, and completely separated from
my frien~s. The prospect was not alluri~g. ~he daylight
had almost ended, and here I was alone, 1n th1s great, dark
city.
With what little light there was left, I managed to get
to the hotel in Piocidilly Circus where we had moved during
th d
but no familiar face was to be seen there. As the
di~ne~Yhour approached~ I wandered forth alone to a restaurant,
which had seamed attractive and close at hand. At the table
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I found a Canadian officer also alone, on leave from France.
He nodded and I, in response to this proffer of frlendship,
told my whole· story. He seemed really glad to have me with
him and ordered a bottle~ wine, to celebrate my admission into
the arrny •. I should have liked to have ordered the wine myself,
but alas, I dared not chance my ignorance in the face of a
haughty waiter. This man, however, could face any waiter in
London, so much at ease he seemed. As we ate our dinner, and
drank our wine, the city began to take on a more friendly aspect.
For the first time 1 really fal t warm. After dinner we went
to the theater, he leading,.and later to the Savoy for supper.
The wine had faded from my head when.I started back alone, and I
was sura I knew the way, so friendly did the town now seem. In
a few minutes I was hopelessly lost. The streets were darker
than ever and the motors fewer now and not so many people were
abroad, for the hour was late. One did not see these people
except for an occasional cigarette glow, and only vaguely heard
them, there was just a sensation of people near by in the dark.
It was a weird feeling and just a little terrifying, so it was
with considerable relief that a bobby into whose stomach I had
run, offered to conduct me to my hotel not twenty paces away.
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That was my last night in London for some time, but on the
next visit I felt myself no stranger. Study of maps had made me
familiar with the maze of streets, in the west end at least, and
the many at aries I had heard from friends who knew their London,
gave me a feeling of what to expect, And too, London was more
cordial to a Lieutenant in His Majesty's Land Forces, than an
American lad in the queer clothes of the "Land too proud to fight •"
There ware many of those dark dismal fogs, darker in contrast to
the bright lights of a theater, when·one groped his way, keeping
his stock a little in advance like a blind ·man, and puffing at
his cigarette which served as a sort of headlight. For the
Tommy just back from Franca every girl looked pretty on these
nights and there were many surprises and disappointments., For
instance, a female might look young and attractive inthe dark
street., and turn out to be a homely woman in a hotel lobby. But
the rule worked both ways, and companions could· be lost as quickly
as found, and some. times, on Coventry Street especially, partners
were changed as often as in a modern out-in dance.
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And then there were the long, clear twilights of midsummer,
when, during the short interval between dusk and dawn the moon
filled the streets with a beautiful, clear light, During the
light nights one saw whom he encountered. In the late afternoon
there were the shoppers, the men and officers on· leave and the
many, many wounded. Later the office girls and the few office
man, thin delicate fellows in thread bare suits, were sean hurrying home to dinner, a meatless, meager affair to so many. Then
the theater. crowds began to appear, handsome officers with spurs
and buckles polished till they shone like new silver and ladies·
in evening gowns in broad daylight, and occasionally'a man in
full dress and an opera hat, There were officers with service
valises dashing by in taxies and bewildered Tommias bent under
full packs, and rifle dragging at the side, trudging toward the
railway station. There were nurses and girls of the woman's army.
Girls of the government services and girls with their sweethearts.
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There were staff officers with gold braid and red caps and
officers of foreign armies iQ strange uniforms. And mingled
in every crowd were the ladies of the street unmistakable
with their gaudy clothes and painted lips. Every character
one sees on Broadway .or Leister Square was there save one, the
street tout, Either he looked more respectable in uniform
and·we did not always recognize him, or he stayed indoors,
There was a friendly devil-may-care attitude everywhere.
Lov.ers embraced each other for hours at a time in doorways
just off the main streets, righ.t in broad daylight. No one
paid any more attention to them than the Sunday morning
strollers did to the nurse who helped the little boy empty
his bladder into the gutter on the sunny side of Regent Street,
By day, one had to think of but one thing, on the streets of
London. That was saluting. If a Tommy approached, you
looked the other way, if a gen:Hal or major came along, (and
there were plenty of them), you got in your salute in as
military a fashion as possible. The only nasty fellow to
encounter was a major. Captains and Lieutenants were on a
par as far as saluting went, and 0enerals and. Colonels
usually felt toward us as we did toward the Tommies, and
besides, we did respect their rank, but a 1mjor always demanded
his pound of flesh and usually got it too.
On one occasion I arrived at.~uston on the 1:10 up from
Birmingham, With the assistance of a Sergeant I was conducting one hundred and seven men to Dartford. They represented
the output of our hospital for the week. One hundred.and
seven of the many thousand brought to us, had at least become
whole again and were on their way to the Command Depot, there
to be hardened and made fit for the trenches again. They
were well men but not happy ones, for they belonged to the
unfortunate lucky class, whose wounds healed quickly. For
them the hospital was heaven, and the Command.Depot, though
not ;o bad in itself was one step on the road to hell. I
lined them up on the'platform and counted them and finding
all present, marched thern.to the underground station ne~r by.
The lifts were large but not large enough to hold all of us,
so before we reached the underground train, we had become
divided into two lots. When we arrived at London B~idge
station and lined up for a final count before board1ng the
train 1 I found to my dismay that only one hundred and four
could be accounted for. I counted twice and the Sergeant
counted, but to save our lives we could not mate one hundr~d
and seven men out of the one hundred and four. The situat1on
was desperate, There was a bare five minutes left er~ the
train was to leave and if those men were not found, d1re.
consequences were sure to follow when our Colonel found 1t
out, cnnducting soldiers to command Depot was considered a
sort of holiday, a privilege not granted to all, for it
always included a night off in London. Once before an
officer had lost soma man and a~ a punishment he was never
allowed to make such a trip agaill• The Ser~eant too was
thinking hard, for the privileges of the tr7P were ~s dear
to him as they were to m.e, but the old sol~1er inshnct in
him came to our rescue arid solved the diff1culty. He had
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diSappeared for e. moment and when he returned he had in tow
three Tommias. They were not ours, for the packs they carried
and the rifles swung over their backs, clearly showed that they
were returning to France at the end of an all too short leave •
Without giving them a chance to say a word, he ordered them
into the train. The other men got aboard and in a moment t~e
train was off. The first stop was Dart ford, and, when we lined
our men up for the final count there were one hundred and seven.
The· receiving officer signed· my receipt, and as be marched his
men away I noticed that three of them were happy, very happy.
The Command Depot was not France.
One night when nature seemed to be striving to do her best,
when air is clear and the moon bright, the air raid alarm sounds,
Presently, toward the east, there is a distant booming of· the guns,
which gradually grows louder and louder. The shrapnel begins to
fall on the housetops and in the street, and the people are hurrying
to places of shelter in underground stations, theater lobbies and
doorways. The clatter of falling· shrapnel and the boom of the
guns increases, but presently the roar of -the raiders' engines is
heard above it all. And then not far away, louder than all the
rest, there is a boom, followed by the crash of falling masonry
and tearing of timbers, and a. heavy blast of air seems to push
one into his doorway and at the same time pull him out and twist
him round. The noise of the raider gradually subsides and we go
forth to see what has happened. There is a great hole in the
middle of the Strand and the front of the building on· the north
aide has fallen over the sidewalk. Windows up and down the street
are broken. People are running from the scene, others are running
toward it, and some are-lying in the street. The police, recognizing the badge of the Royal Army Medical Corps, permit us to stay
within the space which they quickly rope off, to do what we can
for the wounded. But what can we do? A few are not hurt but only
bruised and-with a little encouragement regain their breath and
get to their feet. A poor charwoman tries to get up but her leg
will not support her, she will recover from her wounds but how
she will ever make a living again, God only knows. On~ poor man
is sitting on the curb nursing his arm and be tween his feet in
the gutter is an ever increasing pool ~f blood. A boy is sobbing
in a doorway. As he sits on the stoop be keeps grabbing at his
.s~omach, but his hands are too small t~ plug the great hole in ·
h1s flesh and his guts keep oozing between his fingers. Other
forms, a dozen or so, are lying still in the street. The ambulances
arrive and the stretchers are out, On one we place a girl, her
pretty flimsy dress is torn and covered with dirt and blood. Her
face is as white as a sheet, but even now her lips are scarlet.
The drive~ of that ambulance is told he need not hurry for
already life· has left her frail form. Her field of battle was
the street and on the street she died,
.
. There is one more -picture of London which I shall never .forget.
It ~s early in the morning in October. The rain is falling and
it 1s dark ~nd cold but we do not mind it, for we are going into
our third w1nter and are getting used to the climate. we leave
the hut where we have spent the night and with full· pack start
walking toward Victoria half a mile away. There are others in the
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street too, each has a full pack and each is trudgin~ on in
the same direction. At every corner more men, alone or in
groups of two or three. join in and tramp tramp on, toward
Victoria station, toward the boat, toward the trenches, toward
Germany.
0

, At the station there are five long trains lined up ready
to start, Three are of third class carriages for the men.
One, a solid first class train is for officers, and the last
called the Staff train is for the sole use of that great body
of dignitaries. It is a beautiful thing composed entirely of
dining cars, through the windows of which we can see the
tables being laid with clean linen and polished silver, and
the smell of boiling coffee comes from the kitchens. The
platforms are filled with men in many uniforms. There are
English Tommies and officers of nearly every regiment, as well
as Canadians, Australians, New Zealanders, South Africans and
Highlanders. Men are pushing this way and that, huntir1g for
baggage, hunting places in the train, hunting relatives. We
have no relatives to take leave of, so we stand at the
carriage door smoking and waiting. Presently the first train
starts, vary gently, as only an English train can start.
There are last embraces with smiles .and sobs, a running along
the side of the train as it moves slowly forward, slamming of
carriage doors, leaning out of windows, yelling of "Good-byes."
Take care of yourself, Bill. Good luck," waving of handkerchiefs, and the last carriage has disappeared into the gray
haze of another rainy day, At five. minute intervals the
trains pull out, and as we leave, the platforms are nearly .
clear save for a few small groups of woman, who stand there,
blankly looking toward the end of the train shed.
The dawn comes as we glide along but the haze is so dense
we cannot see the country, and we dose in the seat. We see
the old hospital back in Birmingham, our happy home for two
years, and which we left so recently. We wonder how they are
getting alon~0 and who is running our wards. Little Johnny
Bottom's leg will have to be dressed this mor~ing. We ~ope
the new doctor will get to it and the nurse w1ll tall h1m of
the place wherethe bandage always sticks and has to be soaked
off, The new man in the third bed will need a change of cast
soon the old one did not stand the journey from France too
well: And then there was Smith's tooth, we pr?mised to se~d
for tba dentist, did we remind him of it or did we forg~t 1n
the rush'f One thing we did forget. Mrs. Seymou-Wright s
dinner p~rty. Gee, what a mess! Well, there is no~hing to
do but write a letter now. We are sorry and wouldn t have
gummed up her party for worlds, but going to France was just
a bit more important.
For an hour the train speeds on, and on we dream. Sometimes of the wards back in Birmingham, or the pretty girls
at Mrs. Jones' dance, or the lovely little tea h0use on the
Avon down at warwick where we sometimes cycled for supper on
summer nights, and the lanes and Inns of Warwickshire, ~r the
arms and legs and heads we dressed so often at the bosp1tal,
or the funny uniforms the Americans webar, or th~ei~~a~:~ fi~:t
night. That was a good song George Ro Y sang,
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from the first handful of gunpowder.

did it go~
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"I'm on the staff. I'm on the staff1
And upon my word I really have to laugh .
I'll perhaps look in the office say from half past.two to three,
There'll be four and twenty lady clerks, will all attend to me,
And the nicest of the lot will put the sugar in my tea,
I'm on the staff. I'm on the staff."
The train is slowing up and presently we are on the ·dock •. The
boat is just a step_away, and already men from the other trains
have nearly filled it. Our train is soon emptied and as it pulls
away the staff train arrives. A blimp, flying low, appears, from
somewhere and circles over the little fleet of boats in the harbor.
A bell rings, a whistle blows and the boat begins to move. Other
boats are moving too and as we pass into the open channel we find
that each boat has a certain place in an orderly prearranged group.
The destroyers lead the way, one on each side. The empty hospital
boats follow in the rear, while the leave boats and appply boats
are in the center, and circling over us the men in the blimp keep
a constant watch for submarines. Half way over we pass a similar
convoy of boats coming back from France, with hoapi tal boa_ta full,
but leave boats nearly empty, for what will prove to be the last
great push of the war is on. The boat is slowing down and zigzagging this way and that. The hills of Boulogne are. in plain view
ahead and the captain is threading the way in through the maze of
masts of sunken vessels in the harbor. Soon we are close .enough
to see the people on the quay. There is a long row of ambulances
there, being emptied of their wom1ded who fill another pretty white
boat with a green stripe, and large green crosses, and there is a
train too, perhaps it is waiting for us. In a few minutes we land,
we have at last arrived in France. Vle are no longer very young ..
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Seventy-five years ago, the mention of the name or the work
of Donald McKay, would se.t salt tongues wagging in any port ~f:
the Seven Seas, where the packet or clipper were known for his
ships were the ambition of every young mate and the en~y of all
slower hulled skippers.
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The Boston schools were close~ on his launching days and
thirty thousand people might gather at his y~rd to wish his latest
marvel a long, fast life. And in the shipping offices and bars,
ten thousand dollars would be blithely wagered that a McKay ghost
would outsail a Hall phantom over ten ~housand miles of deep
.
water; in any kind of wind or weather.
Twenty. years ago his name was unheard and unknown except to a
few old associates and neighbors. His fame had been fogged by
hot steam, just as had that of the ancient Armourer, by the smoke

! ~~~~~~~----~=~~------------_:_

Today the mention of his name, will again set tongues
wagging, tongues of the model builders and collectors. A
scrape of one of his spar plans, a page from his mythical. mould
record, are the hope and utmost desire of every fireside
skipper. The school children hear of him now and then and
hundreds visit his old house on White Street, and his yard
site hoping to learn something of the secret of his work. And
some would blithely carry ten thousaud dollars, ten thousand
~ilea, and trade them for one of his working models.
.
·
Donald McKay was descended from Donald McKay, a Highland
Chieftain who died at Tain, in 1395, He was born in Shelburne,
Nova Scotia, September 4, 1810, the son of Hugh, the second of
eight children, and grandsom of Capt. Donald McKay. After the
Revolution, Capt. McKay with many other Loyalists, settled in
Shelburne, which place was expected to become one of the most
important ports on the Coast. It had a fine harbor, and
12,000 inhabitants within a year, but unfortunately no thickly
settled back country to consume and produce the commodities
which might be imported or exported. The bubble burst, and
the population dwindled to some 400. Many of the families
which remained were of such class that they would not engage in
the· .fisheries, and the McKay fortune with the others melted
away. As a result, young Donald worked in a small local shipyard, instead of going to school.
. At the age of sixteen he shipped on a coaster bound for
New York, and there found employment, as a day laborer, inthe
yar'd of Isaac w.ebb. He later, entered the yard of Brown & Bell,
where he worked on Several famous packet ships and learned his
trade. Mr. Bell became interested in McKay and helped him to
obtain a foremanship in the Brooklyn Navy Yard. Being foreignborn and boas, he. was very unpopular with the strong "Native
American Partyn organization which existed among the workmen,
and was ·forced to leave. Mr. Bell again befriended him and he
was sent to Wiscasset, Me. to superintend the completion of a
vessel for some New, Yotk owners.
He found Wiscasset shipwrights far behind the New York
builders and it is probable that at that time he began to dream
of his o~ yard and original designs. From Wiscasset he went to
Newburyport, Mass., an important shipbuilding center, and was
employed as superintendent by John currier, Jr., the leading
builder of that place. In 1840 he finished the ship Delia
walker, than being built for Denis Condry of.Boston. Mr. Condry
on his several visits of inspection was part1cularly impressed
by the young superintendant's ability and his recommendations
at a later data were an important factor in his early success.
In 1841 Mr. McKS¥ be~ame a partner in the fi~m of currier
and McKay and they, in 1842, built the first vessel of his own
design She was the courier--a small ship of only 380 tons,
but sh~ proved to be so fast that she outsailed anYthing she
met big or little. This partnership was dissolved, and in
1843 the firm of McKay and Fickett was formed. They built
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two packets of about 900 tons and in 1844 contracted with
Enoch Train, for the Joshua Bates, the first of the Train Line.
Mr. Train was a well known ship owner and merchant of
Boston. He had bean so successful in his shipping ventures that
he decided to establish a line of crack packets between Liverpool
and Boston. While crossing to England to arrange for his agencies,
he met Mr. Condry and discussed with him his project and the
possibility of having his ships built in New England, although
the building of packet ships had been most highly developed in
New York, Mr. Condry suggested that he see McKay, which he did,
immediately upon his return. The interview was short, and the
contract for the Joshua Bates was signed within an hour.
Mr. Train was so well pleased with the ship, that, on the day of
the launching, he invited McKay to come to Boston and establish
a yard, and offered him any financial help he might need.
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The pleasant and profitable association with Mr. Pickett
was discontinued and at the age of thirty-four we find Donald
McKay, master of his own yard, the protege of a .wealthy and
influential client, His first .ship, the Washingtonirving, 951
tons, for the Train Line, was launched in 1945, The best ships
afloat at that time ware being turned·. out .ftolil' the American yards;
by Brown and Bell, Smith and Dimon, and the Webbs of New York, and
Samuel Hall of Boston, but for the next ten years the finest,
fastest and largest of all his great fleet ware to be built by
McKay.
From 1845 to 1850, he built 12 packets, ranging in size from
500 to 1400 tons. Of these, four were ordered by Enoch Train,
and four by Gao, B. Upton of Boston. But in 1849, the discovery
of gold in California, and the consequent rush of prospectors
westward, dwarfed the passenger carrying business on the At1antic,
In that year alone, 775 vessels cleared from Atlantic ports for
San Francisco, landing some 91,000 gold seekers, When they
reached port, the craws deserted, and within a few months, the
harbor was filled with abandoned craft, which later were used
as hotels, hospitals and warehouses, Cargo rates sk~ocketed
reaching in 1850, the unheard of price of $60,00 per ton, and as
a ·.ship would earn, at this rate, her first cost on a single trip,
there was a gfeat demand for large, fast vessels to transport
the adventurers and their supplies. The result was a new type,
the California Clipper.
The sharp, hollow-lined, tall-sparred ship had b~en introduced by New York designers asr. early as 1843, in the form of the
Rainbow of 750 tons, so that the design and construction of fast
ships were not altogether unknown, but these early clippers were
small and few in number, so that they were of but little help to
the architect with his new problem. They had shown, however,
the ability to make short passages; their fine lines and lofty
rig enabled them to cross wide belts of calm, while the 1r fatter
sisters might wallow for weeks, waiting for ~alf a gale to give
them steerage way.
In September 1850, McKay contracted with George B. Upton
and Sampson and Tappan to construct a vessel for the California
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trade, to be completed in 90 days, It was unusual for those
hard-headed owners to give the builder, however experienced,
a slack line with their ships, but in this case, their only
stipulation was that, "she must out sail any vessel belonging
to the United States or elsewhere, Speed and sound materials
are the only requirements demanded by her builder," The
result was the famous Staghound of 1534 tons; the first of
the California clippers. If Donald McKay ever regretted the
restrictions imposed by his Scotch ancestry, it must have been
at the time of the signing of that contract;--speed, sound
materials, and size, they were a passion with him.
The Staghound, on the stocks, was no doubt the cause
of much head shaking and to some, her spars and spread of
canvas, must have seemed appalling, but then, she was the
first of a new type, The Boston Atlas, at the time of her
launching in December 1850, remarked--" Her model may be said
to be the original of a new idea in naval architecture; she is
longer and sharper than any other vassal of the merchant service
in the world. Every element in her has been made subservient
to speed and in designing her, her builder was not interfered
with by her owners.. He a. lone, therefore, is responsible for
her sailing qualities •"
She proved to be entirely successful. Capt. Richardson
took her out and reported her very fast in moderate breezes
while in strong winds she logged 17 knots. She made San
Francisco from New York in 107 days, although, due to a heavy
gale, she was without a main topsail for 9 days and topgallant
sails for 12 days,
His reputation was made, and during the next three years
(1851 to 1853) he brought out 12 California clippers aggregating
about 25,000 tons. These ships must have cost their owners at
least $1,500,000, and, as McKay's work was in demand, he no
doubt took them at his own price.
Each one was remarkable in some degree. The Flying Cloud
of 1851, 1782 tons, was probably the fast~st s~iling vessel
ever built. soma might make a few more m1les 1n a day, but
the records do not show any ship which could pass mora blue
water under her keel, on a long run. She twice made San
Francisco from New York, in 89 days, a record, but once equaled
and never beaten.
Th Flying Fish of the same year, 1605 tons, did not belie
h
e She made the run to San Francisco in 92 days, the
b:~tn~:~~rd of 1853, and in that year she outsailed the entire
fleet,
· n of the seas of 2421 tons, launched in 1852,
The sovere1g
'
· t up t o tha t time.
t
d finest sailing
vessel bull
was the largesda~nby Lauchlin McKay and on her first voyage'
She was comman
d turn she earned
N Y k t 0 san Francisco to China an re
'
ew or
th r~marka.ble run of 424 miles. in one day,
$135,000. She made ad 0f 17 • 2; 3 knots --for four days she
showing an average ~78
spee miles. or 15-1 / 2 knots
'
an hour, an d f or
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11 days averaged 13-3/4 knots or 330 miles per day.
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In 1853 Donald McKay sailed for England on the Sovereign of
the seas to observe the performance of that ship and incidentally
to obtain a contract from James Baines & Co. of Liverpool for the
first vessels an English house had ordered from a foreign builder.
He left behind him on the stocks his greatest ship, the Great
Republic, of 4655 tons. She was the largest extreme clipper ever
built, being 335 feet long, carrying four masts, and spreading
15,000 yards of canvas. She was built on his own account, and
he expected to make a fortune with her. She was launched on
October 4th, and towed to New York and loaded for Liverpool. On
the night of December 26th a fire broke out near the docks, and
before she could be moved she burned to the water. She .represented
an investment of about $275,000, and McKay collected from.the
Underwriters $235,000. She was refloated, and out down inall
dimensions, and never sailed under her original rig, but even as
modified, proved to be remarkably fast.
This loss was a severe blow to McKay and one from which he
never fully recovered, but he at once started the construction of
four ships ordered by James Baines & co. They were designed for
the Australian trade, were of ab.out 2500 tons and similar to his
later California clippers. rhese were the James Baines, Lightning,
Champion of the Seas, and Donald McKay, all fast and able. The
Lightning was probably the fastest sailing vessel ever built. On
her maiden voyage to Liverpool, she logged 18-1/2 knots, making
436 miles in 24 hours. No ocean steamship of that time could come
within 100 miles of this, and it was 25 years before the Atlantic
Greyhound, Arizona, made 18 knots on her trial run. The James
Baines, established the record of 12 days and 6 hours, Boston to
Liverpool, and the Donald McKay reeled off 421 miles in one day.
That year he launched a total of 9 vessels, aggregating 14,700
tons, and ship building was ~flood tide, but by 1856 the reaction
had set in. Too many vessels had been built, and the Clifornia
country had become more self-supporting. Many gold diggers had
learned that gold was more easily to be had by producing the
nec~ssities of life and selling them at outrageous prices to the
still hopeful prospectors. The keen demand for shipping naturally
fell off, and freight rates were cut in half.
.
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:. In that year McKay constructed only 3 vessels, but in 1856 he
laia down several keels, as did most builders, hoping to dispose
of them as conditions improved, He apparently over-reached himself, and in September came the announoementof his failure.
Although his assets exceeded his liabilities by some $145 000
much of this was in real estate and not readily available: s~me
time later, ~ satisfactory settlement was made with his creditors
and his yard was re-opened and several small vessels were constructed.
·
At the outbreak of the Civil War he ·Offered his yard to the
government and between 1861-65 built several iron clad and wooden
steamers. From 1866 to 1868 be launched several small steamers
and schooners, but the day of the clipper was past and ship building was at a standstill. In a letter to the Boston Traveler in
February 1868, Mr. McKay said--"For myself I have constructed
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some years 12 ships, while at present I am engaged in building
a ship of 1285 tons, having already spent two months on her and
I cannot find a merchant who will buy her at actual coat not
including my own services," This condition obtained in ~11
yards.
The year 1869 aaw his last constructive work. He built on
his own account, for the California freighting trade, the Glory
of the Seas of 2102 tons. The Glory of the Seas~ A brave
name and a bold effort to keep alive, something he had loved.
A stubborn, but futile protest, for sh9 was a losing venture.
She was as well built and as beautiful as any of his lean
clippers, and was burned at Seattle for her metal but a few
years ago, just as the suggestion, to preserve her as a
memorial to her builder, was beginning to receive serious
consideration. Disillusioned, he continued to operate his yard
for repair work, but in 1877, in ill health, he retired to his
farm at Hamilton, Mass. He died there September 20, 1880, and
was buried in Oak Hill Cemetery, Newburyport, overlooking the
Merrimac River, where his first ship was launched.
To the landsman or shellback who loves a ship, there is
appealing about Donald McKay. Not because he was
self made, for there were many such in that generation; not
because he built ships, for the Atlantic seaboard, from Maine
to Maryland, was lined with the launching ways of the greatest
builders of all time, but McKay was pre-eminent. He had the
daring to conceive the unusual, and when some idea seemed
worthy, the courage to express it in three dimensions; the
honesty to build soundly and the artistry to give a useful
thing a touch of beauty.
For six thousand years, man had wooed that temperamental
creature the Sailing Ship. Whether he humored her every whim
or tried'to tame her, he lived in torment for his pains. Born
on the Nile, she spent her roguish, chubby childhood in the
Mediterranean, inspiring love, courting hate. In sturdy girlhood she romped northward to colder waters and bolder men who
laughed at her many cruelties and wept at some rare kindness.
They adorned her lavishly with much fine gold and color, only
to be floated as she fled to the westward where suddenly she.
blossomed in slender, graceful wo~nhood, beautiful, vivacious,
tender with strength, headstrong w1th weakness •. But ere man
ceased to wonder at this transformation, this m1racle she
sickened and died, and no one, I think, grieved mora than
Donald McKay.
If, from the mid seventeenth century hull, ~e s~rip the
galleries the gilt and carvings, we have the sh1P of 1830, a
dull clu~sy thing at best. starting with this, the American
ship~right had, in 25 years, brought the wooden sailing ship
to what was probably its ultimate.development. There might
have been soma increase in size! 1f the steamship had not been
introduced but it seams imposs1ble to have greatly improved
their design. of course, there were ~ome square riggers built
the nineties but these were slow cargo-carriers,
d
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of the Navy at Washington. Mr. Hall acknowledges the help
of Mrs. McKay, and it seems probable that Pook, who had the
facilities, made the plans from the offset tables furnished
by her. There were many other famous vessels, besides those
of Pook's and McKay's, which might have been illustrated, but
they were not. Capt. Clark was a friend of all of them,•-he
might easily have secured the tracings after the report was
issued. But that much desired book of offsets is still missing.

the run from New York to San Francisco in less than 100 days,
and one of these, was the Glory of the Seas.· But, however, slow
they make a pretty picture, and suggest something of their former
grace and beauty, dressed as they were~ in skysails ana moon
rakers, and carrying a hundred men and boys to walk a line· along
the deck.
·
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Of the Armourer's skill, we have many examples, preserved
for centuries. ·We know not how they ware made, or even the exact
requirements of the perfect·piece of armor, but we can sea them
and· at once appreciate their beauty, and we willingly believe
that they were fine, perhaps the finest of their kind, to be so
treasured and handed down to us. Without such evidence, however,
hie work would become a myth, no matter how highly he might be
rated in the ancient manuscripts, But of McKay's ships we have
none, even after a short three quarters of a century, for, being
things of utility, they were soon worn out. We have not even
his formulae which might be tasted, or a emall replica which might
be enlarged; and yet he is acknowledged as a master craftsman. In
his case, the testimony of the men who handled them and the
entries in the log books, seam ~ufficient.

Beside these tracings, there are in the Feabody Museum,
at Salem, two beautifully executed drawings of McKay, recently
acquired via Germany. One is a sail plan of his washington
Irving, the other a framing plan of his Chariot of Fame,
This framing plan shows his method of construction, but appears
to have been purposely drawn out of scale. There also existed
at one time a set of his block models, but these were burned by
some barbarian during a coal strike. Today they would bring
almost the price of one of his original ships.
With these drawings, and a few pictures, which all look
alike, and obviously represent the artist's individual idea, as
to how a ship should look, there must be included the file of
the Boston Atlas. When some fine vessel was launched the
shipping news. reporter for that paper would prepare a descr iption giving the scantlings, dimensions of spars, deck arrangement and any unusual fittings. This was the work of Duncan
MGLean, friend and neighbor of McKay, and McKay's ships
received from him their full due. McLean'had followed the sea,
but swallowed the anchor, married, and became a most successful
reporter. But yet we ~ve not enough information to reconstruct a single one of ~hese ships.
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He o~ce said-·"Let friends and foes talk, I'll work." This
was good ocotch and a worthy intention expressed in any tongue but
in this rare instance too sincerely pursued, to the sorrow of the
collector of McKay material. He was either too busy or too
"canny" to explain or delineate his methods as hti went along, we
have the word of his brother, Cornelius, who was in charge of his
mould loft, that no plans showing the lines of his vassal were ever
made, but that they were laid dom1 in the loft from tables of offsets
which were "kept in a book and jealously ·guarded." There is evidence
that some 07 these were later released, at the time of, or shortly
after McKay a death, as there exist a few drawings, which purport to
show the lines and sections of several of his most famous ships the
Stag Hound, Flying Cloud, Champion of the Seas, Lightning, and Great
Republic. These plans, such as they are, and of uncertain authenticity
are so intriguin~ to· the model builders, that what is known, or guessed'
as to their orig1n may be of interest. The original tracings are now
at t·he Pratt School of Naval Architecture, and they· were part of a
ve~y large and valuable collection of marine miscellany left by
Capt. A· H. Clark, the result of 65 years effort. capt. Clark was
~he foremost authority on the clipper ship, and his "Clipper Ship Era "
1s the moe~ interesting, authentic work on that subject. Through
'
his father a close friendship for Donald McKay, it was planned that
young Clark enter that yard, but at the age of 16 he took to the sea
~as Master a.~ 20, and in his later years was the New· York represents.!
iva of Loyd s. These plans give a table of the computed characteristics of each vessel; the center of buoyancy center of effort
block and section coefficients, meta-centre, ~to. such calculations
are laborious, and it does not seem likely that the desire to decieve
would be strong enough to lead anyone to make such·calculations from'
a "faked" table of offsets.

It is enlightening'to compare the output of McKay's yard,
from 1845 to 1855, with that of Webb of New Y0rk, undoubt_e,dly
his chief competitor. During these ten years McKay launched
4:0. vessels, having an aggregate tonnage of 61,000, the largest
of which was of 4555 tons, 18 being more than 200 feet long.
The Webb yard, which we must remember had been established
since 1820, turned out during the same period 52 ships, having
a tonnage of 53,000, the largest of which was of 2006 tons and
only 5 were over 200 feet in length. The length, breadth, and
depth of all of them are known, and the ratio of breadth.to
length is one of the important factors of design. In the Webb
hulls we find this ratio quite constant, and in many i~stances
several ships built to the one set of dimensions. Webb had
either crystallized or his customers ordered from stock models.
His ratios, when plotted, are monotonous. Every hull designed
by McKay except in two instances, differed from the preceding
one. Ev~ry ship was especially designed, either an experiment,
an effort to obtain more speed or some other quality, or he
possessed something never before a~tained b~ a naval architect,
th t is the ability to establish w1th certa1nty tho various
r~ ortions to produce certain desired results. His curve of
~atlos at' least depicts an active mind, imagination and experimental tendencies, and the records prove that, even if every
plotted point represents only a guess, he was the best guesser
of his time.

In Volume VIII of the lOth Census of 1880 there is a repott on
"Ship~ing & Ship Build;ng" by Henry Hall. Thi~ report contains the
!in~s of four of McKay s vessels • and only one other' the Red Jacket'
ea1gned by Samuel Pook, a navel archi teet of Boston a friend and
follower of Donald McKay, and in 1880 in the construction- ·department
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It is not the intention of this paper to leave the impression

that there ware no other builders of fine and fast ships, for there
were many, and most expar,t. It is just that McKay, like his ships,
seems to have been always a little ahead. Some little improvement
in detail or design usually appeared first in his yard, just as the
skysails of one of his ships was usually first to be sighted, booming into her berth at the end of some race halfway round the world.

.

\

Those races were only for strong men and sound ships, and there
were plenty of both. With such a thing as a California clipper
under foot, it is not surprising that the proud skipper or owner
might suggest a race, nor is it strange that another skipper,
equally sensitive as to his reputatioij or that of his ship, should
eagerly accept~ so that each year there was some classic struggle
to lower a record, or pass another ship bound to the same port.
Probably the most exciting and satisfactory race, of all that
took place over that famous course,--New York, round Cape Horn to
San Francisco, was'that between the Flying Fish and John Gilpin in
1852. It was Donald McKay, against Samuel Hall, and both against
the fleet. The John ~ilpin passed Sandy Hook October 29th, followed
by the Flying Fish on November. let, a fair start, and there was to
be no "sojering, '' until they dropped their mud hooks in San
Francisco Bay. The extract of their logs as given by Capt. Clark
is as follows:
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John GilEin
FlzinS Fish
21
days
Sandy Hook to Equator
•••••• 24 days
27
Equator to 50° s. ~·~··~~~·~·••
" •••••• 23 "
600 s. in the Atlantic to
11 "
600 s. in the Pacific •••••• 7 "
20 "
19
600 s. to the Equator •••••••••
"
15
Equator to San Francisco •••••• 18 "
"
I I I I I I I I
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DONALD MCKAY ··MASTER BUILDER

DONALD KCXAY··MASTER BUILDER

Total •••••••
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92 days , •••• , 93 days

These ships were sailing side by side part of the time while
beating round the horn, and it is not difficult to imagine the
flavor of the taunts which must have passed between them The
total difference in time was only 24 hours over a 15 ooo'mile
c.ourse, or to deal in smaller figures, the Flying Fi~h covered the
average mile in a short 6 seconds less than the John Gilpin.
The art of ship building had surely reached a high level and
the skill and courage of the man who handled them must have been
almost perfect to run such races as they did. The repair bills
were large enough, for it was the practice to clap on sail day or
night; if there was too much, let it blow off; if a spar cracked,
fish it or send up another, but never lay to, While Capt. Creasy
of· the Flying Cloud was a famous driver his methods probably
'
differed lut little from those of any other skipper who had a
reputation for pushing a ship from port to port. A few entries
from the log of her first record voyage of 89 days to Frisco in
1861, are interesting and are typical of many such rune.
'
June 6 -- (3 days out from New York). Lost main and mizzen
topgallant masts, and main topsail yard.
June 'I -- Sent up main and mizzen topgallant masts and yards.
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June 8 -- Sent up main topsail yard,
June 14 - Discovered main mast badly sprung about a foot from
hounds and fished it.
July 11 -Very ~avera thunder and lightning, double reefed
topsa1ls, split fora and main topmast stayaails.
At 1:00 :P.M., discovered main mast had sprung, sent
down royal and topgallant yards and studding sail
booms of lover and topsail yards to relieve strain.
July 13

Let man out of irons in consequence of wanting
their services. At 6:00 :P.M. carried away main
topsail tye, and band around main mast.

August 29 - Lost fore topgallant mast.
August 30 - Sent up fore topgallant mast. Night strong
and squally. 6:00A.M. - made South
Farrallones, took pilot at 7:00, anchored
in San Francisco harbor at 11:30 A.M.-after a passage of 89 days, 21 hours •
The Flying Cloud, Staghound and many others who raced around
the horn in '51 ware gone over aloft on their return to New York,
being fitted with heavier spars and stronger rigging. The roasting of such ships was something new and untried and it seams
incredible that wood and hemp could have done their work so wall,
but those ships had stout hearts and understanding masters. Their
youth was spent gloriously, but lavishly; ten years found them
waterlogged and racked, content to sail a slower but yet proud
race. Some, still young but dreading age, rushed frantically to
sunken rock or reef, or with better grace, left port smiling,
only to disappear, regardless of the writing in their clearance
papers. Others, less spirited perhaps, and loving life, chose a
bed of mud or sand, where, in comfort and seclusion, they might
watch the dwindling fleet. And aha, who could neither die nor
rest laid aside her slender spare and creamy cloth to become the
mate'and drudge of some grimy, swaggering towboat. ~ach, in
turn took down with her, something of her creator's fame, and
whan'the last of those stately ships was stricken from the
register, man had left, nothing to remind him of the greatness
and exquisite skill of the Master Builders.
John B. Hunley

THE LITERARY CLUB AND THE "BRYAN" CAMPAIGN OF 1896
DAVID s. OLIVER
JUNE 19, 1926
The year 1896 is of historic importance on account of
two events. The first was the nominati~n of William Jennings
Bryan for the presidency of the United ~tates. The second was
the nomination of the writer for Congress from the ~econd district
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of Ohio. Both nominations were made by the Democratic party,
If my memory does not play we false, neither of these cand.idates
was elected. If my recollection be correct, both of these
candidates were subsequently nominated on several occasions for
public office and both had a uniform record of defeat. You will
understand, therefore, to paraphrase Kipling, that I felt that
Bryan and I, politically speaking, were "brothers, under the
skin."
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The next time Mr. Bryan spoke hare was in 1696, Events
were moving fast. He had gone to the Democratic Convention at
Chicago, He had gained the floor and had declared to those demanding the single gold standard "You shall not press down upon the
brow of labor this crown of thorns, you shall not crucify mankind
. upon a cross of gold." After that speech his nomination was inevitable. When he reached Cincinnati, on his speaking tour, Music
Hall was packed and jammed, with crowds outside, unable to enter •
. It was a great cuntrast to his meeting of the year before,

I.

l. ' (
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There never had been such a political campaign as that of
1896, Soma time in the future, it may be equalled. It will
never be excelled. Mr. Bryan's first visit to Cincinnati was in
1896. At that time he was a Member of Congress. He was brought
here by Horace Dunbar, a friend of Mr. Bryan's and the proprietor
of the Gibson House. A meeting was advertised for the Odeon, on
Elm Street, at which Mr, Bryan was to speak on the Silver Question,
A former member of this club, Judge M. w. Oliver, presided at
that meeting. The attendance was pitiful, probably not over
fifty persons being present,

'

I

It was always a marvel to me how. Mr. Bryan could stand the
demands upon his physical endurance. On the occasion of his
second speech, a committee of us had gone up by train to Maysville,
to escort him to Cincinnati. While waiting at Maysville for
Mr. ·Bryan to arrive, we had indulged in speeches to the crowd
there assembled, After reaching Cincinnati, about six o'clock
P.M., Mr. Bryan had taken soma food and arrived at Music Hall
about 8 o'clock. As I had bean unable to get a seat inside or
even standing room, I went home and retired. Mr. Bryan, however,
made a two hour speech at Music Hall and then went over to covington for a talk. Next morning, when I awoke, I felt as though 1
had been through a threshing machine. By that time, however,
Mr. Bryan was already making a speech at Lawrenceburg, Indiana.
One such strenuous day was enough for me but Mr. Bryan kept it up
during the entire campaign.
The nomination of Mr. Bryan and his outspoken advocacy of
bimetallism put a great strain upon some members of the Literary
Club, especially those who had been devoted followers of Thomas
Jefferson. An ideal member of the Democratic Party is one who can
stand up in a public meeting and declare "My grandfather was a ·
Democrat, my father was a Democrat and I am a Democrat," (tumultuous applause by the audience) Our Literary Club Democrats were
placed in a cruel dilemma, On the one hand, Mr, Bryan claimed to
be the legitimate heir of Thomas Jefferson. On the other hand
the preachers of all demoninations were declaring Mr. Bryan to'be
the fully accredited representative of the Devil on this earth.
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Mr. Bryan was a Fresbyterian in good standing in 1896 and in
1926 died defending Christianity against all comers, Finally,
however, with a great many Democrats the argument of honesty
won the day, A Democrat is always strong on morality. If you
. can only turn a public question into "a moral issue," you can
count on a Democrate every time. The moral issue pointed the
way out to the three grenadiers of the Literary Club, Mr.
Charles M. Thompson, Mr, Frank M. Gorman and Mr. Charles
Theodore Greve. Perhaps, I might also add the name of
Mr. Hans Van Nes.
The three grenadiers were instrumental in forming a third
party, the Gold Bug Democrats. They were delegates to a convention that met in Indianapolis and nominated as third party
candidates Mr. John M, Falmer, for President and Mr. Simon
Bolivar Buckner, for Vice President. As election day drew
nearer, our fellow-members of this Club were again faced by a.
cruel dilemma. Should they vote for Palmer and Buckner, who
stood no chance of election, or should they make their votes
count by voting fo~ McKinley. The following story is told about
Mr. Charles M. Thompson. As he was leaving the polls on
election day, he was asked by a friend how he had voted.
Kr, Thompson replied that he had voted for Palmer and Buckner.
Hie friend, being of an inquisitive nature, subsequently
investigated the returns and found that ~almer and Buckner had
not received a single vote· in Mr. Thompson's precinct. This
was a serious situation for a Democrat who had left his party
on" a moral issue.
My friend, Mr. Ohas. T. Greve, I am sure, will forgive me
for the narration of what follows:--Some time after the
presidential election of 1896, Mr. Greve called at my qffice
and said he was a candidate for appointment to the Board of
Polio commissioners of Cincinnati. T~is appointment, at that
time was made by the Governor of the ~tate. The board was a
bi-partisan o,ne, Mr. Greve asked if I would sign a recommendation for him to be sent to the Governor. I asked Mr. Greve
whether he proposed to be appointed as a Democrat or a
Republican Mr Greve with great indignation said he had
always bee~ a D;mocrat: When I asked him whether he had voted
for Mr. Bryan, he said he had not. I then told him that the
only way I could define a Democrat was as being a person who
bad voted the Democratic ticket. I offered, how~ver; to give
him a letter recommending him to the Governor for appointment
as a republican member of the Police Board. Mr. Greve declined
my offer.
A
ssory . both before and after the fact, and a sturdy

defelld~r a~~e the

thrN:a gre:!:d!:~s ~d~~~r a

0
~
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club, Mr. Hans Van
• d a broad-side of several columns at
1896 and each week he fire massed Knights of Free 3ilver. Fearthe solid phalanxes of thethe defenders of bi-metallism but the
ful was the Carna~e :m~n~een filled and again Mr. Van Nes bore
next weak the ran 8 a . tiona from his editorial chair. Now
down upon them withffutlhml~nflict have cooled, I would not dare
that the passions o
e
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to repeat the oft-expressed opinion of Mr. Van Nes concerning
Mr. Bryan. As I turn the documents in my archives, however, what
is this letter I come across? At the upper, left hand corner is a
picture of·Mr, Bryan. Across the page in large type "For Preeident-Wm. J. Bryan." The letter is addressed to me and I am informed, in
underlined words, that the Hamilton county Bryan Campaign Committee
is "Solely interested in the election of delegates who will be
pledged and keep their pledge to vote for Wm. J, Bryan as the
choice of the democrats of Hamilton County for President."
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And who constitute this Campaign Committee? Can I believe
my eyes? Yes, here it is in cold type.· The name of "Hans Van Ness"
is on the roster of the Committee. The man who, in his newspaper,
every Seventh day in 1896 slew Mr. Bryan, politically speaking,
now demands that only 100 per cent Democrats be sent to the
National convention of 1908 who can be depended upon to vote for·
Mr, Bryan. "Tempora mutantur et in temporibus mutamur •" .
Some of the Democratic memb~rs of the Literary Club recovered
very slowly from their attack of Bryan-phobia. I have before me a
circular, issued by the National Democrats of Ohio. I have often
noticed that a minority of a party always assumes a name that has
a large, mouth-filling sound. You will observe that in this case
a few disgruntled Democrats got together and called themselves
"The National Democrats." This was another instance of the three
tailors of Tooley Street. At any rate, these anti-Bryan democrats
nominated for Governor of Ohio, a member of the Literary Club
.
Mr. Julius Dexter. They further nominated for Attorney-Gener~l,
Mr. Daniel Wilson, also of the Literary Club. The following
members of the Literary Club were on the State Executive Committee
Gustavus H. Wald, c. B. Matthews, Thomas B, Paston, and H. A,
'
Ratterman. The virus was still active in their veins because the
first plank in their platform reaffirmed "Allegiance to the
principles of the party as set forth in the platform adopted at
Indianapolis in 1896,
Another member of the Literary Club to whom the election of

l896. was the cause of great searching of spirit was l4r, Charles

·'·

','·

B· Wilhy, Mr, Wilby, up to that time, had been a dyed-in-thewool Democrat. It was like forsaking the God of his Fathers for
him to think of voting for a Republican candidate for President.
In his sore distress, he turned to me for aid wondering perchance
whether there might be some "balm in Gilead," ' One day, ~ver the
'
telephone, he_ asked whether I would lunch with him that day and
tell him how a person of my intellectual ability (these are hie
words, not mine) could advocate bi-metallism, I told him I would
be glad to do so, on one condition only, He was to let me do all
the talking. He assured me that he would not open his mouth, except to take in food, After we .had ordered our lunch I began ·
"Charley, the whole question of bimetallism rests upo~ the .
quantitative theory of money." That was everything Iwas given
an opportunity to say during that lunch. Mr. Wilby started t·a.lting
at once. All I could do was to eat while he talked, The most
.
curious thing about this episode was that I was frequently stopped
by persons who said that Charles Wilby had told them how I had
very nearly convert·ed him to bi-metallism. Despite my near-success
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in propaganda. Mr. Wilby_ recovered sufficiently to write a
paper f?r this Club. read on Nov, 14, 1896, ent it lad "The
Impra.ct1cability of Bimetallism" and on June 26 1897 h

~i!~~~ d

the then fallen foe in' a paper calla d • i.. Free 'Si ~ ver

One circumstance that gave great pain to the Democratic
Secessionists was to find that Mr. McKinlay, the Republican
candidate for the Presidency, had always been a free silver
advocate both in and out of Congress, His predecessor in
office, Mr. Grover Cleveland, had been unfriendly to silver.
This had called for some cauet ic remarks by Mr, McKinley.
Treating of Mr. Cleveland, in his speech at the Lincoln
day banquet in Memorial hall, Toledo, Ohio, February 13, 1891,
Mr. McKinley spoke as follows:
"During all of his years at the head of the government he
was dishonoring one of our precious metals, one of our own
great products, discrediting silver and enhancing the price of
gold. He endeavored even before his inauguration to office to
atop the coinage of silver dollars and afterwards and to the
~nd of his administration persistently used his power to that
end, He was determined to contract the circulating medium and
demonetize one of the coins of commerce, limit the volume of
money among the people, make money scarcer and therefore dear.
He would have increased the value of money and diminished the
value of everything else--money the master, everything else
the servant. He was not thinking of "the poor" then. He had
left "their side." He was not "standing forth in their defense,''
Cheap coats, cheap labor and dear money; the sponsor and
promoter of these professing to stand guard over the welfare
of the poor and lowly~ was there ever more glaring inconsistency of reckless assumption?"
An honored former member of this Club is Dr. Philip
Van Ness Myers. In 1896, he was a professor at the University
of Cincinnati. The subject of Economics was partly at least
in his province. As a test of how far our Seats of learning
had become dominated by Bryan-phobia, I wrote Dr. Myers and
told him I would like to address his class in Political
Economy on the subject of bi-metallism. I received a very
courteous reply from him appointing a day and hour for ~ talk,
After I had finished and was leaving the University building,
I carefully inspected it and found that none of the walls seamed
to have bean injured by what I had said. I am happy to say
that Dr Myers himself did not suffer through having permitted
me to t;lk. The trustees of the University.did not seem tothink
it incumbent upon them to declare his posit1on vacant.
His experience, happily, was unlike that of_Dr. E. Benjamin
Andrews, President of Brown University at Providence, ~bode
Island. Dr. Andrews, as a result of study and reflect1on, had
become convinced of the truth of bimetal~ism. He had a~so
written and spoken in its favor. A comm1ttee of the Un1versity
trustees had been appointed to wait upon Dr. Andrews and the
following correspondence ensued.

)
.
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"To Rev, E. Benjamin Andrews, D.D.; President Brown University
"In compliance with your request the undersigned, members of a
committee appointed at the last meeting of the corporation of
Brown University, make the following statement:
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"The committee was appointed under the following resolution,
to wit:
"Resolved, That a committee, consisting of the chancellor,
Judge Durfee, and Judge Wayland, be appointed to confer with the
president in regard to the interests of the university,
"The resolution was passed after remarks from several members
of·the corporation, showing more specifically the reason for it.
The makers of these remarks expressed the highest appreciation of
the services rendered by the President in increasing and diversifying the educational facilities and efficiency of the university
and in multiplying the number of students resorting to it, and
at the same time professed for him personally tha.warmest admiration and regard. They signified a wish for a change in only one
particular, having reference to his views upon a question which
constituted a leading issue in the recent Presidential election,
and which is still predominant in national politics, namely, that
of the free coinage of silver as legal tender at a ratio of sixteen
ounces of silver to one of gold.
"They considered that the views of the President as made
public by him from time to time favored a resumption of such coinage,
and expressed the belief that these views were contrary to the views
generally held by the friends of the university; that the university
:tlad alread7 .lost gifts and legacies which otherwise would have come
or have been assured to it, and that, without change it would in
the future fail to receive the pecuniary support which is requisite
to enable it to prosecute with success the grand work on which it
has entered, The change hoped for by them, they proceed to explain,
is'not a renunciation of these views, as honestly entertained by
him, but a forbearance, out of regard for the interests of the
university, to promulgate them, especially when to promulgate them
will appeal moat strongly to the passions and prejudices of the
public. The subscribers understand that it was a pursuance of this
hope that the resolution appointing them a committee to confer with
the President was passed, and passed too, it may be added, without
a single dissenting voice or vote.
·
"William Goddard,
"Thomas Durfee.
"Francis Wayland."
President Andrew's Reply.
To the Advisory and Executive Committee of the Corporation of
Brown University.
Gentlemen: Believing that however much I might desire to do
so, I should find myself unable to meet the wishes of the corporation as explained by the special committee officially appointed to
confer with me on the interests of the university, without surrendering that· reasonable liberty of utterance which my predecessors, my
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faculty, colleagues, and myself have hitherto enjoyed, and
in the absence of which the moat ample endowment for an
educational institution would have but little worth I
respectfully resign the presidency of the university, and
also my professorship therein, to take effect not later than
the first day of the approaching September. I regret the brevity
of the intervening time, but am acting at the earliest possible moment, after securing an interv~ew with the committee.
Thanking you, gentlemen, and all the other mamba rs of the
corporation, for the good will toward me personally, which has
been expressed in so many ways, and cherishing the bast wishes
for the prosperity of the university, I am, yours, with
sincere esteem,
E. Benjamin Andrews.
At a Free-Silver meeting held at Harrison, Ohio, on
Wednesday Evening, August 4th, 1897, the following resolutions
were offered by myself and adopted by the meeting •
"Resolved, that we view with alarm and indignation the
recent action of the Trustees of Brown University at Providence,
.Rhode Island, in demanding that ita honored President, E.
Benjamin Andrews, D.D., cease to promulgate his views
favorable to the remonetization of silver.
Resolved, that in this action, we perceive a flagrant
attempt to suppress freedom of thought and speech which are
among the most important privileges enjoyed by American citizens.
Resolved, that we applaud and commend the noble and
heroic action of President Andrews in resigning his office rather
than continua to hold it upon such degrading and un-American
conditions.
Resolved that we call the attention of our fellow citizens
to this incidftnt as baing of great significance in the struggle
now pending between the power of concentrated wealth on the one
hand and the liberties of the people on the other.

'

Resolved that the Secretary of this meeting be instructed
to send a copy of these resolutions to :President Andrews as a
token of our sympathy and admiration."
You will observe that this action took place after the
presidential election of 1896.
on July 30th, 1897, I wrote Dr.Andrewa the following
· letter.
dear Sir:
Although you are known to me only throu~h your writings, I
am 1m elled to write you at the pre~ent cris1s in your life,
P ·
· of thePresidency of Brown University rather
i~~~ :~~~~r~~o~he deprivation of free speech and free thought,
mark you as a man whose number at the present time is unhappily
My

I'
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too small. At such a time it may be some consolation and comfort
to you to know that all over this broad land there. are those who
admire you and applaud your noble action. In my study of the
Silver Question, nothing aided me more than your admirable little
book "An Honest Dollar." The arguments advanced there in are
unanswerable and it is a sad day for New England, the reputed
source of American culture and learning, when argument is met by
forcible repression of utterance. Every great movement demands
its martyrs. It is perhaps too much to expect· that the remonetization of silver should prove an exception. As we rise from one
height to another in the investigation of this question. our
vision finally embraces the whole.world. We perceive that .the
emancipation we advocate for ourselves necessarily involves the
relief of the poor and down.trodden everywhere, and this thought
inspires us with enthusiasm. If, therefore, men have felt it a
worthy object to be sacrificed for a national cause, you can
draw the greater inspiration from the international scope of the
movement you advocate. In the unprincipled desire for wealth now
dominating our country, it may be that an effort will be made to
throttle learning at its source but, if the Republic is to endure,
the .effort will fail. I predict. that future sons and daughters
of Brown University will revere and honor your name while the
names of those who couple donations with unworthy conditions will
have sunk into a well-merited oblivion.

of debates. If Mr. Bromwell accepts the challenge the debates
will undoubtedly attract widespread attention. The letter
sent by Mr. Oliyer to Mr. Bromwell reads as follows:

Tru·sting that the approbation of thousand of your fellow
citizens will be a source of s.trength to you, I am

3 - The financial legislation of Congress since 1869 has
been in the interest of the bondholder.
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Very truly yours,
Dr. Andrews replied as follows:
Brown University,
Providence,
August 2, 1897.

Cincinnati, October 1, 1896,
"Hon. Jacob H. Bromwell, Masonic Temple, City-Dear Sir: As you and I are rival candidates for Congress in
the Second District of Ohio, I think it would be advantageous
for the voters of our district to have our views on the
financial question presented to them in such a manner that
they could judge of the merits of the Republican and Democratic
positions on this subject. There are only four weeks left before the election, and I propose that you and I meet in joint
debate once during each week. I suggest that the topics for
debate be as follows:
1 - Bimetallism was the financial policy of the United
states from 17~2 to 1873.
2 -The act of Congress of February 12, 1873, was a crime
stealthily perpetrated against the producing classes of this
country.

4 - It is expedient for this nation to adopt the free
coinage of both gold and silver at the ratio of 1 to 16, without
waiting for the aid or consent of any other nation.
I shall be pleased to debate the foregoing questions with
you at such times and places as may be mutually agreeable.
Hoping to be favored with an early reply, I remain

Dear Mr. Oliver:
Thanks for your kind words. 1 am receiving many such. This
business of free speech seems to interest many. The majority of
my J~etters come from gold men. They are beginning to feel the
cold, hard clutch of the Money Power and they themselves don't like
the feeling.
Cordially

Yours truly,
D• s. Oliver."
The action taken by Mr. Bromwell in response to my
invitation to debate is set forth in the article from a
newspaper which follows.
"TIME WASTED

My opponent for Congress, on the Hepublican ticket, was the
Ron. Jacob H. Bromwell, who was at that time a member of Congress.
An interesting episode of my canvass is referred to in the following newspaper clipping.

"Ron. Jacob H. Bromwell, ~epublican candidate for Congress
in the second District, who has been challenged to joint debate
on the money issue by D. s. Oliver, his Democratic opponent,
· will not accept the challenge •
To a Post reporter Friday Mr. Bromwell said: "I have.
received no official communication from Mr. Oliver,,but when

"There is a prospect of some very interesting political events
taking place in the Second Congressional District before election
day. Mr. David s. Oliver, the Democratic candidate for Congress
has challenged his opponent, Hon, Jacob H. Bromwell, to a series'

, be a waste of time now, !~r:~; toebr~~g him into prominence.
~b~i:h~; t~o~ th~l~~~~;e have ·all been promised for more useful .

E. Benj. Andrews

i,:~t! ~~~tb!:!n~h~r~!:~~Ya~~;~~i~~h!~m;~ief~~~tw:~~:~::~ould

work."
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Instead of being ·crushed by these remarks of Mr •. Bromwell,
I returned to the·attack by publishing an open letter in the
"Enquirer" in which I asked Mr. Bromwell whether, as a member of
Congress, in a time of profound peace he had not voted for the
United states· to issue millions of dollars worth of bonds and
whether he would repeat this action if again elected to Congress.

that all the papers read there had advocated the same
side, that he himself believe~ in bi-mettalism and he had made
a motion that the Ministers hear the other side, which motion
was carried, that he had been delegated to invite a free-silver
advocate to address the preachers and would I do so. I gladly
promised to be present the following Monday.

To this letter, Mr. Bromwell replied in an open letter.

As I had not been present when Col, 1icClung addressed the
preachers from the gold stand-point, I called on him at once
and asked if he would let me have his paper so that I might
use it as a guide to my remarks. He promised to send it to
~e the next day.
Instead of the paper, the next day I received
the following letter.

D. s. Oliver, Esq.,
Cincinnati, Ohio,
My dear sir:

In reply to your open letter published in the Enquirer
this morning in which you ask
1 - Whether I did not as a member of Congress vote for the
issue of government bonds in a time of profound peace; and
2 - Whether in case I should be returned to Congress I
would again vote for further issues of bonds in a time· of })eace
to maintain the so-called gold standard, I answer
That I most certainly did vote for the issue of government
bonds in the present Congress and I can assure you that I will
do so again, either in.this Congress or the next, whenever, in
my judgment, it becomes necessary to maintain the credit of the
United states Government and to keep at a panty its various kindS
of money.
Having answered your questions fully, I shall decline to
reply to any further open letters as my engagements from now
until t·he end of the campaign are such that I shall not have the
time to enter into any newspaper controversy with you.
·
Yours Respectfully,
J. H. Bromwell,
M.c. 2nd Diet. o.
I have spoken of Mr. Bryan belng a church ~ember in good
standing in 1896. This reminds me of a curious experience I had
with the clergy of Cincinnati during my campaign for election to
Congress.
· The Presbyterian Ministers' Association of the Cincinnati
Presbytery had become interested in the Money Question. · As this
was a. moral ~estion, it certainly fell within their jurisdiction.
The Ministers Association invited the Rev. Peter Robertson· to
add~ess" it, which he did in a paper entitled "The Money Dilemma
~f 96,
Col. D. W• ~cClung also addressed the Association· on
The Ethics of. Money, · It was a curious coincidence that all the
papers read before the Ministers' Association were by P&rsons
·
advocating the single gold standard. One afternoon, a· young man
entered my office, who seemed to be laboring under s 001e excitement.
He explained to me that he was a Presbyterian minister, that he
had just come from a meeting of the Ministers' Association at
which Col. :McClung had read a paper advocating the single gold

stan~ard,

Dear Sir: At our interview yesterday, I said I would
send you the manuscript of my address, delivered yesterday.
On .reflection, I have changed my intention. I accepted
an invitation from the Ministerial Association some weeks ago,
to discuss the "Ethics of Mona{•'' The cp.rrent phases of the
controversy are merely an inci ent in such a discussion. I
was limited by my theme to an ideal or theoretically perfect
money.
I sea no reason for carrying the matter into a discussion,
before that body, of the shifting phases of temporary expedients.
Very truly,
D• w. McClung
In 1896, I was rather strong on the "moral issue" myself,
Accordingly, I thought that a most fitting topic to address the
preachers on would be "An Honest Dollar." Curiously, however,
my thesis was that the gold dollar, alone, Wa6 a most dishonest
dollar, and that it could only regain its former good character
by onoe mora becoming associated with the silver dollar. With
your permission I will quote from the Commercial Gazette of
Sept. 16t~, 189G, as to what occurred at the ministers' meeting.
"There was a lively scene at the meeting ot the Presbyterian
Ministers yesterday morning in the assembly room of the First
Presbyterian Church, on Fourth Street. For a brief period it
resembled a legislative ball when some important question has
been brought up and has strong supporters on both side~, who are
not afraid to let their views be known. The meeting of tha
ministers was addressed as by previous arrangement by
attorney D· s. Oliver, ~n the subject of the "Honest Dollar."
Mr Oliver is an out-and-out silver man, but he and his hearers
did not seemi~Y agree as to what is an honest dollar, for when
the address was over there ware three ot four preachers on their
feet at once striving to make themselves heard, some of them
anxious to thank the attorney for presenting them with his views,
though not agreeing with them, others desirous of adjourning
without this courtesy, and still others anxious to discuss.th~
uestion The result was that Mr. Oliver was thanked for his
~fforts, 'and ~he meeting adjourned without further discussion.
"The "wheels of industry'" "goose that lays the golden egg"
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and other familiar figure of speech figured in the address, which
was applauded warmly at the close. But before Mr. Oliver could
resume his seat Rev. Dr. Work arose and said:
"Mr. Chairman, I move that we limit the discussion of this
matter one half an hour. I do not believe we will have a revival
in ten thousand years at this rate. It leaves an unsavory 11taste
to have the matter given so much prominence in this churohe
"I think we should thank the gentleman," began Dr. Maxwell,
when another member broke in with a motion to adjourn. Other
motions followed this, and for a few moments the Moderator, Rev.
Mr. Brown, was unable to hear what was said. The trouble arose·
over the question whether or not the thanking of Mr. Oliver for
his address would imply an indorsement of it, which none of those
present seamed willing to give. The Moderator called several of
the speakers to order, and the motion to thank Mr. Oliver was put
and carried. The motion to adjourn without discussing the paper
was then put and carried. For a time there was a decidedly warm
feeling over the matter."
Before my address at the Ministers' meeting, I received the
following letter, which showed that even laymen were interested.
Dear Sir:--Having learned that you are to speak before the
Frasbyterian .treachars meeting next Monday, on the silver question,
and more particularly to answer the paper read by my friend
Rev. P. Robertson, I take the liberty to address you and tell
you that he is badly rattled by the quotation of McKinley's speech
at Toledo five years ago, as published in last Saturdays Enquirer
and would suggest that you "rub it in" to him.
Yours truly,
After I had addressed the preachers I received letters of
which the following is a sample.
Mr. D.· s. Oliver,
Cincinnati, Ohio

Carrollton, Ky.
sept. 16, 1ags.

Dear·Sir:
If your address before the Presbyterian Ministerial
Association on the money qyastion an account of which I read in
the Enquirer of 16 inst. has bean published, I would be pleased
to have a copy as I am persuaded that you have given the matter
mature thought and deliberation and the result of your labors ·
will be a valuable acquisition to those who desire to cast a ballot
intelligently and for the benefit of suffering humanity.
Truly and respectfully,
·TO show how badly mixed the preachers were in 1896 as to the
moral issue involved in the ~oney Question, I read the following
letter I received from a min1ster at Marietta, Ohio.
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Oct. 21, 1896,

My dear Oliver:
On Sun, evening, Oct. 11, I preached a sermon in my
here which made such an impression on one of our
leading lawyers that he asked me to let him have hie
type writer copy it for him, I did so, ssking him to have
her use a carbon and so make me an extra copy. My thought
was that youmight like to know what I am preaching up hare.
The sermon called out much less adverse criticism than I
expected, that is I have heard less than I expected to hear
while the commendations have surpassed any thing I expected;
The last time I talked with General Warner, he told me to
extend his congratulations to you on your nomination, and
tell you that he sincerely hopes you will be elected. The
General is a wheel horse. As matters look to me now • if the
tide in his favor is not overcome by the use of money, I
believe Bryan will be a winner.
chu~h

Sincerely yours,
E. Q. Coil
A newspaper at Marietta commented on Mr, Coil's sermon
in these words:
Rev. E· A. Coil's sermon "The Moral Side of the Money
Question," drew a large audience to the Unitarian church
Sunday evening and on every hand we hear it spoken of as
one of the fairest, ablest and most convincing argument '.s on
that question that has bean made during these days of hented
discussions.
.Times, Democrat
The public interest aroused by the demand for the
remonetization of silver was something phenomenal. Recollect
this was an economic question, yet, every body seemed to have
become economists. One day a reporter on t.he Enquirer asked me
if I would call on the City Editor. When I did so, he showed
me a large package of letters the writers. of which had written
asking questions about the money issue. He wanted to know if
I would run a column avery day answering these inquiries.. I
told him I would and every day, including election day, I
had one two or thre~ columns of replies to all kinds of
interrogatories on the monetary dispute. A separate supplement
was issued containing·the first hundred answers. A second
and then a .third supplement ware issued containing subsequent
answers. Mr. John R. McLean, proprietor of the Enquirer, never
wavered in supporting the ~ause of free silver in his newspaper.
I had one curious experience in connection with this
newspaper work. One day, shortly after I began, I was surprised
to find the Times-Star carrying one of my answers at the head
of its editorial page. The Times-Star had b~en badly bitten
by the gold-bug and I examined the answer cr1 tically to see
why it had displayed my answer so prominently. It coptinued
to carry it on its editorial page during the entire campaign.
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My examination showed that a word had· been added to my answer· by
some one on the Enquirer force. The addition of this one word
had made my answer mean exactly the opposite of what I had written
and of course the Times-Star had seized upon this with ghoulish
glee, I called upon 'the :·City Editor and told him that if he had
anybody on the Enquirer staff who understood the silver question
better than I did, he ought to let him answer the questions inetead
of myself, I informed him that a second attempt to edit my answers
would result in my resigning the job. After that my answers were ·
published exactly as I wrote them and the Times-Star never exploited
another one.
.My archives furnish two more letters concerning the silver
question which are of.interest, The first is from a former member
of the Literary Club, Mr. Thomas J, Emery. The second is f~om a
present member, Mr. Charles J. Livingood. The letter from
Mr, Emery reads as follows:
"San Francisco, Dec. 16, 189'1
Mr. D·

w.

Oliver:

D· s. Oliver, Esq.,
317 Masonic Temple,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Dear Mr. Oliver:
Ira. Emery and I both enjoyed and thank you for letting
us see this letter from Mr. Emery on the Silver question
written way back in '97, It is certainly an echo of the
past and his arguments are still good,
Yours very truly,
Chas. J. Livingood.
.And so the campaign wore on. In spite of the defection
of the Literary Club Democrats, Mr. Bryan continued to make
inroads on the enemy's forces. By October let 1896
Mr. Bryan had his election safely within his ,g~aap. 'And then
some thing ha ppe ned~
I have said that it was the moral issue that drove the

Thanks for your favor of the 9th and pamphlet on the
money question.
I agree with you that the discarding of silver has had much
to do with the prevailing low prices--not to have discarded the
white metal would have brought on us worse troubles. By new
methods silver can be produced in many mines at 26¢ an ounce •. In
the u. s. it can be profitably sold at 601. To keep the two
metals under these conditions in circulation at 16 to 1 is
impossible, even with the concurrence of the whole civilized world.
The Jews and sharp money changers would hoard the gold and the
.
world's money would be silver .alone.

.
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For the U, s. to attempt alone to keep silver on a parity
with gold is simply nonsense, We would be by the aide of Mexico
in a few moments. The wise course .is to accept the present as
the l&.as of two evils.
Those who have the misfortum to be in debt suffer without
question, just as the creditor class suffered during and after
the war.
The whole world is GOING for gold. It -is no uae in trying
to stem the tide, nor "to kick against the pr ioks •"
1 have not yet had time to read your little book but by
looking over for a few moments I see. that it has great merit and
I shall read it the first leisure hour,
Yours respectfully,
Thos. J., Emery "
A year or so ago, I sent Mr. Emery's letter to Mr. Livingood
and received the following reply:

Literary Club democrats from their party fealty. By October
first they were in despair. It looked as though evil would
triumph over good, as though right would be on the scaffold
and wrong upon the throne. Had their political sacrifice been
in vain?
fortunate it is that in every crisis some Heaven-sent
chieftain appears to lead the forces ·of righteousness~ At
this critical moment there appeared o·ne of those moral
champions whose character, whose meth.ods, whose implicit trust
in the highest ethics and whose exemplification of them in his
actions recalled to the wavering hearts of the faithful,
the assurance that "God is in the Heavens and the Government
at Washington still lives." I refer to the Hon. Marcus A· Hanna.
This paladin of purity in politics did not have the weakness in
action of most exponents of the highest morality. There was an
intensely practical side to his nature. Our Literary Club
ex-Democrats were, therefore, soon reassured by the lusty
strokes of Mr. Hanna on behalf of morality. Mr. Hanna conceived
the idea that a large campaign fund might be found useful in
reasserting the power of the Kingdom of Heaven. The campaign
fund arose as if by magic. Part of this campaign fund was used
to finance a republican procession in Cincinnati. As I stood
on the sidewalk and watched the procession go by and saw in its
ranks Judge Moses F. Wilson, Judge John R. Sayler, and other
Literary Club lights and other Democrats of the baser sort, I
realized that Heaven and Hanna made a combination hard to beat.
The fateful day, . election day, November 3, 1896, drew on
apace, All day long the contest between the forces of good
(re-enforced by the Literary Club ex-Democrats and Mark H~nne.)
and the forces of evil raged all over this broad land. After
the shades of evening had fallen, certain members of the
Literary Club gathered in this very room where we are assembled
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tonight. A paragraph in the Cincinnati Enquirer of the following
day describ~a what took place.
·
out of the 91 members of the Literary Club 90 were for
McKinley and the returns that came in over the ticker that had
been put'in the club house by the Western Union consequently were
vary satisfactory. The members who congregated ~t the club house,
on East Eighth street, spent their time in chatt1ng pleasantly
and indulging in refreshments. All were ,in a good mood,
Miss Elizabeth McCabe performed her duties of telegraph operator
with celerity and precision.
The members present were: Masers. c. M. Thompson,
F· w. Hinkle, F. M. savage, T. G. Greve, w. A. DeCamp, E. G. Kinkead,
Chas. J. Davis, Daniel F. Wilson, Franklin T. Cahill, J. w. Herron,
Henry van Ness, oscar Stoehr, Rogers Wright, w. H. Anderson,
M. H. Mackay, G. Nicholson, General B. R. Cowen, Drs. Chas. E.
Walton and E• Caldwell, D. Crank, Judge Mose Wilson and
Judge s. M. Maxwell.
·
can you not see them? I can. Here they sit. Every telegram
that shows the defeat of Mr. Bryan or myself is hailed with cheers.
As our failure becomes surer and surer, their gayety and good
humor increase. Mark Hanna, in his shining ar~or of righteousness,
like some modern Lance lot, leading the battalions of moral exDemocrats, had redeemed Hamilton County, Ohio, from the hosts of
darkness.
McKinley had ••••••
Bryan ·had • • • • • • • • •
Judge Bromwell had.
I had •••••••••••••

57,782 votes
38,003 "
29,875 "
20,576 "

D,avid

s.

Oliver
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President's Acre"

"Why seeks he with unwearied toil ·
Through death's dire walks to urge his way--Reclaim his long-asserted spoil
And lead oblivion into day~"
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$0ME twenty years ago, quite long enough for everybody
to have quite forgotten it, I wrote a paper for the Club,
anti tled "THE SWORD of the LORD and of GIDEON •"

· It ~as baa~d on a quaint and curious story, which I
unearthed when I was writing the history of Lancaster, the
county seat of Fairfield County, Ohio, a copy of which remarkable book has stood all these years on the Club's library sheives
with, I feel quite sure, none to disturb its dust covered top.
Perhaps even I would have forgotten the story had l not
come across a finger length item in the Enquirer, which contained a telegram from Lancaster, Ohio, under date of
March 3, 1925--the day before Calvin Coolidge's inauguration as
President of the United States. This clipping reads as
follows:
COOLIDGE HEIR TO "ACRE" AT lancaster,
Ohio, For Use Only As Burial Ground,
Lancaster, Ohio, March 3--When President Coolidge
is inaugurated tomorrow he will become the owner
of a one acre tract of land lying west of this
city, which he may use for his burial ground only.
According to Court records here, this tract, known
a.a the "President's Acre," was deeded one hundred
years ago to President Andrew Jackson and to his
successors in office, to be used as their burial
ground.

:r:
'

-'~
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Mr. Coolidge will be the twenty-fifth President
to be notified of this privilege on his inauguration day. The burial ground is surrounded by an
octagon stone wall three feet thick and ten feet
high. An inscription chiseled over the arched
gateway tells of the purpose for which t~e land
was intended.
The donor died in 1833, after planting the tract
with locust trees and a cedar of Lebanon brought
from the Holy Land. They were destroyed in a
tornado here years ago.
There seems to be one or two slight discrepencies
between the condensed facts, as stated in this telegram
and my own story of the Fresident: a Acre, as gleaned by
me from the Fairfield county arch1ves.
. 1 feel that the Club may perhaps pardon the repetition
of my story but really it is so unique and one of a number
of unusual things connected with the settlement, of not only
our own state but of other sections both East and West, that
it will bear being a twice told tale.
scotland has contributed some of the finest characters

; I
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America has aver known--strong, sturdy men of rare common
sense, the product perhaps of their early environment and
ancestry. Cincinnati has a strong Scotch contingent--some of
our best citizens tracing their ancestry to "Scots who ha'
with Wallace bled'' --the Caledonian Society being, perhaps, ·
the oldest brotherhood of any kind in the west, their last
st. Andrew's Day banquet, marking the Ninety-Second Anniversary
of the Society, thus antidating by some sixteen years the
Literary Club's boasted seventy-six summers and as many Winters.
Quite aged and gray both of them.

I remember on the return from my one and only visit to
their stern and rook bound coasts, congratulating some of these
Caledonian friends on the wisdom displayed by their forebears
in leaving the bleak, forbidding moorlands of old Scotia for
the more salubrious climate of the Ohio Valley. Many smart,
canny men came from Scotland--the smarter they were the quicker
they came.
It is difficult for us of the twentieth century to visualize conditions in the mother country in the seventeenth.
The protesting of Martin Luther, Erasmus and others on the
Continent, found John Knox and Calvin equally protestant in
Scotland, and while insisting on the right to worship God after
the dictates of their own consciences, they were quite as
strenuous in denouncing all who disagreed with them; in other
words orthodoxy·is my doxy, heterodoxy is your doxy. some of
their spiritual children survive to this day.
While both denounced the Catholic religion, until ultimately
it was ~ooted out in both England and Scotland, the war was on
between Presbyterians--the state church in Scotland and the
Church of England, which in vain tried to impose upon their
northern neighbor the Episcopal form of worship with ita forms
and ceremonies, which were intolerable to those of the Westmin~ter confession.
Visitors to stately old st. Giles Cathedral, Edinburg, are
pointed out a particular spot in that magnificent edifice, where
on sunday July 23, 1637, Jenny Geddes embalmed herself in
history and brought the service to an abrupt close, by throwing a stool at his reverence, Bishop ·Lindsey, who was for the
first time imposing on them the English book of Common Prayer.
Other churches were equally dissenters--no such tumult had
been known since the Heformation.
In such stress was born The Covenant, "the defense of the
true religion, as reformed from Papery and the liberty and laws
of the Kingdom," so the ancient records inform us.
The religious wars begun at this time were really but the
consequence of the Reformati'on, which dated back to· the early
sixteenth century,--the time of James the fifth of Scotland,
Mary Queen of soots, Henry the eighth and Elizabeth in England,
followed along down to Cromwell's time and later.
...
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It was just after the battle of Bothwell Bridge
June 22, 1679, waged between the Scotch covenanters ~nd
the forces of the King, under the Duke of Monmouth that
the defeated Presbyterians became widely scattered: some of
}hem fleeing ?ver sea for sanctuary into friendly Holland.
twas this l1ttle band of Covenanters, also known as
C~meronians; who raised as their standard in battle the
celebrated' BLUDIE BANNER," with bloodred inscription in
Hebrew characters:
Jehovah Nisei~
For Christ and his truth
No quarter for ye active enemies'of ye covenant.
Among the acknowledged purposes of this small but
determined sect was a disavowal of allegiance to the King
and, severing themselves from the ~tate, to form a Commonwealth baaed solely on the Mosaic law.
While on Dutch soil, "with assurances from the Lord,"
the Covenanters rallied such adherents as were possible and
presently (1680) we find the redoutable Richard Cameron back
in Scotland, fanning the embers of revolt and raising the
fallen standard at Airds Moss; it was here too in true
Scottish fashion, that he and his brother Michael fought
their last fight.
.
'
"And leaving in battle no blot on their name·
Looked proudly to heaven from the death-bed of fame."
While some his.torians insist that nothing in Richard
Cameron's life became him like the leaving it, yet he died
true to his conscience as witness his last wor.ds:
"My way shall be found straight, doing

no other than what I profess, and that,
in His strength alone Who is able to
sustain His own, and guide them in a
way they know not •"

With this remarkable man, through his wanderings, his
privations,. hearing his anathemas, sharing his convictions
of right and duty, was Nathaniel Wilson, a lad of nineteen
but a Covenanter of resolution, equal to that of his celebrated
patron--a boy in years but "a man of the clearest honour,
courage and affection to his service."
Taken prisoner, young Wilson's youth pleaded for him and,
notwithstanding, this was THE KILLING TIME, made famous and
memorable by Sir Walter Scott in "Old Mortality," he missed the
fate of his fellows, who with Cameron had their heads and hands
impaled on Netherbow-Port Edinburg, and more fortunate still,
managed to escape, taking with him his leader's now useless
sword.
Finding asylum in the pent-lands and moors, he later
joined another saint of the Covenant, Meikle John Gibb, who

>
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prior to his setting sail for the new world, had in delirious
delusion drawn after him twenty-six women and three men, "the
greater part of them serious, exercised, tender, zealous,
·
gracious souls," --yet history records that "Gibb carried pistols
to use. on husbands who came seeking their gracious, exercised
wtves."
These Gibbi tea religiously objected to "all or own dues, · •·
excise and customs," and their biographer notes their consistent
abstinence from "ale, tobacco and other fool things •"
Once in America, young Wi.lson settled in Cumberland County,
Pennsylvania, where weary of religious excesses and having naught
to molest him, he seems to have reared his altar and his family,
in the fear of his God and in 1753 at a ripe old age, was gathered
to his fathers, leaving to his eldest son, Nathaniel, beside the
faith, for which he lived and would willingly have died. the.old
Scotch Bible and that priceless relic, Cameron's sword.
Until 1798 Nathaniel (second)' tarried in the Pennsylvania
homestead, when he removed his growing family to Ohio, locating
in that beauty spot, Fairfield County, about three mile:s from
the present flourishing little city of Lancaster.
It is told of his homely log cabin in the clearing, that
over ita door-way in the living room he hung the old weapo~ and
over it the words, "THE SWORD of the LORD and of GIDEON •"
Thus, constantly reminded of "the faith of his father~,"
many of the ideas and peculiarities of the old Scotch Covenanters
became as second natura to the old man, and nona mora so than
reverence and respect for the dead, qualiti as he considered sadly
lacking in America, and especially on the frontier i
Nathaniel Wilson, died in 1815, and when that formidable
document, "the will," had been read, "the home place" went to his
son Nathaniel, the third of the name in this country. Mindful
of hi~ father's wish, "to fame a stane of memorial that my name
may not perish from among the people," and to provide an object
lesson for future generations, in 1817 he dedicated a portion of
his farm as a burial ground, and to insure ita perpetually remaining free from desecration or intrusion, on October 24,. 1817, he
deeded the tract "to James Monroe, l?residant of the United states,
and his su6ces~ors in office, forever."
·
He secured a formal acceptance from President Monroe,' and
it is said that such acceptance has bean renewed by each successive
President. As he grew older, Mr. Wilson became mora eccentric,
and in 1838 determined to enclose the burial ground in a twelvesided stone wall, and to plant therein a Cedar of Lebanon, imported
by him from Palestine for this purpose.
At considerable expense he quarried the stone some distance
from the cemetery, desiring that no noise of hammer, loud talking
or any other apparent disrespect, should be shown the dead. It is
even said that he was always present when work on the wall was in
progress, reading to the workmen from the old Scotch Bible of·
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his Covenanter ancestors.
The plans for the cemetery wall had been made by his own
hands, The plot of 169 feet in circumference 1 each of the
twelve sides .being 13 feet 3 inches long. He provided
foundations four f~et in depth and a super-structure of sandstone three feet w1de; on top of the base so formed, carefully.
laid without mortar, was a wall of light. brown dressed stone
eighteen inches thick and eight feat high, the whole surmounted
by a cap two feet thick and four inches in height. He frequently
quoted from his Bible, "Built of stone mde ready before it was
brought thither; so that there was neither hammer nor axe nor
any tool of iron heard, while it was building." '
'
May 12, 1839, before the work was finished Nathaniel
Wilson died, but his.will provided still furthe; eccentric
bequests to the burying ground, his son, Gustin Wilson, being
directed to complete his father's plana and to deed to "Martin
Van Buren, President of the United States, and his successors
in office, forever," a grove of locust trees to be used only
for making a fence around the stone wall on which so much labor,
time and money had already been expended, The grove is very
near the burial plot. This unique place of sepulchure contains
but nine graves carefully arranged and located by Nathaniel
Wilson (third).
.
Thus endeth the unique, if not romantic story--one of
the lints which connects the state of Ohio with its welcome
to all creeds, and old Scotland in the days of "Blood and no
Quarter."
''I cannot te 11 how the truth may be
I tell the tala as 'twas told to me."
It is wall that such reminiscences, tales and traditions
be gathered into the archives of our Club--that we remember
the brave days of old, nor cease to wonder whence come many
of the sterling qualities inherited from honest, God-fearing,
if peculiar, ancestors.
Edward s. Ebbert

2

The Subtle Enjoyment of Thrift

It was told of an old time Cincinnati woman of means, that
her idea of a· regular orgy was to do without something she
needed badly and save the price. Ferhapa in Cincinnati, any
existing love of frugaJ.ity is an heritage from New England,
Scotland Garmany or Jerusalem as the case may be, and the
shorter the ancestral coupl~ng, the keener the respect for the
penny saved and the pleasure of gloating over it.
Thrift runs in diverse channels,--time, energy, distance,
effort, and what not, are all subj~ct to saving, and there is
nothing mora delightful than Captain cuttle' s explanation of
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his resourcefulness in language: "But ·I never wanted two or · ·
three words in my life that I didn't know where to lay my hands
upon 'em, Gills," he observed, "It comes of not wasting language
as some do."
But for real joy in saving, commend me to the man who
measures thrift in terms of coin, and particularly to my friend,
X, long since passed to his forbears. He and Coolidge came. from
the same state, and the early chronicles of vermont are well and
creditably sprinkled with the X name. It was a synonym for honesty
and fair dealing and no man of the name liked the sun to go down
with an open debt on hie books. But they did worship frugality-it was the family fetish, and it reached its finest flower in my
friend. He got a concrete enjoyment out of not spe.nding money,
that was unique. For ·ingenuity in husbanwv, he had no equal,-and curiously enough his efforts to stretch nickle s to quarters,
lacked the element of sordidness which usually attaches to ·such.
He did small things in such a· large way that the thought of meanness was strained out of them. Examples of his prowess as a nonspender have been remembered by his friends with admiration.
One night on the train he figured long and seriously on the
edge of hie newspaper and then announced the result: "MY family
used 463 matches last month, and at the present rate they will
u~e 681 this. There is something wrong •"
He bought an overcoat for $14.98 in February and when he put
it in commission the next winter it was noticed that on the train
he did not take it off, but wore it back and forth regardles.s of
the temperatura of the car. Being accused of pride in the beauty
of the garment he explained that it was not that at all, but he
had made calculations that it wore out the coat more to take it
off and put it on again than it did to keep on wearing it.
Hie feats in the matter of diet were startling. One time he
announced that he had discovered a way to get a cup of coffee and
a glass of milk for a nickle,--"They bring·the coffee and a little
pitcher of cream, and I drink the coffee black, (I like it nearly
as well that way any how) and then I empty the cream into a glass
and fill it up with water, and it makes quite good milk."
He was a traveling salesman and his expense accounts were
marvels. He never rode in a sleeper,--the air was so bad that it
stifled him; he· never got a meal on a diner,--the food lacked
freshness; pe was always looking out for reduced railroad fare;
all tipping was taboo to him; and I think it is true that· he once
went from Cincinnati to Vermont at an expense of $2.96, not counting his railroad fare, the extra six cants being for apples to
piece out his meals, a bit of extravagance for which he took
occasion to apologize. He explained once that sample packages
of breakfast food distributed on the train were a little· dry but
that a man must not expect everything. I remember the unction
with which he described a breakfast in a station restaurant at
four o'clock in the morning: "I got a cup of coffee and a piece
of custard pVe, and the pia was good a·o 1 got another piece."
He was from ermont, all rightl
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His clothes were a matter of constant financial interest
to him. They took on a sort of personality and must not be
treated in trifling fashion. During a period in the nineties
when the Ladies Home Journal was asking such questions as
"What woman influenced you most in life?" ''What book did the
most to mould your character?" and other auestions of like
originality, --one week the query was, "What would you do if
you had a million dollars?" and the dean of the commuter train,
read with a little twinkle in his eye the answer of a man from
Kansas, that if he had a million dollars he would have a pair
of suspenders for every paid of trousers that he had, X in all
seriousness announced "Wall, I have two pairs of pants and three
·pairs of suspenders" and everybody knew that he was not joking
but that it was a plain statement of fact •"
On being advised by his doctor that his system needed iron
tonic, he put a handful of nails in a glass of vinegar to
dissolve into the needed medicine,
\

His partner M. was a frugal German but by contrast he
seemed a spendthrift. He maintained a pleasant home with a
widowed daughter on a drawing account of $16.00 a week, The
extravagance of this amount worried x. He constantly wondered
what M could do with all that money, until one day he asked me
very gravely if I thought that M could be keeping a woman.

x lived

to be 88 years old and the year he died he bought
a truss which was warranted to cure hernia,--a most uncomfortable harness it was; and about two days before death came, his
son found that the old gentleman was wearing that truss in bed,-he said it cost $10.00 and he was not going to spend that much
money without getting the use of it.
He raised a large and fine family who did the beet they
could with his foibles, and had the grace to take them goodnaturedly It is a matter of history that the family expenses
never exc~edad $600.00 a year, and even some of that was.laid
aside for a rainy day. During the panic of 1893 his bus1ness
was one of the financial victims and had to go through a receivership, but his family never knew the diffe~ence, --they did not
renounce a single luxury or give up any s1ngle extravagance.
X'e benevolence in all matters whose hallmark was not t~e
dollar sign was unmeasured,--he would give ungrudgingly of k t
sal efficient service of all kinds, and he ep

~~:S~a~!~:o~~~d s~pplia~ wit~t~oma 1 ~r~:nw;~u!~a!~dt~r~:~di~~:k,
but when it came to partlng ~ d th:~ he had the means and the
of the man of whom it was sal
t h h d a glass arm.
disposition to throw money to the birds, bu e a
bl the best of any man I have known, of
X solved the pro em
, f consistent economy; and
how to live without reproac~i a ii~!n~ot help thinking that it
in the.se Q.a.ys of loodse spaexn tr~~agance to be tempered by his .
would be well for mo ern
Lewis N. Gatch
old fashioned brand of Vermont carefulness.
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In my various trips abroad, extending over a number of
years, I have been interested to note the changes in mann~rs and
customs of the various countries more or leas familiar to me,
It used to be said that change and vagary belonged only on
our own side of the Atlantic,--and to say ~Oh, he's an Americanl'
excused him, just as you excuse a monkey at the zoo,~-not reaponsi~le; but that all Europa, like the laws of the Medea and Persians,
altered not, their ways being not like our ways nor did they wish
them to be,
England especially, now and ever, has been, opposed to
innovations; "the way their fathers trod" was good enough for that
tight little island.
In my early visits to London, I was disposed to -join the
many "first-timers" in criticism and even in suggestion touching
the crude, obsolete, antique w~ye and meth~ds I observed on every
hand; the invariable answer was, "Whyl we ve always done it that
wayl" a good and sufficient reason for everla~tingly continuing
eo to do it.
·
. Did you ever try to use their telephone?
taxi or walk than try it again~

I'd rather take a

When first I went abroad their hotels were ever so different
from ours, No office a.s we know that term, --no clerk to whom to
tell~ur troubles •. A .Porter's desk, usually just inside the
main door presided over by a portly retainer whose fund of information included "the heavens above, the earth beneath, and the
waters under the earth." To him you went for, a card of registration which then as now, included a civil service questionaire
covering your ancestry to the third and fourth gan(=Jrat ion, your
goings and comings sin~e the flood, and insinuations as to your
integrity in visit:Lng their: country, until between the lines
you felt sure they suspected designs against the crown jewels,
and the cry everywhere•s "God save the Queen" --all this for
the police department, to be filed by mine host within twelve
hours of,your arrival.
lf in France, breakfast of rolls and coffee--always poor
coffee, by-the-by, and invariably in your own room, or better
still in bed. So many Americans presently insisting on fruit or
an egg, (both of them luxuries from their view-point-) being added
to this morning menu, progressive establishments soon called
attention to their "American Breakfasts,"
Elevators were few and far between and usually such primitive
affairs as to make you scarce willing to trust your precious life
to their creaking and slow going mechanism; and you were supposed
never to use them for descent,--you were to walk down. Not infrequently during the middle of the day,, when no trains wer.e expected
or new arrivals imminent, a not uncommon sign on the "Lif*" door
was, "In Reparation," which being interpreted, meant, "Walk up,"
And there was no heat in the average hotel. No matter how
cold, there was little if any fire anywhere on the place; and
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oh, h~w cold it can get·within those thick walls where even
in mid-summer there is often a cellar like clamminess, Fuel
costs money you know, and Americans used to such luxuries
must pay for the bricketts of coal or the bunches of fagots
ordered for your private fire.
OcQasionally, on the Continent, there would be found a
stove in a public room; a tiled stove that looked for all the
world like a monument of white marble. The fire had been laid
and was well tended by a most economic dispenser of fuel and
you needent think you would poke it after his departure for
you co.uldn' t--a pad-loQk saw to that, and the extreme h~at
emitted would not burn your cheeks should you try to warm the
tips of your ears. Later as a concession to "those cold
blooded Americans," a very few hotels installed furnaces and
"Central Heating" was heralded on their letter heads-for which
same letterhead they made you pay·-as the last word in
comfort and sure to catch the barbarians from over sea.
And the bathrooms, the plumbing, or too often, or most
always, the lack of all such things~
The bath-tub was ·an American novelty--first made and
used in Cincinnati, if you please,--and not to be thought
of in England as a substitute or exchange for the tin tub
so religiously used by John Bull as to be even carried in
the "luggage van" with his "boxes." On the Continent in
those days, he. was a marked man who wanted a bath and the
fact that. he had indulged in one almost megaphoned to his
fellow~boarders. The room for such a tremendous event was
an ordinary bed-room set apart for· the purpose and a special
charge was made for its use; a tub big enough for the old
lady who lived in the shoe, and oftener than not you would
find it lined with a flowing white sheet, reminding you of a
funeral couch. To this day "over there," they qon't believe
very much in either fresh air or water for external or
internal use.
But many of these things are changed now,
The changes have come about so gradually too, as to
surprise even the natives into believing them to be homemade whereas nearly every one of them has come from our own
country, the result of the war and the aver increasing tide
of travel from America.
The war wrought many of these changes. When our boys
landed in Europe, singing, ''The Yanks are Coming," they brought
with. them many things beside ammunition wagons.
This is evident almost everywhere. Glimpses from car
windows show many of our mogul engines on their railroad
tracka,--many of our great freight cars over topping their
miniature "good trains." These are some of the .leftovers,
sold by us for a song, and for which there was 1n some
countries prolonged discussion over tardy payment •
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Hotel proprietors have been studying American methods,
and evan in switzerland where over 80 per cent of the country's
business is hotel keepi~ and the purveying of food, one notes
radical changes and all of them, a la American.
In the better hotels they have regular offices now, with
clerks if you please· clerks who have shed the·funeral director's
coats formerly worn by the cloistered accountants in the "Bureau,"-clerks who look almost like American ditto, even in some instances
with the proverbial diamond pin so dear to the originators of
"Front'' in our own hostelries. Dining tooms have in many instances
been re-arranged and I may say in passing, that prices too. have
1
·
·
soared to keep pace with New York.
Department stores, shops, theatres, newspapers,--show changes
along American linea, until Paris editorials appear anxious lest
that city be-come Americanized almost to the exclusion of French
manners and customs, and even the French people· themselves be
crowded out.
However this may be, or how jealous for things French, they
admire the dollar mark on our coat of arms,--in fact many beside
those who for centuries have reckoned in pounds Sterling and
franca, are now thinking in dollars and trying to get as many of
them as possible,
On every hand one sees unmistakable evidence of the arrival
of the "Yanks" and of their short stay among the people. The
incorporation of American words into their foreign speech,--the
slang and even the "Swear words" used by the boys from over seas.
On the steps of Milan Cathedral in refusing the omnipresent
post card offered by a tan year old lad; he turned to his chum
with the only English words he knew in all probability, saying,
''Noth~ing Do-ing •"
They have copied our manners, and our methods.
While they like our free and easy approach, the cordial smile
and off-ha~d way of Americans, they like our money even mora. But
for our vast resources, they would forego any other virtues we may
have, but we are the best crop they raise over there, and they envy
the man who has the price for the over-seas journey, quite sure
that every visitor must be rolling in wealth since he comes from
El Dorado where surely the streets are paved with pure gold.
Shaftsbury Aven~e, the theatre street of London, has been
jocularly rechristened "New York" Avenue; no less than six of the
seven playhouses in that theatrical thoroughfare being occupied
by American plays. The most popular of the sextette has the
alluring title, "Is zat so?'' --an evening of undiluted American
slang which seams to appeal to English palates, though a glossary
or a surgical operation must have been necessary for the· slower
comprehension of our English cousins.
The success of this colloquial play is astonishing as no
doubt it is as deep as "Abie's Irish Rose," or some other emination
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from "Main Street"--yet the dear English public liked it.
Almost every movie sho\vn in England now-a-days is American;
the successful dance music and concert stuff is also·branded
"U,S.A,"--this includes our charming 'Charleston' and the
delectable 'Jazz' with saxophone accompaniment, to all of
which they are heartily welcome, "to have and to hold from
this time forward;" while·our folk-songs, "Old Kentucky Home,"
"Nelly Gray," "Massa's in the cold, cold Ground," are as
popular as the spirituals of our colored friends.
We give and take in this matter of plays and players, In
many instances both of these commodities are better when
stamped "Made in England," Some of their plays are very good,
one now on the London stage, "The Farmer' s Wife," having
recently reached its thousandth performance, and nobody who
recalls "Hindle Wakes" or "Little Miss Llewellen" will contend
that we do anything better on this side of the Atlantic.
Their actors, as a rule, are more finished than ours, more
schooled in detail; the minor parts, the little appointments,
more carefully considered perhaps,
One by one both good plays and good actors are sailing to
our shores largely because the latter can multiply their
English salaries by four even though their expenses on this
side of the pond must be at least double. London is complaining of a shortage of young, worth-while actors because of this
lure of American dollars.
some of us read with interest the following excerpt
from the London "Guardian" of recent data:
"'!'hose who agree in an abstract way that there should be
free trade in art, dislike the spectacle of their creed in
practice, and begin to worry about national ascendancy when
the idiom of Broadway becomes first intelligable and then
popular on Shaftsbury Avenue.
It is hardly necessary to point out t~at England is
bigger than Shaftsbury Avenue, as America 1s bigger than
Broadway and in any case it is a little early to talk of
the Americanization of England because of the confluence
of a few strains of tendency.
It is true that a variety of circumstances has given
America dominion over our cinima • It is also tru~ that ~kyi
signs are seen in Piccadilly; that our magazines 1nc~~as1ngfy
adopt the American technique, and that the vogue con 1nues or
New York and Jewish variations on negro rhythms. This
certainly implies that the Engli~h public ~sd~~~!n~~~~!owhich
understand and to enjoy the Amer1can way 0
we had previously done in a different way for oursa 1vee.
·
A strange tongue is becoming familiar, ~uttthtf
;~sn~!ll
08
,any reason for imagining that John Bull has
a
t be
points. One might as well argue that an Englishman canno
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decently English because he knows enough French to enjoy a
Guitry comedy or enough Italian to take his Pirondallo without
~he aid of an interpreter.
Far better than indiscriminate alarm at these exchanges,
is the resolve to make them mutual and to guide them in the right
direction.
America does mora than take our Tudor houses, Old Masters,
early quartos, .It listens to our lecturers, gives us hints on
architecture, reads our books, acts our plays, particularly admires
our actors, occasionally even makes the reputation of an English
wri tar whom we have neglected •"
Everywhere in Europe, America is cited as an example. Our
thrift, our prosperity, our methods are pointed to in every discussion as to improving conditions, while dissatisfied labor
everywhere looks longingly to our shores, crowding the Quotas of
every country, and but for our recent legislation, the present
year would have seen the largest outpouring of emigrants to
America that has ever been known. With the desire to batter their
condition we would be fairly over-run with foreigners from avery
country in both Europa and Asia.
Hard times are indeed knocking at the door, especially in
England where masses and classes alike are sweating blood-fighting
for life itself, not only of the individual, but of the Nation,
the motherland, "Old England'"
. In this country Providence has indeed smiled upon us and
prosperity such as was naver before known, has crowned our
efforts.
We should be humble and helpful rather than boastful.
As we watch the struggle of all Europe to rehabilitate
i~salf, we should be charitable in our judgements and equally so
in our criticisms, while we thank God that our lines are cast in
such pleasant places and that we have so goodly an heritage.
We are far from perfect, --very far from it, --but we are so
far from over-seas conditions that we should realize that
America, our own United States of America, is the best land on
which God's glorious sun shines, and be glad that we are American
citizens.
Edward

3

s.
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Our "Boy"

When we reached Bombay we were told that it would be impossible to tour India without a "boy •" Further inquiry elucidated
the point that a "boy" in India was the equivalent to a· courier
in Europe, except, that the "boy" would perform mora menial tasks.
When we learned that we would have to provide our own bed clothing
and that the hotels furnished no waiters, we ware convinced that
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we had to have a "boy," Upon applying at the office of our
hotel, we were strongly recommended to employ Chota Kahn.
In the first place, Chota was a Mohammedan and, as Mohammad
strictly forbade his followers to indulge in spirituous
liquors, we would be sure of a sober servant. It was also
an advantage to have a Mohammedan because he was not bound
by the casta system and would therefore perform tasks that
a Hindu would decline. An interview with Chota showed that
the word "boy" did not have the same meaning as in the Occident
inasmuch as Chota informed us he was the father of a family.
'
We enga~ad Chota to pilot us through India for the munificent
sum of il5.00 per month.
At that time of the year the Mohammedan world was celebrating its most holy feast, that of Ramazan. For twelve days the
devout Musselma~s abstain from food until after sundown. That
evening Chota waited on us at dinner. There was something
peculiar abQut his gait and, when he came near emptying a
plate of soup down my ;neck, I told my wife that, if it were
not for the fact that he was a 1!ohammedan, I would think
that Chota was drunk,
II
Words would fail to give an adequate description of our
departure from the hotel in Bombay. First went Chota escorting us to a cab. Behind us came a retinue of servants whose
number I could not even state. One carried our bedding,
another an umbrella, a third bore a valise, a fourth had my
overcoat, and so on, each one with a single article of our
_property. I had told Chota that one way in which he could
relieve me of a great deal of trouble was by attending to the
matter of tipping and I had furnished him with some money for
that purpose. After we had been seated in the train, a small
sized riot seemed to be taking place on the station platform
between Chota on the one $ide and our retinue of servants on
the other, I do not know why but a strong conviction took
hold of me·that Chota was flim-flamming the retinue in the
matter of tips. As a simila.r disturbance took place whenever
we left a city, I reluctantly took the matter of tipping in
charge myself. After that there were no more riots.
III
Chota was a perpetual delight. our initiation into
oriental duplicity was cheap at the wages we paid him. There
was an instance at Agra. One evening Chota with two small
children crossed our path and Chota introduced the youngsters
as his children. The thought occured to me that it wo~d be
a gracious thing to give each child a rupee, at that t1me
worth thirty-three cents. The next evening Chota introduced
two more children as his. I made a rapid mental.calculation
that if there were three hundred million people 1n India, one
fifth of these were probably children. Sixty million children
at a rupee a piece would be twenty million dollars. As my
letter of credit was considerably less than that amount, I
contented myself by giving the second children my fatherly
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VIII

blessing. That settled it. Chota introduced no more children.

IV
Our carriage ride at Jeypore will ever remain as the high
water mark of earthly glory in our lives. For one day only we
knew what it must be like to belong to a royal family. Chota had
arranged this experience for us. When I think that on this
occasion we had men on foot running ahead of us and clearing the
way for our carriage. When I remember the huge open carriage with
gorgeously attired driver and fqotman, I wonder that I was ever
able again to sink to the level ~f ordinary people. tat· this·
day of glory had a sombre close. As we left our royal equipage
and entered the hotel, there seemed to be a dispute developing
between Chota and our regal retains. The next morning at
breakfast the proprietor of the hotel, ·an Indian, apoligized
for the disagreement between Chota and the driver of the carriage.
He told us that the latter was a very bad man and he, the proprietor,
had forbidden the driver ever again to solicit business from his
hotel. Imagine my surprise, therefore, as I was leaving the hotel
shortly thereafter, to have this recreant driver as the first
parson upon whom my eyes rested, Here was oriental duplicity with
avengeance. Had Chota kept part of the driver's money and divided
it with the hotel keeper?

v
Christmas Night 1902, saw us leaving the city of Ahmedabad
by railroad, As the train started before dinner, we thought we
would get something to eat at the station but upon our arrival
there, we found there was nothing but native food to be procured.
Native food appealed to me in a modified degree only and to my
wife not at all. There was a variety of pancake cooked in the
open over a ·brazier that I thought I might risk. It· proved to
be vary tough and I concluded that a few mouthfuls would keep my
digestive apparatus busy until morning. My wife preferred to
abstain entirely. In this manner we celebrated the gladsome
Christmastide, while our friends at home were indulging in festive
eating and drinking. About midnight, Chota aroused us from sleep
to il~form us that the train had reached a station where food could
~$ ptpc~red, In a short time each of us had a ham sandwich and a
bottle· of beer.

VI
Chota's garments were of cotton and not many of them. It is
said that this style of dressing is adapted to the tropics as
they can be quickly washed, As we climbed the Himalaya Mountains
to Darjeeling, the climate changed from tropical to arctic. After
I saw Chota sleeping outside of our bedroom on the floor in his
cotton clothes, I persuaded him to accept as a gift some of my
woolens. Chota said that the way to keep warm in winter was to
cover your head with the bedclothing so that no cold air could
reach your lungs.
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The space at my command will not permit a detailed
account of our experiences with Chota. The day finally
arrived when we were to part on the dock at Calcutta, whence
our steamer sailed for Rangoon. Chota had reserved hie
crowning stroke forthis occasion. He asked me for a
letter of recommendation. I do not know whether a month's
association with Chota had weakened my moral fibre. At any
rate, I gave him the letter. How many subsequent tourists
have been lured to their undoing by means of that letter?
David s. Oliver
6

Buaget

Ware I a preacher in search of a text for a Fourth of
July or Thanksgiving sermon, I would turn to the Acts of
the Apostles and read the account of the arrest of the Apostle
Paul in Jerusalem. Fart of that narrative has always impressed
me. While to a thoughtful man there is much between the lines,
yet these words make red blood tingle:
And the chief captain came and said unto him,
Tell me, art thou a Roman? He said, Yea,
And the chief captain answered, With a great
sum obtained I this freedom. And Paul said,
But I was born free.
A traveler to any foreign country, on his return to the
United States, is impressed by the Statue of Liberty in
New York Harbor. As I came up the bay from a recent trip
''over there," I stood quite alone on the deck as we approached
the statue and it is impossible to place on paper the feelings
that welled up within me as I thought of all that statue meant,
all that it stood for to me and to all loyal Americans. My
soul was on its knees in gratitude that I was a citizen of
this land of the free.
I thought as never before of what that statue of Liberty
Enlightening the World meant to the foreigner seeking our
hospitable shores. I recalled our leadings as ~nation--the
voyages of Columbus and other discoverers of th1B country; of
the Pilgrims and their privations; of Valley Forge and the
struggles for Independence; of our leadings in ways we had
not known· through fightings within and fears without, wars,
plagues pestilence. and famine--1 thought of the wonderful
leaders' who had been raised up through the years, some of
them at most critical momenta of our history, of i/aehington,
Lafayette Jefferson, '''.rebater, Clay, Lincoln; I thought of our
monetary troubles, of the helping hands held out to us in
hours of need by Russia and by France.
1,

Have you ever stopped to think of our debt to these two
countries long before this recent dreadful war? But for
them we have never achieved our independence when our fore-
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fathers fought to obtain this freedom from the German rulers
of England, nor would we now be the United States, but for
their timely help in the darkest hour of our Civil war. Be a
bit kindly please, in your criticism of both Russia and France;
they ware our friends when we needed them sorely. BY A GREAT
PRICE OBTAINED WE THIS FREEDOM. DO WE VALUE IT AS WE SHOULD!
That at least some foreigners appreciate the great gift
of freedom and a residence in such a land as ours, appears
from a really amusing story told of an Irishman who returning
from service in the recent war, on approaching the great
Statue of Liberty greeted her with: "Taka a good look at me,
for you'll never see me again unless ye turn round,"
America was good enough for Pat.
The very word FREEDOM has no real equivalent in the language of any other nation on earth. One never realizes this
until he spends some time abroad. It matters not what country you visit, your experience there persuades you that ours is
the best land on which the sun shines. We are not perfect, far
from it--there are many things we wish different, but when all
comparisons are made and the balance is struck, it is so largely
in our favor that we shout: "Praise God from whom all blessings
flow~"

In many of these lands across the sea, in preference to an
enforced residence there. we would with Patrick Henry, and with
his magnificent·emphasis, exclaim: "Give me liberty, or give
me death~"
It was natural in the early days, that having tasted the
sweets of freedom ourselves our beckoning hand should be welcoming the emigrant from over seas, nay even urging him, his sisters,
his cousins and his aunts to come and enjoy it all with us. And
through the years we have bean saying "welcome" to all comers, for
as the early pioneers sang: "Uncle Sam is rich enough to buy us
al;l a farm." And he is too; the thousands of just such farms are
even yet providing for the descendants of those who but a few
generations ago were pilgrims and strangers and whose goodright
arms hewed from the primeval forests homes for themselves and
their children, and their childrens children.
Evan Qefore Columbus, before Heinrich Hudson, before English,
Spanish or Dutch explorers it was a land flowing with milk and
honey; they and their descendants had enough and to spare.
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your children and laugh at your surroundings, You would
immediately telephone for a policeman would you not? That
is exactly what we as Americans should have done--l~ng
long ago we should have done it and turned the rascala'out.
.
But possibly because all this came about gradually and
remembering that our ancestors were also emigrants soj;urners
we we~e tole~ant, until only recently we have awak~ned to find'
that the :Ph1listines be upon us," that the worst elements of
Europe have f~ocked to our shores; in many instances unregretted
by the C?untr1es rid of them and sometimes even their passage
money pa1d by the lands in which they were born,
Our Sabbath has been stolen from us, This one American
institution, different in its inception and observance to the
Sabbath of any other Country--it is a thing of the past and
in response to our protest is a Bible quotation "Sabbath was
made for man." The Red Flag is allowed to wave' where other
nations would shout "Treason," "Free Speech" and "Freedom
of the Press" have degenerated into license. Where in other
lands criticism and disrespect for rulers, for law, for sanctity
of the home, for the aged, would be punished severely, we too
often stand quietly by submitting to the selfish interference
of people who a few years ago had scant food or fuel and hardly
eo much as a name they could call their own.
"License they mean when these cry Liberty." Brethren
these things ought not so to be~ With a great price obtained
I this freedom! Remember the toil, the suffering, the bloody
sweat of those who paid this price for us. Recall the sufferings, hardships, privations, of those pioneers who spied out
this land. The bitter anguish of those far away Continental
Days--George Washington at Valley Forge, had his spirit
wavered at frequent defeat, had he been anything but the noble
patriot and great commander that he was, than must the course
of history have been changed and these United states died at
their birth.
Recall Civil War times~ Oh, the sorrow of it allL
"These are they who have come up through great tribulation."
With a great price obtained I this freedom~ Shall we sell
our birthright? Shall we allow this flood of emigration to
take from us our heritage?

Naturally new-c~mers were welcome. Industry was the passport
then, and whoever was willing to help subdue nature, help to make
this new world a better place to live in, was welcome.

Just now this subject of emigration is agitating the
entire country. Congress is considering methods of dealing
with it. We owe much to those seeking the asylum of our
shores but we owe more to those already here--more to ourselves: the children and grand children, to the third and
fourth generations of those who gave us this goodly land.

But presently from out of over-crowded, oppressed and browbeaten Europe came the distressed and penniless emigrants hoping
to better their condition. No sooner here than. our institutions,
laws and customs, so diffarent from the fatherland from which they
so gladly escaped, were disregarded, disobeyed and set at nought.
It was as though inviting me to your quiet home and made welcome
to its- comforts, I should begin to break up your furniture, beat

"They labored and we have entered into their labors ,n
While welcoming.the foreigner I would do so with some
strenuous restrictions. After a careful selection before
embarkation I would restrict the annual emigration to a
percentage as prescribed by Congress, but I would make that
percentage apply not only to the entire country but to the
various states of the Unlon as well· Thus, New York's
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quota being already full, accredited emigrants might not
settle in that state, but to be received at all must go to
soma state having a shortage of that particular nationality
seeking asylum. This would relieve both the Atlantic and
Pacific sea boards forcing emigration to seek inland and less
thickly populated states. Every foreigner must register and
at intervals of say six months report to designated officers,
At the end of two years, such fore ignars who could read and· ·
write and had acquired a rudi~~ntary knowledge of the Consti-·
tution, must file their first naturalization papers, all · · ·
others, including any who have proven undesirable, must be de-.
ported.
Some such plan would correct many of the evils of our
present system and would prevent much annoyance and expense
to applicant for admission, while at the same time it would
give us a better, healthier and more responsible class of
citizens,
"Light of the pilgrims seen afar,
Midst clouds and darkness shining yet,
Now as of old fair freedom's star,
The first to rise, the last to set,
Edward

s.

Ebbert

